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LIST OF SITTINGS.

1915.

Ottawa, Ont June 18 1

Ottawa, Ont June 24 to July 21 3

Summerside, P.E.I July 29 to Aug. 2 565

Moncton, *s'.B Aug. 3 to Aug. 4 682

Dorchester, N.B Aug. 5 to Aug. 6 698

Kentville, N.S Aug. 7 to Aug. 14 754

Wolfville, N.S .Aug. 17 to Aug. 18 1005

Kentville, N.S Aug. 19 to Aug. 25 1072

Halifax, N.S .' Aug. 26 to Sept. 3 1270

Victoria, B.C • Oct. 1 to Oct. 5 .. 1523

Vancouver, B.C Oct. 7 to Oct. 10 1613

Calgary, Alta October 19 1674

Regina, Sask Oct. 20 to Oct. 23 1687

Winnipeg, Man Oct. 25 to Oct. 27 1815

Montreal, Que. . .. November 12

Toronto, Ont December 1

Brampton, Ont Dec. 1 to Dec. 2

Toronto, Ont Dec. 3 to Dec. 4

Ottawa, Ont Dec. 8 to Dec. 9

Boston, Mass December 13

New York, N.Y December 16

Ottawa. Ont Dec. 27 to Dec. 29

1907

1923

1937

2004

2030

2052

2068

2073

1916. '

Ottawa, Ont Jan. 3 to April 4 ' 2117
Peterborough, Ont April 6 2299
Ottawa, Ont April 18 to May 25 2320
Quebec, Que June 9 2571
Ottawa, Ont June 12 to June 28 aS^S-

i0Q.84S0



LIST OF SUBJECTS.

Auditor General:

General questions

Auburn Woollen Mills:

See Military Cloth.

Automatic Pistols:

See Revolvers.

Bicycles:

See Motor Trucks, etc.

Binoculars:

Askwith, W. R . .

.

Bilsky, Samuel
Recalled

Bilsky, John
Birkett, T. M

Recalled 240,
Browne, W. J

Recalled
Elis, M. C

Statement by
Recalled 234,
Affidavit by

Grant, Miss T
Hurdman, Lt.-Col. W. G

Recalled.. .. , 217, 238,
Mason, Alfred

Recalled
McDougall, Miss Ethel
Taylor, Alexander

Recalled

Bennett's account:

Regina

—

Menzies, J. H

o2'i

21T
193
244
244
128
246
169
191
222
228
241
564
246
156
251
180
237
190
111
238

1795

Blackburn Oats:

See Oats: Blackburn.

Bland (Rev. Dr.) charges:

Bland, Rev. Salem Goldworth 2321
Recalled 2346

Crummy, Rev. Dr. Eber 2333
MuUins, Col. Henry A 2335
Newspaper Articles 2320

Brampton Horses:

See Horses: Peel County.

Brandon Horses:

See Horses: Brandon.

Brownlee Supplies:

Adair, J. H 275
Brown, H. W 260
Recalled 367,375

Brownlee, T. A 266
Recalled 278,371

Hyman, Arthur 276

Capital City Flour Mills:

Ferguson, D. A 1808
Hamill, R. W 1810
Mackintosh, Colin P 1788
Vanstone, A. W 1789

Recalled 1809

Charges by Rev. Dr. Bland:

See Bland Charges.

Charlottetown Horses:

See Horses: Charlottetown.

Commission:

Reading of

Cox Horses:

See Horses: Cox.

Dorchester Horses:

See Horses: Dorchester.

Drugs:

Brown, Harry W
Recalled

Donaldson, James B
Garland, W. F . '

*

*

Recalled
Powell, E. A .. ][

'*

Recalled 83, 101,
Rochester, J. L

Recalled
Rowan-Legg, Aubrey

Recalled
Shaver, W. J ."

.'

*
.' "

Recalled

Elder Horses:

See Horses: Elder.

Expenditures of Militia Department:

See Militia Department.

Frosst Tenders:

36
46
41

104
124
69

126
24
99
80
97
53

109

Frosst, Charles E.
Brown, Harry W. .

419
424

General Questions:

See Auditor General.

Halifax Horses:

See Horses: Halifax.

Hay:

Anderson, T. A
Bennett, David D
Bowles, Len . .

Chalmers, George
Recalled 1726,

Grant, William
Recalled 1757,

Hamill, Richard W
Hare, F. C

Recalled .

.

Harris, L. C . .

.

Recalled 1734,
Hinman, B. "W
Jacques, Joseph Franklin . . .7

Lee, Norman
Lickman, Enoch—Letter from
Livingstone, Henry L
Mackintosh, Colin P

Recalled 1732,1737,1779,
Paradis, Charles Rudolph
Rebstock, Charles G

1779
1740
1777
1717
1752
1696
1763
1777
1735
1775
1721
1752
1725
1720
1777
1754
1759
1709
1781
1733
1752

Vol. I: 1-1118. Vol. II: 1119-2116. Vol. Ill: 2117-2740.
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ROYAL COMMISSION

Hay—Con.

Shute, Frank 1776
Stamens, N. D 1724
Sutherland, Kenneth 1728

Hinman Horses:

See Horses: Hinman.

Horses:

Brandon (at Winnipeg)—
Elder, William J 1904
McGlllivray, John D 1831
McLean, Edward Wilson 1826
Sutton, Ernest 1873

Brandon (at Ottawa)— '-

Cheques produced by Auditor General
re purchase by Colonel McRae... 2205

Clarke, Lieutenant-Colonel 2235
- Settell, Elswood 2228

Cox (at Ottawa)

—

Beckett, Lt.-Col. S. G 2246
Moss, John H.

—

Declaration of 2248

See Mississauga Horse.

Charlottetown

—

Essery, William Lee 678
Hughes, Frank. 675
McKenna, James 678
McKie, W. S 679
Mutch, W. A 676

Dorchester

—

Allan, Millidge 729
Anderson, W. H 700

Recalled 719, 746
Blacklock, Albert 731
Copp, W. H 739
Doyle, Lawrence S 718

Recalled 719, 742, 749
Field, Harry 717
Magee, Fred 734
Moore. Alfred R 732
Ogden, Moody 716

Recalled 739
Oulton, Thomas.. 736
Raworth, A. J. S 698
Simpson, Harris 733
Simpson, John M 734
Trenholme, Judson 735
Turner, Fred 738
Wells, Albert L 737

Elder (at Winnipeg)—
Elder, W. J 1866
Lemon, Joseph 1866

Halifax-
Adams, Harry 1300
Archibald, P. McG 1322
Baker, Alexander 1279
Balcombe, Percy 1281
Barrs, A. W .. ,\ 1467
Jtondie, Hedley 1434
Butcher, Chaijes N .'

.. 1431
Recalled.. .» 1434

Cameron, Ferry 1396
Cameron, James H 1392
Campbell, W. R \\ \\ 1318
Chalmers, Thomas '. 138O

Recalled 1393
Church, J. D .'.' .* \\ -[Z^l
Cannon. James 1327
Craig, Charles J .. .. 1272

Recalled
''

\21t>
Creighton, Campbell. . .. 1379
Crosby. A. B .*..'.;; 1304
Cross. H. F. P

, 1435

Horses

—

Con.

Halifax—Co?i.

Currie, Hugh
,

Davis, David L
Drysdale, Albert
Fader, Friend
Foster, A. de Witt

Recalled 1333
Eraser, Frank W
Eraser, Hugh
Gammon, Spurgeon

Recalled
Gough, John

Recalled . . . . . .

Grant, Harry
Harris, Harry

Recalled
Harris, Chesley
Harvey, George
Hogan, George
Ince, Robert

Recalled 1428, 1429,
Isnor, Ralph
Isnor, Watson .,
Jakeman, William Walter
James, Stephen
Johnson, Alfred

Recalled
Johnson, Leonard

Recalled
Johnson, W. C ,\
Johnston, Edmund Munroe
Keever, F. B.—Report by Mr. Thomp-

son re service of subpoena on . . . .

Keith, J. D
Recalled

Killeen, Thomas \\
Latter, Edward \\
Lloyd, James
Macdonald, F. D *

.
'

'

Mackenzie, E. C ',

Recalled
]

Mackinnon, Howard
Maopherson, Allan H. . .... .. ..
McCurdy, A. B

\ \\
McGowan, Robert.. .. .. .. .. \\
McGregor, S. E

Recalled
McKay, William P . .

'

.

McKenzie, D. C
McLaughlin, W
McLean, De Wolf

Recalled
McLean, David
Monaghan, Charles D
Myra, Thomas
Oakes, Gifford H

Recalled
Parsons, Fred
Patton, J. W. D .'

. . . . . \

Recalled
Pender, James
Pineo, W. W '

Recalled
Potter, James

Recalled
*

Quinn, Howard
. . . ,

Recalled \\
Robinson, George

. ]

.

Robinson, William
Rood, Charles
Smith, C. E '.'

Stewart, James
Stewart, N. C
Stewart, R. A
Sullivan, Arthur
Sullivan, Peter

Vol. I: 1-1118. Vol. II: 1119-2116. Vol. Ill: 2117-2740.

1306
1377
1275
1335
1306
1502
1340
1341
1382
1392
1330
1375
1337
1313
1325
1314
1329
1377
1406
1466
1462
1294
1327
1291
1316
1324
1311
1324
1397
1468

1296
1364
13691

1288
1344
1332
1390
1318
1326
1427
1365
1421
1512
1423
1426
1486
1423
1422
1366
1369
1372
1333
1287
1436
1469
1339
1305
1310
1285
1305
1310
1270
1296
1274
1428
1338
1345
1425
1299
1362
1317
1374
1427
1398



WAR SUPPLIES PURCHASES

Horses

—

Con.

Halifax

—

Con.
Thompson, W. C 1292
Washington, George 1329

Watson, James 1334
Wetmore, C. V 1519
Weaver, Charles D 1296
Woodworth, T. C.—Telegrams to and

from 1522

Hinman (at Winnipeg)

—

Carrion, John .. 1S91
Gray, Lieutenant-Colonel 1959
Hartley, George 1871
Hinman, Willet J 1834

Recalled 1841,1899
McLean, Edward 1872

Recalled 1891
Moise, John 1832
Owen, Joseph 1883
Ruttan, Col. H. N 1838
Simpson, John 1885
Snook, Robert 1895
Travers, R C 1862

Recalled 1897
Watchorn, Edward 1872
Whitla, H. W 1840

Hinman (at Ottawa)—
Smith, Col., affidavit of 2098

Hinman and Elder

—

Watchorn, Edward 1864

Kentville

—

Applegate, C. H ' 842
Armstrong, P. E 1191
Armstrong, Hallet C 1131
Armstrong, Owen 9'53

Baker, Norman W 1133
Baltzer, Thomas 916
Banks, Avard 991
Barteaux, J. H .". 1004
Beals, George Robie 1144
Beckworth, J. Archie 826
Benyanson, Benjamin 848
Benyanson, William J S51
Bligh, S. W 787
Bishop, Edward 898
Bowlby, Dimmock 928
Bowlby, Ingram 921

Recalled '. 924
Bowlby, Orran 896
Bowser, S. A 1096
Brown, James R 1132
Brown, Joseph , 948

Recalled 951
Brown, Morris 1121
Bruce, Leslie 1173
Burke, Leo 854

Recalled 1102
Burbidge, H. R 1134
Burns, John 1002
Cahill, Joseph 902

Chipman, Frank 1127
Cassidy, James 1171
Chute, C. B 804
Chute, Foster 1142
Chute, Henry J 776

Recalled 783, 836
Statement of 840

Return of $155 by 988
Chute, John M 785

Chute, Kenneth 941

Chute, Llewellyn 944

Chute, Roy 780
Recalled 784

Chute, Samuel B 894
Clarke, Roy 835

Vol. I: 1-1118. Vol. II: 1119-2116

Horses

—

Con.

Kentville

—

Con.
Coffin, Howard M
Corbett, Howard
Corkum, Brenton
Cotters, John
Creighton, Fred
Creighton, Roy H

Recalled
Cropley, John F

Recalled
Crowe, Major Walter
Daniels, Hallett
David, Edgar
De Ell, William
Dempsey, Norman
Dolliver, John E
Dickie, Walter

Recalled
Dill, Robert
Dodge, Lewis
Doyle, Frank
Early, Robert
Eaton, James E
Elliott, Rufus
Feltus, R. E
Fennerty, William
Fitch, Robert
Foster, A. de Witt

Recalled
Foster, Frank A
Foster, Percy
Foster, Wallace . ,

Franey, William
Fullerton, Oliver
Gates, A. D

Recalled
Gates, Percy
Gill, Arthur

Recalled 1096,

Graves, John
Hancock, James
Harris, Charles

Recalled
Harris, Clifford

Harrington, John
Harvey, A. B

Recalled 906,

Hill, Thomas
Hiscoe, Thomas
Horsnell, J. E
Huntley, Perley

Isl£y, Kenneth '

Jacques, William
Keddie, N. W
Keever, F. B.—Discussion re appear-

ance of

Kelly, L. G
Recalled

Kinsman, Seth
Lingley, Isaac
Loomer, Charles
Loomer, Joseph
Lovelace, Thaddeus
Lyon, Arch
Lyons, Ormond
Lyons, R. D
Lutz, Aza
MacGregor, T. S
MacKeen, Charles
Mader, Leander
Mahoney, Fred
Marshall, M. P.

—

SubpcEna issued for . . .

Sworn '•

Martin, William
McConnell, Frank

-^^1. Ill: 2117-2740.

.1145,

1095
1138
802

1185
843
785
802
903
923
755
914

1195
1079
845
998

1189
1196
1154
1074
1266
1162
1213
1172
1139
1174
982
764

1241
1073
810
970
956

1214
1159
1170
1123
1083
1266
927

1248
1137
1140
1197
1187
881
1103
977

1098
846

10>77

822
1192
820

1205
1144
1181
865
1203
891
852
815
791
829
812
958

1008
1249
917

1103

1154
1175
1129
81S



ROYAL COMUISaiON

Horses

—

Cmi. •

Kentville

—

Con.
McGarvie, James 919
McKenna. E. J 975
McKittrlck. William 1267
McMaster, E. R 992
McNally, George J., M.D 988

Recalled 1001
Melster, Roy 907
Moodie, Sam 1141
Moody, James 998
Moore, Walter 1158

Recalled 1178,1182,1205,1252
Memorandum by 1253

Morse, Albro 933
Morse, Alden 935
Morse, R T 831
Morton, Downey 803
Morton. E. K 1155
Morton, Rufus 807

Recalled 809
Neely, Howard 1075
Neilly, Harry 961
Nellly, J. 1136
Newcombe, John A 1185
Nichols, Gilbert R 794
Nichols, Phillip H -. 911
Oakes, J. W.

—

Affidavit by 1251
Medical certificate re 1252

Oakes, GiCford H 817
Recalled 1080,1110,1147.

1224,1240
Oikle, Laurls 1076
Outhit, D. M 949
Palmer, Robert 894
Parker, Fred. A ., 790
Parker, Howard , .. 1124
Pearson, J. J.^ 99O
Pelton, Fred 841
Phinney, J. Abner 937
Pierce, Henry 974
Pineo, E. B 819
Pineo, Fred 939
Porter, George 808
Porter. Levi 893
Potts, E. J 817
Rochford, Dawson 825
Reid, R. W 1183
Re id. Li. A 93I
Roach, Charles 1163
Robbins; E. F 788
Roes, C. R .".]; 1213
Salter, Herbert C 1072
Saltzman, Joseph 863
Sangster, H. W.

—

Discussion re appearance of Wood-
worth and Keever 759

Application to appear for A. de
Witt Foster 754

Satmders. Prank 996
Schofleld, Joseph 1212
Seamon, Joseph 899
Selfridge, Samuel Spurgeon , . . . . . 870
Shepherd, William 796
Shupe, William 1165

Recalled 1170
Smillie, Reuben 979
Smith, James "

.. .. 959
Recalled .1130,1146

Smith, Vinton P 963
Smith, William \[ 952
Spinney, Wiley \[ "| 985
Spinney, Jonathan Moore... .'* ' 1124
Splcer. Bud '"

355
Starr. Richard ,'* ''

\] II99

Vol. I: 1-1118. Vol. II: lll9-

Horses

—

Con.

Kentville

—

Con.
Stark, Robert 927
Statement re horses, generally, pur-

chased and shipped in neighbour-
hood of Kentville 1269

Stead, Prank 1195
Sweet, F. W 1190
Taylor, Noble 814
Taylor, Stephen 962
Thomas, A. M 799
Thomas, Harding 846
Tobin, John 1267

" Tapper, Frank looo
Uhlman, Charles 912
Vinott, Arthur 890

Recalled 907
White, John 860
White, William *

,

,

929
Whitney, George W 1196
Willey. H. B

\ 1125
Wilson, Don 1098
Wiswall, Charles 901
Wood, Burpee 980
Woodbury, George 993
Woodworth, Abner 924
Woodworth, George 813
Woodworth, T. C.

—

Discussion re appearance of . . .

.

1204
.Sworn 1215
Recalled i2i26, 1243

Merrick

—

Merrick, William T 484
Recalled ,

*

506
McLean, B. L 495
Williams, Edward T .. 520

Moncton

—

Allanach, W. D ggi
Bailey, Harry A.. ..

".'. '.'.
.

'.

.'..'. 696
Cook, James M '*

686
Estano, W. H *. '.

',

'\
682

Grosse, D. F 693
MacWilliams, W. A.. .. ..

'.

683
Read, L. B '.' .',' ' _'

694
Ryan, Lilley '.

.
"' ['

682
Worman, Hugh H. . .. ........ 684

Nova Scotia (at Boston, Mass.)—
Chipman, George 2052

Peel County

—

Brampton

—

Armstrong, Oscar 1962
Browridge, Jocseph ., 1973
Carter, William 1975
Cotton, C. E .* 1955
Davey, John ;, .. ]\ 1971
Earley, James i963
Elliott, Thomas D.. .. , 1934
Fallls, James R 1997
Ferguson, John 1968

Recalled 1959
Fleury, John Wesley 1948
Gott, Cecil 1970
Hunter, Eraser i965
Ingram, Matthias ". 1996
Jones, Edward John 1937

Recalled. .1968, 1969, 1970. 1986, 1993
Kee, Albert 1950

Recalled
^ 1957

Kirk, William T 1995
Moore, Robert 1972
Quinn, R. J ", '

.'

1982
Robinson, Thomas 1949
Rutherford, James S .. 1978
Simpson, Robert 1959
Tighe, John . . . iggi

2116. Vol. Ill: 2117-2740.



WAR SUPPLIES PURCHASES

Horses—Con.

Peel County

—

Con.
Brampton

—

Con.
Tighe, Prank. .

Young, James. .

Brampton (at Ottawa)-
Wilson, Hugh

Peel County

—

Toronto

—

Campbell, James A
Recalled 2022,

Downey, O. H
Fallis, James R

Recalled
Gott, Cecil
Hall, Col. William

Recalled
Hendrie, Bert
Lindsay, Howard Steele
Macdonald, Capt. Charles Stewart.
McGibbon, Samuel
Piummer, William B . . .

Recalled
Roulston, Thomas

Recalled
Rutledge, William Henry
Simkins, Sergeant-Major

Recalled

1980
1990

2206

2^05
2026
.2008

2010
2027
2019
1929
2026
2017
2017
1924
2012
2009
2019
1933
2004
2020
2011
2026

Purchases Generally

—

Clarke, Lt.-Col. Emmett 2090
Recalled.. .' 2114,2144,2169,2170

Regina

—

Dangans, John j 1694
Gilchrist, William 1692
Grassick, James 1787
Hamill, Richard W 1691

Recalled 1695
Head, Charles 1687

Recalled 1694,1788
Lee, Norman 1788
Livingstone, Henry 1788
Wilson, James 1787

Summerside

—

Bell, George W 657
Doyle, Lawrence S 572

Recalled 662
Eustis, Emerson 634
Gordon, Douglas 598
Harkness, John 655
Jardine, John 655
Leard, Louis 656
McKie, W. H 566
McNeill, W. B 600

Recalled 635,671
Muttart, Hilliard G 656
Perry, Jos. D 653
Salliphant, Harry 653

Vancouver

—

Belcher, Lt.-Col. Robert 1674
Bevan, Ralph Frederick 1676
Cunningham, Francis Henry 1631

Recalled •. . 1637
Dixon, Gordon 1622

Recalled 1644,1658,1659,1662
Dixon, Robert... 1615

Recalled 1638,1657,1660
Fraser, John, LS.0 1664
Gormley, Andrew F.—Calgary de-

claration by 1684
Henderson, CM.. 1647

Recalled 1664,1673
Hogg, William 1656-
Macdonald, Malcolm Archibald . . . . 1614
Macintosh, W A 1665

Horses—Con.

Vancouver

—

Con.
Mitchell, Alexander

Recalled 1660,
Ogilvie, <;:!olonel

Sleeth, Trevelyn E
Trapp, T. D
Waller, Henry E
Whyte, D. A
Wright, Louis A.—Calgary declar-

ation by
Wolfville

—

Armstrong, L. A
Brown, Harry

Recalled
Caldwell, Andrew
Chipman, Dr. Henry

Recalled
Cleveland, Joseph
Cochrane, W. Estey
Foster, Robert
Haley, George
Halfis, Joseph
Hennessy, Enoch
Hennesey, W. H
Hutchison, T. E
Levy, Stanley
Lightfoot, Rufus
MacGregor, T. S
McGowan, J. E
Martin, J. D
Morton, E. K
Norton, Harold
Nowlin, Owen
Patterson, William R

Recalled
Rathbun, J. P
Rourke, William
Sangster, Mr.—Report re Woodworth
and Skeever

Schofleld, Harris Delbert
Selfridge, John W

Recalled
Sexton, John
Shaw, Isaiah
Shearer, George
Smith, Mrs. J. Elliott

Smith, Inglis C
Smith, Capt. James
Spence, George
Spence, M. G
Sweet, Edward
Trenholme, George W
Westcott, Andrew
Whitman, Jeremiah N '

Whitman, Rev.. N. A
Wolfe, John

Hospital Clothing:

Mackenzie, J. Angus.

Housewives:
Brown, Harry W.

1641
1674
1628
1638
1«36
1643
1659

1685

1054
1063
1068
1068
1005
1070
1019
1046
1010
1049
1009
1057
1059
1034
1032
1011
1008
1023
1015
1059
1<J^0

1028
1053
1070
1060
1061

1039
1029
1042
1066
1055
1051
1017
1012
1056
1051
1062
1064
1048
1021
1013
1026
1031
1052

253

367

Gervan, F. W 280

McCann, J. A.. ^. 282

McClenaghan, Ste'wart ... 278

Recalled 288

Inquiry Generally:

Fraser, John, LS.OV 2232

Kentville Horses:

See Horses: Kentville.

Medical Supplies:

Potter, Lieutenant-Colonel 2227

Vol. I: 1-1118. Vol. II: 1119-2116. Vol. Ill: 2117-2740.



viii ROYAL COMMISSION

Men's Wear:
Acton. James 2032

Recalled 2035
Statement by 2193

Brown. Harry W 2034
Recalled 2047,2051

Kelley, George D., counsel for Mr,
Acton

—

Statement by 2050
Parkes, G. H 2085
Reade, J. B 2110
Schiffer, A. M 2073

Recalled 2087,2108

Merrick Horses:

See Horses: Merrick.

Militia Department Expenditures:

Brown, Harry W
Fraser, John ,

30
6

Militia Department Reports:

Reports from certain officers 2172
Paymaster General, Report of

—

Brown, Harry W 2184
Brown, Ralph P. . 2184

Militia Supplies Generally:
Biggar, Col. J. Lyons 541
Fraser, John 527
McDonald^ General D. A 459
McDonald) Col. Fraser 543

Military Cloth (Auburn Woollen Mil
Ottawa.

—

Is):

Analysis of samples by Milton Horsey
Co.. 2372

Bartlett, Raymond S 2403
Baxandall, Albert 2258
Burns, Charles 2261

Recalled.. ..2274, 2286, 2295, 2298, 2386
Ferrill Charles.. 2296

Recalled 2399
Greaves, George 2249

Recalled 2252, 2260, 2298
Hersey, Dr. Milton 2377
Kendry, James 22 76

Recalled 2376, 2400
Milton Hersey Co., analysis of sam-

ples 2372
Smith, George H 2291

Recalled 2298
Watson, Robert 2279

Peterborough

—

Anderson, Walter 2305
Recalled "/_ .'

.'

2315
Baird, George .,

"'
[[ 2301

Recalled \[ '[ '
.*

2304
Bentley, John '

,\ \\ 2308
Greaves, George .. 2319
Hartley, William ','

, . . .
.'

.'

.

*

2313
Kendry, James . . . .jl

"
2315

Recalled .<f»^ .... 23I6, 2317
Miller, Miss 2303

Recalled '. ' V. 23lV, 2313
Orr, William Elliott 2311

Recalled
'

2316
Watt, R P .• .•; ;; ;; ;; 2299

Mississauga Horse:

Statement by Mr. Cox
See Horses: Cox.

Vol. I: 1-1118.

Moncton Horses:

See Horses: Moncton.

Motor Trucks, Bicycles, Trailers, etc.:

Acason, Herbert 444
Bill, Lewis H 562
Brown, Harry W 370
Burt, Clayton R 552
Carlisle, Clifton H 2121
Dowswell, William 530
Hellers, Morse 332
Fiset, Surgeon-General 463
Geddes, James L 426
Hurdman, Lt.-Col. W. G 436

Recalled 508
Kennedy, Michael 439

Recalled 461
McKay, Stewart H 407
Morris, W. D 431
Mussen, Edward T 525
Nash, Charles Robert . . 450
Northam, William 452
Russell, Thomas A '

. 290
Recalled., ..334, 341, 349, 372, 455, 464

2127, 2145
Smith, William Sanford 365
Thomas, Lt.-Col. W. Owen 377

Recalled 436, 470, 532
Thompson, A. M 366

North Star Grain Co.:

Anderson, W. A 1816
Elliot, George A 1822

Recalled 1824
Grant, Will 1823
Mackintosh, Colin P 1793

Recalled 1796

Nova Scotia Horses:

See Horses: Nova Scotia.

Oats:

Blackburn (Regina)—
Blackburn, Reg. D 1782
Grant, Harry 1785
Grant, Will. . . . . .- 1786

Price of (Regina)—
Ridden, Frederick William 1798

Weights of (Regina)—
Chalmers, George 1799

Regina

—

Grant, H. M. 1807
Grant, William 1800

Recalled 1813
Westman, John A isil

Oats and Hay:
Brown, Harry W ' 516
Dwyer, W. H 4 15
Fraser, John 414
Macdonnell, James 468
Pringle, R. A 514
Explanation by 515

Pringle, Robert H 518
Ruddick, John A 418
Sparks, Albert .. 408

Paymaster-General, Reports of:

See Militia Department Reports.
Peel County Horses:

See Horses: Peel County.

2210 Pistols:

See Revolvers.
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Price of Oats:

See Oats: Price of.

Purchases of Horses Generally:

See Horses: Purchases generally.

Regina Horses:

See Horses: Regina,

Regina Oats:

See Oats: Regina.

Reports of Militia Department:

See Militia Department Reports.

Revolvers and Automatic Pistols:

Allison, J. Wesley
Recalled 2352,

Birkett, T. M
Recalled 2151,

Brown, H. W
Recalled 2158,

Dalton, William Bartlett, jr

Easdale, George
Fraser, John, I. S. O

Recalled
Halleck, Lt.-Col. William
Hughes, Major General Hon. Sir Sam
Letter re Col. Skinner
Marfarlane, Angus
Skinner, Colonel, Letter re

Stone, Samuel M
Evidence put on record. . . . . . .

.

2117
23&5
2211
2156
2153
2237
2220
2152
2120
2134
2240
2118
2226
2212
2226
2185
2236

Saddlery:

Winnipeg

—

Reference by Mr. Thompson to sad-
dlery made at various places.. .. 1903

Ottawa

—

Brown, Lt.-Col. Robert.

Small Arms Ammunition, Sale of:

Allison, Hon. Col. J. Wtsley
Letter from
Recalled
Argument of

—

Dewart, H. H
Henderson, ^eorge F
Hutcheson, Jas. A ..

Dewart, H. H., Argument of
Discussion re appearance of counsel
Elliot, Gen. H. M
Fraser, John. I.S.O., Auditor General

Recalled 2525,
Greville-Harston, Col. C
Gwatkin, General
Helmer, Col. Richard A

Statement by
Henderson, George F., Argument of. .

Hughes, Major-General Sir Sam..
Recalled

Hutcheson, J. E., Argument of . . .

.

Jarvis, E. F
Letters from G. A. Searles and J.

Wesley Allison to General D. A.
Macdonald

Lewis Orr, Frederick
Recalled

Macdonald, General D. A
Recalled

Macdonald, Lt.-Col. J. F
Recalled 2468, 2622, 2659,

Memorandum by R. C. Smith . . .

.

Morin, Lt.-Col. J. A ..

2095

2437
2414
2550

2724
2741
2720
2724
2443
2628
2457
2616
2574
2652
2644
2651
2741
2417
2663
2720
2660

2414
2503
2541
2423
2697
2430
2653
2637
2589

Small Arms Ammunition, Sale of

—

Con.

Order in Council read.. .. . '.. .. 2413
Parker, A. G '." .'.' '.

'. 2'596
Searles, G. A., Letter from 2414
Smith, R. C, memorandum by.. .. 2637

Socks:

Burns, Charles 547

Submarines:
Montreal

—

Taylor, Herbert A. G 1907

New York

—

Carse, Henry B 2071
Frost, Elihu B 2068

Ottawa

—

Bank of Commerce, Letters and
drafts 2i203

Carse, Henry B.
Letter from ; 2234
Telegram re, from G. C. Davidson 2234

Davison, Gregory C 2268
Telegram from 2226

Fraser, John. I.S.O.
. 2129

Kingsmill, Vice-Admiral 2129

Vancouver-
Clark, Douglas R 1611
Hogg, William 1612

Victoria, B. C.

—

Application of S. S. Taylor to appear
as counsel for the Liberal party.. 1524

Allison, William 1533
Arbuthnot 1607
Barnard, George Henry 1572
Brown, Thomas Allsop 1589
Crawford, Frederick Lindsey 1528

Recalled 1545
Huramerfelt, Alfred 1606
Fraser. John, I.S.O 1609

Goepel, John William.. .. .. .. .. 1527

Recalled 1531,1542
Hose, Walter 1536

Recalled 1607

Jones, Bertram Edwin 1536

Judgment of Sir Charles Davidson on
application of Sir Richard McBride
that certain witnesses be called . . 1610

Logan, William Henry 1559

McBride, Sir Richard 1590

Paterson, James Venn 1546

Prior, Col. E. Gawlor 1578
Ruling of Sir Charles Davidson, on

application of Sir Richard McBride
re statement of Auditor General.. 1609

Ryan, Richard 1544

Shallcross, J. J 1581

Recalled.. 1586

Stewart. Alexander 1580

Story. R. N., Admiral 1577

Thomson, Henry B 1583

Wood, Reginald Henry 1588

Subsistence of Troops:

Gray, Lieutenant-Colonel 1876

Ruttan. Col. H. N 1881

Welsby, Lieut. George Henry 1874

Recalled 1880

Summerside Horses:

See Horses: Summerside.

Supplies to Soldiers:

Laird, Major H. W 1790
Recalled 1806
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Tires:

Russell. T. A 33G
Northam. W. B 2142

Toronto Horses:

See Horses: Toronto.

Touring Cars:

Russell, T. A 334

Trailers:

See Motor Cars, etc.

Vancouver Horses:

See Horses: Vancouver.

Wagons:

Soper, Warren Y
Weights of Oats:
See Oats: Weights of

Winnipeg Saddlery:
See Saddlery.

Wolfvilie Horses:
See Horses: Wolfvilie.
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LIST OF WITNESSES.

Acason, Herbert 444
Acton, James 2032

Recalled 2035
Statement by 2093

Adair, J. H 2.75

Adams, Harry 1300
Allan, Millidge 729
Allanach, N. D 691
Allison, Col. J. Wesley 2117

Letter from 2414
Recalled 2352, 2365, 2435, 2548

Allison, William 1533
Anderson, T. A 1779
Anderson, Walter 2305

Recalled 2315
Anderson, W. A. .^ 1816
Anderson, W. H 700

Recalled 719, 746
Applegate, C. H 842
Arbuthnot, John 1607
Archibald, P. McG 1322
Armstrongr, Owen 953
Armstrong-, Oscar 1962
Armstrong, E. P 1191
Armstrong, Hallett C 1131
Armstrong, L. A 1054
Askwith, W. R 217

Bailey, Harry A.. 696
Baird, George.

,^ 2301
Recalled 2304

Baker, Alexander 1279
Baker, Norman W 1133
Balcombe, Percy 1281
Baltzer, Thomas 916
Banks, Avard 991
Barnard, George Henry 1572
Barrs, W» A 1467
Barteaux, J. H 1004
Bartlett, Raymond S 2403
Baxandall, Albert 2258
Beals, G«orge Robie 1144
Beckett, Lt.-Col. S. G 2246
Beckworth, J. Archie 8.26

Belcher. Lt.-Col. Robert 1674
Bell, George W 657
Bennett, David D 1740
Bentley, John 2308
Bevan, Ralph Frederick 1676
Beyanson, Benjamin 848
Beyanson, William J 851
Biggar, Col. J. Lyons 541
Bill, Lewis H 562
Bilsky, Samuel 193

Recalled 244
Bilsky, John 244
Birkett, T. M 128

Recalled 240, 246, 2211, 2151, 2156
Bishop, Edward 898
Blackburn, Reg. D 1782
Blacklock, Albert 731
Bland, Rev. Salem Goldworth 2321

Recalled 2346
Bligh. S. W 787
Bondie. Hedley 1434
Bowlby, Orran 896.

Bowlbv, Ingram 921
Recalled 9-24

Bowlby, Dimmock 928
Bowles. Len 1777
Bowser, S. A 1096
Brown, Harry 1063

Recalled 1068
Brown, Harry W., director of contracts .

.

30
Recalled. 46, 260, 367, 424, 516, 2034

2047, 2051, 2153, 2158, 2184, 2237
Brown,'Jas. R 1132
Brown, Joseph 948

Recalled 951
Brown, Lt.-Col. Robert .. 2095
Brown, Morris 1121
Brown, Ralph P 2184
Browne, W. J 169

Recalled 191
Brown, Thomas Allsop 1589
Brownlee, T. A 266

Recalled 278, 371, 375
Brownridge, Joseph '1973
Bruce, Leslie 1173
Burbridge, H .R 1134
Burke, Leo 854

Recalled 1102
Burns, Charles ' 547

Recalled. .2261, 2274, 2286, 2295, 2298, 238^6

Burns, John 1002
Burt, Clayton R 5i5.2

Butcher, Charles N 1431
Recalled 1434

Cahill Joseph A 902
Caldwell Andrew 1068
Cameron, Terry 1396
Cameron, James H 1392
Campbell, James A 2005

Recalled ..2022,2026
Campbell, W. R 1318
Carlisle, Clifton H 2121
Carrion, John 1891
Carse, Henry B 2071

Letter from 2234
Carter, William 1975
Cassidy, James 1171
Chalmers, George 1717

Recalled 1726 1752,1799
Chalmers, Thomas .'

. . .. 1380
Recalled 1393

Chipman, Frank 1127

Chipman, George 2052

Chipman, Henry, M.D 1005

Recalled 1070

Church, J. D.. 1361

Chute, C. E 804

Chute, Foster 1142

Chute, Henry'j 776

Recalled 783, 836

Statement by •• •• 840

Return of $155 by 988

Chute John M 785

Chute! Kenneth 9*1

Chute, Llewellyn 944

Chute, Roy 780

Recalled 784

Chute, Samuel B 894

Clark, Douglas R 1611

Clarke, Lt.-Col. Emmett •• •• 2090

Recalled 2114, 2144. 2169, 2170, 2235
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Clarke, Roy 835
Cleveland, Joseph 1019
Cochrane W. Estey. .' .. 1046
Coffin, Howard M 1095
Connors, James 1327
Cook, James M 686
Copp, W. H 739
Corbett, Howard 1138
Corkum. Brenton 802
Cotters. John 1185
Cotton, C. E 1955
Cox, H C, Statement by ' 2210
Oralg, Charles J 1272

Recalled 1275
Crawford, Frederick Lindsay 1528

Recalled 1545
Creighton Campbell 1379
Crelghtoni Fred 843

Creighton, Roy H 785
Recalled 802

Cropley. John F 903

Recalled 923

Crosby, A. B 1304
Cross, H. F. P 1435
Crowe, Major Walter 7f>5

Crumny. Rev. Dr. Eber 233S
Cunningham, Francis Henry 1631

Recalled 1637
Currie, Hugh 1306

Dalton, William Bartlett, Jr 2220
Daniels Hallet 914
David, Edgar 1195
Davis, David L 1377
Davison, Gregory C 2268
Telegrams from 2226, 2234

Davey, John 1971
De Ell. William 1079
Dempsey, Norman.'. 845
Dewart, H. H., Argument of 2722
D1-H3. Walter 1189

Recalled 1196
Dill, Robert.. 1154
Dixon, Gordon 1622

Recallea 1644, 1658, 1659, 1662
Dixon. Robert 1615

Recalled 1638,1657,1660
Dodge, Lewis 1074
Donaldson, James B 41
Dolliver, John E 998
Dougans, John 1694
Downey O. H 2008
Doyle. Frank 1266
Doyle, Lawrence S 572

R-called 662, 718, 719, 742, 749
Dowswell, William 530
Drysdale. Albert 1275
Dwyer. W. H .. 415

Early. James 1963
Earley, Robert . . 1162
Easdale, George 2152
Eaton, James E 1213
Elder, W. J ; . ;; 1866

Recalled 1904
Ellis, M. C *.'...;; 222

Recalled 234,241
Statement by 228

Elliot, Gen. H. M '.'. '.*. ".'. ['
2626

Elliott, George A .' '
*

,'

,"

]
'. i822

Recalled .'

1824
Elliott, RufuH .'. '/, " " "

1172

Elliott, Thomas D ^. .. 1984
Essery, William Lee.. 678
Estano, W. H 682
Eustis, Emerson 634

Fader, Friend 1335
Fallis, James R 1997

Recalled 2010,2027
Fellers, Morse 332
Feltus, R. E 1139
Fennerty, William 1174
Ferguson, John 1968

Recalled 1969
Ferguson, D. A 1808
Ferrill, Charles 2296

Recalled 2399
Field, Harry 717
Fiset, Surgeon-General 463
Fitch, Robert 982
Fleury, John Wesley 1948
Flummerfelt, Alfred 1606
Foster, A. de Witt 764

Recalled 1241,1306,1333,1502
Foster, Frank A 1073
Foster, Robert 1010
Foster, Percy 810
Foster, Wallace.. 970
Franey, W^illiam 956
Eraser, John, Auditor General.. 6

Recalled 527,1609,1664.
2120,2129, 2134, 2232,2455,2523,2614

Eraser, Frank W 1340
Fraser, Hugh 1341
Frosst, Charles E. 419
Frost, Elihu B 2068
Fullerton, Oliver 1214

Gammon, Spurgeon 1382
Recalled 1392

Garland, W. F 104
Recalled 124

Gates, A. D 1159
Recalled 1170

Gates, Percy 1123
Geddes, James L 426
Gervan, F. W 280
Gilchrist, William 1692
Gill, Arthur 1083

Recalled 1096,1266
Goepel, John William 1527

Recalled 1531,1542
Gordon, Douglas (. 598
Gormley, Andrew F., Calgary, declaration

by 1684
Gott, Cecil 1970

Recalled ' 2019
Gough, John 1330

Recalled 1375
Greaves, George 2249

Recalled 2252,2260,2298,2319
Greville-Harston, Col. C 2572
Grant, Harry (Halifax) 1337
Grant, Harry (Regina) 1785
Grant, H. M.'. 1807
Grant, Miss T 246
Grant, William 1696
Recalled. .. 1757,1763.1786,1800.1813,1823

Graesick, James 1787
Graves, John . . .. 927
Gray, Lt. -Col 1859

Recalled 1876
Grosse, D. F 693
Gwatkin, General 2650
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Haley, George ^ 1049
Hall, Col. William 192a

Recalled 2026
Halleck, Lt.-Col. William 2240
Hamill, Richard W 1691

Recalled 1695, 1777, 1810
Hancock, James 1248
Hare, T. C 1735

Recalled 1775
Harkntss, John. 655
Harrington, John 1187
Harris, Charles 1137

Recalled 1140
Harris, Chesley 1314
Harris, Clifford 1197
Harris, Harry 1313

Recalled 1325
Harris, Joseph 1009
Harris, L. C 1721

Recalled ..1734, 1752
Hartley, George 18716
Hartley, William 2313
Harvey, A. B 881

Recalled 906, 1103
Harvey, George 1329
Head, Charles 1687

Recalled 1694, 1788
Helmer, Col. Richard A 2642

Statement by 2649
Henderson, CM 1647

Recalled 1664, 1673
Henderson, George P., Argument of . . . . 2739
Hendrie, Bert 2017
Hennessy, Enoch 1057
Hennessy, W. H 1059
Hersey, Dr. Milton 2377
Hill, Thomas 977
Hinman, B. W 1725
Hinman, Willet J 1834

Recalled 1841, 1899
Hiscoe, Thomas 1098
Hogan, George 1377
Hogg, William 1612

Recalled 1656
Holt, George 1188

Recalled 1203
Hose, Walter 1536

Recalled 1607
Hughes, Prank 675
Hughes, Major-General Hon. Sir Sam. .. 2118

Recalled 2415. 2661
Hunter, Praser 1965
Huntley, Perley 1077
Hurdman, Lt.-Col. W. G. .

.'
." 156

Recalled 217, 238, 251, 436, 508
Hutcheson, J. E., Argument of 2718
Hutchison, T. E 1034

Ilsley, Kenneth 822
I nee, Robert 1406

Recalled .. ..1428, 1429, 1466
Ingram, Mathias 1996
Isnor, Ralph 1462
Isnor, Watson 1294

Jacques, Joseph Pranklln 1720
Jacques, William 1182
Jakeman, William Walter J1327
James, Stephen 1291
Jardine, John 655
Jarvis E. P. . 2658 -

Jodrey, Roy 1065
Recalled 1066

Johnson, Leonard 1311
Recalled .. .. \ \\ 1324

Johnston, Alfred .. .. .. jsig
Recalled

J," 1324
Johnston, Edmund Mum-oe 1468
Johnston, W. C 1397
Jones, Bertram Edwin 1536
Jones, EMward John If 37

Recalled 1968, 1969, 1970, 1986, 1998

K
Keddie, N. W
Kee, Albert .'.

Recalled
Keever, Frank B.

—

Discussion re appearance of
Report by Mr. Thompson re service of
subpoena

Statement by Mr. Thomipson re tele-
grams

Keith J. D
Recalled ."

.'

.

.

Kelly, George D., counsel for Mr. Acton

—

Statement by . . ,

Kelly, L. G '

Recalled.. .... 1145,
Kendry, James

Recalled 2315, 2316, 2317, 2376,
Kennedy, Michael

Recalled
Killeen, Thomas
Kingsmill, Vice-Admii-al
Kinsman. Seth
Kirk William T. .

.'.

820
1950
1967

759

1296

1205
1364
1369

2050
1144
1181
2276
2400
439
461

1288
2129
865

1995
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Laird, Major H. W 1790
Recalled.. .. ., I8O6

Latter, Edward 1344
Lsard, Louis 656
L?e, Norman 1777

Recalled .' .. 1788
Lemon, Jos 2ph. 1866
Levy, Stanley 1032
Lewis, Prederick Orr 2501

Recalled 253a
Lickman, Enock, Letter from 1754
L=ghtfoot, Rufus 1011
Lindsay, Howard Steele 2017
Lingley, Isaac 1203
Livingstone, Henry L 1759

Recalled 1788
Lloyd James 1332
Logan, William Henry 1559
Loomer, Charles., •• 891

Loomer, Joseph 852

Lovelace, Thaddeus. 815

Lutz, Aza 9r-8

Lyman, Arthur 276

Lyon, Arch 791

Lyons, Ormond 829

Lyons, R. D..- 812

M
Macdonald, Capt. Chas. Stewart 1924

Macdonald, P. D 1390

Macdonald, General. D. A 2421

Recalled 459,2695

Macdonald, Lt.-Col. J. P 2430

Recalled ..2468,2622,2659,2693
Macdonald, Malcolm Archibald 1614

MacDonell, James 468

MacGregor, T. S 1008

Macfarlane, Angus 2212
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M
1249

1015
1129
180

1590
282

2014
278
288

Mat-Keen. Charles
^g^g

MacKenzle, E. C
^^26

Recalled 253
Mackenzie. J. Angus

2^
MacKinnon. Howard ..

^^Rtane?' '^°".".^i73i;in7:i779. 178V.
**^*^^"**'

1788,1793,1796

Macintosh. W. A ggg
Macpherson, Allan H „

MacWllHams, W. A °°,^

Mader, Leander
^g^

Magee, Fred
^ ^-.g

Mahoney, Fred
Marshall. M.P.— .,-.
Subpoena issued for :[^^

Sworn
^^^^

Martin, J. D
Martin, William
Mason, Alfred ^°"

Recalled.. ^^^

McBride, Sir Richard ^,°^
Recalled

McCann, J. A
McCarroU, Ben • • •

•

McClenaghan. Stewart
Recalled

McConnell.. Frank »i»

McCurdy. A. B l*j^

McDonald, Col. Fraser 543

McDougall, Miss Ethel 190

McGarvey, James 919

McGlbbon. Samuel 2012

McGillivray, John D 1831

McGowan, J. E 1023

McGowan, Robert 1512

McGregor, S. E 1423

Recalled 1426

McKay, Stewart H 407

McKay, William P I486

McKenna, E. J 975

McKenna, James 678

McKenzie, D. C 1423

McKie. W. S 566

Recalled 679

McKittrick. William 1267
McLaughlin, W 1422
McLean, B. L 496
McLean, De Wolf 1366

Recalled 1369
McLean, David 1372
McLean, Edward Wilson 1826

Recalled 1872,1891
McMaster, E. R 992
McNally, George p., M.D 988

Recalled 1001
McNeill, W. B 600

Recalled 671
Meister, Roy 907
Menzles, J.. H 1795
Merrick, William T. 484

Recalled 506
Miller, Miss . . 2303

Recalled 2311,2313
Milton Hersey Co., analysis 2372
Mitchell, Alexander 1641

Recalled 1660,1674
Molse, John 1832
Monaghan, Charles D 1333
Moodle, Sam 1141
Moody, James 998
Moore, Alfred R 732
Moore, Robert 1972

M
Moore, Walter
Memorandum, by

-Recalled 1178,1182,1205
Morin, Lt.-Col. J. A
Morris, W. D
Morse, Albro
Morse, Alden
Morse, R. T '.

Morton, Downey
Morton, E. K

Recalled
Morton, Harold
Morton, Rufus

Recalled
Moss, J. H., declaration of
Mullins, Col. Henry A
-^Mussen, Edward T
Mutch, W. A
Muttart, Hilllard T
Myra, Thomas

N
Nash, Charles Robert.
Neely, Howard
Neilly, Harry
Neilly, J. O
Newcombe, John A . .

Nichols, Gilbert R . . . .

Nichols, Philip H. . . .

Northam, William . . . .

Northam, W. B. . . . .

Norton, Harold
Nowlin, Owen

Oaks, Gifford H
Recalled 1080, 111?, 1147, 1224,

Oakes, J. W.

—

1436,
Affidavit by
Medical Certificate re

Ogden, Moody
Recalled

Ogilvie, Colonel I

Oikle, Lauris
Orr. William Elliott

Recalled
Orr-Lewis, Frederick

Recalled
Oulten, Thomas
Outhit, D. M
Owen, Joseph

Palmer, Robert
Paradis, Charles Rudolph.. ..

Parker, A. G
Parker, Fred. A /

.

Parker, Havard
Parkes, G. H
Parsons, Fred
Paterson, James Venn
Patterson, William R

Recalled
Patton, J. W. D

Recalled
Pearson, J. J
Pelton, Fred
Pender, James
Perry, Jos. D
Phinney, J. Abner
Pineo, E. B
Pineo, Fred
Pierce, Henry
Pineo. W. W

Recalled

1158
1253
1252
2589
431
933
935
831
803

1059
1155
1020
807
809

2248
2335
525
676
656

1287

450
1075
961

1136
1185
794
911
452

2142
1020
1028

817
1240,
1469
1251
1252
716
739

1628
1076
2311
2316
2501
2539
736
949
1883

894
1733
2596
790

1124
2085
1339
1546
1053
1070
1305
.1310
990
841

128'5

653
937
819
939
974

1399
1424
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Plummer, William B 2{fo9

Recalled.. 2019
Porter, Levi 893
Porter, George 808
Potter, James 1270

Recalled 1296
Potter, Lieut.-Colonel. . . 2227
Potts, E. J 817
Powell, E. A 69

Recalled ' 83, 101, 126
Pringle, R. A 514
Pringle, Robert H 518
Prior, Col. E. Gawlor 1578

Q
Quinn. Howard 1274

Recalled 1428
Quinn, R. J 1982

R
Racbford, Dawson .

,

Rathbun, J. F. . . .

Raworth, A. J. S . .

Read, L. B
Reade, J. B
Rebstock, Charles G.
Reid, L. A
Reid, R. W
Reilly, J. O
Riddell, Frederick William.
Roach, Charles
Robbins, E. F
Robinson, George
Robinson, Thomas
Robinson, William
Rochester, J. Lome

Recalled
Rood, Charles
Ross, C. R
Roulston, Thomas

Recalled
Rourke, William ,

Rowan-Legg, Aubrey
Recalled

Ruddick, John A
Russell, T. A

Recalled 334,336,341,372,455,
464,2127

Rutherford, James S
Rutledge, William Henry
Ruttan. Col. H. N

Recalled ."
. .

.

Ryan, Richard
Ryan, Tilley ..

825
1060
698
694

2110
1752
931

1183

1798
1163
788

1338
1949
1345

24
99

1425
1213
1933
2004
1061

80
97

418
290

,2145
1978
2020
1838
1881
1544
682

S
Salter, Herbert C 1072
Saltzman, Joseph 863

^Sangster, Mr.

—

Report re Woodworth and Keever. .759, 1039
Application re A. de Witt Foster. . . . 754

Saunders, Frank 996
Schiffer, A. M 2073

Recalled 2087,2108
vSchofleld, Harris Delbert 1029
Schofield, Joseph 1212
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REVISED EDITION.

ROYAL COMMISSION.

^ Ottawa, Monday, January 3, 1916.

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the purchase by and on behalf of
the Government of the Dominion of Canada, of Arms, Munitions, Implements, Mater-
ials, Horses, supplies and other things for the purposes of the present war, and as to

the expenditures and payments made or agreed to be made therefor, met this afternoon,
Monday, January 3, 1916, in Room No. 101 of the House of Commons, Ottawa, at 2

o'clock.

Present:

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.
John Thompson, K.C,

As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
;

ClerJc of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commission.

Mr. Thompson, K.C: The auditor general is not here, sir, but I might proceed

in the meantime with the examination of Mr. Allison.

J. Wesley Allison, Morrisburg, Ontario, sworn:

Mr. Thompson: The information, sir, in this matter is that Mr. Allison sold a

number of revolvers or pistols to the Department of Militia and Defence, and the

question raised by Mr. Eraser was as to the price.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: That is the auditor general, Mr. Eraser?

Mr. Thompson : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you notify the auditor general of the meeting of

the Commission to-day?

Mr. Thompson: No sir, he was here the last day the Commission sat.

Sir Charles Davidson : Perhaps it has escaped his memory.

Mr. Thompson : I telephoned to his office at five minutes to two o'clock.

(Subsequently, after Mr. Allison had concluded, the auditor general was pre-

sent) .

Mr. Allison examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. Did you sell any revolvers to the Canadian Government?—A. No, sir.

Q. Or pistols ?—A. No, sir.

Q. Were you the agent of any person who sold revolvers or pistols to the Canadian

Government?—A. No.

Y;^3;l^ J34 [Ottawa, Revolvers and Pistols—Allison.]
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Q. Or are you the agent of any company who sold any revolvers or pistols to the

Canadian Government?—A. No.

Q. Did you profit by way of commission on any revolvers or pistols that were sold

to the Canadian Government or to the Department of Militia and Defence?—^A.

No, sir.

Q. Not in any Way?—A. No.

Q. Neither directly nor indirectly?—A. No,

Q. Wliile I am on this I might clean up another point—^did you sell any clothing

to the Militia Department for Canada ?—A. No.

Q. Are you interested, as partner, with any person who sold any clothing to the

Canadian Government?—A. No sir, I never had anything to do with the sale of

clothing.

Q. To the Canadian Government?—A. No, sir.

Q. Not at any time?—A. Not at any time.

Q. Neither directly nor indirectly?—A. Neither directly nor indirectly.

Q. Did you receive any commission on any clothing sold to the Militia Depart-

ment of the Canadian Government?—A. None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was there a memorandum with respect to this?

Mr. TuoMPSOX : Yes, sir, that is the information ; I have asked the witness with

reference to the information coming to me.

General Sir Sam Hughes: I want to see that memorandum, your lordship.

Mr. Thompson : I have not got it here.

Sir Charles Davidson : I have a vague recollection of having seen one. (To

^fr. Allison): Will you be in town for a day or two, Mr. Allison?

Mr. Allison : I do not know, I have been very unwell and came out of a sick-bed

to be present here.

Sir Charles Davidson: Perhaps you could wait a little while until ^Mr. auditor

general is present, so that we may see if he desires to ask anythiiic- furthor. Tt is

evident that you are in quite a weak condition, Mr. Allison.

Mr. Allison : Yes, sir, I have been quite ill.

Mr. Thompson: I may say, Mr. Commissioner, that there is no evidence that

Mr. Allison actually sold any clothing or equipment to the Militia Department. My
information was that he had some clothing and equipment in his possession at Morris-

burg, and the suggestion was that this had been sold to the Canadian Government, but

he tells us that neither he nor any partner of his is associated in any way with the sale

of clothing to the Canadian Government.

Sir Charles Davidson: That should dispose of the matter in the meantime.

Mr. Thompson : Major-General Hughes says that, he perhaps might be able to

supplement Mr. Allison's testimony. Sir Samy Hughes' statement may throw some
light on that transaction, and it may help to show how the misconception arose.

The witness retired for the present.

Major General, the Honourable Sir Sam Hughes, Minister of Militia and Defence
for Canada, affirmed.

It was directed, by the Commissioner that such parts of the evidence of Major-
General Sir Sam Hughes as referred to matters of national defence, should be con-
sidered to be taken in camera, and the representatives of the newspapers present were
asked to so treat it .

Sir Sam Hughes : At the outbreak of the war, the British Government had con-
tracted for a great deal of material in the United States, but they did not take that
out through the port of New York because at that time the contraband law was in
force. This material was regarded as contraband. We were requested by the British
Government to facilitate matters, and I immediately communicated with Colonel

[Ottawa, Revolvers and Pistols—Hughes.]
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Allison, who has been my confidential friend for a great many years, and he undertook
at once to make some arrangement. I know that the arrangement was successfully
made and the object we had in view carried out, but by what means it was done, or
how it was done, I am not at liberty to state. At all events, by an arrangement between
the Canadian Government and the American railroads, facilities were provided by
which the material should be shipped from Montreal and Quebec, and Valcartier, and
so on. In that way, we brought in millions of rounds of British ammunition, and
millions of commoditTes of British material. Colonel Allison made an arrangement
with the railway companies, so that the goods would be sent to certain points in the
United States and that the cars would not be unloaded, but that they would be re-

billed from these points in bond through to our Canadian ports. Later on, arrange-
mens were made so that the goods should be shipi>ed direct from New York. I had
the privilege of telling the British Government then that the materials were being
6hipi)ed from New York, a fact which they did not know until that time.

Sir Charles Davidson: You mean,, they did not know the material originated at
New York?

Sir Sam Hughes: They did not know that their own material was going out by
New York at all, they thought it was still coming by Canada. It, in the beginning,
used to be brought across in boats, by arrangement with the Customs Department,
and it was brought right through in bond by train, and sometimes whole trainloads

of stuff were shipped from Canadian poTts. Then, by reason of arrangements made
by Colonel Allison, the materiah Avere shipped direct from the port of New York.

Colonel Allison has rendered valuable services to the Canadian and British Gov-
ernments in that way, and so far as my knowledge goes, neither directly nor indirectly

has he ever profited to the extent of one farthing from the Dominion of Canada.
Again, Colonel Allison has, in many instances, reduced the price of materials to us.

I might mention one instance in the case of ammunition. The lowest price at which
any firm in the United States sold rifle ammunition was $37.50 a thousand, Mark VII
ammunition,, for the British Government.

Sir Charles Davidson: What quantities?

Sir Sam Hughes: Millions upon millions. Colonel Allison, through certain

officers of the United States, whom I am not at liberty to mention here because they

are officials of the Government, made an arrangement by which we got the price

down to $33, or a saving of $4.50 on every thousand rounds, and no ammunition was
sold as low as that since the war, or long before it, for that matter. I may say that

the British Government, and the Canadian Government as well, are in every sense

under a deep obligation to Colonel Allison for his services. He never charged one

cent yet for the transfer of thousands, and tens of thousands of dollars worth of stuff

across the river. I do not know how he did it, but I know that it was done, and he

has never rendered his bill yet, so that anything he has done has been a labour of

love. I know, as a matter of fact, that the prices at which we get our goods in the -

United States are lower than the Americans get their goods at.

As to the machine guns,, our prices are fifty dollars lower than the prices to the

United States Government or the British Government. The Canadian Government
gets these guns, I understand, at fifty dollars lower than the British or any Govern-

ment can get them for. It is simply due to Colonel Allison's intervention that we are

enabled to get th^se at the lowest figure.

Mr. Thompson : Do you know if that would apply to revolvers or pistols ?

Sir Sam Hughes : He had nothing to do with pistols. The deal was made through

American officers, or friends—perhaps I should not use the term "friends"—^but, at

all events, he had nothing to do with the pistols in any sense whatever. Mr.

Cochrane, who is a wholesale dealer, complimented me on the prices we obtained the

pistols at, and he told me it was lower than the ordinary price.

This concluded the statement of the witness.
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John Fraser, I.S.O., auditor general for the Dominion of Canada, already

sworn

:

Mr. Thompson: What pistols were purchased by the Department of Militia and

Defence ?

Mr. Fraser: Colt automatic.

Mr. Thompson : What is the retail price in Canada of the Colt " automatic

"

pistols ?

Mr. Fraser: I have forgotten, but it is somewhere about $26 or $27.

Mr. Thompson: Thes^ are the revolvers, I think. Speaking from recollection, the

Colt revolver is $25; although I may be in error. However, that is my impression.

Mr. Fraser : My information as to the wholesale price was that it was $18.50 with

trade discount-^ten and five; and two and a half, for cash. We paid $18.50 net. I

know they were selling them to the New York State Government for about $14.

Mr. Thompson : Was it the same pistol ?

Mr. Fraser: The same pistol.

Mr. Thompson: The same make of pistol?

Miv Fraser: Yes.

Mr. Thompson: That is the Colt automatic?

Mr. Fraser: The Colt automatic.

Mr. Thompson : Do you know if that was a new model ?

Mr. Fraser : I cannot give you the description now, but the description in the

vouchers and the description of those sold to the New York State Government is

the same.

Mr. Thompson: Do you know if these prices were actually paid or was that in-

formation supplied to you third-hand?

Mr. Fraser: Do you mean to the New York State Government?

Mr. Thompson: Yes.

Mr. Fraser : I had it from one of their own documents.

Mr. ThoJt^pson: That is one of the company's documents?

Mr. Fraser : No, one of the documents of the New York State Government.

Mr. Thompson : It was an official publication ?

Mr. Fraser : Yes, it was a price list for their men, in which they stated that they

supplied them at a slight advance on cost.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might produce that.

Mr. Fraser: I have not got it now, but possibly I may be able to get it again.

'Sir Charles Davidson : It would be advisable to get it for us.

Mr. Fraser : I may not be able to get it.

Sir Charles Davdison : How long would it take you to get it?

Mr. Fraser: I do not know; I may have difficulty in gettifig it again, but I am
not sure as to that.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you get a copy of it?

Mr. Fraser: Perhaps, I am not certain until I try.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you the vouchers for the Canadian purchases ?

Mr. Fraser: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might produce them to-morrow ?

Mr. Fraser: I shall.

Mr. Thompson : Did the New York documents, to. which you have referre<l, state

how many magazines were supplied with each pistol?

M)r. Fraser : I think so, but I forget whether it was one or two.

[Ottawa, Revolvers and Pistols—Auditor General.]
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Mr. Thompson: And how many were supplied with the Canadian pistol?

Mr. Fraser: I do not recollect, I will have to look at the vouchers for that.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might bring them to-morrow morning, and in the

meantime you might secure a copy of this ^ew York State document, if you can. It

might be well to have it, so that we may contrast the prices and the pistols.

Ma Fraser : If it is in Ottawa, I will try and get it.

Mr. Thompson : It may be important to know the number of magazines supplied

with each pistol; they are comparatively expensive, I understand?

Mr. Fraser: I have a letter from Colt's stating that they did not supply these at

the same rate as to the American Government or to the New York State Government,
because they had developed a pistol especially with a view to creating large orders

from the New York State Government or from the American Government, I forget

which, and that they did not give us the same price as they gave them.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might bring that letter also.

Mr. Fraser: Yes, that is on file in the Militia Department.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might bring anything you have in connection with

this.

Mr. Fraser: I might state that I was not aware that a meeting of the Commission
would be held this afternoon, and on ray return to my office after luncheon, being

notified, I tried to get the correspondence and the papers, but, unfortunately, the man
in charge is laid up with gr^ippe like so many other people in Ottawa, and I had to

give the matter in charge to another official who did not know where to look for these

papers. However, I will have them here in the morning.
,

Sir Charles Davidson : Then, we will hear you at eleven o'clock in the morning.

The witness retireo.

Clifton H. Carlisle, manager of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company of

Canada, of the City of Toronto, sworn

:

Mr. Thompson: You will recollect, sir, that there was some question about the

tires on motor trucks, and in his evidence Mr. Russell spoke about the fluctuation in

the rubber market, accounting for the variation in the price of tires. I will examine
Mr. Carlisle as to the price of rubber.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Can you tell me the price of rubber from August, 1914, down to March, 1915 ?

First, give me the New York quotations, and then give me the price which your com-
pany paid for rubber, because that may be a matter of importance?—A. I have with

me the New York quotations and also the quotations on the London market, covering

that periodi I keep the rubber prices from year to year, and have a record of New
York prices from 1910 to the present time. I can give you these prices as I have
them here.

Q. What variation do you find in the prices of rubber between the dates I have

mentioned ?—A. On August 10, 1914 , the question for first latex crepe, delivered

in Canada, shipped from London, was 53 cents per pound. The highest price during

the month was 63^ cents, which was the price quoted on August 20, 1914.

Q. Can you give them in tabulated form?—A. Yes.

Date. Rubber Low. High.

Aug. 10, 1914—Latex crepe 53 63^

Aug. 1914—Smoked sheets 53 64^

Sept. 1914—Latex crepe 52 57

Sept. 1914—Smoked sheets 56 6O4

Oct. 1914r—Latex crepe 54 60

[Ottawa, Motor Trucks—Carlisle.]
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0ct. 1914r—Smoked sheets 58 61^

Nov. 1914—Latex crepe 58 61

Nov. 1914—Smoked slieets 63 67i

Dec. 1914—Latex crepe 51 56

Dec. 1914—Smoked sheets 58 61^

Jan. 1915—Latex crepe 52 57

Jan. 1915—Smoked sheets 59 61i

Feb. 1915—Latex crepe 55 59^

Feb. 1915—Smoked sheets 59 61^

March 1915—Latex crepe 59 GO^

March 1915—Smoked sheets 61 62

Q. Are these different kinds of rubber used in making tires?—A. Smoked sheets

is one of the standard rubbers. Crepe, latex crepe and smoked sheets are known as

two standard rubbers, and perhaps you might include Para.

Q. Are these London prices or New York prices?—A. These are prices quoted by

Johnson & Company of New York for rubber to be shipped from London^ and these

are the laid-down prices in Canada.

Sir Charles Damdson: Would these prices indicate a staple or an unstaple

markeit throughout these months?

The Witness: It is about as staple as the market usually runs. The conditions

of the New York market at that time was different. The most of the rubber that is

bought in New York is bought through brokers for shipment, either from the far

East or from London. When the war broke out it was understood there would be an
embargo placed against rubber, and prices in New York advanced very materially

beginning about August 6 and continuing to along about the 20th of the same
month. The price m New York rose on first latex crepe to $1.10 per poimd in August.

By Mr. Thompsotij K.C.

:

Q. At that time in August, when it was selling at $1.10 a pound on the New York
market, what did you contract for rubber at in New York ?—A. I only made two pur-

chases of rubber in August. One was from Alexander McPherson & Company of

Toronto for shipment from London, and that price was 56J cents for first latex. This
rubber was bought on the 29th of August, and on that day in New York the market
was 63 cents. My other purchase was from Johnston & Company of New York, on
August 25, 1915, at 60j cents for first latex, and the New York price was 75 cents.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is this for information, Mr. Thompson, do you purpose
establishing some fact or principle in connection with it?

Mr. Tho^ipson: My attention was called to the statement made by Mr. Eussell
that the price of tires was contingent on the increased price of rubber. My attention
was called to the fact that any fluctuation in the price of rubber did not cause any
fluctuation in the price of tires.

Sir Charles Davidson : These tires were all bought in Canada?
Mr. Thompson: These were all bought in Canada; this is a Canadian -company.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, but Russell secured them in Canada because he
brought the trucks over here without tires.

Mr. Thompson: Yes, but I am speaking in this evidence as to the price; perhaps
Mr. Carlisle might clear that up by explaining the state of the New York rubber
market and how extensive it is. The reason I am bringing out this evidence is because
there appears to be an inconsistency between the price stated by Mr. Carlisle to be
paid by him and the price quoted in the New York market. I understand from him
that there is practically no rubber market of any size in New York, and that all the
American companies buy in London, which is the market for the world.

Mr. Thompson (To the witness) : Is that statement correct?

The Witness: That is right. The rubber that is traded in in New York is by
means of brokers and that rubber is purchased in London or else in the far East. The
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cost of the increased price of rubber in New York, about the 6th of August, and from
that up to the latter part of August, was due to rmnours of an embargo being placed

on rubber, prohibiting the export of it from London, and as there were only small quan-

tities of rubber in New York, the prices rapidly rose as a means of speculation, but the

price in London did not rise, and London is the source of supply, and that is the reason

we were able to buy at the prices we did.

Q. Can you give me the discounts allowed to the retail trade and to owners of five

motor trucks, and to dealers, in August 1914?—A. I can give you our prices at that

date. I may say that we were not manufacturing tires in any quantity then, but we
were importing most of them from the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company of Akron.
These tires were bought at dealers' prices, to sell them in Canada again. The consumer
had a discount of 30, 10, 5 from the printed list.

Q. As I understand it, the list price never varies, but if occasion rises to give a

cheaper price, you increase the discount?—A. Yes, that is it.

Q. The list price is always the standard price, and the discounts are arranged on
it?—^A. Yes, that is it.

Sir Cahrles Da\'idson: Mr, Russell spoke of a discount of 40, plus three lOths,

plus five. He charged originally 40 and two lOths and a five, and then he allowed

afterwards 40, three lOths and a five, representing a diminution.

Mr. Thompson: Is that right, Mr. Russell?

Mr. T. A. Russell (who was present in the room) : 40 three lOths and five, was
the price.

Sir Charles Davidson .- The original charge was 40 two lOths and a five, and you
allowed the difference that made a rebate.

Mr. Russell: There was a rebate, but I have forgotten the amount.

Sir Charles Davidsont: These discounts mentioned by the witness do not appear

to be as heavy as those which Mi^. Russell allowed.

Mr. Thompson: I wish to get that evidence down and have it completed.

The Witness: To owners of five trucks, the discount was 30, 10, 5 and 5, and
to dealers 30, 10, 10 and 5. The prices were as of August, 1914, and then we lowered

our prices in December, 1914.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. But before you lowered your prices, did you sell any tires to the Government?
—A. We did not, not any motor truck tires.

Q. Did you sell any tires for motor cars?—A. I cannot say as to that.

Q. I thought there were some sold by your company on the 24th of November?

—

A. Yes, these were delivered in the early part of the year.

Q. Were these motor tires?—A. These were motor truck tires.
'^

Q. What discount did you allow the Government on these motor truck tires?—A.

My recollection of it was, 40 and seven lOths.

Q. Was that in November, 1914?—A. Yes.

Q. Then on the 15th of December, you lowered your discounts?—A. Yes.

Q. What were your discounts then?—A. To consumers, 40, 5, 5. To dealers,

40, 10, 5 and 5.

Q. How long did that range of discounts last?—A. Until March 10, 1915.

Q. Then what occurred?—^A. Then we changed our prices; to consumers: 40 two

lOths and a five; to dealers, 40 three lOths and two fives.

Q. Then, did you make some alteration in February, 1915, to manufacturers, or

was it in February, 1915, that you first sold to manufacturers?—A. I am not so sure

as to the date when we began to sell to manufacturers, but we would be in a position

to sell to manufacturers about that time.

Q. That is the Goodyear American Company?—A. Yes. Their price as of June,

1914, to truck manufacturers, was 40 seven lOths and a five, and that price prevailed

until February, 1915, and the discount was changed to 40, and eight lOths and a five.
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Q. Was there any change between June, 1914, and February 1915?—A. Ko.

Q. How did these prices compare with the Canadian prices?—A. Well, for export,

we have to meet the Amercan price, whether it is on the pneumatic tires or solids.

The Government allows us a drawback of 99 i)er cent on the duty paid, which enables

us to meet American competition.

Q. Did you allow the same discount as the American companies?—A. I think

that the prices which we quoted, which were $272.22 for a set, and for the tire and steel

equipment delivered at Ottawa, figures out to practically 36 i)er cent off the American

steel list, and about 40 and seven lOths off the American tire list.

Q. I think there was a statement made that the United States discount was 40

and five lOths and you say it was 40 seven lOths and five?'—A. That was the American
Goodyear price at that time.

Q. What was it that caused the variation in these discounts ?—A. There were no
discounts to American manufacturers from June 16 to February 18i

Q. But after that there was a variation?—A. Yes, on February 18 the discount

was changed to 40 and eight lOths.

Q. Give me your quotation in August, 1914, of solid tires, 38 x 5 ?—A. To manu-
facturers or consumers ?

Q. To consumers, to owners of five trucks, and to manufacturers?—A. Our price

to consumers was 30, 10, 5; to the owners of five trucks, 30, 10, 5 and 5; to dealers

30, 10, 10 and 5. We were not quoting to manufacturers, as we were not manufac-
turing this type of tire at that time.

Q. When did you submit your offer to the Government?—A. November 24,

1914, we submitted our price .

Sir Charles Davidson: To whom was your offer made?

The Witness : It was made to the purchasing committee of which Senator Taylor
and Mr. McNaught were members. This tender which we put in was not accepted
until some time in the first part of the year, and I believe we delivered about eighty
sets at the price we quoted.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. What price did you quote?—A. On November 24, we quoted $247 for a
set of 38 X 5 for the tires only. Later, the price was changed to ^2.22. This price
included six tires and the necessary steel and plate and so forth.

Q. Did you get a drawback on the steel you supplied ?—A. No, I believe there was
no drawback on that steel.

Sir Charles Davidson : Furnish the witness definitely at the outset with the price
obtained by the Canada Cycle Company, so that there may be a comparison made.

Mr. Russell : The price of a complete set, 58 x 5, was $346.53 to the Government.

Mr. Thompson (To the Witness) : Now, what was your price for the naked tires
in November?

The Witness : Our price, without steel, would be $239.22.

Mr. Thompson: What would your price have been in September, 1914, the date
that the Canada Cycle Company prices are quoted for?—A. It would have been the
same price, $239.22.

Mr. Thompson: The same price you eventually got?
The Witness: Yes, because the American discount had not changed in that

length of time.

Mr. Thompson: I have a letter from the Dunlop Tire Company, addressed to
myself in September, in which they say that the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
are positively the largest manufacturers of truck tires in the United States, and they
enclose a copy of the Firestone letter, and I would like to ask Mr. Carlisle for his
criticism on this letter. I have here a letter from the Firestone Company, addressed
to the Dunlop Company, dated the 27th of August, 1915. They say

:
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Akron, Ohio, August 27, 1915.

Dunlop Tire & Eubber Goods Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, Can.

Gentlemen

:

Attention Mr. W. B. Northam.

In reply to your favour of the 24tli inst. please note that our discounts on
Firestone Hard Base Solid Truck tires for large distributors in the United
States such as yourselves, were the following:

From September 1913 to August 1914 -. .

.

40 & 5-10's
" August 1914 to Nov. 1914 40 & 4-10's
" November 1914 to January 1915 40 & 5-10'8

" January 1915 to March 1915 40 & Y-lO's

The above schedule will show you that soon after the outbreak of the

European War our prices advanced 10%, but went back to 40 and 5-lOths in

November, and remained the same until about the 1st of January, 1915, when
the discounts were increased to 40 and 7-lO's.

We trust that the above information covers your requirements; if not, do

not hesitate to write us again.

Yours very truly,

FlRESTOKE TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY.

(Signed) C. O. Brandes,

Export Manager.

The Witness : These ought to be about the right discounts, because they could not

import goods into Canada other than on the American dealers' list.

Sir Charles Davidson; I wish you would take these figures down, Mr. Russell,

because you will be struck as to the essential difference between your prices and the

prices deposed to by this witness-.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. From August, 1914, to November, 1914, the Goodyear discounts were 40 and

four lOths, what is your criticism on that?—'A. That seems to be about one-10th too

low. I think the price should have been 40 and five lOths.

Q. In other words, there ought to have been a higher discount allowed, that is what

you mean?—A. Yes.

Q. From November, 1914, to January, 1915, the discount was 40 and five lOths

what do you say as to that?—A. The discount as I got the information, should be 40

and six lOths.

Q. That is, it should be one-lOth more?—A. Yes.

Q. And from January, 1915, to March, 1915, the discount was 40 and seven lOths?

—A. That is right.

Sir Charles Davidson: The interest we have here is to consider the statement

that the Canada Cycle Company's prices were grossly exaggerated. As I understand,

the result of this evidence is that you would have furnished a set of tires, comprising

six tires, at about $100 less than the price obtained by the Canada Cycle Company.

The Witness : We would furnish the tires at the current market prica

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you have delivered these tires at Valcartier at $100

a set cheaper than the Russell Company, at the date on which Mr. Russell delivered

them, either at Valcartier or at Montreal?

The Witness (to Mr. Russell) : Did you include the steel ?
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Mr. Russell: The steel was included as a separate item and deliA'ered duty paid

in Canada.

Mr. Thompson (to the witness) : Up to that time, as I understand it, you were not

making these tires in Canada?

The Witness : I have stated that.

Mr. Russell: So that you could not liavo delivered them from the Canadian fac-

tory at that time at all at any price.

The Witness: No, we would have to have twenty days after I got the order before

we made delivery. *

Mr. Russell : And these tires were shipped in about that many hours.'

I would like to go on the stand in r^ard to that question now, because I have

fresh in my mind the evidence given by Mr. Carlisle.

Sir Charles Davidson (to the witness Carlisle) : You have not answered my
qilestion yet—^would you have delivered a set of tires at these dates that Mr. Russell

delivered them, at a price of $100 less in round figures than the Canada Cycle Com-
pany charged; that is the tenor of your evidence?

The Witness: The price we quoted the Government in November was $272.22

and the Dunlop Company took an order at the same time at that price. Our price in

September would have been $272.22 for the same order as we tendered on in November.

Sir Charles. Davidson: Can you not give us the price without figuring in the

steel

?

The Witness : I forget what the steel cost ; I will have to figure that up.

Sir Charles Davidson : Well, figure it up.

The Witness : I will have to get our tender and see what that was. I know that

the price we tendered on, with the steel, including the drawback and so-forth, was

$272.22.

Mr. Russell : I think it will be found that"the figures agree, if they are worked
out. The price of the naked tires was $239, but I do not believe you can figure it out

without making reference to the steel, and that is the best way of doing it. Perhaps
when you hear my explanation, you will agree with me. $239 is what it works out,

at 40 less seven lOths. The American price of steel equipment was $19.66, and as I

understand it an arrangement was made that on all tires which were meeting the
American price, the manufacturers were allowed what would have been the amount of

the drawback on the raw materials which entered into the tires, rubber, and steel, etc.,

and that drawback amounted to $13 and some cents, and when you add that $13 and
some cents to ^58, it gives $272 as the price of a complete set of tires, exclusive of

steel. Our complete price for that, except the drawback has to be considered, was
$375, for what Mr. Carlisle charged $272.

Mr. Carlisle : I agree with these figures.

Sir Charles Davidson (to Mr. Russell) : What we are concerned with is that

you charged $100 more.

Mr. Russell : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson (to Mr. Carlisle) : And you got the order, and you filled

the order, at those prices?

Mr. Carlisle: Yes.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN (to Mr. Carlisle) : For how many tires ?

Mr. Carlisle: For eighty sets of six tires each, or 480 tires.

The witness retired for the present.
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T. A. Russell^ of the City of Toronto, general manager of the Russell Motor
Company, already sworn

:

Sir Charles Davidson: How do you justify charging one hundred dollars a set

more for your tires ?

Mr. Russell: In referring to the prices which were charged by the Canada Cycle
Company, namely $375 a set, I wish to point out that these are not our pricea These
were prices made by the Dunlop Tire Company, the manufacturers of the tires, and
there was no profit to the Canada Cycle Company in it. In other words, these tires

were turned over to the Government at the same price as the Canada Cycle Company
paid the Dunlop people for them.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why did you pay the Dunlop people so much for these
tires if you could buy them cheaper from Mr. Carlisle?

Mr. Russell: Mr. Carlisle was not making these tires in Canada at that time.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you inquire ?

Mr. Russell: We knew it; our purchasing man knew it. They were not being
made by anyone except the Dunlop Tire Company at that time.

Sir Charles Davidson : What delay had you to deliver them ?

Mr. Russell : It was less than a week^.

Sir Cahrles Davidson: And Mr. Carlisle says he could have delivered them in

twenty days.

Mr. Russell: Of course everything had to be done between the tenth and the

twentieth of September.

Mr. Thompson: Could you not have bought them in the United States cheaper
than from the Dunlop Company?

Mr. Russell : You have the list there ; the list at that time was, I think, 40 and
five lOths.

Mr. Thompson: At a discount of 40 and five lOths what would the price have been
in Canada?

Mr. Russell : I think it would have been $4:5 cheaper bought from the American
people on the American jobbers' list, if no duty was paid on the American tires. I
wish to point out that this price was finally settled with the Dunlop Tire Company.
They convinced me, by reason of this quotation from the Firestone Rubber Company's
letter, that prices had been lowered in the United States by three successive ten per

cent discounts in the interval. That was one reason. The second reason was this:

we only got altogether twenty-five sets of tires for the First Contingent, divided among
six diiferent sizes, so that there was no run of tires on any one size. It was not one

run of tires, they were all different sizes, and that, of course, makes it an entirely

different matter. In tlie third place, they had to pay express on steel and a lot of

things, pay extra expense in getting them in, so that, hfving regard "to what I took

to be an authoritative statement of prices for the United States over that time, namely,

three successive reductions of ten per cent, and having regard to the small order

among several sets of tires of different sizes, I believed that this price was fair. If

that was not a fair statement of the general market conditions in solid rubber tires

in the United States, I do not know where we could get one.

Sir Charles Davidson; Did you make a reduction subsequently, on this price of

$375?

Mr. Russell : No, that is based on the prices that we received.

Sir Charles Davidson: This rebate of $5,000 that you subsequently allowed the

Government, had it any connection with this price of $375 per set of tires ?

Mr. Russell : No. The difference simply is, that it is claimed that in the United

States that the price list decreased in that period by three successive ten per dent*

discounts.
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Sir Charles Davidsox>: Did you sell motor tires subsequently to the Govem-
ment ?

Mr. Russell: Xo.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are these the only ones you sold to the Government?

Mr. Russell: We sold only to the First Contingent. Speaking of the Dunlop
Tire and Rubber Goods Company, they sold in January, and we did not sell any more
after September.

Sir Charles Davidson: This concluded your transactions with the Government
as to motor tires ?

Mr. Russell: Yes, and our price to the Government was the price that the

Dunlop Company charged.

Mr. Thompson : I take it that there was very little variation of price between
September, 1913, and January, 1915?

Mr. Russell : I was not buying in September, 1913 ; September, 1914 was when
I was buying.

Mr. Thompson : But the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company give quotations,

and from September, 1913; to January, 1915, there apparently was no variation to

speak of, except one discount of ten.

•Mr. Russell: They show there that there were three lOths reduction, and I feel

that if that was the situation in the United States that the price made of 40 threelOths

and 5, as against 40 and seven lOths in January, was fair, especially having regard
to the smaller number of tires bought and the variety of the sizes. I cannot throw
any further light on that, as to whether the Firestone statement of the trade situation

was correct or not, except this, that it has been the practice, unless recently changed,
of all tire companies to make a much greater discount, and consequently a lower price,

on tires supplied for what is known as equipment—that is to go on the trucks origin-

ally—than they do make for replacement. These supplied *in January, in this case,

were for equipment, and those supplied in September were replacement tires.

Mr. Thompson : I understand that Mr, Carlisle makes no distinction.

Mr. Russell : That is during the last year.

Mr. Carlisle : Our company does not make any distinction at the present time.

Mr. Russell : When did it make a distinction ?

Mr. Carlisle : I think it was prior to one year ago.

Mr. Thompson (to Mr. Carlisle) : At the time Mr. Russell bought, did you make
a distinction between equipment and replacement?

Mr. Carlisle : I cannot say as to that.

Sir Charles Davidson: I cannot understand why the Dunlop Company should
have charged $100 a set more, when they had the stock on' hand.

Mr. Russell
: It all turns on this, sir : that 40 three lOths and 5, was the lowest

price they had made to anybody up to September, 1914. I got that frojn them. In
getting that from them, it was the lowest price they had made to anybody up to that
time. I^ter, they made a lower price. I felt that we were entitled to the lowest
pnce. I think there was a five per cent discount, at which they had sold to one manu-
facturer, namely, at 40 and four lOths off, and I agreed to 40 three lOths and 5, a dif-
ference of five per cent on account of the variety of sizes that order called for. When
I got the lowest price, within five per cent, that they had made to any customer, I
belieVed that I got a proper price. Later, they made a much lower price. I do not
know whether they were justified later or earlier, but at all events, I got within five
per cent, of the lowest price they had made to any customer in Canada, up to that
time. > y

T
^^^ Commission adjourned until eleven ^'clock to-morrow morning, Tuesday,

January 4, 1916.
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Ottawa, Canada, Tuesday, January 4, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOUEABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight.

Commissioner.
John Thompson, K.C,

As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Cleric of the Commission.

John Fraseb, I.S.O., Auditor General of the Dominion of Canada, already sworn:

S^ir Charles Davidson : Did you get the price list, Mr. Auditor General, of the
American Government, that you referred to the other day?

Mr. Eraser: I could not get the price list of the American Government, it is

not here.

Sir Charles Daatdson: You could get it, I suppose?

Mr. Eraser : I have a distinct recollection that $14.50 was the price at which these

automatic pistols were supplied to the American officers.

Sir Charles Davidson: In the evidence yesterday the question came up, and I
got the impression that there is some importance to be attached to what the style of

the pistol was.

Mr. Eraser: It is the sama

Sir Charles Davidson: And how many magazines?

Mr. Eraser : There is nothing to show, either in the case of the purchases by our
Government or by the American Government, how many magazines, but the magazines
are a trifling part of it.

Sir Charles Davidson: We will examine you later, Mr. Eraser, Admiral Kings-

mill is here this morning and wishes to be heard.

Vice-admiral Kingsmill, director of the Naval Service of Canada, sworij:

Mr. Thompson, K.C: You will recollect, admiral, that Canada purchased two

submarines at a cost of $1,150,000, just on the eve of the declaration of war—would

you give the Commission your opinion as to the cost of these vessels, considering the

conditions under which they iwere purchased?

Admiral Kingsmill : My opinion of the cost of the vessels was that under the

conditions of war it was not an excessive price to i)ay. It 'was a price less than that

paid by the admiralty for the same class of vessels, when they paid a heavy premium
for them being finished within a certain time, which was much what we were doing

in this case. The submarines would have been no use' to us two months later. I

presume that the price we paid, although it was a very heavy price, was worth it.

Mr. Thompson: What do you say as to the expediency of acquiring these sub-

marines at that time?

Admiral Kingsmill: As a matter of ex,pediency, I consider that the British

Columbia Government, who made the purchase, acted promptly and rightly. The fact

of these submarines being there, I am perfectly certain in my own mind, saved the city

of Victoria, if not the city of Vancouver, irom serious damage.

Mr. Thompson : That is, on the part of the German navy.
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Admiral Kingsmill: On the part of the German Eastern Squadron, which had

left Kiau-Chow almost on the outbreak of war, and which we knew were cruising in

the Western Pacific at the time.

Mr. TiioitpsoN: I understand that at the time these vessels were acquired, an

officer named Lieutenant-Commander Keyes was at Victoria, or arrived there, shortly

after they were acquired.

Admiral Kingsmilll: Lieutenant-Commander Keyes was a retired lieutenant-

commander in the Royal Navy, who had been an expert in submarines. At the out-

break of war, I happened to hear of him being in Toronto, in the employment of the

Canadian Northern Railway Company, and I telegraphed him and he arrived here the

same morning, I think, that he received information that the submarines were being

delivered, and he immediately went out. He picked up one or two experts in Toronto,

men he had happened to meet, who were ex-service men, and he went out there and
gathered together a crew and took the vessels over from the Electric Boat Company,
or the vendors, I forget who they were without looking at the file. At all events, he
took them over from a Mr. Smith and he tested these vessels. When I arrived in Vic-
toria, some time afterwards, he informed me that the CC-1, that is the first one, was
in excellent conditioruand quite serviceable. He said he would not like to say the

same about the other one without having her docked, as there was some leak some-
where that he could not detect. So the vessel was docked, and it was found that she

had struck something and there was a slight leak which prevented her from main-
taining her buoyancy, but otherwise the vessel was in excellent condition, and both
of them' were efficient. I may say that from that day they have continued ordinary

work, out for practice, firing torpedoes, submerged and on the surface. With the

exception of minor defects and one or two accidents they have had, there has been
nothing to complain of in the vessels at all.

Mr. Thompson: My recollection is, that Commander Jones is now in command
of these two submarines.

Admiral Kixgsmill: Lieutenant-Commander Jones; after the SchnamJiorst and
Emden had been sunk, Mr. Keyes returned to the Admiralty and subsequently served
in the Dardanelles.

Mr. Thompson : I understand from the evidence of Commander Keyes that the
defect which existed in one of the vessels that was brought across from Seattle, was in
one of the valves not being properly seated; would that be caused by an accident, such
as you spoke of, before they were acquired?

Admiral Kingsmill: It might have been caused by the vessel striking some
submerged object.

Mr. Thompson: I understood frohi Commander Jones that that was a very minor
defect.

Admiral Kingsmill: All the defects have been minor; there was no serious
defect at all.

Mr. Thompson: After these defects were remedied, was submarine Vo. ^ as
efficient as submarine No. J ?

Admiral Kingsmill: Yes, quite.

Mr. Thompson: What are the qualifications of Commander Keyes to make h
report on such vessels?

Admiral Kingsmill: Commander Keyes happened to be a man who had served
in all of our earlier submarines and had been out in all their tests. I asked 'bimj.
when he came to Ottawa: "Do you happen to know anything about submarines?"
I did not send for him because he knew anything about submarines, but because hje
was an ex-naval officer. He said: " I happen to know a great deal about them, I was
out on the tests for buoyancy and stability in nearly all of the A class." When I heard
this, I suggested that he should go to Victoria, which he did. His reputation as an
expert is very high.
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Mr, Thompson: Is he in the service at present?

Admiral Kingsmill: He is in the service at present, and lately has been
honoured for good work at the Dardanelles.

Mr. Thompson: What do you say as to the efficiency of these vessels, as com-
pared with vessels of a similar class in the British Navy at the present time?

Admiral Kingsmill : From all the information we can get and from Keyes' own
report, he says they are quite on par with anything they Jiave.

Sir Charles Davidson: What as to buoyancy?

Admiral Kingsmh^l : That I could not remember without the file ; that is a tech-

nical question that I did not know I was going to be asked.

Sir Charles Davidson: The Chileans made that a ground of rescinding the

contract; the Boat Company rather pretends that the Chileans did not want to con-

tinue the bargain for another reason, and I would like, if possible, to know what your
official opinion is.

Admiral Kingsmill : As to their buoyancy ?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

Admiral Kingsmill : The submarines are efficient in every way. They are con-

contract; the boat company rather pretends that the Chileans did not want to con-

anything wrong with their buoyancy or anything wrong with them in any other way
is absolutely false, because from the very day that Keyes got hold of them he went out.

In my presence in Victoria these submarines have gone out and submerged and done
their work and come back again.

Mr. Thompson: Were ever any complaints made in any way that there was a

lack of buoyancy in these vessels ?

Admiral Kingsmill: No, except in GO-2 which, as I have mentioned, had struck

something.

Mr. Thompson: That, I understand, was before the defect was remedied?

Admiral Kingsmill: That was before the defect was remedied.

Sir Charles Davidson: The contract between the Chilean Government and the

Electric Boat Company called for tests with two months' provisions on board. Have
they ever been tested in that respect, or is it required that they should be so tested in

the service they perform for the Canadian Government?

Admiral Kingsmill: It would not be required of them. They have never been

away from their parent ship to that extent, and that test has never been made to my
knowledge. They were not built for overseas submarines; they were built for coast

defence—at least they were used for coast defence—^what they were built for I do not

know. They cruise with their parent ship.
•

Sir Charles Davidson: They were built to go to Chile?

Admiral Kingsmill : Yes, but they could do that coasting. We have no informa-

tion on our files as to anything the Chileans asked for. That has been obtained by
the Commission, I presume, but we have no knowledge of what the Chileans asked for.

We have only the report of our own officer as to the efficiency of the boats for the

purposes for which they were needed by us; that is, the protection of the British

Columbia coast.

Mr. Thompson: What would you consider would be the probable normal cost of

building such vessels in Canada in normal times?

Admiral Kingsmill: That is a very vexed question. We have never been able

to solve exactly what it would cost us here. We did not propose to build any sub-

marines, but Australia did, and at the Conference in 1909, they said they could build

them for £55,000 each in England for the Australians, and later on the Australians,

in their estimates, put down nine submarines for £810,000, which would bring it up
to about £90,000 each. But in this country we could not do it. If we added about
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40 per cent to this £55,000, which is what we were going to add when we proposed to

build Bristols here, that would bring it up to about $450,000 each.

Mr. Thomhson: Would that be a submarine of the same class as these two that

Canada purchased?

Admiral Kingsmill: That estimate was made then for a sea-going class, which

is a little different, and not quite so elaborate. There are improvements in this class,

which they have not got in the sea class.

Mr. Thompson : Do these improvements cost more ?

Admiral Kingsmill : They cost considerably more. They have submarine tele-

phones and different small items like that, and they would have a greater surface

speed than the sea class. Altogether, these are a better class of vessels than were

going to be built by Australia in 1909.

Sir Charles Davidson: "Would the price you mentioned include overhead charges?

Admiral Kingsmill: That is roughly the actual cost to the Government in build-

ing them. But in August of 1914, Messrs. Vickers offered to build for the Canadian
Government submarines at a cost of $572,000 each, a similar boat to those on the

Pacific coast, and six months afterwards, when the question was again raised, they

asked $600,000 for each boat. The Admiralty paid more than $572,000 for each boat

because they paid a very heavy premium that the vessels should be built within a

certain time. That is a matter of Admiralty information that I have not got on our
files.

Mr. Thompson : The premium would be in addition to the $572,000 <

Admiral Kingsmill: The premium and the cost of building, which Vickers

charged, is more than $572,000. I only know there was a premium because Mr. Tynan,
the representative of the company, who were building at Vickers, told me So.

Sir Charles Davidson : What is the character of the premivims of which you have
spoken ?

Admiral Kingsmill: It is a premium if the vessels were built within a certain

time. The question was to get them out of the St. Lawrence before a certain time
and the premium was given on the contract to get them out before the close of

navigation, I presume.

Mi;. Thompson: Is it a per diem allowance?

Admiral Kingsmill : It was on a sliding scale, yes.

• Mr. Thompson : Can you state anything as to its extent, in figures ?

Admiral Kingsmill: I do not know. -It is a matter between the Admiralty and
the Electric Boat Company, or whatever firm are building at Vickers.

Sir Charles Davidson: Generally, are you aware of any price which you can
state with r^ard to submarines which may be now built in Canada?

Admiral Kingsmill : In Canada ?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes ?

Admiral Kingsmill: We are not building submarines in Canada, at all events,

not on this side.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you know where this accident was met with?

Admiral Kingsmill: Of CC-2?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes ?

Admiral Kingsmill: No. It occurred before the vessel was delivered, because
Smith, who according to the contract was to come over and teach the crews to dive,

did not go down in that vessel, which raised the suspicions of Lieutenant Keyes. And
when he tried to dive, the ship very quickly lost her buoyancy, and as he had a new
crew on board, the most of whom were ignorant of submarine work, he asked me
when I was out there, within two weeks of the declaration of war, to have the vessel
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docked, and on docking they found a slight indentation in her side where she had
struck a submerged object.

*

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you information of an official or of a quasi-official

character as to whether this occurred during her trials at Seattle Harbour?

Admiral Kingsmill: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : We had information that she had come up under a raft

of logs.

Admiral Kingsmill: I know that Captain Smith knew she had struck something
because he was not anxious to go down in her.

Sir Charles Davidson: It has been widely rumoured, Admiral Kingsmill, that

there was some collusive bargaining in connection with this purchase, that there were
large sums paid improperly or corruptly.

Admiral I^ingsmill: That I know nothing of whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson : In the course of your official duties, have you had, in

the remotest degree, any information which would excite your suspicions in that

respect ? ^
Admiral Kingsmill: Nothing at all. There never has been anything that we

had anything to do with that would indicate that. Of course, I was out there in an

executive capacity and there was talk as to whether it was a good thing to have bought

the submarines or not, but that is the only question I ever heard anybody speak about,

outside of the naval officers. I never thought of anything myself in the other way.

Sir Charles Davidson: And no information of any kind has come to you con-

cerning that?

Admiral Kingsmill: No information of any kind, nothing.

Sir Charles Davidson: I suppose you cannot express any opinion on that point?

Admiral Kingsmill: No, except that I presume it would be quite a business

matter to the people who were selling them that they should ask a high price as it was
not a moment for bickering; I suppose they thought that.

Sir Charles Davidson : What I had more in mind at the moment was with refer-

ence to some corrupt element.

Admiral Kingsmill: That I know nothing about.

Sir Charles Davidson : You never heard of it ?

Admiral Kingsmill: Never heard of it at all, only heard it when I came back

here.

Sir Charles Davidson: But through your officers you never heard of it?

Admiral Kingsmill: Oh, no, the naval officer who actually represented the

department when the thing was put through, broke down in health and was invalided,

and when I got out there he was in the hospital, and the other officers were Com-
mander Keyes who was here when the vessels were bought—the other officers had

nothing to do with it ; no one out there had anything to do with the purchase except

Lieutenant Pilcher and he was ta^en ill afterwards.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr, Auditor General, is there anything you can suggest

to ask the Admiral ?

Mr. Fraser: No.
^

The witness retired.
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After the examination of Admiral Kingsmill, the examination of John Fraser,

I.S.O., was resumed.
"

Mr. Thompson: Be good enough, Mr. Fraser, to make any statement that you

desire to. with respect to the purchase by the Canadian Government of revolvers and

automatic pistols.

Mr. Fraser: In examining the accounts for the purchase of revolvers and auto-

matic pistols I found that the Government had paid $18.50 for each pistol. I subse-

quently ascertained that the same pistol was sold to the New York State Government
for $14.50. The Colt Arms Company also supplied to the New York State Govern-

ment a lot of parts for the pistols at a lower price than they were sold for to the New
York State Government.

Sir Charles Davidson: Your statement yesterday referred to the United States

Government.

Mr. Fr.\ser : Both terms were used in the correspondence. What I saw had refer-

ence to the New York State Government. My attention was called somewhat later to

the purchase the Militia Department had made from the Colt Arms Company of spare

parts, and the prices given were those given to the New York State Government. I

then asked the Militia Department why they had not obtained the same favourable

price for the pistols as they obtained for the parts. They told me they would inquire

of the Colt Arms Company, which they did, and I have here the correspondence.

Sir Charles Davidson: Bead it.

Mr. Fraser : The whole of it ?

Sir Charles Davidson :^ Yes, the whole of it.

Mr. Thompson: You had better read the whole of it because it makes one con-
secutive story.

Mr. Fraser: I now read a letter from myself to the Deputy Minister of Militia

and Defence, dated May 7, 1915

:

May 7, 1915.

Sir,—In connection with the purchase of Colts automatic pistols at $18.50
I wish to call your attention to an Order-in-Council of the 6th November last
authorizing the purchase of spare parts for the 5,000 pistols, calibre -45 already
purchased wherein it is stated that " The Colts Patent Fire Arms Company state
that the prices specified herein (in the schedule attached) are those paid by the
United States Government for the same parts."

I have ascertained that the Colts Patent Fire. Arms Company also supply
the automatic pistol to the New York State Government and the Government
supplies them to the officers at $14.75 which is a slight advance on the price
charged to the Government.

I have to request that you will let me know why you should not obtain the
pistols for the same price as that paid by the New York State Government when
you were able to obtain the parts at this rate.

I am, sir,

Your obedient servant,
/

•

Sgd. J. Fraser,
'

Auditor General.
The Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa.

I now read a letter dated May 10, 1915, from the Deputy Minister of Militia and
Defence to me:
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Ottawa/May 10, 1915.

Sir,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the Tth instant, with
reference to the price paid for Colts automatic pistols and spare parts therefor.

The statement made in the Order in Council of the 6th November last is quite

correct; and we have both written and verbal assurances from the Colts com-
pany that the prices paid by this Government do not exceed, and in some cases

are actually less, than those paid by other Governments for similar supplies.

It is, of course, quite possible that the Colts Company have misrepresented
the facts; although I hardly think so. I observe, however, that the statement
made in your letter is not necessarily inconsistent with the statement made in

the Order in Council of the 6th November. You say that you have ascertained

that the Colts Company supply the automatic pistols to the New York State

Government, and the Government supplies them to the officers at $14.Y5.

It does not necessarily follow from this that the New York State Govern-
ment pays only $14.75 for the pistols; nor that the automatic pistol supplied

to the New York State Government is identical with that supplied to the Can-
adian Government.

I will however make inquiry of the Colts company and obtain their

explanation.

I am, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) EUG. FiSET,

Surgeon General
Deputy Minister Militia and Defence.

The Auditor General,

Ottawa.

I now read a tetter dated May 17, from the Deputy Minister of Militia

and Defence to me:

Ottawa^ May 17, 1915.

Sir,—^With further reference to your letter of the 7th instant, about the

prices paid by this Department to the Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing
Company of Hartford, Conn., for spare parts for Colt's pistols ; I beg to enclose

herewith, for your information, a copy of the letter of Mr. Brown, Director

of Contracts, to the Company, dated 10th instant, and the Company's reply of

the 13th instant.

This, I trust, will make the matter clear to you that the Colt's Company
are charging this Department exactly the same prices for parts of the Colt's

pistols as other Governments have been paying.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) EUG. FiSET,

8wg. General.

1 now read a letter, dated May 10, 1915, from H. W. Brown, Director of Con-,

tracts, to the Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company of Hartford, Connec-

ticut :

Ottawa, May 10, 1915.

Gentlemen,—I have at various times received assurance, both from your

Mr. C. W. Skinner, verbally, and from your company by letter, that the

prices which you have charged this department for automatic guns, pistols

and spare parts therefor, were the same as those paid by other Governments

for the same supplies.
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I have lately been inforniefl that your company also supplied the auto-

matic pistols to the Xevv York State Government at $14.75 or less; whereas

this Government has been paying $18.50.

I should be glad to receive any explanation which you may have to make
upon this.

,

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) H. W. Brown,
Director of Contracts.

Messrs. Colts Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn..

I now read a letter dated Hartford, Conn., May 13, from the Colt's Patent Fire

Arms Manufacturing Company, signed W. C. Skinner, first vice-president, to H. W.

Brown, director of contracts. Department of Militia and Defence:

H. W. Brown, Hartford, Conn., May 13, 1915.

Director of Contracts,

Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, Canada.

» Dear Sir,—^Your letter of May lO arrived during my absence from Hart-

ford and was held for my attention when I returned this morning.

You are right when you quote me as saying that our price to you for

rapid fire machine guns was the same as paid by our Government, i.e., $600.

I also stated that since our sales to you we had added $50 to the price on account

of increased cost for overtime work, and that all the other Governments
had bought from us at the advance. In fact, yours is the only Government
which has paid the low price since the war becan.

You are mistaken with regard to the Colt automatic pistol. If you will

think back I am sure you will remember that no comparison was made by me
between the cost of the pistol to our Government and that to your own. The
fact is that the pistol was developed especially for our Government, and our

belief and understanding was that its adoption would mean very large orders,

which has proved true, as our Government has already ordered over 100,000

pistols. All our .ixrivate cavalrymen, artillerymen and marines are armed with

the pistol, as are also all army and navy ofiicers. In addition, the Naval
Militia and National ^uard order these pistols through the United States Gov-
ernment. Under these circumstances a very low price was named.

Your letter of November 3, 1914, and our reply of November 9, referred

to parts of the pistol. We wrote then that the price given you for parts was
the same as paid by our own Government, which is a fact.

Trusting that this explanation covers your inquiry of May 10, we are.

Very truly yours,

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.,

(Sgd.) W. C. Skinner,

First Vice-President.

Mr. Thompson: That is the whole of the correspondence on the subject?

Mr. Fraser : Yes, there are the vouchers.

Mr. Thompson: You might quote one of them.

Mr. Fraser reads:

—

Colt Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.,

Sold to Canadian Government, Department of Militia and Defence, Sep-
tember 11, 1914:

1,000 -45 calibre, automatic pistols. Government model, $18.50—^18,500.
[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Auditor General.!
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Sir Charles Davidson : There appears to be a deduction for two pistols there ?

Mr. Fraser : Yes, there appears to have been two pistols short and there is a

deduction for these two pistols amounting to $37. The voucher continues:

—

Shipped to J. Wesley Allison, Waddington, N,Y., duplicate copy sent

Valcartier, to-day.

That is certified to by H. W, Brown tl^at the goods have been received and that

the prices are fair and reasonable.

Mr. Thompson: These pistols were the Colt automatic pistol?

Mr. Fraser : Yes.

Mr. Thompson : One speaks loosely of automatic revolvers, but as I understand

it there is no such thing ; there are revolvers and automatic pistols.

Mr. Fraser : There are charged for 70 new service revolvers at $14 each. I beg

to hand in the following statement:—

•

Statement of Pistols and Automatic Guns purchased by the Militia and

Defence Department from The Colts Patent Fire-Arms Manufacturing

Co., and charged to War Appropriation, 1914-15.

Pistols.

Sept. 11/14^2836— 998 at 18.50 ,. $18,463 00

21 —3538— 70 '' ]4.00 980 OO

24 —3556— 300 " 18.50 5,550 00

Nov. 7 —4434—1000 " 18.50 18,500 00

Oct. 31 —4434—1000 " 18.50 18,500 00

Oct. 1 —5978-180 "18.50 3,330 00

Sept. 30 —.5978— 100 " 18.50 1,850 00

Sept. 29 —5978— 300 " 18.50 5,550 00

Oct. 2 —5978— 120 " 18.50 2,220 00

No date B. of E.—1000 " 18.50 , . . . . 18,500 00

Colts Auto. Guns.

Oct. 20/14-4433—30 at 600 .. 18,000 00

Sept. 18. —4433— 5 " 600 3,000 00

Sept. 12 —4433—15 "600 9,000 00

Nov. 25 B. of E.—35 "600 21,000 00

Dec. 23 B. of E.—34 " 600. . . 20,400 00

Jan. 22/15 B. of E.—29 " 600 17,400 00

Feb. 9 B. of E.—
(Gun)— 1 " 447.50 477 50

(Tripod)— 1 " 122.50 122 50

No date. B. of E.— 1 " 600.00 600 00

Feb. 11 B. of E.— 1 " 600.00 6O0 00

Feb. 23 B. of E.—49 " 600.00 29,400 00

As I have said, the second item of that statement is for seventy new service

revolvers at $14 each.

Mr. Thompson: Is there a difference in the price between the revolvers and the

pjstols ?

Mr. Eraser: Yes, the revolvers are charged for at $14 each-

Mr. Thompson: Do you know the difference between a pistol and a revolver?

Mr. Eraser: Do you mean as to the price?

Mr. Thompson: No, as to the mechanism?
[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Auditor General. 1
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Mr. Fraser: I do not know, but I think I could describe it. The revolver has

a revolving chamber and the automatic pistol has a chamber or magazine in the stock.

Mr. Thompson : I see on this statement there is a statement as to Colt's Auto-
matic Guns.

Mr. Fraser: I do not know the value of them at all; there has been no question

raised about that.

Sir Charles Davidson: What are these two memoranda attached to this state-

ment 'i

Mr. Fraser: There is attached to this statement two memoranda as follows, the
first having reference to vouchers 3528:

" 3628.

" Sold to
" Mr. K. Brutinel,

" C/ J. W. Sifton,
" Ottawa, Ont.

" Shipped Adams Express.
*' 70 5i" 455 cal. New Ser. Eevs. Blue. $14.00 each, $980.00."

I made inquiry as to that, and this explanation is as to the difference in price.
,

I found that these were revolvers that only cost $14 each.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is the other memorandum?

Mr. Fraser: That is with reference to voucher No. 3556 for automatic pistols.

It is with reference to the difference between the price of $14 for revolvers and $18.50

each for automatic pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson: How does it read?

Mr. FitASER: It reads:
" 3556.

« Sold to
" The Canadian Government,

" Department of Militia and Defence.

"Shipped by—Delivered by Messenger

—

"300 45 cal. Automatic Pistols, Govt. Mod., $18.50 each.. $5,550 00
"Expenses of deliAcry based on express rates 28 00

$5,578 00

Sir Charles Davidson: There is no importance to be attached to these memo-
randa?

Mr. Eraser: None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson : You secured them just for your private information as to
the different prices, and that difference arises from the fact that one delivery was for
revolvers and the other for the automatic pistols which are sold at a higher price ?

Mr. Eraser : Yes. I have not got a satisfactory explanation yet as to why we paid
$18.50 for the automatic pistols or $14 for the revolvers.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have not stated that was an excessive price.

Mr. Eraser: I state it now. I stated yesterday that the price to the trade was
$18.50 for the automatic pistols, less a discount of ten off and five off and two off for
cash, which would make the price about $15.42 for the automatic pistols. For the
revolver, there is a discount to the trade, amounting to $2.48 on each revolver, making
the price $11.52 instead of $14. I stated yesterday also that the price charged to the
Nevr York State Government for the automatic pistol was $14.50 or something less
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than $14.75, $14.50 I believe is the price. I cannot understand why, on a purchase of

5,000 of these automatic pistols, we should not have got the trade discount.

Sir Charles Davidson : There is no difficulty as to the price of the automatic guns

which are included in your statement; your statement sinjply has reference to auto-

matic pistols and revolvers.

Mr. Fraser: Yes. I could buy these automatic pistols myself in smaller quan-

ties at $18.50.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is the automatic pistol.

Mr. Fraser : The automatic pistol.

Mr. Thompson : In Canada ?

Mr. Fraser : That price is f.o.b. at the factory. All these prices are f.o.b. at the

factory and we pay the express charged in addition. *

Mr. Thompson : Do you know whether the purchases had actually been made for

the Canadiana Government with the discount you have mentioned?

Mr. Fraser: I was informed in connection with the pistols, I have seen the invoice

for the revolvers, some that were purchased for the Government by a firm in Kingston. ~

Mr. Thompson: Purchased for the Government?

Mr. Fraser: Purchased and sold to the Government. \

Mr. Thompson : What is that firm ?

Mr. Fraser: Dodge, I do not know whether it is Dodge Brothers or just Dodge.

Sir Charles Davidson : How many ?

Mr. Fraser: That was a small number.

Mi^. Thompson: What were they?

Mr. Fraser: Revolvers.

Mr. Thompson: How many?
Mr. Fraser : It was a small lot, I forget the number, 25 or 50.

Mr. Thompson : What price did they pay ?

Mr. Fraser : $14 less 10, less 5, and less 2.

Mr. Thompson: What were they sold to the Government at?

Mr. Fraser: $15, I believe. I believe my statement to be correct as to the dis-

count on the pistols, but that can be verified. The Customs Department would have

the material to verify that; they would have copies of the invoices for imports by
hardware firms.

Sir Charles Davidson: What firms here would have these invoices?

Mr. Fraser: I imagine that Ketchum & Company in Ottawa here would have
them and possibly Birkett's.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you mean that the Customs Department at Ottawa
would have them?

Mr. Fraser: The Customs Department at Ottawa would have them. The Hing-
ston Arms Company of Winnipeg are large dealers in firearms, and there is Lewis in

Montreal. If there is any doubt about the discoimt given on the automatic pistols and
revolvers, it can be verified. I could give you a quotation from the Colt's Patent Arms
Company; it was not to anybody in the trade. It is. private. But the quotation is

$18.50.

Sir Charles Davidson: Will you file it?

Mr. Fraser : I prefer not.

Sir Charles Davidson : You mean there is a flat rate of $18.50 each, but not to

the trade ?

Mr. Fraser : Yes, that is their price list.
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Sir Charles Davidson : Does that include the discount ?

Mr. Fraser : No, as I say I can buy them myself for $18,50.

Sir Charles Davidson: Single automatic guns?

Mr. Fraser: A few, not a single one.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is there anything further, Mr. Fraser?

Mr. Fraser : I think you suggested that Mr. Thompson should ask me who made
the purchases.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

Mr. Fraser: I was under the impression, judging by the vouchers, that the pur-

chases were made by Colonel Allison, but I read the evidence taken yesterday in which
the Minister of ^Militia stated that Mr.'Allison had nothing to do with the purchase of

the pistols. The Minister of Militia stated that Mr. Allison had absolutely no connec-

tion with that, but he must have had some connection with it as the pistols were con-

signed to him.

Sir Charles Davidson : He may have been the consignee without having bought
them ?

Mr. Fraser: Certainly.

Sir Charles Davidson : Your impression grew out of the fact that they had been
consigned to him?

Mr. Fraser: The voucher states so.

Sir Charles Davidson : Your impression was that he had been the purchaser

because the voucher said he was the consignee?

Mr. Fraser: Yes.

Mr. Thompson: As to the clothing, do you desire to make any statement?

Mr. Fraser: Which clothing?

Mr. Thompson: Purchases by Colonel Allison?

Mr. Fraser: We have no purchases of clothing from him, so far as I am aware.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you the cheques for these revolvers and pistols?

Mr. Fraser: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might hand them to Mr. Thompson.

Mr. Thompson: Have you the vouchers for the payment for the automatic
pistols ?

Mr. Fraser: I have.

Mr. Thompson : What do they show ?

Mr. Fraser: The price of the pistol and the cheque or cheques drawn by the
Department of Militia and Defence, in favour of the Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufac-
turing Company.

Mr. Thompson: Will you please state what the cheques are?

Mr. Fraser: The first cheque is dated October 1, 1914, No. 2836, fot $18,463, for
1,000 automatic pistols, shipped to J. Wesley Allison. That is less a reduction of $37
for two pistols. The cheque was issued to the Colt's i^'ire Arms Manufacturing Com-
pany.

There is another cheque, dated October 29, No, 3556 of the Militia Department,
for $5,578, covering 300 automatic pistols, plus expenses of delivery, $28, sold to the
Canadian Government, Department of Militia and Defence, delivered by messenger.

Cheque, Militia Department, No. 4434, date November 26, 1914, for $37,000, pay-
able to the Colt's Company, sold to the Government of Canada, consigned to W. H.
Brown, Director of Contracts.

Cheque, Militia Department, No. 5978, date December 30, 1914, amount $12,950,
payable to the Colt's Company, sold to the Canadian Government, and add;ressed-
evidently to J. Wesley Allison, Waddington, New York, 120 automatic pistols.
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Account by the Colt Company with the Canadian Government, Department of
Militia, 1,000 Colt's, a number of parts, shipped to II. W. Brown, 203 Queen Street,

Ottawa, amount paid for the 1,000 pistols $18,500, draft on New York, 30th December,
1914.

Mr. Fraser: I have not got all the cheques here.

Mr. Thompson : That does not make any difference.

Mr. Fraser: These are samples of the cheques.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Thompson, you had better bring up these people

who deal in firearms, Ketchum and Birkett. I would like to hear some evidence as

to the automatic guns and revolvers; I would also like to know if there was anything
in the indirect suggestion yesterday that more than one magazine was supplied with

the Canadian revolver.

Sir Charles DaMdson (to Mr. Fraser) : Did this $18.50 include more than the

ordinary pistols? Can you state, Mr. Auditor General, what is included in the $18.50

besides the pistol?

Mr. Fraser: So far as I know, there was nothing but the pistol itself. The
spare parts were bought afterwards. Here is a list of the spare parts which were pur-

chased.

Mr. Thompson: What do the magazines cost, does j;hat say?

Mr. Fraser: There is no price given for it, but magazine tubes, magazine base,

magazine pin, and so on, including seven articles altogether, six in addition to the

magazine, only cost $1.

Mr. Thompson : They are extra ?

Mr. Fraser : They are extra.

Mr. Thompson : As to the pistol itself you have not in your hand the price list ?

!Mr. Fraser: This is the price list for the spare parts?

^ir Charles Davidson: Only?

Mr. Fraser: Yes, they do not give the price for the pistol.

Sir Charles Davidson : Of what date is that list ?

Mr. Fraser : It was received here in July or August.
,

Mr. Fraser was not further examined for the present.

Mr. Thompson: During the examination yesterday of Mr. Carlisle, you askeJ

me, sir, why I was securing testimony as to the price of rubber tires. At page 949 of

the evidence. Volume H, Mr. Northam was examined. I asked him as to why there

was a drop in the price between August, 1914, and January, 1915, and he said (page

949) :—
In the first place we were dealing with a small order, and in the second

place we were dealing with a very large order, and in the third place the rubber

which enters into the track tires was around 75 cents per pound during the first

part of the war when this stuff was bought, and it was $1.10 or $1.20 later, and

when they bought the next lot it was down to 55 cents. That is a difference

of 100 per cent although, of course , we bought rubber in the interval that

covered, that and we did not pay quite so much for it.

Mr. Russell requested me to recall Mr. Xortham.

Sir Charles Davidson: This does not agree with Mr. Carlisle's evidence?

Mr. Thompson: No, sir. At Mr. Russell's request I call Mr. Northam, chiefly on

lihe point brought up by Mr. Russell yesterday, as to the difference in the price paid

for the various sets of tires. I think there was about $100 difference in the set.

Sir Charles Davidson : Mr. Carlisle may have a change to make in his testimony,

judging from a brief conversation I had with him.

Mr. Carlisle : I would like to see the testimony I gave yesterday first.
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W. B. NoRTHAM, sales manager, Dunlop Tire Company, already sworn, recalled

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. I am recalling you, Mr. Northam, at the request of Mr. Rvissell—at page 949

of your evidence. Volume II, I asked you when did you begin to allow the Militia

Department a discount of 40 and seven lOths, and you, answer:

A. When the question came up as to the big order and the allowance that

was made by the Kelly Company, it was arranged between Mr. Thomas and
our company that the tires should be 40 and seven lOths and we accepted on that

basis,
'

Q. By doing so, you are meeting the American price?

A. That is really what it was.

Q. Was it because there were no companies manufacturing truck tires in Canada
in August, 1914, that you charged approximately $100 more per set than was paid

later?—A. No, it was entirely brought about by the conditions and the size of the

order. In the first order, there were seven sizes representing only 175 tires. The next

order was for one individual size -and representing only 175 tires. The next order was
for one individual size and represented 800 of one particular size. In the first order

there were sizes that are obsolete almost to-day, such as 4^^x 5. Consequently, to get

these few tires down, which represented one size, in about five or six sets, new moulds
had to be made which were rvished night and day to get through.

Q. How many did you have to make in that way?—A. There was a total of 175

and we had to make ten of that one size alone, which necessitated a brand new equip-

ment. Then again, the order had to be completed in a very few days. We did not

know and did not anticipate there was going to be any extra rush and »o we had to

get steel in by express, and we had to work night and day and put an extra gang on
to get the order done, and we had to express some of it into Montreal to catch the boat.

Q. That is ordinary business?—A. No.

Q. Is it extra e^ense?—A. Yes, there was certain extra expense attached to it,

working night and day. That order, in the general conditions of the rush, would repre-

sent at least ten to twelve and a half per cent extra on top of the second order that was
taken for 600 or 700 tires of the one size.

iQ. What discount did you allow—I do not mean how many tens and fives—but
what discount would you give to a jobber or the owner of five trucks?—A. The price
we gave them was the very best discount that was ever given to any one in Canada,
with the exception of five per cent to a manufacturer.

Q. Was that the discount that would be allowed to the owner of five trucks?—A.
No, sir, it was allowed to a manufacturer, 40 three lOths and a five.

Q. It is not quite the manufacturer's discount ?—A. All but five per cent and that
five per cent was taken up by the extra sizes. In other words, no one in Canada bought
at a cheaper price than the Government bought for at that time.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you sell to the Government or to the Russell Com-
pany?

The Witness : To the Russell Motor Car Company.
Sir Charles Davidson: Did they make a profit?

The Witness: I do not know, but I know that Mr. Russell stated yesterday that
they made no profit whatever. On the basis of the statement which I saw in the news-
paper this morning he did not make any profit on that transaction.

Sir Charles Davidson: I fcannot quite understand how that afterwards you
reduced your price so considerably on these very purchases.

The Witness : No, sir, there was no reduction on these tires.
[Ottawa, Rubber Tires—Northam.]
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By Mr. Tliompson, K.C.:

Q. If you afterwards reduced your price very considerably, how is it that the

American tires were not supplied in Canada when you were charging high prices, to

the extent of $100 per set more?—A. The American price was high at that time.

Q. Do you mean to say that when you supplied tires to the Government, through

Mr. Eussell, the American price would have been exactly the same?—A. No, in th©

States it was a little lower than in Canada.

Q. I want to know what the American companies could have supplied tires for to

Canada at the time you supplied them ?—A. Forty and five lOths and five for each.

Q. That does not tell us anything?—A. It is the difference between 40 and three

lOths and five, just two lOths difference.

Q. What would that represent in dollars and cents?—A. Forty dollars, about.

Q. That is, the American price would be $40 cheaper ?—A. Yes, without any duty.

Sir Charles Davidson: And with the duty?

The Witness : It would be $35 more than that. I could give you a concrete case

if you would allow me.

Sir Charles Davidson: I won't allow you at the moment, my question now is,

how much in dollars would the duty represent?

The Witness: The difference between the American price at that time and the

laid-down price, would have been $90, in Canada.

Sir Charles D.widson: That is, the laid-down price in Canada, at the American

price, would have been $90 cheaper than your laid-down price in Canada?

The Witness: No.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. If I wrote to the United States and asked to have delivery in the Parliament

Buildings, Ottawa, of 1,000 set of tires, f.o.b., and I wyote to your company at the

same time and asked for a thousand set of tires, f.o.b. Parliament Buildings, Ottawa,

which set of tires would cost me more and how much more?—A. The American price

would cost you about $50 a. set more.

Q. The American tires would cost me more?—^A. Yes, sir, f.o.b. Ottawa.

Q. According to your statement, if that is correct, Mr. Russell saved $50 a set in

August, 1914, by buying your tires instead of buying the American tires?—A. Yes.

Q. That is the effect of your evidence?—A. Absolutely.

Mr. Russell : You include in that the duty on the American tires into Canada ?

The Witness : Certainly, Mr. Thompson asked me f.o.b. Ottawa.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where do you buy rubber?

The Witness : In England and the United States.

Sir Charles Davidson: But London is the rubber market for the world.

The Witness: It is under normal conditions, but it is not always normal to

obtain rubber there.

Sir Charles Davidson: In your evidence at page 949, Volume II, you stated

that rubber was $1.20 a pound during the first part of the war.

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Carlisle stated yesterday that it was 53 cents to 63

cents for latex crepe, and that it was.63^ cents for smoked sheets; did you pay $1.10?

The Witness : Yes, on the Yth day of August, which was contracted for in August,

1914, we paid Johnston and Whitworth, for ten tons of light brown crepe 75 cents

a ix)und ; on August 13, to Henderson & Korn, New York, we paid for 33 cases of para,

$1.10 per pound ; on August 4, we paid Johnston and Whitworth for caoutchouc balls,

which enters into, the manufacture of truck tires, seventy cents a pound. At that

time, particularly, we could not get rubber from London. We could not get rubber in
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London in August and September because no shippers would take any chances out of

London, and while our methods of buying may be somewhat different from another

company, another company might have more in stock than we had at the time, but our

policy is to protect the sale by purchasing rubber.

By Mr. Thompsan, K.C.:

Q. When you had to meet the American price and give a greater discount, will

you tell me what that worked out at per cent; not what the extra discount worked out

at, but how much cheaper per cent you then sold compared with pour price per stet

in August?—A. How much cheai)er we sold the tires at in November than in August'^

Q. Yes, state that approximately?—A. Approximately, $100.

Sir Charles Davidson : They actually did Sell to Canada in August.

The Witness: A few sets of diiferent sizes which made a difference in their

price.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. You told me before that the American tires would have been about $50 per set

more?—A. Yes, in August.

Q. Laid down in Canada ?—'A. Yes.

Q. You eventually increased your discount in order to meet the American price

in Canada—did the American price of tires drop after August?—^A. Yes.

Q. How much d^d it drop?—A. The discounts were between thirty and forty

per cent greater. The difference between the first price and the subsequently decreased

price was brought about by having to meet the American conditions, which conditions

had changed by approximately between thirty per cent and forty per cent in the dis-

counts.

Q. And further, was it not that the American tires for the Militia Department
were being imported free of duty ?—A. Yes, that is so.

Q. So that you had to meet the American price f.o.b. Canada, without -duty

added?—A. Yes.

The witness retired.

Lieutenant-Colonel Emmett Clarke, already examined, recalled:

By Mr. Thompsorij K.C. :

Q. Colonel Clarke was requested to telegraph to Kegina to the Eemount Depart-
ment to have the files sent down here; did you do so. Colonel Clarke?—A. In the
Quartermaster-General's name a telegram was sent to the District Ofiicer command-
ing at Winnipeg, asking for all records in connection with the appointment of Will
Grant to the remount service, and asking him to hasten the reply. The reply came
to the Quartermaster-General, to the effect, that Will Grant, from what is known
there, was appointed as foreman in the Reg'ina stables, and the private files in con-
nection with the Remount Department in the West were sent to England to Colonel
,McRae by one of his staff in Regina.

Q. Have you the date of the correspondence?—A. We have not seen any of the
correspondence.

Sir Charles Davidson: The records are all in England?
The Witness : That is what I understand now, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Look at this letter of Colonel McRae, dated February 4,
1915.

The Witness : This letter of Colonel McRae, dated February 4, 1915, would be to
appoint him as practically a foreman. I am referring now to Exhibit No. 284, a
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letter from Colonel McKae to Will Grant, dated February 4, 1915, which purports

to appoint him officer in command of the mobilization stable at Regina.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you state the system that was adopted with respect

to the purchase of horses, the details that had to be given as to each horse, how the

cheque was to be given for each separate horse purchased; have you any records in

your office as to that ?

The Witness: As to the procedure, yes, sir; that is carried out in the East, but

not in the West. I have the instructions to buyers as to what to avoid and what to

try to obtain in the purchase of the horses.

Sir Charles Davidson: Does that go back to September?

The Witness : 'No, it goes to the time that Sir Adam Beck was appointed in

December.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you anything on record with regard to August?

The Witness: No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : Where are Colonel Steele's records?

The Witness : I cannot say where they are.

Sir Charles Davidson: They would not be in your department?

The Witness : They ought to be, sir.

Mr. Thompson : Are you in charge of that department.

The Witness : I am carrying it on, yes, sir.

Mr. Thompson: Have you looked for these papers?

The Witness : Yes, sir.

Mr. Thompson : And there is nothing to be found ?

The Witness : There is nothing in the department.

Sir Charles Davidson: There must be something in existence somewhere.

Colonel Clarke: I do not know what is in existence or what is not; I have never

seen any of these records at all.

Mr. Thompson: Copies of the instructions were produced in Nova Scotia, pur-

porting to come from Colonel Neill's department.

Sir Charles Davidson : Surely they are in the office ?

The Witness : No, sir. I have looked everywhere for them. I have no doubt that

instructions were published and given out but as to copies being on file in the office I

cannot find them.

Mr. Thompson: I have a note here, with reference to the investigation at Sum-
merside, Moncton and Dorchester, to procure copies of correspondence, if there is any,

showing that Major Anderson was authorized to pay more than current prices, namely,

$170 per horse. You will recollect, sir, that the price paid by Major Anderson was

about $225 per horse.

Sir Charles Davidson : For some horses.

Mr. Thompson : They averaged that, sir, they ran up to $250 and $300 for some.

I have also a note here to have his cheque-books or stubs produced from the depart-

ment and I will give that to Colonel Clarke to procure them.

The witness retired.

T. A. Russell, Russell Motor Car Company, Toronto, already examined, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. I think your company charged $62 each for the first bicycles you sold to the

department, $55 each for the second lot—have you since then supplied any other
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bicycles?—A. Yes, I forget the date, but it is since the last meeting of this Commis-
sion, at any rate.

Q. Was that under Colonel Thomas' order?—A. Yes.

Q. What style of bicycle did you supply?—A. The same as before.

Q. What was the equipment?—A. The same as before. •

Q. Was everything identically the same?—A. Yes. as far as I know.

Q. What price did you receive from the department for these bicycles ?—A. $47.50^

Q. I think that was the price that Major Thomas stated in his evidence would be

a fair price—now, Mr. Russell, you stated that the reason for the comparatively high

price at first was due to the fact that the bicycles had to be re-enamelled. At page

707, Volume I of the evidence, you said:

Then there is the extra cost of enamelling. Not only has the bicycle to be

enamelled of a different colour, but the handle-bars, which are nickel, and the

lamjw which are nickelled, and the cranks, and all the different equipment had
to be enamelled.

We have here before us one of your bicycles, supplied to the Militia Department, and
it would appear that that bicycle is not enamelled but painted, or air-dried, which
apparently is quite different, according to the expert's testimony, from enamelling.

Sir Charles Davtoson: Mr. Russell, in your testimony, you testified that they

were enamelled.

Mr. Russell: I did.

Mr. Thompson: And that there is a difference between enamel, which is baked
on, and enamel, which is air-dried.

Mr. Russell: The situation is that the bicycles were all enamelled, that the
enamel was baked on, in the ordinary process, with the exception of the following
items: namely, the lamps, as to which our foreman reported there was a certain
amount of solder in, and if it was baked in the oven it would melt it, the same with
the bell ; the pump is air-dried enamel because there are rubber valves in it, the saddle
is air-dried because the leather is riveted to it, and if tliat were baked in the oven it

would ruin the leather, and the pedals are air-dried because they come to us assem-
bled with rubber footpads in them, and the heat would destroy the rubber. With the
exception of these items, all the rest of the bicycle was, as I understand, baked on in
the regular processt,

Sir Charles Davidson : Let Mr. Russell look at the body of that bicycle there
and see.

Mr. Thompson: Look at the frame of that bicycle and say if the enamel is baked
on the bicycle. This is a bicycle which has been taken from stock in the Militia
Department.

Mr. Russell: That is baked on.

Mr. Thompson : The evidence was that enamel which is baked on would not wash
off with gasolene and that the other enamel would, and in the bicycle before you gaso-
lene has taken off the green, but did not affect the black enamel undernea'th which was
baked on. What do you say about that?

u \.^^' ^^^^^^^' ^^^* *^® statement that gasolene will not take off enamel that is
baked on is incorrect and that a comparison of the results with gasolene on the black
enamel and on the green enamel is no comparison at all. Black enamel is made from
an asphaltum base which has no similarity whatever in its chemical construction, and
It 18 a well-known thing in the trade that the black enamel holds its lustre better and
is very much harder to remove than the green enamel. In addition to that, we would
have followed our regular practice on that bicycle of putting on a varnish coat, as we
always do over any colour enamel, but we understood that it gave a blare on the bicycle
which was objectionable from a military standpoint, and, consequently, that was not
done on the green military bicycle. In ordinary commercial practice we would do
that. But the comparison of the losing qualities between black enamel and any other
[Ottawa. Bicycles—RusselLl
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colour enamel, other than black, is not a fair comparison. May I say with regard to

that, that there was never a criticism with regard to the finish of these bicycles. They
were inspected here, they were inspected at our works, they have been inspected since,

and there never was a suggestion of improper enamel until it was made before the
Commission here.

I

Mr. Thompson: But your explanation of the high price was that the bicycle for

the Militia Department had to be re-enamelled, and that explanation would not hold
water, if as a matter of fact, the bicycles were simply brushed.

Mr. Russell: Our own cost of enamelling a special colour bicycle is $3.40, if it

has not been enamelled another colour before. The one goes through a big vat which
is divided for dipping them and they are dipped in quantities and hung up. The others

are sent to a special department and hand-brushed.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : Your statenient originally was that the whole of these

parts you referred to to-day were enamelled.

Mr. Russell: Yes, and that is still correct. The only difference is that in the

one case the enamel is baked on tinder heat,, and in other that these five parts that

would be damaged by heat were air-dried.

Mr. Thompson : Do you call that enamel ?

Mr. Russell : Exactly.

Mr. Thompson: And as permanent as the enamel which was baked on?

Mr. Russell: No, we do not consider that the enamel which is air-dried is as

durable as the baked enamel, but it is impracticable to bake on the enamel in the

case of the saddle or the pedals.

Sir Charles Davtoson: A witness who came before us said it was ordinary paint

that was put on.

Mr. Russell : If he said it was ordinary paint he misstated it.

Mr. Thompson : One witness here stated that it was air-dried enamel ; I under-

stand there is a difference between paint and enamel.

Mr. Russell : Quite.

Mr. Thompson : He stated it was air-dried enamel. '

Mr. RussELi^: Yes. "^

Sir Charles DA^aDSON : A cheaper form of work.

Mr. Russell: No^ not cheaper. There is no real difference between doing it

baked or not baked, but it is impractical, as you can see, to do a lamp with 'solder

in it or a saddle with leather in it, without damaging them.

Mr. Thompson: Then, why are bicycles made with baked enamel instead of aii-

dried enamel, is not baked enamel more durable?

Mr. Russell: Yes. But it is not practicable to do it on these parts I have men-

tioned after the bicycle is made up. The saddle, for example, comes to us put together.

If we put the pedals, or the saddle, or the pump in, it would ruin them. These things

have a very durable nickel plate between them. There is no question about the

durability of it. All the rest of the bicycle, except these parts which are comparatively

small, and for which there is a special reason for not doing so, was baked up.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : You say that the green is baken on ?

Mr. Russell: The green is baked on, but the comparison as to rubbing off with

gasolene, between black and green enamel, does not hold.

Mr. Thompson: I tmderstood you to say, Mr. Russell, that this bicycle was a

special bicycle, but so far" as I can see, the evidence is that there is nothing special

about it, except that it is green instead of black, because we have here before us a

bicycle which was piirchased over the counter for $32.

Mr. Russell : I think I was careful- in my evidence to explain just what was

special about it. It is pretty well all set forth in the evidence.
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Mr. Tiio>irs(»N: Special in what?

'Mr. KussELL : The wheels are special, the rims are steel rims.

Mr. Thompson : There is no extra cost in that.

Mr. Russell : Yes, there was quite a considerable extra cost.

Mr. Thompson: Do you mean to say the steel rims cost more?

Mr.. Russell : They did, very much more. As I pointed out that time, we only

use steel rims in Canada in nickel-plated frames, and when this order came we had

to use steel rims which had already been nickel-plated by us,

Mr. Thompson : That only applied to the first order.

Mr. Russell : It applied to all of the first order and to some part of the second.

Lately we have carried a small stock of steel rims in view of any other requirement.

When we received this first order we had only made one of these bicycles in 1912.

Mr. Thompson :. And you sold to the Government at the price you quoted a year

before ?

Mr. Russell : That was two years before, 1912.

Mr. Thompson : And when they asked for a deliverj^ of these bicycles, you quoted

them the old price?

Mr. Russell: Yes.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : What do you say to this evidence given by Lieutenant-

Colonel W. O. Thomas. I quote from page 1124 of the evidence. Volume II:

—

I would like to say, while I have these bicycles in my hand now, that a

great many of the parts are, as Mr. Russell stated, re-finished, but they are

re-finished over the nickle; that is to say they are simply painted. If you will

notice, you will see that the paint is just daubed on and easily rubbed off, that

the bicycle itself was started as a track bicycle . It has only a first coat on it,

and then, instead of having a second coat, it is ordinary green paint, which is

not baked on and which is easily washed off. You will notice where the green

paint is waslied off, although the black enamel which is baked on is not in any
way affected by the washing. I inade that comparison because I wished to find

whether there was any difference in value between them.

Mr, Russell : I have already answered that the statejnent with regard to not

baking on is incorrect, and the statement that it is ordinary paint is not correct. I

think the Government inspectors would have detected anything like that if we were
trying to do it.

Sir Charles Davidson: His evidence is quite serious in other respc'ts, as to

excessive charges, according to his opinion, on your bicycles.

Mr. Russell : I know he made out a statement that that bicycle ought to be sold

for $40, I think, and in the face of that, within a month, or not more than two months
afterwards, he recommended the department to buy another 150 of these bicycles at

$47.50 each.
•

Mr. Thompson: That was $4.50 below the price of your first sale of bicycles to

the Government and $7.50 under the price of your second sale.

Mr. Russell: I want to make clear one thing and that is that I was not acting

as a buyer at any time for the purchase of bicycles for the Government.

Sir Charles Davidson : I know, but you were the Government agent for the pur-
chase of these.

Mr. Russell: ^o, I was not at any time acting for the Government in the pur-
cliase of bicycles.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you certify the accounts?

Mr. Russell : No, I had nothing to do with it. All that I certified to in connec-
tion with bicycles was the receipt of 80 of them at Montreal for ocean shipment. They
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were purchased in the regular way by the department, and I, sir, had no more to do

with the purchase of bicycles than you had. They were not included in the work that

I was asked to -do. The price was made by our company in 1912, before we had made
them. After we had made the first lot, which were made quite in a hurry, our company,

when I was in England, reduced the tender to the buying commission on the next lot,

to $55, and when the subsequent lot was ordered they further reduced the price to

$47.50, because we then had the tools made for the rifle-clip and the carriers and the

special things on the bicycle.

Sir Charles Davidson : You charged the price of the special tools for manufactur-

ing the special parts to the Government.

Mr. Russell : They were included in the cost of the first bicycles.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was the nickel in all cases taken off?

Mr. Russell : No.

Mr. Thompson : How is it that in your testimony you said that part of the extra

cost was incurred through it being necessary to scrape this off and I understand it was
not taken off?

Mr. Russell: The extra cost of taking nickel off was very slight. It is just a

question as to whether it is better practice to take it off or leave it on.

Sir Charles Davidson : The point is as to your statement.

Mr. Russell : If my statement was that the nickel was taken off all the parts, it

is incorrect. I was not at the factory much at the time that these were completed, and

I have cleared that up that the nickel was not taken off.

Mr. Thompson: Thomas in his testimony at page 1132 of Volume II says: That
he would consider it reasonable if the bicycles had been bought by the department at

$45, covering the same article.

Mr. Russell: .Yes, and he certified to $47.50 since. I do not suppose I need to

•elaborate, it is in the evidence already, that there was night work on the first order.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is hand enamel as contrasted with dipped enamel?

Mr. Russell: Hand enamel is put on with the brush and for the dipped enamel
we have large tanks full of the enamel and the article to be enamelled is immersed in it.

There is no real difference between one or the other. We only have enough work going
through in black to justify having tanks full of the liquid, and all special colours are

done by hand. I do not think there is any difference in value as between one and the

other.

Mr. Thompson : At $47.50 per bicycle, I presume that gives you a fair profit.

Mr. Russell : Our cost on the last lot sold was $40.40.

Mr. Thompson: Dodswell in his evidence said that the wooden rim cost about

the same price as the steel rim. -

Mr. Russell : We make the wooden frame and import the steel frame, it depends

on the conditions.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is air-dried, is that ordinary paint?

Mr. Russell: ~No, it is a different composition altogether. Ordinary paint is

mixed with white lead as a basis, and if it is heated up it discolours. Enamels vary

a great deal in their composition. Black enamel is different from every other kind.

It has an asphaltum base. Coloured enamel has a base of varnish or japan which does

not discolour under heat, but they are two entirely different substances.

Sir Charles Davidson: The ordinary air-dried enamel is a si)ecial mixture put

on with a brush?

Mr. Russell : Put on with a brush, but the enamel on this bicycle is also put on

the frame with a brush and then baked afterwards.

Sir Charles Davidson : And the other is simply left to dry in the air,

YJ^Q]^ -[^Q
'
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Mr. Russell: And on these parts which have solder, or leather, or rubber on

them, it is left to dry in the air.

Mr. Thompson: There is nothing further, Mr. Russell, do you wish to make any

further statement.

Mr. Russell : I want to make clear with r^ard to the bicycles that at no time

had I any connection with the purchase of them.

Sir Charles Davidson': You have made that clear.

Mr. Russell: I think I have. With regard to the other purchases, reference

was made, when I was here before, as to my acting in some matters in the dual capacity

of buyer for the Government and supplier, by reason of the fact that our company
supplied certain things. I did not seek that position, it was, you may say, forced on

me. I tried to interpret that in this way, that our company were permitted to sell

goods as other people were and that it was my duty to see that the^^ did so on the same
basis, as far as cost and conditions go, as I bought from others. I do not think I have
any further statement to make. I think, sir, that the questions you have brought up
have covered pretty nearly all my activities.

Mr. Thompson : When you purchased from your own company, and at the same
time purchased similar articles from other companies, did you obtain the same dis-

count from your companies as you did from the other coinpauies?

Mr. Russell : The same.

Mr. Thompson : Was there any preferential treatment ?

Mr. Russell : None. I tried not to have any and I do not think there was.

Sir Charles Davidson: You see there was a contract given to the Massey-Harris

Company for carriage bodies.

Mr. Russell: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: There was a contract given to your company and your
company farmed it out again to the Massey-Harris Company who made their profit,

and your company made their profit, and you certified to that account.

Mr. Russell : I am very glad, sir, if that is in your mind, that you have raised

that question, because you raised it before. I may not be able to construct the situa-

tion as it existed then.

Sir Charles Davidson: Then the trailers is another thing.

Mr. Russell: I have never had any feeling since^ with regard to the Massey-
Harris bodies, than that the procedure was the only one possible at the time. I was
'in Ottawa here; we were settling the number of trucks to be ordered from each com-
pany, and by the way they were going to be used in units. I had to go to Valcartier
and so on, as I have explained. I senttthe order to our company to make these bodies.
I did not know whether they could make all of them but I thought they could make
some of them. They knew how to design the body, the width and the clearance over
the tires, and the height of the sides, and the general specification. They worked
with the Massey-Harris Company on" these specifications. They obtained the trucks
so that the bodies could be measured and fitted to them from the various companies.
They fitted the bodies to them afterwards to make sure they would fit, and when the
accessories were reSdy that went with each truck unit, they fitted them. , The gross
profit our company made, without any allowance for the investment or the expense,
we paid for the invoices when we got them from Massey-Harris, the gross profit we
had on them was fifteen per cent and nothing whatever changed my opinion—no matter
how it may look now—with regard to having the work done, that it was done in the
very best possible manner, and if I had to do it again I would not do it in any different
way.

The witness retired.

Mr. Thompson, KC. : That is all the evidence I have for the afternoon, sir.

The Commission adjourned until to-morrow morning, Wednesday, January 5,
1916.
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Ottawa, Canada, Wednesday, January 5, 1916.

Present:

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

,
Commissioner.

John Thompson, K.C, '^

As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerh of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commissions

Mr. Thompson, K.C. : This morning I will call some wholesale dealers as to the

prices paid by them for automatic pistols and revolvers.

T. M. BiRKETT, hardware merchant of Ottawa, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. With regard to the sale of^ revolvers to the Canadian Government, the auditor

general yesterday suggested the name of the Birkett Company and the Ketchum Com-
pany as being importers of these articles, and I call you now, Mr Birkett, to give

testimony on that point—you are a member of the firm of Birkett & Son ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are you an importer of fire-arms?—^A. Yes.

Q. Have you imported, within the last two years, any Colt's revolvers or Colt's

automatic pistols?—A. Yes.

Q. What was the price paid by your company for Colt's automatic pistols?

Sir Charles Davidson : Give the dates.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. When did you import Colt automatic pistols'?—A. We imported Colt automatics

on September 25, 1914, and on March 4, 1915.

Q. How many did you import on the 25th of September, 1914?—A. We only

imported two, we are small dealers in those.

Q. What did you pay for them?—A. We paid $18.50, less twelve and a half, less

five, and less two.

Q. Making the net price per pistol how much?—'A. $15.06 f.o.b. Hartford, Conn.

Sir Charles Davidson : I would like to know the kind and quality, if there is any

distinctive mark.

The Witness : 45 calibre Government model, automatic pistol.

By Mr Thompson, K.C:

Q. How many of these did you import on March 4, 1915 ?—A. Two.

Q. What were they?—A. Two 45 calibre automatic pistols. Government model.

Q. What was the price?—A. $18.50 each, less twelve and a half, less five, less two.

Sir Charles Davidson: You purchased them at the same price as you purchased

the others?

The Witness : Precisely.

7131 136
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Sir Charles BAvrosoN : Making a net price of what ?

The Witness : $15.06 f.o.b. Hartford.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. A\1icn did you import Colt's revolvers?—A. September 2, and September 8,

1914.

Q. How many did you import on September 2, 1914?—A. We imported fifty 5i

inch -455 Ely, new service, revolvers, at $14 each, less ten, less two.

Q. Making a net price of how much per revolver?—A.' $12.34|.

Q. What kind were these revolvers?—A. Five and a half inch barrel -445 calibre,

Ely new service revolvers.

Q. Is that known as the Colt revolvers?—A. Yes.

Q. How many did you import on September 8, 1915 ?—^A. 100.

Q. What were these?—A. Exactly the same, 5 J inch -445, Ely new service revolver,

at $14 each, less ten and less two.

Q. Did you pay the same price for them as for the others?—A. Yes.

Q. Supposing you had imported 2,000 or 3,000, would you have obtained a greater

discount or would you have the same discount ?—A. So far as I know, we would obtain

precisely the same discount

Q. I understand you are wholesalers ?—A. Wholesale only.

Q. What do you sell the automatic pistol at wholesale?—A. I am not quite clear

on that, Mr. Thompson, but I think the price is $21.50 or $24, it is between the two. I

can get you the .exact information as to that, I did not know you wanted me to testify

as to that this morning.

Mr. Thompson: The duty and freight have to be added on to the price you get

these revolvers at?

The Witness: Yes.

Mr. Thompson : What do you sell, the revolver at ?

The Witness : The revolver sells, I think, at $18.

The witness was not further examined.

George Easdale, Manager, Ketchum Sporting Goods ^Company, Ottawa, sworn

:

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q, Is you company an importer of firearms?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you imported Colt's revolvers -445 calibre?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you any invoices for them?—A. I have not imported any Colt's -445

service since before the fire, and the invoices were destroyed by fire in our establish-

ment, but I have here a list of the wholesale prices. Our invoices up to last December
were all destroyed in the fire.

Q. How many automatic pistols did you import on March 6, 1915?—A. One.
Q. That was a 45 calibre, Government model, Colt pistol?—A. Yes.

'

Q. What did you pay for it ?—A. I paid $18.50, less twelve and a half per cent, and
two per cent.

Q. That is the same as the Birkett price?—A, Yes, I think so.

Q. Let us take another one, November 8, 1915, how many did you import then?

—

A. We imported two 45 automatic pistols Government model, price $18.50, less twelve
and a half per cent and two per cent.

Q. Is that a Colt pistol?—A. Yes.

Q. That was the same price as the other you imported?—A. Yes.
Q. Were your other importations at the same price and with the same discount?

—A. Yes. I might mention, of course, that although we only- import one or two at a
time, we are on the wholesale list, and I get the same price as the wholesalers do.
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Q. What do you sell the Colt automatic pistol at by retail?—A. Thirty dollars,

retail.

Q. Now, take the Colt revolver, what price do you pay for the Colt revolver?—A.
If I had the invoices, the price would be $14 less ten per cent.

Q. Less ten per cent?—A. Ten per cent and two for cash.

Q. What do you sell the Colt revolver at?—^A. We sell the Colt revolver at $25
less ten per cent, that is to the officers, we give the officers ten per cent off.

Q. And with the automatic pistol you only sell one magazine?—A. With the

automatic pistol I think there is only one magazine.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you speak of the prices between September and
November, both inclusive, 1914?

The Witness : The prices were the same then as I am giving you now.

The witness retired.

H. W. Brown, director of contracts. Department of Militia and Defence, already

sworn, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What iiave you in the files of your department with reference to these pur-

chases of service revolvers in September?

Sir Charles Davidson : Let me ask you, initially, are you aware of the corre-

spondence between the auditor general and the Militia Department?

The Witness : I know there has been correspondance, but I have not seen it lately,

and I do not remember it. I have seen it but I do not remember what it was.

Sir Charles Davidson : Then you had better look at the correspondence.

The witness looked at the correspondence filed by the auditor general.

The Witness : Yes sir, I have seen these letters.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O. :

Q. Would you produce from your files the document showing how this contract

for Colt's automatic pistols and revolvers was given?—A. So far as I know, there were
no orders given for revolvers. The only orders I know of, I am speaking from
memory, were orders for automatic pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson: The revolvers were only a small matter compared with

the other. I think there were just seventy of them purchased, and you will recollect,

Mr. Thompson, that it was said that these were handed over to the Sifton battery.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What orders were given for automatic pistols?—A. The first order is one for

1,000 automatic pistols given on the 5th of September to Colonel J. W. Allison, by
authority of an order-in-council of that date. I have the order-in-council here

before me.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might read that.

The Witness : The order-in-council is as follows :

—

P.C. 2319.

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy 'Council, approved

hy His Royal Highness the Governor-General on the 5th of September, IdlJf.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

5th September, 1914, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, recommending
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that he be given authority to purchase for the Canadian military foreas, 1,000

automatic pistols, 45 calibre, at a price not exceeding $18.50 each; and 10,000

rounds of ammunition therefor, at a price ngt exceeding $40 per 1,000 rounds.

The Committee advise that the requisite authority be granted accordingly.
~

(Sgd.) EODOLPHE BOUDREAU,

The Honourable "Clerk of the Privy Council.

The Minister of Militia and Defence.

In accordance with that Order in Council, and in accordance with verbal instruc-

tions which I got from the Deputy Minister of Militia, I wrote Colonel J. Wesley
Allison, Morrisburg, Ontario, the same day, namely the 5th of September, as follows :

—

Ottawa, September 5, 1914.

Sir,—

I am directed to request you to be good enough to procure and supply to

this department, at as early a date as possible, 1,000 automatic pistols, 45

calibre, at a price not exceeding $18.50 each; and 10,000 rounds of ammunition
therefor, at a price not exceeding $40 per 1,000 rounds; subject to any instruc-

tions, verbal or others, which you may have already received. Shipping

instructions will be furnished later on. The invoice, in triplicate, 'should be

sent to the undersigned.

I have the "honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) H. W. Browx,
Colonel J. Wesley Allison, ^ Director of Contracts.

Morrisburg, Ont.

This was signed by me and the same day it was handed to Colonel Allison, I think,

the same day as the recommendation to Coxmcil, and the order-in-council.

Mr. Thompson: What followed?

The Witness : On the 15th of September-
Mr .Thompson: These were supplied?

The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: These are the ones mentioned in the statement supplied

by the auditor general ?

Mr Thompson : Yes.

The Witness: Perhaps I should read a letter of Colonel Allison's, of the 18th
of September, about this. He says in this letter :

—

J. Wesley Allison.

Morrisburg, Ont.,

Colonel H. W. Brown, September 18, 1914.

Director of Contracts,

Department of Militia,

Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Colonel Brown,
Enclosed herewith please find invoice in triplicate for 100 M cartridges,

45 automatic Colt pistols with 230 grain bullet, at $19 per M. This is a lower
price than they are quoting to anybody else.

Kindly remit to them direct. I also enclose bill for 1,000 Colt's Automatic
46 cal. pistols. This is $3.50 per thousand less than they sell to others.

I have shipped the above goods to Valcartier, the last lot going to-day.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd) J. Wesley Allison.
[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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Mr. Thompson : Have you any further letters ?

The Witness : That is all with regard to this particular order. There was another

order given under exactly the same circumstances on the 8th of October,

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Are you now referring to the order-in-council or what?—A. An order given

to the Colt's Company. There was one on the 5th of September, one on the 8th of

October, and one on the 24th. There was one on the 5th of September which I have

just mentioned and one on the 8th of October for 3,000.

Q. What is the one on the Mth of October for?—A. For 3,000.

Q These were all given under orders-in-council previously passed?—A. I am
just looking at the order-in- council, I have it here. There is an order-in-council

on the 17th of October, under which the order of the 24th of October was given.

Q. Is that in the same terms as the last order-in-council which you have read?

—

A. Exactly in the same terms. Then there is an order-in-council dated on or about

the 8th of October—I have the recommendation to Council of the 22nd of September

here but I do not seem to have the order—tliat was in the same terms.

Q. Is there any other correspondence?—A. There is a good deal of correspondence

but I have not gone through it all; it is mostly with regard to other matters.

Q. Did your branch have anything further to do with these automatic pistols?

—

A. We had to do with the payment of the accounts, later on.

Q. Did you certify to the accounts in accordance with the order-in-council?

—

A. Yes.

Q. Were the three orders for automatic pistols given direct to the Colt's Company
or were the three given to Allison, or what was the manner of giving them?—A. The
first order of the 5th of September was given to Colonel Allison. The second one of

the 8th of October was given to the Colts company direct, and the order of the 24th

of October was given to Colonel Allison.

Q. Why was that, why were they not all given to Colonel Allison or all to the

Colt's Company direct?—A. I could not say just now why the order of the 8th of

October was given to Colts, but I know that the other two orders were given to Colonel

Allison. I was acting on instructions. The first order I got verbal instructions from
the deputy minister to give it to Colonel Allison. Colonel Allison was standing

alongside. The order of the 24th of October I cannot say about because I should have

to look up the papers.

Q. There are three orders given out by you pursuant to the different orders-in-

council?—A. Thr.ee different orders-in-council previously passed.

Q. Did this cover all the revolvers and pistols according to this list furnished to

the Commission by the auditor general yesterday ?—^A. These are all the orders I have

any record of.

iSir Charles Davidson: Will you see if your totals agree with the totals in the

statement furnished by the auditor general.

The Witness : Yes, they fig-ure up 4,898, or 5,000, with two pistols that have been
allowed for.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.: -

Q. Now, the prices paid by the Government were evidently much higher than the

Birkett Company pays or than the Ketchum Company pays, even when they only buy
in lots of two pistols, why Was that higher price paid?—A. I cannot tell you. As to

the order given on the 5th of September, it was an extremely urgent thing, I under-

stand, but I was simply following instructions there. I was told to draft this recom-
mendation to Council and give this order to Colonel Allison, and I did so. The thing

was all done in one day.

Q. When you say you drafted the recommendation, you refer to the recommenda-
tion to Council?—A. Yes.
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Q. And when the order-in-council was passed, on the same day you gave the

order to Colonel Allison?—A. Yes, he was in town at the time and it was handed to

him. It was handed to Allison by me, in the presence of the deputy minister. The

whole transaction was done on instructions which I received from the deputy minister

The witness retired.

T. M. BiRKETT, wholesale merchant, already sworn, recalled

:

Mr. Thompson: Have you the wholesale price list of the Colts company for

revolvers ?

The Witness : Yes, there are several sizes mentioned in this list.

Sir Charles Davidson : The value of that list would depend on its date.

The Witness : It is dated May 1, 1914.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is the only one you have?

The Witness : That is the only one I have.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is there any variation of prices since ?

The Witness : Not that we have had any information of. The discounts remain

the same and the prices imtil this year, when the war tax was imposed.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. The prices of the Colt's people would remain the same, but you have to pay
more on account of the increased war custom duty?—A. Yes.

Q. The wholesale price of the 45 calibre, also called the -45 Ely revolver, is what?
—A. $14,

Q. What is the price of the automatic pistol. Government model, 45 calibre?

—

A. $18.50.

Q. Where is the discount mentioned on this ?—A. There is no discount mentioned

on that—all discounts remain the same.

Q. It is not mentioned on the price list?—^A. No, that is all we have.

Q. Why is it the Colt people do not mention in their wholesale list the amount of

the discount they allow ?—A. I cannot say.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you know what price you were going to pay for

these revolvers and pistols when you ordered them?

The Witness : I presume so, I am not positive, I did not buy them.

Sir Charles Davidson: There is no mention made in the price list of a discount?

The Witness : No.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

,

Q. There is a letter attached to this price list from the Colts company to Thomas
Birkett & Sons company, dated March 1, 1915, and it says

:

On account of the change in duty on Colts pistols and revolvers from 30
to 37i per cent would you kindly note the following minimum resale price,
which we wish you to put in force at once.

It is not a fact that the manufacturers arrange, with the i>eople who buy from
them in Canada, as to the price they shall be retailed at?—A. The prices are con-
trolled by the revolver association of the United States, as far as I know.

Q. The price at which you sell is controlled by the manufacturers?—A. Yes.
Q. And they add here

:

We have not made any change in list prices or discounts. Revised re-

sale prices simply covering the advance in duty.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Are you a wholesaler, Mr. Birkett?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Ketchum and Company are retailers.

The Witness: I do not know about that, they do some wholesale business.

Sir Charles Davidson: I was going to ask you to explain how it was that they

were on the wholesale list also, if they are retailers, because Mr. Easdale described

them as retailers.

The Witness : They are very large userai. There are some cases where there are

sjwrting houses where they employ travelling salesmen, they are added to the whole-

sale list.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. Have you any of these revolvers in stock here?—A. I do not think so, I may
have one.

Q. Have you any of the pistols in stock yet?—A. No, not one, it is something you
cannot get very well to-day. It i^ very hard to procure them on account of the large

war purchases.

Sir Charles Davidson : Still ?

The Witness : Yee, sir.

Sir Charles Dahdson: Did the British Government buy a lot of these pistols

from Colts?

The Witness : I cannot say.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are these the only two purchases you made from the

Colts?

The Witness : These ar? absolutely all the purchases we made in the these years,

1914, or 1915.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you make any purchases before 1913 ?

The Witness : I cannot say, I did not go back that far.

This concluded the examination of the witness.

Sir Charles Davidson: What next, Mr. Thompson?

Mr. Thompson : That is all for this morning, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: I had a question to put to Mr. Brown concerning that

memorandum of the auditor general.

Mr. Thompson : With reference to the purchase of automatic pistols and revolvers,

I wish to say that the Deputy Minister of Militia is ill and my information this morn-

ing is that it will be probably two or three weeks, or possibly longer, before he returns.

I purpose obtaining his evidence with reference to pistols and revolvers.

The Commission then adjourned until to-morrow morning, Thursday, January

6, 1916.
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Ottawa, Canada, Thursday, January 6, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Thompson, KC,
As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Cleric of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Coniifaission

:

Mr. Thompson, K.C: Mr. Brown has examined his files more carefully with

regard to the purchase of automatic pistols and revolvers, which was before you yes-

terday, sir. I have asked him to prefer copies of the correspondence which refer to

the three different orders placed with the Colts company. Mr. Brown also wishes to

correct one or two statement made by him yesterday which statements were made

when the files were not before him.

H. W. Brown, director of contracts, re-examined:

Mr. Thompson : Will you please make your statement, Mr. Brown ?

Mr. Brown : I have copies of the papers here relative to each of the three orders

which were given for the Colts pistols. I came up yesterday on very short notice,

and was not able to examine the papers before I came up, and, consequently, I made
one misstatement. There were two orders-in-council authorized for the purchase of

3,000 pistols in each case. My statement yesterday was that there was one order-in-

council for 1,000 and another order-in-council for 3,000, and a third order-in-coun-

cil for 3,000, which would be 7,000 altogether. That was not correct. Ther« were
two orders-in-council for 1,000 each, and one order-in-council for 3,000. Five

thousand were ordered and five thousand were delivered and paid for, less two
revolvers. I have here the papers including the "copies of recommendations to Council
and the orders-in-council, and the orders given to the contractor in each case.

Mr. Thompson : Let us take the first order.

Mr. Brown: With regard to the first order, that is for 1,000 Colts pistols. I
have here the recommendation to Council, dat.ed the 5th of September, the order-in-

coTincil of the same date, P.C. 2319, and a copy of a letter of mine to Colonel Allison,

of the same date, ordering 1,000 automatic pistols at a price not exceeding $18.50 each,

also a copy of a letter from Colonel Allison to Colonel Skinner, vice-president of the
Colts company, of the same date, namely' the 5th of September.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would you read it now? I called your attention yester-

Mr. Brown : I had not it with me yesterday.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would you read it now? I called your attention yester-

day to the omission of the second order-in-council.

Mr. Brown : I have that now.
^

Sir Charles Davidson: I said that obviously there must have been some other

order-in-council.
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Mr, Brown: Yes, there was. I have here a letter, dated Ottawa, September 5,

1914, from J. Wesley Allison to Colonel Skinner, vice-president of the Colts company.
That letter reads:

Minister's Office^

Ottawa, Sept. 5, 1914.

Colonel W. C. Skinner,

Hartford, Conn.
^

Dear Colonel,—
The minister has confirmed the order given you yesterday-, for 1,000 of

your No. 45 cal. Colt automatic pistols; to be shipped to me at Waddington,
N.y., as soon as possible.

Make your bill out to " Canadian Government " Department of Militia

and Defence, and mail it to me immediately, and the Government will send you
a New York draft for the total amount. An order-in-council was passed to-

day for the amount.

The minister leaves for Valcartier to-night, and is going to take a few days

to check up their entire requirements. He will let me know the last of the week
what additional orders he wishes to place with you.'

I will be in Morrisburg until Tuesday morning; Wednesday and Thursday

at Hotel Seneca, Rochester, N.Y. Let me know where letter or wire will catch

you the last of this and first of next week.

Hoping you are quite well and with kind regards.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. Wesley Allison.

Mr. Thompson: ^I notice that letter says:

The Minister has confirmed the order given you yesterday for 1,000 of your

No. 45 calibre Colt automatic pistols; to be shipped to me at Waddington,

N.Y., as soon as iwssible.

Is there anything on your files showing that an order had been given to the Colt's

Company, either verbally or in writing, the day previous to this letter?

Mr. Brown: No, there is nothing on file.

Mr. Thompson : The letter is dated the 5th of September. Is there anything on

your file showing that the order was placed with the Colts' company on the 4th of

September ?

Mr. Brown: No; that is apparently an order given verbally, if that statement in

the letter is correct.

Mr. Thompson : That closes the first order. '

Mr. Brown : That is the first order of the 5th of September.

Sir Charles Davidson : It was paid for on September 11.

Mr. Brown : The shipment was made on the 11th of September, 1,000 pistols, and
it was recommended for payment, and presumably paid, on the 30th of September.

That was the shipment in which there was this discrepancy of two pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson: And these were credited? You received a credit for them?

Mr. Brown : There was a dispute there.

Sir Charles Davidson : The auditor general stated you had received a credit for

them.

Mr. Brown: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Colts deducted the price of these two pistols.

Mr. Brown : We deducted it when we were paying the account. We paid them
for 998 pistols at that time.
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Mr. Thompson: The first order was given to Colonel Allison, and it appeared

yesterday that the second order was given to the Colt company. What do you find

as to that?

Mr. Brown: That is incorrect

Mr. Thompson: To whom was the second order given?

Mr. Brown; To Colonel Allison. I have the papers here.

!^^r. Thompson: What do you find first on your file, with reference to the second

order?

Mr. Brown : The first thing is a telegram from General Hughes to Colonel Fiset,

Deputy Minister of Militia, dated the 22nd of September, from Valcartier Camp.

Mr, Thompson : Bead it.

Mr. Brown : It reads

:

G. N. W. Telegram.

Valcartier Camp, Sept. 22, 1914.

Col. E, Fiset,

Ottawa, Ont.

Please have order-in-council for one thousand more Colts automatic

pistols with necessary equipment for all. Bush Quebec.

Sam Hughes.

In accordance with these instructions, a recommendation was made to Covmcil

the same day, the 22nd of September, signed by the Acting Minister of Militia and
Defence, forfl,000 automatic pistols, at a price not exceeding $18.50. On the same
day the order-in-council was passed, P.C. 2426, in the terms of the recommendation.

On the same day, the 22nd of September, a telegrajji was sent to Colonel J. Wesley
Allison, Morrisburg, Ont., as follows:

G. N. W. Telegram,
^ Ottawa, Sept. 22, 1914.

Colonel J. Wesley Allison,

Morrisburg, Ont,

Please ship thousand additional pistols, hundred thousand rounds ammuni-
tion. Must reach Quebec Saturday next without fail. Writing.

(Sgd.) H. W. Brown,
Director of •Contracts.

Mr, Thompson : That is pursuant, I presume, to the order-in-council.

Mr. Brown: Yes, following the order-in-council. I may say that the urgency
of that order, as I remember, was because the transports were expected to leave Quebec
about the 26th of September and this was on the 22nd of September, and the minister
wished to get these additional pistols before the ships left. The next document 1

have is a letter from me to Colonel Allison, of the 22nd of September, simply con-
firming that telegram which I sent him.

Sir Charles Davidson : Bead it.

Mr. Shown*: It reads:

Ottawa, September 22, 1914.
Dear Colonel Allison,—

I telegraphed you this morning as follows

:

" Please ship 1,000 additional pistols, 100,000 rounds ammunition. Must
reach Quebec Saturday next without fail. Vvriting."

This, of course, is a repeat order, exactly on the same terms as the last.

Will you please give the matter your immediate attention and arrange for
[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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delivery at Quebec, if at all possible, by Saturday next. The shipment should
be consigned to Lt. Col. W. Hallick, Ordnance Officer, Quebec.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) H. W. Brown,
Director of Contracts.

Colonel J. Wesley Allison^

Morrisburg, Ont.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you read the second order-in-council yesterday?

Mr. Brow^n : That is the one that I did not read yesterday.

Sir Charles Da\idson : You had better read the second order-in-council.

Mr. Brown: It reads as follows:

P. C. 2426.

Certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by
Hir Royal Highness the Governor General on the 22nd September.

The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation of the Acting
Minister of Militia and Defence, advise that authority be given to purchase for

the Canadian Military Forces, 1,000 automatic pistols, 45 calibre, at a price

not exceeding $18.50 each; and 190,000 rounds of ammunition therefor at a
price not exceeding $40 per 1,000 rounds.

(Sgd.) Eodolphe Boudreau,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

The Honourable,

The Minister of Militia and Defence.

The next letter is a letter from Colonel Allison at Morrisburg, Ontario, dated

September 29, 1914, to H. W. Brown, director of contracts, and it reads:

J. Wesley Allison^

Morrisburg, Ont.

W. H. Brown, Esq., September 29, 1914.

Director of Contracts,

Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Mr. Brown,—
Enclosed herewith please find bills from the Colts Patent Fire Arms Mfg.

Company for ten (10) feed belts and three hundred (300) pistols, delivered to

the Minister at Quebec, on the 26th, or to Colonel W. Hallick, I do not know
which.

Yours very truly,

il^ (Sgd.) J. Wesley Allison.

That refers to the first shipment on account of the second order. 1 have the

invoices here. I have three papers here, which perhaps are not material; they relate

to the delivery of the remaining 700 pistols and to the delay in payment. This has

no reference to the order itself. It has reference to the delivery and payment of the

remaining 700 of these pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson : You had better read them.

Mr. Brown: The first letter is from the Colts Patent Fire Arms lyianufactur-

ing Company of Hartford, Conn., dated December 14, 1914, and it reads

:
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Colts Patent Firr Arms Manufacturing Company.

Hartford, Conn., II.S.A., December 14, 19!l4.

Mr. H. W. Brown.
Director of Contracts,

Ottawa, Canada.

Dear Sir,—Our Colonel Robinson has just returned from London, bringing

with him a letter from Mr. J. Wesley Allison, from which we quote as follows:
" These guns and pistols were ordered by the minister, confirmed by a letter

to me by Brown, copy of which you have at your oflfice. They were shipped by
me from Morrisburg (Waddington). These goods were all shipped to Colonel

Sam Hughes, Minister of Militia and Defence for Canada, to Valcartief, P.Q.,

Canada, and on receipt of same were acknowledged by Colonel Murphy, chief

purchasing agent. Colonel Murphy also reix)rted the receipt of these ship-

ments to Director of Contracts Brown, and Mr. Brown acknowledged receipt of

same to me."

This would seem to place the responsibility for receipt of the 700 pistols,

about which I talked with you when in Ottawa, oii Colonel Murphy.
The shipments were made as follows

:

September 29th 300
" 30th 100

October 1st 180
" 2nd 120

by Adams Express to Colonel J. Wesley Allison, Waddington, N.Y.

We have made no mention of delay in payment of these pistols to General
Hughes and would suggest, as Mr. Allison says the minister understood the

matter, that you take it up with him, or, if you prefer, we will communicate
with him direct.

We are naturally anxious to havp this matter closed up, and trust that the
above will enable you to get at the bottom of the delay and expedite a settle-

ment.

Kindly let us hear from you at your earliest convenience.

Very truly yours,

Colts Patent Fjre Arms Manufacturing Company.

(Sgd.) Wm. C. Skinner,

First Vice-President.

I wrote them on the 24th of December, 1914, in reply

:

Ottawa, December 24, 1914.

Dear Colonel Skinner,—
I have your letter of the 14th instant about the missing 700 pistols, and

regret that pressure of work has delayed my reply until now.
I fear Col. Allison is depending too much upon his memory. There is no

question about the pistols having been ordered. The only^jjiestion is to whom
did Col. Allison ship them after they had reached him at Morrisburg.

Colonel Murphy assures me that he had to do with only one lot of 1,000
pistols and these were duly received and paid for. This is the lot from which
two pistols were said to be missing and we, therefore, paid you for only 998.

Colonel Murphy assures me that he had nothing whatever to do with any
later shipment.

Lt.-Colonel Hallick, who had charge of the ordnance stores at Valcartier,

states positively that no such lot of 700 pistols was ever received at Valcartier
or Quebec. At my suggestion,- enquiry was made at Montreal, but no trace of
the pistols can be found there.

[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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I have this moment received from General Hughes copies of all American
and Canadian express receipts^ covering shipments made hy Col. Allison to

Ottawa, Valcartier and Quehec. Possibly these may throw some light upon the

subject. I will have them checked up against our records as soon as possible.

I may add that Col. Allison's statement with regard to the shipment of

guns and pistols that Coly Murphy reported all these shipments to " Director

of Contracts, Brown, and Mr. Brown acknowledged receipt of same to me " is

not correct. As I have already said, Colonel Murphy disclaims all knowledgt
of any shipment except the one, and he certainly did not report the receipt

of any other shipment to me, nor did I acknowledge the receipt of all shipments
to Col. Allison. I doubt very much whether I acknowledged the receipt of any
shipment, whatever, to Col. Allison, although, as I am speaking from memory,
I cannot be absolutely certain about this.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) H. W. Brown,
Colonel William C. Skinner, Director of Contracts.

Colts Patent Fire Arm Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

Mr. Thompson*: Now, take the correspondence with regard to the third order.

Sir Charles Davidson: For how many?

Mr. Thompson : For 3.000 pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson : What is the resnlt of all this—I will come to that ques-

tion later, you can give us the results of the third order-in-council, what date was
that?

Mr. Brown: The order-in-council is dated the l7th of October and the recom-

mendation to Council is dated the 18th of October.

Sir Charles Davidson : Read the papers.

Mr. Brown : The first is an un-dated note, written at iN^ew York, in the Hotel

Manhattan, signed Sam Hughes, to Sir Robert Borden, and it reads:

f Hotel Manhattan, New York.
Dear Sir Robert,—

I have asked Mr. Allison to see you regarding:
" Belts for Colts revolvers."

We ordered the revolvers for the First Force but did not order belts.

Please look into it and have Mr. Brown give the order.

.Also unless we order revolvers for the second force now, the output of

factory goes to foreign governments.

I arranaged and have control at lowest prices of all output of -303 Mark
VII ammunition also of Colts revolver and other matters also.

Sam Hughes.

Then, at the corner of that letter, is the note : " Belts authorized, sgd. R. L. B."

The next paper is a telegram from New York, dated October 7, signed Sam
Hughes, addressed to H. W. Brown, director of contracts, Ottawa, and it reads

:

New York, N.\., Oct. 7, '14.

H. W. Brown.
Director of Contracts,

Ottawa, Ont.

Please see deputy, quartermaster general and premier, orders for Colts

revolvers, must be placed to-day or none may be had for seven months; other

nations waiting; also order belts for those previously ordered.

Sam Hughes.

[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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The next paper is a telegram from me to the Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufactur-
ing Company of Hartford, Conn., dated the 7th of October, 1914, and it reads:

Ottawa^ 7th October, 1914.

Colts Patent Fire Arms Company,
Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Require 3,000 cal. automatic pistols same as last supplied. When can
you commence delivery, and how many can you supply weekly thereafter?

State price,

(Sgd.) H. W. Brown,
Director of Contracts.

The next paper is a recommendation to Council, dated October 8, 1914, and it

reads

:

October 8, 1914.

To Hia Eoyal Highness,

The Governor General in Council.

The undersigned has the honour to recommend to your Royal Highness in

Council, that he be given authority to purchase, for the Canadian Military

Forces, 3,000 automatic pistols, 45 calibre, at a price not exceeding $18.50

each; 300,000 rounds of ammunition therefor, at a price not exceeding $19 per
1,000 rovinds; and 5,000 United States army regulation webbing belts, at a

price not exceeding $5.50 each; 2,000 of these belts are for pistols already pur-

chased and delivered.

The whole respectfully submitted.

Acting Minister of Militia and Defence.

The initials are not on that recommendation to Council, but it was signed by the
acting minister.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is he?

Mr. Brown: I think the prime minister was acting minister at that time.

The next paper is a telegram from myself to the Colts Patent Fire Arms Manu-
facturing Company of Hartford, Conn., dated October 8, 1914, and it reads :—

,
Ottawa^ October 8, 1914.

Colts Patent Fire Arms Co.,

Hartford, Conn.,

US.A.

Please supply three thousand automatic pistols, same as last, on dates and
at price mentioned your message to-day.

(Sgd.) H. W. Brown,
Director of Contracts.

Prior to that last telegram should come this tel^ram of October 8; 1914, from
Hartford, Conn., to H. W. Brown, director of contracts, Ottawa, and signed by the
Colts Patent Fire Arms Company. It reads

:

Hartford, Conn., Oct. 8, 1914.
H. W. Brown,

Director of Contracts,

Ottawa, Ont. ^,

If ordered immediately can ship one thousand each October thirty-first,
November seventh, November fourteenth, price eighteen dollars fifty cents each,
f.o.b. Hartford, promise subject to previous sale.

Colts Patent Fire Arms Co.
[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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Then, my telegram in reply of the 8th of October which I read previously, comes
in here.

The next is a letter from the Colts Patent Fire Arms Company of Hartford,
Conn., dated October 9, 1914, and confirming this telegram. Shall I read it, Sir?

Sir Charles Davidson: Please do.

Mr. Brown : The letter reads as follows

:

Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.^

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.,

Mr. H. W. Brown,
^ October 9, 1914.

Director of Contracts,

203 Queen Street, Ottawa, Ont.
Dear Sir,—

•

We beg to acknowledge your telegram:

—

Eequire 3,000 45 cal. automatic pistols same as last supplied. When can
you supply weekly thereafter? State price.

To which we replied:

If ordered inxmediately can ship 1,000 each October 31st, November 7th,

November 14th, price $18.50 each f.o.b. Hartford; promise subject to previous

sale,

and received your answer:

Please supply 3,000 automatic pistols same as last on dates and at price

mentioned your message to-day.

We thank you for this order and it will have our very best attention. In
this connection, we would like to know if you desire extra magazines and any
supplementary spare parts. As these pistols are, we presume, to be sent out of

Canada, we would suggest the advisability of your purchasing a small lot of

spare parts to be sent to the foreign depot.

We also acknowledge your telegram:

Please ship 50 more Colt Kapid Fire Guns $600 each to 203 Queen Street,

Ottawa.

To which we replied:

Are we to ship extra barrels $25 each and extra belts $3 each and how many
loading machines $50 each your order 50 rapid fire guns.

Colonel Hughes purchased 50 of these guns about a month ago and ordered

36 belts for each gun in addition to the 4 belts supplied in the equipment, and

also a loading machine with each gun. The loading machine is for the pur-

pose of charging the belts. Our custom is to supply one loading machine with

every 5 guns, but Colonel Hughes desired one with every gun. As we are

tremendously busy, we would appreciate if you will telegraph us your desires

as to extras. *

Since writing the above we have your telegram:

Please ship my address 203 Queen St. Ottawa 200 more Colt Rapid Fire

Guns. When will first lot be shipped and whole order complete. Mailing cover-

ing order.

And replied as follows:

Do we understand total order 250 or 200 automatic rapid fire guns ? Will

give details of delivery to-morrow.

We are sending our sales manager, Mr. S. M. Stone, to Ottawa, Sunday
night, to see you. He will call at your ofiice Monday and will discuss in detail

deliveries and the question of extra parts.

Yours sincerely,

Colts Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.,

(Sgd.) 0. T. F. Robinson,

President.

7X31 X3Y [Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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Sir Charles Davidson: I understand there is no question about these rapid fire

guns.

Mr. Brown: The next is an order-in-council of the 17th of October, P.C. 2610,

and it reads

:

P. C. 2610.

Certified copy of a^-eport of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved

by His Royal Highness the Governor General, on the 17th October, 1914.

H. Q. 314-13-8

The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation of the Acting

Minister of Militia and Defence, advise that the Minister of Militia and Defence

be given authority to purchase, for the Canadian Military Forces, 3,000 auto-

matic pistols, 45 calibre, at a price not exceeding $18.50 each; 300,000 rounds

of ammunition therefor, at a price not exceeding $19 per 1,000 rounds; and

5,000 United States army regulation v?ebbing belts, at a price not exceeding

$5.50 each; 2,000 of these belts are for pistols already purchased and delivered.

(Sgd.) KODOLPHE BOUDREAU^

Clerk of the Privy Council.

The Honourable,

The Minister of Militia and Defence.

The next and last paper I have is my letter to the Colts company on the 24th

of October, 1914, confirming the exchange of telegrams. Shall I read it?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

Mr. Brown : It reads as follows

:

Ottawa, October 24, 1914.

Gentlemen,—I have the honour to confirm the following telegram sent

you on the 7th instant:

Require three thousand 45 cal. automatic pistols same as last supplied.

When can you commence delivery, and how many can you supply weekly there-

after? State price.

I also beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your message of the same
date, as follows:

If ordered immediately can ship one thousand each October thirty-first,

November seventh^ November fourteenth, ~ price eighteen dollars fifty cents

each f.o.b. Hartford, promise subject to previous sale.

To the above telegram the following answer was sent you on the same day

:

" Please supply three thousand automatic pistols same as last on dates and
at prices mentioned your message to-day."

This letter is intended to confirm the order given you in the above telegram

for 3,000 -45 calibre automatic pistols, similar to those you last supplied at

$18.50 each f. o. b. Hartford, Conn., U.S.A., shipments to be made -as follows:

One thousand on 31st instant; one thousand on 7th proximo; and the remaining

one thousand on the 14th proximo.

Please consign the pistols to II. W. Brown, 203 Queen St., Ottawa, and
send me an invoice in quintiplicate with a copy of the bill of lading for each
shipment.

I have the honour to be, gentlemen.

Your obedient servant,_

(Sgd.) H. W. Brown,
Director of Contracts.

Messrs. Colts Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.
[Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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Mr. Thompsox: That is all.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Just a moment, Mr. Brown—how many pistols did you
receive ?

Mr. Brow^n': 4,998, that is all we have receipts for.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is all you paid for.

Mr. Brown : Actually we paid for two more but they were deducted.

Sir Charles Davidson: Now, how many pistols do your Orders in Council cover?

Mr. Brown: Five thousand. One Order-in-Council for 1,000, another Order-in-
Coimcil for 1,000, and a third Order-in-Co\incil for 3,000.

Sir Charles Davidson : You took the statement produced by the auditor general
as to your receipts of pistols and payments therefor and have compared it'^

Mr. Brown : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : In whose name were these orders placed with the Colts
Company ?

Mr. Brown : The first order and the second order were addressed to Colonel J.

W, Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, I know ; but in whose name were they placed ulti-

mately with the Colts Company; in Allison's name or in the name of the Government?

Mr. Brown: I cannot say, sir; that would appear from the correspondence

between Allison and the Colts Company, I should suppose.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did the Govenment deal directly with the Colts Com-
pany as regards deliveries and correspondence?

Mr. Brown: The invoices weye the Colts Company's invoices, and the payments
were made to the Colt Company.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have- you got the invoices?

Mr. Brown : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : As against whom were all the invoices made out? Have
you the invoices for these pistols before you ?

Mr. Brown : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who was invoiced for these pistols?

Mr. Brown: The Canadian Government.

Sir Charles Davidson : Direct ?

Mr. Brown: The Canadian Government, Department of Militia and Defence.

Sir Charles Davidson : And not Allison ?

Mr. Brown : No, although some of the goods were actually consigned to Colonel

Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, I want to know who were billed for these pistols?

Mr. Brown: The Canadian Government.

Sir Charles Davidson: To whom were the payments made?

Mr. Browtst : To the Colts Company.

Sir Charles Davidson : By whom ?

Mr. Brown : By the Department of Militia.

Sir Charles Davidson: Direct?

Mr. Brown : Direct.

Mr. Thompson: To whom were the goods consigned?

Mr. Brown: Part of the goods were consigned to Colonel Allison. The last

three thousand pistols ordered were consigned to me at Ottawa.

Sir Charles Davidson: Part of them were consigned to you directly at Ottawa,.

and another part direct to the Minister of Militia at Valcartier, because some of these

^XSl 1.37i [Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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telegrams said that they were shipped direct to Valcartier to the Minister of Militia;

some were shipped then direct to the Minister of Militia at Valcartier, and were any

of them shipped to Allison?

Mr. Brown: The first 2,000 were all shipped to Allison at Waddingtoii, opposite

Morrisburg, at the border, and we arranged for the transfer.

Sir Charles Davidson: And what about the balance?

Mr. Brown: The other 3,000 were consigned to me and came here to me at

Ottawa.

Sir Charles Davidson: And not direct to the Valcartier camp?

Mr. Brown : No, the last 3,000 came here to Ottawa.

Sir Charles Davidson: From Waddingtoii and Morrisburg?

Mr. Brown : No. The first two thousand were designed for Valcartier camp.

Sir Charles Davidson: In the statement of payments already referred to, pro-

duced and read by the auditor general, there is an item, dated October 21st, cheque

No. 3528, 70 revolvers at $14 each, $980—can you give any explanation as to that? -

Mr. Brown : No, sir. I am afraid I cannot. My recollection of this is that the

bill was sent in to me for payment. We knew nothing about the order at all, and
knew nothing about the circumstances at all, and speaking from memory my recol-

lection is that I had nothing to do with certifying that account. Indeed, until yes-

terday, I was not aware, or had forgotten, that these revolvers had ever been taken

over by us. I am speaking now ffom memory but I do not think that account ever

went through my office.

Sir Charles Davidson : Look at the memorandum .produced by the auditor gen-

eral. He stated that his impression was that these seventy revolvers were delivered

direct to the battery known as the Sifton battery. The memorandum I refer to reads

as follows:

—

No 3528.

Sold to Mr. R. Brudenel,

c/o J. W. Sifton, Ottawa.

Shipped Adams Express 70 5i, -455 calibre new service revolvers, blue

$14 each—$980.

In producing this memorandum, the auditor general, so far as I remember, made
no complain* with respect to the transaction; can you give any explanation of that?

Mr. Brown : No, sir, I am sorry I cannot. I have, I think, seen the original of

that memorandum, but I did not see it until after the transaction, nor had I any
knowledge whatever of the orignal transaction.

Sir Charles Davidson: Perhaps you can make some inquiries about it.

Mr. Brownt: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is Brutinel?

Mr Brown : I do not know him at all. I can discover whether we have any copy
of that in the department. I have seen this thing but that is all. This is apparently
a transaction which took place outside of the department. I think the order was given
outside of the department.

Sir Charles Davidson : What do you mean by that ?

Mr. Brown : It was given by somebody representing the Sifton battery and after
these had been delivered, the person taking delivery of these pistols or revolvers
referred the Colts Company to the department for payment. That is what I under-
stand to be the case.

Sir Charles Davidson: To whom could reference be made for information as
to that?

{Ottawa, Automatic Pistols—Brown.]
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Mr. Brown : I shall make inquiries and I will see what I can do but I do not
know anything about it at present.

Sir Charles Davidsox: It may have been a direct order by the department, for

which the department afterwards assumed payment.

Mr. Brown :
' That is what I take it to be.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you other eases of that kind?

Mr Brown : It is not usual, but it has occurred from time to time.

Sir Charles Davidson: You have a memorandum attached to these papers?

Mr. Brown : That has reference to these 700 automatic pistols referred to in the

preceding correspondence.

.Sir Charles Davidson: Bead it.

Mr. Brown : The memorandum reads

:

Memorandum.

The bills of the Colts Patent Fire Arms Company for 700 automatic pistols

to which the preceding correspondence refers, were authorized for payment by

the minister on the 30th instant, viz.

:

Invoice dated Sept. 29 for 300 pistols $5,550

Invoice dated Sept. 30 for 100 " 1,850

Invoice dated Oct. 1 for 180 " 3,330

Invoice dated Oct. 2 for 120 " 2,220

A cheque for $12,950 was delivered to Colonel Skinner of the Colts Com-
pany by the Accounts Branch, this date.

Although neither the D. C. & E. nor Lt. Colonel Hallick acknowledge the

receipt of these 700 pistols, it appears from the accompanying express receipts

of the American Express Company and the Canadian Express Company that

, these shipments were made by the Colts Company to Waddington, N.Y., and

from receipts given by the Canadian Express Company at Morrisburg, dated

^ September 30, for six boxes and October 2 for nine boxes that the pistols were

reshipped to Lt.-Colonel Hallick at Valcartier camp.
As the pistols were bought f . o. b. factory, the Minister acknowledged these

receipts as evidence of delivery and accordingly authorized payment.

^

(Sgd.) H. W. B.

Above shipments 11 cases.

Sept. 28,

Need belts, etc 4 "

15 "

The witness was not further examined. '

Colonel Emmett Clarke, already examined, recalled:

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. I asked you to produce the stubs of the cheques used by Major S. B. Anderson?

—A. Yes, I now produce them.

(Stubs produced and filed.)

Q. Could you find out the number of horses represented in the total and the

amount paid for them?—A. I will do so early this afternoon.

Q. What else do you produce?—A. I produce two books of cheque stubs used by

A. De Witt Foster.

[Ottawa, Horses Gen«rft)ly—Clarke.]
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.(Stubs filed as an exhibit.)

Q. Would you make out a statement showing how many horses were purchased

-with these stubs, the amount, and how many blank cheques returned?—A. I will do so.

The witness produced stubs and two cheque books used by A. De Witt Foster and

the stubs of the cheque books used by Major S. B. Anderson, which were filed.

Tlie witness retired.

Colonel Emmett Clarke, already-examined, recalled;

Mr. Thompsox: I asked Colonel Clarke yesterday to prepare a statement with

regard to the A. De Witt Foster cheques and also the S. B. Anderson cheques, do you
produce those cheques now?

Colonel Clarke: I produce a statement in duplicate of the stubs of the cheques

issued by A. DeWitt Foster, the numbers, the amount, and the number of horses

represented in each stub. This statement has been checked with the cheques that

have been cashed at the bank.

Mr. Thompson : Do they also correspond with the stubs I

Colonel Clarke: Yes, they are taken from the stubs and checked with the bank

cheques. The total number of horses is, as we were advised originally by the pur-

chasers.

IMr. Thompson: Your statement also covers the stubs of the cheques of Major
S. B. Anderson?

Colonel Clarke : Yes, the statement is compared with the stubs and checked with

the cheques as presented to the bank, and they come out all right.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where is Major Anderson now?

Colonel Clarke : I do not know. He is overseas, I cannot say where he is.

' Sir Charles Davidson: I would suggest, Mr. Thompson, that it would be equit-

able for you to mention to Mr. Foster the evidence taken here with the last day or

two as to the supply of cheques.

Mr. Thompson : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: You could look over his evidence critically, and if there

be any discrepancy between his evidence and the evidence now given, you might call

his attention to the fact. He is entitled to be allowed to give an explanation.

Sir Charles Davidson: I suppose further evidence, it is likely, will be given as

to pistols and revolvers,.

Mr. Thompson: I would suggest that Colonel Fiset should be examined, but he
is not available now.

Sir Charles Davidson: Apart from- that, our work is pretty well concluded, un-
less we hear from Mr. Foster.

Mr. Thompson: Yes, sir.

The Commission then adjourned sine die.

Mr. Thompson: The Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence has sent to me,
with the request that I hand them to you, sir, certain reports from the officers at the

head of the different branches of the Militia Department.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are they official reports? '

Mr. Thompson : They are official reports prepared by the various officers of the

Militia Department. One is signed by Major-General Gwatkin, Chief of the General
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Staff, another is signed by Major-General D. A. Macdonald, quartermaster-general,
another is signed by J. W. Borden, accountant and paymaster-general, and another
is signed by H. W. Brown, director of contracts. These taken together show the
activities of the Militia Department from the beginning of the war up to the time they
were prepared, and I shall call General Macdonald who is present to testify as to his
part of the rei)ort.

Sir Charles Davidson : It seems to me that it is well that each of these reports
should be substantiated by the oaths of the officials presenting them, so that th^y can
be put in the form of evidence.

Mr. Thompson: Yes. I may say that Mr. Borden is out of town, and General
Fiset is ill, and Major-General Gwatkin is in the Militia Council this morning and
cannot come here. I am calling General Macdonald as to the part of the report which
refers to his department.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you read. General Macdonald, the part of th6
report which refers to your department?

General Macdonald : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is it correct?

General MacdonUld: Yes, it is correct; I have gone over the report.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have given interesting and full detail of the equip-

ment of the different units and the quantity of clothing and so on that has been:

handled by you during the first year of the war. I would like if you could make me out a
report similar to that, in respect to the First Contingent, I refer to the 30,000 mobilized

at first.

General Macdonald : I shall do so.

Sir Charles Davidson: You have also referred to the number of horses which

were purchased during the year. Where did you buy the horses for the First Con-

tingent ?

General Macdonald: In Ontario and the Lower Provinces, chiefly.

Sir Charles Davidson: You bought none in the West?

General Macdonald: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : It was stated by a witness here, in general form, and it

is the fact, I believe, that all the horses purchased for the First Contingent were pur-

chased in Ontario and the Lower Provinces, not elsewhere.

Colonel Clarke: There were a few bought in the West to complete the units.

We had to complete the horse establishment of some units there.

General Macdonald: Yes, I had forgotten that.

Sir Charles Davidson: When could you let us have that report. General Mac-
donald ?

General Macdonald : I could get it right away.

y Sir Charles Davidsok' : You will send it within a few days ?

General Macdonald: Yes, I shall try to. Perhaps I should mention, sir, that

there is a great deal in connection with the general administration of the whole ser-

vice, apart from the contingents and the troops going overseas, that we had to 'carry

on, just the same as before, and it entailed a great deal of work. But any reference

to that would make the rei)ort too voluminous.

Sir Charles Davidson: The report before us is quite ample.

The witness. General Macdonald, retired.

^ [Ottawa, Reports—Militia Department.]
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The reports forwarded by the Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence were read

by Mr. Thompson^ as follows:

Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, December 9, 1915.

From:

The Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence and Vice-President of the Militia

Council.

To:
Sir Charles Davidson, K.C. :

President of the Commission of Enquiry.

Sir,—To supplement the evidence produced before your Commission, and to give

the public some idea of the amount of work which, ever since the war broke out, has

been going on in the Militia Department, I beg to be allowed to hand in the four

accompanying documents as part of ray evidence.

1. A memorandum on the organization, distribution, and strength of the Can-

adian Expeditionary Force, by Major-General W. G. Gwatkin, Chief of the General

Staff.

2-. A statement dealing with clothing and equipment, by Major-General D. A.

Macdonald, C.M.G., I.S.O., quartermaster-general.

S. A staitement dealing with financial administration, by Mr. J. W. Borden,

account and paymaster-general.

4. A statement dealing with purchases, contracts and expenditure, by Mr. H. W.
Brown, director of contracts.

On behalf of the department to which I have the honour to belong, permit me,

Sir, to point out that the facts disclosed in these documents, together with evidence

already produced before your Commission, afford ample proof of ability, zeal and

devotion to duty, and that the administration of the department is fully vindicated

by results which have been achieved.

In circumstances inseparable from such a crisis as that through which we are

now passing, vast sums have been expended by the department. But in all the

evidience given before the parliamentary committee of inquiry, as well as before your
own Commission, not a doubt has been cast either on the integrity or on the efficiency

of the responsible officials. It is true that in the early days of the war, when compe-
titive prices could not be obtained and time was a factor of vital importance, a few
outside agents and unscrupulous contractors may have attempted to turn the situation

to their own advantage; but such irregularities as occurred were insignificant, having
regard to the magnitude of the transaction which were involved.

Therefore, speaking not only for myself but for the other members of the Militia

Council, for officers serving at headquarters and on district staffs, as well as for the
civil staff of the Militia Department, I venture to ask that, for the guidance of public

opinion, the information contained in the documents forwarded herewith may be

incori)orated in the proceedings of your commission of inquiry.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) EuG. Fiset,

Surgeon General,

Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence.

Memorandum on the organization, dis;f;rihution and strength of The Canadian
Expeditionary Force.

1. Regarding the organization, distribution and strength of the Canadian Expe-
ditionary Force, it is inadvisable at the moment to go into details; and on that account
'the following statement is general and brief.
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Canadian troops (50,000) serving overseas elsewhere than in England.
2. Somewhere in France and Belgium there are engaged in active operations:

(1) A Canadian Army Corps (under the command of Lieutenant-General
E. A. H, Alderson, C.B.) consisting of the 1st Canadian Division, (Major
General A. W. Currie, C.B.), the 2nd Canadian Division, (Major General R. E.
W. Turner, V.C, C.B., D.S.O.), and a number of extra-divisional units termed
collectively "corps troops."

(2) The 1st and 2nd Brigades Canadian Mounted Eifles, (six regiments in

all.)

(3) The Eoyal Canadian Dragoons and Lord Strathcona's Horse, forming
part of a cavalry brigade under the command of Brigadier General J. E B
Seely, D.S.O.

(4) The Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, forming part of the

2Tth Division.

(5) Line of communication units: supply columns, ammunition parks,

reserve parks, hospitals, depots, and so forth.

3. In addition to the above, a Canadian railway construction corps is detached
(it is believed) on special duty; a Canadian general hospital and three Canadian
stationary hospitals are with the British Mediterranean Force; the 38th Battalion is

at Bermuda, and a company of the Royal Canadian Garrison Artillery is at St. Lucia,

British West Indies.

Canadian troops (40,000) in England.

4. In England, there are two training divisions: one under Brigadier-General

J. C. MaoDougall, at Shomcliffe, the other under Brigadier-General Lord Brooke,

C.M.G., M.V.O., at Aldershot.

5. Altogether—exclusive of units which by this time may have left for the seat of

war, there are in England—three regiments of mounted rifles; twenty-five battalions

of infantry ; a cavalry depot (Fort Garry Horse) ; training establishments for artillery,

engineers, signallers and cyclists; hospitals; depots for administrative troops and
services; and, in London, a pay and record office.

Troops, C.E.P., (60,000) in Canada.

6. Exclusive of certain units which when mobilised will be embarked as soon as

transports are available, and exclusive of some 10,000 troops, of the active militia,

called out to garrison coast defence^, and to guard public works, bridges, canals, rail-

ways, docks, wireless stations, cable landing places, stores, factories, internment camps,

etc., the following units and depots are available in Canada for the maintenance of

the force on service overseas:

(1) Cavalry.

Two depot squadrons : one for the Eoyal Canadian Dragoons, the other for

Lord Strathcona's Horse.

(2) Mounted Rifles.

Three regiments and a depot.

(3) Artillery.

A depot battery of horse, fifteen depot batteries of field, and a depot battery

of heavy artillery.

(4) Engineer and Signal Services.

A combined training depot.

(5) Infantry.

A depot for the Royal Canadian Eegiment.

A hundred battalions, more or less, at various stages of organization.

(6) Cyclists.

A training depot.

(7) Administrative Troops and Services.

Depots, etc., of various kinds.
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Increase in numbers.

P.C. 2539—30 Oct, 1915.

7. In response to the "'King's appeal, another 100,000 have been added to the

establishment of the Canadian Expeditionary Force, making a total of 250,000, includ-

ing embodied Militia; and arrangements are being made so that, during the winter

months, men may be recruited and trained not only in cities but also in rural localities.

8. Briefly, each federal electoral district will constitute a battalion area; but dis-

tricts may be combined ; and each town or village producing not less than twenty-five

recruits, will billet them.

Changes in Organization.

9. It has also been decided to effect re-adjustments at the front; to organize a

3rd Canadian Division; and to employ certain additional units which experience has

shown to be indispensable in trench warfare—siege batteries of artillery, fortress com-
panies of engineers, pioneer battalions, timjielling cornpanies.

10. The Royal Canadian Regiment and Princess Patricia's Canadian Light
Infantry (detached from the 27th Division) are to be brigaded with the 42nd and 49th

battalions; the 1st and 2nd Canadian Mounted Brigades (fighting on foot) are to he

fused into a brigade of four battalions (or regiments) ; and General Seely's Brigade

being about to be broken up, the Royal Canadian Dragoons and Lord Strathcona's

Horse will become corps troops.

11. The probable organization of the Canadian Expeditionary Force at the seal

of war will then be as shown in Appendix A.

Distribution and strength.

12. There have been casualties'; and including reinforcements, some 115,000 troops

with 15,000 horses, have gone overseas; and it is not unlikely that in the near future
the authorized establishment of the Canadian Expeditionary Force and embodied
Militia, a total of 250,000 all ranks, will be accounted for as under

:

Canadian Expeditiontury Force—

•

Overseas
^"^^^^^^^^^ *^^" ^'^ ^^^^^"^^ 62,000
)In England , 43,000

In Canada 120,000

Total effectives 225,000
Non-effectives (casualties, etc.) 15,000

Total Canadian Expeditionary Force . . , 240,000
Militia embodied in Canada 10,000

Total authorized establishment Canadian Expeditionary
Force and embodied militia 250,000

(Signed) W. G. Gwatkin, Maj. General,

Chief of the General Staff.
27th November, 1915.
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APPENDIX A.

Organization of the Canadian Expeditionary Force at the Seat of War.
1st Canadian Division.

1st Infantry Brigade

—

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Battalions,

2nd Infantry Brigade

—

5th, 7th, 8th and 10th Battalions,

3rd Infantry Brigade

—

13th, 14th, 15th and 16th Battalions,

Divisional Troops (a).

2nd Canadian Division.

4th Infantry Brigade

—

18th, 19th, 20th and 21st Battalions,

5th Infantry Brigade

—

22nd (French Canadian), 24th, 25th and 26th Battalions,

6th Infantry Brigade

—

27th, 28th, 29th and 31st Battalions.

Divisional Troops (a).

3rd Canadian Division.

7th Infantry Brigade

—

Eoyal Canadian Eegiment, Princess Patricia's CL.I,, 42nd and 49th

Battalions.

8th (Mounted Rifle) Brigade-
Four regiments of mounted rifles (fighting on foot) each of the same estab-

lishment as an infantry battalion.

9th Infantry Brigade

—

Four battalions not yet selected.

Divisional troops (a).

Corps Troops.

Royal Canadian Dragoons.

Lord Strathcona's Horse,

Two engineer fortress companies.

Signal units.

Special units.

Four siege artillery batteries.

Three tunneling companies.

Railway construction corps.

Line of Communication units.

Divisional ammunition parks.

Casualty clearing stations. *

Stationary and general hospitals.

Sanitary sections.

(a) Squadron of mounted rifles; cyclist company ; divisional artillery; divisional engineers;
signal company; machine-gun brigade (attached as necessary) ; pioneer battalion; field ambu-
lances ; motor ambulance workshop ; train.
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Line of communication units—Con.

Supply columns.

Reserve parks.

Field butcheries and bakeries.

Veterinary sections, mobile and stationary.

Ordnance travelling workshop.

Detachments, depots, etc., for medical supply, transport, veterinary, remount,

ordnance, pav and postal services.

Report of the Work of the Quartermaster-General's Branch during the Present
European War.

The work in this branch comes under four heads :

—

1. The Army Service Corps, dealing with supplies and transport.

2. The Canadian Ordnance Corps, dealing with the supply of clothing and equip-

ment of every kind.

3. Veterinary Services and the purchase of Eemounts.

4. The Canadian Postal Corps.

1, The Army Service Corps.

Supplies.

'On the outbreak of hostilities steps were immediatey taken for the daily supply of

all necessary food required for men and horses, mobilized at the various jwints in

Canada. Soon thereafter, on the announcement that the First Division of the

Canadian Expeditionary Force would mobilize at Valcartier, orders were given for

the assembling at that point of four companies of the Canadian Army Service Corps,

to take charge of the feeding and transport in camp. Contracts were made with large

dealers in Quebec, Montreal and elsewhere.

In addition to the work devolving as above, the Army Service Corps has been

called upon to look after the supplies required for all units mobilizing at various

points in Canada, and for those called' out on duty. ^ ^

Transport.

The transport arrangements made with the various railway companies to carry

troops and horses into camp, and with the steamship companies to transport them to

England were most satisfactorily carried out. For the First Overseas Contingent

over 100 special trains and 32 steamships were employed; and since then 143 special

trains and 90 steamships have been iised in this service. All told, 114,249 all ranks
have been transported to England, up to the 30th November, 1915.

The Canadian Army Service Corps is represented overseas by the following units

:

Unit. All ranks.

2 Divisional Trains 970
2 Divisional Ammunition Parks y76
2 Divisional Supply Columns 532
2 Reserve Parks 638
2 Railway Supply Depots. 126
10 Depot Units of Supply jl40

1 Remount Depot 225

Ji Training Depot 710
1 Field Butchery 25
1 Field Bakery 94
1 Corps Troops Supply Column - 74
1 Railhead Supply Detachment 19
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3. Veterinary Services.

Since the outbreak of the war there have been 26,562 remounts purchased.
Of this number. 23,155 have been sent Overseas, requiring the use of 38 steam-

ships. It is reported that these horses were of excellent quality.

4. Postal Services.

Considering the enormous amount of mail handled by the Canadian Postal Corps,

and the exceedingly small number of complaints received, it is considered that this

service has been satisfactorily performed. Throughout Canada, during the past sum-
mer, at the various concentration camps, small detachments of the postal corps have
been detailed, and the mail has been handled without a single complaint.

2. Canadian Ordnance Corps.

With reference to the Ordnance Services performed since the declaration of

war :—

•

At once, upon the announcement of the war, information was tabulated showing

the quantities of clothing, necessaries, technical stores and equipment available, and
tihe quantities required to fully clothe and equip up to war strength a force of 30,000

men, ready to take the fields; also a proportion additional to provide for sizes, casual-

ties and spares.

At the same time the mobilization tables necessary for "war" equipment were
undertaken and compiled in the office of the director of clothing and equipment.

This involved a great deal of labour, as many units which are not provided for in

*'peace" automatically spring into existence on the declaration of war and the force

is brought to a war footing. In all, 53 units were included.

Contract demands for all articles required for

:

(I) Clothing, arming and equipping this force;

(II) Supplying all technical and other stores, vehicle, harness and saddlery;

were prepared and sent forward as rapidly as possible.

In the meantime an ordnance detachment had been sent to Valcartier, to make
ready for the camp to be established there.

Ordnance depots from Winnipeg eastwards were called upon to supply quotas

of camp equipment to meet the demand necessary to properly care for the 38,000 men
who were eventually quartered in this camp.

The contractors, almost without exception, met the extraordinary demands put

upon them for quick deliveries, and the clothing and equipment went into camp in

car load lots.

The ordnance detachment at this camp had to receive, sort and issue these various

items to this large force, having practically to clothe and equip these men throughout.

The work of fully equipping 38,000 men within six weeks put upon the ordnance

branch a heavy strain, but everyone worked under high pressiire and the work was

satisfactorily done.

While the work of equipping the First Division was proceeding at Valcartier, tbe

ordnance department was providing for the militia force called out for duty through-

out Canada from Halifax to Prince Rupert, to the number of 10,000. It was also

collecting and sending forward to the Home Government guns, rifles, and ammunition
called for from our reserve stock.

With the despatch if the First Division overseas, large quantities of clothing and
equipment were shipped to the ordnance depot at Salisbury (now removed to Ash-
ford) which was established ahead of the arrival of the Canadian troops, to provide

for the requirements of the First Division upon arrival. Thousands of cases were

shipped, every troopship carrying a consignment.
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Immediately following the sailing of the First Division, the premier announced

that another division of 25,000 men would go forward, and that 50,000 men would be

maintained, constantly under arms in Canada. Thus the work of the Ordnance branch

was correspondingly increased, and new demands covering the requirements for these

additional troops were put forward.

Of the quantities of articles handled during the first year of the war, some idea

may be gathered as to the amount of work involved, from the following figures in

clothing alone for troops serving in Canada and Overseas, viz. :

—

Boots 600,000 pairs.

Caps, forage 400,000

Shirts, flannel 600,000

Underclothing, suits 600,000

In addition to the above, the following important stores were shipped overseas:

—

Armoured cars (machine gun battery) 49

Transport wagons • 1,800

Other horse vehicles 280

Harness, sets 6,000

Motor lorries 350

Motor cars 93

Motor ambulances 40

Motor cycles 143

Bicycles 1,400

Binoculars 8,700

Telescopes, altiseopes, etc 3,850

Ross rifles and bayonets 110,000

Automatic pistols 5,000

For the month of October, 1915^ fifty-one tons of clothing and equipment, per

diem, has been received, assorted, accounted for and shipped from the Headquarters

Depot, Ottawa.

A great increase, however, is reported for the month of November, 1915, when a

daily average of (206) two hundred and six tons of clothing and equipment passed

through the above depot, conveyed by the headquarter detachment of the mechanical

transport section.

The receipt, classification, shipping and accounting for stores, mainly of a highly

technical naturCj comprising altogether nearly five thousand items, ranging from a

sock to the latest range-finding device for coast defence guns, have taxed to the

utmost the resources of the corps, of which the stores section numbers only 250

warrant oflScers, non-commissioned officers and men, scattered in small detachments
from coast to coast.

I may add this report only gives in a limited way the large amount of work which
has fallen to the ordnance end of my branch ; and as well to that of the A. S. C. and
other services.

I would also like to express my appreciation of thfe excellent work done in con-

nection with my branch by Colonel J. L. Biggar, director of supplies and transport;

Lieut.-Colonel J. F. Macdonald, director of clothing and equipment, Lieut.-Colonel

W. Hallick, director of stores, and Lieut.-Colonel E. E. Clarke, assistant director

of supplies and transport.

(Sgd.) D. A. Macdonald,
Major-General.

Quartermaster-General.

Ottawa, December 7, 1915,.
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Pay and Accounting Work.

The pay and accomits branch was put to quite as great a strain as the other

branches of the department at the outbreak of the war and had as many difficulties to

contend against.

There were at times but a small staff of a dozen civilian clerks for the .accounting

work and a small pay corps, this latter divided among the district offices scattered

between Halifax and Victoria.

. While this staff was sufficiently large to cope with the expenditure and pay work
in time of peace, it was altogether inadequate to handle the additional work suddenly

thrown upon it in connection with the mobilization of an overseas force of 50,000

men soon increased to 100,000 and now totalling nearly 200,000 and entailing arw

expenditure of approximately one hundred million dollars the first twelve months and
at the present time in excess of the total expenditure of the Government prior to the

war.

It was necessary, therefore, to at once increase both the civil staff and the pay
corps, and as men trained for this work were not available untrained men had to bo
taken on and trained.

There was a vast amount of detail in connection with the pay organization of this

large army for service abroad. Scales of pay, allowances and pensions had to be

worked out, both for the soldiers themselves and for their dependents at home, and
arrangements had to be made for the issue of pay at Ottawa to these latter.

Instructions had to be drawn up for the guidance of regimental paymasters who
for the most part were quite ignorant of their duties and sometimes possessed an idea

that their jKJsition was a sinecure, with the result that pay work went badly at first.

Consequently, the strain thrown upon the staff at Ottawa was tremendous and has

continued to be heavy right up to the present time. The hurried despatch of the first

contingent to England added to the confusion and trouble as nominal rolls and pay
sheets were not prepared till some weeks after the troops had arrived in England. It

took nearly six months to straighten out the pay matters in connection with these

units.

To the layman the work of paying an army may seem a simple task and it would

be simple, if it consisted merely of paying men a fixed rate once a month, as in the case

of large corporations. Owing to the fact, howevei', that the Government assumes a

sort of paternal charge over the soldier, clothes, feeds, houses and pays him, also in a

way provides for his family, the work is not so simple as it might appear, and where

desertions and discharges are extrenjely numerous, as was the case for the first few

months, and regimental officers, including the paymaster, more or less inexperienced

in their duties, there is bound to be care and worry for those in charge of the work.

Add to this the difficulties resulting from having to issue part of the soldiers' pay in

Ottawa to his dependents and the balance to the soldier himself in England or France

and the work becomes extremely complicated and the correspondence enormous as the

pay offices at Ottawa and London have to keep each other advised of the state of each

soldier's account. For this purpose, it is necessary to open a ledger account with each

soldier and also one for each dependent. Some idea of the work may be had from thft

number of cheques issued in the pay offices, Ottawa, which total now eighty thousand

a month.

As already stated, a great deal of difficulty has been experienced as a result of

having to employ inexperienced regimental paymasters. Until these officers become

trained in their work and attend to it properly there is bound to be trouble for all

concerned. Not only must the paymaster be efficient, but the regimental officers must

be efficient as well and give him their co-operation. This is often lacking in the early

stages of the organization of a regiment, and, as a rule, some months elapse before

the work goes smoothly. Naturally pay work is not considered the most important

by regimental officers in a crisis like the present, when the great object is to make the

regiment fit for the firing line ; hence at first there is more or less lack of attention to
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pay matters and men are discharged or allowed to desert without notifying Head-

quarters of the fact, with the result that assigned pay and separation allowance

cheques to dependents have been in many cases issued for months after the soldier has

been struck off the strength of his regiment. These cases, however, are becoming more

rare and every means is being taken to obtain at Ottawa speedy notification of dis-

charges and desertion.

The old method of paying the men in cash has as regards the troops in Canada

been discontinued, and cheques are now issued instead twice a month. While this

system is somewhat cumbersome and entails more work than the other, yet it prevents

irregularities and enables headquarters to keep a perfect check on paymasters. These

latter are not allowed to draw cash from the bank, and the cheques issued by them

do not go back to them from the bank but are sent to Headquarters.

A coounting and • Audit Worl

Accounting and a

d to be opened s

following:

The Accounting and audit work increased with the expenditure, and many new
ledgers had to be opened and sub-divisions of the work organized to deal with the

(a) Purchase of remounts.

(6) Ocean transport of troops and horses.

(c) Cloth for uniforms.

(d) British and foreign contracts.

(e) War Purchasing Commission contracts.

(/) Pensions.

There were 25,000 horses purchased at a cost of $4,263,000 A special form of

cheque was got up for this work and set out to the buyers. This form was improved

upon later so that buyers were compelled to use one for each horse purchased, and at

the same time to insert a description of the horse on the cheque. A credit was placed

in the Bank of Montreal, Ottawa, and all cheques were drawn against that cre.dit.

Returns of horses purchased were compared with the cancelled cheques received from
the bank and verified by this means. This account is now closed.

Ocean transport of troops, horses and supplies has cost up to the present

$6,780,000. For the First Contingent sihips were chartered and paid according to

their tonnage, and for the period they were in the Government service, and the amount
of coal used, etc. These accounts have not all been settled yet, as there are many
items in dispute. For the other ships a per capita basis has been agreed to in most
cases, and settlement of claims is an easy matter. The exceptions are the transports

loaned by the Imperial Government to the Canadian Government. As regards these

it is not clear at present what the cost will be, and payments are made simply "on

account."

Cloth for uniforms.—The department buys direct from the factories all the

materials for uniforms and sells it to the manufacturer. This necessitates a close

check on receipts and issues of cloth, and a monthly stock-taking of cloth remaining

in store, as only by this means can the statement showing cloth on hand be verified.

The stock taking is done by the accounting branch and the system has proved an
absolute check on "errors and omissions" that might otherwise have not been brought

to light.

As it requires a vast amount of clothing to clothe 250^000 troops, the accounting
work in this connection is not at all light.

British and Foreign contracts.—These include all British and foreign orders

placed with the Militia Department. Contractors claims are audited and paid by the

department out of the funds furnished by the British and other Governments. The
total amount of these payments to date stand at $9,35?2,000.

In addition to this amount, $55,000,000 has been paid by the department to the

Shell Committee on account of shells manufactured or in course of manufacture for

the British Government.
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War Purchasing Commission. Separate ledgers are kept for all expenditure
authorized by the Commission and in fact an accoimt is opened for every order or

contract approved by that body. This is necessary in order to prevent purchases

being made in excess of the quantity authorized.

The number of orders or authorities received to date is 2,883.

, Pensions.—War pensions are of course increasing rapidly in number. A branch
has been formed from which all pensioners are paid.

The necessary forms, papers, etc., are sent out to them monthly and an account

opened in each case with all particulars of the Order-in-Council authorizing the

pension.

The foregoing gives an idea of the magnitude of the work in the pay and
accounts branch, and how it is being carried on. It deals principally with the new
work resulting from the war and does not touch upon the ordinary routine work which
of course is very heavy, as the expenditure is so heavy, approaching now $175,000,000

a year, which is more than Great Britain's war expenditure in 1913-14, viz £28,200.

The Canadian War Office has therefore developed suddenly into a larger institution

than the British War Office was two years ago.

(Sgd.) J .W. Borden,
A.P.M.G.

Nov.* 26/15.

Ottawa, Dec. 2, 1915.

The Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence.

Sir,—In accordance with your instructions, I now beg to submit a report embody-

ing a general survey of the operations of the contracts branch during the first nine
months of the war; this being roughly the period covered by the enquiry conducted

by Sir Charles Davidson.

When war was declared, on August 4, 1914, the branch contained 29 employees,

for both clerical and inspection duties; and the ordinary requirements of peace kept

these very busy.

Generally speaking, the work consisted of

:

1. Buying, inspecting and receiving from contractors, warlike stores, clothing,

necessaries and equipment generally, and transferring these to the ordnance stores.

2. Certifying for payment all contractors' accounts therefor.

3. Obtaining tenders and making contracts for food supplies for men and horses

—but not the receipt or inspection of these supplies, nor the certifying of accounts

therefor.

The business done before the war amounted to three or four million dollars per

annum. In the year ending July 31, 1914, about 12,000 letters were despatched and

675 requisitions of the quartermaster general for stores and clothing were dealt with.

In the 16 months since August 1, 1914, the business has amounted to about sixty

million dollars, including about $11,500,000 of contracts for supplies to the Bytish,

French and Russian Governments—or at the rate of $45,000,000 per annum. From
75,000 to 100,000 letters were despatched; and 3,300 requisitions of the quartermaster-

general—each representing many contracts—were disxx)sed of.

Within six weeks after the outbreak of war, we bought, inspected and delivered

into ordnance stores, nearly five million dollars worth of stores and clothing, eta,

exclusive of contracts made for food supplies for 25,000 men, as well as forage for

horses.

Thus, the equivalent, in value, of nearly two years ordinary business was handled

by the branch in the first six weeks of the war. In this time, over 6.000 letters were

despatched and 600 requisitions of the quartermaster-general dealt with.

The work was done under the most discouraging and disadvantageous circum-

stances.
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The volume of business had suddenly multiplied many times over. The staff was
barely sufficient even for peace requirements. The work was behindhand even before

the war. The trained men of the branch qualified to take charge were very few and
were much oyer tasked. Additional help of the kind needed—^men of good capacity

with business exjierience and some special training, were not available, since some pre-

liminary training was necessary, and this was out of the question at that time. The
time allowed for purchase and delivery of the supplies was of necessity very short

indeed; and this alone made a great part of our difficulties. This will appear from
the accompanying copy of a memorandum dated September 22, 1914, signed by the

quartermaster-general and the director of contracts, giving in some detail a resume

of the work done, towards equipping the first contingent.

All this work for the first contingent was therefore disposed of by the ordinary

staff, with some additional inspectors and half a dozen additional junior clerks.

Of necessity, the usual methods, the ordinary safeguards and precautions were

not always practicable. In peace time, goods were bought usually after competitive

tenders had first been! obtained; unless the purchase was under a previously made
contract, still in force. In the early days of the war, competitive tenders took much
valuable time; sometimes they were got by telephone; occasionally they had to be dis-

pensed with. In general, every possible short cut was taken to ensure the prime object

—delivery of the goods in time.

The hours of work were extended to the uttermost—the working day varied from
10 to 20 hours, and the average must have been at least 70 hours weekly, for many
months. The continuous strain of working at high tension, under great pressure,

and with the knowledge that the time was far too short to allow proper attention ta

be given any transaction, even the most important, taxed the nervous and physical

strength of all to the limit.

Under these circumstances, some irregularities were unavoidable; and it is sur-

prising that so few occurred.

The later operations of the branch were conducted under great difficulties, but
not of such an extraordinary character as at first.

Generally speaking, more time was available to procure supplies and tenders were
generally obtained. But lack of office space prevented very necessary additions to

the staff and the hours of overtime were as long as before. As more men were taken
on, the quarters for both the clerical and inspection staffs became cramped and
insufficient, resulting in inconvenience, congestion and arrears of work, and actually

preventing our getting more help when it was much needed.

The transfer of the administrative control to an acting minister and a committee
of ministers necessitated the preparation of much data for their information, not
hitherto required. Work in connection with contracts for supplies to the British,

French and Russian Governments demanded a great deal of time, and attention for
many months after the middle of September.

By February 1st, 1915, the number of employees had increased to 135—^mainly
for inspection work; besides 31 insi)ectors and packers at work upon British and
foreign saddlery. But not until May or later, of this year, was it possiJ)le to get the
much needed additional space and to add sufficiently to the staff to enable it to over-
take arrears and handle the work properly as it came.

The months of February, March and April, were times of absolute paralysis and
congestion. The various parliamentary and other committees of enquiry and inves-
tigation absorbed practically all my time and that of the most valuable of my assist-
ants, either in attendance thereon, or in preparation of papers and information called
for. The work of the branch remained, perforce, at a standstill ; although the neces-
sity for it continued unabated. The arrears thus accumulated took months to over-
take, after work was resumed, and the staff had been enlarged.

^
,
Two great hindrances to the work, not already referred to, were, first, the con-

tinual influx of visitors—either seeking contracts or employment, for themselves or
others

;
and the innumerable complaints and accusations—made in person or by letter

[Ottawa, Reports—Militia Department.] ,
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—against the honesty or competence of individuals of the branch, or the fairness and
propriety of the procedure adopted.

The visitors came daily in scores, even in hundreds, and could not be effectually

denied, either because of their status or their importunity. A great deal of invalu-

able time was thus lost.

The complaints were mostly frivolous or unfounded; but could not be ignored..

The following partial list of clothing purchased since August 1st, 1914, will serve

to give some idea of the magnitude of the business.

Greatcoats 229,100 ^

Cloalis 70,500
Serge jackets 401,500
Serge trousers 2i98,000

Flannel shirts 650,002
Suits underwear 732,200
Service shirts. . 278,000
-Service trousers 205,700
Sweaters 398^225 '

Socks 1,969,100

Forage caps 313,000

Puttees 474,800
Caps comforter 515,000

Blankets. . 746,500

Boots.
, . . .

.

670,000

These fifteen items alone have an approximate value of $15,929,845.

For the making of uniform clothing 9,566,000 yards of various materials have
been bought, received, inspected and re-shipped to the various manufacturers of

clothing.

These are only a few items amongst thousands dealt with,.

The value of warlike and other stores bought (as distinguished from clothing) is

as great or greater than the clothing; and their range and variety is much greater.

British and Foreign Contracts. Between August 1, 1914, and May 1, 1915, stores

and equipments for British and Foreign Governments were bought, as follows

:

British.

20,000 Sets saddlery at $45.50 $ 910,000

21,000 " arty, harness at 80.00 1,618,000
* 30,000 " arty, harness at 65.75 1,972,500

41,000 Saddle blankets at 3.06 125,460

26,000 Pairs arty, traces at. 9.45 236,250

300 Miles D. 3 cables at 44.25 13,276

500,000 Aluminum water bottles at 94 470,000

French.

20,000 Sets saddlery at 52.00 1,040,000

20,000 Saddle blankets at 3.06 61,200

457,900 Grey army blankets at. .

'

4.06 1,854,495

40,000 Sets arty, harness at. 40.20 1,608,000

20,000 Whips at 50 10,000

20,000 Numnahs at 2.60 52,000

20,000 Saddle blankets .. 4.00 80,000

Russian.

20,000 Sets saddlery at 72.50 1,450,000

$11,563,180
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The contracts, in all cases, were made in this branch; the supplies inspected and
the accounts certified for payment.

It will be observed that the foreign business alone, handled during these nine

months, was, in value, three times as great as the ordinary ante bellum work of the

branch for the same time.

To sum up: The war suddenly increased the work from ten to fifteen times; and
this had to be disposed of by a staff absurdly undermanned at first and never large

ejnough, during the whole period now under review; and hampered by lack of time,

lack of space, and many other hindrances to prompt and satisfactory despatch of

business.

(Sgd,.) H. W. Brown.
Director of Contracts.

REPORT OF PAYMASTER GENERAL.

Mr. Thompson: Mr. Borden is out of town but his assistant is here to speak as

to that part of the report.

Ralph P. Brown, assistant accountant, Department of Militia and Defence,'

sworn,:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. You are from the paymaster-general's office?—A. Yes.

Q. What is your position?—A. Assistant accountant.

Q. J. W. Borden has signed a report showing the work done by the paymaster's

branch of the Militia Department during the years since the outbreak of war—^have you
read that report?—A. Yes.

Q. Is it correct?—A. Yes, sir, so far as my knowledge goes. I have a general

knowledge of the report and of the statements made in it and I prepared some inform-

ation for Mr. Borden in connection with it.

Q. That report generally is correct?—^A. Yes.

Q. There is a tabulated list attached; is that correct?—A. The figures in the
tabulated form are the figures up to the 31st of March and the other items are approxi-
mate figures.

The witness retired.

Mr. Thompson: General Gwatkin telephoned me this morning that he was busy
in the Militia Council and that he had nothing to add to this report, that it covers
everything.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : I would like to have it read and have it put in as evidence.

Harry W. Brown, director of contracts, was subsequently examined as to the
report presented by him.

Mr. Thompson : I now show Mr. Brown the report signed by him as directed to
the Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence, dated the 2nd of December, 1915, which
was one of the reports which the Deputy Minister of Militia forwarded to me and
asked me to hand it to you, sir. Do I understand, Mr, Brown, that this report is

•correct ?
'

Mr. Brown : Yes.

Mr. Thompson: And you depose to the truth of the statements in this report?

Mr. Brown: Yes.

TOttawa, Reports, Militia Department—Brown.]
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Sir Charles Davidson : Can you give an opinion as to the necessity for all these
supplies for the Canadian troops?

Mr. Brown: No, sir, that is not part of my duty.

The witness retired.

Ottawa, Canada, Sunday, February 13, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

Thomas P. Owens^
Clerk of the Commission.

Samuel M. Stone, Vice-President of the Colts Patent Firearms Manufacturing
Company, of Hartford, Connecticut, sworn

:

Sir Charles Davidson: I wish to have it on record that I learned a couple of

hours ago that Mr. Stone, vice-president of the Colts company, was in the city, and I

thought it would be of advantage that he should appear before me, and it may be that

his examination |p-day will avoid the expense of bringing him here specially on some
other occasion, to give his evidence; it is certain to be of value, as regards such other

information as it may be considered necessary to obtain from the Colts Firearms
Compan;^.

Captain John Thompson, K.C., Counsel to the Commission, has been in confer-

ence with me since last Wednesday morning, and he had to return last evening to

Toronto to take up again his military duties in connection with his regiment.

Sir Charles Davidson (to Mr. Stone) : When are you leaving the city?

Mr. Stone : I intended to return thi's afternoon, but that is hardly possible now

;

I will leave to-morrow.

Sir Charles Davidson : I am obliged to return to Montreal on the morning train
•—when did you arrive in the cityj, Mr. Stone?

Mr. Stone : At noon to-day.

Sir Charles Davidson: You are here on the business of your company?

Mr. Stone: Yes, sir. I might explain, in reference to that, that the company
had an order from the Canadian Government for 250 guns, which for some reason

which I did not know of were diverted t)o the Russian Government, and it, is in con-

nection with the change of calibre and equipment on these guns that I am here to-day.

Sir Charles Davidson : What had you to do in connection with the purchase by
the Department of Militia and Defence, of revolvers and automatic pistolS|, between

October, 1914, and the spring of 1915 ?

Mr. Stone : With the immediate purchase of these I was not directly a party,

but as sales manager for the company, which I was at that time, I was familiar with

the transaction, which was reported by the principals, who conducted the sale.

Sir Charles Davidson : Who were the parties as between whom the contract was

made. I refer to the purchase of 5,000 automatic pistols and 70 revolvers by the Cana-
dian Government?

Mr. Stone : The 70 revolvers, I believe, were purchased at the same time as the

pistols. What I have in my mind now is the purchase of 5,000 automatic pistols;

Colonel Skinner was then vice-president of the company.
[Automatic Pistols—Stone.]
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Sir Charles Davidson: Look at the statement which appears at page 470 of

Volume VI of the evidence taken by the Commission, and state if that, within your

knowledge, represents the purchase made by the Department of Militia and Defence

of Canada of pistols, revolvers and guns?

Mr. Stone : That looks correct to ma So far as the pistols are concerned, I know
that there were 5,000 pistols, 45 calibre, purchased.

Sir Charles Davidson : As regards the pistols, and the 70 revolvers, which form

the second item on that statement, the statement is correct as to quantities and prices

and ajs to the Colt automatic guns ?

Mr. Stone : I cannot verify the quantities without reference to our books.

Sir Charles Davidson: There is no question, I think, about the quantities as. set

forth in that statement—how were these purchases arranged for?

Mr, Stone: The orders came to us through General Hughes, but the first one

through Colonel J. Wesley AUison.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do you mean when youjsay the "first one''?

Mr. Stone : The first order for the automatic pistols.

-Sir Charles Davidson: That is the 1,000 pistols?

Mr. Stone: Yes. I know that the first order was for 1,000 pistols. There was
some question at that time as to the right of an American manufacturer to ships goods

to any of the countries involved in the war, and it w£is suggested that a means of

getting pistols or guns to Canada might be arranged by having them shipped to Wad-
dington, New York, and, consequently. Colonel Skinner, first vice-president, and chair-

man of our board, had an interview with the general, and they dUided they would

safeguard the possibility of getting them by arranging to have them shipped to Wad-
<iington, if necessary. After the' verbal order for 1,000 pistols was given to Colonel

Skinner

Sir Charles Davidson: By whom?
Mr. Stone: By Colonel Allison. That order was confirmed to us from the gen-

eral, with instructions to have the goods billed to the Canadian Government—^the first

ones were shipped to Waddington.

Sir Charles Davidson: How many?

Mr. Stone: There were two or three shipments, I understand that 300 of the

pistols were sent direct by messenger from Hartford to Quebec, in order to catch a

boat which was sailing. Other portions oi them went to Waddington, but what por-

tions, I cannot say offhand.

Sir Charles Davidson: Waddington is on the south side of the St. Lawrence,

opposite Morrisburg?

Mr. Stone: Yes; the subsequent shipments were made to the Department of

Militia.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why was the change in the consignment made?

Mr. Stone : Because there was good reason to suppose, at first, that we could not

ship them where we chose.

Sir Charles Davidson : Where was that order given, as between Colonel Skinner
and Colonel Allison?

Mr. Stone: Either at Waddington or at Malone, N.Y., either at Colonel Allison's

headquarters at Waddington, or Colonel Skinner's home in Malone, X.Y. ; which of

the two places I cannot state. Colonel Skinner returned to New York after a con-

ference with Colonel Allison and General Hughes, and the order was given at that
conference. I am informed that the order was given at a place called Moira, where
General Hughes was present.

Sir Charles Davidson : You do not know that of your own knowledge ?

[Automatic Pistols—Stone.]
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Mr. Stone : I do not know.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where is Colonel Skinner now?

Mr. Stone: He is either at Hartford, or New York, or Washington. He has
charge of the company's Government business at Washington, and spends much time

there; I left him in New York yesterday.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would he be available if his appearance is required here

on next Friday ?

Mr. Stone: I cannot say.

Sir Charles Davidson: How could we find that out?

Mr. Stone : I will be in Hartford again on Tuesday next.

Sir Charles Davidson : Will you undertake to find out if Colonel Skinner will

be available on Friday next, and notify me at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Montreal?

Mr. Stone: Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : And as regards your own movements, would you be avail-

able again to give evidence before the Commission ?

Mr. Stone: That could be determined on my return to Hartford. My move-

ments, in days like these, are such that I could not tell more then two or three days

in advance where I am liable to be.

(Note.—The Orders-in-Council covering the orders for these pistols are to be

found at Volume 6 of the evidence, page 507, et seq.)

Sii" Charles Davidson: With regard to the subsequent orders for pistols, had
you anything to do personally with them?

Mr. Stone : Not personally. The order came to us in the regular way. The sub-

sequent orders came_^to us by telegram in duplicate, there was another order for 1,000

additional pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson : If you have the original of these orders here, it might be

desirable to have them.

Mr. Stone: I have them in my room, and I will get them.

(The witness retired and subsequently said) :

I now procure the original of the orders for the 5,000 pistols. They read as

follows

:

Minister's Office,

Ottawa, September 5, 1914.

Colonel W. Skinner,

Hartford, Conn.

Dear Colonel,—The Minister has confirmed the order given you yesterday

for 1,000 of your No. 45 cal. Colt automatic pistols; to be shipped to me to

Waddington, N.Y., as soon as possible.

Make your bill out to " Canadian Government, Department of Militia and

Defence", and mail it to me immediately, and the Government will send you

a New York draft for the total amount. An Order-in-Council was passed

to-day for the amount.

The minister leaves for Valcartier to-night and is going to take a few days

to check up their entire requirements. He will let me know the last of the

week what additional orders he wishes me to place with you.

I will be in Morrisburg until Tuesday morning; Wednesday and Thursday

at Hotel Seneca, Rochester, N.Y. Let me know where letter or wire will catch

you the last of this and first of next week.

Hoping you are quite well and with kind regards.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) J. Wesley Allison.

Department of Militia and Defence,

[Automatic Pistols—Stone.]
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Department of Militu and Defence^

Ottawa, Sejxt. 23, 1914.

Dear Col. Allison,

—

I telegraphed you this morning as follows

:

"Please ship 1,000 additional pistols, 100,000 rounds ammunition. Mxist

reach Quebec Saturday next, without fail. Writing."

This, of course, is a repeat order, exactly upon the same terms as the last. Will

you please give the matter your immediate attention, and arrange for delivery

at Quebec, if at all possible by Saturday next? The shipment should be con-

signed to Lt.-Col. W. Hallick, ordnance officer, Qniebec.

Tours faithfully,

H. W. BKOWt^,
Col. J. Wesley Allison, Director of Contracts.

Morrisburg, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont., October 8, 1914.

Coifs.

Please supply three thousand automatic pistols same as last on date and

at price mentioned your message to-day.

H. W. BKOWN,
Director of Contracts.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any trace of the order for the seventy revolvers ?

Mr. Stone: No, I have not got that; I did not know the seventy revolvers had

been in question at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you produce it ?

Mr. Stone : Yes, I will send you a copy of that order.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you state now from whom that order came ?

Mr. Stone: I cannot; the order would be perfectly clear as to that.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you state that now ?

Mr. Stone: I could not give you any information about that offhand. I would

want to go through the record on the file.

Sir Charles Davidson : I understand you personally took no part in the bargain-

ing for the pistols or revolvers.

Mr. Stone : Quite true, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : All that you know in that respect is from the official records

and reports of your company.

Mr. Stone: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: And what as to price; what price do you ^et for these

pistols?

Mr. Stone : The price for the automatic pistols, calibre 45, is $18.50. That price

which we charged Canada is our price to all Governments except the Government of

the United States. Since the outbreak of the war, we have not sold any pistols in any
quantities to Governments, other than the Government of the United States, at less

than $18.50.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any objection to state to .what other Govern-
ments you have sold?

Mr. Stone : I would prefer not to. I might be able to tell you personally, but I
do not want to tell you as a matter of record.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do not bother about answering it then ; you state that you
sold to several Governments at the price of $18.50.

[Automatic Pistols—Stone.]
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Mr. Stone: To several Govermnents, and amongst them two or three of the

Allies. We are filling now two large contracts for two of the Allies.

Sir Charles Davidson: At what price?

Mr. StoisIe: $18.50.

Sir Charles Davidson : What do you call a large order ?

Mr. Stone : 50,000 pistols^ for instance.

Sir Charles Davidson: Could you state in round figures the aggregate of the

orders you have filled for other Governments, inclusive of the Allies, at $18.50.

Mr. Stone: I would prefer not to; I could state it, but I would prefer not to.

The fact i^, that we have not sold any to Governments for less than $18.50 f.o.b. Hart-
ford, and that we have sold to several of the Allies at that price.

Sir Charles Davidson: Apart from those 50,000 pistols you speak of, have you
sold large numbers ?

Mr. Stone : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have sold large numbers and far in excess of the

order of the Canadian Government?

Mr. Stone: Yes, sir. The one order I speak of is limited to 50,000 only on
account of our inability to furnish more; we could have an order for double the quan-

tity if we could carry it out.

iSir Charles Davidson : What is your discount to dealers ?

Mr. Stone : A discount of twelve and a half per cent, a commission beyond that

of five per cent, and a discount of two per cent, for payment within ten days from the

date of the invoice.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is a discount of twelve and a half per cent, and five

per cent?

Mr. Ston<e : That is for the automatic pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson : And for the revolvers ?

Mr. Stone: We have different prices for different revolvers.

Sir Charles Davidson : On the 45 calibre.

Mr. Stone: The new service revolver we do not give a discount of twelve and
a half per cent on ; we give a discount of ten per cent on them. I should explain that

this commission of five per cent is not given universally. The discounts to all of the

merchants start with what we call the base discount, which is uniform to all of tti©

agents who are distributors. Some of the dealers get a commission of five per cent

ibeyond this price, and others do not. That depends considerably upon the character

of the business the merchant is doing ; when he is a wholesale large distributor, he gets

the five per cent.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is in addition to the twelve and a half per cent.

Mr. Stone : Yes, that is what I describe as a commission. As regards the com-

mission, the price is not uniform. The base discount of the new service Eley is ten

per cent instead of twelve and a half per cent; that is, from the $14 price which was

charged for your seventy revolvers.

Sir Charles Davidson: For example, Birkett of, Ottawa gets a discount odE

twelve and a half, five and two, and Easdale of the Ketchum Company of Ottawa, as

appears by his evidence on page 504, Volume VI^ only gets a discount of twelve and

a half and two ?

Mr. Stone : Yes. That two per cent is conditional on the payment of cash with-

in ten days from the date of the invoice. If they do not pay theii bills within ten

day^, they will not get the two per cent.

Sir Charles Davidson: Then you have the base discount, a commission, and a

cash discount?
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Mr. Stone: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : There is a condition attached to that.

• ^r. Si ONE: Yes; the dealer who gets from us a commission of five per cent is in

agreement with us r^arding the price at which he will sell the revolvers. We have

several reasons for that. Primarily, it is to protect the man -who does not get the five

per cent, and, in the second place, to bring about a uniformity of the re-sale price,

which we require to be adhered to.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you fix a re-sale price for a firm like Ketchum of

Ottawa?

Mr. Stone : We fix the re-sale price for the jobber to make to the retailer.

Sir Charles Davidson : You say the jobber ?

Mr. Stone: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Whether they be wholesale or retail?

Mr. Stone : The wholesaler cannot sell below the re-sale price. We fix a re-sale

price for all our sales to any dealer, whether he be a wholesale or a retail dealer, who
buys from us at the discounts ; we fix a re-sale price below which he is not to sell.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could they not buy at a flat rate ?

Mr. Stone: Without any discount?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

Mr. Stone: Then the price at which they buy would be equivalent to the

established re-sale price which we have the others adhere to.

Sir Charles Davidson: During these periods, shown in the accounts presented

by you to the Government of Canada, what price did you fix to the retail trade in

Canada, as regards automatic pistols?

Mr.. Stone : The price is figured out this way

:

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you figure it out?

,
Mr. Stone: I can tell you how it is arrived at.

Sir Charles Davidson : Please tell me, I cannot figure it out.

Mr. Stone : It would depend considerably on where he was located. For instance,

a dealer who was located very convenient to Hartford, would not have to make his

price the same as the dealer at "Vancouver. The price is an-ived at on the basis of

$18.50 at Hartford. He must add to that the duty into Canada and his transportation

charges, so that it leaves a slight variation there, that they would be at liberty to sell at.

Sir Charles Davidson: But the base of profit is the same, no matter what the

locality of the dealer?

Mr. Stone: Yes, that is our object.

Sir Charles Davidson : What is the basis of profit ?

Mr. Stone : It is represented by the discount they get, twelve and a half, and five.

Sir Charles Davidson : These are all staple discounts as regards locality. Would
you sell to a man in Hartford at twelve and a half, five and two?

Mr. Stone : Quite sc, and he would have no transportation charges, but if he were
re-selling to any dealer, that dealer would have to pay him transportation charges.

Sir Charles Davidson: Distinguish between a dealer and a jobber.

Mr. Stonk: A jobber is one who re-sells goods to the retail dealer; the retail

dealer is the man who retails over the counter to the consumer.

Sir Charles Davidson: Ketchum and Company, of Ottawa, are retailers?

Mr. Stone: Ketchum and Company, I believe, sell goods at wholesale, either

through their salesmen or through catalogues, and also at retail. May I say, if you
please, that there are always exceptions to the fixed selling price, as we term it in the

United States, to this extent: in the city of Chicago, for instance, there is a very large
[Automatic Pistols—Stone.]
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f^xclusive retail sporting-goods store, and we consider the value of that account so
great to us that we will give them a price which a little retail dealer in a small town
would not be entitled to, because he could not give i^ the returns to justify the benefit

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you give us any idea of the number of arms you
annually sell?

Mr, Stone: I prefer not to; I could, of course, but I prefer not to; it is a very
large quantity, of course.

Sir Charles Davidson: You would not say hundreds of thousands or millions?

Mr. Stone : I prefer not to, but it is not a million.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is in the hundreds of thousands?

Mr. ,Stone : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What about your instructions to dealers or jobbers, with
respect to the persons to whom they can sell?

Mr. Stone: Do you mean individuals or corporations?

Sir Charles Davidson: Corporations, governments, regiments, or others?

Mr. Stone: We reserve for ourselves Government business. We do not sell any
to governments by our distributors, and by distributors, I use the term broadly, I

mean to include jobbers, retailers or agents. We do not permit them to negotiate
government business. We reserve that to ourselves; it is a special department with us.

Sir Charles Davidson : Suppose a jobber ordered 1,000 pistols, would you sell them
to him?

Mr. Stone : The first inquiry of the jobber who ordered 1,000 pistols would be, as

to what he wanted them for. That sounds not reasonable, possibly, but the reason for

it, chiefly, is this: the automatic pistols are patented, and the patent is owned by Mr.

Browning, living at Ogden, Utah. We manufacture under license. There is a Euro-
pean manufacturer., who manufactures the same pistol under license, and he is con-

fined to certain territory. We, in turn, have control of certain territory, and neither

is permitted to sell arms in the other's domain. Consequently, the first question we
would ask a jobber who ordered 1,000 pistols, would be: "For whom do you want these

pistols; if it is for a government, we cannot permit you to have them; we reserve the

government business for ourselves." The probability is, that in connection with an

order of that kind, we would be ourselves negotiating with the Government.

Sir Charles Davidson: But there is another license for these automatic pistols;

what about the United States Government?

Mr. Stone: They are sub-licensees, of our. They are licensed by Colt's, not by

the inventor. We license them, just the same as we might make an arrangement of

such a kind with the Canadian Government. The United States Government has the

right to manufacture a certain percentage of the pistols they use.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you issue any instructions or orders to your jobbers,

or dealers, with reference to these restrictions, as to the bodies or persons to whom
they shall sell.

Mr. Stone; No, sir, we do not issue any specific instructions in that respect, as

to the dealers.

Sir Charles Davidson : My information is to the effect that our dealers in Canada
know nothing whatever about this control to which you refer.

• Mr. Stone: That would be possibly true. I might state that there are some
exceptions to this, but it is not necessary to issue instructions, because we control it

at the very source.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any Avritten circular to that effect?

Mr. Stone : We have a form of selling order.

Sir Charles Davidson: With these restrictions set out?
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Mt. Stone: I do not recall the details of Canada, but we have such a rule iu the

United States. I do not know about Canada, for the reason that The Macfarlane

Company in Montreal, who are our agents in Canada, issue the letters, and they have

their five salesmen visiting the customers in Canada. I cannot say whether they have

issued the restriction or not, but they know it.

Sir Charles Davidson: I have been informed that dealers in Canada know

nothing about a restriction of that kind.

Mr. Stone: Probably, but you will find they are not qualified to do big business

with us.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do you mean by "qualified"?

JMt. Stone: In the natural order of their business.

Sir Charles Davidson : They are large houses ?

Mr. Stone: You will realize, Sir Charles, that until this immediate development

of our business, growing out of the war, the Canadian market has been a very limited

one.

Sir Charles Davidson: I do not wish to mention names, but a person came to

me and made representations on that score, and he did not want his name mentioned.

Mr. Stone : Did he sell many of them ?

Sir Charles Davidson: He sold to regiments.

Mr. Stone: Since the outbreak of the war, there have been a number of dealers,

quite a few in Winnipeg, some in Montreal, Toronto, St. John, and elsewhere, and
they have bought pistols from us in small quantities, from two pistols to half a dozen,

or a dozen, at a time.

Sir Charles Davidson: What about selling pistols to A colonel for his regiment?

Mr. Stone : We would sell. If the colonel wrote and wanted half a dozen pistols,

we would sell them for $18.50 f.o.b. Hartford. That would be a matter of courtesy

to your Government, the same as we do to our own Government.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would your dealers have a free hand to sell to colonels

of regiments, because that is part of the complaint this person made to me?
Mr. Stone : At a low price, do you mean ?

Sir Charles Davidson: For $18.50, less twelve and a half per cent discount?

Mr, Stone: No, not with our knowledge. If we found a dealer doing that we
would close our account with him, because he is practically violating the selling

arrangement he has with us.

Sir Charles Davidson : But he says he had no selling arrangement.

Mr. Stonb: We do not give any dealer permission to sell at less than the $18.50

base at Hartford, not in any quantity, or to any person.

Sir Charles Davidson : He could do that at this more advantageous price ?

Mr. Stone : Quite so, and if he is living up to the spirit of his agreement with us,

he will not sell for less than $18,50,

.
Sir Charles Davidson : That is $18.50, f.o.b, Hartford ?

Mr. Stone: Yes. To .show the earnestness of our position in that regard, I
may say that one of the largest exclusive sporting-goods stores in the United States
was a customer that bought many thousands of dollars worth of goods from us, and
yet we have not sold a revolver or a pistol to him for several years, simply because
we found he was violating this selling price arrangement. That is one of several
customers in the United States who have violated their agreement with us as to the
selling-price, and we have closed their accounts absolutely, permanently.

Sir Charles Davidson : In Volume VI of the evidence, page 512, Birkett, refer-

ring to the wholesale price list of yours, dated the first of May, 1914, states that there
are no discounts mentioned, and it was on this statement that I put the question to
you, earlier in your examination, as to whether you disclosed your discounts?
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Mr, Stone : We do that, not on that sheet, but in a letter which accompanies the
sheet.

Sir Charles Davidson : Then Birkett was asked

:

Q. Why is it the Colt's people do not mention in their wholesale list the
amount of discount they allow?—A. I cannot say.

Then there is a statement showing that they should increase their re-sale price to

cover the extra duty.

Mr. Stone: That would be explained, first, by the fact that the prices are not
uniform in all instances^ and, in the second place, that is a list furnished to the jobbers

in the United States to distribute to the retail trade. Those are the list prices at

which the jobbers in the States re-sell, they have a letter from us showing the discounts.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you a special list for Canada ?

Mr. Stone : The same list would apply.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is all Canada your territory?

Mr. Stone: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would you manufacture arms to be sold in territory

which is not what might be called your selling ground?

Mr. Stone: No. The arms for the territories which are not ours, are made at

Liege, in Belgium, by another manufacturer.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are there territories in the United States which you do

not cover?

Mr. Stone : No, we have all of this continent. •

Sir Charles Davidson: And you say your discounts are published on a separate

sheet?

Mr, Stone: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have not that separate sheet with you ?

Mr. Stone: No, sir. This man Birkett or the others who appeared before you
would have that form.

Sir Charles Davidson: What witness is available to show these entries in your
books or any charges against these sales to the Canadian Government?

Mr. Stone: I do not know that you need a witness, because I have brought to

you here copies of the invoices.

Sir Charles Davidson: You did not bring them to me; I did not know you were

here. Your statement gives the impression that I knew you were coming here.

Mr. Stone : Well, I did not mean that. I have them here ; as an explanation as

to why I happened to have them here, I wish to say that on my last visit when the

question of the correctness of the price to the Government came up, I came to Ottawa

to see what it was all about, and then I sent General Hughes a letter which I think you

are familiar with.

Sir Charles Davidson : There is a letter read by Major General Sir Sam Hughes,

Minister of Militia and Defence, in the House of Commons, and which appears on

pages 300 and 301 of Unrevised Hansard.

Mr. Stone: I am the official of the Company who wrote that letter.

Sir Charles Davidson: Please read that letter, as it appears in Hansard.

Mr. Stone read the letter as fallows

:
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Hartford, Conn., U.S.A., 13th January, 1916.

Major-General Sir Sam Hughes,
Minister of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Sir,—

Li reference to the price at which this Company has sold and is selling

automatic pistols, cal. -45, to the (Tovernment of Canada and to wholesale

hardware or sporting goods concerns throughout the Dominion, we desired to

place you in possession of facts which we believe fully justify our position and

account for the difference in price to the wholesale distributors.

Policy—For many years this company has marketed its product very

largely through the medium of the wholesale distributors who, in turn, sell the

arms to the small retail dealers, by whom the arms are again sold to the indi-

vidual consumer.

The established wholesale list prices of the automatic pistol cal. •4t6, in the

United States of America is $18.50. From this price the distributor is allowed

a discount of 12i per cent and 2 per cent for cash, also ,an additional commis-

sion of 5 per cent, provided he agrees to co-operate in the upholding of the

resale price, and to assist to the best of his ability in creating a demand for

the Colt's arms.

These concessions in price, we believe he is entitled to for the advertising

done through the valuable space given in his catalogue for illustration and
description of the pistol, to compensate him for investment represented by
stock of pistols carried in his store, some of which he often keeps on hand for

many months before selling, and to help share in other selling expenses in-

volved in the conduct of his business.

Our customers in Canada are requested to use as their selling price the

United States price of $18.50, plus duty into Canada, which as present is 37^

per cent, plus an amount sufficient to cover carriage charges and incidental

expenses.

Government business—This company has in its selling arrangements with'

the dealers, reserved government business to be handled direct. Such business

is of a spasmodic nature, not coming with any regularity as commercial business

does, and usually when it come in any volume, is due to abnormal conditions

requiring special attention.

Since the outbreak of the present war, we have had very large orders from
several governments involved and each one, like your own, has requested us to

do everything possible to effect speedy deliveries. This we have done at very
great inconvenience and largely increased expenditure of manufacture. We
have had to provide a large amount of additional space, procure a great many
new machines, pay a much higher rate of wages to workmen, and in addition
have given each and every workman a bonus of 12J per cent of his regular wage
in order to get the fullest measure of co-oi>eration and loyalty. All pistols made
for governments are subjected to unusual tests and most rigid inspection which
involves extra expense.

These veiy unusual expenditures have added materially to the cost of the
automatic pistol, cal. -45, and in consequence this company has not, since the
b^inning of the war, sold any of- these pistols to any government other than
the United States of America at a price lower than $18.50, neither is it pre-

pared to consider doing so. We have supplied and are at present supplying a
great many of these same pistols to other governments involved in the war, at
the same price you paid. This price has been uniform, regardless of quantity
purchased.

The fact is, we consider the price most reasonable, in view of the service
desired during a i)eriod of great stress, and we are proud to be able to serve so

well as we have succeeded in doing, our friends who have wanted help. Had
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we selfishly considered only onr own interests, we could have placed much of our
product at premium prices, but we have not done this, preferring to be loyal to

our friends.

These pistols are made under a license for which we pay a considerable

royalty to the inventor, who also has licensed a European manufacturer to

make pistols of his invention, giving to them the exclusive right to sell in

certain countries where we are not at liberty to offer our pistols. This fact

makes it incumbent upon us to render strict account of the ultimate destination

of each pistol we produce under the license, necessitating our exercising very

rigid control of the sales. We would not consent to the re-sale of the pistols at

a price less than $18.50, by any dealer who buys from us.

Your orders to us for automatic pistols. Gal. -45, aggregated 5,000. We
have regular wholesale dealers who each year purchase a greater number of

pistols and revolvers than that from us. Business coming to us regularly from
. month to month, year by year, is much more profitable than irregular orders

which demand unusual facilities to supply.

This company has its regular corps of travelling representatives through-

out the world, who each year devote considerable time to the negotiation of

government business, although in many countries, as in your own, many years

pass without any business being secured. In consequence, a portion of the

selling expense involved during each of these several years must be taken into

consideration when the selling price to governments is arranged. Commercial
business each year bears its own apportionment of the selling expense, but in

government business, the sales for some one particular year or season, such as

the present, must bear the allotment of several years selling expense.

We are not unappreciative of the orders with which you have honoured us,

but we want you to fully understand the conditions under which we have to

operate.

Yours truly,

Colts Patext Firearms Mfg. Co.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you write that letter ?

Mr. Stone : I wrote that letter.

Sir Charles Davidson : And what as to the correctness of the observations which

it contains?

Mr. Stone : They are entirely correct.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you anything further that you can add to that letter

as to the business features or administration of your company, in respect to selling

those pistols and revolvers to the Canadian Government?

Mr. Stone: No, I think that letter sets forth our fixed policy very clearly.

Sir Charles Davidson : Are you on salary with the company ?

Mr. Stone: Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : You are not entitled to any commission ?

IMr. Stone : No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : Directly or indirectly, did you profit by this sale of pistols

to the Canadian Government?

Mr Stone : Absolutely no, except as an officer of the company, part of my salary

comes out of these sales—I understand what you mean.

Sir Charles Davidson: What territory do the Macfarlane Company of Montreal

cover ? .

Mr. Stone: All Canada, for commercial business.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are they on salary?

Mr. Stone: On commission.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Would Macfarlane receive a commission^

Mr. Stone: In special cases, he would; he has not had a shiare in Government
business; his is a commercial arrangement.

Sir Charlf:s Davidson: Do you know of any commission having been paid by
your Company in connection with these Canadian Government orders?

Mr. Stone: Not a direct commission applying to the Canadian Government orders

alone.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do you mean by a direct commission?

Mr. Stone: I mean that we have in our employment men who negotiate Govern-

ment business for us, and who are working to secure Government business, year in and
year out, in various territories. We have one man who has done a great deal of busi-

ness for us in Continental Europe, during the last two years, looking to the securing

of contracts from three or four governments there. That man was Very instrumental

in assisting the Canadian Government in the securing of these arms, afid to him we
have given what I may call a present, or paid him an amount of money which is in

return for general services rendered, or in negotiating or securing business at large,

and trying to get business which he sometimes does not get. So that it may, in a

sense, be called a present ; whatever we consider a man of that kind to have been worth

to us; we give him a payment for it.

Sir Charles Davidson: And that purely has to do with relations between the

employer and the employee?

Mr. Stone: Quite so, that is entirely so. I might say that any moneys we have

paid to any persons who have represented us, or assisted us,, in securing business of

this kind in Canada, or from Great Britain or from France, or from Russia, or any of

the Allies, has no bearing whatever on the price at which the respective governments
buy the arms; any money we have paid in that respect is not at the expense of the

buyer at all. We have a fixed selling organization, which represents one of the fixed

charges against our business, and means the payment of salaries to our travelling men
or to special persons we secure. For instance, our president went to London, and
while there secured the services of a man to go to Russia on special business for us;

he was in our employ on a fixed basis for six months, and that all comes into the selling

expense.

Sir Charles Davidson : So far as you are aware, have you paid any commission,

in regard to these government orders, or promised any commission?

Mr. Stone : Only in so far as I have stated.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you paid any commission to any Canadian or any
representative of Canadian interests ?

Mr. Stone: Representative of Canadian interests, no, sir. I should say this, in

qualifying, that we have been very careful, in every instance, when we have nego-
tiated government business to satisfy ourselves at the outset that any person we secured

to assist us was not in the employ of the respective governments.

Sir Charles Davidson : I want to put the question blunter, in view of statements
that have been made; has Colonel Allison derived any benefit from these purchases, or
will he?

Mr. Stone : Colonel Allison it is to whom I have referred, that the company has
presented money to, for his general services to us.

Sir Charles Davidson: He is the one you had in mind?
Mr. Stone: Yes, anticipating your question. I may say that was for general

services in Europe. Colonel Allison was with our president in London, and he went
to France and spent a considerable time and a great deal of money over there in
endeavouring to secure orders.

Sir Charles Davidson: In connection with Canadian contracts?

Mr. Stone: No, sir.
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Sir Charles Davidson: In connection specially with these purchases?

Mr. Stone: We have given to Colonel Allison sums of money for his general
services.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : In connection with government work ?

Mr. Stone : In connection with government work at large.

Sir Charles Davidson : Define what you mean by the words " at large "
?

Mr. Stone: Throughout Europe and this continent.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any objection to state what the sum is, or

whether it is nominal or not?

Mr. Stone : It is a very nominal sum. In fact, I would say that about the first

of the year we tendered to Colonel Allison a sum of money which he would not take.

He said :
" I do not feel that my services to you have been worth that." And he took

about half of what we were willing to present to him.

-— Sii* Charles Davidson : It might be proper for you to state what it is.

Mr. iStone: I would prefer not. Even if I were willing to, I could not state it

definitely, and I think it is a matter between Colonel Allison and ourselves.

Sir Charles Davidson: Had he anything to do with securing for your company
^ these contracts with the Canadian Government?

Mr. Stone : As I explained at the outset, Colonel Allison was used largely by the

Canadian Government as a means of assisting them in getting arms. Colonel Allison

was suggested to us for that purpose at the outset.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who could speak as to the features of this order, with

respect to the haste in getting out the order?

Mr. Stone : Any of us who are engaged in the factory could.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you give me their names ?

Mr. Stone: I have given all the details of that in the letter which I wrote to

General Hughes.

Sir Charles Davidson: So far as you know, was there anything in the remotest

degree which could be styled graft, or rake-off, or undue commission, with respect to

this?

Mr. Stone : Appertaining to any of this business, absolutely no.

Sir Charles Davidson : As regards the purchase of these pistols ? .

Mr. Stone: Absolutely, no.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do I understand you to affirm solemnly that as regards

your company, it was fair and honourable business transaction ?

Mr. Stone: Absolutely, yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : And as to the price ?

Mr. Stone: Absolutely, so.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you sold to the United States Government these

pistols at $14.50?

Mr. Stone: About that price.

Sir Charles Davidson : And yet you charged the Canadian Government $16.50.

Mr. Stone : If the Canadian Government had been in the position of the United
States Government for the past fifty years with the Colt company, if the relations of

the Canadian Grovemment were the same to the Colt company as are the relations of

the United States Government, the matter would be on an entirely different basis. The
Canadian Government and some other governments came to us under circumstances

of great emergency. We, at great inconvenience to ourselves, at a satisfactory profit,

are willing to serve you to the best of our ability. The United States Government
were dealing with us year in and year out on a mutual co-operative basis. We license

them to make for themselves a certain percentage of the goods which we make. We
7X31 139
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enter into a contract with them that we shall supply them with so many pistols, and

thereafter we license them to make a percentage of all the additional pistols they need^

and they pay us a license for that.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do the TTnited States Government pay you?

Mr. Stone : I prefer not to state that.

Sir Charles Davidson : We have the fact on record that you sell to the New York
State Government at $14.50.

Mr. Stone : I am not denying that.

Sir Charles Davidson : You sell at that price to the New York State Government?

Mr. Stone : Well, not to the New York State Government, but to the New York
State militia. When I speak of the New York State Government, I speak of that

branch of the Government which is styled the State Militia.

Sir Charles DAvmsoN: Would you explain that?

Mr. Stone: The State militia and the militia of the various states, have the

privilege of drawing from the Federal Government direct, or from the Ordnance
Department, or from the manufacturing concerns serving the Government, at the same
price as they sell to the Federal Government. The national guards of the various

states are entitled by law to purchase direct from the Federal Government through its

Ordnance Department, arms, at practically the prices paid by the Federal Government
to the manufacturer.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Who could speak from personal knowledge as regards

this transaction, as to its financial features; you are only speaking so far as your

general knowledge is concerned ?

Mr. Stone: Do you mean the payments by the Canadian Government to the

Colts company. •*

Sir Charles Da.vidson : The payments to the company, and what became of these

payments ?

Mr. Stone : These payments would go into the company.

Sir Charles Davidson: You do not know that of your personal knowledge,

because you are not the auditor.

Mr. Stone: Here are copies of the invoices covering the purchase of the 5,000

pistols; there is a statement of the amounts and the payments made.

Sir Charles Davidson : There is no difficulty about that, but I mean as regards
any payment out of these moneys specifically to anybody.

Mr. Stone : I do not believe we would be inclined to state how we distribute our
funds; I think that is a matter for our personal information.

Sir Charles Davidson: You have answered to-day, and I do not say whether
some person else, who has a definite knowledge, would answer in the same way or not,
but I would like some person who has a definite knowledge.

Mr. Stone: It depends on how far you would want to go.

Sir Charles Davidson: As far as I went with you to-day.

Mr. Stone: I have said that we presented sums that came out of our general
sales; these moneys go into our general sales returns and out of that general fund we
have paid money to persons fo;r services rendered.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is an entirely proper transaction, one would think,
at this moment.

Mr. Stone
: That was our r^ular custom in all transactions.

Sir Charles Davidson : But you know the difference between payments of that
kind to men who practically are on the salaried list of your company, and what is
known as rake-off or graft.
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Mr. Stone: I would not consider that money that was taken out of any of our

sales and paid to any man for services rendered, in a broad and general way, is savour-

ing of graft at all. The fact that the Canadian Government, to cite one Government,
comes to us and buys arms of us at the lowest price at which we are willing to sell'

them, and the fact that through sales to the Canadian Government, and through sales;

to other Governments, and through our commercial business, we pay sums of money
from our general treasury to individuals for services rendered, has nothing to do with

any question of that kind.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is a different thing; that is quite legitimate; that

would appear to be a legitimate course of business.

Mr. Stone : That is what I am trying to show.

Sir Charles Davidson: But as I understand the charge made, in the popular

sense, here is: that there was a rake-off of some kind.

Mr. Stone : Would you consider—

—

Sir Charles Davidson: I would not consider the payments you refer to as a

rake-off. I would consider that as part of the business organization.

Mr. Stone: It is a legitimate selling expense. Why should we expect any one

to work in our interest, in a broad way or in a specific way, without compensating

him?

Sir Charles Davidson: For example, if you sold these pistols to the Canadian
Government for $18.50 each, and in consideration of making that sale you gave some
person two and a half per cent, or three per cent, possibly, for having effected that

sale.

Mr. Stone : I would say that was quite a different proposition, but I would say

that if we had some fixed price for the Canadian Government and other Governments,

excepting the United States, if we have one fixed price of $18.50 for the Canadian
Government, and all other governments excepting the United States, and we use any

portion of the money we receive from sales at that price to any of the governments

to help pay any individual or individuals for services rendered to us, that it is a

legitimate and straight business transaction.

Sir Charles Davidson : I understand from you in a word that you have not paid

a sixpence except to the regular staff of your company.

Mr. Stone : I do not wish to leave the impression that we have paid any money
or given any benefit of any kind whatever to any officer, or employee, or anybody in

connection with the Militia Department of Canada in connection with the sales of
these pistols or other materials to the Canadian Government. We have not paid to-

any official of the Department of Militia, or to any one in connection with the depart-

ment, any sum of money whatever. To qualify that, I must say that I understand
that Colonel Allison is in no way in the employ of the Canadian Government.

Sir Charles Damdson : And you have not paid any money to any Canadian
other than to the extent of which you have spoken : to Colonel Allison, who is one of

the regular staff of your company ?

Mr. Stone : No, I would not put it that he is on the regular staff of our com-
pany; Colonel Allison has been serving us in a special way since the outbreak of
the war.

Sir Charles Davidson: Consider it any way you like, is he on the pay-list of

your company?

Mr. Stone : Yes, but I would not like to consider him one of our regular staff.

We presented him with a sum of money we thought he was entitled to for services

rendered, and it is very small.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is he on your staff ?

Mr. Stone : To the extent of receiving pay from us for services rendered for

unusual business. We do not consider Colonel Allison to be on our regular staff.
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Colonel Allison was in England, as I have stated, with the president of our com-
pany, and he assisted us in our business in France. We did not pay Colonel Allison

any money for his expenses in France at the time they were incurred, and the money
given to him would include his exx)enses. That, I think, is answered by our earlier

testimony where we said that the money paid Colonel Allison was to cover general

expenses. We have others, in other countries than Canada, who occupy a similar

position in connection with our company that Colonel Allison does.

Sir Charles Davidson: This evidence will be extended and a copy will be sent to

Mr. Thompson, K.C. In case that further information is found to be required from
Mr. Stone, his attendance will be requested.

Mr. Stone produced duplicate invoices from the Colts Patent Fire Arms Manu-
facturing Company, of Hartford, Conn., to the Dominion of Canada, as follows:

Colts Patent Fire: Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Invoice No. 6675.

September 11, 1914.

Sold to Canadian Government,
Department of Militia and Defence.

(Full value stated)

(Shipped by Adams Express)

1,000 45 cal. auto, pistols. Govt, model, each $18.50. . . . $18,500 00

Shipped to: J. Wesley Allison,

Waddington, N.Y.

Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Invoice No. 7476.

September 24, 1914.

Sold to Canadian Government,
Department of Militia and Defence.

(Delivered by Messenger.)

300 -45 cal. automatic pistols. Govt, model, each $18.50. . $5,550 00

Exp. of delivery, based on express.

Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Invoice No. 7739.

September 29, 1914.
Sold to Canadian Government,

Department of Militia and Defence.

Shipped by Adams Express, full value stated:

300 -45 cal. automatic pistols. Govt, model, each $18.50. . $5,550 00

To: J. Wesley Allison,

Waddington, N.Y.
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Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

2201

Invoice No. 7327.

Sept. 30, 1914.

Sold to Canadian Government,
Department of Militia and Defence.

Shipped by Adams Express—Full value stated.

100 -45 cal. automatic pistols, Govt, model ,each $18.50. . $1,850 00

To : J. Wesley Allison,

Waddington, N.Y.

Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Sold to Canadian Government,
Department of Militia and Defence. *

Shipped by Adams Express—Full value stated.

180 -45 cal. automatic pistols. Govt, model, $18.50.

To : J. Wesley Allison,

Waddington, N.Y.

Invoice No. 7953,

October 1, 1914.

$3,330 00

Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Sold to Canadian Government,

Department of Militia and Defence.

Shipped by Adams Express—^FuU value stated.

120 automatic pistols, cal. 45 ,Govt. model,

To: J. Wesley Allison,

Waddington, N.Y.

Invoice No. 8008.

October 2, 1914.

5.50 $2,220 OO

Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Sold to Canadian Government,

Department of Militia and Defence.

Shipped by N.Y., N.H., & H.K.K. care N.Y.C. & H.E.K.

1,000 45 cal. automatic pistols, Govt, model, $18.50...

To : H. W. Brown,
203 Queen Street,

Ottawa, Ont.

Invoice No. 9873.

October 31, 1914.

$18,500 00
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Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Sold to Canadian Government,
Department of Militia and Defence.

Shipped by N.Y.,N.H. & H.R.R. care N.Y.C.&H.R.R.

1,000 45 cal. automatic pistols, Govt, model, $18.50.

To: H. W. Brown,
203 Queen Street,

Ottawa, Ont.

Invoice No. 264.

November 7, 1914.

$18,500 00

Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co.,

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Sold to Canadian Government,
Department of Militia and Defence.

Shipped by N.Y.,N.H. & H.E.R. care N.Y.C. & H.R.R

1,000 Colt auto, pistols ,cal. -45, Govt, model, $18.50

250 disconnectors
,

500 extractors

600 firing pins . .

600 firing pins springs. . .

260 firing pin stops

500 hammer pins .

500 hammer struts. . ,. .

.

500 hammer strut pins. . .

500 housing pins

260 housing pin retainers.

600 links
,

500 link pins

250 main springs

250 main spring caps. . . , ,

250 main spring cap pins.

.

250 plugs

500 plunger springs

500 recoil springs. . .... .

260 recoil spring guides. . .

500 safety lock plungers. . .

500 sears

250 sears pins

500 sear springs

250 slide stops

500 slide stop plungers. . .

250 stocks, left

250 stocks, right

600 stock screws

Spare Parts.

Shipped to H, W. Brown,
203 Queen Street,

Ottawa, Ontario.
TAutomatic Pistola—Stone.]

Invoice Xo. 671.

November 14, 1914.

0.... $18,500 00

•18 45 00
•20 100 00
•12 60 00
•04 20 00
•16 37 50
•03 15 00
•08 40 00
•03 16 00
03 15 00
•03 7 50
• 06 30 00
•03 16 00
•05 12 50
•04 10 00
•03 7 50
•06 15 00
•03 15 00
•05 25 00
•16 37 50
•03 15 00
•15 76 00
•03 7 50
• 12 60 00
•40 100 00
•03 15 00
•36 87 60
•36 87 50
•03 15 00

$19,485 00
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Colts Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

Feb. 12, 1916.

Statement.

The Dominion of Canada.

To invoice rendered

:

(No. 6675 Sept. 11, l&U $18^500

(No. 7476) " 24, 1914 5,550

(No. 7739) " 29,1914 5,550

(No. 7827) " 30, 1914 1,850

(No. 7953) Oct. 1, 1914 . . 3,330

(No. 8008) " 2, 1914 2,220

(No. 9873) " 31, 1914 lSi,500

(No. 264) Nov. 7, 1914. 18,500

(No. 671) " 13, 1914 19,485

$93,485

Credits.

By cash—Oct 5, 1914 $18,463

Oct. 31, 1914 5,550

Nov. 30, 1914 37,000

Dec. 31, 1914 32,435

Aug. 19, 1915 47

. $93,485

We hereby certify that the foregoing statement is a true record of the accounting

covering the transactions enumerated thereon.

Colts Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.

(Sgd.) A. L. ULRICH.

Ottawa, Canada, Friday, February 18, 1915.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

'Oommissioner.

John Thompson, KC,

As Counsel to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,

Clerh of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commission.

Mr. Thompson, K.C. : When the Commission was sitting at Victoria, investigat-

ing the purchase of submarines, I asked the Manager of the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce of that city to procure for me copies of the drafts which were issued and handed
to J. V. Paterson in payment for the submarines. You will recollect, sir, that there

were three drafts, one for $500„000, one for $399,437.50, and one for approximately

$250,000. The draft for $250,000 was retained by Paterson and the other two were

sent to the Electric Boat Company. In pursuance of that request the manager of the

Canadian Bank of Commerce, on the 8th of October last—you will recollect, sir, we
were sitting in Victoria in October—wrote me the following letter:

» [Ottawa—Submarines.]
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The Canadian Bank of Commerce,
Victoria, B.C., October 8, 1915.

John Thompson, Esq., K.C.,

Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Sir,—I am forwarding copies of our drafts on New York Nos. 15882,

$500,000, and 15883, $399,437.50, to our Ottawa Branch, to be delivered to you,

as you asked me to do when you visited Victoria in connection with the Sub-

marine Enquiry.

I shall be glad to know that they have reached you in due course.

Yours truly,

Sgd. F. L, Crawford,
Manager.

On the 14th of October, 1915, the Manager of the CanadianJBank of Commerce at

Ottawa wrote me this letter:

The Canadun Bank of^ Commerce,
Ottaava, Ont., October 14, 1915.

John Thompson, Esq., K.C.,

22 Metcalfe Street,

Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—We have received from our Victoria Manager copies of two drafts

issued by our Victoria Branch in August 1914 for $500,000 and $399,437.50

respectively. These are at your disposal and we shall be glad if you will call

upon us for them if they are required by you.

Yours truly,

Sgd. D. W. Falkner,
pro Manager.

I now put in these two drafts and these letters as on the record.

Sir Charles Davidson: And the third draft? '

Mr. Thompson : The third draft is the draft that was handed to Paterson.

Sir Chart.es Davidson : These are the New York drafts ?

Mr. Thompson : Yes. These were the two drafts issued upon the Bank of Com-
merce. The auditor general reminds me, &ir, that the draft for $250,000, speaking in

round numbers, which was retained by Paterson, was issued by the Canadian Bank of

Commerce in Victoria on the Bank of Commerce in Seattle, and was returned to the

Bank of Commerce in Victoria, and the auditor general saw it there in i)09session of

Mr. Crawford, the ipanager of the bank. He reminds me also that there is no question

about Paterson having received that draft. It is endorsed by him and deposited in his

account. The drafts about which there might have been a doubt were these two drafts

issued by the Canadian Bank of Commerce to Paterson and sent to New York. There
was some question raised as to why there should be two drafts; at any rate, the two
drafts are now produced. ^

In perusing the evidence given at Victoria with reference to the submarines, I

notice, sir, that when we were examining Captain Logan he made reference to a man
named Kay. I asked him what the first name of Kay was and where he could be found.

Sir Charles Davidson: The reference to that is in Volume V of the evidence,

page 85.

Mr. Thompson: Logan said that Kay telephoned him about the submarines gen-

erally, and the possibility of procuring the vessels. I asked Logan what Kay it was,
and where he could be found, and what his address was, and he said he did not know,

[Ottawa, Submarines.] '
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but he tliouglit there was some one in court who might know. He said he would ascer-

tain later. I asked him specifically during the sittings if he found Kay, and he told

me that he had not been able to do so. I may say that I wrote to Captain Logan to

know whether he had found this person, and I have his reply. I thought I would
mention this to show that the matter did not escape our attention. When the sittings

were in progress at Victoria, I specifically asked Logan whereabouts was this man Kay.
I also asked Paterson, the president of the Seattle Dry Dock and Construction

Company, the date of his arrival in Victoria, and he was unable to fix it at the time.

I asked him to verify the exact date.

Sir Charles Davidson : The reference to that in the evidence is Volume V,
page 75.

Mr. Thompson: Paterson has been away in New York and elsewhere almost

since the days of our sittings in Victoria. He told me in Victoria, at the sittings,

that he would verify the date by his records as soon as he got to Seattle.

Mr. Thompson : When at Victoria, in the investigation of the purchase of horses

by Colonel McRae, and in reference to that purchase, there was one firm of horse-

dealers who figured rather prominently. I refer to Dixon Brothers and Schultz, who
sold quite a large number of horses. I am asking the Auditor General to produce the

cheques covering the purchase of a batch of 11 horses, and also a batch of 2i7 horses

bought from Dixon Brothers and Schultz.

Sir Charles Davidson: The auditor general will produce them?

Mr. Thompson: Yes.

Mr. Phaser (Auditor General) : I now produce cheque in favour of R. Dixon
for 27 horses, for amount $4,185, cheque No, 13389i

I also produce:

Cheque No. 13154, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $125.

Cheque No. 13155, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $135.

Cheque No. 13156, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $125.

Cheque No. 13157, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $135.

Cheque No. 13158, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $105.

Cheque No. 13159, in favour of Louis Schulfz, for one horse, $135.

Cheque No. 13160, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $140.

Cheque No. 13161, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $135. ,

Cheque No. 13162, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $80.

Cheque No. 13163, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $140.

Cheque No. 13164, in favour of Louis Schultz, for one horse, $160.

These cheques were signed by F. N. Cunningham and by Dr. Henderson, the

veterinary inspector.

The cheques were handed back to the auditor general.

Mr. Thompson: In connection wifh the purchase of horses by Colonel McEae,

I put in a copy of a report made by him to the Minister of Militia^, dated 12th May,

1915, my intention being to put' the original in as an exhibit. I have asked Captain

Daly to produce it. He informs me it is on the file somewhere, but he is unable to

put his hands on it;

Sir Charles Davidson: What about the cheque-books of Colonel McRae?

Mr. Thompson : They are being produced by Colonel Clarke, and also the report

made by Elder at Brandon, whom we examined at Winnipeg.

Elder prepared a statement of the horses purchased and the horses shipped by

McRae, because some question had arisen as to there being a shortage. You will

recollect, sir, that he referred to a statement made by a man named Settell, of Toronto,

and that in consequence of that statement Elder prepared this list and rechecked the

[Ottawa, Brandon Horses.]
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horses, and he said in his evidence he sent it to Colonel Clarke at Ottawa. I spoke

to Colonel Clarke, and he said that as far as his recollection goes he never received

it, but that it must be in the department. He is also looking up Colonel McRae's
cheque-books.

Sir Charles D-^vidsox: He will appear later?

Mr. Tno^ipsox: Yes, he informed me that the cheque-books from the roniount

officers had not been filed away under any particular number, but these cheque-bor'ks

will be available and will be produced.

(Reference to this evidence, Volume V, page 215.)

Sir Charles Davidson: You may say, Mr. Thompson, that you have been absent

from Ottawa in the discharge of your military duties at Toronto.

Mr. Thompsox : That covers all at the present in reference to the western horses.

There is something further as to Reynolds, the adjutant at the remount depot at

Regina. One of the witnesses at Regina stated that this officer had been discharged.

He wrote a letter stating that he was in the employ of the Remount Department until

the office at Brandon was closed. Colonel Clarke will si)eak as to how his services

terminated.

Mr. Thompson: One of the Government purchasers stated that after he liad lur-

chased four or five horses from a man named McLeay at High River, and issued the

cheques, McLeay offered him $25. I wrote to McLeay and told him of this statement

and asked him for an explanation, but he has not replied.

Mr. Thompson: I sent a subpoena to my agent at Kingston, asking him to serve

Dodge Brothers in relation to the purchase of pistols, but he informs me that there

is no such firm there. I telephoned to my agent this morning and I informed him
that the name was Dalton Brothers, and Dalton Brothers have been served.

Mr. Thompson: You asked me, sir, to ascertain whether Major Potter, of the

Army Medical Corps, was overseas or in Ottawa. Captain Daly informs me that he
is in Ottawa and will appear here this afternoon. His evidence will be taken with

reference to the Brownlee case.-

Hugh Wilson, horse-dealer, Oakville, Ont., sworn:

Mr. Thompson : This evidence is in connection with the purchase of horses in

Peel county. The information was that Cox had presented fifty horses to the Govern-
ment, that these horses had been accepted, had been trimmed up, liad their tails

trimmed up and otherwise put in shape, had been used for some time, that they were
then rejected, and that subsequently a number of these horses were sold to the Gov-
ernment. It was not stated how many, but ten or fifteen it was stated were sold by
Mr. Hugh Wilson, foreman to Mr. Cox, to the Government purchasers at Brampton.
I will be unable to conclude this testimony to-day because Mr. Cox is in California
and is not exi>ected to be back for a couple of months. I have testimony, which I will

read you, sir, for what it is worth, in the nature of a letter published in the Toronto
press by Mr. Cox, explaining this transaction. It can be verified later on oath by Mr.
Cox.

The facts appear to be these: Mr. Herbert Cox is honourary colonel of the ^fissis-

saxiga, Horse, of Toronto, a moxmted regiment. When war was declared the officers

of the Mississauga Horse desired to train both men and officers for overseas service

and there were no horses available. Mr. Cox, without any remuneration, at his own
expense, provided fifty horses and loaned them to the Mississauga Horse. Mr.
Aemilius Jarvis, who I think is honourary colonel of the Governor General's body-
guard, at his own expense, and without any remuneration, purchapcd another fiftv

horses and loaned them to the Mississauga Horse, making one hundred horses in all.

The officers of that regiment then formed a camp at Long Branch near Toronto, which
[Ottawa, Brampton Horses—Wilson.]
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was conducted, as I understand, without any remuneration to the officers, and it cost

o>nly a few cents per day per man. I think they paid each man about 25 cents per

day ; it was practically therefore without cost in that respect.

After the camp—or school of instruction, which would be the proper term to

apply to it—was broken up, Mr. Cox took back his horses. Mr. Jarvis also took back
his. I will read the statement published by Mr. Aemilius Jarvis, showing what
became of his horses; no question was raised about his horses. The letter is not here

at the present moment but it will be here to-morrow. The city of Toronto purchased

the horses of Mr. Aemilius Jarvis and Mr. Cox took his horses back after the camp
was broken up, and Mr. Wilson, his manager, disposed of most of them. I will

examine Mr. Wilson on that.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. You heard my statement, Mr. Wilson, with reference to Mr. C'ox's horses ?—A.
Yes.

Q. That statement is correct I—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson; You might establish the witness' relation to Cox; have
we got that in evidence.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.G.

:

Q. Are you in Mr. Cox's employment?—A. Yes, I am his manager.

Q. Manager of what?!—A. I am business manager of the farm.

Q. What farm?—'A. We farm in Oakville.

Q. About how many horses have you got?—'A. We have got 103 horses on the farm.

Q. Is that the usual number you keep?—A. We sometimes have 125, as many as

we can stable; we buy and sell.

Q. Will you tell me what instructions you received from Mr. Cox with reference

to the horses in question ?—^A. I was sent out by Mr. Cox.

Q. When?—A. I do not know the day.

Q. Would it be about October, 1914?—A. I think it was in October, 1914. I was
sent out to buy 100 horses and had them "sent to the Ennis Clare farm, at Oakville,

that is Mr. Cox's farm. We trimmed the horses and shod them and delivered them —
no, we did not deliver them—they sent for them.

Q. Who sent for them?—A. Colonel Gordon, I think he was the Colonel then.

He sent his men for the horses.

Q. He was Colonel of the Mississauga Horse?—A. Yes.

Q. He sent for the horses and took them to Long Branch?—A. Yes.

Q. Is that where the camp or school of instruction was established?—A. Yes.

Q. How long had they had the horses there?—^A. I do not know how long they

had the horses there. I had nothing else to do with the horses until the horses came
back to the farm. Forty-nine horses were sent back, and then I sold tne horses.

Q. When were they sent back?—A. When the camp broke up.

Q. Would that be in September?—A. Oh yes, it was long after that. It must
have been in October or November before they broke up, because the show was on the

ground when we had the horses on the farm.

Q. What instructions did you receive from Mr. Cox_with reference to these horses?

—A. Nothing but to sell them.

Q. Did you sell any at Brampton ?-—A. Yes.

Q. How many?—A. Twelve.

Q. To whom did you sell them?—A. To Mr. E. J. Jones.

Q. Can you tell me what qualification you have to enable you to speak as to the

quality of horses, their soundness, and so on?—A. I bought the horses myself without

a vet.

Q. What is your experience in horses?—A. I have been buying and selling horses

for 15 or 18 years, I have been showing -horses since 1888, the first year I showed in

the gardens in New York.

[Ottawa, Brampton Horses—Wilson.]
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Q. How long have you been with 3Jr. Cox?—A. Six years.

Q. What class of horses did you sell to E. J. Jones at Brampton?—^A. I bought

them for cavalry horses, of course. They were a nice type, as good a type as I could

tind in the country for the price I coul^ afford to give, which was anywhere in the

neighborhood of $300 or $350 per horse.

Q. What would be the average?—A. Mr. Cox, I believe, averaged the horses at

$180.

Q. Did you purchase them?—A. I purchased them.

Q. Did you issue cheques for them or did/ he?—^A. I issued my own cheques.

Q. What would these horses average in price?—A. That is the average he gave

me, to the city of Toronto, I think. '

Q. What did you pay for these horses ?—A. They averaged $195 each.

Q. What did you sell these horses for to Jones, on the average?—A. I sold these

twelve horses to Edward Jones at $150 a piece, and I sold 19 horses to Jacobs of

Montreal at $150 a piece. I sold six horses to Joe Brownridge of Brampton at $100

a piece.

Q. Did you say that the average price to Mr. Cox was $195?—A. Yes.

Q. What do you say as to these horses that you sold to E. J. Jones of Brampton;
were they sound or unsound?—A. They were all sound; when they left my place they

were in fair good shape ; they rode them over to Brampton twenty miles from Oakville.

Q. And unless something happened to them on the way, they would be sound when
they got to Brampton?—A. They were sound when they got there unless something
happened.

Q. How was it you sold them for less than you paid for them?—A. We hadn't

any room for the horses; we had 104 horses on the farm then and every stall was
filled. I had to arrange stabling outside and furnish the feed, which was an awful

inconvenience to us, taking our own men over to different stables, some of them half

a mile away, one was a mile and a quarter away. We had a hard job to get water, the

boys did not have any pumps at these different farms, and they had to undergo great

inconvenience and it was our object to sell them as quick as we could for what we
could get for them, they were only a nuisance to us.

Q. These horses were in addition to the usual number which you keep on the

farm?—A. Yes, we do not keep anything on the farm except hunters and jumpers.

Q. And this was a different class of horses altogether?—A. Yes.

Q. What do you say as to the quality of the other horses which you sold?—A.
That is the rest of the fifty. ?

Q. Yes?—A. Some of them were in very bad shape when w^e got them back.

Q. When you got them back from where?—A. From the cavalry school.

Q. Were they sound when you purchased them?—A. Yes, every horse.

Q. Were they unsound when you got them back from the cavalry school?—A.
Some of them were, some of them were cut up very badly with rope galls, two of them
had to be shipped out on the train from Toronto, one with his foot cut through, he
cut some of the cords at the back of his heel; two of the horses were destroyed, they
were in such bad shape.

Q. Apart from the rope galls, in what respect were any of the horses unsound ?

—

A. There were none of them unsound outside of that.

Q. You sold some in Montreal ?—A. Yes, nineteen.

Q. That left a few more on your hands, what did you do with them?—^A, They
were all sold. We kept two. We have two of them now on the farm. The others
were all sold to different people; I do not know their names now.

Q. Do you know whether any of these which you disposed of in Montreal were
sold to the Government?—A. I cannot say.

Q. Did you receive any commission from E. J. Jones in connection with the sale
of these horses?—A. Xo, sir.

Q. Or from any of the Government purchasers ?~A. From nobody.
Q. Or from any agent?—A. From nobody. I never was approached.

[Ottawa, Brampton Horses—Wilson.]
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Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Did you pay any commission?

The Witness : No.

Sir Charles DA\aDSON: Either to Jones or to the Montreal people?

The Witness : No, not to anyone.

Bp Mr. Thompson^ K.G.:

Q. Do you know anything more about these horses that you can tell us?—A.
Captain Thompson, I really do not know any more than that I bought and sold the

horses.

Q. You cannot tell whether as a matter of fact these horses were presented to the

Government or whether they were only loaned?—A. No.

Q. Did you hear that these horses were rejected?—A. Yes.

Q. When did you hear that?—A. I heard it from this man that came from Mon-
treal, this man from Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Jaeger brought him down.

Q. Where does Mr, Jaeger live?—A. In Simcoe.

Q. What did Jaeger say?—A. This other man said he heard they were rejected

horses, the other man did not say anything.

Q. Was that after you sold them?—A. No, before, and then he bought nineteen

of them.

Q, What did you tell him?—^A. I told him they had not been rejected horses

because I did not see how they could have been.

Sir Charles Damdson: And as far as you know they were not rejected?

The Witness: As far as I know they were not rejected horses.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did Mr. Cox make any statement to you -as to his imme-
diate purpose in buying these fifty horses?

The Witness : He said he wanted them for cavalry purposes.

Sir Charles Davidson : I want to go further than that—did he tell you why he

was buying them in addition to saying that they were for the cavalry school?

The Witness : No, he just asked me to buy 100 horses for him for the jMississauga

Horse.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you hear anything about their being a gift to the

school ?

The Witness : At that time when they were purchased ?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes.

The Witness: No.

Sir Charles Davidson: At any time?

The Witness : I heard they were offered as a gift afterwards, but I did not hear it

from Mr. Cox.

Sir Charles Davidson: From when did you hear that?

The Witness: I heard it from several different people but I cannot just tell you

who they are, it was all talked about.

Sir Charles Davidson : So far as you are aware was that so or not ?

The Witness: That it was a gift?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes ?

The Witness : I do not know anything about it.

Sir Charles Davidson : So far as your instructions were, was it a gift or were you

instructed to sell them to the Mississauga Horse?

The Witness: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : As far as you are aware, how many of these horses were

bought by the Government?

The Witness : I do- not know that any of them were bought by the Government.

[Ottawa, Brampton Horses—^Wilson.]
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Sir Charles Davidson': These horses you sold to Jones, were they for the Govern-

ment ?

The Witness : I do not know that the Government bought the horses. I sold to

Jones, he is a dealer the same as I am.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you offer any of these horses'to the Government for

sale?

The Witness: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Why didn't you sell more than twelve horses to Jones ?

The Witness : He just picked out his twelve horses.

Sir Charles Damdson : Where ?

The Witness : At our place, he came and saw the horses and out of the horses he

picked twelve.

Sir Charles Davidson: Out of the fifty horses he chose twelve?

The Witness : No, there were not fifty horses there then. I had sold some pre-

viously. The man from Montreal had bought his nineteen first and then Jones

bought twelve, and there were six sold to Brownridge.

Sii Charles Davidson : Did you say you were offering them to the city of

Toronto at an average of $180?

The Witness: Mr. Cox said to put an average of $180 on them to the city.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was the city of Toronto going to buy them?

The Witness: Yes, I believe so, I cannot say that; I had no dealings with' the

city of Toronto at all.

The witness retired.

Mr. Thompson : I will read these letters to which I have referred as soon as the

mail arrives. •

Later in the day:

Mr. Thompson: I might now read a statement from Mr. Cox which will be

verified by affidavit afterwards. Here is a letter written by him to the Toronto press.

Sir Charles Davidson: I understand Mr. Cox is in California for the benefit of

his health.

Mr. Thompson : He is in California, sir. I have so been informed by my witness,

who tried to serve him with a subpoena to be present here. I also have that information

from Mr. Cox's foreman. This statement will afterwards be put in a form of

declaration by Mr. Cox when he returns. In the meantime, in order to have it on
record, I will read it. This statement was published in the Toronto Daily Star of

Wednesday, January 26, 1916, and is as follows :

—

Mr. H. C. Cox, President of the Canada Life Assurance Company, to-day

issued the following statement

:

If there is any insinuation that the horses were unfit, or that there was
anything irregular about the transaction in regard to these horses, in all

fairness to the Government and myself it ought to be cleared up, though
ordinarily I do not care to add anything in debates of this kind, where jyolitics

are to some extent involved. I am an honourary colonel of the 9th Mississauga

Horse, of which H. D. Lockhart Gordon, now at the front, is the colonel.

He was very anxious to have the regiment go to the front as a mounted unit,

and so I bought fifty horses for the boys to take out to camp at Long Branch

. for training purposes, and the city bought them fifty more. The body guard
also were furnished with fifty horses by the city and fifty by Mr. Aemilius
Jarvis, the honourary colonel of that regiment. These horses were brought in
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with the regiment when they went into winter quarters at exhibition camp,
but when these troops finally were ready to leave for the front the Government
decided not to send them as mounted troops, but as dismounted cavalry, or
infantry, until such time as conditions at the front warranted the use of

horsemen as such. Consequently I was left with fifty horses on my handS'

—

horses which had cost on the average of $200 each. I sold some of them at

Grand's stable, and some—I do not know how many, it may have been twelve,

as stated—were sold to the Government Commission's purchasing agent for

remounts, or for whatever purpose they were required. I dropped several

thousand dollars over the matter from first to last, but I only mention it now
to clear up any misapprehension that may be raised by the discussion in the

House of Commons yesterday.

Mr. Thompson: There is a statement in the Evening Telegram of Thursday,
January 2'7, by Mr. Aemilius Jarvis, and if it were thought necessary it could later

be putt in the form of an affidavit. Shall I read it?

Sir Charles Davidson: Is it a signed statement or is it an interview??

Mr. Thompson: It is not signed.

Sir Charles Davidson: Well, pehaps it is better not to read it; if necessary, it

can be put in the form of an affidavit.

Thomas Birkett, already sworn, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Mr. Thompson : I am calling Mr. Birkett with reference to the purchase of auto-

matic pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson : I wrote Mr. Birkett a letter on February 14, stating that

during his examination on Wednesday, January 5, he undertook to verify the selling

price of pistols and revolvers, to which he made reference in his evidence, and he

appears here to-day in answer to my request.

By Mr Thompson^ K.C:

Q. You stated in your previous evidence, Mr. Birkett, that you sold the automatic
pistol at from $21.50 to $24, and you could not be definite as to the exact price, and
that the revolver was sold at $18., what have you to say as to that?—A. I have nothing

to corroborate my statement; I said at the time I was not positive as to the price.

Q. Have you verified that?—A. I cannot verify that because I have nothing to

verify it with. A new list of prices came in and the old ones were destroyed, and I

think if you will remember, Mr. Thompson, I showed you on the last occasion I was
here our new list of prices, which I said was the only one I had in our office.

Q. At Volume VI of the evidence, page 503, you stated

:

Q. What do you sell the automatic pistols at wholesale?—A. I am not quite

clear on that, Mr. Thompson, but I think the price is $21.50 or $24, it is

between the two. I can get you the exact information as to that, I did not

know you wanted me to testify as to that this morning.

' A. That is quite right, sir, I made that statement.

Q. Have you the information?—'A. If you remember, Sir Charles, you asked me
to telephone and see if I could get that information, and I tried to, and ihere was no
list in the office. When the new list came in, the old one had been destroyed. I have

a record of a sale which we made, if that will be of any service.

Q. What is that ?—A. It is with reference to the New Service Eley revolver.

Q. What is the date of the sale?—A. I have not the date but it was in September

of 1914.
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Q. How many were sold?—lA. 100.

'Q. At what price?—A. $18.75.

Q. Was that to a dealer or to someone not in the trade?—A. That was to the

Mounted Police. That is based on the American price, plus thirty per cent duty, plus

freight.

Q. And plus your profit also?—A. Precisely, our profit on the transaction was in

the neighbourhood of eleven per cent, which is anywhere from three per cent to five

per cent below overhead exi)enses of doing business.

Q. And the discount you received from the Colt's company was ten and two,

making the price to you $12.34 f.o.b. Hartford?—A. That is right, in a sense, but in

figuring the cost we do not figure the cash discount of ten per cent, we figure the cost

at $12.60.

Q. Have you any correspondance with the Colts company showing that they will

allow you that discount of ten and two ?—A. I simply have the invoice.

Q. Does that apply to the automatic pistol where you have twelve and a half, five,

and two, discount? Had you any arrangement with them as to the discount you

would be allowed ?—A. They have a regular price for the jobbing trade.

Q. Do they send you a price list showing the discount?—A. They send a separate

letter.

Q. Have you got that letter?—A. No, sir.

Q. You are wholesalers?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And that is the general character of your business?—A, Precisely, we are

supposed to be wholesale only. Colt revolvers are not a general stock with us; we
usually get them to order.

Q. What did you sell the automatic pistols at to retailers ?—A. That would be on

the same list and I cannot tell what the price was, all I have is the present list.

Sir Charles Davidson : What do you mean by the present list, what do you sell

these pistols at?

The Witness : I cannot tell you that, sir. >.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. You cannot say what you sold the automatic pistols at ?—A. I cannot.

Q. You stated that it was between $21.50 and $24 ?—A. Yes, I gave that as a lee-

way of price, it was somewhere in that vicinity but I cannot corroborate it from any
document.

Q. Have you looked it up?—A. I cannot find the list. I do not know who these

pistols went to, there were a couple of these pistols and it was a small transaction.

Sir Charles DAvrosoM: Unless it was a cash transaction you ought to be able to

tell?

The Witness: I imagine it was a cash transaction, I cannot trace the sale.

Possibly although we sell wholesale these might be sold to a friend at the wholesale

price; and a person like that usually pays cash.

The witness retired.

Archie Macfarlane, hardware merchant, Iklontreal, President of A. Macfarlane
and Company, Limited, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. You are, I understand, the general agent in Canada of Colts Patent Fire Arms
Manufacturing Company?—A. I am.

Q. Are you, in any sense, a distributing agent?—A. No, I simply act as their

selling agent.
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Q. Would you sell, for example, to hardware men like Birkett & Company of

Ottawa?—A. I would sell to every firm in Canada except to the Department of Militia

and Defence.

Q. If Birkett & Company, of Ottawa, for example, wanted to buy some Colt

pistols and revolvers, would the firm write to you?—A. They could write to the home
office in Plartford or to my office in Montreal; we get probably four-fifths of the orders

in Canada, and probably one-fifth would be sent direct to the Hartford office.

Q. You would, I presume, receive your commission on all sales made in Canada?
—A. On sales made in Canada whether the order would go to my office in Montreal

or to the home office direct.

Q. Even if the order were sent direct to the company in Hartford you would still

be entitled ?—A. To my salary,

Q. Yes, to your salary?—A. Yes, whatever it is.

Q. You know what it is, what is it?—A. That is a question between the Colts

Patent Fire Arms Company and myself; it does not in any way aifect the basis of the

cost at all.

Q. Does the Macfarlane Company receive a commission on th^ purchase made by

the Canadian Government of 5,000 pistols from the Colts company?—A. No. sir.

Q. Neither directly nor indirectly?—^A. Neither directly nor indirectly.

Q. If a firm wishes to become an agent of the Colts company in Canada, or a

sub-agent or whatever it is called, you make the arrangement with that firm or does

the Colt company make the arrangement?—A. We have no agent of the company in

Canada, other than my office.

Q. What would the Birkett firm, for example, be ?—A. An ordinary merchant who
purchases goods.

Q. Do you place any restrictions on these merchants?—A. I do, sir.

Q. In what way?—A. In regard to the price at which they re-sell the goods.

Q. Is that restriction in writing?—A. Yes, sir.

Q- Have you got any written restrictions, for example, with regard to the Birkett

company?—^A. In so far as all the wholesale trade and the retail trade were concerned,

they were all notified by my office.

Q. When?—A. I will tell you in a minute when I look at the correspondence.

Q. Did you notify the Birkett Company of this restriction?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. When?—A. Just one second—I find that under date of September 10, 1914,

I advised all the merchants in Canada that we had sold or proposed to sell these goods

to, what prices were in effect at that date and the prices at which they must retail or

re-sell them to any person. The only thing in this statement that I think would be

of interest to be read is this

:

You are not to offer or sell the arms at wholesale at prices lower than those

given on the above-mentioned sheet of May 1st, 1914, plus the amount to cover

the duty.

That is a specimen letter which I sent out to all the trade in Canada, and which I

will leave with you.

Q. What was the price of revolvers -455 new service Eley?—'A. What do you

mean—the price the wholesale merchant paid or the price they shall re-sell at?

Q. Give us both prices ?—A. The price we sell at is
, $14, less ten, and five, and

two off cash, which brings it down to ^11.75. Figuring the rate of duty at thirty per

cent, the duty would be $3.51, which would give a laid-down cost of $15.24, to which

you will have to add the freight charges or whatever charges there are to bring the

arms in to the place at which they are to be sold.

Q. That is laid down in the merchant's warehouse in Canada?—A. To that you

have to add ten or fifteen cents per arm to cover the express or freight charges.

• Q. What would be the express charges to Ottawa or Montreal?—A. It would be

fifteen cents or may be twenty-five cents on each arm, depending altogether on how
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thecT were brought ii^ whether by mail, or by express, or by freight; I cannot say the

exact amount of that.

Q. Making a total of how.much?—A. About $15.50 roughly, laid down in Ottawa,

Montreal or Toronto. Now, our restricted re-sale price on this basis of 30 per cent

duty would be, 30 per cent duty added to $14, which is the printed list price, making

$4.20, which would give him a re-sale price of $18.20 plus whatever freight charges he

had to pay and which, as I said, might amount to 15 cents or 25 cents per arm.

The minimum re-sale price, therefore, would be $18.20. That was on the basis of

duty, previous to the advance in the duty for war purposes, and after that duty of

seven and a half per cent was imposed, I sent out on the first of March, 1915, a new
list in which we outlined our re-sale prices which were based on the 7J per cent extra

war duty, added to the original 30 per cent, and in view of this extra duty the sale

price then was a minimum of $19.60.

Q. Would you supply to a merchant who might require them any number of

these arms?—A. Not necessarily, no.

Q. I mean, if he were willing to pay and he was able to pay?—A. Not necessarily,

no.

Q. Why?—A. We at all times reserve the right to accept or decline orders.

Q. What is your price for automatic pistols?—A. Automatic pistols, .45 calibre,

Colts, such as we sold to the Department of Militia and Defence, are listed at $18.50

f.o.b. Hartford, less twelve and a half, and five, and two off cash, which gives a net

figure of $15.08, based on the duty of 30 per cent, and the cost of laying them down
would therefore be $19.58. The dealer is bound to sell them for not less than $24.05.

Taking into consideration the war tax of seven and a half per cent, the price of

the automatic pistols as notified to merchants by circular of the 1st of March, 1915,

the lowest price at which they can re-sell these pistols at would be $25.90.

Q. Have you restricted any merchaijts as to the number they have purchased?

—A. No, sir, we have not.

Q. Have you refused any orders from any merchants ?—A. Well, to my knowledge,

Mr. Thompson, no, we have never refused any orders.

Q. If a large order for pistols were placed with the Colts company would they

notify you?—A. Yes, sir, I happen to have before me now a case in point. I was

advised by the Colts company some few days ago that they had an inquiry for 25

automatic pistols, -45 calibre, and they asked me to advise them whether it would be
perfectly right for them to fill the order.

Q. Were you notified by the Colts company of any inquiry for a large number
of pistols, such as 200, 500, or 1,000 pistols?—A. Who would that be?

Q. That is what I am asking you, I want to know whether your principals notified

you of any such inquiry for pistols?—A. I have been acting for them since the fall of

1914, and there have been quite a number of transactions since then—if you can tell

me who the inquiry was from I can tell you yes or no. But to my knowledge, offhand,

we have had no inquiry for a thousand pistols from any merchant in Canada. If
the company should get an inquiry of that kind they would be almost certain to

ask me about it.

Q. Do you say that they would ask you first as to whether they should supply
that order?—A. Yes.

Q. Why should they ask you as to whether they should supply the order or not,

would that be because they would have some doubt as to the financial standing of the
purchaser?—A. Not necessarily, it would be more in regard to having an assurance
that the price would be maintained.

Q. Are you sure that the company always notifies you when they receive an
inquiry of that nature?—A. No, I am not sure that they do, but I think they would
be very apt to do so. We have been working in very close harmony together, and I.

think they would notify me.
Q. Suppose the merchant is just setting up in business and he wants to stgck up

with automatic pistols and revolvers, and he wants, say, fifty of each, would the
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company notify you at once?—A. Yes, sir, I think they iwould.

Q. You are sure about that?—A. Yea, I think I may say I am quite sure.'

Q. You think there is no doubt about that?—A. I also get invoices for all goods

that are shipped into this country.

Q. That is another point, suppose the purchase was never completed, and suppose
this man said he wanted 200 pistols arid 200 revolvers, would the company notify you

at once?—A. Yes, I am certain they would; it is reasonable to suppose they would.

Q. And then, would you make an arrangement restricting the merchant from

selling below your minimum price?—A. I would yes, surely, yes.

Q. Or would the Colts company do that?—A. I would do that, that is part of my
work.

Q. In all cases ?—A. As far as I know^ yes.

Q. Have you made any such arrangement with any people who have written tb"

the Colts company direct instead of to you, asking about orders?—A. I can read you
a letter that was written a few days ago in regard to an order which was sent direct

to the Colts company. This is a letter to one of the wholesale hoiises in Canada.

We are advised by our principals, the Colts Patent Fire Arms Company,
of Hartford, that you have ordered 20 only automatic pistols, -45 calibre. This
is rather an unusual quantity for a wholesale merchant to order of this par-

ticular military arm, and it must be distinctly understood in executing this

order that you will maintain the correct re-sale price of not less than $25.90.

Q. When were you appointed agent of the company?—A. On September 10, 1914.

Q. And according to you, you ought to be notified at once by the company of any
inquiry for a large number of pistols ?—A. Of any unusual inquiry.

Q. Were you so notified by the company, in July, 1915, as to ari inquiry for a
large number of these weapons?

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you say 1915?

Mr. Thompson : In 1915, yes, that was after he was appointed agent for tlie com-
pany.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Were you so notified by the company in July, 1915, of an inquiry for a large

number of these pistols?—^A. T cannot tell you without having my Colts file with me;
if you will tell me what the arm was and give me some particulars, I think perhaps
I could tell you.

Q. It is not necessary to tell you who made the inquiry ; I want to find out whether

the practice had been followed in that case, which you say is followed by the company.
Will you ascertain whether in July, 1915, the Colt Company notified you that they

had an inquiry for what I M'ould call a large number of automatic pistols ?—A. About
how many, Mr. Thompson?

Q. Well more than 250 and less than 1,000—250 would be a large order, I suppose,.

to come from a dealer?—A. Yes, sir, it would be a very large order indeed.

Q. This order w^as over 250 and less than 1,000. Let me know whether the com-
pany notified you that they had such an inquiry, and let me know also whether you

notified the intending purchaser of the price at which he would have to re-soll these

arms, would it take long for you to ascertain that?—.A. I would have to call up
Montreal by long distance phone and no doubt it would probably take some time,

because with the information I have on hand they might have to go through- a number
of files.

Q. Perhaps I might narrow down the files you would have to run through in your

office, by stating that this notice would probably have reached you around the 19th of

July, possibly two or three days before and possibly two or three, days after ?—A. You
wish me to find out whether we had been notified by the C<^>lts company that they had
received an inquiry for the price on a quantity of automatic pistols, between 250 and
1,000 and what action we took with reference to the matter ?
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Q. Yes, and whether the company notified you in the manner in which you say

you ought to be notified ?—A. My statement is that I believe they would notify me, and
that is the usual practice. I cannot say that they would notify me as to every inquiry,

Jbut they siuely would notify me as to an inquiry of this kind.

Q. If tlie company did not notify you and thereby enable you to notify the intend-

ing purchaser, and if the "company did not notify the intending purchaser that there

was a restriction as to the price at which he might re-sell, it would be practically open

to the purchaser, after he had those weapons to sell at any price he chose ; that appears

to be obvious?—A. No, the goods are in our possession until they are actually shipped

out.

•Q. Supposing the company states that they are willing to sell at a certain price

to a purchaser in Canada, that enables him to retail them without restriction, does it

not, unless they make some arrangements with the purchaser that the re-sales are to

be subject to your direction as to price?—A. As far as I can tell, all arms that are sold

in this country, except to the Department of Militia and Defence, are sold under

restriction.

Q. Made by whom?—A. Made by the Colt company and mySelf, as outlined.

Q. Is the restriction made by botji of you ?—A- It is made by us together.

Q. I suppose the Colt company does not do it ?—A. They do it, I believe.

Q. Do they make the restrictions when you make the inquiry, or is it before they

ship the goods?—A. They put that in this form, Mr. Thompson, when they make the

offer.

Q. Suppose I write direct to the Colt company and state that I am setting up in

business and that I want 200 automatics, what follows?—A. The usual manner of

procedure would be for them to advise me in the first place, if they never had done

any business with you before. They would then write me and say :
" We have an,

inquiry from so-and-so, will you kindly look him up and «ee about it." Then I should

find out from you what you wanted these pistols for; a quantity of 200 would always be

a very large number, and before I sold you these goods I would make sure you wovild

maintain the re-sale price. ,

Q. You are going to have your files looked up to ascertain whether there was any
inquiry for a large number of pistols such as I have mentioned, and suppose you do

not find that you were notified by the conapany that they had an inquiry for the large

number I have mentioned, then evidently there was some slip-up in your arrangement
with them ?—A. If I was not notified as to a transaction of that kind, I would have no
means of offering any evidence as to what would happen,

Q. You told me that the usual procedure is that you would be notified?—A. Yes.

Q. If such an inquiry was made and you have no record of it, evidently, it cannot

be the invariable course for the company to notify you?—A. As far as I know, Mr.
Thompson, all inquiries for prices, and particularly from people we have never dealt

with before, are sent back to my office. It might be possible that one or two or more
inquiries might have gone through without notification to me, but I hardly think so.

Q. Does it ever happen that prices are quoted and then, before the goods are

shipped, a restriction is made as to the re-sale price? What I want to find out is this:

i.«» the price sometimes quoted and then, just before the sale is actually completed

the restriction is placed?—A. I would not think so.

After the recess for luncheon.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Did you ascertain by phoning to Montreal whether or not the Colt company
had advised you that they had received inquiries for a large number of automatic
pistols in July, 1915?—A. Yes, sir, I asked my office over the telephone and they
looked up our files for last year and they are unable to find the inquiry that you
asked about, although they found two others.
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Q. Supposing that a dealer in the ordinary manner purchased revolvers from
the Colt company, they will cost him, I thinlc, you said, somesthing' like $15 each

laid down in Montreal or Toronto; would you quote me that price again?—A. $15.50.

Q. Would you allow the dealer to sell at |l5.50?—A. No, I would not. I may
say here that our list, our quotation to the dealer, was made as a selling offer in

which we offered him these discounts, provided he did not sell below the fixed price,,

plus duty. That is an offer, not a quotation.

Q. What will the automatics cost the dealer laid down in Ottawa?—A. They
will cost him $19.58, plus the freight, whatever it is^ it might be ten, or fifteen, or

twenty-five cents, or something like that.

Q. Would you allow him to sell these pistols at $18.50 in Ottawa?—A. No, sir,

I would not.

-Q. And you stated that the selling price up to March 1, 1915, was $24.05,

and since March, 1915, $25.90?—^A. Yes, that is as I have it here.

Q. I want to get your opinion on this proposition: I am a merchant, carrying

on buisinese in Ottawa, and I go down to the Colt company and tell them I am from
Ottawa and I want to buy 100 automatics—will they sell them to me at $18.50?—A.
I should not think they would sell them to you unless you are on my list or on their

list, which we have of our dealers.

Q. If I am not on the list, why "would they not sell?—A. They would not be

apt to do that in view of the fact that I am looking after their business in Canada
and fully conversant with the trade conditions here.

Q. I presume they would make a quotation?—A. They would be very apt to

refer that inquiry back.

Sir Charles Davidson: To Montreal? ,

The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. ThompsoUj K.C.:

Q. I understood you this morningl to say that they would notify you possibly

that they had advised me as to whether they would sell or not?---A. I would say

that if they did not know who the inquirer was, and the man told them he was a

dealer, and they had no means of finding out quickly, they might possibly quote

him $18.50 net.

Q. You think that is what they would do ?—^A. I think so. And tlien, very likely

afterwards, they would find out whether he was a dealer or not, and if they found
he was they would allow the discount.

Q. Would that be after they supplied the revolvers or before?—A. That would be

before they would supply them.

Q. Would they quote in the letter the restrictions?—A. Well, if they quoted any

firm $18.50, that firm would have to add the duty to that, which would be our re-sale

price.

Q. And suppose they offered to sell me automatics at $18.50 f.o.b. Hartford, I

would have to pay the duty?—A. Yes, which would be our arranged re-sale price.

Q. I would have to pay the duty, and what would the automatics at $18.50, plus

carriage, cost me laid down in Ottawa?—A. They would cost you $19.58.

Q. They would cost me more than that?—A. Oh yes, they would cost you $24.05.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is the selling price?

The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Then at what is the price you would allow Birkett and other hardware firms

to sell ?—A. $24.05 on the old basis of duty and $25.90 on this iiew basis of duty, with

the 74 per cent war tax added.

Q. So that if a person, whom I may call a free trader, were to surreptitiously

purchase 500 automatics from the factory, then when he would bring them into Cana-
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da and pay the duty, unless he was selling at a loss, he would have to sell them at the

minimum price which you mentioned to your agents; is that correct?—A. He would
have to sell them at $18.50 plus the actual rate of import duty at the time of the entry,

Q. Does that amount to what you call your minimum price?—A. I would call

that our regular price. In other words, no dealer in this country, retail or wholesale,

is permitted to sell that pistol at a less price than $18.50, plus the duty-ruling at the

date of the sale. That is perfectly plain. If any man offers a pistol at any concession

on that price, he is not living up to his agreement.

Q. And what about the freight and expenses of bringing them in ?—A. The ques-

tion of freight charges on an article of that kind is not very heavy.

Sir Charles Davidsox : You stated that it would amount to 15 cents or so on each

pistol.

The Witness : It all depends on how you would bring, these pistols in. If you get

them in by mail they would cost you perhaps twenty-five cents, and by express perhaps

they would cost you 20 cents, or 15 cents ; I am not familiar with all the rates through

Canada.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. I want to ascertain whether a free lance, who purchased automatics at the

factory, could import them into Canada, pay the duty, and under-sell your regular

agents?—A. Impossible.

Q. He would not sell below the minimum price which you fixed?—A. Impossible.

Sir Ch.\rles Davidson : It is not impossible.

The Witness: We absolutely control the supply of the pistols. We will not sell

them less than $18.50 unless we know the firm, or the free lance, as you call him.

Sir Charles Davidson : You told us this morning that he would have to sell them
at $18.50 plus the duty and also plus expressage and incidental expenses.

The Witness: It has always been a trade' custom to add the freight charges to

each arm, but these charges are very little indeed in comparison with the cost of the
gun. To offset that, in our letter of March of last year, we added a little bit more

' to our re-sale price so that it would allow him to pay his freight and extra duty.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are you on commission or on salary?

The Witness: I do not think it is right to inquire into the relations existing

between Colts and myself, unless you particularly want to know it.
' I can* tell you

privately, if you like. Sir Charles, but I do not think it is a matter for a public
statement.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you personally profit in any way by these Govern-
ment orders for 5,000 pistols and 70 revolvers?

The Witness : I did not, sir, not in any way.

Sir Charles DAvmsoN: Do you know anything about it?

The Witness: I do not, sir. - _
/'

By Mr. Thompson, K.C. :

Q. Would it be possible for any person to purchase direct from the Colt com-
pany, automatic pistols, at less than $18.50?—A. By that you mean individuals?

Q. Yes?—A. Do you mean officers in the army and people of that kind?
Q. Yes ?—A. If for instance any officers of the Canadian Army or the Canadian

Militia wanted to purchase pistols from the Colt company, thev would buy them for
$18.50 net, f.o.b. Hartford.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would not the discounts be allowed to them?
The Witness: No, sir, absolutely no,
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Sir Charles Davidson : This morning you spoke of the selling rights to jobbers

and dealers here, and you used the limitation " except to the Government"—what do

you mean by that?

The Witness : I do not recollect having said that, except that I did say that my
jurisdiction in Canada is over evei-ything sold except arms sold to the Department of

Militia and Defence. I am supposed to look after everything else in Canada.

Sir Charles Davidson : What as to the rights of a dealer to buy and sell to the

Government ?

The Witness: The rights of the deal-er to sell to the Government, or any other

person, would be his right to maintain our resale price, and we would not allow him
to get any arms, if he was going to dispose of them at any other price.

Sir Charles Davidson : But suppose he kept to your limitation, what if you
knew he was ordering to sell to the Government?

The Witness: I think in that case I would advise the office in Hartford about it.

Sir Charles Davidson: When, then? What would be, according to your know-

ledge, the general course of business? According to the trade regulations as you
know them, is there anything which Avould inhibit the company from selling to that

man, and there being the distinct knowledge that he was trafficking with the Govern-

ment ?

The Witness: With our knowledge?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

The Witness: I am. unable to answer that question.

Sir Charles Davidson : There was a statement made by Mr. Stone when he was

examined, and his evidence will be put on record when it is extended—that neither you

nor any dealer or jobber in .this country had the right to deal with the Government;

that that was business which the company retained in ito own control; what knowledge

have you of that inhibition ?.

The Witness : In our letter of September 10.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any knowledge?

The Witness: Yes, I have this knowledge. In a letter of September 10, from

the Colts Fire Arms Company, they go on to say

:

The arrangement applies to commercial business and does not include any

arms sold to or for any branch of the Dominion Government.

Sir Charles Davidson : I distinguish between your business and the business of

the dealers and jobbers—^are these your instructions to dealers and jobbers that you

are reading from—is that the letter you quoted from this morning?

The Witness : No, that is a letter they wrote me when I was appointed.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you read a part of that this morning?

The Witness : No.

Sir Charles Davidson : The letter you cited from this morning was a letter you
issued in circular form to dealers and jobbers ?

The WlTis'^ESS : Yes, that letter does not contain anything as regards to whom
they should sell, otherwise than to restrict the re-sale price.

Sir Charles Davidson : You know of no restriction of that kind as applying to

dealers and jobbers?

The Witness : Only inasmuch as if we were to receive an order from any person

in this country, retailer or wholesaler, for automatic pistols, 45 calibre, or new service

revolvers, -455 Eley, the factory would write to ask him who the goods were going to

before they filled orders.
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By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What was the date of your appointment by the Colts company ?—^A. The
appointment was confirmed under date of September 10, 1914.

Q. When were you first appointed?—A. That was the date of my appointment;

verbally. I probably was appointed a day or twp before that, but they wrote confirm-

ing their verbal arrangement, previously made, on the 10th of September, 1914.

Q. Had you any negotiations before that with regard to the agency ?—A. Yes.

Q. The 11th of September, 1914, was the date on which the Government pur-

chased the first lot from the Colt company?—A. I went down to their office at Hart-
ford, possibly three or four days before, at their request, to confer on this question.

Q. Who was their agent in Canada before you were appointed?—A. They had no
agent in Canada. Their own men from- the head ofiice called on the trade in Canada.

Q. So that until you were appointed it was a matter of business arrangement

between the Colt company themselves and the merchant in Canada?—A. Between the

Colt company and the merchant in Canada, entirely.

Q. It was a matter of arrangement between the Colt company and the merchant
in Canada as to whether there was any restriction and as to what this restriction would
be?—^A. Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : I would point out to you, Mr. Thompson, that the first

order was on the 5th of September.

Mr. Thompson: Yes, and I was referring to the date the account was rendered

by the Colts company.

The witness retired for the present.

The Commission adjourned to meet to-morrow morning Saturday, February 19,

1916.

Ottawa, Canada, Saturday, February 19, 1916.

Present:

THE HONOUKABLE SIR CHAELES DAVIDSON, Ejiight,

Commissioner.
John Thompson, K.C.,

as Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Cleric of the Commission.

WUiLiAM Bartlett Dalton, Jr., hardware merchant, of Kingston, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Dalton?—A. Merchant.
Q. In Kingston?—A. In Kingston, Ontario.

Q. Are you an importer of firearms?—^A. We are.

Q. Have you within the last couple of years imported any Colt revolvers or Colt
automatic pistols?—A. We have.

Q. Have you your invoices ?—A. I have, sir ; I have the original invoices in some
cases and in other cases I have copies of the original invoices, taken from the books.

Q. Will you read your invoices for importations of either Colt revolvers or Colt
automatic pistols?—A. We imported three New Service revolvers on May 23 (5^
length of barrel) -455—the price does not vary whether it is 5J or 7^ barrel—we paid
for them $14, less ten, and five, and two cash, thirty days' discount.
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Q. Just state the invoices you have for the importation of revolvers?—A. I will

first quote from the original invoices and then I will quote from the copies. The
original invoices I have here show that on May 12, 1915, we imported 18 revolvers; on
May 19, 1915, 15 revolvers; on May 23, 1915, 3 revolvers; on June 2, 1915, 17 revolvers;

on June 11, 1915, 10 revolvers; on June 19, 1915, 4 revolvers; on September 30, 1915,

12 revolvers; on November 3, 1915, 15 revolvers; on November 15, 1915, 8 revolvers;

on November 26, 1915, 4 revolvers; on January 6, 1916, 34 revolvers; on January 29,

1916, 4 revolvers; on February 4, 1916, 4 revolvers; on February 12, 1916, 4 revolvers.

Then, on February 12, 1915, we imported one automatic pistol, -45 calibre, that

is the only automatic pistol we imported.

Mr. Thompson : The witness has read from the original invoices ; he has also made
extracts from other invoices, and he will now state what the importations were on
these invoices.

The Witness: On December 9, 1914, we imported three revolvers; on December
21, 1914, we imported 3 revolvers; on August 27, 1915, we imported 6 revolvers; on

October 26, 1915, we imported 1 revolver; on November 16, 1914, we imported 2 revol-

vers ; on December 20, 1915, we imported 4 revolvers.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G:

Q. Do these include all your importations?—A. Yes; these include all our impor-

tations.

Q. How many do they amount to?—A. 172 revolvers.

Q. Was the discount always the same in all cases?—A. Always the same.

Sir Charles Davidson; That is $14, less ten, less five, less two for cash?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Daaidson: And your total purchase was 172 revolvers?

The Witness : Yes.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. The price was f.o.b. Hartford?—A. Yes.

Q. At what price did you sell these revolvers ?-^A. I really sold them at $19.40.

We sold them to the regiments at $15 a piece, but ve enclosed them a duplicate

invoice for the exact duty we had paid on them, which was $4.40, when the rate of

duty was thirty and seven and a half per cent.

Q. What had that to do with the price, why did you send the invoice for the

duty? Why didn't you quote a straight price?—A. The regiment said they could

get the duty refunded, and they asked us to do that and we did so.

Q. You sold them at $15 exclusive of the duty?—A. We sold them at $15 and

gave them a separate invoice to enable them to get the duty refunded from the

Government which, if we had paid the duty, would have brought the price to $19.40.

Q. You charged the regiment "$19.40 ?—A. Practically so.

Q. Did you receive cheques from the regiment for these revolvers at $19.40 each ?

—A. We received cheques from the regiment at the invoice price of $15, and also

cheques for the duty making $19.40.

Sir Charles Davidson : You sold them at $15 each plus the duty.

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : What did they cost you ?

The Witness: They cost us, taking into consideration the discount, plus the

duty and express charges, practically $16.39 laid down in Kingston.

Sir Charles Davidson: And deducting the duty, how much did they cost you?

The Witness: About $11.98 laid down in Kingston.

Sir Charles Davidson : What did you pay the Hartford people ?

The Witness : We paid the Hartford people $11.73 net cash, f.o.b. Hartford.
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By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Was the price at which you sold these revolvers to the officers the price at

which you would sell to any one over the counter, or did you make a special

reduction?—A. We made no reduction, we sold them at the price that the Colts

people established for us.

Q. How did they established it for you?—A. They gave us the price that they

were to be sold at a year or so ago.

Q. Was that before you had imported any v/eapons?—A. Before we had imported

any weapons, yes.

Q. I presume you wrote to them and told them you would like to handle their

arms?—A. We have dpne a certain amount of business with them for the last

twenty or twenty-five years.

Q. Had they always placed a restriction as to selling price or was it only re-

cently they established that restriction?—A. I would not be sure about that.

Q. In other words, the Colts people established your selling price at $19.60?

—

A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: You said $19.40, which is it?

The Witness: They established the price at $19.60. Our price would figure

out at $19.40 and we gave that to the regiment.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Was the restriction established by the Colt company as to the resale price,

given to you verbally or was it in writing?—A. In writing.

Q. What was the date of it?—A. March 15, 1915, for the $19.60. That was after

the Government had put on the seven and a half per cent war tax. Before that we
charged them $18.20.

Q. Was that the only time you received notice from the Colt company as to

the price at which you were to sell these weapons?—A. I think so.

Q. Had you imported any of these weapons in 1911 or 1910?—A. No, I do not
think we imported any .455, we would probably sell some .32 automatics.

Q. Does the Colt company establish a price for the .32 calibre?—A. Yes, sir,

for all the arms they make.

Q. Had they established any price in 1910 for the .32 calibre?—A. That is a

long time figo.

Q. What I want to know is whether the Colt company established a minimum
resale price after war was declared or before?—A. Before war was declared, because
I have a list here of May, 1914, which was before war was declared.

Q. Is the minimum price stated there?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : I do not think it is clarified yet as to whether he made
any special reduction to the regiment; he says his instructions were to sell at $19.60,

and yet he sold at $19.40.

The Witness: It figured out so closely, we think this $19.60 included express

charges which probably we did not consider. We did not consider we sold the

revolvers at anything less than what the Colt people had established.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would you make that waiver to civilians, as well?

The Witness: No, sir, we could not.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What did you pay for the automatic pistols f.o.b. Hartford?—A. $18.50, less

twelve and a half, less five, less two cash.

Q. What does that work out at in dollars and cents f.o.b. Hartford?—A. $15.09.

Q. What is the selling price established by the Colt company for the automatic

pistol?—A. $25.90.

Q. What does the automatic pistol cost you laid down in Kingston, 'deducting

the discount and adding duty and express charges?—A. $20.95.
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Q. And you only imported one automatic pistol as I understand?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you a letter from the Colt company ?—^A. Yes, I have a letter from the
Colt Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company as follows :

—

Hartford, Conn., Sepetmber 11, 1914.

W. B. Dalton & Sons,

Kingston, Ont.

Gentlemen,—We take pleasure in advising you that we have to-day
appointed A. Maefarlane & Company, Limited, Montreal, our Canadian agents.

As you are aware, Mr. Maefarlane has been 'for a number of years selling

agent for the Fabricque National of Liege, who made Browning pistols.

As that factory will probably not be able to furnish you any more goods
for some time to come, we have made 1;he above arrangement with Mr. Mae-
farlane, because the automatic pistol made by the Fabricque National and
ourselves are under the same Browning patent. We enclose herewith a copy
of the list catalogue and wholesale price list. To the selling price you add
thirty per cent to cover duty into Canada. From the list price you will

receive discounts as agreed.

We will be pleased to have you send your orders to this office or to Mr.
Macfarlane's office in Montreal.

Mr. Maefarlane or one of his representatives will be calling on you shortly

in our interest.

Yours very truly.

The Colts Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company.

(Signed) S. M. Stone,

Sales Manager.

Sir CHAiy.ES Davidson: Do you want any citation o^t of the price list?

Mr. Thompson: No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: The witness has already stated that he had one price list

fixing the price he has spoken of in May, 1914, and a second one retaining these figures

but adding the additional war duty of seven and a half per cent.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Did Mr. Maefarlane call upon you as stated in that letter?—A. He or his

agents are calling on us every month or two.

Q. Did he tell you you wore not to sell to*the Government?—A. They never dis-

cussed that with us.

Q. Or did the Colt company tell you that?—'A. Never to my knowledge.

Q. Did you ever try to sell to the Government?—A. No, we were never asked to

tender on any rf:Volvers for the Government.

Q. Did you ever try to have them send you a tender?—A. No, I cannot say that

we did.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you sold any revolvers to the Government ?

The Witness : No, we have not sold any revolvers to the Government direct.

Sir Charles Davidson: In your evidence, Mr. auditor geneml, you say that you

have seen invoices of Dalton Brothers of Kingston for revolvers purchased by and

sold to the Government. You said that fot these revolvers Dalton, Brothers had paid

$14, less, ten, less five, and two, and they sold them to the Government at $15. What
do you mean by that?

Mr. Fraser (auditor general) : Probably some of these revolvers are included in
.

the invoices he has read.

The Witness: We didn't sell any revolvers direct to the Government.
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Mr. Fraser: It is merely a difference in expression.

The Witness: We sold them to the Royal Military College.

Mr. FrasUr: I think the cheque you received was a Government cheque.

The Witness : Speaking from memory I do not think so, l)ut I do not remember.

I think all our cheques have been from the paymaster of the 3rd Divisiori, so far as

I know.

Mr. Fraser : Precisely, that is Government money. The cheque of the paymaster

of the 3rd Division was drawn against Government money.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you got the cheque ?

Mr. Fraser : Not here.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you get it by half past two o'clock ?

Mr. Fraser: Yes. I would not have known of it if it had not been paid out of

Government money.

Sir Charles Davidson : There would appear to be a distinction between a sale to

the Government and a sale to the Colonel of .a regiment.

Mr. Fraser: The paymaster of the 3rd Division was i)aymaster for the Govern-

ment, and he paid out of Government money.

Sir Charles Davidson: Because I think some of these pistols which were sold to

the colonels were bought by the officers.

Mr. Fraser : Oh, yes, but I am referring to those paid for by the paymaster of the

regiment, of the 3rd Division. I think I only referred to one invoice, but I may have

said invoices, by mistake; I only referred to having seen one invoice for revolvers

that were sold to the Government.

Sir Charles Davidson : I understood that quotation " selling to the Government

"

to mean selling to the Militia Department.

Mr. Fraser: Not necessarily; the Government agents all over the country use

revolvers.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN (To the witness) : After your notification, as received from
the company on September 11, 1914, notifying you of the appointment of the Macfar-
lane Company, did you deal through Macfarlane or with the company?

The Witness: Both. If we were in a hurry for our order we would send our

orders direct to the Colt company, if we were not in a great hurry we would send
them to Macfarlane.

Sir Charles Davidson: In whose name would the invoices be sent to you?

The Witness : In the name of the Colt Patent Fire Arms Company.

Sir Charles Davidson : Never by Macfarlane ?

The Witness: Always by the company.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. To whom did you invoice the revolvers that you sold?—A. We sold some to

the 39th Regiment ; we would always send them to thS paymaster of the regiment.

Q. Did you invoice the revolvers to the regiment or to the headquarters of the
division?—A. We invoiced them to the paymaster of the regiment, or we might put
down the 80th Regiment, or whatever regiment it was, and send the invoices to the
paymaster, but always to the raiment.

Q. Were all those revolvers which you purchased sold to the regiments?—A. We
may have sold a few to the farmers by retail, but if we did we charged them $19.60;
we sent some to officers in India direct.

Q. Could you phone to Kingston and ascertain to what regiments you sold and to
what extent ; could you give us the information at half-past two ?—A. Well, I think I
could give it to you approximately now, but I would not vouch for it being absolutely
correct, because we have sold some of these arms to the farmers for the last two years.
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Sir Charlpjs Davidson: Could you state the regimental numbers to which you
sold revolvers?

The Witness : I could give it approximately. I could give you a fair idea of hov7

many we have sold to them.

Sir Charles Davidson : Then give us the names of the regiments and the approxi-

mate quantity you sold to each?

The Witness: I would not vouch for it being absolutely correct, but approxi-

mately I can state that we sold 17 at one time, addressed to Major Prideaux, for the

Koyal Military College.

Sir Charles Davidson: How were they paid for?

The Witness : I think there was a lot of 17 and a lot of 10 revolvers. There was
an order by the Government to allow them to go in free of duty. We have no duty on

our invoices showing that we paid duty for the 27 revolvers. The price we charged

then was $15 each without any duty on them. I think that is before the new regula-

tions came in. They got an order to allow the revolvers to come in free of duty. There
were 10 at one time and 17 revolvers at another time.

Mr. Fraser : These are the revolvers I have referred to as being purchased at $15.

The Witness : Then, to the best of my knowledge, there were 34 that went to the

39th Regiment at Belleville at $15, and duty, $149.25.

Sir Charles Davidson: What price did you charge the Military College?

The Witness : $15.

Sir Charles Davidson: And what price did you charge the Belleville Eegiment?

The Witness : The Belleville Regiment we charged them $15 and the invoice for

$149.25 duty.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is really $19.40?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : In both cases you sold at $15 each ex duty ?

The WiTNHiSS : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : And with the duty it would have amounted to $19.40 ?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: And the same to the Military College?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you sell to anybody else ?

The Witness: We sold to the 59th Regiment, which was partly stationed at

Brockville and partly stationed at Kingston, at the time, 40 revolvers, or about 40

revolvers, at $15. These were sold on precisely the same terms. We sold to the 33rd

battery and the 34th battery from 15 to 20 revolvers at different times on the same
terms. We sold the 8th Canadian Mounted Rifles 18 or 20 revolvers on the same

terms.

I suppose it will not be necessary for me to telephone now?

Mr. Thompson: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Are you satisfied on that point, Mr. Fraser ?

Mr. Fraser : I think so, yes ; he has . accounted for 135 out of the number he pur-

chased. . . ,

The witness retired,

Mr. Thompson: There was another witness I expected to have here this

morning, in relation to the purchase of pistols and revolvers, namely Colonel

Skinner, president of the Colts Patent Fire Arms Company.

Sir Charles Davidson: I have a letter from him which I will ask you to read.
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Mr. Thompson read the letter as follows

:

Colts Patent Fire An:Ms Manufacturing Co. .

Hartford, Conn., U.S.A., February 15, 191»l

Sir Chare£s DAvrosoN,

Ottawa, Canada.

Sm,—^Referring to your inquiry of the writer, as to whether it would be

possible for Colonel W. C. Skinner, the first vice-president of this com-

pany, to be present in Ottawa on Friday of this week, we beg to advise that

it would not be convenient or possible for Colonel Skinner to be present as

important matters in connection with the company's business require his

presence elsewhere.

It would appear to us that the information provided in letter of January
•13, 1916, now a part of your records, setting forth the reasons for the price

charged the Canadian Government for Colt automatic pistols, cal. -4.5, and

the evidence offered by the writer in reply to your direct questions during the

examination conducted February 13^ 1916, are as complete as we would be able

to offer in connection with the investigation you are conducting.

Should there be additional questions you would like to ask of any officer

of this company, if you will embody them in a lettet addressed to Colonel W.
0. Skinner, first vice-president of this company, replies thereto can be made
and attested to by a notary if so desired.

Respectfully,

Colts Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.

(Sgd.) S. M. Stone,

Vice-President.

Sir Charles Davidson : Written interrogatories of the kind suggested in this

letter are always to a greater or lesser extent unsatisfactory. I am in hope still that

Colonel Skinner may be personally available for evidence either here or elsewhere.

Mr. Thompson: With reference to the submarine inquiry it was intended to

examine the engineer of the Electric Boat Company,' Mr. Davidson, who designed

the submarines and whose headquarters are at IsTew London, Conn. I read a telegram
directed, sir, to you, from the president of the company:

—

New York, February 18, 1916.

Hon. Sir Charles Davidson,

Ottawa.

Owing to receipt of cablegram relating foreign business which requires

extended calculations and prompt reply from Mr. Davidson, he is unable leave

for Ottawa to-night. He will be glad to meet you any place designated any
day next week.

Henry R. Carse,

President.

Sir Charles Davidson: And it may be added to your statement, Mr. Thompson,
that a previous date had been fixed for the examination of Mr. Davison, which he was
unable to keep, on account of the dislocation of railway traffic at the time. I trust

there will be an opportunity of examining Mr. Davison in a few days.

Mr, Thompson : That is all the evidence I have to offer to-day. Colonel Clarke

was to have produced the report signed by Elder as to the Brandon horses, and the

McRae cheque-books, as well as the record showing how Adjutant Reynolds, the

officer at Brandon, came to leave the service. I telephoned Colonel Clarke yesterday

morning and I expected him here yesterday.
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Sir Charles DAvrosox: You have also some questions to Mr. Brown, the director

of contracts.

Mr. Thompson : I do not know where Colonel Clarke is.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was he to have been here this morning?

Mr. Thompson : He was to have been here yesterday morning and then this

morning, and I phoned to him and I have been informed that he is out of town.

Sir Charles Davidson : He should have appeared.

Lieutenant-Colonel Potter, acting director general of Medical Service, sworn:.

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Mr. Thompson : I am calling Colonel Potter with reference to the Brownlee drug
cases, which it was thought he might know something about. That contract, you will

recollect, sir, with Brownlee, was to supply a large number of hospital cases without

tender. Afterwards, when tenders were called for, the prices were very much lower,

and in the examination of Mr. H. W. Brown, director of contracts, (Page 763, Volume
I of the Evidence) I asked him the following questions

:

Q. Brownlee supplied a large number of hospital cases to the department,

in respect to which there were no tenders called?—A. Yes.
• Q. Subsequently the department bought, after calling for tenders, at a

very much lower price?—^A. Yes.

Q. I notice that Brownlee's account is approved by Major Jacques?—A.

Yes.

Q. Is he in Canada at the present time?—^A. No.

Q. Is there anybody in that branch, at the present time, m Canada, who
can give us any information about that contract; I had Captain Adair here the

other day ?—A. Either Captain Adair or Major Potter would be the only ones.

Q. Was Major Potter in the Service at that time?—A. I do not think he

was in Ottawa at the time. Captain Adair was here, but I do not know what
he had to do with it.

"
.

Q. Did that account of Brownlee's come before you?—A. It was submitted

to me and sent by me to Colonel Jones' office for certificate.

Q. After Colonel Jones approved of it you directed payment?—A. I cer-

tified the account.

Q. I have shown Colonel Potter this evidence and I would ask him now whether

he can give us any information now with regard to that Brownlee contract for hospital

supplies?—A. I am afraid I cannot give you any information.

Q. Where were you on September 28?—A. I was here on September 28.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you looked into the record ?

The Witness : I never had anything to do with this matter.

Sir Charles Davidson : That does not make any difference ; you have the records

here and you are in charge of the records.

Mr. Thompson : Colonel Potter was not notified as to what he should produce.

Sir Charles Davidson : I see.

Mr. Thompson : Colonel Potter is here this morning not knowing what he was

to give testimony to.

Sir Charles Davidson: I see.

Mr. Thompson : I asked Colonel Potter to look at this evidence and he told me he

did not recollect anything about it.

Colonel Potter: As I understand it, you want to know from me whether I can

give you any information about that contract.
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Mr. Thompson: Personally, do you know anything about it?

Colonel Potter: I cannot give you any information about it.

Mr. Thompson : Captain Adair was examined and he was not able to give us very

much information; apparently the negotiations were carried on by Colonel Jones

—

have you any distinct recollection of the Brownlee contract coming before you ?

Colonel Potter: I knew at the time that they were getting goods from him but

that was all I knew about it.

Mr. Thompson: Did you place the contract with him or did you place any order

with him yourself?

Colonel Potter : I did not get here until the 9th of August.

Mr. Thompson : That was on the 28th of September.

Colonel Potter: Was that when the contract was given?

Mr. Thompson: No, that refers to the settlement that was made afterwards—
when did you arrive here?

Colonel Potter: From my recollection, it was the 8th or 9th of August; it was
after the war broke out.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any record of that contract ?

Mr. Thompson : We had these contracts before us, and tuiless Colonel Potter had

some independent recollection of the contract I do not know that his testimony will be

of very much assistance to us. The auditor general calls my attention to the fact

that the order was on the 11th of August—when did you arrive ?

Colonel Potter: I think it was the 8th or 9th of August.

Mr. Thompson: Yes, it was arranged before that. The director of contracts,

writing to the auditor general, says that the order was given to Mr. Brownlee by
letter dated the 11th of August, and this was merely giving expression to an earlier

verbal arrangement, come to by Colonel Jones and his officers with Mr. Brownlee, so

that, if the director of contracts is correct, Colonel Jones or his officers made the

arrangement before the 11th of August, and that would be before Colonel Pottei

arrived.

Colonel Potter: Very likely, because, as I say, I did not get here until the 8th

or 9th of August.

Mr. Thompson: Do you recollect whether the Brownlee contract came before you
for criticism as to the prices?

Colonel Potter: I cannot say from memory; I have no recollection of it; it is

quite possible it may have.

Mr. Thompson : I notice that the account is certified to by Major Jacques.
Colonel Potter : He was the senior officer at that time.

Mr. Thompson': It would be his duty to certify to these accounts?
Colonel PoTTSR : It would be.

Mr. Thompson: It would not likely come before you officially?

Colonel Potter : I do not think so.

Mr. Thompson: And if it did, your initials would be attached?
Colonel Potter: There would likely be some record somewhere of that.

The witness retired.

Elswood Settell, of the city of Toronto, secretary to Sir Adam Beck, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. How long have you been secretary to Sir Adam Beck ?—A. For nine years.

Q. At Winnipeg, W. I. Elder, remount purchaser at Brandon, in his evidence,
page 776, Volume V, states—I may say Mr. Commissioner that there was some ques-
tion as to whether the number of horses shipped corresponded with the number pur-
chased. I will commence at page 774, Volume V, the evidence of Elder, and I will
read it to the witness

:
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Q. Were you at Brandon headquarters?—A. I was officer commanding
Brandon remount stables.

Q. Can you tell me how many horses were purchased at Calgary?—A.

Altogether ?

Q. Yes?—A. I cannot say.

Q. Have you got any records at Brandon to show that ?—A. They would be

in the office there to show that.

Q. Is there an office there yet?—A. Yes.

Q. Is it not closed?—A. Unless it was closed since I left on Sunday.

Q. Is there an officer in charge?—A. Yes.

Q. What is his name, is it Major Ransom?—A. No, it is just a clerk.

Q. Would he have records to show how many were purchased at Calgary

and how many were shipped from Calgary?—A. Yes, sir, he will have the

records for every horse purchased, where it went and where it is at the present

moment.
Q. Do you know, of your own knowledge, any of the records of these horses

from Calgary?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Can you tell me how many were shipped from Calgary ?—A. To Brandon
remount station?

Q. Well, shipped away from Calgary?—A. I could not possibly say that.

Q. Did you hear at the Remount depot at Brandon any comment upon
there being a shortage of horses at Calgary. That is, the number shipped did

not correspond with the number purchased?—A. I was told by Mr. Settell, Sir

Adam Beck's chief clerk, who came west on an inspection trip with Mr. Robert

Graham, that there was a shortage of horses at Calgary.

Q. Is that for the Canadian Remount?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did he say how many?—A. I understood from him that it was at that

time 54 or 55 horses, 54 horses, I think.

Q. Did you understand from him that there were 54 horses which had been

purchased for the Remount at Calgary which had not been shipped?—A. That
there was that sh(')rtage at Calgary, horses that should have been at Calgary

that were not there.

Q. Had that anything to do with Colonel McRae's purchases?—A. Yes, it

was inferred that it was under Colonel McRae's direction as chief remount
commissioner for the West that these horses had been bought, and he was
responsible. .«,.-

Q. Was Sir Adam Beck buying subject to Colonel McRae's order?—A.

No, Sir Adam Beck vras director of remounts, and Colonel McRae had gone
to the front, and Sir Adam Beck had sent his secretary west to inspect the

horses belonging to the remount in the West before he would take them over

and become responsible for them.

Q. What had Settell to do with the Canadian Government purchases?

—

A. Nothing that I know of, only he was Sir Adam Beck's private secretary.

Q. Was Sir Adam Beck concerned in Canadian remounts or in Imperial

remounts?—^A. Canadian, he is at present Director of Remounts for the Can-
adian Government.

Q. The information we had in Prince Edward Island is that he was buying

for the Imperial Government?—A. No, sir, he is director of remounts for the

Canadian Government.

Q. When was he appointed to that position, do you know ?—A. He had that

appointment—welLI am not sure whether he had the appointment to that com-

mission when Colonel McRae was appointed director of remounts for the West,

or whether he had got that since. He was remount commissioner in the East

but I think his appointment was from the first as director of remounts for the

Canadian Government.

[Ottawa, Brandon Horses—Settell.]
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Q. And you say there are records at Brandon which will show how many

horses were purchased at Calgary and how. many were shipped?—A. Yes, sir.

When Mr. Settell left, he told me that the whole thing was a bimgle in the

West, that the horses were not here that were purchased^ and that he was going

to report to Sir Adam Beck that he would bundle up the whole work as a bad

job.

Q. Did you take any steps to ascertain from the records at Brandon

whether his statement was correct or incorrect?—A. I told him right then

that his statement was not correct, and I went into the books at Brandon and

I got a record of every horse that was bought, every horse that was shipped

to the different units, and where they were at the present time, the horses that

were shipped overseas as wastage and with the different units, and mailed that

to Mr. Robert Graham as inspector at Toronto, and I saw him in Toronto two

weeks ago and he told me that he mentioned it to Sir Adam Beck,

Q. Did you find from the records that there was no shortage?—^A. Nona
whatever, absolutely correct. We could show by our statement where every

horse went that was bought.

Q. You ascertained that by the original records at Brandon?—A. Yes, sir,

right off the horse register at Brandon.

Sir Charles Davidson: You were satisfied that there was no shortage?

The Witness : No shortage whatever, none whatever.

By Mr. Thompsonj K.C.:

Q. What report did you send in?—^A. To whom?
Q. That is what I want to find out, to whom did you send it. Did you make a

report after your trip west?—A. I made a joint report with Mr. Robert Graham, to

Sir Adam Beck.

Q. In writing?—A. Yes.

Q. To what effect?—A. We were told to report on the type of horses, their

conformation, and the care that was being taken of them, and what the probability

was for securing supplies of horses in the West.

Q. Did you make any report about the alleged shortage?—A. No, sir, I had no
instructions to report on that.

Q. Did you report on there being a shortage ?—A. No, sir.

Q. Did you find there was any shortage?—^A. No^ sir.

Q. Did you tell Elder that the whole thing was a bungle in the West and that

there was a shortage ?—A. No, sir, Mr. Elder at that time was a discharged employee.

Mr. Ransome the accountant had charge of the ofiice after Colonel McRae and
Captain Erye left : he would not let Elder into the office, he told me himself he had to

close the door against him.

Sir Charles Davidson : Against whom ?

The Witness: Mr. Elder, and Mr. Elder has put words in my mouth that he
wanted to get published. That was his only object in doing that. He spoke very
bitterly against most everyone in charge of the remounts up there when we were there.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. It does not look as if the door were closed against Elder, because during his

examination in Winnipeg he was requested to secure documents from the Remount
Department, and they were sent to him?—A. I told Mr. Ransome to let him do it if

he wanted, at the time I did not know the circumstances.

Q. When the Commission sat at Winnipeg, where were you?—A. In Toronto.

Q. Did they telegraph to you as to whether these documents should be sent from
Brandon to Winnipeg?—A. No, sir.

Q. Then, it does not look as if the door were closed against Elder?—A. Not
in the en<J.

Q. What do you mean by that?—A. I believe he was re-appointed when someone
else got in.
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Q. Do you know anything now about there being a shortage?—A. According to

my records there was a shortage but I got mixed up.

Sir Charles Davidson: Of how many?
The WiTNESSS. Of about fifty. There were some horses from Kamloops that

should have been in Calgary, according to my recollection, but which had not been

shipped to Calgary, and the records did not show that. I had to ask some questions of

such a nature that would put doubt in the minds of the officials but that is what I

was after. As far as making a scatement like that, I would not do such a thing.

Q. You say your record showed a shortage; I presume you referred to the record

you had in your hand before you went to Winnipeg ?—A. Yes.

Q. After you got to Brandon you foimd that your records which you had in your

possession were not accurate and that there was no shortage, is that a fact?—A. Yes,

only I went to Brandon last on the way back, I did not go there first.

Q. At any rate, as a result of your inspection, and the inspection made by Mr.

Graham, you found that everything was correct?—A. Yes, sir, and I feel rather-badly

about this, because I have got a couple of letters from the West saying that I made
this statement and that I went from Red Deer—I never was in Red Deer in my life

—they said I was in Red Deer. I would not make a statement like that, sir. There
are so many people up there fighting amongst themselves that if they could get any-

thing like that they would spread it.

Sir Charles Davidson: How did you come to be there?

The Witness: When Colonel McRae left for overseas, I believe it was intended

to have Sir Adam Beck take charge of the West, and Mr. Robert Graham was judging

horses at Edmonton, at .the Edmonton show at the time. He was the remount pur-

chaser in Toronto, and so it was arranged that I would go out and meet Mr. Graham
at Ejdmonton and we would come back together and inspect the camp, and give Sir

Adam Beck a report of the horses and of the general conditions out west.

Sir Charles Davidson : At page 776, Volume V of the evidence. Elder says that

you declared that the whole thing was a bungle in the West, that the horses were not

here that were purchased, and that you were going to report to Sir Adam Beck that

you would bundle up the whole work as a bad job—did you say anything like that ?

The Witness : No, sir, Mr. Elder was drawing on his imagination.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you know whether or not Mr. Reynolds was acting

adjutant at Brandon when you were there?

The Witness : No, sir, I never heard of him.

\Sir Charles Davidson: What class of horses did you find there?' ^

The Witness : Mostly middleweight, light artillery.

Sir Charles Davidson : I mean as to quality.

The Witness: Very good qunlity, of course, we thought we got better horses in

the East.

Sir Charles Davidson: You thought they were not as good as those bought by

you?
The Witness : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: What as to quality?

The Witness : Very good quality.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. I suppose you thought that the Ontario horses were better?—A. Yes, sir, we

thought that our horses were better.

Mr. TnisropsoN : That is all.

The Witness : Do you want to ask me anything about the Cox horses ?

Mr. Tho>ipson: Information was given to us that Mr. Cox of Toronto presented

fifty horses to the Government, and that these horses were afterwards rejected, and

after being rejected some of them were purchased by the Government purchasing

agents—do you know whether Mr. Cox did -present them as a gift to the Government,

or any horses?

^1^-1 1411 [Ottawa, Brandon Horses—Settell.]
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The Witness: My recollection is that he presented these horses in the nature of

a loan to the Mississauga Horse, and that after the Mississauga Horse was disbanded

as a cavalry unit, I believe the horses went back to Mr. Cox. That is niy'recollectiou

of it.

Mr. Thompson: Did you have charge of the records of the horses purchased in

the Toronto district?

The Witness: Yes.

Mr. Thompson : Would those records show that Mr. Cox had presented fifty horses,

if he had done so? .

The Witness : That was a presentation to the regiment, as far as I remember, and

they were not in our records. It was before Sir Adam Beck took charge.

Mr. Thompson : Suppose that I were in the Toronto district, and that I presented

50 horses to the Government for military purposes, would that appear in your books?

The Witness : Yes, sir.

Mr. Thompson : And it is your information that these horses were loaned by Mr.

Cox tta the Mississauga Horse?
The Witness: That is my impression.

Mr. Thompson : There is no record in your books of such horses having been given

either to the regiment or presented to the Government ?

The Witness: No, sir.

Mr. Thompson: The statement is made, as appears in Hansard, that Mr. Cox pre-

sented fifty horses to the military authorities in Toronto—did he present fifty horses

to the military authorities at Toronto?

The Witness : Not to my knowledge.

Mr. Thompson : If any horses were presented to the Government, would the entry

of this be made in your books?

The Witness: Yes, sir.

Mr. Thompson : Do you know what the facts are with reference to these horses ?

The Witness: When Sir Adam Beck took charge he went to the exhibition grounds
at Toronto, and there were horses there from all over, there were horses there that

were purchased by Mr. Fallis, and there were a great many of them that were thin in

flesh.

Mr. Thompson: Were the Cox horses there?

The Witness: There were horses altogether there on the exhibition grounds.
Mr. Thompson: According to Mr, Cox, the fifty horses were sent to the training

school at Long Branch, and afterwards they were sent from Long Branch to his Oak-
ville farm.

The Witness: I am not very clear about that; there is no record about them in

our books.

Mr. Thompson: If they had been presented to the Government as stated in this

information contained in Hansard, that would appear on your books.

The Witness : If they were presented to the Government it would, sir.

The Witness retired.

John Fra.ser, LS.O., Auditor General of the Dominion of Canada, sworn:

Sir Charles Davidson: We are about nearing the completion of the taking of
testimony, Mr. Auditor General. As you are aware, the pistol and revolver case is to
be continued, and the evidence of Mr. Davison, of the Electric Boat Company, secured.
You have seen the communication that we have received from a i>erson signing himself
Oliver of Winnipeg, which appears to be a fictitious name, and I have shown you also
a communication from a gentleman at Vancouver,

Mr. Fraser : I do not recollect the Vancouver letter.

Sir Charles Davidson: I will show it to you later. Is there anything else now
that you can think of which it would be proper for this Commission to investigate i

[Inquiry Generally—The Auditor General.]
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Mr. Fraser : No, I cannot recollect anything now that I want examination made
into further than what has been made.

Sir Charles Davidson : Either here or elsewhere ?

Mr. Fraser: No.
Sir Charles Davidson : We have had the pleasure of your company, Mr. Auditor

General, throughout the eastern provinces and in the West.

Mr. Fraser: Yes, Sir Charles, I enjoyed your company very much and also the

experience I have had.

Sir Charles Davidson: Save at Kegina, and Winnipeg, and Calgary, where it

was impossible for you to continue with us, in consequence of your public duties, you

were present at all the sittings of the . Commission ?

Mr. Fraser: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Was there anything affecting the cases which arose, in.

which the evidence was not sufficiently thorough, Mr. Auditor General?

Mr. Fraser : Not that I am aware of. I read the reports of your meetings in the

West, at which I was not present, and everything seemed to have been gone into very

thoroughly.

Sir Charles Davidson : And when you were a witness of our proceedings, what
have you to say ?

Mr. Fraser: I was perfectly satisfied with the examinations that were made.

Sir Charles Davidson : All suggestions which you made and which you desired

carried out were carried out?

Mr. Fraser: Yes. You very frequently asked me during the course of the

inquiry if I had any further questions to ask, or any further suggestions to make, and
whenever I had any questions to ask or suggestions to make I gave them to Mr. Thomp-
son and they were always promptly attended to, and very satisfactorily attended to.

Sir Charles Davidson: In fact I think you could fairly say, Mr. Auditor Gen-

eral, that you were treated as a coadjutor in the furtherance of the inquiry.

Mr. Fraser : I was never conscious of any other treatment from the Commission
than that which I would desire.

Sir Charles Davidson: These are valuable statements to receive from such a
high official as you are, Mr. Auditor General, because it is well that the public should

have a very sincere and unqualified belief in the earnestness with which these inquiries

have been pressed.

Mr. Fraser : So far as the knowledge I have of the inquiry made by your Com-
mission it has been a very full and thorough one. If I am any judge at all of these

matters, I must say that the inquiry was very satisfactory. I cannot imagine or think

of anything else that could have been done. I think the matters submitted to you
were very fully covered. It is true that persons who were not present at the meetings

of this Commission may think now that certain things should have been done which

were not done, but it is impossible for them to judge, unless they have been present,

as I was.

Sir Charles Davidson : And if there is anything of importance to inquire into

the Commission is still open for their investigation at the slightest suggestion from

you.

Mr. Fraser: Yes, I presume that any ground that has not been covered can yet

be attended to.

Sir Charles Davidson : I wiU speak more fully of this later, but in the meanwhile
I desire to express my appreciation of the absolutely fearless way in which Mr.
Thompson, now Captain Thompson, fulfilled the duties of the position as Counsel to

the Commission, to which I had called him.

The witness retired.

Tftie Commission then ajourned until' Friday morning, February 25, at half-

past ten o'clock.

[Inauiry Generally—Tho Auditor General. 1
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Ottawa, Canada, Friday, February 25, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOUKABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Thompson, K.C,
As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerh of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commission:

Sir Charles Davidson: In connection with the inquiry into the purchase of sub-

marines, I received last night the following telegram from New. London, Conn.:

—

Mr. Carse informs me has arranged date to meet you in Ottawa. Please

•let me know whether important I should go to Ottawa as decidedly more con-

venient to go to Montreal.

G. C. Davisox.

You will recollect that Mr. Carse, president of tlie Electric Boat Company, stated

that Mr. Davison was the chief engineer of the company, and that he had to do with

the construction of these boats, and also that he visited Seattle during their construc-

tion there.

Mr. Thompson: He was also the officer of the company we intended to examine
when the Commission was in New York. You will recollect, sir, that owing to a very

severe storm the train communication between New London, where the works of the

company are situated, and New York was demoralized, and that Mr. Davison was
unable to be present.

Sir Charles Davidson: I may also state that Mr. Carse, the president of the
company, has written me the following letter:

Holland Submarines Electric Boat Co:mpaxy^

Nassau and Pine Streets.

New York, February 23, 1916.

Honourable Sir Charles Davidson,

Ritz-Carlton,

Montreal.

Dear Sir Charles,—I have received this morning your favor of the 22nd
instant, which I had been awaiting in order to endeavor to make a new en-
gagement for our Mr. Davison to appear before you, and as you expect to

be in Ottawa on Friday and Saturday of this week I have arranged that Mr.
Davison will leave New York Friday night and be with you on Saturday
morning of this week^ I very much regret his inability to have testified on
last Saturday but the technical officers have been very heavily burdened the
last week or so, as we are having serious negotiations with six foreign powers
with regard to submarine boats, which require very careful calculation. It''

would seem that if it were not for the inability of obtaining material promptly,
and the present high cost of labour, that we would secure a very large amount
of building from different nations of the world. In addition to this, the
United States Government expects very shortly to put through a very heavy

[Ottawa, Submarines.]
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program, so that our people are all engaged to the utmost in endeavouring to

work out their problems.

With regards,

Very sincerely yours,

Henry E. Carse^

Presidejit.

Lieutenant Colonel Clarke, assistant director of contracts, sworn:

Mr. Thompson: I call Colonel Clarke with reference to the horses purchased

by Colonel McEae in the West. You will recollect, sir, that you asked me to get

the cheques which were used in connection with the horses that were purchased)

there, and I have called Colonel Clarke.

By Mr. Thompson^ E.O.:

Q. Have you got these cheques. Colonel Clarke ?—A. No, sir, there are no cheque-

books that I can find in the city of Ottawa for any of the western piirchases; there

are cheques but not the cheque-books.

Q. Were not the cheque-books returned?—A. Not that I am aware of. I

cannot find out whether they were or not, I cannot find any trace of them at all.

Q^ Did you try to find them at Brandon?—A. I have not inquired at Brandon,
but the officer there was requested to return everything. It appears that the cheque-

books were not included in their records at the time.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can it be that Colonel McBae has them with him?
The Witness: I cannot say, sir, I should not think so.

Sir Charles Davidson: What cheques have you got?

The Witness: I think all the cheques supjKtsed to be issued for the payment
of horses in the West.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are they in your department?
The Witness: No, sir, I have not seen them; but I made inquiry at the

auditor general's office and they are all there tliat are here.

Mr. Thompson: Elder, the Remount officer at Brandon, said he made a report

to Colonel Clarke and some question had arisen as to there being a shortage of

horses. He said he had checked over the horses and had sent a report to Colonel

Clarke showing that all the horses were there.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. Have you that report?—^A. I do not remember seeing that; I had no -com-

munication of any kind from Mr. Elder, nor do I remember having seen it.

Q. It would be in your department ?—A. It ought to be.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you searched ?

The Witness: I have searched very carefully everything and I cannot find it; I

have no recollection of having seen it.

Mr. Thompson: Then, some question arose as to an officer named Reynolds, who
was adjutant of the depot at Brandon, and who had severed his connection with the

deppt. One of the witnesses said that Reynolds had been discharged. In a letter to

me he stated he continued at the depot until it was closed.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Have you any record to show how Reynolds' services were dispensed with?

—

A. No, sir, I have looked for that and I could not find it.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would that be a matter between Colonel McRae and

Reynolds ?

The Witness : Yes, sir, it may have been a verbal arrangement.

Sir Charles Davidson: It may simply have been a verbal order?
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The Witness : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Transferring him elsewhere?

The Witness : Yes, sir.

Mr. TuoiiPSON: You also asked me, sir, to have Colonel Clarke get the cheques

for the 11 horses and the 27 horses bought from Dixon Brothers and Schultz at Van-

couver, and the auditor general produces these now.

Sir Charles Davidson: Colonel McRae is still at the front?

The Witness : Yes, sir, he is at Folkestone, England.

Sir Charles Davidson: I understand, Mr. Thompson, that you arrived in Ottawa

this morning from your military duties in Toronto.

(Mr. Thompson: Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : And you have not yet been able to learn if the Hon. Mr.

Burrell is in a fit condition to appear before us or to be examined at his residence?

Mr. Thompson : No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you do so during the morning ?

Mr. Thompson: I will make inquiry, sir, but last Sunday he was physically in

no condition to be examined.

The witness retired.

Sir Charles Davidson : Mr. Thompson, Mr. Owens has now extended his notes of

the evidence, given by Mr. Stone the vice-president of the Colts Arms Company, and

which was taken on the 13th of February. It may be stated that a hastily prepared

copy of this evidence was extended, at Mr. Stone's request, so that he might see his

evidence before he left the city of Ottawa. I communicated this hasty extension of

the notes to the auditor general last week, and both the draft copy and the revised

extension of the notes are now to be put on record.

The evidence of Mr. Stone was then put on record.

Sir CharlUs Davidson : Have you had any communication with Colonel J. Wesley

Allifcon?

Mr. Thompson : 'No, sir. Last week I telephoned to his residence and was informed

that he was in the Southern States. I am informed that he is still in the South. I

haye not been able to ascertain where he is.

Sir Charles Davidson: You have not?

Mr. Thompson : I made inquiry but I have been unable to ascertain.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is desirable he should be further examined.

Mr. Thompson: Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : Perhaps during the morning you might also make further

inquiries as to when Colonel Allison will be available.

Mr. Thompson : I have endeavoured to ascertain this morning where I might

locate him, but without any success. The information I received was that he was still

in the South.

Mr. Thompson: I shall have further evidence in reference to thvj alleged gift of

fifty horses by Mr. Herbert Cox to the Government. You will recollect, sir, that the

information was that these horses were presented by Mr. Cox to the Government, that

they were subsequently rejected, and at a later date were sold to the Government

—

that twelve of them were sold to Jones, and then purchased by Macdonald and Hall

for the Government. I read some statements which appeared in the Toronto press at

the last sittings of the Commission. These statements were not on oath. One state-

ment was a statement made by Mr. Cox, who is in California and ia not available to

give evidence before the Commission. I shall however, later in the day, call Lieutenant-

Colonel S. T. Beckett of the Y5th Battalion at present in Toronto. I telephoned to

Colonel Beckett yesterday and arranged for him to appear this morning, but the train
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is late on account of the storm ; I expect he will be here later in the day. He telephoned

me last night that Friday was a field day of the troops in Toronto and that he would
prefer to be present on Saturday. I told him that would be satisfactory. Colonel

Beckett, I understand, in August or September, 1914, was second in command of the
Mississauga Horse, and is cognizant of the conditions under which these horses were,

as it turns out, loaned to the Mississauga Horse by Colonel Cox. I will also have an
affidavit by Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Moss, of Toronto, who is now Colonel of the
Mississauga Horse, or was on the staff, when that regiment went into camp for train-

ing purposes. He has made a declaration setting forth the condition under which
these fifty horses were loaned by Mr. Cox to the Mississauga Horse.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would his inilitary duties interfere with his coming down
himself ?

Mr. Thompson : I do not know, sir. Colonel Beckett is under orders to sail as one

of the 14 battalions, but he will be here in the morning. As he was second of the

Mississauga Horse at the time, I think his testimony would be sufficient on that point,

and I merely wish to supplement it by the declaration of Colonel Moss.

Sir Charles Davidson: With respect to the pistol inquiry, Mr. A. Mac"farlane is,

as will be remembered, the agent of the Colts Arms Company, resident in Montreal.

It will also be recalled that a letter was written at our last sitting, from Mr. .Stone,

stating that it was not possible for Mr. Skinner, vice-president of the company, to

attend here, but that he would be ready to answer written interrogatories. On
February 22, that is, during the course of the present week, I wrote as follows to Mr.

Macfarlane :

—

When I called you up by telephone this morning it was answered that you
had left but a few minutes before for Ottawa, whence you would not return

before to-morrow evening. I was and am anxious to know whether you made
any i^rogress towards securing the presence of Colonel Skinner at Ottawa on
Friday or Saturday of this week, or elsewhere, at some later date. Kindly
telegraph me to-morrow. It is my intention to start for Ottawa at four o'clock

in the afternoon, or at eight o'clock in the night, on Thursday.

I telephoned two or three times to Mr. MacFarlane's office at Montreal, and was
unable to secure any further personal commim^ication with him. Perhaps, Mr.

Thompson, you might, during the morning, telephone to Montreal, and see if he has

made any progress in this direction.

As to the further inquiry in connection with, the 700 pistols and 70 revolvers,

concerning which I wrote to Mr. Brown, director of contracts, this week, conveying

to him the request that he should attend this morning, I now learn from Mr. Owens
that Mr. Brown is in attendance at the Public Accounts Committee, and that he has

requested he should be telephoned for when needed.

I direct that he be commTinicated with and requested to be present at half-past

two o'clock this afternoon.

Harry W. Brown, director of contracts, Department of Militia and Defence,

already sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompsorij K.C.:

Q. Have you found any further correspondence relating to the 70 revolvers?

—

A. Yes, I have brought what departmental papers there are on the subject here. There

are very few of -them, but there is a copy of a letter here from Sir Clifford Sifton to

the Colts Arms Company, dated October 6, 1914, from which it appears that the

revolvers were ordered either by or for him or his battery.

Sir Charles Davidson : What does it say ?
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Mr. Brown : It reads

:

October 6, 1^16.

OoLTS Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company,

Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen,—I have to-day paid your draft for $470. I am sending back

the draft for $980. The Militia Department will pay this amount, being the

account for revolvers. The revolvers should have been purchased for the Militia

Department and chained to them, but Major Brutinel was so busy getting his

battery ready to leave, and the minister being away, it could not be arranged in

time. The Minister of Militia returned this morning and approved the account

and ordered it paid. You will receive payment, therefore, in due course. I

shall drop in and see the deputy minister in two or three days to see that there

is no delay.

Believe me,

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) Clifford Sifton.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. What had he to do with the battery?—A. It was called Sifton's Battery. I

think Sir Clifford Sifton was paying the cost of the battery, or contributing to the

cost of the battery. Attached to that letter is a bill of the Colts Company, dated

September 21, addressed Mr. R. Brutinel, c/o J. W. Sifton, Ottawa: "70 5i-inch -455

calibre. New Service, R.E.S. blue, $14—$980." There is a note here for General

Hughes for the Machine Gun Corps, and it is signed " O. K. (S. H.), 6th October,

1914." Under these instructions the account was passed for payment on the 27th

of October.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where is Major Brutinel now?
The Witness : I presume he is in the battery overseas, I think he is in Franca
Sir Charles Davidson: That shows how they were ordered and how they were

paid for; the department first refused payment and on investigation the minister

ordered the account paid.

The Witness: The minister appears to have initialled that bill, and it is

approved, and apparently it did not reach me for two or three weeks afterwards.

Sir Charles Davidson: I supjwse that is a satisfactory explanation for the

order for these seventy revolvers and for their payment, -

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. As to the 700 Colts pistols, that were not accounted for in the ordinary

way, have you found any further documents which would show the actual delivery

of these 700 pistols?—A. No, except that I have here the departmental file of the

Militia Department. But, I think, depending on my memory, everything has gone
in on the evidence already.

\ Sir Charles Davidson: Who made that metmorandum which is set out in

Volume VI, page 536 of the evidence?

The Witness: I think it is initialled by me. I have also some correspondence
on the official file showing what was done in the way of inquiry to ascertain where
these pistols have gone, this corresipondence was exchange of minutes and is not

conclusive. It is to the effect that we made inquiries of the express companies, at Val-

cartier, and Quebec, and Montreal, and we also made inquiry of the ordnance officer

who took delivery of stores at the Valcartier camp, that is Lieutenant-Colonel
Halleck, and also we inquired of the ordnance officer at Montreal, and neither of

these officers knew anything about the receipt of these 700 pistols. I have discussed

the matter with Colonel Halleck, at different times within the last few days.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is Colonel Halleck here?
The Witness: Yes. He is an officer on the Headquarters Staff, and he was at

Valcartier, and he is of the opinion that the pistols may very well have been received
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at Quebec and have been shipped on board the transports there, without a proper
record having been made, because they reached Quebec—if they reached Quebec at

all— just at the time of the embarkation and there was considerable confusion there

at that time, and Colonel Halleck tells me another thing, and that is that these were
consigned to Colonel Halleck at Quebec, while he was actually the ordnance officer

at Valcartier, and it might possibly account for their going astray.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have they gone astray—^what is your impression from
your inquiries?

The Witness: It is my own opinion that they did actually reach Quebec and
that they were put on board the ships.

Sir Charles Davidson: Tkat they were duly received?

The Witness: That they were duly received and that no proper record was
taken at the time in the confusion. We have the original express receipts, showing
shipment of packages from Hartford, corresponding exactly or approximately to the

dates of the invoices of the Colts Company for these pistols.

Mr. Thompson: May these receipts have reference to any other consignment?

The Witness: They may possibly, but I do not think it is likely, because there

were only a few orders for Colts and this matter was all looked up at the time. We
have had these receipts against any invoices we got from Colts.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do these express receipts to which you refer show the

transmission of these packages from Hartford to Waddington and then from Morris-

burg to Quebec?
The Witness: Yes, sir, they do. •

Sir Charles Davidson : There is nothing to identify, I presume, the boxes received

in Quebec as being the same as those delivered to Colonel Allison at Waddington?
The Witness : There is no record of there being received at Quebec, and there is

nothing to absolutely identify the boxes shipped from Morrisburg with these received

at Waddington, but a comparison of the dates and the number of boxes seems to raise

the presumption that they were shipped.

Mr. Thompson : Did Colonel Allison ship the same number of boxes from Morris-

burg as were shipped from Hartford?

The Witness : Yes, it was straight right through.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any doubt but that these boxes contained these

700 pistols ?

The Witness: I have no reasonable doubt.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do the letters "D.C.E." on this receipt mean?
The Witness: Director of Clothing and Equipment; that is an officer at Head-

quarters, Colonel Macdonald, and Lieutenant-Colonel Halleck is his assistant. Colonel

Macdonald is charged with the receipt and storing and distribution of stores and

clothing to the troops. Lieutenant-Colonel Halleck as ordnance officer at Valcartier

camp, was acting under him, and he was really the representative of the director of

clothing and equipment.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would you consider it desirable, Mr. Thompson, to call

Colonel Halleck for examination?

Mr. Thompson: I will call him but I do not think he can throw any light on the

transaction.

Sir Charles Davidson: The witness has stated frequently that Colonel Halleck

told him something. Colonel Halleck has given a receipt for these articles, has he?

Mr. Thompson: I can call Colonel Halleck to-morrow morning.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Brown, in your letter to the Colts Company, dated

the 24th September, 1914, which appears at page 524, Volume VI of the evidence, you

state:

I fear Colonel Allison is depending too much upon his memory.

What was the cause of that statement?

The Witness : That is explained, I think, in the last paragraph of that same letter.

At least it is explained in part. The last paragraph of that letter reads

:
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I may add that ColonelAllison's statement with regard to the shipment of

guns and pistols; that Colonel Murphy reported all these shipments direct to

Director of Contracts Brown, and Mr. Brown acknowledged the receipt of same

to me; iis not correct.

As I have already stated, Colonel Murphy disclaims all knowledge of any ship-

ment except the one, and he certainly did not report the receipt of any other ship-

ments to me nor did I acknowledge the receipt of all shipments to Colonel Allison. I

doubt very much whether I acknowledge 'the receipt of any shipment whatever to

Colonel Allison, although, as I am speaking from memory, I cannot be ijositively cer-

tain about that.

Sir Chaules Davidson: Have you verified, so as to be able now to speak with

certainty ?

The Witness: No, I never verified that statement in my letter. Colonel Allison

made certain statements, that is to say: that Colonel Murphy reported all shipments.

That is not correct. We also made the statement that I reported all shipments to him.

That statement is not correct. Then I said, later on, that I doubted very much
whether I acknowledged the receipt of any shipments whatever. I am not sure

whether I did acknowledge the receipt of any shipments at all, but I know that I did

not acknowledge the receipt of all shipments to Colonel Allison

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: As I understand it, all the merchandise paid for to the

Colts was received, according to the best of your knowledge?
The Witness : With the exception of these 700 pistols, to my knowledge, and with

regard to the YOG pistols, to the best of my belief.

The witness retired.

The Commission adjourned to meet to-morrow morning, Saturday, February 26,

1916.

Ottawa, Canada, Saturday, February 26, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

'Commissioner.
John Thompson, K.C,

As Oounsd, to aid and assist the Commisioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens^
Clerk of the Commission.

Lieutenant-Colonel Willum Hallick, director of stores, Militia Department,
sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C:
Q. What was your position in September and October, 1914?—A. In September

and October, 1914, I was for some time senior ordnance officer at Valcartier camp.
I was there during the whole of September and part of October.

Q. What were your duties as such at Valcartier camp ?—A. I received and issued
all arms, stores, equipment, and munitions.

Q. Di you recollect having received a consignment of 700 Colts automatic pistols
at Valcartier?—A. No.
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Q. Did you initial for the receipt of any svicli consignment?—A. No.

Q. What other officer at "Valcartier might have signed for the receipt of these?

—

A. Lieutenant-Colonel Sullivan of the Canadian Ordnance Corps; he is now stationed

at Montreal. He was my assistant.

Q. If he signed acknowledging the receipt of these arrasi would that document
be on record at Ottawa?—^A. It would be in my accounts of Valcartier camp.

Q. Is there any such, document?—A. Acknowledging receipt?

Q. Yes?—A. Not to my knowledige.

Q. I presume we may take it for granted that there is no such receipt signed

by him?—^A. Yes, you may.
- Sir Charles Davidson: Are these cases opened before a receipt is given??

The Witness: Oh, yes.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. And the contents examined, I presume?—^A. Yes. •

Q. Mr. Brown produced the express receipts—did you look at these expiress

receipts as found on the files of the Militia Department, file 406-30-20, now hanxied

to me by Mr. Brown, director of contracts; there are several receipts here on the

form of the American Express Company—Mr. Brown will you look at these?

Mr. H. W. Brown : There is a receipt of the American Express Company,
29th September, 1914, five boxes, from Hartford, addressed to J. W. Allison, Wadding-
ton, New York ; there is a receipt dated September 30, of the American Express Com-
pany for two boxes, addressed to Colonel Allison, Waddington.

Mr. Brown produced the documents.

Mr. Brown: The first of these receipts is:

—

Waddington, New York Office, 1st October, 1914.

J. W. Allison to American Express Co.,- Dr.

For transportation of 5 boxes, our charges $19.06 from Hartford, Conn.

Date of shipment, September 29.

Weight, 990 pounds.

Received payment for the company.

(Sgd.) S. J. Clifford.

(There is a doubt whether this signature is " Clifford" or not—I cannot very well

make it out.)

The second one roads:

—

Waddington, New York Office, October 2, 1914.

J. W. Allison to American Express Company, Dr.

For transportation of two boxes, our charges $6.48 from Hartford, Conn.

Date of shipment, September 30, 1914.

Weight, 341 pounds.

Received payment for the company.

S. J. Clifford.

The third one is :

—

Waddington, New York Office, October 3, 1914.

J. W. Allison to American Express Company, Dr.

For transportation of 3 boxes, our charges $11.49 from Hartford, Conn.

Date of shipment, October 1.

Weight, 598 pounds.

Received payment for the company.

S. J. Clifford.
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The fourth one reads:

—

Waddington, New York Office, October 5, 1914.

J. W. Allison to American Express Oompeny, Dr.

For transportation of 2 boxes, our charges $5.Y5 from Hartford, Conn.

Date of shipment, October 2.

Weight, 396 pounds.

Received payment for the company,
'

S. T. Clifford.
I

Sir Charles Davidson: These are all tha^ concern this matter.

3Ir. Brown: These are the dates of the invoices; as near as we could make out,

these are the shipments concerned. They seem to agree in weight and everything else.

These are the four.

Sir Charles Da^hosoki: That brings you to Waddington.

Mr. Brown: Yes, the Canadian Express have receipts from the American com-

pany. There are only two receipts here. These express receipts, both of the American

company and the Canadian company, are the receipts given by the express companies

for shipments made to us by Colonel Allison, and tiiere are only two receipts after the

30th of September from Morrisburg. The first of these receipts reads as follows

:

Canadian Express Company,
Office at Morrisburg, Ont., Oct. 2, 1914.

Received of Colonel J. W. Allison, herein called the shipper, nine boxes

addressed W. Hallick, ordnance officer, Quebec.

Mr. Thompson : What is the weight of these nine ?

Mr. Brown : The weight is not given on these Canadian Express receipts.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is the consignee?

Mr. Brown : W. Halleck, Ordnance Officer, Quebec. That is signed for the com-

pany, " A. E. Loucks " agent, the value is not given, and the weight is not given.

Sir Charles Davidson: Nor the express charges?

The Witness : No, sir.

Mr. Brown : The next one reads

:

Canadian Express Company,
Office, Morrisburg, Ontario, October 7, 19ii4.

Received of Colonel J. W. Allison, herein called the shipper, 45 boxes

addressed Colonel W. Hallick, ordnance officer, Quebec, signed for the com-
pany, A. E. Loucks, agent."

That makes a total of 54 boxes shipped from Morrisburg after the 2nd of October.

We have receipts here from the American Express Company of shipments to Wad-
dington of the same number of boxes from Hartford, the same number of boxes

received there after the 30th of September and before the 7th of October. These are

the 12 boxes the receipts for which I have read, as well as two other receipts, one dated

at Waddington for four boxes, on the 1st of October, which was, I know, for feed

belts, and another one dated at Waddington, on the 5th of October, for 38 boxes;

Sir Charles Davidson: All to Allison?

Mr. Brown : All to Allison and exactly in the same terms, which Colonel Halleck
tells me is for ammimition, but it is certainly evident that the weight puts it out of

question for the pistols. These 88 boxes and the 4 boxes for feed belts make 42 boxes,

and this, together with the twelve, the receipts for which I read a few moments ago,

the American Express receipts, make 54 boxes altogether. That is, 54 boxes ship])ed

from Hartford and received at Waddington between the 1st of October and the 5th of

October, and those would appear to account—that is, exactly the same number of

boxes as was shipped from Morrisburg to Colonel Halleck at Quebec, by Canadian
Express Company, on the 2nd of October, and the 7th of October.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Have you the invoices with you?
Mr. Brown : I have not the invoic'es with me, but I have the dates of the invoices

here; the dates of the invoices were given with my former evidence.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do the invoices give details of the charge and the number
of boxes in which they are contained?

Mr. Brown : I do not think they do. My recollection is that they do not give the
number of boxes. Here is a copy of one of the four invoices ; that is an invoice dated

the 2nd of October for 120 pistols, and it merely reads:

—

Canadian Government,
Department of Militia and Defence.

120 pistols.

There is an express company's receipt of the 30th of September, but I am assum-

ing from the fact that these four receipts which I have read, of the American Express

Company, the earliest one is dated 29th of September—^it is a little difficult, because

these receipts here cover all shipments to Colonel Allison from the first, as well as all

shipments by him from Morrisburg.

Sir Charles Davidson: Your present testimony does not agree with the memor-
andum to which you have referred.

Mr. Brown: I see that.

Sir Charles Davidson : You say there were 15 boxes shipped from Hartford to

Waddington and hence on to Valcartier camp through Morrisburg, the contents of

which you pick out as 700 pistols. In to-day's statement you only speak of twelve boxes

and in your memorandum you say you have a receipt dated September 20 for six

boxes, which you have not mentioned now, and then there are the other nine boxes,

which would be 15 boxes instead of 12.

Mr. Brown : There is a note at the bottom saying that with reference to the 15

boxes four were for feed belts, and that would make 11 for pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is the explanation?

Mr. Brown: I think so. It is a little difficult, because it is pretty hard to say

positively; one has to guess.

Sir Charles Davidson: I merely want your figures to harmonize.

Mr. Thompson : Do you now say there were 11 boxes of pistols ?

Mr. Brown: It is merely an effort in trying to identify these shipments from
Hartford with the shipments from Morrisburg, since the receipts from the two com-
panies

j
are for identically the same quantities ; you have to take the thing in the

aggregate.

Sir Charles Davidson : I understand, as a matter of fact, that the receipts and
number of boxes shipped from Hartford to Morrisburg, and thence to Valcartier, agree.

Mr. Brown : They agree in the aggregate, and that is all we can say. The rest of

it is merely guess, or estimate.

Sir Charles DA^^DSON : Does your guess-work amount to conviction ?

Mr. Brown: I feel reasonably sure that these things were shipped from Morris-

burg.

The examination of Lieutenant-Colonel Hallick was resumed:

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. The American Express Company's slips show five cases, weighing 990 pounds;

two cases, shipped on the 2nd of October, weighing 341 pounds ; 3 cases, shipped on the

3rd of October, weighing 598 pounds ; 2 cases, shipped on the 5th of October, weighing
396 pounds, making, for the 12 cases, 2,325 pounds—what is the weight of a Colt

automatic pistol?—A. Two and three-quarter pounds.

Q. What would the weight of these 12 -cases be?—A. 30 to 40 pounds each.

Q. How much would that be for the twelve?—A. 420 pounds about.
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Q. What would be the weight of the contents of those twelve cases?—A. A little

over 1,900 pounds.

Q. And 1,900 pounds would represent How many automatic pistols?—A. About

700. I think that would be a cross-check of the analysis.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is quite important. Have you made vouchers

for all these things received at Quebec?
The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davtoson: How is it done?

The Witness: For pistols like that I would attach the Colts company's in-

voices to the certificate voucher, bringing the TOO pistols on the Militia Department
charge. As I did not get them, T made no such certificate receipt vouchers.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. You were stationed at Valcartier camp?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And the pistols in these 12 boxes, were invoiced to Quebec?—A. They were

apparently invoiced to my name at Quebec.

Q. For what purpose were they invoiced to Quebec?—A. I cannot say, sir, I

do not know how the mistake occurred. The Colts people or Colonel Allison were

confused in the matter. They seemed to think I was - at 'Valcartier or Quebec, and
I was not at Quebec at all.

Q. If you take the Canadian Express Company's slips and examine the dates,

can you say whether these boxes would have arrived at Quebec about the time the

transports were loading, can you say whether they would arrive before or after?—A.

They arrived, I should say, during the time the transports were loading and leaving,

and during the time there was a tremendous lot of confusion.

Sir CHARLES Davidson: What have you got to say as to stores, including arms,

being shipped direct from the trains to the transports?

The Witness : The trains used to run alongside the ships into the docks and the

stores would be unloaded then, and there was an ordnance officer present.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who was he?

The Witness: He was Lieutenant-Colonel de Lotbiniere Panet, he is now in

Toronto.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would he keep a record?

The Witness: Presumably so, but of course I do not know, he did not come
within the scope of my duties at all.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. Would the record kept by him at Quebec, about October 1914, be at Quebec,

or at Toronto, or at Ottawa?—A. I assume he would have done as I did: keep an
account, close it, and hand it in to Ottawa.

Q. If he handed in such a document or documents would they be in your depart-

ment here?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you know if there are any such in the department here?—A. I do not

know.

Q. Do you think there are documents signed by Colonel Panet?—A. I am in-

clined to think so.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Thompson, you might speak to Colonel Panet in

Toronto.

(To the witness) : Look at the letter appearing in Volume VI, page 524, a letter

from Mr. Brown to Colonel Skinner, of the Colts company, in which the following

appears

:

,

Lieutenant-Colonel Hallick, who had charge of the ordnance stores at

Valcartier states i>ositively that no such lot as 700 pistols were ever received

at Valcartier or Quebec.

You have already answered as to Valcartier, what have you to say as to your know-

ledge of the alleged statement made. by you aa to Quebec?
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The Witness : I find by the correspondence on this file that on investigating this

matter I asked the travelling auditor of the Canadian Northern Railway at Valcar-
tier if he could trace them either at Quebec or at Valcartier, because I wanted to trace
these pistols, and he replied to me that he had no trace of any receipt or the arrival
either at Valcartier or Quebec.

Sir Charles Davidson : That statement does not accord with your previous state-

ment to-day, that you had nothing to do at Quebec.
The Witness : Generally speaking, I had nothing to do with Quebec, but I made

inquiry as to these pistols and I asked the travelling auditor if he could tell me about
the matter in Quebec, or he volunteered the information.

Sir Charles Davidson : Colonel Panet might know something about it.

The Witness: He might.

Sir Charles Davidson: When you return to Toronto, Mr. Thompson, you might
see Colonel Panet.

Mr. Thompson : I am miles away from him, but I could telephone him.

The Witness : I think in the correspondence with the travelling auditor he made
that statement. I left Valcartier camp on the 8th or 9th of October. These required

special attention as to the non-existence of the vouchers. I fully expect now that they

were put on board with a load of military baggage. I believe that they have really

gone on but through an irregular channel.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would there be any source of information as to them in

England ?

The Witness : No, I do not think it would be possible there would be any trace of

them, judging by the way the stores were discharged over there. The ships were run
alongside the wharves and the contents unloaded.

Sir Charles Davidson: Having regard to these express receipts, have you any
belief or suspicion that these pistols were stolen or misappropriated?

The Witness : Not at all, no. KJnowing the condition of affairs at the time, and

the conditions on the docks at Quebec, and the awful haste there was all through, I

am quite of the opinion that these things have got to England as ships' baggage.

Sir Charles Davidson: How many ships were being loaded then?

The Witness: Something over thirty, in between the 26th of September—I am
speaking from memory—and the 10th of October. I think they loaded something like

35 vess^s with about 35,000 men and all the stores and baggage and horses.

Sir Charles Davidson : How many horses ?

The Witness: 7,000 horses, I dare say. There was an enormous quantity of

stores ; some of the ships took horses alone.

Sir Charles Davidson: In one sense it does show how closely these goods were

looked after, in view of the fact that this small shipment was noticed.

Mr. Brown: Yes, sir. These bills could not pass without some voucher for the

receipt.

Col. Hallick: I was responsible, and I would like to speak with regard to that.

I was responsible at the time and we received an enormous lot of stores at Valcartier

camp, as many as two or three trainloads per day, with as many cars as the engines

could draw. I would have to unship them in and then ship them out to the troops and

from the 1st to the 8th of October I trans-shipped back again to ordnance depots all

over the country, besides seven or eight thousand tents standing in Valcartier camp,

and I think this is about the only questionable account we have. We were able to trace

up everything else, these we never got any trace of.

Sir Charles Davidson: And I suppose the details of each shipment would run

into.the thousands?
Colonel Hallick: Yes, sir, into tens of thousands, and this was the only thing

there was at all a question about.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is highly creditable to you.

The witness retired.
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Lieutenant-Colonel S. G. Beckett, officer commanding 75th overseas battalion,

sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Were you in the militia in August, 1914?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. What corps were you in ?—A. The 9th Mississauga Horse.

Q. I understand that the 9th Mississauga Horse was in camp in August, 1914?—

A. Yes, sir.
, i ,

Q. Do you know approximately what date?^A. I have not refreshed my memory

with regard to this, it must have been about the beginning of September we went to

camp.

Q. I understand that the regiment had some horses when they went to camp or

shortly afterwards ?—A. Yes.

Q. What was your rank in the Mississauga Horse at the time?—A. I was the

second in command of the 9th Mississauga Horse. Colonel Gordon was in command.

He is now at the front with the 4th Canadian Mounted Eifles.

Q. Will you tell me whether the horses were provided by the Government or other-

wise ?^A. We had two lots of horses. The city of Toronto gave us 50; and they gave

the Governor General's bodyguard 50 ; and Colonel Cox gave us 50. -

Q. You use the word " gave " ?—A. Yes, sir, gave, presented.

Q. Did these horses become the property of the regiment?—A. They became the

property of the regiment—I could qualify that by saying that they were afterwards

handed back, but they were presented to the regiment to take with us, if we had gone

to the front as a cavalry unit, as was our intention.

Q. Did Colonel Jarvis give one of the regiments 50 horses ?—A. I have not heard

he did, I do not know.

Q. You say this was a qualified gift from Mr. Cox to your regiment?—A. I

qualified my statement because the horses were afterwards taken back, but that was

because the whole scheme for the Mississauga Horse to go as a unit fell through.

If we had gone as a unit, as was the intention, no doubt the horses would have gone

with us.

Q. How long were you in camp?—A. We remained there as long as the good

weather lasted. I think it was early in October that we moved from Long Branch

camp into the exhibition grounds.

Q. What became of the horses?—A. The horses remained there.

Q. Where?—A. They came with us from Long Branch into the live stock building,

and from the live stock building, when we heard from Ottawa that we were not to be

allowed to go as a unit, the horses were handed back.

Q. Handed them back to the city of Toronto?—A. Yes, and to Colonel Cox.

Q. Did Colonel Cox call for, them?—A. 1 cannot say, I wasr not there.

Q. Was that the only reason they were handed back?—A. Absolutely.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might find out from Colonel Beckett, Mr. Thompson,
whether his understanding was that they were available for overseas service.

The Witness: That was the absolute intention as r^ards our regiment.

Sir Charles Davidson : Was it a gift to the Militia Department or a presentation

to the regiment?

Colonel Beckett : It was a gift to the 9th Mississauga Horse for overseas service

;

I was just saying, sir, that I do not know anything what this Commission is about

or the object of it, or anything like that—the first I knew of it was when Captain
Thompson telephoned me to come down and I came here without seeing any one at all,

so that I do not know what the object of this Commission is.

Mr. Thompson: The information, Colonel, is this: that Mr. Cox gave a gift

of 50 horses, the 50 horses were accepted by the military authorities in Toronto,

Sir Adam Beck rejected these horses

Colonel Beckett: Sir Adam Beck rejected them; what is the meaning of that?
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Mr. Thompson : That the rejected horses were eventually sold, that twelve of them
were sold to a dealer in Brampton, and by him to the government purchasing agent
in Brampton, in Peel county—that is, twelve of the horses which are alleged to have
been rejected, and which had been presented to the Government, and accepted by the

military authorities, were eventually sold to the government purchasing agent at
Brampton and paid for by the Government. The information, according to a state-

ment published by Mr. Cox in a newspaper in Toronto was that he loaned these

horses to the Mississauga Horse, that they were not presentations to the Govern-
ment. Mr. Cox is in California, according to my information, and is not available.

I was informed that you were the second in command of the Mississauga Horse, and
could state the conditions under which Cox either gave or presented these horses.

Colonel Beckett : Go over that point by point with me; there are too many points

in it for me to answer them all at once.

Mr. Thompson: First of all, the information is that Mr. Cox gave to the

Government fifty horses.

Colonel Beckett : That was not my understanding of it. My understanding was
that they were given to the 9th Mississauga Horse.

Mr. Thompson : Then, that the horses were accepted by the military authorities

and were trimmed up and made to look like military horses.

Colonel Beckett: ^lade look like military horses?

Mr. TH0MPS0^^: They -would be rough-looking horses when they came from the

farms, and they would be trimmed up and their manes pulled, and so on.

Colonel Beckett: Quite so; that was done.

Mr. Thompson: Was that done by the military authorities?

Colonel Beckett: That was done by ourselves. We were then in camp. I was
in camp at Long Branch the day these horses arrived.

Mr. Thompson : Can you state whether the negotiations were between Mr. Cox
and the commanding ofiicer of the 9th Mississauga Horse, or between Mr. Cox and the

military headquarters in Toronto ?

Colonel Beckett : I know nothing whatever of any communication between

Colonel Cox and any military authority, except our regiment.

Mr. Thompson: What interest did Colonel Cox have in your regiment?

Colonel Beckett : He is Honorary Colonel of the 9th Mississauga Horse.

ifr. Thompson : Did he have any conversation with you or with Colonel Gordon
about these horses?

Colonel Beckett : With Colonel Gordon, not with me.

Mr. Thompson : Were you present ?

Colonel Beckett: No, I was present on the day the horses arrived at the camp,

and Colonel Cox was there. I spoke to him there.

Mr. Thompson: What did he say about the horses?

Colonel Beckett : I do not remember any definite conversation, but my under-

standing was that these horses were presented to the 9th Mississauga Horse by Colonel

Cox, as a personal gift, and they were brought from his farm at Oakville, and we sent

the men from Long Branch to Oakville, and they brought the horses in to the Long
Branch camp.

Mr. Thompson: Do you know whether subsequently they were rejected by Sir

Adam Beck or by Sir Adam Beck's assistant?

Colonel Beckett : I never heard of it.

Mr. Thompson: Do you know whether or not these horses were sound?

Colonel Beckett: They were good sound horses. They were picked up by

Colonel Cox's head man, who is the best horseman in the country, Hughie Wilson'

selected them and he got a good lot of horses, so far as I am a judge of a horse.

Mr. Thompson : And you state that the reason they were returned to Mr. Cox
was because the Mississauga Horse did not go to the front as a imit?

Colonel Beckett: Absolutely; I suppose these horses cost him $9,000, and I

have not the slightest doubt that Colonel Cox lost several thousand dollars in having
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to dispose of these horses. It is not the only gift that Colonel Cox has made to our

regiment.

Mr. Thompson : Was there anything that would lead you to think that Mr. Cox
was presenting these horses for public service, as distinguished from his personal con-

nection with the 9th Mississauga Horse?
Colonel Beckett : They were presented for the public service for the 9th Missis-

sauga Horse. These horses were for the use of the 9th Mississauga Horse, if the 9th

Mississauga Horse went to the front as a unit.

Mr. Thompson: They were presented on that sole condition to the 9th Missis-

sauga Horse?
Colonel Beckett : I do not know that that was definitely mentioned, but that was

the understanding. Colonel Cox is always making us gifts; he gave me $2,000 the

other day for the 75th Battalion. If ever the 9th Mississauga Horse wanted money.

Colonel Cox has always given it to us. He is the best honorary colonel in the country,

in my opinion.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any vacancies in that corps?

Colonel Beckett : No, sir, and we need the money.

Mr. Thompson: I will now read the declaration of John Henry Moss, of the city

of Toronto.

Mr. Thompson read the declaration as follows:

Dominion of Canada, ] In the matter of the Eoyal Commission concerning

To Wit. I
arms, munitions and supplies.

I, John Henry Moss, of the city of Toronto, in the county of York,

Lieutenant-Colonel in the Militia of Canada, and at present officer in command
of the 9th Mississauga Horse, do solemnly declare:

1. That shortly after the outbreak of the war in 1914, Lieutenant-Colonel

H. D. Lockhart Gordon, who was then in command of the 9th Mississauga

Horse, assembled the 9th Mississauga Horse in camp at Long Branch for the

purpose of training a regiment, and the regiment remained in camp there and
afterwards at the Exhibition Grounds, Toronto, foi: more than a month. I was
attached to the regiment during part of that time.

3. That in order to make immediate provisions of horses for the training of

the men. Lieutenant-Colonel H. C. Cox, the honorary colonel of the regiment,

purchased at his own expense some fifty horses, which he loaned to the regiment

for training purposes, and when the camp was broken up in October, 1914, these

fifty horses were returned to Colonel Cox by Lieutenant-Colonel Gordon. These
horses never became the property either of the Government or of the regiment,

but were simply loaned for training purposes.

4. Lieutenant-Colonel Gordon is now serving with the 4th Canadian
Mounted Rifles at the front.

And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing it to be true
and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if made under oath and
by virtue of The Canada Evidence Act.

Declared before me at the city of Toronto,]
in the county of York, this 24th day of [- (Sgd.) John H. Moss.

February, 1916. ^

J

(Sgd.) Henry J. Wright,

A CommissionerJ etc.

Mr. Thompson : That declaration seems to qualify your testimony a little. Colonel
Beckett, because Colonel Moss uses the word "loaned"—they never became the property
of the Government or of the regiment.

Colonel Beckett: I think the way to look at it it this: that they would have been
our property had we gone to the front as a unit. That is the idea. Colonel Cox's
intention was for us to have these horses to take with us if we went to the front as a
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cavalry unit. They were returned to him when it was learned we were not to go as

cavalry.

The witness retired. ^
The Commission adjourned.

Ottawa, Monday, April 3, 1916.

Present :

THE HOXOUEABLE SIR CHAELES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Thompson, K.C,
as Counsel, to aid and assist thfi Oommi^sioi^er in this Inqui^.

In consequence of the absence of Mr. Thomas P. Owens, Clerk of the Commis-
sion, M. M. F. Johnston was sworn as stenographer.

Mr. Thompson, K.C. : The matter I will take up this morning is the complaint with
reference to the clothing supplied to the Militia Department by the Auburn Woollen
Mills Company of Peterborough. I produce the declaration of George Greaves, who
makes the complaint, which I will file as Exhibit No. 1—Auburn Woollen Mills.

George Greaves, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. What is you occupation?—A. I am a designer.

Q. Of what?—A. Of woollen cloth.

Q. How many years' experience have you had?—A. About 30 years.

Q. Is your experience confined to Canada?—A. No, Scotland, England anjd

Canada.

Q. How many years have you been a designer?—A. About twenty-five.

Q. Are you a judge of the quality of cloth?—A. Well, I ought to be, from that

experience. I have been handling the cloth all the time.

Q. I understand that up until recently you were in the employ of the Auburn
Woollen Mills Company, Peterborough?—A. Yes.

Q. How long were you in their employ?—A. Since January, 1907.

Q. And what was your duty in the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A. I was
a designer.

Q. And, as a designer, did you have any opportunity of ascertaining the quality

of cloth that was being made by the Auburn Woollen Mills Company ?—A. Yes.

Q. When did your services end?—A. 7th January of this year.

Q. Were you discharged?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. By whom?—A. By Mr. Kendry.

Q. Why did he discharge you?—A. Well, there was no definite reason, but I

suppose there was no more designing to do, for one thing.

Q. When did the designing cease, or when did they stop?—^A. Immediately after

the war contracts commenced.
Q. Was the whole time of the mills devoted to making cloth for the Militia

Department?—A. No, there were a few pieces made, but not many, for the outside

trade—not much of it.
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Q. Is the design for the militia cloth fixed?—A. Yes, after the first pieces are

made, there was no more work to do on it.

Q. About what percentage of the output of the mills would be militia cloth? I

call it militia cloth: I mean cloth for the Militia Department?—A. Well, 1 should

think 99 per cent, anyway.

Q. Would that apply from the time of the declaration of war?—A. Yes.

Q. As designer, what opportunities did you have for ascertaining the quality of

cloth that was made 'by the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A. Well, I could see

every process from the raw stock to the finished product.

Q. In all cases?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you see all the cloth that was made by the company from the time of the

declaration of war?—A. I might not see it all, but I was among it all the time and
seeing the process.

Q. And did you see it in a casual manner, or did you examine the cloth as it

was being made?—A. I examined it from time to time.

Q. About how many times?—A. Well, 1 should say two or three days I looked

around to see what was doing.

Q. Were you in the room or rooms where the cloth was actually being made?
—A. Yes.

Q. Would your duties take you there for the purpose of examining the cloth?

—

A. Well, I had not any particular duty, but I had plenty of time and I followed the

process out.

Q. Would that apply from the time of the declaration of war up to the time that

you left the employ of the company?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you know what quality of cloth the contract with the Militia Department

called for?—A. Well, I have not seen the contract.

1 Q. Or the specifications?—A. No.

Q. Will you look at that specification and read it?

Mr. O'Conxell: I am going to malsie an application on behalf of the Auburn
Woollen Mills Company, with your permission, to appear on their behalf on this

investigation.

Sir Charles Davidson : If you file ' a written application, permission will be

granted. It is quite obvious, under the statute, that they are entitled to representation.

From my initiatory knowledge of the evidence to be produced, it it quite apparent

to me that they should be allowed to be represented.

Mr. O'C'ONNELL : I think it will assist the investigation.

Sir Chahles Davidson : Apart from that, the company has the right to be repre-

sented.

Mr. O'CoNNELL : I will hand in a written application.

Sir Charles Davidson: Had you not better call some official from the depart-

ment, Mr. Thompson, to prove the specification?

Mr. Thompson : They do not seem to know. There seems to be some doubt as to

what the specifications were. Mr. Burns lias handed me this document, and Mr.
O'Connell tells me that the specifications which are handed to me were only issued a
month ago.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you the official contract and specifications here?
Mr. Burns might produce the specifications and contract.

Mr. Thompson : Will you produce the specifications or contract with the Auburn
Woollen Mills Company, Mr. Burns?

Mr. Burns: I can produce them.

Sir Charles Davidson : You were told to be here with them.
Mr. Burns : I thought I had them.
Sir Charles Davidson: Then you had better go and get them.
Mr. Thompson: Here is the order to the Milling Company. You identify this?
Mr. Burns: Yes.
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Mr. Thompson: I put in notice to the Woollen Mills Company, dated 23rd
June, 1913, inviting tenders for clotli.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why can you not go on as regards the general quality

of cloth, and then afterwards produce the contract and specification.

Mr, Thompson : Very well, I thought the contract was as per specification handed
me by Mr. Biirns.

Sir Charles Davidson : We can get from Mr. Burns all the papers in due order.

How many contracts were there?

Mr. Burns: There was just one contract and the others were repeat orders.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you the specifications there?

Mr. Thompson : That is something I cannot ascertain just at present. Ap-
parently the first contract demanded cloth as per sealed pattern. A month ago, it

called for tenders according to specifications; so that, apparently—and I have spoken
to my learned friend about it—the question will turn on whether the cloth supplied is

as per sealed pattern.

Mr. O'CoNNELL: On whether we kept our contract.

Sir Charles^ Davidson : Have you the sealed pattern here?

Mr. Thompson: Yes. In the meanwhile, I will proceed with the witness, to

ascertain the quality of the cloth supplied by the company.

Sir Charles Davidson: You can compare it with the sealed pattern and he can
found his opinion on the sealed pattern. You can call him to produce it pro forma.

You can get the contract and the sealed pattern and that is all you need. You can

get the complete order later.

Mr. Thompson: Will you produce the sealed pattern, Mr. Burns.

Mr. Burns: Yes.

\ Charles Burns, assistant director of contracts. Militia Department, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Sir Charles Davidson: What official position do you hold?

The Witness: Assistant Director of Contracts.

Sir Charles Davidson: Since when?
The Witness: Since March, 1912.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Will you produce 'the sealed pattern under which the Auburn Woollen Mills

Company was supplying cloth to the Militia Department?—A. This is it, sir.

Q. Can you take it out of the book ?—A. No, it is No. 33 ; we require this. The
contract consists of this order.

Q. Do you require to use this?—A. Not for some days; I have a duplicate of

that book.

Q. Sir Charles Davidson: How do you identify that?

The Witness : It is No. 33.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. At the back of 33?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you the call for tenders, or the notice you sent out?—A. I have a

copy of it there.

Q. " Tenders are being invited " tliat is the first thing ?—A. These documents

go together.

Sir Charles Davidson: This cloth is for overcoating?

The Witness : Yes, sir, all of it.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is this document?—A. This is the letter accompanying the form of

tender.
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Mr. Thompson: I put in a letter rrom Charles Burns, dated 28rd June, 1915,

calling for tenders, accompanied by a form of tender. I then put in as Exhibit 4

a notice by H. W. Brown to the Auburn Woollen Mills Comimny, calling on them to

supply a certain amount of cloth. As I understand it, there was one contract and

several repeat orders, and the documents I have put in are similar to all the others;

they are all similar?

The Witness: They are carbon copies of the order given the Auburn Woollen

Mills Company.
Sir Charles DAvrosoN : You put in a carbon copy of the subsequent orders ? _
The Witness : I have a number of them here.

Mr. Thompson: Is there any question about that?

Mr. O'Connell: With my learned friend's permission, I was going to make an
explanation to the Court. The contract apparently rises in this way: taking their

letter, which has been put in as an exhibit—" Tenders are being invited for supply of

frieze, drab, etc., as specified in the accompanying form of tender," then accompanying
that is the other exhibit, which has been put in. That is the document referred to in

the letter asking for the tenders, as specified in the accompanying form of tenders, and
then you will observe this goes on to say :

" Each piece to contain not less than 45

yards," and so on, frieze drab, and the quantities. " Tender : the Auburn Woollen
Mills Company hereby offer to supply His Majesty the King,^^ hereinafter called the

Minister, the articles mentioned in the schedules given below, and to deliver the same
at the inspection rooms in Ottawa, at the prices marked opposite the names," and a

number of other matters which are not very pertinent to this contract. Having received

this first request for tenders and the accompanying specifications, they accepted.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where is the schedule?

Mr. O'CoNNELL : It is endorsed on the back.

Sir Charles Davidson : That does not state the quantity they tender for.

Mr. O'CONNELL: JSIo, and the department orders from week to week on these

and so on, and then it refers to the delivery, so much a week.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is not the total quantity ?

Mr. O'Connell: No, and the Department orders from week to week on these

tenders the quantities they require, and in that manner the contract arises, but these

are the two contracts that constitute the order, and it is determined from time to time
by correspondence.

Sir Charles Davidson: And these are repeat orders?

Mr. Thompson : That would be the condition up to the time the new specifications

. were prepared.

Mr. O'Connell: Prepared some few weeks ago, which were never authorized or

accepted by the manufacturer as part of the contract.

The witness retired.

George Greaves, already sworn, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Would you deScribe the quality of the cloth made by the Auburn Woollen
Mills Company?—A. It was composed of about fifty 4)er cent of shoddy and the

balance of wool.

Q. What is shoddy?—A. It is produced from tearing up woollen cloth, and may
be old cloth, old crarments, or new clippings.

Q. Is there any foreign substance in it, or is it composed entirely of wool?—A.

Sometimes there is a little cotton in it, that comes from the thread in the garment
and the lining in the old garments.

Q. How does the lining from the gannents get into the shoddy?—A. The whole
garment is torn up together.
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Q. By a mechanical process?—A. Yes.

Q. So that if you take a good woollen coat and separate the fibres in the manner
you have described, and then manufacture the product into wool, would that be a
shoddy?—^A. Yes.

Q. Are there various qualities of shoddy?—A. Yes, depending on whether the

cloth has been worn, or whether it is new clippings.

Q. Supposing it has been worn, what sort of shoddy is that?—'A. It would be a

poor quality of shoddy.

Q. Supposing it was wool clippings, what quality of shoddy would it be?—A. It

might be called a superior quality.

Q. And supposing there is some cotton in it, what quality of shoddy is that?

—

A. Well, when there is cotton in it, that is usually a poor quality.

Q. What is the objection to using shoddy in the wool garment?—A. Well, the

fibres are short, and the felting property is deficient?

Sir Charles Davidson: The what?
The Witness : The felting property is deficient, and the cloth produced would not

be as strong as from all wool.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. Is there a difference in the wearing quality?—A. Certainly.

Q. A very great difference, or a small difference?—A. Great difference.

Q. Was there any shoddy used in the Auburn Woollen Mills in the manufacture
of cloth for the Militia Department?—A. Yes.

Q. About what percentage of shoddy?—^A. About fifty per cent.

Q. Do they make their own shoddy?—^A. No, sir.

Q. They do not?—A. No.
Q. Where do they get it?—A, I suppose they get it from various sources, but

Smiths, in Toronto, supply a good lot.

Q. How much do they supply?—A. I could not say that.

Q. Do you know approximately?—A. No, I do not know approximately.

Q. What weight of cloth was called for by the contract?—A. Thirty-two ounces.

Q. And do you mean to say that sixteen ounces of that was shoddy?—^A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is the difference in the prime cost of shoddy and whole wool or all wool,

or whatever the best material is called?—A. Well, I do not know just at present, but

in ordinary times the shoddy would be about a fourth of the wool.

Q. In a yard of cloth, what would that amount to in normal times?—A. Do you

mean the cost of the cloth?

Q. The prime cost to the manufacturer; what would be the difference in the

amount he would pay for his material to make into a yard of cloth if he put nil wool

or whole wool, or whatever the proper description is, or, on the other hand, if he put

fifty per cent shoddy and fifty per cent good wool?—A. The shoddy in normal times
* would probably cost a little over ten cents a x>ound.

Q. And what would good wool or whole wool cost ?—A. It might be forty-five.

Q. Do you mean to say the manufacturer would save about thirty cents a yard in

his material if he put in shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. If you were a purchaser purchasing cloth from the Auburn Woollen Mills Com-
pany, what would be the difference in price between cloth made from good wool and
cloth which had half shoddy and half wool ?—A. I do not know the price to-day.

Q. What would it be in normal times?—A. Well, say about a dollar and a dollar

fifty.

Q. One would be about a dollar, and the other about a dollar and a haK ?—A. Yes.

Q. So that there would be fifty cents difference per yard between the good cloth

and the inferior quality?—A. Yes.

Q. If you added thirty cents per yard,_ being the difference between cloth that was
made out of good wool and cloth which was half shoddy, you would get a difference of

about 80 cents per yard, would you not ?—A. I do not think it would be so much.
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Q. How much would it be? 75 cents? Do you understand what I want to get at?

If a manufacturer was getting a certain price for cloth made out of good wool, and the

same price for cloth made out of half shoddy, the net gain to him would be about 80

cents, according to your statement?—A. The cost of manufacturing would be the same.

Q. And he would save, as I understand it, 30 cents on the material, where he made
the cloth out of half shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. And if he could get an innocent customer to buy his cloth, which was half

shoddy, and pay the same price for it that another man would pay for all wool, or good

wool cloth, he would make an additional profit of 80 cents all told ?

Sir Charles DAvmsoN: How would he make the 80 cents?

Mr. Thompson : 50 cents and 30 cents on the difference in prime cost of the

material. That 50 cents would be the amount which the innocent purchaser would pay
for half shoddy over and above what he might reasonably be expected to pay. For
instance, let us take a specific case. Supposing cloth, made out of good wool, is two

dollars a yard, and a manufacturer can sell half shoddy at two dollars a yard, then, if

he makes a profit out of good wool at two dollars q. yard he makes an additional eighty

cents per yard out of the half shoddy. It follows from this witness's statement as to

the difference in cost of the materials.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you grasp that?

The Witness: I grasp that the extra profit that they would make would be the

difference between the price of sound wool and the price of shoddy.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. That is 30 cents?—A. Yes.

Q. That is the difference to the manufactiirer ?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : I thought he said more than that.

Mr. Thompson : He said 30 cents, and he said the difference in the real intrinsic

value of the good wool cloth at 32 ounces and the half shoddy cloth at 32 ounces would
be 50 cents a yard ?

The Witness : About that.

Sir Charles Davidson : He said that good wool was worth 45 cents a pound and
shoddy 10 cents.

Mr. Thompson : That would be 35 cents per yard.

The Witness : Yes, in normal times.

Mr. Thompson : I was just marking it down a little lower to the manufacturer.

Sir Charles Davidson : It costs four times as much.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.: *

Q. And the difference in the sale price would be about 50 cents a yard?—A. Yes.

Q. Then that would be 80 cents; we need not follow it any closer, it may not be
of any importance.

Sir Charles Davidson : He would make a total profit of 80 cents.

Mr. Thompson: 80 to 85 cents over and above his ordinary profit on good wool
cloth.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you concur in that?
The Witness: No.
Sir Charles Davidson: What is his extra profit on 50 per cent shoddy?
The Witness : The extra profit would be the difference
Sir Charles Davidson : Take this cloth that is supplied to the Militia Department,

and granted it is shoddy, what additional profit per yard would the manufacturer make?
The Witness : About thirty cents.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Per yard?—A. Yes.

Q. How do you work that out?—A. That is the additional profit, because it is 50
per cent shoddy.
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Q. Supposing, he sold the shoddy at the same price he was getting for good wool

doth, whatever the descriptioii is?—A. He would get his ordinary profit and thirty

cents besides.

Q. I cannot follow that, I assure you. His ordinary profit, as I understau(| it,

would be as follows: good wool is worth $2 a yard, and shoddy would be worth about

$1.50—in that proportion?—A. No, sir.

Q. What is good wool cloth like this worth, what do you pay for it?

Mr. O'Connell: 70 cents a pound.

Mr. Thompson : That would be $1.40. I am told it works out $2.50 a yard. If

good wool cloth is sold on the market at $2.50 a yard, what would cloth 50 per cent

shoddy call for on the open market?—A. It might be worth a dollar.

Q. That would be $1.50 additional profit to the manufacturer on shoddy, if he was
able to sell his shoddy cloth at $2.50 a yard; that would be $1.50. Well, I cannot follow

you at all, I confess. What quality of shoddy was there in the cloth manufactured by

the Auburn Woollen Mills Company ?—A. The quality varied from time to time.

Q. And what was the best quality of shoddy they put in?—A. The best was just

a medium shoddy.

Q. Worth about how much a pound ?—A. I could not tell you what they paid for

it now, but in ordinary times about ten to fifteen cents a p6und.

Q. And what would wool be worth in ordinary times ?^—A. That quality of wool

would be about 45.

Q. And you say about 50 per cent of shoddy went into all the cloth made by the

Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A. Yes.

Q. You are perfectly certain about that?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you see any shoddy which contained cotton?—A. Yes, lots of it.

Q. How often?—A. About three periods, when there was a great lot of cotton

specks in cloth.

Q. What would cotton specks in cloth indicate?—A. You might infer that the

shoddy had been made from old garments.

Q. Are you sure that that was the case?—A. Yes.

Q. And about how many yards of cloth contained cotton specks?—A. I could not

tell you how many; there might be a thousand.

Q. About how many yards altogether— ?—A. More than that.

Q. About how many yards altogether were made by your company?—A. I do not

know, sir.

Q. I refer to the Auburn Woollen Mills Company, about how many yards?—A.

r could not tell you.

Q. How many were supplied to the Militia Department?—A. There might be

500,000, and there might not be so much.
Q. And do you say there was shoddy in all of it?—A. Shoddy in all of it.

Q. And the average would be about 50 per cent shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. And some was good shoddy and some poor shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. I understand that when cloth is made of shoddy, or has a fair percentage of

shoddy in it, it has to be treated in some way to make it "look respectable" ?—A. When
there is a large quantity of shoddy in it, the cloth has a flimsy handling, like an old

stocking.

Q. Do you mean that it is thin?—A. Yes.

Q. Limp?—A. Limp, and in order to stiffen it up a little they apply flour in the

finishing process.

Q. Unleavened flour?—A. Ordinary flour, made into a paste.

Q. Was any such paste used by the Auburn Woolen Mills Company?—A. Yes,

used right along in all the overcoats.

Q. In all the batches that were made?—A. In all the overcoatings.

Q. And is such a paste used where the garment is made of good wool?—A. No, it

is not necessary.

Q. But is it used?—A. I never saw it used.
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Q. You have never seen it used?—A. No.

Q. Never at any time?—^A. No.

Q. Not where it is made of good wool?—A. No.

Q. And when I vised the phase "good wool," I mean wool cloth made entirely out

of wool without shoddy; I do not know what your technical phrase is.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can he produce a sample of what he calls good wool and
shoddy ?

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Have you any shoddy here ?—A. I have a sample which came from the Auburn
Woollen Mills Company.

Q. Let me see it please ?

Sir Charles Davidson : I would like to see the shoddy before it is made up, in its

original form.

The Witness: This is a sample of it.

Sir Charles Davidson : Where did you get this material ?

The Witness: From John Bentley.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is he?

The Witness : He was manager in the mill up to last December.

Mr. O'Connell: I do not suppose my learned friend will put that in without

examining Bentley.

Mr. Thompson : I will prove that later.

Mr. O'Connell : If my learned friend undertakes to prove that this came from the

proper course, all right. He cannot prove it by this witness.

. Sir Charles Davidson: That is all right.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. At any rate, whether that came from the Auburn Woolen Mills Company or

not, is it wool or shoddy, or what is it?—A. It is a good quality of shoddy.

^ Sir Charles Davidson: When did you receive that, and where?

The Witness: On Monday, the 27th of last month.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Where?—A. At the home of Mr. Bentley.

Q. In Peterborough?—A. Yes.

Q. How does this material before us compare with the shoddy which you say

was used by the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A. In my opinion, it is better

shoddy.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you a sample of proper wool with you?
The Witness : No.
Sir Charles Davidson : Can you got it ? - /

The Witness : No, there are no means of getting it.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you not get it during luncheon hour?
The Witness : I do not know where I could get it.

Sir Charles Davidson : Irrespective of. Auburn Woollen Mills, samples of such
wool as are called for by that sample?

The Witness: No.
Mr. Thompson: I have asked the witness whether he could get some good wool

before it is made up, and he said he could not get it in the city, but he could produce
the cloth.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. You can buy some yarn?—A. Yes.
Sir Charles Davidson : I want to see the yarn.
The Witness : It is yam after it is spun.
Sir Charles Davidson : I want a sample of the yarn or wool they put into cloth

that is not shoddy, can you get that?
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The Witness: I do not know where to get it in Ottawa.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you get it elsewhere?

The Witness: I do not know any place around here.

Sir Charles Davidson : Will you try and get it ?

The Witness: Yes.

By Air. Thompson:

Q. Do you say that that process of applying paste was used from the beginning?
—A. That is from the beginning of the war orders, yes.

Q. And that it is never used where ihe material is made of good wool?—^A. I

have never seen it used; it would not be necessary. "

Q. Why did you not give information about this at an earlier date?—^A. This

thing was done so openly from the first that I did not think there was any fraud and
by and by, when I began to suspect fraud, I tried to get away from it.

Q. When did you first begin to suspect fraud in it?—A. Last November or

December.

Q. What made you begin to suspect fraud in November or December last?—A.
Well, seeing so much graft in other lines of industry.

Q. In what other lines did you see there was graft?—A. About binoculars and
drugs.

Q. Did that make you suspicious about the cloth?—A, Yes, I thought it might
be 80 in the woollen goods.

' Q. Why did you wait from November or December until the present _time to

give this information?—A. Well, I tried to get away from it.

Q. What do you mean by that?—A. I applied for a situation.

Q. With some company other than the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A.

Yes, sir.

Q. And why did you finally decide to give information about the fraud, as you
suggest?—A. Well, I thought it was a duty I owed to give this information, in order

to protect the Government.
Xi. Was that after you failed to get a situation some place else?—A. Well, 1

was prevented from getting a situation.

Q. By whom?—A. Mr. James Kendry.

Q. How do you know?—A. He told me himself.

Q. When?—A. On the 7th of January.

Q. 1916?—A. 1916.

Q. Did he say why he prevented you getting a situation?—A. No, he did not.

Q. Do you know why he prevented you getting one?—A, I could not say why he

should do it.
^

Q. But he told you he had done so?—A. Yes.

Q. Here is the specification attached to sample 33 in the year 1912 :
" Dye, fast

colour "—what is meant by that ?—A. A colour that won't come out in milling, in

scouring, reasonably fast.

Q. Was the cloth made by the Auburn Woollen Mills Company fast in colour?

—A. Yes, I have no reason to suppose it was not fast in colour.

Q. And the next specification is "woven plain"—^what does that mean?—A. .It

may be a plain twill.

Q. Was this woven plain—'the cloth in question?—A. Yes.

Q. " Width, 58 inches "—^was it 58 inches in width ?—A. It was finished 58 inches.

Q. What do you mean by that?l—A. After the last process the width was 58 inches.

Q. " Weight per yard of 36 inches, 32 to 33 ounces "—was it 32 to 33 ounces ?—
A. Yes.

Q. Does that mean 32 to 33 ounces per yard?^—A. Yes.

Q. Would that count in the paste or count out the paste?—A. That was in the

finished state.
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Q. How much paste would be in a yard of 36 inches?—A. There might be—it

would not be possible to tell—there might be an ounce. ^

Q. Would it weigh from 32 to 33 ounces finished?—lA. Yes.

Q. " N.B.—This pattern tests as follows : counts threads per half inches : warp
19 "—that would be about right?—'A. Yes.

Q. What is warp?—A. The thread that goes lengthwise of the piece.

Q. What does 19 mean?—A. 19 threads per half inch. '

Q. And what does 19 weft—^what is weft?—A. The weft is the thread that goes

across the piece.

Q. What does 19 mean?—-A. 19 threads per inch, if it says x)er "inch.

Q. It simply ^ys " 19 "?—A. It would be 19 per inch.

Sir Charles Davidson: Per half inch?

The Witness: Does it say per half inch.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Yes, it says per half inch: "Tests per Goodbrand and Holland machine, six

and five-eighths inch by nine inch gauge "—what does that mean ?—A. It means the

tearing strength of the cloth.

Q. As tested on this machine that has just been mentioned?^—A. Yes.

Q. Is there such a testing machine at the Woollen Mills?—.A. Yes, but I do not

think it is the same machine mentioned here.

Q. Goodbrand & Holland is the machine mentioned here; what is the machirfie at

the company's office?—A. I do not know the make of the machine, but it does the

same work.

Q. Was the cloth all tested with that machine?—A. I could not say.

Q. It might have been?—A. It might have been.

Q. Strength is the next specification " Warp 600 pounds "—what does that mean ?

—A. It means this cloth would stand a pull of 600 i)ounds before it would be torn.

Q. And the weft 550 pounds. Does that mean the tearing strength of the weft
650 pounds?—A. Yes.

Q. "Elasticity, warp 2^ inches"—that means it will stretch that?—A. Yes, before

it will tear.

Q. And "weft 2J inches" means the same thing?—A. Yes.

Q. Per yard?—A. No, the size mentioned there.

Q. Six and five-eights by nine inches ?—A. Yes.

Q. If we tested some of this cloth on Goodbrand & Holland's machine, would it

stand that strain if it was half shoddy?—A. I would not expect it to do so.

Q. Would you expect it to do so if it was made of good wool?—A. Yes.

Q. Would that, therefore, be some test as to whether what you say is correct or

not?—A. Yes.

Q. What test can we apply to their cloth to ascertain whether it has been coated
with paste, as you suggest?—A. I do not know any test; it would require a chemical
test for that, I should think.

Q. To ascertain whether there is any paste in it?—A. Yes, sir.

Mr, Thompson : I will ask this witness to step down for a few minutes, and I will

call Mr. Baxandall now.
The witness retired for the present.

Albert Baxandall, clerk for John M. Garland & Company, Ottawa, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is your occupation ?—A. Clerk for John M. Garland & Company.
Q. Wholesale woollen merchants?—A. Wholesale dry goods.
Q. And carry on business in a large way ?—A. In a large way.
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Q. What is your specific work in that company?—A. In the woollen department,

Q. And would you call yourself an expert on wool?—A. No, I would not call

myself an expert.

Q. How close would you come to being an expert?—A. I would not style myself

an expert on wool at all; in a general way, in the trade we handle it; I just pass on

certain things, but I am not an expert on the construction of cloth.

Q. Are you the employee of John M. Garland & Company, who passes on the

quality of material?—A. I do, sir.

Q. How many years' experience have you had?—A. I have had about twenty

years' experience in the business.

Mr. O'CoNNELL : This young man evidently is called as an expert to give opinion

evidence. He is not speaking as to facts, but simply expressing his opinion as an
expert, and he has not qualified for that evidence yet. In an important case of this

kind, it is necessary, I should think, as far as the rules of evidence are concerned,

that they shiould be observed with a witness of this character. It requires considerable'

skill and judgment to determine the composition of shoddy cloth. A man called as an
expert in that should be able to qualify. I submit this witness has not shown by his

evidence that he is. qualified.

Sir Charles Davidson : Perhaps we had better have the question put.

Mr. Thompson: He is an employee in one of the largest wholesale companies.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Did you e'xamine sample No. 33 ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Which I showed to you?—A. Yes.

Q. How does that compare with the three samples of cloth?

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you object to that?

Mr. O'Connell: That is just the very point I raised. He says he is not an
expert, and he is called upon now to give an opinion as to the cloth. If he were
speaking as to a fact, there would not be any serious objection, but he is giving

expert evidence.

Mr. Thompson: Perhaps he, misunderstood what I meant by an expert, and
perhaps if he describes his knowledge of cloth, you may come to the conclusion that

he is an expert, but personally I do not know whether he is or not.

The Witness: If you ask me how much cotton there is in it, there may 'be a

percentage, but I could not tell you; it would require experts to do it. My duty is,

I have to pass the cloth. If it is anything reasonable, I simply pass it on; but to

tell you as to the warp and the quality of the yarn, that should have been put in,

I could not tell you.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. I jusit ask you generally whether the samples of cloth before you are of as

good a quality as cloth called for by the specification No, 83?

Mr, O'CbNNELL : That brings up another aspect of it. The real question in this

case is as to the using of this shoddy and the question as to the difference in the quality

of the cloth does not matter. One can readily understand in the process of manu-
ture there may be cloth produced of varied quality. It wpuld be almost an impossi-

bility, I should think, for the manufacturer to produce a uniform quality throughout,

as long as it is substantially in conformity with the specification

Sir Charles Davidson: That is another feature of the case. Where do these

samples come from?
Mr. Thompson : From the Contracts Branch.
Sir Charles Davidson: You propose to prove these are from the Contracts

Branch?
Mr. Thompson: I wrote the Contracts- Branch as soon as the information was

given me, and asked them to produce samples and batches of all cloth supplied by the
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Woollen Mills Company, and Mr. Burns produced in court the samples which are before

you, and informs me that all the other cloth has been made into overcoats, and it is

now impossible to trace the identity of the cloth after it has once been made into

overcoating:; and the question is, whether the samples before the witness are of as

trood quality as specification No. 33, the sealed pattern.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you an experience which enables you to speak of it?

The Witness No, I would not speak as to that.

Mr. Thompson: I suggest that the Commission adjourn until two o'clock. There

is a witness from the United States, and I desire to take his testimony after luncheon,

so that he may be able to take the afternoon train.

The Commission adjourned until two o'clock.

After adjournment.

George Greaves, already sworn:

Recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. Referring to the coating of paste which you say was put on cloth made of

shoddy to give it a firm appearance, would it be possible for the inspector to detect the

presence of such a coating of paste ?—A. No, I do not think it would.

Q. And does the treatment of cloth with such a coating of paste affect its wearing

quality ?—A. I do not think it would wear better for it.

Q. Would it wear any worse for it?—A. No, I do not think' it would.

Q. So that the only effect of the paste is to give it a firm handling?—A. Yes.

Q. And would a person who did not make a close analysis of the cloth be. deceived

then, and consider that the firmness of the cloth was due to the fact that it was made
of good wool ?—A. Yes.

Q. Look at sample No. 33, the sealed pattern, and tell me whether you consider

sample No. 33 has any shoddy in it, and, if so, how much you consider it has?—A. My
own opinion is that there is no shoddy in it.

Q. No shoddy in sample No. 33, which is the sealed pattern ?—A. No.

Q. Will you look at the sample which I now hand you, and which will be exhibit

5, and tell me whether you consider exhibit 5 has any shoddy, and about what propor-

tion, if it has any ?—A. Yes, this contains shoddy.

Q. Are you prepared to say what quantity of shoddy it has?—A. Well, it would
be hard to tell the proportion, but. I would judge about fifty per cent shoddy.

Q. And what quality of shoddy does it possess ?—A. Well, I should thiid^ it would
be a fairly good quality of shoddy.

Q. Is there any cotton in it that you described this morning?—A. Well, it is easy
to pick out the cotton; that is not anything to complain of.

Q. You point to a few little specks and you say there is nothing to complain of?

—A. No.

Q. Do you say those specks are cotton specks ?-^A. Yes.

Q. Does that indicate the presence of cotton, or would you say that was simply
an isolated piece of cotton in this material ?—A. I would say it came from the shoddy.

Q. Would that indicate about how much cotton there was in the shoddy?—A. Well,
in this case, there would be very little.

Q. Will yoy take another sample, which I call exhibit No. 6, and examine that
exhibit and tell me whether you find any shoddy or not ?—^A. This contains shoddy too.
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Q. Do you say that it has a large percentage or smaller percentage of shoddy than

exhibit 5?—A. I would judge about the same as the other.

Q. Do you detect the presence of any cotton in exhibit 6?—A. There are a few
specks, not much.

Q. About what percentage of cotton?—A. It is not appreciable, just a few tiny

specks.

Q. Look at this sample, exhibit 7, and tell me what shoddy, if any, there is in that?

—A. About the same as the others.

Q. And what do you say as to sample exhibit 8?—A. That is the poorest one in

the bunch.

Q. Exhibit 8 is the poorest one of all ?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you detect any cotton in exhibit 8 ?—A. Just a speck or two.

Q. Not an appreciable quantity?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : What as to appearance of these samples, 5, 6, 7 and 8, as

contrasted with the sealed sample?

The Witness : Do you mean the difference in- the appearance ?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes.

The Witness : Well, I think the sealed sample is the better.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Could you tell that there is shoddy in these samples by merely looking at

them ?—A. By taking the fibre.

Q. But by merely looking at them, from the appearance merely?—^A. No, I

would not like to say that.

Q. What have you done in order to form your judgment?—A. On the number
and length of the fibres.

Q. You tore them?—A. I took out ^ thread of each.

Q. You tore a strip oft" each?—A. Yes, and judged the number of short fibres in it.

Q. Could a non-expert detect that there is this alleged shoddy in the specification

you have seen?—A. No, I do not think he could.

Q. Does shoddy make the cloth any thicker or thinner?—^A. No.
Q. Same thickness?—A. Same weight of cloth, it would be the same.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. When did you commence work for Mr. Kendry for the Auburn Woollen Mills

Company?—A. I think it was in February, 1907.

Q. And were you continuously employed there up to the time that you left some
months ago?—A. Yes.

Q. When did you leave?—A. On the 7th January this year.

Q. What position did you engage for when you went there first?—^A. Designer.

Q. And I suppose you remained as designer up to the day you left?—A. Yes.

Q. It is a regular woollen mills, I suppose?—A. Yes.

Q. And previous to the getting of the contracts for the militia cloth they manu-
factured all kinds of cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. And cloths of different patterns, I suppose?—A. Yes.

Q. The patterns of which you designed?—A. Yes.

Q. Is that right?—A. Yes.

Q. You designed the patterns that were necessary for those clothes ?—A. Yes.

Q. What was the month in which you say you left ?—A. January, January last.

Q. How did you come to leave?—A. Well, I was discharged.

Q. By whom?—^A. Mr. Kendry.

Q. Kendry, senior?—A. Yes.

Q. When did the firm commence to work on the militia cloth contracts ?—A. Well,

I could not say the date, but it was immediately after the war broke out.

Q. The war broke out in this country, or the Empire, about August 4, 1914

—

would it be shortly after that?—^A. Very shortly after that.
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Q. A month—did they commence to work upon the khaki cloth a month after-

wards?—A. I wo\ild say it was within a month.

Q. For the Canadian Government?—A. Yes.

Q. Did they have a contract for the British Government before that ?—A. I could

not tell you.

Q. You do not know?—A. No.

Q. But, in any event, you know they commenced to work on the khaki for the

Canadian Government about a month after the war broke out?—A. Yes.

Q. Did they commence then to use this wool stock, which you are calling shoddy,

at that time?—A. In the overcoating, they began to use it.

Q. They commenced then about a month after the war broke out to use, if you
will permit me, I will call it the wool stock, which you call shoddy? Is it sometimes
called in the trade wool stock?—A. I have not heard it called wool stock.

Q. Do you know what wool stock is?—A. It is intended to be pure wool.

Q. You judge wool stock to be pure wool ?—A. Yes.

Q. Then did they commence to use this thing which you call " shoddy " from the

very first ?—A. Yes.

Q. Did they continue to use it Continuously until you left ?—A. Yesr

Q. In the same quantity throughout, fifty to fifty?—A. Well, it was increased.

Q. What did they start on?—A. They started on about fifty per cent.

Q. Well, it remained about 50 per cent throughout ?—A. Lately, they increased it.

Q. You did not mention that this morning?—A. I think I did mention it.

Q. Did they increase the shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. Latterly—when did they commence to do that?—A. I ^ojjld not tell you the
exact date when they did.

Q. A slight increase ?—A. Well, about sixty per cent,

Q. You think it was about sixty per cent?—A. Yes.

Q. You cannot tell me when they commenced to do that?—A. No.

Q. And fifty per cent was altogether too much in your opinion?—A. Yes.
Q. How long have you been in this particular line of business?—A. I have been

a designer for about twenty-five years.

Q. Working in England and in this country?—A. Yes.

Q. And after about twenty-five years of experience, I suppose that you consider
yourself competent to speak about the proper materials entering into cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. You consider yourself quite competent?—A. Yes.

Q. And you know what materials are requisite to make good cloth ?—A. Yes.
Q. So that you are quite competent to say that shoddy is an inferior article in

cloth?—A. Certainly.

Q. You told us this morning, it weakmis the quality of the cloth, weakens the
strength and makes it an inferior quality?—A. Makes it a weaker and inferior cloth.

Q. And you knew from the time that they commenced to use this shoddy that
they were turning out weaker and inferior cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. From the time they commenced to use it?—A. Yes.
Q. So that you remained in the firm for about sixteen months after they com-

menced to use it, with full knowledge of the fact that they were using it, I suppose?

—

A. I thought they had a license to use it.

Q. Don't answer some questions that you are not asked. You remained there for
sixteen months knowing that they were usihg this thing and turning out a weaker and
inferior cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. And you tell us now that you thought that they had a license to use it; is that
so?—A. I thought they might have a license to use it.

Q. Did you make inquiries to know whether they had a license to use that or not ?

—A. No.

Q. When did you discover they had not a license to use it?—A. Well I did not
know till about last December.
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Q. You did not discover until last December that they did not have a license to

use it?—A. No, and I did not know even then.

Q. What is it you did learn last December?—A. Well, it entered into my mind

—

Q. Entered into your mind—what entered into your mind?—A. That they had
not a right to use it.

Q. So that the first time it entered into your mind that they did not have any
right to use it was in last December—is that right?—A. Yes.

Q. How do you explain that it was so long getting into your mind, after being,

there about fifteen months or more?—A. Because they started from the first without

any concealment.

Q. They started from the first without any concealment?—A. Yes.

Q. And I am asking you now how was it that it was so long percolating into your
mind that they had no right to use it, after you had seen them using it for about six-

teen months?—A. Well, I say I thought they had a license to use it.

Q. What?—A. I thought they had a license to use it.

Q. You went on for sixteen months thinking they had a license to use it ; then sud-

denly, in the month of December, a suspicion entered your mind for the first time?

—

A. Yes.

Q. It is very strange that it should take sixteen months to get there—and what
time in December did this suspicion enter into your mind?—A. I could not say.

Q. Do you remember having a conversation with Mr. Kendry about your remain-

ing with the firm, in the month of December?—A. No, sir.

Q. You do not?—A. No.

Q. How long did you remain with the firm after you had got a suspicion that they

did not have the right to use it?—A. I remained till the 7th of January.

Q. About a month?—A. Yes.

Q. Y ou remained with them about a month after you got the suspicion ?—A. Yes.

Q. What did you do then after you got the suspicion, during the time you were

with the firm? Did you make any eomiijlaint?—A. I tried to get a situation and get

away from them.

Q. You tried to get ^ situation to get away from them ?—A. Yes.

Q. So that we have it now, that after about the first part of December you got a

suspicion all this was wrong, and tried to get a situation and go elsewhere?—A. Yes.

Q. And until you left you made no complaint to anybody, did you ?—A. No.

Q. Complained to nobody?—A. No.

Q. Drawing your salary all the time?—A. Yes.

Q. And from the month of August and September,' when they commenced the

manufacture of this material, your work as a designer had. ceased; there was no more
designing for you to do ? Had" you any more designing to do after they commenced
the manufacture of these goods?—A. Very little.

Q. So that, during the sixteen months you were staying with the firm drawing

your salary, with little or nothing to do ?—A. Very little to do.

Q. And they paid you your wages, I suppose?—A. Yes.

Q. And you rewarded them for that generosity by laying this complaint against

them afterwards?

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : Do you think this has anything to do with the case ?

Mr. O'CoNNRLL : It shows the motive.

Sir ChaplEo Davidson: Do you think the motive has anything to do with it?

Mr. O'CoNNELL : It only affects his testimony in this sense, as to the quality of

the stuff. If you think that he is moved by improper motive, you can look with more
or less suspicion upon his statement as to the quality of the stuff he is testifying in

regard to.

Sir Charles Davidson : That would be. a matter of fact.

Mr. O'CoNNELL: Just one or two questions.
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By Mr. O'Connell:
"

Q. When did you first make the complaint?—A. I think it was about the 15th

of March.

Q. March last?—A. Yea.

Q. To whom did you make it?—A. I laid the matter before a member of Par-

liament, Mr. Burnham.
Q. Mr. J. H. Burnham?—A. Yes.

Q. Mr. Burnham knew you were a discharged employee at that time?

Sir Charles Davidson: What has this to do with it?

Mr. O'Connell: Very well, I will not follow it up.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Would you be good enough to inform the court just exactly—so as to have

an understanding—^how this process of manufacture is followed up? You first deal

with the wool, don't you? You take the wool and blend it?—A. Yes.

Q. With the blending of the wool, of course, you have nothing to do?—A. No.
Q. Your duties are confined entirely to that of designer?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, as I understand, they take these different colours of wool and blend

them?—A. Yes.

Q. And then they put them through Avhat is called a picker?—A. Yes.

Q. And with the picker you have nothing to do?—A. No.

Q. And then the next step is putting it through the carding machine, which
straightens out the fibre in the wool?—A. Yes.

Q, With that you have nothing to do?—A. No.
Q. You are not familiar with the process in any way?—A. Yes, familiar with

all the processes.

Q. And the next after the carding is the spinning of it into yam?—A. Yes.

Q. With that you had nothing to do while you were engaged in the firm?—A.

No more than seeing it done.

Q. And then finally the yarn is spun into the cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. And afterwards it was put through the fulling process, after the weaving
of it?—A. The finishing process.

Q. The fulling of it?—A. Yes.

Q. And the sizing of it?—A. Yes;

Q. These are all distinct terras in the work, and I suppose each of the men
engaged in these different departments have nothing to do with the others?—A. No.

Q. Is it your business to look after the designing?—^A. Yes.

Ql. And the carder's business to look after the carding^ and so on, throughout
the whole process—A. Yes.

Q. Now, in the blending of the wool, you say there was a certain amount of

shoddy put in—A. Yes.

Q. Which you say is fifty per cent shoddy?—A. Practically.

Q. And how do you know the percentage of that shoddy put in there?—A. Well,

I saw by the material laid on the floor, the batches.

Q. You saw the batches laid on the floor?—A. Yes.

Q. And that is how you know it?—'A. Yes.

Q. That is the new wool and the shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. The quality of the cloth, of course, will be affected by that material which
you say laid upon the floor ; that is, the new wool and the shoddy ?—A. Yes.

Q. The final result?—A. Yes.

Q. There are different qualities of wool?—A. Yes, there are many qualities of

wool.

Q. Ranging in price, ordinarily, from what?—A. I do not know; it is quite a wide

range of prices, according to the fineness of the wool.

Q. Can you give us some idea as to the range of the prices .ordinarily—in ordinary

times ?—^A. Well, in ordinary times, the price was from 40 to 60 cents.
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Q. The poorest class of wool would be 40 cents and the highest, you thinlt, 60;
is that your idea of it?—A. The coarsest class.

Q. The coarsest class would be ahout 40 cents ?—^A. Yes.

Q. And the best class would be about 60 cents?—^A. Yes.

Q. Is that the extent of the range of the different prices? Would they not be

more than that?—A. Well, it depends on the times.

Q. The prices varied at different times ?—A. Yes.

Q. Sometimes they might be more and sometimes less?—A. Yes.

Q. That is the difference in the range?—^A. Yes.

Q. And I suppose wool of an inferior grade makes an inferior cloth, does it not?

Wool of an inferior grade would produce an inferior cloth?

Sir Charles Davidson : How could it be otherwise ?

By Mr. O'Oonnell:

Q. That must be so?—A. Yes.
' '

Q Are there different grades of shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. Four or five grades of shoddy?—^A. Yes.

Q. You can have shoddy, can you not, from all wool garments?—A. Yes.

Q. And that, of course, brought back to its original condition, would be all wool?

—A. Yes.

Q. And you got wool from old clothes?—A. Yes.

Q. If you have wool from the new clothes it is much superior to the wool from
the old clothes?—^A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : He has already stated that.

By Mr. O'Connell

:

.

Q. Now, is it not quite possible that if you take this shoddy from absolutely new
clips—that is cloth that has never been worn—^by a garnetting process back into wool
again, you have then a shoddy almost as good as wool, at least of an inferior quality?

—A. No.

Q. Why not?—A. Because the fibres are short; they are broken in the chemical
proceiss.

Q. Of what? Garnetting?—A. Of tearing the garment.

Q. You think they would be broken?—A. Yes.

Q. And by that means shortened?—A. Yes.

Q. So that the only complaint you would have to make would be that the fibres

would be somewhat shorter?—A. No, that is not any complaint.

Mr. Thompson : It is the quality of wearing.

Mr. O'Connell : It is because the fibre is shorter that the quality of the material

is deficient.

The Witness : And it is also deficient in felting properties.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. What would be the effect of the short fibre upon the wool itself?—A. It

would be weaker and not so durable.

Q. Don't they sometimes use short wool in the manufacture of cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. And make good cloth of it?—A.. They might make it.

Q. I suppose that the use of this shoddy was simply in the freize, so far as you
know?—A. Yes.

Q. It was not used in the other cloth the firm was manufacturing, the tunic,

and so on?—A^ No.

Q. Were you ever employed in the mills, in the fulling department, working on
the fulling?—A. No.

Q. You do not know what is done there?—A. I know the process, that is all.

Q. When the cloth comes from the loom it has to be reduced' in length and
increased in thickness in the felting process?—A. Yes.
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Q. Can you tell nic whether iii^that process it is not serviceable for the cloth

to have a certain amount of short fibre as a fulling?—A. I do not grasp the purport
of the question.

Q. AVhen you bring your cloth oiut of the loom to reduce the length and increase

the thickness, is it not serviceable to have a certain amount of short fibre, in order

to give a fulling to them?—A. It depends on the amount of cloth you are aiming at.

Q. It would be serviceable in some kinds of cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. AVhat kind of cloth?—A. Cloth with a nap.

Q. It w^ould be serviceable in case of cloth with a nap?—A. Yes.

Q. Any other cloth?—A. No other cloth that I know of.

Q. What quantity of shoddy do you think could be used in a cloth, without

materially lessening its strength?—A, You could not use any without lessening, its

>trength.

Q. Without materially lessening its strength; what quantity could be used without

materially lessening its strength?—A. I would not like to say that.

Q. I suppose you would say you could not use fifty per cent of shoddy without

materially lessening its strength?—A. Decidedly.

Q. And fifty per cent of shoddy would have a very material effect upon the

strength of the cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. So that the finished article would be, in your opinion, quite weakened ?—A. Yes.

Q. There is no doubt about that?—A. No.

Q. And it would go into the market an absolutely inferior article, after using fifty

per cent shoddy?— Yes.

Q. You say that even after using fifty per cent of the shoddy, which you say

was used in this case, that would produce an inferior article?—A, Yes.

Q. And anybody with experience in the clothing business would be able tb detect

that fact in the finished article?—A. Yes, the man with experience would.

Q. Any man with ordinary experience would be able to detect the inferiority of

that article by ordinary inspection ?—A, Not any man.

Q. Any ordinary expert?—A. Yes, an expert would.

Q. And of course a cloth of that kind would not stand the test?—A. I would not

expect it to stand the test.

Q. Have you any doubt about it?—A. No.

Q. You have not any doubt that a cloth manufactured in the way you say this

was manufactured would not be able to stand the test?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you know that this cloth has, as a matter of fact, been inspected by the

department?—A, No, I do not Icnow that.

Q. You do not know that?—A. No.

Q. Do you know what test the department required for the cloth to be produced
at that mill?—A. I do not know.

Q. What would you say about sixty pounds test? Would that stand the test of

sixty pounds?—A. I cannot tell you.

Sir Charles Davidson: Sixty pounds lengthwise?
Mr. O'CoNKELL : They put a test on it, sixty pounds to the square inch.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is that the Holland machine?
Mr. O'Connell: Yes, with the Holland machine.
Sir Charles Davidson: Not on the square inch; here it is, warp 600 pounds,

weft 550.

Mr. O'Conntell: Yes.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Would you say that a cloth manufactured in the way you have described this
would stand that test of sixty pounds to the square inch?—A. I do not know.

Q. Could it?—A. I could not tell you; I have not seen it tested.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where do you get that figure?
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Mr. O'CoNNELL : I have it in this report.

Sir Charles Davidson : I have not heard of any sixty pounds to the square inch.

Mr. O'CoNNELL : We will come to that later.

By Mr. O'Connell K.C.:

Q. What is the method of testing this cloth to the square inch? What method
would you adopt?—A. To pull it, to see if it tears.

Q. You would apply something to have a weight of sixty pounds ?—A. Yes.

Q. Would you expect it to tear if yqu applied a weight of 60 pounds?—A. I do

not know.

Q. What would it tear at?—A. I cannot tell you; I have not tested it.

Q. You cannot tell me, from the composition of that cloth, what weight wjuld be

necessary to tear it ?—A. No.

Q. And still, after all, that strength test is one of the determining factors of the

quality of the cloth, is it not?—A. Yes.

Q. One of the main things in manufacturing cloth is to get strength?—A. Not
always.

Q. One of the main things. What is the thing about the finished product, if not

its strength?—A. Often the appearance is just as important as the strength.

Q. What are the qualities, in your opinion, in order to ' pronounce a finished

article of cloth a good quality? Strength?—A. Strength and durability.

Q. If you have the strength in the cloth, won't you have the durability?—A. You
would naturally think so.

Q. So that if you have the strength you would naturally think you would have the

durability, and if the finish is all right, then the cloth is all right, is it not?—A. I do

not admit that.

Q. Then what is it that is wanting, in your opinion, if it has both the strength

and the finish, in order to make it a cloth of good quality?—A. Well, the wearing
qualities.

Q. You have just told me if it had the strength you would think it would have

the wearing qualities, the durability—you do not go back on that?—A. No.
Q. So that if it has the strength and the finish, it has all the qualities necessary?

Is that right?—A. No, there is the appearance of the cloth.

Q. As I said, if it has the strength and the appearance?—A. The finish.

Q. Then it has all the qualities necessary, has it not?—A. Yes.

Q. If the department, in its specifications, specifies a certain quality and a certain

finish, and it comes up to that quality and finish, what is there wrong about the cloth,

in your opinion?—A. If it comes up to all the specifications, I would say it was right.

Q. And if it came up to all the specifications of the department, you wotdd say

it was cloth of good quality, at least as good as the department required?

Sir Charles Davidson : That is obvious.

Mr. O'CoNNELL : Yes.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Did you ever see these specifications in the department?—A. I do not remem-
ber seeing them.

Q. Were you ever informed^what the specifications of the department were?—A,

1 do not catch that question.

Q. Were you informed of what the specifications of the department were ?—A. Of
this department?

Q. In regard to the manufacture of this particular cloth?—A. I have been
informed of certain of the particulars that was necessary to make the cloth.

Q. Were you ever informed of the exact specifications of the department in regard

to this cloth?—A. Never.

Q. So that you cannot tell us now whether the specifications were lived up to or

not, can you, Mr. Greaves?—A. I could not say, sir.
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Q. So that the only cause of complaint that you have is that they have been using

this fifty per cent of what you call " shoddy " ?—A. Yes.

Q. And I suppose you do not pretend to say that that was not all wool shoddy, do

you ?—A. It was all wool shoddy except in some of the poorer qualities of shoddy that

contains cotton specks.

Q. Cotton specks is a very insignificant thing; it may get into even pure wool;

that is often possible?—A. It is not insignificant.

Q. Why?—A. Because it gives the cloth an unsightly appearance.

Q. Biit you do not say it was a matter of any moment in the manufacture of this

cloth of these mills, the cotton specks that your saw ?—A. They could not sell the cloth

with the specks in it.

Q. But the amount of cotton specks you saw in this militia clothe was a matter of

no moment ; it was very small and insignificant ?—A. I do not say that.

Q. How many hundreds of thousands of yards did they turn out during your time ?

—A. I could not tell you.

Q. 500,000; how many thousand yards did you see the cotton specks in?—A. I

could not tell you that.

Q. Whether it was a hundred or a thousand yards?—A. Well, it was a thousand

yards.

Q. And these cotton specks have to be removed in the mills before the cloth is

shipped, have they not?—A. As many as could be removed.

Q. And if they were not removed they would be easily observable by the depart-

ment?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you know whether, as a matter of fact, the cotton specks were removed in

the mill?—A. They were removed, as many as possible, not all.

Q. But nearly all?—A. It would not be possible to remove them all.

Q. Why not?—A. Because it would cost too much to pick them out',

Q. And those that they did not remove would be easily observable by the depart-

ment?—A. Yes.

Q. And if they succeeded in removing all the cotton specks, the material of the

cotton would not be affected at all by tlie specks, once the specks were removed?^—^A.

No.
Mr. Thompson: I wish to interrupt this particular examination to continue a

matter not now before us; that is, the submarine inquiry. I call Mr. Davison of New
London, Conn., a member of the company who sold the submarines to Canada.

The witness retired for the present.

Gregory C. Davisox, vice-president of the Electric Boat Company, sworn

:

Sir Charles Davidson: We have been endeavouring to secure your attendance
and have the benefit of your evidence, for some months.

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : And your business ?

The Witness: I am one of the vice-presidents of the Electric Boat Company.
The Electric Boat Company's business is building submarines.

Sir Charles Davidson: And about your not having been able to come up before

—

The Witness : I have been unable to come up before this time.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. I think it was your company that designed and built the two submarines which
Canada purchased?—^A. Yes.

Q. I understand they were designed at your works in New London ?—A. Yes.
Q. And the construction of them was done at Seattle, by the construction com-

pany there?—^A. Yes.
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Q. You know the amount that the Canadian Government paid for these two ves-

sels?—A. Yes, the Canadian Government paid $1,150,000 for the two vessels.

Q. And how much did your company receive out of that?—A. Our company
received $555,000 each; that is $1,110,000 for the two.

Q. And the other $40,000

—

A. The other $40,000 was paid as a commission to Mr.

Paterson.

Q. J. V. Paterson?—A. Who negotiated the sale for us.

Q. You did not actually receive the cash from the Canadian Government?—A.

Yes.

Q. I think Mr. Paterson retained his commission ?—A. Mr. Paterson received

the entire amount, $1,150,000 from the Canadian Government, and he retained his

commission, which we had agreed to give him, and also a certain sum which was
due his firm on the construction account for the two boats.

Q. Mr. Taylor, the accountant of your firm, produced a number of vouchers in

court when the Commission was sitting in Montreal, showing progress estimates, and
that at the time of the sale to Canada your company owed the Seattle Company
approximately $131,000?—A. That is correct.

Q. And Mr. Paterson retained that out of the proceeds which he received?—A.

That is correct.

Q. And was that amount really and truly dtie the Seattle Company at the time
the sale was made?—A. No, it was not due, because there w-as a certain amount due
us by the Chilean Government that had not been paid of it; it was not due to the

Seattle Company until we received our payment from the Chileans, but it was a sum
that was due as soon as we received our money.

Q. It was a legitimate claim?—A. A legitimate claim.

Q. Did Mr. Paterson, or Mr. Paterson's company, retain any sums of money
whatsoever over and above the amount of their legitimate claim for construction?

—A. They retained a sum of $40,000, which was a commission for their services in

effecting this sale.

Q. That was the $40,000 already referred to?—A. Yes, but no other sum.

Q. Did your company pay out a commission, or any moneys out of the amount
received by them, by way of commission?—A. None whatever; no money whatsoever

to any one.

Q. You are the chief engineer, I think, of the company?
Sir Charles DAVrosoN: Put the question: to any other company or any other

person.

Mr. Thompson: Yes.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Was any commission or any money directly or indirectly paid to any other

-

person, individual, or firm, in respect of the sale of these vessels?—A. Positively no,

except the commission paid to Mr. Paterson of $40,000.

Q. Which was not really paid to him, but which he retained?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are you aware of what sum he demanded?

The Witness: At the outset he wanted $70,000, and we questioned that, and

settled for $40,000, which seemed about fair.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. The Seattle Company retained about $131,000 when Mr. Paterson receivel

the drafts from the Canadian Bank of Commerce; was that amount due the Seattle

Company in respect to these two submarines, or was that partly due on other accounts

as well?—A. No, it was due on these two submarines. These accounts are always

kept separate.

Q. As to the design of these vessels, what do you say as to their being modern

in design, or otherwise, at the time they were purchased by Canada?—A. They were
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very modern in their design; for the size, they were the best we knew how to build at

that time.

Q. Have you since built any others of the same design?—A. We have never

built any others exactly of the same design, but very close to it, as far as size and
j^eneral characteristics are concerned.

Q. Was there anything different in principle?—A. Nothing.

Q. Were the differences major or minor differences?—A. Minor differences; the

principal diftereiicos were the engines; we have different engines in the later boats.

Q. That hardly goes to the efficiency of the vessels so far as diving or rising was

concerned ?—A. It don't affect it ; the qualities are about the same.

Q. Some question was raised as to the efficiency of the vessels in that respect?

—

A. There was only one criticism that could be made about the vessels when they were

completed, and that was that they were slightly over the designed weight; they were

ten tons over the designed weight; their surface displacement was about 320 tons.

That means they actually weighed that.

Q. Was that due to design, or what?—A. Due to several causes. Part of it was

due to our adding certain features, which the Chilean Government wanted, after the

boats were designed and which we put on. We put on larger conning towers, and we
added a deck anchor, and added a number of things which they asked for, and at the

time the Government was informed that it would increase the weight and also affect

the metercentric height; but the other part of it was due to unavoidable increase in

weight in parts of the machinery, but from a practical standpoint these weights really

did more good than harm.

Q. In what respect?—A. They made the parts the weights went into better than

they would be without the extra weight.

Q. How did it affect their efficiency as far as diving was concerned?—A. It had
no effect. There is a great latitude in which you can work these weights in sub-

marines; they have a great many tanks for ballast; we built those tanks and there

is one tank which is made purposely to take care of any inequalities in weight. Some-
times a boat will have a great many stores on board, and when that is the case this tank
will have less water, that compensates; then when the boat is light, very small amount
of storage on board, this same tank has more water in it, which compensates. So that

from a practical operating standpoint, this question of weight was negligible.

Q. I infer from what you say that there is quite a margin A. There is a large

margin in addition to that. These particular boats had a considerable amount of lead

on their keels, and it would have been possible, had they so desired, to have removed a
certain amount of this lead, say four or five tons, which would not have affected the
qualities of the boat and would have then brought the weight to the designed amount.

Q. It would affect the metercentric height?—A. It would affect it some, but not
enough to be of any practical importance.

Q. If desirable, could any one remove sufficient weight to equal the extra weight
that was put into the vessel?—A. I would not recommend removing the entire amount
of ten tons, but a portion of it could be removed. All this question of weight is purely
a technicality. The only way in which it would ever enter, from a practical stand-
point, is in an extreme case, where it might be desired to load the boats up for a long
cruise, having the full tanks and everything full; in that case, there would be no
trouble, so far as the boat is concerned, running on the surface, but on submerging
more water would have to be left out of the tank than ordinarily. It might cause a

slight inconvenience, under such an extreme assumption, which, in fact, never occurs.

If the boat is going on a long cruise she will use up stores and fuel before she gets to
the ground on which she is going to operate. It is not serious in any way. Moreover,
in shipbuilding, you might say it is asgeneral rule for ships to weigh slightly more than
they are designed to weigh, and the percentage in this case is comparatively small.

There have been many s\ibmarines built which require more overweight than this.

Q. Would that apply to vessels built since?—A. Not so much those that have been
built since as those that have been built before.
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Q. How do you account for that? Are the designs more closely calculated?—A.

Yes.

Q. I ask these questions because I understand one of the grounds on which the

Chilean Government did not pay, or would not pay, for the vessels was because owing

to the extra weight put in the vessels, they were not able to carry provisions for the

length of time which the Chilean Government considered advisable or necessary. My
impression is that Mr. Paterson gave testimony to that effect?—A. That was a fact;

tlie Chilean Government gave that as a technical reason, but it never went so far as

to be reduced to writing, or be official from the Chilean Government. It was merely

a conversation with the chief of the Chilean commission, Captain Plaza.

Q. Did the Chilean commission ever actually refuse the vessels?—A. Not finally

or officially; orally, yes, that is, they stated their intention.

Q. They stated their intention of doing so ?—A. Yes.

Q. When you refer to the comjnission, you refer to the Chilean commission
which was appointed to oversee the construction of the vessels?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might pursue tliat point.

Mr. Thompson : Yes.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Mr. Paterson stated that, in spite of this protest by the Chileans that the

vessels would not carry the amount of provisions which they desired,' and although they

had not paid the instalments which were due for over a year, nevertheless, they pro-

tested when he proposed to sell them?—A. As far as my knowledge goes, the facts

were these : when these two boats were finished in July, 1914, I was in Seattle auld

witnessed the trials. Everything was satisfactory. They met the contract require-

ments in every respect. The following day, Captain Plaza, the head of the Chilean

commission, informed me orally that, as the boats were overweight, he would be
forced to recommend their rejection, and, therefore, it was not necessary for us to

continue with this programme of trial. We had only finished the trials on one boat.

I gathered the impression from that conversation, and other actions, that he went to

the trials with the expectation of finding some fault and he waited. This question of

weight was well known to him and to all of us for months, and there was a possibility

the boats might not make their contract speed, but when he saw all these contract

requirements were fulfilled, this was the only point he could use for this purpose, so I

immediately stopped all trials, had the boats returned to Seattle, and had some more
conversations with him, and in these conversations I wanted to get ideas, and got them,

about the boats. Everything was thoroughly agreeable; there was no bad feeling

between us, because he was acting simply under instructions from his Government. He
did not like what he was doing, but it was a matter of duty ^\'ith him. So I told him
that, so far as we were concerned, it was not as serious as it might be, because we
already had been negotiating for the sale of the boats, and he expressed himself as very

pleased, and hoped we would sell them ; and he said if we did, and his government was

in a position, he hoped that they would order two more boats to replace them, and of a

larger size. That is as far as the matter ever went, no really official communications

in regard to it; I came east

Q. What was the date of these trials ?—A, They were on the 21st July.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any objection to state who was the competitor

for purchase?

The Witness : There were two governments ; some negotiations were being car-

ried on with the Kussian Government direct and also negotiations with the Greek

Government, through agents.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. When did those negotiations start?—A. They started in May, the Eussian

negotiations, and the Greek negotiations did not become very active until July.
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Q. 1914?—A. Yes, all this is 1914.

Q. And you left Seattle, as I understand it, after the trial?—A, Yes; I left so as

to arrive in New York about the first day of August, and on the 4th of August the

morning of the 4th, I received a telegram from Mr. Paterson saying he could sell these

boats for a price to us of $555,000, and I telegraphed authorizing them to proceed with

the sale.

Sir Charles Davidson: Were you aware tliat the Chileans made some objections

to the sale of the boats, or in any way objected to the delivery of the boats?

The WiTNKSS: I was not at the time. I knew afterwards. I saw the Chilean

Minister in Washington the morning following the sale, and he seemed very much
disturbed; his principal reason was that he feared that his country might become

involved in some question of violation of the laws of neutrality, but as soon as he

became assured on that point, he was very pleasant about the matter.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Were you on the vessels when the tests were made?—A. Yes.

Q. And did you find that they responded properly when it was desired to rise to

the surface?—A. Yes, they met the contract requirements in every manner. The con-

tract is very elaborate and provides a great many tests ; in fact, it provides every test

that is conceivable with reference to speed and endurance, and submerged speed, the

time to submerge, 'the control of the boat after she is submerged, they are all specified

very minutely, and these boats actually met every one of these requirements, in fact

some of the requirements as r^ards control of the boats submerged were a little more
difficult than any requirements for boats we had ever built.

Q. Did you find that both vessels were alike in that respect, or was one more
efficient than the other?—A. There was only one vessel tried out there while I was
there; the other boat was not tried while I was there.

Q. Why was that?—A. This decision that I have just told you about was "made

by the commission after the trials of one boat, and, therefore, there was no need of

going ahead with the other.

Q. Which vessel was tried out, do you recollect?—A. At that time I knew them
by their Chilean names, one was the Iquique, and the other the Antafagasta, and,
according to my recollection, it was the Iquique we tried first.

Sir Charles Davidson: You were down with the vessel? /

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Any discomfort?

The Witness : No.
Mr. Thompson: I was trying to ascertain whether I had a cruise on the same

vessel you were on.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was there any difficulty as to their lifting power or rising

power, whichever you call it?

The Witness : I would call it rising power ; no, no trouble whatever.
Sir Charles Davidson: The Chilean commissioners were not satisfied; did you

hear anything of that?

The Witness: No, except what I have said, that the boats actually weighed a
trifle more than the original design contemplated.

Sir Charles Davidson: It was suggested that, under your contract, they had
to be capable of being provisioned for two months?

The Witness: Yes. '

Sir Charles Davidson: And that when so loaded they could not rise?

The Witness : I think I explained that in one part of my testimony. It was not
a serious matter; it was a fact that the boats did weigh more as delivered than
originally designed, but there was no reason why they should not, and if for any
reason it was desired to get rid of some of that weight, it could be done in a practical
manner by the removal of a certain amount of lead by perhaps lifting off the deck
anchor and taking out some of these extra' things that were put on.
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By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What do you say as to the price paid by Canada?—A. The price for that type
of boat was a fair price, not considering- the question of supply and demand of sub-

marines.

Sir Charles Davidson: Not considering what?

The Witness : It was a fair price not considering the question of supply and
demand; if you considered the question of supply and demand, it was a very cheap
price.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. How does it compare with other vessels of a similar type and design which
your company has constructed?—A. It was less than some boats of almost exactly the

same size that were built since. It was more than the price at which we offered to

build them for the Chilean^ Government. The price at which we offered to build

them for the Chilean Government was exceptionally low, lower than the price we
build them for the United States- Government for, and w^s done more as a matter

of policy and in competition with all the submarine builders in Europe; the German
firm, Krupp ; the Italian firm, Fiet ; and the French firm, Labouf, were all bidding for

the boats.

Q. Since the declaration of war, the price compares favourably with the price of

similar vessels of similar size and design?—A. It was less.

Q. About how many have you built since the declaration of war?—A. Since the

declaration of war, of that size, we have built 26.

Q. Same size and design?—A. Virtually the same design.

Q. You say the price to Canada compares favourably with the price of these

26 ?—A. It was less than any of the 26.

Q. What is the efficiency of these two boats?—A. These boats are as efficient as

any submarine of the same size and general type that we could build to-day; that is,

for war purposes. They can run under water the same distance and the same speed

as on the surface.

Q. What as to any discrepancy or inefficiency between the two boats. Are you
aware of any?—A. There was some question about- a slight difference in the weight;

there was also a difference in the armament; one boat has four tubes and the other

haa two tubes. The reason of this was because the Chilean Government wanted them
built that way, and naturally the one with four tubes has more military value than

the one with the two tubes. The company protested against building a boat of that

size and putting- four tubes in it, but as the Chilean Government wanted it and were
willing to pay for it, there was nothing else to do. One of the boats has only two

tubes and the other has four tubes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What are their names?
The Witness: I cannot tell you the original names, but I can tell the design

names of the boats.

Sir Charles Davidson : When you speak of the tubes, you speak of the torpedo

tubes ?

The Witness : Yes. 19-B was the design n^me of the boat, or the Antafagasta.

That was our design number, 19-B, and showed two tubes in the bow and one tube

aft. The Iquique was our design name, 19-E and sihowed four tubes in the bow
and one stern tube.

Sir Charles Davidson \ As to the effectiveness and working power ?

The Witness: There is no practical difference.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is your opinion as to the value or efficiency of

these two vessels with respect to the protection of Vancouver and Victoria and the
adjacent waters?

The Witness: In my opinion, they were the greatest defence that those waters
had. From all accounts, it is quite possible that they saved Vancouver and Victoria
from destruction. The moral effect of those two vessels being armed, and being in
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the possession of the Canadian Government, in the opinion of many naval officers with

whom I have talked kept the German cruisers, which were then on the Pacific coast,

from entering those waters, and, moreover, if the cruisers had the hardihood to go

in and bombard Vancouver or Victoria, it is more than probable that those sub-

marines, in the condition in whioJi they were, would have probably simk the cruisers.

•Sir CuARiji^s Davidson: What as to market for these two submarines at the

date of the sale to the Canadian Government?
The Witness: At the date they were sold to the Canadian Government, we

could also have sold them to the Greek Government. Their agents were very anxious

to get them, and we could probably also have sold them to other governments who
were neutrals, but we could not have sold them after hostilities began to the bel-

ligerents, on account of our neutrality laws.

Sir Charles Davidson: As to bargaining for price or otherwise, what margin
of time was there?

The Witness : There was two hours ; there was no time to bargain, when we took

that price it was that or nothing. It was the same way for the Canadian Govern-

ment, because a delay of two hours would have meant that the United States Govern-

ment would have prevented the boats leaving Seattle. As it was, when the report

got out, the United States Government sent out boats from Puget Sound to find these

boats and bring them back, but they had already been delivered.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. I think you said it was on the 21st July, 1914, that you were present at

Seattle at the tests?—^A. Yes.

Q. Had there been any suggestion at that time to sell them to Canada?—A. No.
' Q. Did Mr. Paterson mention any negotiations with anybody in Canada on the

2l8t July ?—A. No, not to me.

Sir Charles Davidson: They began on the 7th.

Mr. Thompson : It was stated' that Mr. Paterson's n^otiations extended over

forty days.

The Witness: They could have talcen taken place without my knowledge; I

had no knowledge of it.

The witness retired.

Charles Burns, already sworn, recalled:

Examined by Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. You are assistant director of contracts?—A. Yes, sir

Q. Would you look at Exhibits 3 and 4 and tell nic whether they embody the con-
tract or contracts and repeat orders with the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?

Mr. O'CoNNELL : I admit that is the contract.—A. Exhibit 3 is the form of tender
sent out and this is the covering letter which accompanied it.

Q. Exhibit 4 is a sample order or contract?—A. Yes.

Q. And the orders were all basel on the sealed pattern, as I understand it?—A.
On the sealed pattern and specification therefor.

Q. Which is the specification?—A. This is it.

Mr. Thompson: We will put in the specification.

(Exhibit No. 9—Auburn Woollen Mills).

Q. How much have you received from that company? How many yards of cloth?

—A. In all, sir.

Q. Yes?—A. This was prepared last Friday; up to that time we had received

225,966 yards; this is dated on the first of August last, from the outbreak of the war;
that is without fractions.

Q. That is from 1914 down to date?—A. Yes.
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Q. It will be 33 in the specification, I presume, that applies to the cloth that was
made by the Auburn Company?—A. They also make 31, 32 and 34. •

Sir Charles Davidson : Has that supply been delivered weekly ?

The Witness: This is their total delivery.

Sir Charles Davidson: Has it been delivered continuously?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : How many orders—that covers how many orders ?

The Witness: Seven different orders.

Sir Charles Davidson: Give us the dates?

The Witness: The first one is dated March 9th, 1915.

Sir Charles Davidson: None in 1914?

The Witness: Yes; there are some completed orders before this. I was not asked

to produce these orders.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is all we need; it is since the war began. Were
there many before the war?

The Witness : None at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : I thought you said some were before 1914 ?

Mr. Thompson: We want all since 1914.

Sir Charles Davidson : Bring us a list in the morning, so that we can put them
in then. ^

Mr. Thompson : I will call Mr. Kobert Watson.

Mr. Watson : Would it be possible for me to ask leave to be relieved from giving

evidence. I have not been summoned.
Sir Charles Davidson: You do not want to be sworn?

Mr. Watson : I prefer not. I will give you my reasons, and if you think I ara

justified

Sir Charles Davidson: You are always entitled to give your reasons, and you

can give them publicly or privately, and if I find they are sufficient I will then state

publicly why I relieve you. If I think you have not sufficient reasons I need not state

what they are. Take your own course.

Mr. Watson : I will give them privately.

(Mr. Watson retired to give his reasons for not wishing to testify).

On resuming

Sir Ch.uiles Davidson: I will consider the matter of your statement until to-

morrow.

The Comission thereupon adjourned to meet to-morrow morning, Tuesday, April 4,

1916, at 10 o'clock a.m..
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Ottawa, Tuesday, April 4, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOUKABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Thompson^ K.C,
As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerh of the Commission.

Mr. D. O'CoNNELL, K.C, Peterborough, appeared for the Auburn Woollen Mills

Company.

James Kendry, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C:
Q. I understand that you are one of the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?

—

A. Yes.

Q. What is your official capacity?—A. President of the company.

Q. I show you Exhibit No. 4-A which has been produced by Mr. Graves and the

statement was made by him that this was handed to him by Mr. Bentley and that Mr.

Bentley made the statement that this material. Exhibit 4-A was procured from the

Auburn Mills. I will prove that later by Mr. Bentley. In the meantime would you
look at it and state whether that material, to the extent of 60 per cent, is used in the

cloth manufactured by your company for the Militia Department?—A. Yes, I gave

that to Mr. Bentley.

Q. And this material. Exhibit 4.—A.
Sip Charles Davidson : He has not answered your question altogether.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C:
Q. Does this material enter into the cloth made by the Auburn Woollen Mill,§

Company to the extent of 50 or 60 per cent?—A. Not so much as that, but it enters

into the manufacture of it.

Q. To what extent?—A. Forty per cent.

Q. Not more?—A.
Sir Charles Davidson : It has entered ?

The Witness : It has entered.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C:
Q. It is used by your company in the manufacture of cloth for the Militia Depart-

ment in that quantity?—A. In that class of cloth it is used all over the co\intry.

Q. In your concern?—A. In our concern.

Q. For friezes and overcoatings?—A. For friezes and overcoatings.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is it known as shoddy?
The Witness : No, wool stock.

Sir Charles Da\idson : Is it never known as shoddy ?

The Witness : Wool stock is what it is called.

Sir Charles DA^^DS0N: You give it a dignified name, but it is popularly known
a? shoddy?
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The Witness : I have never heard it termed that in that class of stuff.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is shoddy?

The Witness: Old rags and old worsted stuff which is picked; it is a different

stock from that.

Sir Charles Davidson : Shoddy is what ?

The Witness : Old woollen rags—worn.

Sir Charles Da\tdson: What do you call that?

The Witness : I call that wool stock, sir.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C

:

Q. Do you find any in field pattern No. 33 (Exhibit ]SIo. 2) ?—A. We put that in

No. 33 and every other mill

Sir Charles Davidson: Wait a moment (Exhibit No. 2 shown to witness).

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C:

Q. I ask you whether in field pattern No. 33 (Exhibit No. 2) you find any material

which you term wool stock?—A. Nobody could tell by examining that, but we know
that the large pro^iortion of these stocks are made with that class of stock.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you find it there?—A. I would say it is in the stock

made by us and by all

By Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. This field pattern is not made by you?—A. No.

Q. Could you make that statement without having examined the field pattern?

—

A. Yes.

Q. You are quite certain about that?—A. Yes.

Q. Can you say to what extent the material which you call wool stock enters into

field pattern No. 33 ?—A. I could not make a statement of that kind because no man,
I do not think, will say that he can look at a piece of cloth and guess the amount in it.

It is impossible for any one to do that.

Q. Are there methods of ascertaining that ?—A. Not any methods, only guesswork.

Q. Not by analysis ?—A. No, not by analysis, because there is short wool and fibre

and no one can distinguish the difference between the two—I do not care who it is.

Q. How close a percentage could one arrive at by making a calculation?—A. No
man could give the percentage by examining a piece of cloth,

Q. Could you do it within 10 per cent?—A. You could not do it within 20 pei

cent. It is a matter of guesswork in that class of goods' and that is used universally

all over.

Q. Do you mean to say that the cloth manufacturer could put 20 or 30 per cent

of shoddy, or wool stock, into his material and sell it to the wholesale woollen house

as pure wool, or all wool, whatever the technical phrase is, and thereby deceive him?
Mr. O'Connell: You mean all new wool.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. All new wool and thereby d-eceive him?-—A. This is only known as freize

Q. I ask you this one question?—A. Yes.

Q. You think that a wholesale woollen merchant could be deceived to that

extent by the cloth manufacturer?—A. He knows that he does that.

Q. I ask you whether he could be deceived?—A, He could not be deceived, because

the price would determine that.

Q. Suppose the cloth manufacturer asked for this clotK the same price that

he would ask for new wool cloth?—^A. He could not determine that. He would not

know and I would not know as the manufacturer. I have been a manufacturer for

fifty years and after you go beyond 20 per cent you cannot tell anything about it.
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This cloth is made in this way for its felting properties and it is universally used,

in Enjrland and in the United States. That class of cloth is used all over.

Sir Charles Davidson: What does this wool stock cost?"

The Witness: Forty cents.

Sir Charles Davidson: A pound?
The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : What does new wool cost ?

The Witness: Seventy cents. The class of wool that we use in this cloth is a

better wool and it would cost 70 cents a pound.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Fifty per cent of the material costs you 40 cents a pound and the other

50 per cent costs you 70 cents?—A. About 70; it might be 68 or 70.

Q. From whom do you purchase your wool stock?—A. From the Smith Manu-
facturing Company of Toronto.

Q. You bought all yovir wool stock from them?—A. Yes; nearly all we have used

we have purchased from them.

Q. The price varied on that, did it?—A. Sometimes it does vary. It is getting

dearer and dearer all the time.

Q. What did you pay for your wool stock at the outbreak of the war?—A. 25 to

26 cents.

Q. What has it been during 1915?—A. It has been nothing less than from

25 to 26 cents; that is the lowest and it bas raised right up until to-day it i» 40

cents. We are paying 40 cents to-day.

Q. When did you make your last purchase?—A. We are making them from time

to time right along.

Q. When did you make your last purchase?—A. It comes in possibly daily.

[ could hardly tell our last because it might have come in yesterday or the day before.

Q. Did you receive a shipment practically every day?—A. Not every day but

every second or third day.

Q. I suppose there is no material jump in price from day to day; it will be a

gradual rise?—A. It might be raised from day to day.

Q. What is the greatest rise?—A. The greatest rise in that class of stock has

been possibly within the last three months.

Q. From day to day what has been the greatest rise?—A. We might have a

contract for so long; we might make our contract for two months and as it comes in

it would not change until we made a new contract.

Q. Had you any fixed contract?—A. Yes.

Q. Had you a contract running for two months?—A. Yes.

Q. When would thie last contract expire?—A. It has not expired yet; we are stil)

on that.

Q. When was that made?—A. I could hardly tell you the date offhand.

Q. I suppose you have the contracts?—A. I have.

Q. I would like to have them produced.
Sir Charles Davidson : The witness examined yesterday. Greaves by name, stated

that the sealed sample. Exhibit 4-A, being shoddy, cost 10 cents per poimd as con-
traarted with 40 or 50 cents per pound for new wool; it tha,t right, Mr. Greaves?

Mr. Greaves : If in normal 'demand.
The Witness: We never have bought that stock at that price or near it. He

would have no means of knowing. That is only guesswork.
Sir Charles Davidson: We would like Mr. president to make a statement as to

the contrast between the sealed pattern and these products of his mills.
Mr. Thompson : I am not going to examine him at length. This is for the purpose

of establishing Exhibit 4-A, or gather of establishing the name that he would give it.

Sir Charles Davidson : You recognize that it came from your mills ?
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The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have no doubt it caxae from your mills ?

The Witness : No doubt, I gave it to Mr. Bentley, or he got it there, and we havo
this stock.

Sir Charles Davidson: It entered into your manufacture?
The Witness: It entered into our manufacture.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. In the meantime, you might look at the sealed pattern and the cloth your mill

has furnished and compare them and perhaps make a statement later?—A. Yes.
Sir Charles Davidson : Look at samples Eos. 5, 6, 7 and 8.

The Witness: Yes.

Witness retired.

Kobert Watson, Sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Watson ?—A. Government Inspector of Woollen
supplies.

Q. In the Mounted Police ?—A. In the Movmted Police.

Q. How many years' experience have you had?—A. Thirty-seven.

Q. Would you look at exhibit 4-A aaid tell me what you call that material.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is proper to state that Mr. Watson yesterday desired

that he should not be called as a witness on account of his being an employee o1
another department. He speaks under order of the Commission.

The Witness: I have no objection to answering any question.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Will you look at exhibit No. 4-A and tell me what you call that material?

—

A. I thoroughly examined as far as I could without a chemical test the samples that
were submitted to me, also the sealed pattern and I at once said to those around me,
Mr. Thompson and others, that the sealed pattern was not absolutely pure stock

called for by the specification. There is one of the troubles. The specification to

that extent is wrong.

Q. Mr. Watson is referring to the new specifications?—A. The specification I
was shown yesterday.

Q. The documents you are referring to as the specifications will not govern
in this case. The specifications which you say you looked at were the new specifi-

cations and they are not the si)ecifications^ under which this cloth was made. The
specifications under which this cloth were made were these (handing witness a
paper). I might read from section 4:

Thirty-five thousand yards frieze drab No. 33, at $1.65 per yard, f.o.b.

Ottawa to be exactly similar in every respect to our sealed pattern and speci-

fications therefor.

Will you look at the specifications (exhibit No. 9) ?—A. There is nothing in tbia

to indicate that they should be all wool. There is nothing said about it at all that I

can see. I believe the specifications said absolutely pure stock.

Q, These are the new specifications?—A. This does not call for absolutely new
stock.

Q. That is tp say that shoddy or wool stock might be used?—^A. No, not under
this specification. This is a very broad spe'cification'but I do not think it is neeessary

for pure stock to be used.
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Q. I will read from paragraph 1 of the specifications:

Supplies must correspond in all respects with the standard patterns, which

may be seen at the inspection room, 113 Kideau Street, Ottawa, and with

particulars on the labels attached to them. In points which are subject to

unavoidable variation, such as strength and weight, the label or specification

is to be taken.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : That is that the test is to be by this sealed pattern ?

Mi. Thompson: That is it.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. Look at the material, exhibit 4-A, and tell me what you call that?—A. I was
expecting pure stock and of course I came to the conclusion that it was not pure,

but I began by examining what I called shoddy. He calls it by a different name;
the manufacturer's name is wool stock but it is practically shoddy. It is wool, good
wool, a very good quality of it, but it is not pure stuff, what I call piece wool or

long staple wool, but it is a very good quality of that kind of stuff.

Q. You call it shoddy?—A. That is the usual term that was used,

Q. What do you call this exhibit 4-A?—^A. I would term it shoddy. It is

usually called shoddy. That is what is called wool shoddy. Of course, there may
be different terms in different places and they may call it by different names.

Q. Mr. Kendry said that what he called shoddy was stock made from old woollen
(garments?—A. That would be a lower grade of shoddy. I am satisfied that there is

none of that lower grade in these goods. I am satisfied that the goods are equal to

that sealed pattern.

Q. What goods?—A. That were shown me there.

Q. You examined sealed pattern No. 33 ?—-A. Yes, I examined them all yesterday.

Q. Will you look at Exhibit No. 6 and state whether that is up to the sealed pat-

tern in your opinion?—A. I think there is a larger per<ientage of what I call shoddy,

and what he calls wool stock, in that than in the sealed pattern.

Q. Will you state how much greater percentage?—^A. It would be very difficult

to tell the exact proportions, I do not think there is any one who can do that down to

a very narrow percentage. All you have to do is to satisfy yourself that there is such

« thing in existence—it is there—it shows it—but it is difficult—almost impossible—to

tell how much there is.

Q. You think it enters to a greater extent into the cloth than into the sealed pat-

tern?—A. There is more in that.

Q. In that which was manufactured and which is marked as exhibit No. 6 ?—A.

Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: He is now looking at Exhibit 6. Take Nos. 5, 6, 7 and

6 and begin at the beginning.

The Witness: These are practically the same—probably less in this than in the

other. /

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. You think there is less wool stock in exhibit No. 5 than in exhibit No. 6?

—

A. There is less shoddy or wool stock in exhibit No. 5 than in exhibit No. 6.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you say they are practically the same?
The Witness: The same only a larger percentage in the last one. No. Y is the

?ame as No. 6.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What do you say as to exhibit No. 8 ?—A. I think there is about the same pro-

portion in that as in the others. It is not quite as heavy. The felting has a good
deal to do with this.

Q. What do you mean by saying that it has a good deal to do with this ?—A. In the

ftnishing.
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Q. But that does not affect the quality ?—A. No, sir, not at all.

Q. What test could I have made of these various cloths to see whether they cor-

respond with the sealed pattern in quality or to see that they are up to the sealed

pattern?—A. I do not know of any other test that is possible. A chemical test will

not reach it from the fact that they are both wool and it is only a question of quality,

of degree, of difference of material. That material you showed me is as much wool as

the other.

Q. That is what you call shoddy?—A. Yes; that is as much wool as the long

staple except that it is of inferior quality, shorter and would not make as good an
article, long staple wool for frieze would not do probably as well as a mixture on

«iccount of the felting.

Q. You would say there is more shoddy in manufactured cloth than in the sealed

pattern?—^A. Yes.

Q. But you are not able to say how much t—A. They are practically made on the

eame lines varying a little in the quantity.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do you mean by felting?

The Witness: The finishing process; that is making it finer and firmer.

Sir Charles Davidson: With what?
The Witness : It is in the process of finishing—fulling.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Fulling has nothing to do with the thickness of the paste?—^A. No.
Sir Charles Davidson: Do you find that any paste has been used?—A. It is

always used in the manufacture of these goods. The only question is of the degree

and quantity.

Sir Charles Davidson: Quantity of what?
The Witness: The quantity of the low gradfe stock that is used.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Mr. Kendry said it was 40 per sent.—A. I would not say that it was more
than 30 or 35.

Q. He said about 40 per cent?—'A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : How could it be determined scientifically as to the com-
ponent parts of the sealed pattern?—A. It is a very difficult thing to do; I do not

know of any one who is possessed of the knowledge. If the manufacturer cannot do

it I do not think you can expect a poor, unfortunate layman to do it. I never had
that kind of thing to contend with in all my life.

By Mr. Thompson, K:C.:

Q. Have you detected attempts to sell shoddy to you in your department?—A.

They certainly might be rpade but I have been handling a different class of goods and
there is no trouble about getting pure stock in them. They are made of a different

class of wool and we get absolutely pure wool every time. This is what we call in

the trade a frieze, it is a very good frieze and I believe it will give very good service

because it is made particularly well.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. You are referring to the samples of cloth purchased from the Auburn Woollen

Mills Company?—^A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Do you say that you detect the presence of shoddy in sealed sample No. 33 ?

—

A. Yes, without a doubt, but the only difference is in the degree, in the quality, and
it is very difficult to decide. I must admit that I cannot decide and T do not know
who can.
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Q. You were asked how any test could be made to determine accurately the per-

centage of shoddy in the sealed pattern and also in the manufactured article?—A.

On two or three different occasions we have had disputes about qualities; I took my
stand, and, of course, the mill took their stand, and we could not agree. The con-

sequence was that as a way out of it I suggested to the department to take this matter

out of my liands, and out of the hands of thei contractors, arid submit it to the sec-

retary of the Board of Trade either in Toronto or Montreal and let them select experts

there, preferably chemists or someone of that kind, to decide. I have had in my
experience three tests in that way in Montreal, and two in Toronto, and I have to say

that I happened to come out right each time.

Q. Who were the jMJople to make the tests?—^A. It was Mr. Hersey in Montreal,

if I remember aright. It is some little time ago. In that way we have been able to

put an end to our difficulties. I discovered that one of our troubles, when wool shoddy

and staple goods were used in one piece of cloth, was to determine the proportions.

They are all worked up together, spun together, carded together and it is very difficult

to separate them and tell the proportions of each. It is not possible for any man to

identify them.

Q. At all events, you are well satisfied that you were always able to determine the

presence of shoddy in cloth ?—A. I can always tell it.

Q. Are you able to say whether the shoddy which you find in the cloth of the

Auburn Company is shoddy of as good quality as exhibit No. 4-A?—A. Yes, I think

&ey are the same goods practically. There is no 60 per cent

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. There is no 60 per cent of shoddy in the samples produced ?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr, Greaves, you are quite at liberty to suggest to Mr.

Thompson any pertinent questions that might occur to you either now or throughout

Uiis discussion.

\

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Do you know anything about the price of cloth?—A. That does not come
under my duties.

Q. You are simply to determine the qualities?—A. I have no right to look at the

price or know anything at all about it. They simply send to my office a sealed pattern

which is accepted by the department and that is my authority. I do not recognize

anything else.

Q. Could you say what would be a fair price for the cloth?—A. I know they are

going up by leaps and bounds just now.

Q. So do I, unfortunately, but do you know what the bound is at the present time ?

—A. I do not really know; of course, I do not know the market.

Sir Charles Davidson : The witness states that he has no knowledge.

The Witness : No.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Mr. Watson, I think you have described wool stock as short, new wool?

—

A. Yes.

Q. There is sometimes short wool, is there not?—A. Yes.

Q. Which enters into the material?—A. Yes.

Q. Of course, the wool stock that is produced here is all wool?—A. Yes, that is

all wool.

Q. There is nothing in the samples which have been produced by the Auburn
Mills except material of all wool?—A. All wool and very good shoddy, or material,

of that kind.

Q. I saw in one of the specifications that the department was permitting the use

of waste?—A. That is permitted always; that is the waste that comes from the cards

and is practically shoddy afterwards.
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Q. That is generally permitted?—A. Yes.

Q. That waste would also be short wool?—A. Yes.

Q. But it could not be distinguishable in the fabric afterwards from wool stock?

—A. No, it could not be even by chemical process because it is exactly the same as the

goods originally after it has gone through. It has fallen over from the cards and it

is swept up and put into the body.

Q. The only difference between wool stock and new wool is that the wool stock is

shorter in the thread?—A. That stock is shoddy.

Q. You would not call that shoddy?—A. What I call pure stock is long staple

wool. When the wool sorters are making their selections, they have certain classes

that they call by different terms and the long staples stock which occurs on the back

of the sheep is kept separate. Then the short wool is kept separate and that goes into

the class of short wool.

Q. Into the shoddy class?—A. Yes. *

Q. Tha,t is the wool off the necks or bellies?—A. Yes.

Q. The long wool off the sheep's back is the long staple wool?—A. Yes, and as it

commands a great deal better price in the market it is sold separately.

Q. And the short wool off the necks and bellies is practically the same as what we
purchase as shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. It is quite a proper practice to use short wool for certain fabrics and materials

mixed with long wool?—A. Yes, they card them together as long as there is a good

staple stock for spinning them.

Q. It is quite a common thing to use a considerable quantity of long staple stock,

with a certain mixture of this wool stock, for the manufacture of frieze cloth?—A. It

is generally used; in fact in many ways it is a sort of necessity to have that stock in

it in order to have the finish.

Q. It is practically necessary that there should be a certain amount of wool stock

mixed with long wool for the manufacture of frieze cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. It gives weight and firmness?—A. It gives a better finish and it felts better.

For that class of stuff it is necessary to have good felting.

Sir Charles Davidson : Why does it felt or finish better, or have a better appear-

ance?—A. It turns the water better, it turns the wind better if it is properly felted

than if it were open, porous cloth.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.

:

Q. Does felting mean that they use paste upon it?—A. No.

By Mr. O'Connell:

I

Q. After the cloth goes through the mill it is loose in its texture?—A. Yes.

Q. It might be 60 inches wide or a little more?—A. It may be that or more than

that.

Q. Sixty-five inches, say?—A. Yes.

Q. You can hold this cloth, with its open texture, up before the light and see

through it?—A. Yes.

Q. The felting process is that you put it into a solution of some kind which has

the effect of shrinking it, bringing it down, and making, it thick?—A. Yes.

Q. That is what you call the felting or fulling process?—A. Yes.

Q. It would not be any longer, would it?—A. No.
Q. It would be reduced to about 50 inches ?—A.

Mr. Thompson : In ordinary language, we would call it shrinking.

Mr. O'Connell: They call it felting or fulling.—A. (The witness) Take, for

Instance, a 98-inch wool blanket 110 or 120 inches in length, and they would put that

through the fulling process.

By Mr. O'Connell: • '

Q. Why ?—A. In order to full it both as to length and width.
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Q. Then you reduce the width and the length by bringing up the thickness ?—A.

Yes.

Q. That is what you call felting?—A. Felting or fulling.

Q. Will you, for the purpose of felting, or fulling, cloth, require a certain quantity

of wool stock in the material ?—A. If the percentage is not too much I think it is

important.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Why?—A. It answers better than a long staple wool for felting purposes. What

I contend is that you cannot felt absolutely a pure long, staple piece of cloth.

Q. Why?—A. Because the nature of the wool won't allow it. It is lifey and

springy.

By Mr. O'Gonnell:

Q. Long wool forms a kind of spongy cloth, but it gets its firmness and finish

from certain mixture of wool stock or shoddy?—A. Freize goods do.^

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Does that mean that when we find a very close cloth like the samples before lis,

it is important to use what you call shoddy?—A. It must be in freize cloth.

Q. Would not that apply to other cloth as well?—A, That would not apply to

tweed. You never find tweed felted.

Q. And if I have felted cloth, does that mean that I have a large percentage of

thoddy?—A. You may be sure that there is considerable of that waste in it in order

to give it that felting. You cannot have it without it. The only danger is in having

too much of it. If we could only get the manufacturer to put in 20 per cent or 25

per cent and the balance absolutely pure, long staple stock, we would have an ideal

cloth. You would have the best wearing qualities with the long staple and the

finishing qualities with the other.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is the effect of putting too much shoddy in it?

The Witness : It reduces the life of it.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is the effect apart from the price?

The Witness:- It would not wear as long. It would show in the end in the wear.

Unless it was unduly weighted it would make a great deal of difference in the wear.

The danger is in getting too much of it.

Sir Charles Davidson: What would you consider too much?
The Witness : I would say anything over 25 per cent.

By Mr. Thomp^n, K.C.:

Q. If you have over 25 per cent you think it is liable to disintegrate?—A. You
are then in the danger zone.

By Mr. O'Coryiell:

Q. I think you said that if you had 25 per cent it would be an ideal cloth?

—A. Provided you had long staple wool in the other.

Q. In fact, I suppose the quality of the staple wool you use dete^rmines to some
extent the quantity of wool stock'you may use?—A. For instance, if you use a good

quality of long staple wool—the best quality—^you can possibly use more wool stock

than you can use with an inferior wool?—A. Yes.

Q. That determines it to some extent?—A. Yes.

Q. If you ysed wool of a high quality you could make good freize cloth with a

higher percentage of wool stock than 25 per cent?—A. Yes, one compensates' for

the other, ,

Q. So that, having a good, first-class quality staple wool, you can still use about

40 per cent of wool stock and have good freize cloth up to the requirements of the

specifications you have seen here ?—A, Yes,
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Sir Charles Davidson: Is that a contradiction of your previous statement?

The Witness: No, I do not understand it so (Mr. O'Connell's question having

been read).

The Witness : I never admitted using 40 per cent.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. What I understand you to say is that the better the quality of long staple

wool used in the manufacture of the cloth the more of the wool stock you can use?

—A. That is what I understood you were trying to say. One compensates for the

other, but I would not under any circumstances admit that it was necessary to have

40 per cent.

Q. Not necessary—no—but it might be used and still produce a good cloth?

—

A. Yes, if there is good, pure wool in the long staple.

Q. Good pure wool in the long staple and good pure wool in the shoddy, or wool

stock, it might still be used and produce good cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. Evidently, Mr. Watson, although we have not had the pleasure of meeting you

before, you have had a very considerable experience in the woollen business?

—

A. Yes.

Q. You are connected with one of the departments of Government?—A. Yes.

Q. Which department?—A. Mounted Police.

Q. Your duties are the inspecting of woollen supplies from time to time ?—A. Yes,

all the time.

Q. You are quite familiar with wool fabrics?—A. Quite familiar.

Q. You have examined these samples, Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8, which apparently are

samples of the woollen mills. Have you compared them with the sample sealed

pattern?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. My learned friend asked you about wool waste from the cards ?—A. Yes.

Q. You would not place wool waste from the cards in the same category as

Exhibit No. 4-A, would you?—A. No.
Q. It is better material?—A. You may have the waste coming from absolutely

pure, long staple stock. There is a certain percentage of it that falls through from the

cards, and it is called mill waste. It would be unfair to call that shoddy, because it is

actually just as good as what has gone through only it is a little shorter.

Q. Whereas Exhibit No. 4-A possibly is made from cloth which has been
mechanically treated and converted into a material which will be again spun into

wool?—A. Yes; you are now speaking of the lower grade of shoddy.

Q. What do you think Exhibit No. 4-A is? Has that ever been made into cloth

and then disintegrated?—A. It would be very difficult to tell that. It seems a very

good quality of what we call shoddy. I would pronounce it a very good quality of

shoddy or what he calls wool stock.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. I have here a definition of "shoddy" as taken from the encyclopaedia. Shoddy
is "the waste stuff thrown off in the spinning wool," and, secondly, "old woollen or old

worsted fabrics torn to pieces by a machine having spiked rolls (termed a devil)

cleansed and the fibre spun with a certain proportion of new wool, the yarn being

afterwards woven into the full bodied but flimsy fabric also known as shoddy and made
into cheap cloth." Is that a pretty accurate definition of wool shoddy?—A. I think

that about sizes it up.

Q. Except that the difference between this definition and the definition you give

is that this describes it as old woollen or old worsted. You say it may be new wool

taken from new clothes that have not been worn?—A. No, I do not say that.

Sir Charles Da\idson: Have you found the expression "wool stock" in the

dictionary ?
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Mr. O'Connell: It did not occur to me to look for it.

The Witness: Of course, shoddy has a very unsavory name; every manufacturer

and every man who has knowledge of it knows that. There is such a variety of

shoddy. I remember one time in Scotland I was in a place where they were handling

shoddy and wool supplies, and I inquired about prices. The man showed me what he

was selling to the trade then at 6d. a pound. -He said : I can show you shoddy that will

probably surprise you. He showed me shoddy that was selling at eight shillings a

pound and he said : That goes into the manufacture of the best broadcloth that is made
in England, and broadcloth cannot be made to-day without shoddy for the finishing.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Shoddy does not deserve the bad reputation then?—A. The bad name.

Q. If you take your wool stock from new clothes, or cloth which has not been
worn before, would you call it shoddy^—A. Yes.

Q. But shoddy, you say, does not deserve the bad reputation it has from the

public?—A.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.-

Q. Do you say that you detect the presence of shoddy in the sealed pattern,

exhibit No. 33?—A. Yes; it is not absolutely pare wool.

Q. You mean long wool?—A. Long wool. I happened to notice that the speci-

fication was attached to the particular goods yesterday and that is what struck me
as strange.

Q;, Might it be card waste or old stock ?—A. It is very difficult to say.

Q. It might be card wast/C?

—

A. I could not say that because it is very difficult

to say.

Q. Mr. Greaves says that he did not detect the presence of shoddy in sample 33

He states it might be waste long wool stock ?—A.

Witness retired.

Charles Burns, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Hav^ you tested the cloths supplied by the Auburn Woollen Mills Company
for strength?—A. I have not tested them myself. I had my inspector do it and he
has reported to me the result.

Q. Is he here?—A. Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are you an expert?

The Witness: I have had 22 years' experience, five in making cloths, the

balance in buying and selling

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. Was sealed pattern No. 33 analyzed before it was adopted?—A. It was not
analyzed but we have the report of the maker on the subject of composition.

Q. What percentage of shoddy was given?—A. There was no definite amount
given at all.

Q. At what date was that sample received?—A. That would be in 1912.

Q. Who made that sample?—A. The Paton Company of Sherbrooke.

Q. Did they give you any report as to the composition of the cloth when they

furnished it?—A. When we adopted that standard it was adopted by a committee

of threo

Sir Charles Davidson: Who?
The Witness : Myself, Mr. J. A. McCann, and Colonel HaUeck.
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By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. Is Colonel Halleok in Ottawa. at the present time?—A. He is the Director

of Stores. He may not be in town to-day hut he is stationed here.

Q. Was there any analysis made to determine how much shoddy is contained ?—A.

There is no way you can determine.

Q. When the manufacturer had submitted his sample, was~that all he was expected

to do?—A. All Canadian manufacturers were asked to submit samples as far as we
knew them.

Q. Did they do anything more than submit samples? Did they tell you what the

composition of the cloth was?—A. Not exactly.

Q. How much shoddy do you consider sealed pattern No. 33 contains?—A. We
have no way of determining that. The strength test was satisfactory and therefore we
decided that it was satisfactory material.

Q. Do you agree that the strength test is the best way of getting at it?—A. That
is the only way to determine the wearing qualities. If it had any considerable amount
of wool stock, when you put it through the strength test it would fail.

Q. Would that be evident at once or only after the garments had been worn?

—

A. Not necessarily because there are other reasons which would account for the

strength test failing. If the material is fulled too much the strength may be reduced,

or if it is delivered to us and tested while damp, even slightly damp, it will reduce the

strength,

Q. It would not bear it?—A. No, we have had cases where the goods were delivered

to us damp.

Q. Mr. Watson suggests that the Auburn Mills' output before us contains more
shoddy than sealed pattern No. 33, but he cannot state how much greater the per-

centage is?—A. No, I do not think anyone could demonstrate how much greater. The
strength tests, after the goods are delivered and tested, have been found satisfactory

and therefore we have accepted what we have accepted and rejected what we have

rejected.

Q. Did yo\i reject any goods from the Auburn Woollen Mills ?—A. About a thous-

and yards but not for strength; it was for stains in material.

Sir Charles Davidson: What has been your experience as to the service given by

your sealed pattern goods?

The Witness: We have been complimented right up to the present day on the

quality of the cloth. By actual test, it is ahead of the British War Office cloth. There

has not been a single complaint of our cloth as far as I am aware.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Do you know of any test I could apply to determine the percentage of shoddy

in the sealed pattern?—A. would say that there is no test to be applied.

Q. Is there any test to be applied to the Auburn cloth to determine the quantity

of shoddy?—A. No test.

Q. Then, does it purely come to this, that we are at the mercy of the manufacturer?

—A. No, it does not. We are protected by this testing machinery of ours. The cloth

has to pass our inspection. If it passes our inspection we are quite satisfied that the

material is reasonably near to our standard.

Q. Mr. Watson said that he believed the margin of safety was 25 per cent of

shoddy and Mr. Kendry stated that he employed 40 per cent?—^A. We have no way
of determining the exact proportion used but whether it contains 40 per cent, or 20 per

cent or 15 per cent, as long as it complies with our test, we have nothing further to

say.

Q. Have you any method of determining whether it is pure wool stock that is

employed by the manufacturer?—A. If cotton were used to any extent, the cotton

specks would appear in the material.

Q. Do you examine for that?—A. We have had occasions when we have had to

regect material on that account, but not from the Auburn Company. At the same
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time ail occasional speck may appear but it is quite legally there. For instance, a

piece of cotton twine, or something, may get into a pure wool batch where there is

not even wool stock used. Where there are very few specks we pass them over.

Q. What do you say as to exhibit 4-A; is that a good quality or a poor quality of

shoddy ?—A. I do not know it as shoddy ; I know it as wool stock.

Q. You shy at the name of shoddy also, I suppose?—A. I do not know it under

the name of shoddy at all.

Q. What do you call shoddy?— -A. Old rags chopped up. The true name of it is

wool stock.

Q. What would new rags chopped up be?—A. Wool stock.

Q. What would belly wool, or neck wool, be?—A. Pure wool.

Q. Would that be wool stock?—A. No.

Q. Pure wool?—A. Pure wool.

Q. Would belly wool and neck wool be about the same as the wool that comes oflf

the cards of good quality?—A. No, wool stock is stock that has gone through some
part of the process of manufacture.

Q. Do you consider exhibit 4-A as pure wool?—A. Pure wool, yes, sir; that is all

wool, not new wool.

Q. It is not adulterated?^—A. It is not adulterated.

Sir Charles Davidson: It appears from your evidence of yesterday that you

received 255,966 yards from this company.

The Witness: 225,966 yards are the exact figures.
' Sir Charles Davidson : How much of that have you in stock now ?

The Witness : None at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : What have you converted it into ?

The Witness: Great coats and cloaks. The cloak is the great coat for the

mounted men.
Sir Charles Davidson : How many of those great coats and cloaks have you in

store ?

The Witness: I cannot say. We turn them over, after insx*ect.'on, to the Ciu-

nance department which stores them.

Sir Charles Davidson: You manufacture them?
The Witness : No, they are manufactured outside.

Sir Charles Davidson: W^hat do you do with the stuff you receive?

The Witness : Ship it to the contractors for clothing.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is the officer who could -speak as to the service ^iven

by the overcoats and cloaks?

The Witness: I suppose that I myself would be as well qualified as anybody
because all complaints about clothing come to me in the natural course.

Sir Charles Davidson: What has been your experience as to overcoats and cloaks?

The Witness : I have not had one single complaint since the outbreak of tho wnv
as to the quality. I have had complaints as to the dye. Dyestuffs cannot be procured,

now. You get dye in shoddy. But as to the quality of the material which goes to

make up the garments I have not had one single complaint.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you give any general idea as to how many overcoats

and cloaks the 225,966 yards have produced?
The Witness : Y5,322 garments.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any idea'of how many of these have been in

foreign service?

The Witness : I presume they all have because they are pressing us for more

great coats at the present time.

Sir Charles Davidson : You spoke, as I understood it, of your sole inspection

consisting of a test as to the standing weight?

The Witness: Strength, weight and finish. The goods are tested for all three.

Sir Charles Davidson: What as to colour?
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The WiTA^ESS : That comes under the inspection for-^ finish. Since the outbreak
of the war, on account of the dye situation, our inspection in that particular is not
so rigid.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you weigh them too ?

The Witness: Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Every piece?

The Witness : Not every piece but a piece out' of every case, which may contain

six or seven pieces, and that is considered quite sufficient.

Sir Charles Davidson: What as to warp and weft?

The Witness : The strength test again, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: These are tested?

The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What as to elasticity?

The Witness : That we do not pay a great deal of attention to. It is not essen-

tial in any way. I mean that we do pay attention to it but we only test it for that

occasionally.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. How did you find the tests in regard to the frieze from the Auburn Woollen
Mills ? On the average, about what percentage of goods will pass when you make this

test?—A. Unless the inspector objects we hear nothing about it.

Q. There has never been any objection made to you?—A. Yes, I have had some.

The inspector's instructions are very definite. We fix a minimum breaking strength

at 60 pounds per square inch; that is on the testing machine supplementary to this

large one. The expense of keeping on testing with a piece one-third of a yard in

extent is quite considerable and therefore we have a supplementary machine that takes

the square inch test.

Q. You were going to tell me how your tests work out?—^A. The insi)ector'g

instructions are very definite. If a piece does not comply with the strength test in

every way he has to report it to me. If a piece goes two, or three or five pounds under

I would perhaps say, if in the warp or filling there was a compensating difference over

and above what is required the other way, that I would pass it. The inspector has no

power to do that.

Q. Has that occurred in some instances with thin cloth?—A. Very few.

Q. With the exception of these two cases I suppose we may safely presume that

the cloth was passed in every instance without objection from your inspector?—^A.

As far as I know.
Sir Charles Davidson : Have you had disputes ?

The Witness: Over the material, do you mean, sir?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes.

The Witness : I have had on account of colour, I had some time ago on account

of weight, but I am almost positive that it was some trivial thing in any case.

Sir Charles Davidson: Has any pressure been put upon you in any way to

accept goods you thought ought not to be accepted?

The Witness : No, sir. The minister and everybody else told me time and
again not to accept anything that I was not satisfied with ; that is when appeals have

been made to him that I was rather harsh with the contractors.

By Mr. O'Connell:
*

Q. I find that the specification says that the articles shall be similar and equal in

every respect to the sealed pattern in the possession of the Minister. I (presume the

tests you are making and which you have already described to us are made for the pur-

pose of ascertaining that the article is similar and equal in every respect to the sealed

pattern ?—A. These tests are to determine that.
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Q. And having applied these tests, how do you determiue the question in regard

to the cloth supplied by the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A. They have complied

reasonably xvith the requirements of the test.

Q. Therefore, you have ascertained that they are similar to and equal in quality

to the sealed pattern?—A. As far as I have any knowledge of it. If the inspector is

gatisfied that it stands the test he never refers it to me; therefore I never see it.

Q. So that it has been determined, either by you, or by the inspector, after inspec-

tion that the goods supplied by the Auburn Woollen Mills Company are similar tP, and

fully equal in every respect, to the sealed pattern?—A. I am quite satisfied of that.

Sir Charles Davidson; What effect would it have had upon your judgment as to

the acceptance or rejection of these goods, had you known that 40 per cent of wool

stock, otherwise called shoddy, was used in their manufacture?

The Witness : It would not have affected the matter at all because we have known

since the sealed pattern was adopted that there was wool waste in the standard. It is

considered good enough. There is no reason why we should buy a more expensive

quality when that is quite satisfactory for our purjwses.

By Mr. O'Connell: .

Q. Did you know all along that wool stock was being used in the manufacture of

that cloth?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : But your specification provided for pure wool.

The Witness: That was not the specification. That is the specification that is

being prepared now for the future. It should not have come here. When I asked for

the specification my clerk gave me this.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Why this change?—A. I do not know whether there will be a change or not.

This question is up and for the protection of the department I am going to put it up
to the quartermaster-general, who is responsible, to say whether he wants to pay $1.50

more a yard or whether he is satisfied to go on as we have been doing.

Q. What raised some doubt in your mind as to the efficiency of the old specifica-

tion?—A. There is no doubt in my mind as to that being satisfactory material.

Q. If it is quite satisfactory why should there be any change ?—A. It was my duty

to bring to the attention of the quartermaster-general.

Q. Bring this particular question that is now raised?—A. This present question.

Sir Charles Davidson: For absolutely pure wool cloth what would be the differ-

ence in price?

The Witness : Now, it would cost from Y5 cents to $1 a yard more than we bre

paying for it.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is $1.65.

The Witness: No, we have paid from $1.55 to $1.95 for what this company has

been supplying.

By Mr. Thompson

:

Q. Have you an inspector at the mills?—A. We have had since the 7tli or 9th of

\farch.

Q. He is not in court to-day?—A. No, sir. He was sent there before we knew
nnything about this complaint; it was not as a result of this complaint he was sent
there. It is just that I have been employing inspectors if I could get them. It so
happened that eight or ten days before this complaint came in I was able to get hold
of this man.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you put them as far as possible in all the mills?
The Witness: I am trying to do that. Just as fast as I can get men that I

consider reliable I am doing that.

Witness retired.
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/

,
George H. Smith^ sworn.

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is your business?—A. Manufacturer of wool stock and shoddy?
Sir Charles Davidson: "What is your company?
The Witness : The Smith Manufacturing Company.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. I understand that you have supplied, or sold to, the Auburn Woollen Mills
Company a considerable quantity of material manufactured into cloth by them?
—A. We have,

Q. Have you sold them wool stock?—A. Yes.

Q. Will you describe what wool stock is?—A. Wool stock is composed essentially

of new clips.

Q. What do you mean by new clips?—A. Cutting from such garments as these.

Clothing contractors dispose of their cuttings from cloth and "the stock is made from
those.

Q. Do you make up your wool stock from the clippings?—A. Yes.

Q. That is your business?—A. That is my business.

Q. When you refer to wool stock, is your wool stock made entirely from new
clippings?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: You do not use old garments?

The Witness : No, not for this kind of stock.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Have you used any such old garments for any wool stock supplied to the

Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A. N'o, sir.

Q. You are quite positive about that?—A. Quite positive.

Q. This Exhibit 4-A, I understand, has come from the Auburn Woollen Milla

Company and was, I think, purchased from your company ?—A. Yes, I think so.

Q. What do you say as to the quality of this Exhibit 4-A as compared with

other wool stock sold by your company to the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?
Is this as good, better, or otherwise ?—A. You mean the same kind of stock ?

Q. Yes?—A. I have never examined that.

Q. Is that better quality than you have been supplying?—A. It is about the same.

Q. Have you supplied some worse than that?—A. I do not know that I have. It

is all made from one line of goods. It is to all intents and purposes the same stock.

Q. Have the Auburn Woollen Mills Company recently purchased wool stock of a

higher grade than they were buying six months ago?—A. No, the same stock.

Q. At the same price?—'A. No, the price has varied from time to time.

Q. For how long have they paid a higher price?—A. I guess it is about six or

eight weeks ago since there was a change in price.

Q. Is that when they made their new contract?—A. No, it was when they hap-

pened to run out.

Q. They are still operating under their last contract, I understand ?—A. Yes.

Q. Have any consignments recently been billed to the Auburn Mills Company at

a higher price than the contract price ?—A. No.

Q. You say that this exhibit 4-A is a fair sample of the wool stock you have been,

supplying the Auburn Woollen Mills Company since the declaration of war ?—A. It is.

Q. There is no doubt about that ?—A. No doubt about it at all.

Q. What do you call shoddy? Do you call shoddy a material similar to Exhibit

4-A which is made from old garments?—lA. Any kind of stock made from old gar-

ments; any kind of stock made from old rags is called shoddy.

Q. It would be wool material?—A. There is also cotton shoddy as well as wool
shoddy and mixtures of the two.
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Q. But you would describe shoddy as material which would be made into yarn

coming from garments which had been worn?—^A. That is the idea.

Q. Wool stock, you say, is not shoddy but is a material made from cloth which haa

not be"en made into a garment ?—A. Yes.

Q. Is there a difference in the wearing qualities of the two?—A. Yes.

Q. To what extent?—A. It depends altogether on the grade in either case.

Q. What is the difference in your price for shoddy and wool stock ?—A. It depends

entirely on the quality.

Q. Is there shoddy which appears very nearly the same in price as your wool stock?

—A. Yes.

Q. So that, if it is a good quality of shoddy made from old garments, it might cost

the Auburn Woollen Mills Company almost the same as wool stock?—A. It depends

a good deal on the colours ; in some colours it would particularly at the present time.

Q. It does not depend altogether on quality?—A. Not altogether.

Q. So that as I understand it there might be a shoddy which would be greater

in price than all wool stock?—A. Sometimes. A white stock in shoddy is always

expensive because it comes nearer to the grade of wool. It can be used almost any

place where wool can be used but the same does not apply to colours. Mixed colours

are generally cheaper than solid colours. Dye-stuffs are so high in price as to makg
the dyeing of goods very expensive.

Q. The price is dependent more on the use that may be made of the material

by the purchaser than upon the quality?—A. Both have a tendency to make the

price high or low.

Q. Will white shoddy have as good wearing qualities as Exhibit 4-A?—^A. The
colour would really make very little difference.

Q. Would white shoddy from material made from worn garments have the same
wearing qualities as Exhibit 4-A which is made from new clippings?—A. No.

Q. Have you supplied any shoddy at all to the Auburn WooUen Mills Company
since the declaration of war?—A. Yes.

Q. How much?—A. Not a great deal.

Q. About how much?—A. A very few thousand pounds, but not in khaki colour.

Q. Or in colour?—rA. It is used for making meltons in the regular trade.

Q. Do you know whether they have a dying plant at the Auburn Woollen Mills?

—A^ Certainly, they have.

Q. They might use that in making cloth for overcoatings?—^A. No, because it

is a different quality altogether. It is made for meltons. It is very fine grade of

shoddy that is used in melton cloth. It could not be used for making this cloth. .

Q. Did you supply any khaki shoddy?—A. No.
Q. I mean shoddy within your explanation of the word?—A. No,

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. There are some qualities of new wool, I suppose,, as cheap as your wool 8tock?

—A. Yes.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Could you tell me the price of this wool stock?—A. At present the price
is 31 cents. The price is changing about every day now.

Q. What was it at the declaration of wari—A. About 25 cents.

Q. What"was it before the declaration of war?—A. It was in the neighbourhood
of 20 or 21 cents. There was no great demand then.

Q. It had risen from 21 to 25 cents ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And pure long wool ?—A. It is up to about 70 cents a pound.

Q. And at the declaration of war?—A. I judge wool would be 10 or 15 centa a
pound cheaper, but there are a great many variations in the qualities of wool. I
have lots of the pure raw material, that is wool that has not been used, that I could
sell cheaper than that. The price of wool varies from 20 to 90 cents a pound when
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you get into the very fine merino wool. When you speak of wool it is hard to get
down to a definite price because there are so many qualities,

Q. What was the average price of good quality of shoddy before the declaration
of war?—A. In the neighborhood of from 18 to 20 cents. That was about the average
price. Of course stock stuff for years has been advancing in price.

Q. And wool stock was about 21 cents before the declaration of war?—A. Yes.
Q. What is the price of a good quality of shoddy at the present time?—A. The

price will average from about 20 cents to over 30 cents.

Q. There is not much difference then in the price between shoddy and wool
stock ?—A. In general terms there is not a great deal of difference. Even white stock
made from an underwear garment of a good quality comes high.

Q. What would that be in shoddy?—A. About 30 cents.

Q. What would your average shoddy be?—A. In the neighborhood of from 28 to
30 cents. Our demand to-day is very largely in stocks for cloth and for blankets.

Q. Then your average price for shoddy is about the same as for all wool stock ?

A. A difference of 4 or 5 cents a pound.

Q. You said 28 to 30 cents for shoddy.—A. When there are several hundred grades
of shoddy, it is hard to say what the average price would be.

Q. You state that Exhibit 4-A is 31 cents a pound?—A. At the present time.
Q. And shoddy 28 ?—A. , 25 to 28 cents or thereabouts.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Do you have an extensive business in this wool stock?—A. We have.

Q. Do you sell to the trade generally in the country?—A. We do.

Q. For the purpose of manufacturing it into military cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. Practically all the mills in the country are purchasing this?—^A. Practically all.

Q. And using it for this purpose?—A. Yes.

Q. What purpose does it serve, do you know, in the manufacture of frieze cloth.?

Are you qualified to speak about that?—A. Yes.

Q. You have had experience of the trade in this country?—A. Yes. It depends

a good deal on what they are after. If they want a full cloth of an elastic nature and
something that has body to it, it is essential to use wool -stock leaving th© j)rica out

altogether. Any saving in the price does not affect it. New wool stock might be more
expensive than wool and they would have to have wool stock in order to make the cloth

full and weighty. They need it for fulling purposes.

Q. Does that apiply to frieze overcoats?—A. Yes, particularly.

Q. So that it is essential to have it for that purpose whatever^he price may be?

—A. Absolutely.

Q. They might be improving the quality of the cloth by the use of that ?—A. Yes,

in making felt, which is really the limit of a wool-made felted fabric, they cannot

make a hard, fine felt without using wool stock. They cannot make hat felt having

body without a large percentage of short stock. It fills up between the fibres of the

wool and does away with the spongy, raggy feel and gives what toughness and hardness

is required. You cannot get that otherwise leaving the question of price out of con-

sideration altogether.

Q. Does that apply equally to frieze for overcoatings?—A. To a limited extent.

Q. But it is necessary, nevertheless, for the manufacture of cloth for frieze?—^A.

Ye.s.

Q. What proportion of this wool stock do you think might be properly used in the

manufacture of frieze cloth?—A. If a high grade and suitable wool is the other com-
ponent part, I would judge that a mixture of 40 per cent would not be too much pro-

vided the wool stock is of a high grade. Of course, if you used a lower grade of wool,

you would have to cut down the percentage of wool stock. But if a high grade of wool
is used, 40 per cent would not be too much.

Q. Do you know what is called B. Super Swift ?'—A. Yes.
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Q, What grade of wool is that ?—A. That is a high grade wool.

Q. Is that your own wool ?—A. No, we do not sell it, but that is a standard wool

the world over.

Q. It is sold by name without sample?—A. Yes.

Q. The name guarantees the quality?—A. Yes.

Q. What quality is your wool stock?—A. It is made from similar wool: from

garments which have been made from similar wool.

Q. Is it of good quality ?—A. The very best.

Q. And, of course, all wool?—A.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why do they destroy new garments for the purpose of

making wool stock?

Mr. O'CoNNELL : It is the clippings in cutting out ploth in making clothes.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. This is made, as I understand it, from clippings of khaki cloth?—A. Yes.

Q. And in every instance nothing but new clips are used for that purpose?—A.
Yes.

Q. And the khaki that is used is all the same material as that which is supplied

to the Department?—A. The same material.

Q. Assuming that they used B, Super Swift wool and your wool stock in the

process of manufacture, how much of that wool stock could they use and still make
good cloth up to the requirements of the Department?—A, Provided the process was
properly carried through, the filling and the proper twist of the yarn, I should judge
about 40 per cent.

Q. Assuming they start out by using 60-40 or 50-50, is there any of the wool stock

lost before it reaches the finished material?—A. Yes, quite a lot.

Q. Is there any of the new wool lost?—A. Very little.

Q. How much of the wool stock used would be lost in the process of manufacture?
—^A. I should judge between 15 and 20 per cent.

Q. That wool stock would be lost during the process of manufacture?—A. Yes.

Q. If you started with 50-50, it would result in your having a finished material

consisting of 20 or 30 per cent of wool stock and 50 per cent of new wool ?—^A. Yes.

Q. In the finished article?—A. Yes.

Q. How is it that the wool stock is lost in the process of manufacture and not

the new wool ?—A. In the first place, they scour the wool ; the wool is absolutely clean

;

all foreign matter is eliminated from the raw virgin wool, whereas the wool stock

contains about 10 per cent of oil—regular wool oil—put into the clips to assist in the

process of manufacture. If you put clips through the machine without oiling them it

would grind them to pieces; there would be no fibre left. It is essential to oil them
for lubricating purposes ; otherwise they would not go through. That is all eliminated

in the scouring process afterwards and it is lost.

Q. So that you start the process with oil in the wool stock an dwithout oil in the

wool?—A. Yes.

Q. How much is lost owing to the oil?—A. Ten per cent. It is one gallon of oil

to the hundred pounds and oil weighs about nine pounds to the gallon.

Q. You lose nine pounds to the hundred?—A. Yes.

Q. Is there any portion of the wool stock lost from any other cause?—A. Yes,

being shorter in the fibre than the virgin wool, it drops out in the machine, or under

the cards, and is not saved. Being a little shorter in fibre, a greater quantity of the

wool stock drops out than of the wool in the process of manufacture. A lot is lost in

the fulling, as the shorter fibres come out in the severe mechanical process.

Q. Your estimate is.that they lose from 20 to 30 per cent?—^A. I would say that

20 per cent would be a conservative estimate of the loss of wool stock going through,

Q. If you started the process with 50-50 it would result in a finished article

containing 50 per cent of new wool and 30 per cent of wool stock?—^A. About that.

Witness discharged.
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Charles Burks, already sworn, recalle<i.

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Take Exhibit No. 8, how do you know it is the product of the Auburn Woollen
Mills Company?—A. I know it is from the Auburn Woollen Mills Company because
this is one of the shipments that arrived after this complaint had been made and 1
notified the inspectors very particularly that I wanted to see that shipment of gooda
and the test of it. Then I had it sealed so that the seal could not be put on any other
piece,

Q. When was it received?—A. It was on the 2i7th of March that it was reported.

Possibly it was received on the 26th,

Q. When was this cloth, of which Exhibit 8 is a part, shipped from the Auburn
Woollen Mills?—A. Not later than the 9th of March. I cannot say just what day,

but not later than that.

Q. What was the date of the complaint ?—A. The 13th, 14th or 16th of March; 1

am not positive of the date.

Q. You returned from Peterborough on the 26th of March?—^A. On Monday,
yes.

Q. Would it have been several days before that that the complaint was made?

—

It was on the Wednesday or Thursday before that.

Q. Had Exhibit 8 been shipped from the mills before you went to Peterboroug^h ?

—

A. Some days before.

Q. What about Exhibit No. 5 ?—A. That was examined by our inspector who is in

the mill now after the complaint had been made.

Q. And shipped by him to you?—A. Shipped by him direct to the manufacturer

of great coats.

Q. Shipped to the manufacturer of great coats?—A. Exactly; it is not shipped to

Ottawa. He shipped samples of it for proof.

Q. Then the manufacturers send it to you?—A. They send it to us in the shape

of great coats.

Q. You do not know whether it comes from the Auburn Woollen Mills or not?

—

A. It came direct from our inspector to me
Q. He took a sample for you?—A. Eor that purpose.

Q. Who put this tag on?—^A. Mr. Greaves, but I have initialled it.

Q. You are sure that this piece came from your inspector?—A. Positive.

^ Q. When did you receive Exhibit 5 ?—A. On the 29th of March.

Q. Take Exhibit No. 7 ?—A. That was received in the same way on the 30th.

Q. From your inspector at Peterborough?—A. Yes, sir. This Exhibit 7 was

received on the 30th.

Q. Exhibit 7 was received on the 30th of March ?—A. Yes.

Q. What about Exhibit No. 6 ?—A. On the 31st of March.

Q. At your department?—A. Yes.

Q. From whom?—A. W. E. Orr, the inspector who is now at the Mills.

Q. And he will be available for examination at Peterborough?—A. Yes, as far as

I know he is there.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you received any sample before this complaint?

The Witness: No, sir, unfortunately, there was such a rush for garments that

immediately on our inspection of the material it was shipped out to the manufacturer.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is there anything that you can produce, or that can be

produced, for us?

The Witness: Nothing that I know of. The manufacturers are not confined to

one particular mill. We might get the product of any one of a dozen mills.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is there no possibility of getting that?

The Witness: Not that I can see, or that I would care to take the responsibility

of saying was the same as the Auburn stulf.
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By Mr. Thompson:
^

Q. It seems a little curious that this piece, which was received by you on the 27th

of March, should have been shipped before the 13th. It would take about two weeks

from Peterborough to Ottawa?—A. We have had stuff three or four weeks on the way

since these heavy snow storms. I think our inspector could tell you about that.

Q. He could state when he shipped it?—A. I think he could. He could state when

I was asking for this shipment. We had noticed before the complaint was made and I

demanded that before anything was done with it I should see it.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. What is the number of that exhibit you are referring to now? Six or seven?

—

A. No. 8. This is a sample of a shipment made direct from the mills to the department

at Ottawa, a sample that was taken by the inspector of the department at Ottawa from

the shipment and handed to me. The inspector's name is Charles Ferrill.

Witness retired.

Charles Ferrill, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. I understand you are an inspector of clothing in the Militia Department?

—

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you look at Exhibit No. 8? Mr. Burns states that the Auburn Woollen
Mills Company made a shipment of cloth to Ottawa which was received here on the

27th of March and that this sample. Exhibit No. 8, was taken from that shipment by
you?—A. By me, by Mr. Burns' instructions.

Q. Are you perfectly sure that Exhibit No. 8 is a sample of the cloth you received

on the 27th of March?—A. I am quite sure.

Q. When was that cloth shipped from Peterborough?—A. On March 7.

Q. It was shipped from Peterborough on March 7?—A. The invoice was dated

March 7.

Q. But when was it shipped ?—A. I could not tell you ; that is the invoice.

Q. It would indicate that the cloth was shipped on March 7?—A. Yes.

Q. There is no doubt in your mind that this sample is a part of the shipment
made on the 7th of March?—A. No doubt.

*

Q. You are perfectly sure?—A. Perfectly sure.

Q. There could be no mistake in having one piece confused with another?—A. I

should not think so.

Q. I do not mean to say confused here but in your department?—A. None what-
ever.

Q. Do you make a test of cloths when they arrive?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you tested samples from the Auburn Woollen Mills ?—A. Yes, for shade.

Q. For strength?—^A. Yes.

Q. For width ?—A. For width.

Q. And shade?—A. And shade.

Q. I think Mr. Burns said that they rejected a thousand yards.—A. For imper-
fections.

Q. Was the balance of the cloth up to sealed pattern?—A. Yes, I think it was.

Q. I suppose you are not an expert on woollen cloth?—A. I would not like to say

I was ; I never professed to be.

Q. There were two witnesses who said that there was more, calling it by the hard

name of shoddy, and not by the gentle name of wool stock, in the Auburn Mills output

than in the sealed pattern No. 33.—^A. There might be, but there is pretty good stock

in the Auburn goods. I think I was justified in accepting it.
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Q. Although it is possible there was more wool stock or shoddy in it?—A. Yes,
it is possible.

Q. Would you attempt to say what difference, if any, there was between the two?
—A. I would not like to say.

Q. Is it pretty difficult to ascertain that?—A. It is pretty difficult.

• Q. Do you know of any test that . we can apply ?—A. Nothing better than the
strength test.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : According to the strength test how much shoddy is there

in it?

The Witness : If it stands sixty pounds to the inch I would not like to say there

was much shoddy in it.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Would there be 10 per cent of shoddy?—^A. There might be that or there

might be more.

Q. Will it stand 20 per cent of shoddy?—A. Tee.

Q. Will it stand 30 i)er cent?—A. I could not tell you that.

Q. Will it stand 60 per cent ?—A. It depends a good deal on the wool stock also.

If you have a good class of wool it will carry the shoddy much better than a poor clasa

of wool.

Q. I suppose it depends upon the quality of the new wool also?—A. Certainly,.

Q. If you have a very good quality of wool you can have more shoddy, or a poorer
quality of shoddy, and still get through the strength test?—A. I do not think that.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would you be surprised to learn that there was 40 per

cent of wool stock or shoddy in it?

The Witness : No.
Sir Charles Davidson: Had you known it what would you have done?

_ The Witness : I would be surprised to see that there was 40 per cent of shoddy

in it.

Sir Charles Davidson: I am speaking of wool stock Exhibit No. 4-A.

The Witness : It would surprise me a little.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would you have accepted it?

The Witness: I would have no reason to reject it.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would you have rejected it if you had known there was
40 per cent of this material Exhibit 4-A, in it?

The Witness : If I knew the exact wool that was in it

Sir Charles Davidson: Forty per cent of this 4-A?—(Witness examined Exhibit

No. 4-A.)

The Witness : Yes, I think I would.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Would you pass it with 50 per cent of this material. Exhibit 4-A?—A. No,
f do not think so.

Q. At what point between 40 and 50 per cent would you break?—A. I would not

like to go over 40 per cent.

Sir Charles Davidson : At what point would your test fail ?

The Witness: There are two different ways of doing that. You can put a

little more twist in your yarn and keep your strength up.

Sir Charles Davidson: How much twist did the Auburn people put in their

yarn.

The Witness: The more twist you have the stronger and harder it makes it.

Sir Charles Davidson: If they put plenty of twist in it they can use a higher

quantity of shoddy?
The Witness : You cannot go beyond a certain amount. There is a happy

medim.
Sir Charles Davidson: What is the happy medium and what is the unhappy

breaking point in percentage?
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The Witness : I could not tell you that.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you find any of the Auburn output break?

The Witness: They come up to our specifications.

Sir Charles Davidson: If it is given a good twist does it wear better?

The Witness : I could not tell you that.

Sir Charles Davidson: Up to a certain point, if it is given a good twist will

it stand up better under the brealcing strain?

The Witness : I suppose it would.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. How do you find the material supplied by the Auburn Woollen Mills Com-
pany as compared with the product of other mills?—A, Equally as good.

Witness retired.

Mr. Gbeaves, recalled.

Examined by Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. There is one question I want to ask, Mr. Greaves, how soon after the out-

break of war did the Auburn Woollen Mills Company begin to put shoddy in their

cloth?—A. From the start; from the first contract.

Q. Do you recollect when the first contract was made?—A. I could not within

ii few days but it was very soon after the start of the war.

Mr. Thompson : I put in now a copy of their contract. The first one was
apparently on the 8th February, 1915. (Contract put in and marked Exhibit No. ).

Witness retired.

Mr. BuRNS^ recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. When was the first order given to the Auburn Company?—'A. On the 8th Feb-
ruary, 1915.

Mr. O'Connell : We admit that to be the date of the first order.

Witness retired.

Mr. Greaves, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

'

Q. Do you recollect making any cloth before the 8th February, 1915?—A. Cer-

tainly, but it might not have been frieze. It is possible that the first frieze may have

been made on that date.

Q. Are you sure they used what you call shoddy before February a year ago?—A.

t would not say that but certainly they used it in the frieze.

Q. "?our complaint, I understand, refers entirely to the frieze?—A.

Witness retired.

Mr. Smith, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. What has caused the increase in the price of what you call wool stock?—A. It

has been the consistent demand for English purchase. The British Government and
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the manufacturers there are wanting these cloths and they have come into competition
and boosted the price and we have to meet the competition to get the stuff.

Q. Where do you get it?—A. From dealers, who, in turn, get it from tailors,

cutters, and so on.

Q. Where are the dealers?—A. In Toronto, Montreal and plenty of other places.

There has been a consistent demand ever since the outbreak of the war.

Witness retired.

The Commission thereupon adjourned to meet at Peterborough, Ontario, Thurs-
day, April 6, at 10 a.m.

Peterborough, Ontario, Thursday, April 6, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Tpiompson, K.C,
^Is Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerh of the Commission.

R. P. Watt, late assistant in the office of the Auburn Woollen Mills Company,
Limited, of Peterborough, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. I understand that you are, or were quite recently, an employee-

Sir Charles Davidson : I would like his position and duties. Are you examining
him as a military man?

Mr. Thompson: No, sir.

By Mr. Thompson

:

Q. I understand you are, or were quite recently, in the employ of the Auburn
Woollen Mills Company?—A. Yes.

Q. In what capacity?—A. Assistant in the office, and I can hardly say—Jack-of-

all-trades in the mill. I had charge of the shipment of goods—supervised the ship-

ment of goods.

Q. Have you a knowledge of the manufacturing process?—A. No, sir.

Q. Would your duties take you into the mill to such an extent as to give you a

knowledge of what was going on in the mill?—A. To a certain extent.

Q. How long have you been in the employ of the Auburn Woollen Mills Company ?

—A. About ten years.

Q. Do you know anything about the proportion of wool and shoddy which enter

into the manufacture of freize cloth sold to the Militia Department?—A. I do not

know.

Q. Do you know anything about cotton specks appearing in the cloth ?—A. I know
of specks appearing, but could not say what they were.

Q. Might they have been cotton?—A. I would not say.

Q. Did you see them in all the samples?—A. No, sir.

Q. In how many?—A. I am not prepared to swear to that.
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Q. About how many?—A. I could not say; I could not give the number at all.

Q. Did you see it in half the cloth supplied to the Militia Department?—A. No,
sir.

Q. Did you see it in a quarter of the cloth supplied the Department?—A. No, sir.

Q. Did you see it in one-eighth of the cloth supplied the Militia Department?—A.

I could not say.

Q. In how many samples of cloth did you see any specks?—^A. That I could not

say.

Q. What directed your attention to the specks?—A. Just in noticing them being

pulled over the perch in the finishing room.

Q. How many occasions would you be in that room?—A. Every day.

Q. If there were a few speeks, would your attention be directed to the cloth, or

only when there were a number of specks?—A. My attention would not be directed

to the cloth but just simply in passing a piece I might happen to notice it.

Q. Would it be in then, say, a quarter of the cloth you noticed these specks?—A.

I would not say—in fact, I could not say.

Q. Would you be in the finishing room every day?—A. Almost every day.

Q. Would a quantity of cloth be made that you would not see going through that

process?—A. There might be lots of cloth I would not take any notice of.

Q. And there might be lots made with specks that you would not see ?—^A. Yes.

Q. Has there been an inspector of the Government at the mills since the declara-

tion of war?—A. Yes.

Q. Has he seen or inspected all cloth made by the Company?—A. Not to my
knowledge—not while I was there.

Q. Do you mean to say you do not know whether it was inspected or you do know
some was not insi)ected?—A. I know some was not inspected while I was there.

Q. I understand a number of carloads of this frieze cloth was shipped from the

miU—
Sir Charles Davidson: Is that correct, an inspector has been there since the

declaration of war—do you mean continuously?

The Wn'NEss: That is not the way I understood the question.

By Mr'. Thompson:

Q. Has there been an inspector there since the declaration of the war?—A. Yes.

Q. There continuously?—^A. No, sir.

Q. What intervals would he be absent?—'A. That I could not say.

Q. What length of time would he be absent on one or two or more occasions ?—A.

I could not say.

Q. About how many batches of cloth do you remember his passing?—A. I could

not say.

Q. Approximately how many?—A. That is beyond anything I had to do in this

mill. I could not say.

Q. Would some cloth be made, frieze, of course, during the inspector's absence,

and shipped from the mill to manufacturers, without any inspection being made here

by the Government?—A. There might—I never saw the Government inspector inspect

any while I was there.

Q. Might he have inspected it, though?

—

A. He might have.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Who was the inspector?

Mr. Thompson : I will find that out, sir.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Did I understand you to say, however, that some frieze cloth might have been
made by the company and shipped from the company's premises without any inspec-

tion being made by the Government inspector at the mill?—A. There was some cloth

shipped which to my knowledge was not inspected before going out.

Q. Was that frieze?—A. Yel.
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Q. Where was it shipped to?—^A, Some to Mark Workman Company of Montreal,

and some to the Militia Department.

Q. Without inspection ? No inspection at Ottawa, as. far as you know—^I mean
to say no sample was retained by the mill and sent to Ottawa for inspection?—A. I
could not say that—'it. could be done without my knowledge.

Sir Charles Davidson : When was this ?

The Witness : Last year, sir, I left the mill last August.

Sir Charles Davidson : To take up your military duties ?

The Witness: Yes, sir, the end of August,, 1915.

Sir Charles Davidson : You left the mill in 1915 ?

The Witness : About the first of September, 1915,. sir.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Do you know when they commenced to work on Canadian Militia orders?^

—

A. I could not say definitely.

Q. I am informed it was somewhere in February, 1915, would that be correct?^

A. I would not swear to the time.

Q. You do not know the date they commenced?—A. No.

Q This order shipped to Workman was before February, 1915?—^A. I could not

say—^the dates would be in the shipping book.

Q. There was a British order in before the Canadian orders—do you know any-

thing about it?—A. There was for blankets.

Q. One for khaki ?—A. I do not know.

Q. This order shipped to Workman—was it shipped on account of the British

order ?—A. I could not say.

Q. There was a Government inspector at the mill?—A. Inspecting blankets, yes.

Q. Did he not inspect the khaki too?—^A. Not to ray knowledge.

Q. You cannot swear it?—A. I will not swear it.

The witness retired.

George Baird^ sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. You are head spinner, are you not?—A. No, sir, dyer—not there at present

there.

Q. As dyer what were your duties?

Sir Charles Davidson : I would like to know when he entered and when he left.

The Witness : I entered—I was there 22 years.

Sir Charles Davidson : When did you leave ?

The Witness: Last October.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. As head dyer, what would be your duties in the mill?—A. Dyeing the wool,

yarn, pieces of cloth—anything there was to dye.

Q. Would you dye the blended mixtures of the materials before blending?—A. I

dye different colours into the blend.

Q. Do you know what the proportions in the blend were?—A. Not positively,

I do not.

Q. Approximately, could you tell what the proportions were?—^A. What blend are

you alluding to just now.

Q. The frieze for the militia—what were the proportions in the blend?—A. I do

not just remember—^possibly thirty per cent of old gold

Q. You are referring now to what?-^A. I am referring to the various colours in

the blend.
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Q. But what I want to know is what proportion of wool stock was in the blend ?

—

A. That was out of ray department—I was not supposed to know anything about that.

Q. Wool stock is also called shoddy, is it not?—A. Sometimes.

Q. Was it called shoddy?—A. Just as often shoddy as wool.

Q. Did you notice any specks in this wool stock?—A. Yes, at times.

Q. Have you seen any finished cloth, frieze, of course, with cotton specks in it?

—

A. A few.

Q. Anything noticeable?—A. Oh, yes, they would be noticeable at times.

Q. Enough to attract particular attention?—A. It would attract the attention of

a woollen manufacturer, an ordinary buyer would not notice it.

Q. From the appearance of these cotton specks, would you say the wool stock or

shoddy had been made from fresh pickings or from used wool ?—A. Cotton specks could

get into wool from fresh pickings or from old rags picked up in the yard, tread and so

on might get mixed in.

Q. Would there be any means of ascertaining, from the presence of these cotton

specks, whether the wool stock was old stock or new?—A. No, not judging from the

cotton specks you could not decide that.

Q. Even if the specks were in large quantities?—A. Well, if there was thirty per

cent or so of specks

Q. Well, in your opinion?—A. I never seen any number of cotton specks.

Q. I presume your duties did not take you into the mill to oversee in any way the

manufacture of the cloth ?—A. They did not.

Q. Your duties were simply those of a dyer?—A. Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where are you employed now?
The Witness : The Higgins Hardware Company.
Sir Charles Davidson: In Peterborough?

The Witness : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: At what stage of the manufacture do you dye?
The Witness: Sometimes dye the wool in the raw stali^ other times dye it in the

yarn—very often cloth is dyed in the piece.

Sir Charles Davidson: What was the practice in relation to friese?

The Witness: It had all to be dyed in the raw.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Before or after blending?—A. Before, certainly.

Sir Charles Davidson : Now what proportions, according to your judgment, was
cotton stock and what proportion wool?

The Witness: You mean what proportion would be all wool and wool stock?
Sir Charles Davidson : Yes ?

The Witness: Oh, possibly forty-five per cent stock—I never took particular
notice—and fifty-five per cent all wool.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you speak of a general average?
The Witness: Yes—I am only relating to frieze.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. That would be generally so?—A. I think so.

Q. Look at that wool stock—Exhibit 4-A, and tell me whether that is inferior to,

equal to, or superior to the general run of wool stock used in the manufacture of
frieze in the Auburn Woollen Mills?—A. Well, as near as I can see, it is very similar,
with the exception that there are a few hard ends—that is the fault of the man
pulling the stock.

Q. What would the hard ends indicate?—A. Whoever fed the clippings into the
wool stock has crowded his machine or the machine was not in good order.

Q. If there were no hard ends, would the wool stock be somewhat better?—A. Not
as far as specks.
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Q. I am referring to quality?—A. About similar in quality.

Q. Do you find any cotton in that?—A. I do not think there is any.

Q. Do you know anything about the government inspector being at the mill?
—A. There was one inspector there on several occasions.

Q. Continuously?—A. No, not to my knowledge.

Q. So far as you know, what would be the length of his absence from time to

time?—A. It is hard for me to say—he might be there and I not know of it.

Q. You do not know, as a matter of fact, if the frieze cloth was inspected?—A. It

was inspected by the mill inspector, the AiiBurn inspector.

Q. Do you know for 'a fact whether the frieze cloth was inspected by the govern-
ment inspector?—A. I could not say.

Sir Charles Davidson : How long has this mill manufactured frieze cloth?

The Witness : Well, it would be—I think our first orders were for serge—it was
three months after the war started, possibly the middle of November, 1914, we started

to manufacture frieze. We manufactured serge for the first two months.
Sir Charles Davidson: For what?
The Witness: For uniforms.

Sir Charles Davidson: As regards their previous business, had the company
manufactured frieze?

The Witness: Not khaki frieze. They manufactured cloth very similar.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. About what percentage of wool stock used to enter into frieze at that time

—

not made for the Government?—A. Good frieze fifty per cent wool.

Q. About what percentage of wool entered into frieze manufactured before the

declaration of war?—A. It would depend on the price.

Q. I am asking as to the practice of the Auburn Woollen Mills?—A. It was out

of my department to, know what percentage went into every lot.

Q. If you know what the percentage would be, I want you to tell us?—A. I could

not say.

Q. I understand as dyer you would not have a knowledge of the proportions ?—A.

No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you known of frieze to be manufactured in the mill,

or other similar cloth, all of pure wool?

The Witness : I have, in small custom mills where they did not have expert work-

men to card shoddy or wool stock, but never know of a frieze being made without wool

stock where they kept competent workmen.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. The higher the class of the mill, the more shoddy you get in it?—A. Oh, no,

not altogether.

Sir Charles Daatdson: Look at the sealed pattern. No. 33, and state if you can

how much, if any, wool stock is in this.

The Witness : I would not undertake to decide at all. It is a good piece of cloth.

Sir Charles Davidson: Compare it with the samples, numbers 5, 6, 7, and 8 and

state if you can as to how far the latter correspond with the sealed pattern.

The witness retired.
,

Miss Miller, book-keeper, Auburn Woollen Mills, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. I understand you are book-keeper at the Aubvirn Woollen Mills Company ?—A.

Yes.

Q. How long have you been in their employ?—A. About ten years.

Q. The Auburn Woollen Mills Company buy wool stock or shoddy, for manufac-

turing, from the Smith Manufacturing Company of Toronto ?—A. Yes.
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Q. Have the Auburn Woollen Mills Company made any conaiplaint in writing or

otherwise to the Smith Manufacturing Company with regard to the quality of the wool

stock or shoddy supplied them by the Smith Manufacturing Company ?—A. I could not

say.

Q. Do you know of any?—A. They may have at some time.

Q. I am referring to since the declaration of war?—A. I do not think so.

.Q. Would the records in the books show?—A. Perhaps the letter-book would,

Q. You seem to have some doubt about it?—A. I do not think so; I do not think

there have been any complaints.

Q. If any complaints were made, you would be the one to know about it ?—A. Yes.

Q. I wish you would ascertain that, would you?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Are you going to examine this lady as to prices ?

Mr. Thompson: Either Miss Miller or someone else, as to the books and refer to

the Smith invoices and the entries in the books.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. You would have a knowledge of that?—A. Yes.

Mr. Thompson : The books are not here, Mr. Kendry.

Sir Charles Davidson: I would be quite prepared to take the statement of Mr.
Kendry.

The Witness : I have some invoices here.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Invoice of April 1st, 1916—^I suppose that is the last invoice?—A. I think so;

I think it would be the last.

Q. I see this invoice reads
—

"7 bales new garnetted khaki waste—price 31c.'*'

"February 28/16 from the Smith Mfg. Co., "4 bales khaki carding." Why is one called

bales of khaki carding and one bales of new garnetted khaki waste?—A. I do not
know, unless there is a little difference in the process.

Q. I find here an invoice, February 2Sth, 1916

Sir Charles Davidson: Did that last invoice state the price?

The Witness: Thirty-one cents.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Invoice of February 28th, 1916-^"10 bales khaki carding, 31c."

Sir Charles Davidson : Is that the earliest ?

Mr. Thompson : That is all she has here, sir.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. How has the material from the Smith Company been invoiced?—A. That is

the way it has been written up.

Q. In all cases?—A. I think so. It is the same stock and it would be all written

up the same.

Q. Had it been invoiced differently the invoices would show it?—A. Yes.

Q. Would you get somebody to bring other invoices down?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Any statement made by Mr. Kendry we will accept. We
will accept your statement, Mr. Kendry, as beyond question.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Will you bring your letter-book down?—^A. Yes.

The witness retired. *

George Baird, already sworn, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. Well, as to the samples ?—A. I think the sample in the book is possibly a better

quality than in these samples ; No. 7 seems to be the poorest, if any—I do not see very
much difference.
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Sir Charles Davidson: The sealed pattern is somewhat better than the samples

and No. 7 is the poorest. As to warmth, Mr. Baird, which do you prefer, the pure
wool frieze or one mixed with wool stock—which is best?

The Witness : That will all depend on the weight and thickness of the cloth.

Sir Charles Davidson: Which do you prefer?

The Witness: I do not think I could very well walk around with all wool frieze;

it would be too stiff; I prefer half wool.

Sir Charles Davidson: As to durability?

The Witness : There is no way of getting away from it—^pure wool will outwear

wool stock.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would the pure wool frieze be too stiff to walk about in

if not treated with paste? Suppose you did not put any paste in, would it still be too

stiff to walk about in?

The Witness : From what I have seen in small mills, I would not have it.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why do you say that No. 7 is in your belief the poorest

of these samples?

The Witness: It is hard for me t^ explain why I came to that conclusion—^I

looked through it—it seems to be shorter stock. The way to find out is to test it on
the machine—it is not usually put to a man to test—^you can get a machine to test

the cloth.

Sir Charles Davidson : He agrees with Watson.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. He judges partly by feel and experience as to the qualities—isn't that so, Mr.
Baird?—A, I judged it by the length of the stock; it seemed to be shorter stock.

Sir Charles Davidson : How would you test the quality of a piece of frieze ?

The Witness : I would first make sure it was all wool stock—if I was going to buy
a large quantity I would get a sample and find what percentage was vegetable matter.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Carbonize to ascertain the presence of cotton?—A. No, not necessarily cotton,

vegetable matter. Also, the strength of the goods,

Q. And when you had made that test, in your opinion the only further test to be

made would be the strength of the goods—what about elasticity?—A. I do not think

that enters much into the wearing qualities.

Q. You think strength does?—A. Yes, certainly—the stronger the yarn the

stronger the cloth.

Sir Charles Davidson : At Ottawa Burns said he would examine it as to strength.

(To the witness) : Do you know of any process whereby it can be ascertained with

certainty as to how much pure wool and how much wool stock, respeectively, is in a

piece of cloth?

The Witness : I do not—not wool stock and wool. A mixture of cotton and wooj^

can be determined, but not wool stock and wool.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Why can you determine the ratio of cotton stock aaid not woollen stock?—^A.

We can burn out the cotton by the process of carbonizing.

Mr. Thompson : He corresponds with Watson.

Sir Charles Davidson : He did not speak of carbonizing.

The witness retired.

Walter Anderson^ sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is your employment ?—A. Looking over the pickers and mixing.

Q. You are superintendent or foreman?—A. Foreman of the picking room.
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Q. Since when?—A. Since 1885.

Q. And still ?—A. And still.

Q. Are you in the employ of the Auhurn Woollen Mills ?

Sir Charles Davidson : He has just said he is foreman of the mixing and picking

room and has been there since 1885

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. I suppose you know the exact proportions of wool and wool stock that enters

into the frieze manufactured for the Militia Department?—A. Yes, as near as the

scales can tell.

Q. You weigh it ?—A. I see it weighed.

Q. You keep a record of the proportions?—A. I do.

Q. In a book?—A. Yes.

Q. Similar to this book which I show you, I suppose?—A. Yes, similar to that.

Q. And you keep a record of each mixing?—A. It is there.

Q. For each batch?—A. Yes.

Q, Now, x>ending the arrival of the books in which you make your entries,

tell me
Sir Charles Davidson: I thought it was that one.

Mr. Thompson : This is after March, 1916, sir.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Pending the arrival of the books, tell me what were the proportions during 1914

and 1915?—A. In 1915, the orders were sixty per cent wool and forty per cent wool

stock. I carried it out as near as I could.

Q. Will your books show that?—A. I think so.

Q. Has that practice continued right through?—A. No.

Q. When did you change it?—A. It was changed last fall.

Q. What time in the fall?—A. I could not exactly state.

Q. No, but approximately?—A. Some time in November, I should judge.

• Q. 1915?—A. Yes.

Q. In the end or beginning?—A. I should judge about the beginning of Novem-
ber.

Q. What change was made then ?—A. I was told to put in fifty and fifty ; that was
not carried out.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who told you to do that?

The Witness : Mr. Kendry.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Why was it not carried out %—A. I had to shade up to the shades.

Q. What do you mean?—A. I had to have the shades all alike.

Q. What was the result of the mixture?—A. I couldn't do it—it was off colour

and I had to use more wool to shade up to the colour.

Q. And what proiwrtions entered in then ?—A. 52 to 53 pure wool and about 50 of

the wool stock in the state it comes there.

Q. As I understand it, you could not get fifty per cent of the wool stock and fifty

per cent of the wool to give the proper colour—you therefore had to take more pure

wool to get the colour and were not able to put as large a proportion of the wool stock

into the blend as you were told to ?—A. Yes, I had to get the right shades.

Sir Charles Damdson: How much of the wool stock did you put in?

The Witness: I put in fifty per cent this morning and tested it and it lost

ten per cent from the state it comes in

—

L did that of my own accord-

Si/ Mr. Thompson:

Q. And after you received instructions to put in 50 and 50 how many batches of

cloth were made, 50 and 50?—A. I could not say.
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Q. About how many batches were there of the 50 and 50?—A. I don't suppose
there was hardly any stood the test—there was never over 50 of the wool stock used
and always over 50 of the wool.

Q. Do you know anything about how much wool stock is lost in the manufacturing
process? How much of the wool—what proportion of each is lost in the manufacture?
—A. Well, in the first place, I tested this morning—ten per cent was lost in the oil

out of the wool stock and it will loose ten per cent in the carding and five per ^ent
in the spinning.

Sir Charles Davidson: How much does that total?

The Witness : In all, 15 per cent.

Mr. O'CoNNELL : His total is not right.

By Mr. Thompson :

Q. How much wool is lost?—A. I do not know.

Q. How do you know how much wool stock is lost and do not know how much
wool is lost?—A. I tested the wool stock and found it lost 15 per cent. Now I do not

mean 15 per cent on the 100 but 15 per cent of what I am putting in.

Q'. How much wool would be lost?—A. I could not say.

Q. Did any of the finishers discuss with you the quantity of the wool that would
be lost?—A. No.

Q. Who could tell?—A. I do not know.

Q. How is it you know exactly how much wool stock is lost and not how much
of the wool is lost?—A. I have tested it.

Q. Why did you not test the wool?—A. I never was ordered to.

Q. Were you told to test the wool stock ?—A. No.

Q. When did you make the test?—A. This morning.

Q'. You are giving evidence of the test made recently?—A. Yes, it lost about

15 i)er cent.

Q. Were you told to test for tlie loss of wool?—A. I never was told to.

Sir Charles Davidson: Could you do it?

The Witness : I could if I go to at it in a practical way.

Sir Charles Davidson : How long would it take ?

The Witness : It would depend on how much you would want.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. O'Connell, have you any means of informing us

how much the pure wool loses ?

Mr. O'Connell: I don't think so.

By Mr. O'Connell K.C.:

Q. You said the wool stock lost ten per cent in the oil, 10 per cent in carding,

and five per cent in the spinning room—how do you make that total 15 per cent? I

am talking about the wool stock—what is the total loss on the wool stock, oil and all?

—A, 10 per cent oil, in the carding room, 10 per cent; in the spinning room, 5 per

cent.

Q. What is the total of that now?—A. 25 per cent.

Q. You said before 15 per cent?—A. I tested it this morning and I secured out

10 per cent oil.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. What did you say about it loosing 15 per cent?—A. It loses 15 per cent in the

carding and spinning—the oil does not lose until it goes to the finishing room.

Q. Is this wool stock known by the mills as shoddy?—A. By some.

Q. Have you ever observed cotton specks in shoddy?—A. I have noticed it.

Q. Would it indicate cotton?—A. It might.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. You do not go beyond the spinning-room in your loss?—A. No.
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By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Exhibit i-A. Tell me how that would compape with what you have been using

in the mill?—A. It would compare with it.

Q. A little better or a little worse?—A. I would not say better or not worse—it

looks pretty much the same.

Q. Has there been any other change since the 50 and 50 instructions—any
instructions recently?—A. None.

Q. Have you made any blend of khaki frieze recently in which the percentage of

wool stock was considerably lower than say, 40 per cent?—A. I have not.

Q. Not at any time?—A. Not at any time.

Q. Did you make any cloth specially to be sent to Ottawa recently, after this

trouble started?—A. I could not tell you where it is sent, that is out of my line.

Q. Did you make any frieze cloth recently that was considerably stronger in all

wool, than the general run supplied to the Militia Department?—A. I never seen it

tested. No, I did not.

Q. None whatever?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you mixed any that was inferior?

The Witness : The stock varies—some might have been short and some long, but

it was all good quality.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you recently made a particularly good quality of

frieze ?

The Witness : No, no change. We made no change—we were never told to make
any change.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you make any change ?

The Witness : Not that I know of.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you know of any being made—stronger in all wool?

The Witness : No.
Sir Charles Davidson: None stronger than the average run?
The Witness : No, not by my mixing.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would it be mixed by anybody else?

The Witness : No.
Sir Charles Davidson: I am referring to frieze?

The Witness: No.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. My information is that a special sample had been made. Do you know any-
thing of this ?—A. I know nothing of a piece being made stronger.

The witness retired.

John Bentley, late manager of the Auburn Woollen Mills, sowm:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, E.C.:

Q. You are manager of the Auburn Woollen Mills ?—A. I was late manager.
Q. When did you leave?—^A. Last December, 1915.

Q. You were an investor in the Auburn Woollen Mills?—A. Yes.
Q. And you are still interested financially?-—A. Y^.
Q. Look at Exhibit 4-A that you gave to Mr. Greaves, according to his statement

;

did you procure this from the Auburn Woollen Mills Company?—A. I would not swear
that—it looks very much like it.

Q. Where did you procure the shoddy or wool stock which you gave to Greaves
in March ?—A. I got it at the Auburn Woollen Mills.

Q Do you know whether that had been supplied by Smith ?—A. I think so.

Q. How long before you got it from the Auburn Woollen Mills had it been sent
to the Auburn Woollen Mills by the Smith Company ?—A. I do not get your question.

[Peterborough, Auburn Woollen Mills—Bentley.]
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Q. Supposing this sample which I have shown you was the sample you gave

Greaves and you procured it from the Auburn Woollen Mills Company—can you say

how long before you procured it from the Avibum. Woollen Mills had Smith sent it to

them?—A. I could not say but I presume quite recently.

Q. Your interview with Mr. Greaves was on March 26th?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember telling Greaves that Smith had framed vip a sample better

than had been used in the mill?—r^A. No.

Q. Do you swear it ?—^A. I swear it. I had seen a sample which looked good

Q. And you say you did not tell Greaves that Smith had framed up a better

sample and that they would swear that they had supplied that all along?—A. No. I

told Greaves that Smith had told me that was what they were supplying Auburn with

at the present time and that he would swear that he never put in anything but wool

serge clippings right from the very start.

Q. And didn't you, when you handed the sample to Greaves, say that it was

superior to anything that had been used?—A. No, I did not, I had no comparison to

go by.
^

•

Q. You were manager of the mill?—^A. Yes.

Q. And an expert woollen man ?—A. No, a worsted, man.

Q. How many years experience had you in the woollen business ?—A. All my life.

Q. And didn't you know the quality of the wool stock supplied Auburn by the

Smith Company?—^A. Yes.

Q. Well, I want you to tell me, after making that statement as to your knowl-

edge, whether the sample you gave Greaves was superior to, equal to, or inferior to

the usual stock supplied the xVuburn by the Smith Company?—A. It was the same,

as far as my knowledge goes.

Q. Did you tell Greaves on the occasion of that interview that that was a fake?

—

A. No, sir.

Q. You did not say anything about it?—A. I did not say it was a fake. I told

him I had seen a sample in Toronto of pure wool stock which Smith swore was from

wool clippings—no adulteration whatever and that it was what he had been supplying.

Q. Smith said that was what he had been supplying Auburn?—^A. Yes.

Q. What was your opinion?—A. I thought it was and I went to Auburn to get

a sample.

Q." Did it correspond with what he showed you?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you take a sample of the stock Smith showed you in Toronto?—A. No,

I did not think of it.

Q. I ask you again, to give you an opportunity to correct yourself—did you tell

Greaves that Smith framed up a sample better than anything that had been supplied

to the mill?—A. No, I did not.

Q. Nor anything to that end ?—A. No, I told him I had seen a sample that Smith
had showed me and I went to Auburn to get a sample of what they were using.

Q. And did you tell Greaves that the good sample in Smith's house corresponded

with the Auburn sample?—A. No.

Q. Well, why did you tell Greaves anything about the sample at Smithes?—A. I

wanted to be a friend to Greaves and did not want him to make these foolish state-

ments, and I thought he would be better ofiP if he withdrew.

Q. You were to get Greaves a character?—A. No, I said I would go and interview

Mr. Kendry and would try my best to get him to give him a character.

Q. Well, why did you say anything about that good sample you had seen at

Smith's?—A. It came up in the conversation when we were talking—I do not know
what led up to it, I am sure.

Q. The question was what the Auburn was putting into the frieze and you

knew that was the question, so why did you say anything to Greaves about the sample

Smith showed you?—A. I told him it was a good sample and it was a good sample,

and he said it was what they were sending to Auburn.

75^3]^ 5^40 [Peterborough, Auburn Woollen Mills—Bentley.]
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Q. Were you satisfied that it was the same?—A. I went to Auburn to see.

Q. You had been there, surely you could tell?—A. I had not been there for four

months.

Q. You had seen it since the outbreak of the war and up to four months ago,

had you not?—A. Yes.

Q. Why was it necessary to see Smith?—A. I wanted to see if he had changed it.

Q. Recently?—A. Yes, since I left.

Q. What conclusion did you come to?—A. The conclusion I came to was that it

was good stock.

Q. As good or better than since before you left the mill?—A. About the same.

Q. What proportion of wool stock or shoddy goes into the frieze manufactured for

the Militia Department?—A. •! (To not know.

Q. That was not in your department?—A. No.

Q. Nor your duties?—A. No, I was just a financial i)artner. Mr. Kendry would
know.

Q. Do you know if complaints were made to the Smith company regarding the

shoddy they were supplying?—A. I never heard of any.

Q. Do you know anything about cotton specks appearing in the frieze?—A. Not
to my present knowledge; I was told there were cotton specks.

Q. By whom?—A. The finisher.

Q. Who was the finisher?—A. Tierney.

Q. Is he in the mill no\v?—^A. Yes.

Q. What did he say about the specks?—A. He showed me a few pieces and said

they were specky.

Q. That would indicate there was cotton in it?—A. No, not necessarily—I think

they were wool specks.

Mr. Thompson: That is a new one—I hadn't heard that before.

By Mr. Thompson :

Q. Do you know whether or not that cloth was rejected by the Militia Depart-

ment?—A. No, I do not know.

Q. Do you know whether any complaints were made by the Militia Department

OS to the frieze?—A. No, not on the frieze.

Q. I think the evidence was that 1,000 yards had been rejected. There is a

process in woollen mills known as carbonizing—it is a process ?^A. A process, yes.

Q. And do you use that—did you when there treat any material to the car-

bonizing process?—A. No, I did not.

Q. I do not refer to you personally—I am asking whether the company did?—

•

A. Yes, they did—I did not.

Q. Well, do not hedge about it.

Sir Charles Davidson: Any sensible man would know we were not referring to

you personally.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. What sort of material doj^ou subject to the carbonizing process?—A. They
put vitroil in and burn it out.

Q. Burn out the cotton?—A. Yes, or any vegetable matter.

Q. What sort of material is it you carbonize—is it wool stock or shoddy or whole
wool?—A. Well, I have seen things carbonized that had no cotton whatever in it, to

get out the vegetable matter.

Q. It is the wool stock, I understand, that is subjected to this process ?—A. No,
not the wool stock, but pieces.

Q. Pieces of what?—A. Pieces of frieze.

Q. After it is made into cloth?—A. After it is made.
Q. Do you treat, any wool stock to that process of carbonizing ?—A. I have not

seen any wool stock treated—not the wool stock.
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Q. Would you know of it?—A. Yes, I think so.

Q. And do they subject all the frieze to the carbonizing process?—A. If it is

fepecky, occasionally a piece will come out specky.

Q. You are quite sure they have not treated any of the wool stock?—A. Not to

my knowledge.

Q. Who would know?—A. Mr. Anderson.

Q. I think I understood you to say that some of the frieze cloth was treated to

the carbonizing process?—A. A few pieces.

Q. How many?—A. I cannot say that—I only saw about three or four pieces.

Q. Would Mr. Anderson know how many pieces had been s.ubjected to that

process?—A. No.

Q. Who would know?—A. The finisher.

Q. Who is the finisher ?—A. Tierney.

The witness retired.

Miss Miller recalled:

Examined hy Mr. ThoTnpson, E.G.:

Q. You have here an invoice from the Smith Manufacturing Company of October

1, 1915, for three bales of khaki carding—what price?—A. Twenty-five cents.

Sir Charles Davidson: What date was that?

Mr. Thompson : October 1, 1915—3 bales.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is this one on March 14—what do you call that material?—A. The same
as you just read—four bales of khaki carding.

Q. February 22', 1915—10 bales khaki carding. October 12, 1915—7 bales khaki

carding. What is the price on the October 12 invoice?—A. Twenty-five cents.

Q. February 22, 1915, what is the price of that khaki carding?—A. Twenty-

five cents.

Q. March 14, 1916 ?—A. Thirty-one cents.

Q. March 16, 1916?—A. Thirty-one cents.

Q. October 1, 1915—3 bales carding at what?—A. Twenty-five cents.

Q. Do you know what the pure wool was?—A. No, I do not remember.

Q. Could you find it out?—A. I think so.

Sir Charles Davidson: Whom do you buy your wooLfrom?
The Witness : From different firms.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you speak definitely as to the price of wool, Mr.

Kendry ?

Mr, Kendry : Yes, I can.

Mr. Thompson: What was the price about the middle of February, 1916?

Mr. Kendry : What was the price—well, we were buying from Swift and Company

and as the market went up of course our prices went up—it has been going on an

incline for some time and it would be difiicult for me to say just what price we were

paying then.

Sir Charles DaVidson: Could you find out?

Mr. Kendry : Oh yes.

The Witness retired.

William Elliott Orr, Government inspector of goods, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. You are Government inspector where?—A. At the Auburn Mills.

Q. Since when?—A. Since the 8th of March.
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Q. Who was Government inspector at the Auburn Mills before the 8th of March?
—^A. I could not say, I am sure:

Q. You follow all the processes?—A. !No, I do not.

Q. Do you watch the employees arid ascertain what proportion of wool stock and
wool is put in?—A. No, all I get is a standard sample from the Government, and I

am supposed to use my judgment that the goods I ship are up to that.

Q. You compare the cloth made with the sample?—^A. I compare it with the

sample given me by the Government.

Q. Have you got the sample?—^A. No, I haven't got it here.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where is it?

The Witness : In my grip at the hotel.

Examined by Mr. Thompson j K.G.:

Q. Look at sealed pattern No. 33 and tell me what proportion of wool stock or wool

is in that ?—A. I could not tell you that ; I could not tell you anything—I don't think

any man could except one who made the cloth.

Q. Is there any ?—A. I couldn't say.

Q. What proportion?—A. I could not tell you—I could not give you an idea.

Q. You are not able to say what percentage is wool ?—A. My instructions are to

compare the cloth with the sample given me and anything I have shipped I consider

equal to the sample.

Q. Even if there was a difference of twenty per cent in shoddy?—A. I could not

tell you that.

Q. You would consider cloth with twenty per cent more shoddy in it equal to that

sample? And if you did not see the cloth in the process of manufacture how are you
able to say that the cloth supplied is up to the sample?—A. I can judge it fairly.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is your experience?

The Witness: Twenty-five or thirty years in a mill.

Examined by Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. How close can you go to the amount of wool stock or shoddy in the material?

—^A. I could not form judgment without seeing batches mixed and the quantities

put in.

Q. What is the use of having a samjde here if you do not follow the cloth in the

process of manufacture—^how can you tell how much wool stock or shoddy is in it?

—

A. I was not asked to tell.

Q. Aud if you do not know how much shoddy is in it, how can you say it is up to

the sample?—A. I see if there is any irregularity in the finish or the style of the goods.

Q. Would you include quality—are you to judge the quality?—A. I am supposed

to see it compares with the sample furrlished me.

Q. Have you written instructions about your duties?—^A. I have, yes.

Q. Have you got them here?—^A. No.

Q. Do you test for strength?—^A. No, I do not test for strength here; I send
samples to Ottawa for their approval out of every shipment.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do they inspect at Ottawa after your inspection ?

The Witness : Yes, they inspect the samples.

Sir Charles DA^^DSON : How many yards of these goods, if any, at all, did you
reject?

The Witness : I have not rejected any except some pieces off in shade.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. How many yards was that?—A. I could nor really say just how many yards
there were—nothing objected to for quality.

Sir Charles Davidson: In your belief the quality was up to the sample?
The Witness: Yes.
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By Mr. ThompsoUj K.C.:

Q. The director of contracts would have the original instructions?—A. I got

my samples and instructions from Bums.
Q. Will you get your instructions and samples?—A. Yes.

Witness retired.

Miss Miller, recalledy-

Examined hy Mr. Thompson^ E.G.:

Q. Well, Miss MiUqr, what letter did you find about a complaint?—A. One on
January 25, 1916.

Q. I will read it—it is dated Peterborough, January 25, 1916, and is as follows:

follows

:

Messrs. Smith IVIanufacturing Company,
Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs,—We are very much disappointed about the khaki shoddy that

camej in to-day. We think they are the worst three bales we have over had
from you. They are full of white and cotton specks and do not appear to have
been half garnetted. This must not happen again as it has caused us very

serious damage. Please see to it.

Please confirm order for 100,000 pounds khaki shoddy same as former
shipments in quality, etc., price, 31 cents.

The witness retired.

William Hartley, Superintendent of the Auburn Woollen Mills, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What are your duties, Mr. Hartley?—A. A general oversight of the work in

the mill..

Q. What do you say as to the material in Exhibit 4-A—is that a fair sample of

the wool stock or shoddy which has been employed or used by the Auburn company
for the manufacture of frieze cloth for the Militia Department—is it better than they

have been using or worse?—A. Well, I would judge it is a fair sample. We have had
some better but I think I would call it a good average sample.

Q. Did you ever notice any wool stock which had cotton specks in it?—A. Not
the khaki.

Q. What?—A. We sometimes get white wool stock and found cotton in it.

Q. Used in frieze?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was this letter to Smith in reference to what was used

in manufacturing the frieze?

Mr. Kendry : No, we did not use it

Sir Charles Davidson : You called it khaki-

Mr. Kendry : But no—we did not use it for that.

By Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. Do you know anything about the percentage of wool stock used in the frieze?

—A. The general run was around 60 and 40.

Q. 60 what?—A. 60 of wool and 40 of wool stock.

Q. Mr. Anderson said in November he was instructed to increase the amount of

wool stock—have you noticed a change?—A. Mr. Kendry gives all those orders.

Q. Have you noticed these instructions were followed and the percentage of

wool stock was increased in November, December or January ?—A. I could not answer
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that definitely—if there is any change out of the ordinary Mr. Kendry gives the

instructions.

Q. Would you notice it?—A. Not unless my attention was called to it.

Q. Did you notice any difference?—A. No, I did not.

Q. If there had been a material increase, is it a thing which would come under

your notice?—A. Yes, if it were increased enough to make the work run up or clog

the machine.

Q. If there was an increase in wool stock, the work would run up or clog?

—

A. Yes.

Q. The government inspector says he never knew or heard of paste being used

in frieze, giving it a stiff appearance?—^A. We use it for water-proofing.

Q. Flour paste?—A. Yes.

Q. For water-proofing or other purposes?—A. For water-proofing.

Q. Do you use it in frieze?—A. Yes, a small percentage.

Q. Have you recently made any frieze for the Government of esi)ecially good

quality?—A. No, sir.

Q. You have not ?—A. No, sir ; we got no instructions.

Q. I did not ask you if you got instructions—I asked you if you had made an

especially good piece?—A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. You did not receive any instructions?—A. No.

Q. Do you know gi a good piece having been made? Of different weight?—A.

I do not know about different weights.

Q. I refer to a heavier percentage of wool and a smaller percentage of wool stock ?

—A. No, sir.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN; Nothing hotter?

The Witness : No, sir.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O. :

Q. Within the last month ?—A. No, sir, not to my knowledge.

Q. Always run about the same?—A. About the same, yes.

Q. 60% wool and 40% wool stock?—A. Yes, averaging up to that, one batch with

the lother.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you know anything about the woollen stock about
which a complaint was made by your company to the Smith company.

The Witness: No.
Sir Charles Davidson : Do you know if it was used or not ?

'

The Witness : I could not say.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Take a mixture of 50 new wool and 50 of wool stock—what would be the loss

in the wool stock ?—A. Well, I should judge it would lose, well 2^0% out of the 50.

Q. And what would the loss be in wool?—A. The wool loss would be insignificant.

Q. What percentage—would it lose 10% ?—A. Oh, no, not the quality of wool they

use.

Sir Charles Davidson; What does good wool cost?

The Witness : I do not know anything about the price of wool.

Sir Charles Davidson : Suppose you took a mixture of 60% shoddy, what would
. the percentage of loss be ?

The Witness : I should judge it would lose 25% anyway.
S^ir Charles Davidson : And what in wool ?

The Witness: In 40% wool-Hthe loss would be insignificant.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is the loss due to the extraction of oil—you are giving

tlie total loss?

The Witness : Yea.
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By Mr O'ConnellK.C:

Q. The total loss would be 20 per cent including oil?—A. Yes.

The witness retired.

James Kendry, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Do you know correctly what you pay for wool, at the present time, entering

into frieze?—A. We pay at the present time 70 cents.

Q. And 31 cents for wool stock?—A. Yes.

Q. There is no loss in the wool practically?—A. Not much.
Q. And twenty per cent loss in the wool stock in the process of manufacture?

—

A. It is more than that.

Q. What percentage do you place it at?—A. We start off with the loss first of all

of the oil, 10 per cent, after that we get a loss in the carding of 10 per cent, in the

spinning a loss of 5 per cent, weaving room, 2^ per cent loss, and 7i per cent loss

would be the loss in the finishing room, making a total of 35J per cent of a loss.

Sir Charles Davidson : In this process pure wool must lose ?

The Witness : No, sir, a little but not much.
Sir Charles Davidson : How much ?

The Witness : Oh, possibly, in a mixture of that kind
Sir Charles Davidson: What kind?

The Witness : 60 and 40.

Sir Charles Davidson : And what would the wool lose ?

The Witness : Oh, possibly in a mixture of that kind about 5 per cent.

By Mr, Thompson:

Q. You speak of the loss—the material drops to the floor, I presume?—A. Yes, it

is a loss.

Q. But what becomes of that waste material?—A. It is a waste in different ways
—it falls out under our machines.

Q. Is it made into yarn again?—A. Oh, no, it is a total loss.

Q. It is thrown out?—A. Yes.

Q. It all goes out?—A. Yes, it all goes.

Q. Have any complaints been made to your company about the quality of

material supplied—the frieze ?—A. No, sir, no complaints have been made.
Q. Has your attention been called by the contract department to any irregular-

ities or defects ?—A, No, if there are any defects they send them back to us as rejects

—they are sent back.

The witness retired.

Walter Anderson, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Take at random one of these books in which you keep the blend—what is the

first date you look at ?—A. July 27, 1916.

Q. Is that for frieze?—A. No, that is suiting.

Q. Turn over to a freize—^now what is the date?—-A. March 12, 1915.

Q. What was your mixture then in the frieze?—A. 638 pounds wool, 360 pounds

wool stock and 100 pounds garnetted waste..

Q. What is garnetted waste ?—A. After the yarn is torn off the end of the shuttle,

it is what is left on the machine and it is pulled out—it is just as good as the stock.
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Q. That is the wool stock ?—'A. Yes, we consider it just as good.

Q. So that would be 460 pounds wool stock?—A. We never count it that way.

Q. It comes to 638 pounds new wool and 460 pounds of wool stock uud wa-^tcM-niii-

bined?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What percentage is that?

Mr. Thompson: About 60 and 40. I took that at random—it would take a long

time to run through the books. I will take a few more at random.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.

:

Q. Take one more, Mr. Anderson—^what is the date?—A. March 29, 1915.

Q. Now, on March 29, how much new wool do we find?—A. 1,177 poiinds.

Q. And wool stock?—^A. 720 jx)unds.

Q. And how much wool garnetting?—^A. 300 pounds.

Q. So that the wool stock altogether in that batch would be 1,020 pounds and new
wool 1,177 pounds—not quite 50 and 50?

Sir Charles Davidson: About 45 and 55.

V By Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. Try another—^what date?—A. February 5, 1915.

Q. Now, in this, how much new wool do you find?—A. 873 pounds.

Q. And how much garnetting and wool stock?—A. 825 pounds.

Q. What is your next date?—A. February 9, 1915.

Q. How much wool in that?—A. 977 pounds.

Q. And how much garnetti^^Tg ai\d \vool stock?—'A. 550 pounds wool stock and 150
pounds garnetting and 175 pout^ds warding.

Q. That makes a total of?—A. 825 pomids.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you make out any larger percentage, Mr. Thompson?
Mr. Thompson : That represents perhaps what we might call an average up to the

time when he was instructed to increase the quantity of wool stock.

The witness retired.

James Kendry, recalled.

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C:

Q. How many pieces of frieze were subjected to the carbonizing process?—A. We
had possibly three or four and we sold all the output ; the Government never get them
—they were sold to the market.

Q. Did you at any time subject any wool stock to carbonizing?—^A. No.
Q. Why did you subject any cloth to the carbonizing process?—^A. The reason we

subject it to the carbonizing process is because it takes out all the vegetable matter

—

the burrs. We burn them all out and it leaves the cloth free from specks.

Q. Is wool stock ever subjected to carbonizing before made into cloth?—A. No.
Q. Why did you carbonize a few pieces?—A. The reason was a few of these were

specky and we carbonized as an experiment and we found out it changed the colour
and we sold them outside—^the Government never got any.

Q. Carbonizing takes the colour out?—A. It would depend on how much use

—

this process has never been used in the Government work.

The witness retired. »

William Elliott Orr, Government inspector, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C:
Q. Will you produce your instructions ?—A. Do you want the whole thing or just

about the frieze?
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Q. I want about the frieze?—A. There they are.

Q. I will read them, they are very short:

No. 33, frieze, drab, for great-coats and cloaks. Dye—fast colour, width
58''—finish as sealed pattern. Strength—warp 600, weft, 550. Woven plain,
weight 32 to 33c elasticity—warp, 24", weft 2i".

That ends the specifications for frieze. The sample is also sent you, is it not? This
is the sample you produce now. We will take a small piece of this—the sample fur-
nished by the inspector will be marked.

Exhibit No.

You say the only test you make is as to finish?—A. Yes, and to see if there are any
irregularities.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is the sample he produces from the same pieces as the

sealed pattern?

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. Compare the piece you have just given me with the sealed sample No. 33 and
tell whether you think they are from the same piece of cloth?—A. No, they are not

alike.

Q. Which is the better of the two?—A. J think my sample is.

Sir Charles D'avidson: Why?
The Witness : It is a firmer and a finer piece of goods.

Sir Charles Davidson : What makes it finer ?

The Witness : I suppose the stock and the way it is finished.

Sir Charles Davidson: More pure wool?

The Witness : The felt would have more to do with it.

Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. A little more paste?—A. No, I have never seen any paste used.

Q. No paste put in ?—A. No, I never seen it used in my life.
,

Q. Do you know if paste is used in frieze?—A. I never saw it used—not here. I

never seen it used here or in any mill I have ever been in.

Q. Do you know whether Anderson has used paste in the frieze?—A. Not to my
knowledge.

Q. You were not curious enough to look?—A. I never seen anything of that kind.

The witness retired.

James Kendry, recalled

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. How many years have you been supplying cloth to the Government ?—A. Since

1885, we started in 1885.

Q. Continuously?—A. From time to time.

Q. Are you supplying material other than frieze?—A.—Oh, yes, much larger than

frieze.

Q. Any complaints made in respect to these cloths?—^-A. No complaints—if there

is anything wrong they reject it, and our rejects have been small.

Q. You do not take the rejects in one door and send tjaem out the other?—A. No,
we do not—they are sold on the outside—they make puttees, etc., of them.

Q. Do you use wool stock in serges ?—A. Oh, no, nothing at all but pure wool aniJ

worsted.

Q. New wool?—A. All new wool—we never put in anything but pure wool and
pure worsted.

Q. Did you ship any cloth not inspected here for the Militia Department?

—

A. They are inspected in Ottawa.

[Peterborough, Aubyrn Woollen Mills—Kendry.J
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Q. You shipped some to Workman ?—A. That was for the British Government.

Q. How do you know?—A. We got an order for 150,000 yards from Workman, and

he supplied the British Government with that.

Q. He told you it was for the British Government?—A. We took an order for

Workman of Montreal—he told me it was for the British Government, and I know
it was.

Q. I understand the Government has bought your output in certain lines since the

outbreak of the war, and in the case of other mills also, and this is sent to the depart-

ment and shipped by the department to the various factories that make the cloth into

breeks, tunics, etc. ?—A. Yes, it is inspected there and sent out to their makers.

Q. When did that practice first commence—I have been told that you have been

doing that right along?—A. Yes, unless they order me to send it to some manu-
facturers.

Q. In cases where they order you to send it to manufacturers your cloth is

inspected at your mill by the Government inspector?—A. I think there might have

been one not inspected, but they are all inspected by our insi)ector, and after it goes

through our inspection there is not much chance of anything being wrong.

Q. One was shipped to a house and not inspected by the Government?—A. Yes.

Q. What would one order amount to ?—A. Possibly 30,000 yards.

Sir Charles Davidson: How did that come about?

The Witness: They were in a hurry for the stuff and we shipped it right on to

them in order to save time, I suppose. We have our inspector, they have theirs. I

think they would be just as safe with ours—we have to have it perfect.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. What is carbonizing done for?—A. It is used to take the burrs out—any
foreign matter.

Sir Charles Davidson : We have had all this before—to get rid of vegetable matter,

to take out the cotton—three or four pieces were done that way, but the Govern-
ment did not get them. Don't you think you have all that?

Mr. Thompson: Very well, sir.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. What \& paste used for?—A. Well now, we are possibly giving away state
secrets—it is used.for shrinldng. After we sent it in they wanted sometliing water-
proof and we have continued to do that—all it does is to make the cloth waterproof
and if I told you how little there is used, i of a pound with another ingredient

Q. Do you weigh your cloth before or after tlie paste is put in?—A. Oh, after
and before,—no difference in the weight much.

Q. Cloth is more expensive than flour?—A. It adds that much but not to our
profit.

By Mr. O'Connell, K.C.:

Q. Wool stock costs 40 oents a pound but the invoices show thirty-one cents

—

how do you explain that?—A. Well, in the first place, you take frjm that wool
stock—it loses ten per cent in the oil, it is scoured out, and in the course of manu-
facture we have to have that, then it loses from 12 to 15 per cent in the carding
and spinning, etc., about 25 per eent loss of stock., and that is what we have to go by
and they have to allow us for that—that is my explanation.

By Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Did your company make any specially good piece of frieze in the last month
or so?—A. No, sir.

Q. You agree with Mr. Anderson that the percentage of wool stock was increased
around November?—A. I increased it, and in this way—we were trying to make these
goods as cheaply as possible to the Government. I took some orders where we did
not make anything on them. The cloth was just as good in every possibly way. I
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wanted to give the cloth to them as low as possible and I say this—they stood the test

—they stood the test and if they had not stood the test we would not have made them.
Q. What do you receive from the Government for one yard?—A. $1.95.

Q. And the material costs?—A. It would cost us at present—well now right off it

would be hard for me to just say

—

Q. Well approximately?—A. Approximately it would cost us $1.88.

Q. What would the material cost you if the cloth were made entirely of new wool?

—A. It would cost us about 90 cents more, 80 or 90 cents more.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you desire to find out what it costs them to produce

the finished article?

Mr. Thompson: It is hardly fair, sir, I presume they are getting the same price

as any other manufacturer.

The Witness : I will make this statement that I have made the price to the Gov-
ernment low—lower than other people.

Mr. Thompson : It cost you less ?

The Witness : 'Ro, but we have been running the price close and we have taken

orders lower than other people.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you consider your prices throughout moderate ?

The Witness : Very moderate, and I felt there was not much left when we got

through. We can show our books and we have not made much more than a slight

return on our capital after working night and day. The only thing is that with the

large orders we could make them a little cheaper—but we made more money selling to

the trade.

The witness retired.

George Greaves^ recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson^ K.C.:

Q. Mr. Greaves disagrees with the estimate given by the wittiess, Mr. Kendry, as

to the percentage of loss. In a mixture of 50 and 50—state what you consider would
be the loss ?—A. The loss of shoddy would be 20 per cent and loss of wool would be 10

per cent.

Q. And what would the resultant mixture be?—A. 47 per cent shoddy and 53 per

cent wool. ^
Q. In a mixture of 60 per cent shoddy and 40 per cent wool what would the loss

be?—A. Eesxilt would be 57-2 shoddy and 42-8 wool.

Q. Anything further you would care to add?—A. I think that is all.

Q. You said something about wool prices—anything you want to qualify in that?

—A. If the statement Mr. Kendry made just now could be checked with his wool prices.

Q. As to what he paid for wool?—A. Yea.

Q. You are satisfied with what he paid for wool stock?—A. Yes.

Q. You want me to prove now that he paid a certain price for his wool ?—A. Yes.

Mr. Thompson: That will be done.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Did you have any offer made to you to give this evidence here, Mr. Greaves ?

Sir Charles Davidson : What did you ask ?

Mr. O'Connell : I asked him if he had any offer made to him to give this evidence.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do you mean by that?

Mr. O'Connell : I will try to show a corrupt motive.

Sir Charles Davidson : This is all a question of figures,

Mr. O'Connell : Very well.

The witness retired.

The Commission adjourned.

[Peterborough, Auburn Woollen Mills—Greaves.]
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Ottawa, Tuesday, April 18, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Thompson, K.C,
As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens^
Clerk of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commission

:

Sir Charles Davidson: On the evening of the 26th of March, the Reverend Dr.

Bland preached a sermon at Port Arthur, and of this sermon telegraphic summaries
were published throughout the nevpspapers of Canada. To the statements in this

sermon the Prime Minister called my attention and requested a thorough investigation

of the accusations involved in them. As a result, I^have asked the Reverend Dr.

Bland to attend from Winnipeg and I understand that Colonel Mullins is also here

and the Reverend Principal Crummy of Wesley College. My own impression of the

statements concerned in the summary of his sermon wasi that they do deserve an
exhaustive inquiry as to their truth or falseness. I understand that there has been

since then some challenge as to correctness of some of the statements as reported.

Have you any statement to make, Mr. Thompson?
Mr. Thompson : I think I had better read; sir, the press reports of the sermon in

question, and then I will call Dr. Bland. I read from the Winnipeg Evening Tribune,

of Monday, March 27, 1916

:

WEST GRAFTS ON SOLDIERS' FOOD, Dr. BLAND AVERS.

Clergyman, ini Port Arthur Serj^ion, Asserts Provinces are Permeated
with Dishonesty.

Port Arthur, Ont., March 27.—Rev. Dr. Bland of Wesley College, Winnipeg,
preaching at Trinity Methodist church to-night, said the whole system of sup-
plying food to soldiers throvighout the three prairie provinces was permeated
with graft and dishor^esty. Frozen liver worth 4 cents per pound was being
supplied where beef at 11 cents a pound was being paid for, and butter that
could not be eaten was given to the soldiers. Dr. Bland said he had first-hand

information and gave several other samples of alleged graft.
" While Canada," he said, " was sending forth an army of men, the spirit

of whom was unequalled since the days of the Crusades, paying the men $1.10

a day, she was sheltering at home hordes of others who were digging their hands
into the money sent from Britain and given by our own people for supplies,

taking them out covered with filth and corruption, yet waxing rich.
" An unparalleled reign of graft had sprung up." He said, " since the war

started, all the way from Annapolis valley where decrepid horses were sold to

men wishing to use them in fighting for their country, to the British Columbia
coast, where submarines of doubtful value were bought at outrageous prices.

The government dare not allow it all to become known, but it will become
known."

His sermon was an appeal to apply the spirit of sacrifice, which was the

Christ spirit and the spirit in which the Canadian soldier went forth to business.

[Charges by Rev. Dr. Bland.]
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Sir Charles Daa rosoN : My attention has been called to a subsequent letter by Dr.

Bland, which, in fairness to him, you had better read.

Mr. TiioMPSox : I read this from the Manitoba Free Press of Wednesday,

March 29

:

DR. BLAND'S POSITION.

To THE Editor of the Free Press :

Sir,—I have read Captain Simpson's very natural protest, and I regret

extremely that the report of my remarks at Port Arthur should have impressed

any of the members of the Army Service Corps as containing any strictures

upon them or upon any officers whatever. Nor was I attacking any government
in this matter. I was attacking dishonest contractors, and dishonest contrac-

tors only.

My bomidless admiration for the gallant men who have enlisted in this

sacred war made it impossible for me to refrain from expressing my indignation

at contractors who would take advantage of these men to make dishonest profits

at their expense. I made no charges of " graft," for that would imply con-

nivance of the military authorities, which I do not believe to exist. I charged

simply plain, vulgar cheating in the matter of quality and quantity, not, of

course, in the case of all contractors, but in the case of a large percentage

of them.

A large percentage of the men and firms who are furnishing army supplies

are persistently and habitually trying to cheat the Government and to deprive

both soldiers and horses of proper supplies. • Light weight in coal, worthless

hay, light weight in bread, inferior^ bacon, cheapest jam—instead of what
tenders call for, the best—beef and butter that have to be sent back, and that

not occasionally, but repeatedly, by the same contractors. In fact, constant

vigilance is .necessary to protect the men.

I have no doubt that the military authorities are doing their duty. The
soldiers in Winnipeg this winter, in marked contradistinction to last are being

well fed, but it is intolerable that all over this rich western country quarter-

masters and inspectors should have to guard against this sordid dishonesty on
the part of fellow-Canadians, as their comrades in the trenches or at sea have

to be on their guard against the unscrupulous trickery of their German foes.

WiNNffEG, March 28. S. G. Bland.

That letter was written apparently following a demand made by Captain Head-
land; of the Army Service Corps. I quote this from the Free Press

:

—
DEMAND MADE THAT DR. BLAND'S CHARGES BE INVESTIGATED.

"We will welcome the most thorough investigation of the charges by the

Rev. Dr. S. G. Bland with regard to the food served to the soldiers," said Capt.

E. H. Headland yesterday. He is the assistant director of supplies and trans-

port, and, as such, is the head of the Army Service Corps in District No. 10.

" We all feel keenly about the matter," he said. " It is a reflection, not

only upon myself and my stafP, but upon every quartermaster and every com-

manding officer in the district. I wish to state positively that we have never

issued liver, as charged by. Dr. Bland, and we defy him to prove his charge. It

is only fair to us that there should be an investigation."

Reverend Sale5,i: Goldworth Bland, D.D,, of Winnipeg, sworn

:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, K.C.:

Q. Dr. Bland, did you hear the newspaper report of your sermon that I have

just read?—A. I saw it.

[Charges by Rev. Dr. Bland.]
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Q. Did you hear me read it?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you say in your sermon :
" The whole system of supplying food to the

soldiers throughout the three prairie provinces was permeated with graft and dis-

honesty?—A. I did not.

Sir Charles Davidson: Ask Dr. Bland if he preached from a written sermon.

Dr. Bland: No, sir Charles: I do not usually preach from manuscript, ajid

1 did not that evening, though I think I have a vBry vivid recollection of what I said.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : You had notes, I suppose.

Dr. Bland: No, I did not have notes that evening because it was a line of talk

I had followed before and have followed since, and it is very fresh in my recollection.

If you will pardon me. Sir Charles, I would feel, as though, if I were to tell the

story of how I came to make these references and what I said it would get at it

more directly and more simply.

Mr. Thompson : I would prefer, sir, to first have the telegraphic reports of the

sermon, which appeared in the newspapers, either affirmed or contradicted by Dr.

Bland. Then afterwards Dr. Bland can make a full statement.

Sir Charles Davidson: Very good.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Did you state in your sermon, as reported in the newspapers: "Frozen liver,

worth 4 cents per pound, was being supplied where beef at 11 cents a pound was being

paid for."

Sir Charles Davidson: There is an alleged previous statement by Dr. Bland;

he is alleged to have said the whole system was permeated with graft and dishonesty.

Mr. Thompson: He denied making that statement.

Dr. Bland: In that form, yes; I am prepared to say what I did say; that is a

distorted account in the newspaper.

Sir Charles Davidson: It might be well for Dr. Bland to say: "No, I did not

say that," and then to state what he did say.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Did you make that statement I have referred to, as it appears in the press?

—A. Not as it appears in the press.

Q. What did you state as to that?—A. I stated there was widespread dishonestj

amongst the contractors who were supplying provisions for the soldiers in the three

western provinces, and I cited cases where they were trying to cheat the Government
in quality or in quantity.

Sir Charles Davidson: Widespread what?
Dr. Bland : Widespread dishonesty.

Sir Charles Davidson : In which they were what ?

Dr. Bland: In which they were trying to cheat the Government in quantity and
quality.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Did you state, as reported in the newspapers :
" And butter that covild not be

eaten was given to the soldiers?"—A. No, I said that butter was being supplied by
contractors

Sir Charles Davidson : I did not follow you, Mr. Thompson.
Mr. Thompson : I am taking the next sentence.

Sir Charles Davidson : You will not develop the others further at the moment '.

Mr. Thompson: No, I am coming back to that.

Sir Charles Davidson: What was the alleged statement in the press as to frozen
liver?

Dr. Bland: I referred to frozen liver that was being supplied to. the soldiers. I
had nothing to say as to whether it got to the soldiers or not, but it was being supplied
[Charges by Rev. Dr. Bland.] '
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by contractors at the price of the regular issue of beef, namely, 11 cents per pound,

so that this frozen liver would only cost, I said, 5 cents a pound; there is a slight

error there, it should be five cents instead of four cents. The point I was making
was that the contractor was getting more pay than he should for that article.

By Mr Thompson:

Q. Did you say this, as reported :
" Butter that could not be eaten was given to

the soldiers."—A. No, I did not say it was given to the soldiers, but I said it was being

supplied by contractors. That it got to the soldiers I did not affirm. 3Iy point

simply was that in some places contractors were supplying goods not up to standard,,

and amongst others I mentioned butter not fit to be eaten.

Q. The newspaper report said :
'' Dr. Bland said he had first-hand information " ?

—A. Yes.

Q. What information did you have?—A. Conversation with Colonel Mullins the

day before on the train.

Q. The newspaper report then says :
" And he gave several other examples of

alleged graft." What were they ?—A. Not of alleged graft.

Q. You did not make the statement ?—A. No, I never used the word "graft " in

reference to the army supplies in western Canada.

Q. You gave several other examples of what?—A. Such as worthless hay, light

weight in coal, light weight in bread, cheap jam, and inferior bacon and inferior beef.

Q. Were those examples, the six of them, all obtained from Colonel Mullins?—A.
All.

Sir Charles Davidson (to Colonel Mullins who was in court) : Colonel Mullins„

what is your rank ?
'

^

Colonel Mullins: Inspector of supplies for western Canada.

Sir Charles Davidson : Does that include the whole of the western provinces ?

Colonel Mullins : West of the lakes.

Sir Charles Davidson : To the Pacific coast ?

Colonel Mullins : Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is pretty near being inspector general.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. The newspai)er report also says:

" While Canada," he said, " was sending forth an army of men, the spirit

of whom was iniequalled since the days of the Crusades, paying the men $1.10

a day, she was sheltering at home hordes of others who were digging their hands
into the money sent from Britain aad given by our own people for supplies,

taking them out covered with filth and corruption, yet waxing rich."

What had you reference to there if you made such a statement?—A. The writer

of that has obviously condensed my remarks there, and I would not say that I used

these words, because he has used words that I did not use, but in substance what I

said was that from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and I referred to various matters

—

Q. Such as what?—A. Such as the horse sales in Kings county, Nova Scotia. I

went right through to the Pacific and I referred to the submarines. That I think is

correctly referred to in the article. I think I used the word "dubious" instead of the

words given there. Then I touched on the Shell Committee and then I went on to

speak of provisioning the troops in western Canada. I just incidentally. referred; I

did not go into these things minutely, because, well, they have been fairly in the

minds of most Canadians of late.

Q. Then, the newspaper report of your sermon says:

An unparalleled reign of graft had sprung up, he said, "since the war

started, all the way from the Annapolis valley where deerepid horses were sold

to men wishing to use them in fighting for their country, to the British Colum-

bia 'coast where submarines of doubtful value were bought at outrageous prices.

[Charges by Rev. Dr. Bland.]
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Did you make these statements?—A. Yes, these references are correct; the language
is condensed there, but I referred to these.

Q. In substance that is a correct report?—A. In substance it is correct; I would
not answer for the particular adjectives. '

Q. Then you are reported to have said:

The Government dare not allow it all to become known, but it will become
known.

Dil you make that statement?—A. I used, I think, these very words, but that applied

strictly and wholly to the Shell Committee. They were used before I came to the
provisioning of the troops at all ; they referred to nothing else than to the Shell Com-
mittee.

Q. You stated in your evidence to-day that you said there was widespread dis-

honesty among contractors?—A. Yes.

Q. Could you give me the name of any one contractor, or of several of them, or of

all of them, who have been dishonest?—A. In most of these cases names were not given
and the locality was not specified.

Q. Were you speaking from personal knowledge of the widespread dishonesty or
did you mean to say that Colonel MuUins had stated that there was widespread dis-

honesty among contractors?—A. My remarks were based solely upon Colonel Mullins'

statements.

Q. Have you any knowledge of your own of widespread dishonesty or of any dis-

honesty among any contractors or on the part of any contractors ?—A. I had no special

knowledge before that. Since then statements have been made to me but not that I

followed up. I did not consider it was my business to follow it up and I have no idea

whether they are correct or incorrect, and, consequently, I may say that I have no
personal knowledge. My remarks were based on the statements of Colonel Mullins.

You stated in your testimony to-day that you said that frozen liver was supplied at

5 cents a pound instead of beef at 11 cents a pound ; was that liver actually taken into

stores for the use of the troops?

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : Was th^t a statement of Colonel Mullins ?

Dr. Bland: This was the statement as I recollect it: that Colonel Mullins had
found at certain points several barrels or casks of frozen liver which were there, at

any rate, in the stores. Whether they had been actually given to the troop's or not, I

do not know, but they were in the stores, and were charged for and had been accepted,

and would have been paid for at the rate of fresh beef, but Colonel Mullins promptly
|)ut them away.

Sir Charles DAvmsox : Who were the contractors ?
•

Dr. Bland: I think I know the name; I think Colonel Mullins mentioned the
name, but I would not like to swear because I am not absolutely certain.

Sir Charles Daa7dson: Whom have you in memory, so far as your recollection

goes?

Dr. Bland : If you wish me to state that just as a strong impression ?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.
Dr. Bland: P. Burns & Company.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Do you know of your own knowledge whether butter unfit for the troops was
supplied to the troops ?—A. No, not of my own knowledge.

Q. Was that information obtained from Colonel Mullins?—A. Yes.
Q. Could you name the contractor ?—A. 'No.

Q. Did he tell you whether any of these inferior supplies had been actually taken
over by the Army Service Corps?—A. That I think I am not in a position to say any-
thing about. The facts are these: Colonel Mullins was citing cases where he had
discovered these irregularities, and in every case I am quite satisfied, and I presume
that in all cases it wag something that Colonel Mullins had rejected and instantly
rejected. The fact that he had discovered it and spoke of it implied that it had been
[Charges by Rev. Dr. Bland.]
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rejected, and that was the impression that was given to me. My impression was that

these were not cases in Avhich the attempts had been successful, but that they were
unsuccessful attempts.

Q. Would that apply also to the worthless hay ?—^A. Yes.

Q. Did he tell you that the hay had been paid for and taken to the stores ?—A. T

do not know as to that. The facts were that this contractor had supplied hay, and that

when the bales were opened they were found to be, in some eases, filled with worthless

stuff, the Colonel told me.

Q. Who was the contractor?—A. That was the hay contractor at Winnipeg, I do
not know whether there is more than one or not.

Q. Who is he, did Colonel Mullins mention any name ?—A. No, he did not
mention any name.

Q. I presume the cases you have cited refer to Winnpeg?—^A. No, I would not say

that at all. They covered, I think, the three western provinces. Since then I have
found that Colonel Mullins is the inspector over the whole of the western provinces,

and they consequently pover his whole sphere.

Q. And you say that yotir sermon, and the information you stated there, was
based entirely on what Colonel Mullins told you ?—A. Entirely.

Sir Charles Davidson : Your statements throughout the whole sermon were based

on his statements to you?
Dr. Bland: Throughout. As I have said other things have come to me, as you

know they would naturally come when any one becomes conspicuous, people tell him
stories, but I attach no importance to these. I have not looked into them. They
have not affected any of the statements in my sermon because they have come to me
since these statements were made.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. Who supplied the light-weight coal?—^A. That was not specified. It was at

a point where coal was being delivered and Colonel Mullins asked the man or officer,

I do not know what his rank would be, whether he was weighing, and the answer
was that he was not weighing the coal. Colonel Mullins suggested he had better

weigh it, and the first load they weighed was 500 pounds short.

Q. Did he tell you who the contractor was ?—A. No.

Q. Did he tell you whether they had found any deficiency in the weight in any
other loads of coal?—A. No.

Q. Did he have reference simply to that one load which was weighed?—A. That
is all I can speak for.

Q. Did he tell you whether he had followed the investigation any further?—A.
That he did not say.

Q. You stated that cheap jam was supplied when the best was called for; who
was the contractor?—A. I do not know. Colonel Mullins said that was very common,
that whereas the best jam was called for the cheapest grade of jam was supplied. It

was made up largely of apple butter.

Q. You stated that inferior bacon had been supplied?—A. Yes.

Q. Was that statement founded on information coming from Colonel Mullins?

—

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know who the contractor was?—^A. No, the narhe was not given.

Q. And you stated that inferior beef was supplied?—A. Yes, inferior beef, es-

pecially one point was mentioned, namely, ^t the Sewell camp last summer, when it

was said that a good deal of beef had to be sent back.

Q. Did Colonel Mullins refer to that?—A. Yes, he referred to the camp at

Sewell.

Q. Do you know whether any of these supplies were taken into stores and paid

for? When I say "taken into stores" I am not speaking in any technical sense; I

mean to ask you the question in a broad" way to ascertain whether these supplies

found their way to the troops and were consumed or used by them?—A. I am not

7131 147
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conversant with the military methods that were adopted. The impression I got was
that these tilings had been actually furnished by the contractors and if they had not

been inspected they would have gone out to the troops, but being inspected they were

in every instance sent back or corrected.

Q. Did you say in your letter to the Free Press which I have already read :
" I

charged simply plain, vulgar cheating in the matter of quality and quantity, not, of

course, in the case of all contractors but in the case of a large percentage of them."
—^A. Yes, these are Colonel Mullins verj'- words. I asked him if this was general

and he said :
" It would surprise you, to how large an extent it prevails, and

amongst reputable firms to some extent." He said: "A large percentage of

Government contractors are unscrupulous in these ways."

Q. In your signed statement to the Editor of the Free Press, you said :
" Light

weight in coal, worthless hay, light weight in bread, inferior bacon, cheapest jam,

instead of what the tenders call for—the best." Who was the contractor who supplied

the light weight bread?—A. The locality and the contractor were not mentioned; it

was simply that Colonel Mullins thought it well to weigh some loaves • and found
that instead of their weighing 16 ounces to the pound they only weighed twelve

ounces to the pound.

Q. Did he tell you who the contractor was?—A. ISTo.

Q. You mentioned in your sermon " inferior bacon, cheapest jam, instead of

what the tenders called for—the best, beef and butter that have to be sent back, and
that not occasionally but repeatedly by the same contractors." Did you air'k Colonel

Mullins whether he changed the contractors after discovering this attempt at dis-

honesty?—A. The conversation referring to that was this: that this was a repeated

and persistent effort on the part of some of them, that when they were checked they

would keep up the standard for a while, until suspicion seemed to be lulled, and then

again they would begin to send what was not up to standard. I asked him if it

were not possible to deal with contractors Avho were thus found unreliablS, and his

answer was, if I recollect it rightly, that it was very difficult to deal with them. We
did not go into that further, but I know that it was mentioned and Colonel Mullins
intimated that it was very difficult, and I can easily see how it would be very difficult.

It might be answered that it was simply a mistake or an error of some subordinate,

and so on.

Q. Did you ask him, or did he state, whether the contractors would be dropped

off the list of those supplying the troops, where it had been discovered that they had
heen selling light weight goods or goods of inferior quality ?—A. I do not remember
asking anything except that was it not possible to deal severely with those contractors,

and the impression I got was simply that it was a very difficult thing to deal with them.

Q. You stated to-day that you referred to the submarines that were purchased on
the Pacific Coast, and the report of your sermon states that you referred " to the
British Columbia coast where submarines of doubtful value were bought at outrageous
prices." Is that a correct report of your statement?—A. Well, now, that has not been
particularly challenged and I had no information as to that from Colonel Mullins.

Q. I am asking you whether you made such a statement?—A. Yes, I referred to

the submarines.

Q. Did you state that the submarines were of doubtful value and were bought at

outrageous prices?—A. I do not know that I used these precise words.

Q. What were your words ?—A. I referred to them and I used the word " doubt-
ful " or dubious value.

Q. Did you refer to the price paid for them?—A. I think I did but I am not sure
as to the particular adjective I used.

Q. What adjective do you remember using, did you think the price was too low ?

—A. No ; the idea in my mind was that too much was paid for them.

Q. And probably something approximate to what appears in the newspaper report

was the language you used, that the price was outrageous, was it not?—A. It was a
frank criticism of the purchase of the submarines, undoubtedly.
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Sir Charles Davidson* Have you read the evidence in the submarines inquiry?
Dr. Bland: I saw some of it in the newspapers.

Sir Charles Davidson: On what evidence did you found that statement?
Dr. Bland : Well, Sir Charles, I had no more knowledge than any other citizen of

Canada, and that was the statement I made and which, of course, some may think was
an incorrect statement. I had no special knowledge of it nor was my knowledge of it

derived from any other source than my following it in the newspapers. It was simply
my own impression.

Sir Charles Davidson : In this case of the submarines, we have completed the evi-

dence in the past week or two, and it was cumulative as to the desirability of the pur-
chase and as to the reasonableness of the price, and many witnesses have sworn to that
effect. As I am re-reading all that evidence over very carefully, I would like to know
on what a statement of the kind you have made could be founded.

Dr. Bland : I am afraid that I simply have to bear the responsibility of it and to

be judged by any Canadian people who are interested in my remarks.

Sir Charles Davidson : There was a great volume of evidence given at Victoria
which points out that the purchase of the submarines was most essential and preserved

i'* the safety of the coast.

i

Dr. Bland: I recognize that perfectly.

Sir Charles Davidson : And as to the price, there was a crisis of course at the

,. time and these witnesses have stated that it was not a question of days for bargaining

but of hours; that two hours delay would have lost the submarines to Canada, and
that other powers were seeking to get hold of them, and that other similar submarines
have been built since at a larger price. I put that to you frankly. I do not want to

make any definite statement until I have gone most elosely into an analysis of the

evidence. My observation was that so far as the evidence went there was no challenge

as to the price, and this was a very serious statement of yours. I was startled when
I read that statement.

Dr. Bland: Well, unquestionably there is another side to it, and others have

taken a different view. I suppose you will admit, sir, that there are others in Canada
probably who would sympathize with' my view, whether they are correctly informed or

not.

Sir Charles Davidson : I shall be glad to give you. Dr. Bland, my digest of the

evidence, so far as that has gone, and if you peruse it and point out to me any evidence

that would justify the statement you made, I should be obliged to you—in fact the

whole of the evidence would be at your disposal.

Dr. Bland : I should always, as a patriotic Canadian, be glad to be found in the

wrong where I had supposed that a Canadian had done wrong, and found that he had

not.

Sir Charles Davidson: I shall put all the evidence at your disposal. Dr. Bland,

as to the purchase price.

Dr. Bland: That is exceedingly courteous of you. Sir Charles, and I should be

glad to see it, as I said, I have followed the newspaper reports.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G.:

Q. In the Tribune of Winnipeg, on March 30, appeared the following letter

' from Dr. Bland

:

Sir,—In reference to that distorted interview I wish to state in simple fair-

ness that I passed no judgment on the bacon supplied to tlie troops in Winnipeg.

In regard to the butter to which I did refer, I may say that I have been in

communication with the contractors, and with the supply depots, and I have

reached the conclusion that while butter has been occasionally rejected the rea-

son lay either in inadequate provision for its storage so that it got heated, or

in the differences of taste and in the admixture of inferior samples that might

easily be accidental. I find that satisfactory butter was always substituted and

that the authorities at the depots declare themselves satisfied.
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In regard to the bread supplied in Winnipeg the contractors who furnished

bread to the Winnipeg troops were never in my mind. I am sorry I was so

reported.—S. G. BLAND.

Dr. Bland: May I explain that?

Mr. Thompson: Yee.

Dr. Bland: When I got back to Winnipeg from Port Arthur I found in the

Free Press this press despatch which was read by Mr. Thompson, and I sa\7 at once

that it charged me with a political attack and also implicating the military author-

ities, and I felt, therefore, that I would have to correct these two impressions. But,

in the afternoon, a reporter from one of the city papers came to me, and said that the

paper was desirous of looking into this thing, and would be glad of any assistance that

I could give. So having great confidence in the paper, I told the reporter what I knew,

specifying precisely where it applied to a particular point and where it did not, where

it was vague and general. I supposed that he was simply going to look about and

discover whether there was any evidence to substantiate or confirm it. The next after-

noon, to my consternation, I found in the paper a most lurid and exaggerated account

of what I had said. There was truth in it, but it was truth that was hidden and local-

ized in Winnipeg; everything related to Winnipeg; the Winnipeg division had been

supplied with bacon that was crawling with vermin, and the Winnipeg contractors had

supplied bread that was only twelve ounces to the pound in weight. Everything was

distorted ; I was confounded.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you that interview with you?
Mr. Thompson : Yes, it follows immediately after the letter in the Tribune. The

Tribune says, after Dr. Bland's letter:

—

Dr. Bland is mistaken. He did pass judgment on the bacon in discussing

^the matter with the Tribune news editor and members of the staff. He cor-

rected the statement which appeared in the Home Edition of the Tribune of

Tuesday, in which he was quoted as saying that some of the bacon was
" crawling with vermin." He changed it to read :

" The bacon supplied to some
of the battalions is inferior in quality and the fact that the men are not fed

with it is due to the vigilance of an inspector who was inspecting it."

He also said, or, rather, put down in his own handwriting :
" Loaves of

bread have been found to contain 12 ounces to the pound."

He further stated that " constant vigilance has to be exercised to keep out

inferior meats."

Dr. Bland: I did make the correction. That was in the three o'clock edition. I

made some corrections, but it was done in great haste and I did not succeed in cor-

recting the localization. That was not in my mind at the time. I struck out the

exaggerate adjectives, but I overlooked the fact that the interview cOuld still be read

as referring to Winnipeg contractors, and that prompted my letter of the next day, in

which I disclaimed the interview and said I did not attribute any of these things to

Winnipeg, except in the case of butter and hay, and the hay, of course, remained as

it was.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. You localized it?—A. Yes.

Q. We are not so much interested in the localization ; I want to know whether any
bacon supplied to any of the troops throughout Canada was crawling with vermin?

—

A. No, I never said that. That was simply yellow journalism of the worst kind. My
adjectives were such adjectives as I have used here.

Q Did Colonel Mullins localize the inferior bacon?—A. No. There is but one
mis-statement that I will admit I have made, and that is in regard to provisioning the

troops, and my recollection was that Colonel Mullins did say that the butter was
removed.

Q. What is that?—A. Sent back.
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Q. The words used were *' being moved?"—A. I understand it was rejected. I
thought that Colonel Mullins referred to Winnipeg, and that made me make the
explanation in the matter of butter and hay in Winnipeg. Then the Winnipeg con-
tractors asked to see me and we had a conversation about it, and they said that although
some of their butter had been rejected they thought it was rejected for reasons that did
not reflect on them at all, and I got into communication with three of the military
supply depots in Winnipeg and their statement confirmed the contractors' statement,
so that I said I had made a mistake and I did what I could to rectify it by that letter

which you have read. That is one of the statements which I admit was incorrect in
connection with the provisioning of the troops, and since, in conversation with Colonel
Mullins, he incidentally remarked that his references to the butter did not apply to
Winnipeg.

Q. Did he state who the contractor was?—A. No.

Q. As a result of this conversation with Colonel Mullins, did you infer that the

military authorities had prevented inferior supplies reaching the troops, or did you
infer that they were used by the troops?—A. The impression given to me, and I wish
to make that very clear was, that in all these cases these articles have not reached the
troops; that Colonel Mullins and his associates, and Colonel Mullins especially—

I

was impressed with his vigilance, with his conscientiousness, and with the real devotion

with which he was discharging his duties—and that in fact had a good deal to do with
my referring to it publicly—I felt that Colonel Mullins was throwing himself heart

and soul into this work, and it stirred my indignation to think there there were men,
Canadians, who at a time like this should be required to be watched very carefully.

If Colonel Mullins had not been so whole-hearted, and so thorough-going in the mat-

ter, I would have felt some hesitancy in referring to it. But, it seemed to me that

when a man was ^oing his duty as vigilantly and as carefully as Colonel Mullins was,

there was no harm for one in strengthening his hands and creating a public sentiment

that would help to put an end to such a humiliating state of affairs. I would say

that in every one of these cases the impression given to me was that the light weight

had been corrected and the inferior goods had been rejected.

Q. Can you give the name of any contractor who supplied or attempted to supply

inferior materials or food or supplies
;
you have given the name of one contractor, can

you give any others ?—A. As I have said, the references to the hay apply to Winnipeg.

Q. And about the coal ?—A. I do not know where that was.

Q. Do you know whether there was more than one hay contractor in Winnipeg ?—

•

A. I do not Imow.

Q. And the beef referred to Winnipeg, did it?—A. No, I referred to the beef at

Sewell Camp last summer.
Q. Is that what you had reference to in your sermon, did you have reference

there to the beef at the Sewell Camp?—A. There was beef at other places; as I under-

stood it I was referring to inferior beef; I understood that there was an attempt to

push inferior beef on the inspector.

Q. Are you speaking of specific instances or from general recollection of the

conversation?—A. From general recollection of the conversation.

Q. Have you any further information to give us of any description whatsoever,

which will lead to the detection of any frauds which may exist?—A. Well, there was
other information in the conversation, which was referred to in my letter to the Free
Press, that is to say, I state that the soldiers were being well fed in Winnipeg this

winter in marked contra-distinction to last winter when they were fed wretchedly.

Q. Did you make an investigation when you returned to Winnipeg after your

sermon; did you go through any of the quarters of the troops?—A. No.

Q. Did you examine any of the supplies?—A. Further in r^ard to that, state-

ments were made in regard to the ill feeding of the troops last winter, in contra-

distinction to this winter when the Army Service Corps was feeding the men, and
feeding the men well. Last winter it was let out by contract at twenty-five cents Tper

soldier per meal, and then sub-let at 11 cents per soldier per meal, and then money
[Charges by Rev. Dr. Bland. J-
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was made by these contractors on that, and the statement was that the men were then

wretchedly fed.

Q. Do you know that to be a fact or is that^a statement made from information

supplied to you?—'A. Like the other information.

Q. I call your attention to this statement in the Winnipeg Tribune of March
30:

At the invitation of Winnipeg contractors for military supplies, Dr.

Bland went on a personal tour of investigation of supply depots in the city

Wednesday.

A. That refers simply to the case of the butter. As I said, I had a long conversation

with men who were interested in the butter. There were two of them, and I got into

communication with three of the supply depots in the city, and that is what The
Tribune referred to, and I was satisfied that no charge was to be made against the

butter supply in Winnipeg.

Q. Was butter the only article you inspected?—A. That was all.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you think it would be possible, and if so, wovdd you
have the courtesy to do it^, to write the sermon you delivered in so far as it affects

these charges?

Dr. Bland: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : I would like \o have it before me.
Dr. Bland: Sir Charles, if you wish, I can very briefly give you the line of

argument I took.

Sir Charles Davidson: I Avould prefer it in a precise form, because I must
confess that when this was brought to my attention I was astonished that such a

widespread condition of absolute dishonesty should exist in these days, and my view

was that there would be no limit to this investigation with regard to bringing these

thieves, if they existed, to justice; so I would like to have your sermon in precise-

form if you would be kind enough to give it to me.

Dr. Bland: Certainly, with pleasure. Might I indicate^, briefly, how it was that

t came to refer to these matters?

Sir Charles Davidson: Certainly.

Dr. Bland: The conversation took place on the Saturday morning on the train

going to Port Arthur, where Dr. Crummy and myself were appointed to speak on
behalf of Wesley College, the institution -of which Dr. Crummy is president When I

reached Port Arthur in the afternoon I found I was not expected to si)eak on Wesley
College. I found that Dr. Crummy had dealt with that subject comprehensively in

the morning, and it was thought desirable that I should deal with some general topic

of interest. There was a line of thought that had been in my mind for some time

and deeply interesting \a me, and I took it. That line of thought was the extra-

ordinary contrast that was being presented in Canada at this particular juncture

in the spirit of the soldiers and ^n the sipirit of certain Qther Canadians. Nowhere
perhaps in the world were men responding to the call to arms in a more distinterested

and generous way. And the young men of Canada, and they were leaving comforts

and in many cases good positions, to accept their bare livelihood with a good deal of

discomfort and hardships, and possibly wounds and death, simply at the call of duty

and in the spirit of self-sacrifice. Then I said that on the other hand a great many
Canadians were seeing in this war simply an opportunity to make profits, and that

is why I referred to all these things as illustrating that spirit and this antithesis to

the soldiers' spirit. Then I went on further to say: how does it come about; these

men are all Canadians; they have been brought up in the same towns and villages,

they have attended the same schools; how does it come about that one has shown
the spirit of a Christian hero, putting all thought of personal gain under his feet,

while the other is actually willing in some instances to try and make gain out of the

flesh and blood of these heroes, ^^fy motive in referring to this was to arouse public

opinion against all that sort of thing. But it was still more than that, it was this:

1 wanted men to face the question: why should Canadians, in many cases friends
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and relatives, why should they in these things show a spirit so different from the
spirit which the others have shown in this war. That was the main object of my
sermon: simply to get at the reason for that, and I tried to show that the reason was
that in husinesis, as at present constituted, the making of profits is not only legitimate

but necessary, and that men must make profits, that their whole aim must be to make
profits, the consequence being that their minds are so permeated with the idea of

making profits that when the temptation came to make large and easy profits, a good
many of them yielded to it—and probably always will yield to it. I pointed out that

when the call to arms came, men should be guided by another motive, and sihould

serve and sacrifice. What I pleaded for, and what I felt is the only right way is,

that business should be put on the same basis as that which inspires thoise to make the

sacrifice, that business will have to be put on the basis of national service, so that

men will go into business as they now go into the army, actuated with the spirit of

serving their country in the way in which they are best qualified to serve it. You
can see. Sir Charles, that it was not a sensational sermon; I was not trying to make
a stir. These references were simply incidental to the line of thought I felt was very

important.

If it would be of interest to you, Sir, I may say that I have had a letter from the

pastor of the church in Port Arthur, regarding the distortion that my remarks had
undergone. I wrote to him saying I would be glad if he would state what his im-

pression was of the sermon, and he gave me this statement. May I read it?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, it can go concurrently with your statement.

Dr. Bland: This is the statement:
" Port Arthur, Ont.,

April 6, 1916.

To whom it may concern

:

This is to certify that I, George K. B. Adams, minister of Trinity Church,
Port Arthur, was present at the Sunday evening service on March 26, and did

personally hear the Rev. Dr. Bland, of Winnipeg, preach a sermon, in which he

declared that:

1. In connection with the "Shells Committee" the Government, whilst

reluctant that all should be known, will find yet it will become known.
2. That in connection with the provisioning of the soldiers a number of

contractors were persistently and repeatedly trying to cheat the Government
and the soldiers, so that the military authorities had to be ceaselessly vigilant,

and that by their vigilance they had secured for the soldiers fare that was not

satisfactory to the men at a minimum cost.

3. That there is a tremendous contrast between the spirit of our soldiers and
the spirit of men who were trying to make undue profits out of the war. (The
greatest emphasis being placed upon the magnificent spirit of the soldiers rather

than on the commercial turpitude.)

4. That the great effort of our lives should now be to discover how the spirit

and principles of commercialism may be superseded by the soldiers' spirit of

duty, service and sacrifice.

I further certify that I have spoken since to a number of thoroughly

reliable and competent members of the congregation, as to the fairness of the

newspaper criticisms, and every one has declared that the doctor was eminently

kind and fair in his remarks, and that he might have gone much further and

still have been within the boundaries of truth and sobriety.

(Signed), George K. B. Adams.

May I add to that that I had no intention of ever mentioning the source of my
information. I thought that I could refer to the condition of affairs that existed

without involving the source of my information. If my remarks had not been so

distorted into charges of graft and political corruption, I do not think it would have
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been necessary to state the source of the information, and I submitted to a good deal

that was very unpleasant on going back to Winnipeg, because I felt that! could not
honourably reveal the source of my information. However, the name of Ck)lonel

Mullins got into the press, not through me, and since Colonel Mullins returned I

asked Dr. Crummy, as having been present at the interview, to see Colonel Mullins
with me. I wanted to do two things ; I want first of all to point out to Colonel Mullins
that I had not used his name.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might put that statement so that it will not cover

your telegram to me ; X want to avoid an apparent contradiction.

Dr. Bland: I want Colonel Mullins to understand that up to that time I had not

used his name, and that I did not wish to use his name without his permission. Dr.
Crummy and I of our own accord called on Colonel Mullins, and Colonel Mullins asked

us all to see General Hughes, and the conversation took place in General Hughes' office.

^ My whole aim in that conversation

—

Sir Charles Davidson :Where was this ?

Dr. Bland : In Winnipeg. My whole aim in that conversation was to set myself
right with the military authorities. I felt keenly that they should be regarding me as

a slanderer, when my whole motive was one of sympathy with them and desire to suj)-

port them and facilitate them in their work. Accordingly, we had a long talk, and
finally I said I thought I could prepare a letter to the press which would be satisfactory

to Colonel Mullins and myself, and I wrote a letter which appeared, I believe, in the

three Winnipeg papers, and in the letter I made two points. One was, that the source

of my information was Colonel Mullins, and the other was that I had never intended

to reflect upon the military authorities ; that all that I said was said under the impres-

sion that the military authorities were doing their duty. My whole aim was simply

to arouse public opinion against those contractors who were seeking on their part to

take advantage. I have since then had reason to thinlv that that effort of mine was
needed, for I have had presented to me such views as this: army contractors—why
take army contractors—army contractors have 'always been army contractors, notor-

iously men who are trying to make undue profits. I submit pusillanimous. The other

view that has been presented to me is, that if they did not get past the inspectors they

did no harm; if they did not cheat the Government there was no harm done, because

what were inspectors for but to guard against that ? Men have said to me : there is no
fault to be found with that so long as the officials do their duty and keep these things

out; the contractors are just playing the game, and if they succeed then it is the

inspectors who are at fault ; if they do not succeed no harm is done. That kind of talk,

which I have heard, seems to me, is very much as if a pickpocket who has not suc-

ceeded in getting his hand into somebody's pocket, and who, nevertheless, is nabbed by

Q policeman, asked to be released inasmuch as he has taken nothing, and that it is the

duty of the policeman only to prevent him. These remarks, which as I have said we
frequently hear, seem to me to indicate a low tone of public morality in regard to these

things, and I felt it was a preacher's duty to call attention to this low tone, and do

what he could to arouse the public conscience in these respects.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you mention any instance. Dr. Bland, in which the

public funds have suffered, or the public interests have been sacrificed, because of

failure of duty on the part of the military officers?

Dr. Bland: This applies simply to the provisioning of the troops in the Western

Provinces.

Sir Charles Davidson: I make my question as broad as possible; I desire to in-

vestigate this thing and to get to the bottom of it.

Dr. Bland: Of course, in regard to the general state of affairs, I am very largely

interested in the work of this Royal Commission, and my remarks on the low state of

morality are based on the work of the Royal Commission; but in regard to the pro-

visioning of troops in Western Canada, my remarks were wholly based upon the state-

ment of Colonel Mullins. I felt that his authority was unquestionable. He impressed
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me as being so sincere and so careful tliat his statement could be accepted at par

value.

Sir Charles Davidson: Putting this in definite form—are you aware of any-

definite cases in which the military authorities failed in their duty?

Dr. Bland: No, I am not aware of any such cases.

Sir Charles Davidson: Apart from any disclosures which may have been made
before this Commission, and of course they are the subject of investigation, are you

aware of any instances in which graft has existed?

Dr. Bland: There have been a few statements made to me since this matter

became public, but they may have no value at all.

Sir Charles Davidson: They are not what you consider of serious import?

Dr. Bland: Oh, nothing at all, I did not look into them; I do not wish to be

tangled up with that sort of thing.

Sir Charles Davidson: You have to be careful of that. How many pages of

accusations have you had put into your harj^s, Mr. Thompson?
Mr. Thompson: About five hundred.

Sir Charles Davidson: Eeally, I have been shocked at the epidemic of slander.

We have investigated all this and more; we are desirous of information conscien-

tiously given, but it is startling how every man's hand seems to be raised against

his neighbour's honour; I suppose it is human nature.

Dr. Bland: Yes, it may be.

Sir Charles Davidson: You have come. Dr. Bland, at my request to Ottawa,
and you have given a very frank explanation of this; how long are gou going to be
In the eastern provinces?

Dr. Bland: My work at the college is not finished, as examinations are going
on and the papers are being read. I would wish to comply with your desire as far

as possible. I was aware from the first that my statement dealt with moral conditions

rather than with political delinquencies. I have suffered grievously because of some
remarks which I have tried to correct as far apossible, but I recognized that I was in

the preacher's province rather than in the juror's. I thought there was a matter there

that called for protest, and I so still think; I recognized that the preacher's province

and the judge's province are, to a certain extent, distinct.

The witness retired.

Eeverend Doctor Eber Crummy, Principal of Wesley College, Winnipeg, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson, S'.C;

Q. I tmderstand, Dr. Crummy, that you were in Toronto on business?—^A. Yes.

Q. And you have come here to give evidence in this matter?—A. Yes.

Q. Were you present at the conversation between Dr. Bland and Colonel Mullins,

which you have heard referred to here this morning ?—A. Yes, I was.

Q. Where was that conversation held?—A. In the sleeping-car in which we were

travelling to Port Arthur from Winnipeg. -'

Q. Was the conversation between you and Colonel Mullins, or between Dr. Bland

and Colonel Mullins, or between the three •f you?—^A. It was more largely between

Colonel Mullins and Dr. Bland; I believe I introduced the subject.

Q. You started the ball rolling?—A. I should explain that on previous journeys

through the province, at least on one occasion, I had met with Colonel Mullins, and as

an old friend I was interested in his work and was very interested in the treatment of

the soldiers. I expressed my great satisfaction at the change the Government, and

he as an oificial of the Government, had made in the condition of the soldiers, and the

interest taken in them, so that, on introducing Colonel Mullins to Dr. Bland, I referred

to this previous conversation as being most comforting, even though it had the dark

shadow of suggesting that eternal vigilance was essential to protect \is from sharp
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practice on the part of certain contractors. Then, in the conversation which followed,

it was more largely taken part in by Colonel Mullins and Dr. Pland, although I par-

ticipated in it.

Q. Did you ask Colonel Mullins how his inspections were getting along?

—

A. I

think I suggested the character of the previous conversation. I think I asked him if

any more dishonest contractors were caught. I was asking him, in fact, if he would
repeat, in substance, what he had already told me, or give an illustration of the charac-

ter of "his work. I may say that with regard to this it was not only my personal

interest in the work of Colonel Mullins, but it was to me a matter of the greatest

satisfaction that the military organization had become so completed that they had
succeeded in securing the services of a man of Colonel Mullins' experience. Let me
say that in view of much newspaper comment, which showed suspicion in the mind of

the people, it was to me most gratifying that that should be allayed by a specific

statement as to the great care and vigilance displayed by Colonel Mullins, acting in

his capacity for the Department. That was my object.

Q. In other words, you wanted Dr. Bland to know of the vigilance of Colonel

Mullins, rather than any dishonesty on the part of the contractors ?—A. Quite so ; it

was the splendid organization I was referring to and the splendid work of Colonel

Mullins.

Q. Then, apparently, the conversation drifted over to the graft side; the dis-

honesty on the part of the contractors?—A. Naturally, there was vigilance against

that and you could not specify cases without suggesting what he was guarding against.

Q. You heard, I presume, what Dr. Bland said with reference to specific instances

which had been mentioned to him by Colonel Mullins ?—A. Yes.

Q. Can you give us the names of any of the contractors ?—^A. No, I did not catch

any names whatever, but that does not mean that they were not mentioned. The first

part of the conversation was that which I had talked over with Colonel Mullins on a

previous occasion, and I did not follow it with the same care as I did follow it in the

first instance. Consequently, I was not particularly interested in the contractors. I

did not see any use that could be made of it, and so I was more interested in the

vigilance that was guarding against cupidity on the part of contractors.

Q. Do you know whether Colonel Mullins stated that the contractors had suc-

ceeded in supplying provisions to the troops which were accepted by the Army Service

Corps or the military authorities?—A. No, my impression was^hat so complete had

become the organization under his supervisign that practically any crookedness in the

way of dealing on the part of the contractors was eliminated, and that improper ser-

vice of delivery did not reach the troops. I think the impression was not only most
distinct on my own mind, but, that that was exactly what Colonel Mullins conveyed

or meant to convey. That was my object in introducing the subject, it was my pleas-

ure in that fact.

Q. Is that why you drew Colonel Mullins out?—^A. Quite so.

Q. Is there anything you can add to what you have already told us with regard

to that conversation?—A. I do not think it. I may just repeat that when specific

instances were mentioned in a general way, they were mentioned solely to illustrate

the difficulty which had been overcome and was being overcome and by the complete-
ness of the organization. My mind was fixed on that point, and I think that also was
the purpose of Colonel Mullins, pointing out the completeness with which the Depart-
ment succeeeded in provisioning the troops. Indeed I remember that he remarked

—

and I speak of this as being a justification of his engaging in such a conversation

—

that the public should be advised of the great care which is being exercised, but that

it was more or less difficult to give that, because of the partisfHi colouring which
marked the newspapers At all events, to get to the people correct information about *

such things, is, in my judgment, of the greatest value. I remember Colonel Mullins
remarking along that line that he could assure fathers and mothers that tlieir sons in

the army were being properly looked after, and that their food was being guarded with
the strictest care, that nothing but first-class material was being secured by the Depart-
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ment, and that they were seeing to it that nothing but what was first-class should reach
the soldiers—speaking also of the whole Department, including the Minister, and
placing the greatest emphasis on the fact that he had a free hand in carrying out the

policy of securing material of the best quality, and seeing that it reached the soldiers.

This was a statement which caused me great satisfaction, not only as a citizen inter-

ested in the well-being of the country, but as the father of sons in the army.

Q. Do you remember the particular instance to which Dr. Bland has referred,

namely, that worthless hay was furnished by a contractor or contractors?—A. I

remember that.

Q. And which the contractor or contractors attempted to pass off on the military

authorities?—A. I cannot at all say about that. My impression was that it was not

passed off on the military authorities, but that they had the greatest difficulty in trying

to get the contractor to supply first-class hay, and it was explained that this con-

tractor happened to be not an extensive dealer, and consequently he found difficulty in
supplying that first-class hay which the contract called for, and that he was bringing

in and was having refused inferior quality. Let me say here that we asked Colonel

MuUins if there was any way of really exposing and punishing men who would offer

inferior goods or deliver inferior goods in the hope of their being received, and he
spoke of the difficulty of that, pointing out that the contractor would say it 'was a

mistake, or that it might be a mistake, and that there was no way of proving it was
not a mistake. He told us that he was striving to get the contracts into the hands of

responsible contractors, especially the largest contractors with a long and honourable
record in business, and that he was largely accomplishing that.

Q. There was nothing to indicate in the conversation that the inferior goods
offered were actually taken into stores?—A. No.

Q. Do you recollect him referring to light weight coal?—A. Yes.

Q. Did he mention the name of the contractor?—A. No, I do not think so.

Q. Do you remember him speaking about light weight bread?—A. It was men-
tioned, that has remained in my mind.

Q. Do you remember him referring to cheap jam, do you know who the contractor

was?—A. It was mentioned, but I forget it.

Q. Dr. Bland referred to this as a very common practice?—A. Colonel Mftllins

referred to apple butter or something of that kind, that I am not familiar with ; at all

eventSj, he referred to some inferior quality of jam that would be delivered when first

quality was ordered.

Q. Do you remember him referring to inferior bacon?—A. It was mentioned, I

think, but I have not got the details in my memory. The conversation went into the

detail but it did not impress my mind in detail, as it has since.

Q. Have you any information as to the inferior supplies other than from the

conversation with Colonel Mullins?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you mention any case in which there was collusion

or improper conduct on the part of public officials through which the public have been

defrauded ?

Dr. Crummy: Do you ask me if I am aware of any?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

Dr. Crummy : None whatever. As I have indicated, my relation to the conversa-

tion was more satisfaction with the vigilance and care of the military Authorities

rather than the contrary.

The witness retired.

Colonel Henry A. Mullins^ Inspector of Supplies foB Western Canada, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. Thompson

:

Q. Colonel Mullins, you heard the evidence of Dr. Bland given this morning?

—

A. Yes.
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Q. He referred to certain articles such as frozen liver, butter, hay, coal, bread,

jam, bacon, and beef?—A. Yes.

Q. He said his information on these points was obtained from you from his con-

versation with you on the train, do you recollect referring to these items?—A. Yes,

in the conversation I had with Dr. Crummy and Dr. Bland on the train, I did refer to

this, but may I mention here that that conversation was absolutely and entirely a

private conversation and Dr. Bland had absolutely no authority from me to use that

in the pulpit. I think. Sir Charles, it is rather unfair that I should be brought here

before this tribunal in consequence of Dr. Bland's utterances in the pulpit. He appar-

ently was short of a sermon for that Svmday, as he tells us he was going to preach on

Wesley college, and as that had been dealt with before, he had to change his sermon

on to this topic, and I think he treated me rather unfairly and subjected me to certain

criticism—military criticism. I feel my position keenly at being brought before this

tribunal in consequence of my having spoken, in what I thought a proper way, to Dr.

Bland and Dr. Crummy.
But I did speak and I did say that to accomplish the work that had been given me

by the Minister of Militia I had considerable trouble with the contractors throughout

the West; not all the contractors, for I pointed out to Dr. Bland that there are men in

the West who are absolutely honest and help me in my work, but also that there were

men who persisted in delivering supplies not up to the standard and not according to

the Government contract. I tried to make plain to Dr. Bland and to Dr. Crummy that

these were the supplies I had trouble with.

Q. Did you refer to certain contractors who peristed in delivering supplies which
were not up to standard?—A. No.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : Take Dr. Bland's statement from the beginning.

Mr. Thompson: Dr. Bland is alleged to have said in this sermon:

The whole system of supplying food to soldiers throughout the three prairie

provinces was permeated with graft and dishonesty.

Dr. Bland repudiated that.

OOLONEL MULLINS : YcS.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. What have you to say about this frozen liver that he spoke about ?—A. In refer-

ence to that I attempted to show Dr. Bland and Dr. Crummy how the Department
which the Minister had inaugurated, and how the Army Service were safeguarding the
interests of all concerned by rejecting the supplies that were brought in and which
were not up to standard. These supplies might be brought in, but they were rejected.

In fact these supplies were not allowed in at all. For example, I came across some of
this liver in Calgary, and I asked the officer where he got it, and he said he got it from
Burns & Company. I said " why don't you buy it whcJesale of Burns & Company, why
buy it retail." I said :

" If the Government wants that they should buy it wholesale
and not retail, because if it is bought by retail the contractor will charge retail prices,
whereas if it was bought in the wholesale way, where the supply was purchased by the
War Purchasing Commission they could buy it much cheaper."

Sir Charles Davidson: Was the contractor endeavouring to foist this frozen
liver on instead of meat?

Colonel MuLLiNS: No, absolutely no.
Sir Charles Davidson: At whose request was the liver supplied?
Colonel Mullins : It was supplied at the request of the Pacific battalion, which

'

is now overseas. They would ask to have liver supplied to them. When I asked
the officer how he was settling for it he said : " I changed beef for liver " and the
Government would be paying for liver, which was only worth five or six cents per
pound, the price of beef. I did not go into that store because I rejected that.
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Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Were these returns made weight for weight or value

for value? If they were asked to supply liver instead of beef would they make up for

that by the equivalent value of the beef in liver; I know in some cases that is done;

I think it has been done in Montreal.

Colonel MuLLiNS: Yes, sir, they do that. I asked the supply officer how he was
exchanging this supply and he said he was exchanging it for beef. I said " take it

away, I won't allow it, it is not the wish of the Government, I have a list of rations

here, and that list will not allow that kind of thing to be done." We do not allow

any exchanges because the orders of the Quartermaster General were that there should

be no exchanges. I had a telegram from the Quartermaster General on December 29,

stating that supplies were not authorized by headquarters. That has been completely

stopped and that was where the trouble was coming in in the West, and I tried to

make that plain to these two gentlemen I was travelling with.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was this an attempt at fraud on the part of the con-

tractors ?

Colonel MuLLiNS: No.
Sir Charles Davidson: What was it?

Colonel MuLLiNS : It was an exchange.

Sir Charles Davidson: An exchange through whose assistance?

Colonel MuLLiNS: Through the supply officer. Where he would exchange that

commodity the article would be given at the retail price, whereas the Government
cotdd have got it at the wholesale price.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. I presume that what really happened was that tlie Quartermaster of the 56th

Battalion would telephone to Bums and Company or to the Army Service Corps
" send us down some liver for to-uiorrow for our breakfast instead of beef?"—A. That
was along the line of it.

Q. Or was it that the contractor, of his own motion, would send up this liver

instead of beef?—A. No, he could not get it in unless it was ordered. However, it

was rejected.

Sir Charles Davidson : What would be charged for it to the public ?

Colonel MuLLiNS: I did not ask at that time.

Sir Charles Davidson: You did not come to that point?

Colonel Mullins: No, he said he was exchanging it for beef and I took it for

granted they were making the exchange, but I did not go into it, whether it was
costing the price of beef or not, because I rejected the article and as it was not

charged I could not know what it would be charged at.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. And this liver did not reach the soldiers?—A. No.
Q. And it was never paid for by the Government?—A. No.

Q. A point was made in the newspaper reports about the liver being frozen; has

the fact of its being frozen injured the quality of the liver?—A. Oh, no, it was simply

in cold storage, and there are thousands of tons of that all over the country. This

liver is generally put in cold storage and there is no difference in the quality between

that and fresh liver; that would have no bearing on the question at all.

Q. What was said about the butter in this conversation ?—A. As to the butter, we
had a lot of trouble all through the West in getting the right butter. When the butter

was not just up to their taste the men would send it back and the unit would complain
about it, and there was quite a lot of trouble between my own department and the

Army Service Corps in trying to get them good butter, and that is what I was trying

to make plain to Dr. Bland and Dr. Crummy. I pointed out to them that we had suc-

ceeded in getting good butter. The contractors had to satisfy us about the butter.

But, I think the contractors themselves had a lot of trouble in trying to get good
butter.
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Q. To get butter at all or butter of good quality?—A. To get the quality that was

called for. May I read a statement which 1 had on February 1, 1916, from Major Day,

the assistant inspector of the Calgary district, to me

:

The Quartermaster Reports meat uniformly good ; they are paying 9^ for

beef and 14^ for mutton. The complaints as to butter were very numerous, in

fact the butter was unfit for table use. This was dairy butter at 28 cents a

pound. The men are now being supplied with creamery butter.

This means that they were getting just as good butter as we wanted. We wanted

to have the very best food possible so as to have efficiency with all waste eliminated

and economy practised.

Q. Apparently the complaints about the butter were numerous?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you change the contractor?—A. No, because he made the butter good.

If inferior butter came he would take it away and make it good. Either myself or

my assistant would take it up with him. We had some trouble with the butter in

Winnipeg, but they made it good.

Q. If they persisted in supplying poor butter why did not you change the con-

tractor?—A. Well, the poor butter was supplied in many places, and the contractor

had a contract with other stufi combined with it.

Q. What other supplies would these butter men put in?—A. The groceries were

included in it.

Q. It was the grocer who supplied the butter ?—A. Yes, but that has been changed
since. New contracts are out and they were changed on the 21st of March. The
matter is now put on a better system and the contracts are better; everything is now
on a better system.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was that as the result of experience?

Colonel MuLLiNs: Exactly, sir, yes. We are getting experience every day in

my line.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. What about the worthless hay?—A. Well, it was nearly impossible to get good
hay. I have taken it up with the contractor half a dozen times, and I would send my
inspector to the units, and I would send out my inspectors. The units would call me
up and say that the hay was no good. When they would open the bales they would
find that the hay in the inside was not of good quality. If you take a car of hay and
look at it from the door of the car, the bales at the door may be all rights and when
you come to get into it the hay may not be so good. If the inspector simply .looked in

t^ door he could not tell what was in the balance of the car.

Q. Would the contractor know?—A. No, the contractor would not know it is the

shipper out in the country who leads up the car, and tlie man in the country does not
put the worst hay right at the door, because he knows that will be the first inspected.

Sir Charles Davidson: The contractor might himself be deceived.

Colonel MuLLiNS : Oh yes, he could be deceived in the balance of the car, and he

would send it up to the units and then the trouble would begin.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would the contractor pay for it in the country without
seeing it?

Colonel MuLLiNS: Oh yes, but that was not the point. His contract called for

good hay and he had to deliver good hay.

Sir Charles Davidson : But as regards the honesty or dishonesty of the contractor,

it is important whether he knew of this inferior hay being in the car?

Colonel Mullins : Well, in many cases he does not know, and he could not tell.

Sir Charles Davidson: But if he shipped this hay from his own warehouse or

stables, he would know?
Cononel Mullins : Yes, and when that came into the different units, it was rejected.

Sir Charles Davidson : But it was sometimes shipped from his own stables ?

Colonel Mullins : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you got the name of that contractor?
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Colonel MuLLiNS : I do not know his name.
Sir Charles Davidson : You do not know the name of the contractor ?

Colonel MuLLiNS: I do not remember his name, he is a foreigner living in Win-
nipeg, I know where he is doing business.

By Mr. Thompson, K.O.:

Q. How long did his contract continue?—A. It runs on until next fall.

Q. It is still running on?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you report to the Quartermaster General, for example, that this contrac-

tor was supplying hay of that quality?—A. Xo, but we changed the system altogether.

We used to have the hay delivered up at the exhibition buildings where the Fort Garry
Horse were located, and now instead of letting him send the hay up in loads it is dele-

vered by the carloads and we take whatever carload of hay we see is best. If all the
hay was good we took all the car, and if any of it was bad we rejected it right through.

That simplified matters. Since that change has been made we have been getting

good hay.

Q. Do you have to reject any hay under the new system?—A. We simply do not

take it, we simply leave it there in the car on his account. We do not take it into

stores and the Government does not pay for it. The Army Service Corps officer and
my own inspector look it over at the railway station, and if it is not right up to

standard we reject the whole car and he has to take it away. I may say that the day
I came away the hay inspector called me up and asked me if I would not go through

the hay yard in Winnipeg and look at the hay, and I said I would send my assistant

down as I had to, go East. I sent him down to look through the cars and take in the

stores, but at the same time I told him to accept no car until it got into the barn up
at the exhibition grounds, and then I said "Let the Army Service take out of that hay
what is good and leave the bad to the contractor." It was when hay was very scarce

in that country that we used to have endless trouble in getting good hay. This con-

tract calls for good hay, but he did not have a stock on hand and he had to send what
was on the market because the horses had to have the hay.

Q. What percentage of this hay did you have to reject?—A. Well, we rejected

quite a lot of it; we rejected all that came into the barn that was bad, and he drew it

away again.

Q. Was it bailed hay?—A. Yes. The men in the Army Service attend to that

and their duty is to see that the supply is up to standard.

Q. But under the system of getting this hay the contractor might innocently

supply hay of an inferior quality without knowing it was such?—A. Yes, he could.

If he bought a car of hay he might send his man down to take the car and it might
look good at the door, and when he got into it it might be bad.

Q. Did he supply any hay from his own stable or warehouse to the military

authorities, which the military authorities were obliged to reject?—A. Oh," yes, we
had hay which we rejected in that way.

Q. He must have known that that was bad hay?—A. When we opened the bales

the bales did not break satisfactorily. -

Q. Could you tell it was bad hay without opening the bales?—A. Not always;

outside it would be all right, and when the bale was opened it would be bad. Then the

unit would call me up and say that the hay was no good for the horses, and in that

case either my inspector or myself would go right up and get after it and we had a

lot of trouble in getting the quality of hay that the contract called for.

Q. Could one see at a glance that any of the hay which he supplied in that man-
ner was bad?—A. No.

Q. You would be obliged to open the bales to see that?—A. They would have to

open the bales.

Q. What I want to get at is whether the contractor supplied hay which he himself

necessarily must have known was inferior hay.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Could hay be fraudulently bailed so that outside it could

appear to be good and while it was bad within?

Colonel MuLLiNs: Yes, unfortunately. I have a ranch outside Winnipeg and I am
baling hay now. I have 500 tons of hay, and, unfortunately, it is quite a common
thing that there is "foxtail" in it. This foxtail puts the horse's mouth out of com-
mission; it gets under his tongue and hurts it, and the foxtail is usually put into the

middle of the bale.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. But that is not done with your knowledge?—A. Oh, no; I must make that

clear. My men will say :
" What are you going to do with that foxtail ?" and I always

inform them that they must leave the foxtail in the stack. I always caution them not

to bale it. I do not want to be charged with having baled hay with foxtail in the

centre. Hay can be baled so that the foxtail is put in the middle of the bale pretty

well, and when the bale is broken it is found to be full of foxtail.

Q. Was tliere much foxtail delivered to the^ Army Service Corps?—A. No, we
rejected it.

Q. What about the light weight coal?—A. I called up one of the battalions and

I asked them if they were weighing their coal and they said they were not, and I told

them they had better weigh it as I believed it was in the interest of all concerned that

there should be a check, and one of the battalions, which is now in mid-ocean, the

61st, called me up and said they took it to the city scales and that the load was 500

pounds short. I told them to keep on checking the weight. So we kept a check on

the weight.

Q. Was that 500 pounds short in one load ?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What did the contractor say?

Colonel MuLLLiNs : I did not take it up with him. I did not call the contractor

up but I kept on weighing the ^oal. I do not know who the contractor was.

Sir Charles Davidson: Had the battalion not been checking the weight?

Colonel MuLLiNs: The coal was delivered right from the yard. There is sup-

posed to be a city official that should do that, but I found that the coal was going right

through to the unit without being weighed, except at the yard. I thought for our

own safety we had better weigh all the coal, and that is what we found.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Was the amount deducted?—A. I would rather think so, I do not think the

quartermaster would take it in without doing that. I told the other battalions to check

their coal in that way and the lOlst are checking it all the time. I saw that quarter-

master the other day and he said they never used to check the weights before, but now
they were checking them, and he said that now they did not burn nearly as much coal.

Q. Do you know whether that was reported to the Quartermaster General?—A.

I do not.

Q. It was not reported by you?—A. No. I tried to get these matters right and
I think I have done so, and I did not want to borrow any more trouble than I could

help. These are not big matters and I have been able to get them right myself, and
I thought that they have enough to attend to down here without bothering them, so

long as I could get things right.

Q. What about the cheap jam?—A. Well, in reference to that; I was out at the

Coast—the Minister sent me out on an inspection of certain matters that had come to

.his notice, and I stood there in one of the units with a private's suit on. I put a

private's suit on so as not to attract attention.

Q. What for?—A. I wanted to see if what the Minister wanted to know was
going on.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is there any objection in the public interest to state

what it was?
Colonel MuLLiNs : I do not suppose there is. The Minister wanted to know about

the weight that was going on at a certain camp in the West, and about other matters
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that were supposed to be going on, which were not according to regulation, and he
ordered that I should go direct to look into it, and the fact that there was excessive

weight was demonstrated by a good many that were living in the district. Then
I followed it up into this unit to see if the same thing was being carried out there.

I thought when I found it down in the mountains that I might find it further on at

the Coast and I went into that battalion and at the breakfast I heard a man com-
•plaining bitterly about the jam, and I thought I would look into the jam question.

The contract calls for pure jam and I found Apex jam on the table, which is a low
grade of jam. I do not know who the contractor was, I did not know who was supply-

ing the jam, this was in Victoria. The men were repeatedly finding fault and pushing
the tins of jam to one side, and they would not eat it. I looked into it, and looked
through it^ and I could not find any plums in the jam, although it was called " plum
jam." I am told that they use what they call apple butter in it. It was not a good
quality of jam at all. I took that up with the assistant director of supplies and
transport, and he said that the contractor was supplying that jam, but that the other
jam was a better jam. The contract called for Empress jam and he was supplying
Apex jam. It was not the manufacturer who supplied the goods in that case, but I

understand now tliat the manufacturer has got the contract and he is supplying
Empress jam, which is a pure plum jam. The new contract that is let to the
manufacturer of the jam, and previous to that it was let to some wholesale grocer,

I do not know who, and he supplied the Apex jam instead of the pure Empress jam
which he should have supplied, because the Empress was the genuine jam.

Q. What does the Empress jam cost the department?—A. I do not know.
Q. About how much?—A. I do not know.

Q. What difference in price would there be between the wholesale and retail?

—A. There is about three cents a pound difference.

Q. How much of this jam w^ould be used per day by a battalion?—A. That I

cannot say exactly.

Q. Do you know how long this contractor had been siipplying Apex jam?—A. No.
Q. How long after you discovered that he was supplying Apex jam did the

contract continue?—A. I took that up right away and got the Apex jam out and got

him to give a better jam.

Q. Do you know if he made a refund?—A. I do not know.

Q. Was it taken up by your department or by the quartermaster-general?—A. I

took it up with the assistant director of supplies and contracts, Mr. Mallins.

Q. Did the contract specify Empress jam pr did it specify pure jam?—A. Pure
jam.

Q. Did he know that the Apex was not pure jam ?—A. I think he would know that.

Q. Why did he not reject it in the first instance?—A. Who?
Q. The supply officer?—A. I do not know whether the supply officer knew about

it being there or not. How I knew about it was that being at this other inspection

I came across the supplies in store, and the men objected to it, and I was ambitious

to get the men the best food that could be obtained. In fact now I have not had one

complaint since then in my district over the entire West. They are now getting the

jam made by A. D. Smith and there are no complaints a'bout that jam; it is giving

absolute, satisfaction. There have been uo complaints since Smith supplied the jam.

Q. Did you say it was a common cus'tom to stipply cheap jam instead of pure

jam?—A. It seems like it.

Q. Did you refer to Victoria ?—A. That was localized more at the coast.

Q. Then you made reference to that in yooir talk with Dr. Bland?—A. Yes.

Q. That was correct?—A. Yes.

Q. And you do not know how long they had been continuing to supply the Apex

jam?—A. No, but it was corrected right away when it was discovered.

Q. What about the inferior bacon?—A. Well, there would be continued deliveries

of bacon that would not be according to contract.
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Q. In which district?—A* All over, I will not refer to one district any more than

to another^ they were all alike. If a side of bacon is too fat the men won't eat it. The

bacon must be streaked lean and fat and some men won't eat the other kind of bacon,

and there was a big waste, and we were not getting the rations out of it.

Q. Was there much of that supplied" or attempted to be foisted on the military

authorities ?—A. Yes, there was quite a lot of that. We had a lot of trouble to get the

bacon up to the standard.

Q. What is the difference in value or price?—A. I do not know, that rough stuff

is hard to sell. There is a good deal of waste about it and the bacon that the contract

calls for is a different style of bacon altogether; it is streaked lean and fat. In fact,

the Government contract specified that every article shall be of the Very best quality

according to this Government rations list.
'

Q. And apparently, according to your statement, the contractors were not supply-

ing the best in the matter of the bacon ?—A. It was not the best.

Sir Charles Davidson : Were they stopped ?

Colonel Mullins : Oh, yes, I took that up, and we did not accept it. If we found

it was not according to standard we rejected it. I tried to teach the Army Service

officer what the quality of bacon should be. You will understand that there are a lot

of young Army Service officers who have not had a great deal of experience with bacon

or meats, or stuff like that. It was entirely new to them. Some of them did not know
that where they got a side of bacon that was not a profitable cutting side of bacon the

Government would not get value of it. We taught that army officer the quality or the

kind of bacon he should take. I used to take these young officers to one side and take

the sides of bacon out, and show them the kind they should accept. It was the same
way with beef. I found the beef in many places not up to standard.

- Q. As a result of your inspection, what percentage of bacon was not up to stan-

dard ?—A. Do you mean all over the West ? That would be rather difficult to tell.

Q. You had reference evidently to some bacon, I do not know whether it was all

over the West or not, when you were talking to Dr. Bland?—A. I was talking about

all over the West; I did not want to' localize any part of it. I do not think I specified

anything excepting the exchange of liver for beef ; I do not think I localized any other

thing.

Q. You have told me that that inferior bacon had been supplied or that it had
been attempted to supply it, what percentage would you say was inferior?—A. I could

not tell how much.

Q. Had these inexperienced Army Service Corps officers been taking that inferior

bacon into stores and issuing it to the troops ?—A. They would accept it from the con-

tractor unknowingly.

Q. Did they ever send any of this inferior bacon back?—A. Oh yes, they rejected

it afterwards. After a little while the officer would soon understand, someone with a
little experience would know the quality of bacon that should be taken, and any other
quality would be rejected. When I was talking about that with Dr. Bland and Dbr.

Crummy, I was just referring to the difficulty I had to keep this thing up to perfection,

and that I was pleased with the v.'ay it was turning out. I pointed out to them that I
was satisfied with the result of my work.

Q. As to the difficulty of keeping supplies up to the standard, I want to find out
whether these inexperienced Army Service Corps officers wei-e successful in keeping
inferior supplies out?—A. There are a number of good Army Service Corps officers

who understand their business thoroughly, but when you take a young officer in a dis-

trict, who has not had much experience, he will not be able to drop on to that kind
of thing. That applies to some but not all of them.

Q. About how much of this inferior bacon could be passed on these inexperienced
officers?—A. I could not say that.

Q. Was it only where yoi; found comparatively inexperienced Army Service
Corps officers that you found complaints made by the troops?—A. Yes.
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Q. Was it only in these cases?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : What is the state of affairs to-day as to experienced supply

officers ?

Colonel Mullins : They are in good shape to-day. The men are beginning to know
something about it. They are beginning to understand.

Sir Charles Davidson : Was there a sufficient supply of experienced officers of the

A.rmy Service Corps available?

Colonel MuLLiNS: They sent away nearly all the experienced men overseas, and

they had to put new men on, and they were absolutely new at the work, and while they

were good men they wanted to learn the work, and they did so, and they are now
narrj'ing it out according to regulations.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q. Would it be when the experienced officers were" sent overseas, that the con-

tractors would try to work in foxtail hay?—A. Well, I think in some cases the foxtail

hay would be sent in whether there was an experienced man there or not.

Q. But experienced people like yourself would detect this?—A. We would try to.

Q. Would that apply also to the beef?—A. Yes, I might mention a case of that.

I went -into the supply depot at Saskatoon and there was meat hanging on the rails,

and I asked the supply officer if that was the meat -issued, and he said yes, and I told

him that it was not according to Government contract and that he should not accept

it. He said: ''It is all right, what is the matter with it?"

Q. Evidently he had been in the habit of accepting that sort of beef?—A. I do
not know what kind of beef was there before; this was my first inspection to this point.

Q. If he thought it was all right, evidently he had been accepting it?—A. Well,

what I am going to say is this : the meat was clotted, and it was not hard to tell that it

was not good meat. At the top of the ribs it was about an inch thick when according

to the contract it should be very much thicker. That kind of meat was hanging on
the rails and I asked the officer to bring the contractor up right away and he brought

the contractor in.

Q. Who was the contractor ?—A. I cannot tell you his name. His contract was
running out on the 31st of March.'

Q. What day did you make the inspection ?^A. It was about the 10th of last

March. I waited until the contractor came to the depot, and there were eight or ten

quarters of beef hanging up, and I asked him wliat he thought of it. He said: "I

won't argue with you, I will take it away." I said: "I do not think it will be necessary

for me to argue w'ith you, are you going to continue to supply that kind of stuff,

because if you do I will not pay anything for it, it is no use." He said he was short

of beef and that it was hard to get a supply, but he took it away and later I had the

following statement from the officer in command at Saskatoon : "As a direct result of

your inspection I am pleased to report that the meat being supplied by the contractor

is greatly improved."

Q. And if it had not been for your inspection that worthless beef would have been
hiken into stores, in fact it was taken into stores and would have been issued to the

hoops?—A. It was delivered by the contractor, yes.

Q. And taken in by the supply officer who evidently considered it satisfactory?

—A. It was frozen beef that had been in cold' storage and the cloth wrapping was yet

on it.

Q. When you asked him about it, he said it was all right?—A. He said that ho
would not argue with me, that I used to sell cattle for him in Winnipeg, that I knew
what beef was. He used to send me cattle to sell for him.

Q. I am not referring to the contractor but to the supply officer, did he consider

the beef satisfactory?—A. I did not take it up with him afterwards.

Q. You asked him something about it when you saw it hanging up in stores?

-A. I asked him if that was the meat issued,- and he said yes, and I said that the meat
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was not right, and that he should not take in supplies like that, as it was not

accordiiior to the Government contract.

Q. Was that meat in the military depot?—A. Yes.

Q. Was it receipted for?—A. I do not know whether it was receipted for or not.

t did not go into that, I simply asked him to bring up the contractor before mo
and he did.

Q. In the ordinary course of events that would be issued to the troops, had yon
•not dropped in?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you ask him how long the contractor had been supplying that kind of

J)e«f?—A. No.

Q. Did you ask him whether the contractor had been in the habit of doing so?

—

A. I did not go into that. I was going to put it right and I did.

Q. Did you report it to the quartermaster-general?—A. It was not necessary.

I did not trouble them with that. I tried to put things right, and I did so. They
have plenty to attend to down here in Ottawa without details of that kind. I went
after the contractor and he came over with the proper supply and we got the proper

quality afterwards.

Q. You referred to certain contractors persisting in delivering supplies which

ivere not up to the contract; what contractors would these be?—A. I do not know that

I could mention their names, but there are several of them in the West. Take tli.

bread contractor at the Coast. It was to the Coast particularly I was alluding to abou i

the bread, I was alluding to the Standard Bakery at the Coast.

Q. Did you give the contract to another baker?—A. No, I did not.

Q. Why was not that done?—A. Because the contractor made it right. He said

that he would do it right, and he did. I went into his bakery.

Q. That was after he was caught?—A. I went into his bakery and picked his

bread up. He had several thousand loaves there, it was the Standard bakery, and

I said :
" Is this the supply for the troops," and he said " yes." I said :

" we would like

to weigh these loaves," and we weighed them there, and they were considerably short

in weight.

Q. What were they supposed to weigh?—A. One pound.

Q. What did they weigh?—A. From 12 to 14 ounces.

Q. How long had he been delivering bread?—A. Just a moment, please—I weighed

a number of these loaves and some of them did weigh a pound fairly, but most- of them

were short, and he gave instructions to his head baker that the bread must weigli

out a pound, and he said he would have to use a cutting machine—I cannot explain it

to you—but they had the raw material in front of them and they were cutting it.

Q. What put you on inquiry there as to whether that was light weight or not?

—

A. I have a letter dated January 11, 1916, from our new drill hall at Victoria, B.C..

from the Commanding Officer of the 103rd Battalion in w^iich he stated that at 7.4.1

that day bread arrived and that as the loaves were small in comparison with what they

had formerly received, they were weighed in the presence of the man who delivered

them and were found to weigh only 12j ounces, leaving a deficiency of 3J ounces.

This left approximately a deficiency of 12 pounds 12 ounces per day on the requisition,

or about 400 pounds per month. I did not want this to apply to the Winnipeg bread,

because 1 must give the contractors there credit for supplying full weight. I have

tried his bread and it was always weighed and always found right in W^innipeg. It

was the person in Victoria that I was speaking of when I had reference to the bread,

and in speaking to Dr. Crummy and Dr. Bland.

Q. That letter that you referred to was written by Colonel Hunicker?—A. Yes.

Q. Had his quartermaster been in the habit of weighing the bread sent in?—A.

Yes, it was only on that occasion that they detected light weight.

Q. It was only on that occasion he detected it?—A. That is the letter I got, and
I do not know whether he noticed it before or not. I want to have the privilege of

putting that right and of saying that it did not refer to the Winnipeg contractor.
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Q. Do you know whether his quartermaster was in the habit of weighing the

bread?—A. No, but I rather think he said in one of the letters that they were weigh-

ing everything now. •

Q. But they did not weigh before the 11th of January^—A. He said the bread

was being delivered below weight, in that letter, and that with a few exceptions every

loaf was under weight. I have had a letter from him since in which he says that

everything is being weighed and inspected by the quartermaster and by the Army
Service.

Q. That is what I want to get at; do you know whether the Array Service men
make a habit of weighing all supplies out there?—A. No, we could not get scales.

That is one of the things that is wrong. I have been taking that up while I am here

about getting scales, we need scales.

Q. If they had no scales how could the Army Service department know whether
they were getting full weight or not ?—A. In many cases they could not test it because

they could not get an issue of scales. There is a shortage of scales all through the

West. It is absolutely necessary that scales should be put in to check the contractors.

Q. Is there anything else you want to add. Colonel Mullins?

—

A. No, only I do
not want the impression to go abroad that all the contractors are 'dishonest. I want
to particularly emphasize about the bread contractor in Winnipeg, because his bread

is all right. I have weighed it and weighecj it and tried it a dozen times and it was
always full weight. There are a lot of good contractors in the West. The Govern-

ment ration is a very liberal one.

Q. Who is that contractor in Winnipeg who supplied the bread which you told us

was always full weight?—A. Steirs, Parnell; I have repeatedly checked their weight

and found it always was up to standard.

Q. Do you know whether the hay contractor has been changed in Winnipeg?

—

A. No, he is not, but he is giving us good hay now. The hay supply is now all right.

Q. Why should he be giving you good hay now and bad hay before ?—A. I changed

the system. We pick out what we want, leave him the rest, and he can sell it for bed-

ding if he wishes.

Q. You are still rejecting some of the hay which he offers?—A. No, we pick it

out. The Army Service Corps does that. I do not want to take the credit for all

these things. The Army Service are just doing as good work as I am doing. Many
of the officers of the Aiipiy Service are first-class men, but as I say a new officer will

get in, and it takes some time to teach him, and he does not get to underhand for

some time what is required.

Q. If a unit does not draw all the rations to which it is entitled, or if the

rations are in excess or requirements, such rations remain the proi)erty of the Militia

Department and are not to be sold without si)ecial authority from headquarters, that

is the rule as I understand it ?—A. Yes, but some get the idea that the rations

belonged to them and that it was ])art of their privilege to exchange the ration for

other commodities, but that is not permitted.

Q. They would not make that exchange for joersonal profit?—A. Oh no, they

would change it for luxuries, which they thouglit they were free to do. There was

-a saving during the month of ^farch of nearly $14,000 effected by cutting out the

exchange, and keeping the contractor up to his work.

Sir Charles Davidson: In some battalions it is a matter of pride to keep their

expenses down in the way of rations.

Colonel Mullins: Yes, sir. I have one letter licre that states that owing' to

Colonel Mullins visit the saving for supplies will be largely augmented.

. Sir Charles Davidson : As a matter of fact, many of the commanding officers

feel pride in being able to economize; that is my experience in Montreal.

Colonel Mullins: Yes, sir. The officers get to know that report are going into

Headquarters, and they are particular to see that the quartermaster should economize,

and yet that the supplies are up to the standard.

Sir Charles Davidson : The quartermaster must check the Army Service Corps

in many respects.
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Colonel MuLLiNS: Yes, they do; the quartermaster requires to check the weights

and the Army Service as well.

Mr. Thompson: I may say that in my battalion, out of our own jackets, we

bought scales to check up the Army Service.

Colonel MuLLiNS : That is a good idea to check the Army Service, I have given

Instructions to the new quartermasters about that. In some of those new battalions

there may be a man who is absolutely new at the work, and it takes some time to

teach him as to the re-gulations and how carefully he must handle the supplies. In

justice to myself I should like to read this letter. Colonel Murray was leaving

for overseas, and he sent me this letter on the 2Tth of March

:

Foley Building, Winnipeg^ Man., 27th March, 1916

From The Officer Commanding,
61st Overseas Battalion,

To : Colonel H. A. Mullins,

703 Confederation Life Building,

Winnipeg.

Supervision of Rations and Supplies.

Sir,—I have the honour to inform you that the Battalion mider my cx)m-

mand has derived very much benefit from your close supervision of rations

supplied. Your advice as to the distribution of rations and management of

the kitchen has been of the greatest service to the quartermaster's depart-

ment. The quality and quaiitity of the food supplied has been at all times

entirely satisfactory.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

F. J. Murray, Lieut.-Colonel

Commanding 61st Overseas Battalion.

The only satisfaction I get is to see that the men get the quality and quantity

of food that the Government is paying for, and that it is up to standard. We have

eflPected a great saving in different respects to the corporation of the Army Service

Council* I want to give credit to the Army Service and they do check up things

as well as my department does.

The Commission ajourned xmtil to-mori*ow morning, at half-past ten o'clock.

Ottawa, Canad'a, Wednesday, April 19, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Thompson, K.C,
As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerk of the Commission.

Rev. Dr. Bland, recalled:

Sir Charles Davidson : I understand from you. Dr. Bland, that you have not been

able, through other engagements yesterday, to write out such parts of your sermon as

related to the subject of Inquiry before this Commission.
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The Witness : No. I am sorry ; I was not aware that it was desired so immediately
and the fact is that I have not had time, but I will prepare it at once.

Sir Charles Damdson : We might have it at what time ?

The Witness : I could have it some time this afternoon.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would to-day, say, at half past two, suit you ?

Th,e Witness : Yes, half past two. If you said just a little later without any incon-
venience it would suit me better, but I would not urge it at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : What time should you mention ?

The Witness : A little later if it would not be inconvenient. I do not wish to urge
It but we might say three o'clock.

Sir Charles Davidson: Certainly. You have had handed to you the extended
digest of the submarine inquiry I

The Witness : Yes, I have read it carefully.

Sir Charles Davidson : If you desire to make any statement in reference to it, you
are at liberty to do so.

The Witness: I appreciate very much. Sir Charles, your courtesy in making it

possible for me to havb examined that digest, I have given it careful perusal and no one
could read it without recogmizing its impressiveness and weightiness but I hesitate to

express my final opinion. I think I am in a better ix)sition to give an opinion than I

was before, but I do not feel that I have so covered the whole field that I am in a posi-

tion to give authoritatively here what my final judgment might be on the matter. It

was only an opinion in the first instance; it would only be an opinion in the last

instance, and I feel that my opinion on the submarines is not at all of the same charac-

ter as my statement in regard to the provisioning of the troops, because on the matter

of the submarines I had no special information. In the matter of the provisioning of

troops I believe I had special information. I would rather that the Commission would
not ipress me to give what my final judgment is upon the matter of the submarines.

Sir Charles Davidson : I am not at all desirous of doing that, Dr. Bland.

The Witness : I feel that no one could read that digest without being very much
impressed with it. The question is so complicated and involves so many consider-

ations that I would rather not take a position that I do not think I am entitled to take

as one qualified to pass a final judgment upon it. I just chanced to have brouuht to-

my attention this morning an editorial in the leading newspaper of Ottawa, a thor-

oughly responsible one, showing what difference of opinion may exist. Whether they

are justified or not, stiU these differences of opinion may exist.

Sir Charles Davidson : What attracted my attention in respect to this statement

of yours was this: "Submarines of doubtful value were bought at 'outrageous price."

Do you confirm that ? I earnestly desire to have any further evidence that may be

available in support of that statement.

The Witness: Well, Sir Charles, all I can say is that while I cannot properly

affirm or deny that I used the word " outrageous ", I certainly, to the best of my
recollection used either the word '' dubious " or " doubtful "' in regard to the value,

and r used some word which implied excessive prices. I will not, after this interval,

afiirm precisely what the word was, but my idea was that, and I expressed my opinion

from reading, not editorial comment, but from reading carefully the reports as they

appeared of the investigation conducted by the Commission.. That was simply my
opinion but it was based upon careful reading of the reports. No doubt men will

pass judgment upon it as they see it. It may be called a wise opinion or an unwise

opinion but it was the opinion at which I had arrived from my independent reading

of the reports of the investigations. But it was only an opinion and such opinion

has been expressed by countless editors and private citizens, and I presume will con-

tinue to be expressed for and against until as always in time the public feels that the

question has been finally adjudicated upon. Consequently, I think the public await

with great interest the report of the Royal Commission on that and on other investi-

gations. ,

•
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Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Is there anything further, Captain Thompson?

Captain Thompson : No,

Sir Charles Davidson: Dr. Bland, do you desire to make any further statement?

The Witness : I think I would like to say just a word in regard to the testimony

.

or evidence given by Colonel Mullins yesterday. Colonel Mullins very properly pro-

tested against having been drawn into this matter. I wish to say that I sympathize

very deeply with Colonel Mullins' regret and dissatisfaction at that. I merely wish to

6tat« that it was not my intention at all to have divulged Colonel Mullins' name. In

the way in which I originally used the information I got from him, it did not occur

to me that it ever would be necessary to divulge his name. If it had not been for the

inaccurate, the distorted, reports it, I think, would not have been necessary to divulge

his name. I did not divulge his name; his name had come out and when I did refer

to Colonel Mullins as the author of the statements which I have made, it was with

Colonel Mullins' consent. The conversation was not confidential; it was certainly

private, but it was not confidential as it concerned the army and the army which is

a public institution. There is no institution in which Canadians to-day are more
deeply interested. Nearly all of us are either interested or have friends and relatives

in it and anything that concerns the army is of the greatest interest to us. The army
is s-upported by the citizens of Canada. I consequently felt that I was justified in

using a conversation which threw light upon conditions which I thought were intoler-

able and disgraceful. I felt that in the interest of the army, and of the military

authorities especially, I was justified in doing what I could to arouse public indigna-

tion against men who, as I had the fullest grounds for believing, were continually

trying to take advantage of the Government and of the soldiers. I felt the less

hesitation because I know that no statement that had been made by Col. Mullins,

that ever had come to the light could in any way reflect upon Col. Mullins. The
whole conversation was so creditable to him as an efficient and devoted officer that I

did not feel I was doing him any wrong. I was exceedingly anxious to do what I

could and I felt that it was a true preacher's task to arouse public opinion and thus

make the work of the inspectors and the army service corps a little less difficult than

it was being made.
Sir Charles Davidson: Well, at three o'clock this afternoon, Dr. Bland.

The Witness: Here, Sir Charles?

iSfir Charles Davidson: Yes.

The Commission thereupon adjourned until three o'clock in the afternoon.

The Commission resumed at three p.m.

Dr. Bland^ recalled:

Sir Charles Davidson : Are you able to produce the paper about which you spoke
this morning?

The Witness: I now produce as accurate a report as I can from memory of the

sermon delivered by me at Port Arthur .in Trinity Methodist Church on the evening
of Sunday, March 26. It is necessarily condensed to a certain extent but it preserves

as far as I can remember the language I used and gives, I think, the line of thought
and the proportionate treatment and the correct light and shade of the sermon. The
report is as follows:

report of sermon preached in trinity METHODIST CHURCH. PORT ARTHUR^ BY THE REV.

DR. BLAND, ON THE EVENING OF SUNTDAY, MARCH 26.

Luke XXII, 27—" I am among you as he that serveth."

Dr. Bland affirmed that the most glorious event in Canadian history was
the uprising of the young Canadian manhood in this way. Nowhere in the
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Empire was the response to the call to arms more prompt and hearty—Nowhere
perhaps, was it so disinterested. Canada herself was not so immediately threat-

ened as some parts of the Empire. It was devotion to the Empire; indignation

against brutal and lawless aggression ;
pity for crushed and devastated Belgium,

France and Servia which had clothed the flower of our youth in khaki and sent

them forth to dangers and hardships and glorious death.

Now, we say proudly, for the first time the real heart of Canada is disclosed.

Now, we know of what stuff Canadians are made. The word " Canadian " at

last has found its meaning.

Canadian men by the hundred thousand are leaving comfortable homes and
remunerative positions to accept a bare livelihood with every kind of painful

and disastrous possibility, simply at the call of duty and honour. This war has

brought the Canadian spirit to light. It shines before the world.

The hundred thousand men in khaki. Patriotic and Red Cross Associations,

Belgium, Polish, Jewish, Servian Relief Funds, unexampled generosity—these

are the fruits of this colossal struggle. But not these only; side by side with

these glorious manifestations there has been the manifestation of another spirit.

To many Canadians this w^ar has been an opportunity for sacrifice; to many it

has been an opportunity for profits. Simultaneously with the courage, the gen-

erosity, the devotion, have been disclosed greed and dishonesty that have filled

us with shame.

A trail of greed and dishonesty stretches across Canada from the Atlantic

to the Pacific. Down in the lovely Annapolis valley with its comfortable homes
and thickly studding churches where human life would seem to be lived under
fhe most wholesome and gracious conditions, we have found well-to-do church-

going farmers willing to sell unserviceable and decrepid horses for the use of

their gallant soldier fellow Canadians. In the Pacific, submarines of dubious

value have been purchased at excessive prices.

The ipapers are now full of the.mysterious doings of the Steel Committee
which the Government seems unwillingly to have brought to the light. The
Government dare not let all concerning this Committee be known, but it will be

known.
And even now, as I have good authority for affirming, all over these Western

Provinces there is going on a constant effort to cheat the Government and the

soldiers in the matter of army supplies.

Typical illustrations are—worthless hay instead of the best prairie hay;

light weight in coal; light weight in bread; inferior beef and bacon; cheapest

ham and butter not fit to be eaten; frozen liver worth five cents a pound supplied

at the price of fresh beef—eleven cents a pound. I do not of course, charge dis-

honesty against all contractors, but I do affirm that a large percentage of them
are persistently and repeatedly trying to foist on the soldiers supplies not up to

the standard, and it is only by the unsleeping vigilance of the military author-

ities that the men are protected.

It is an imspeakably humiliating thing that there should be the effort to

prey upon the noblest of our land by those greedy and unscrupulous contractors,

and that Canadians can be found who are trying to make money as one may say

out of the very flesh and blood of those who have, fbr their country's sake, made
the supreme sacrifice.

This war then has disclosed Canadians to themselves. We cannot disguise

from ourselves that there are two kinds of Canadians. These two kinds are

worlds apart. The one seeks only to serve and sacrifice—^tbe other seeks to

plunder. It is seeking to plunge its hands into the public treasury to draw them
out dripping with unrighteous spoil.

What makes the difference? They are both Canadians, often friends and

even relatives of each other. They have been educated in the same schools.
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They. have worshipped in the same churches. How is it they stand?—the one

class transfiifured by the heavenly Hgrht of self-sacrifice—the other infamous in

this sordid {?reed.

Some differences in temperament there may be; some differences in training

and environment, but I do not find in these an adequate explanation. Does not

the real explanation lie in the difference between the principles and ideals of

military service and the principles and ideals of trade?

No appeal is made to the soldiers' love of gain. He must, indeed, on

becoming a soldier, lay aside all thought of gain. Ordinarily speaking, his pay

will not be conditional on the quality of his service. He may volunteer for a

forlorn hope, but if he comes back unscathed he will still receive his dollar and

ten cents a day. At the best only a decoratioji costing a few shillings. He
must lay aside regard for his comfort, his health and even his life, and at any

moment be prepared to make the supreme sacrifice.

In trade, on the contrary, profits are the decisive factor. It is not only

legitimate in trade to make profits the supreme consideration, it is inevitable.

He who does not make profits drops out and starves. The thoughts of men in

trade must be continually on profits. They must have their own interest in

mind continually. Is it wonderful that some should think unduly of profits?

Is it strange that when men are habitually trained to think of legitimate profit

and the opportunity should suddenly be presented of illegitimate profit, some

should succumb?
As long as the principles of lawful trade and industry are frankly selfish

it seems plain that the selfish impulses of men will be unduly developed, and

along with the legitimate harvest of honest gains there will be a shameful

harvest of dishonest gains, and all attempts to make men individually unselfish

and honorable will be largely thwarted by the demoralizing effects of daily

conditions.

Why should business not be placed on the same basis as soldiering?

Soldiering is a form of national service, in which every man is guaranteed a

livelihood and expected then to give himself without reserve to the service of

his country.

Why should not every kind of trade and industry be made a form of

national service in which each worker is guaranteed a reasonable and proper

livelihood, and expected then, without thought of gain, to give his energies to

the national service?

The supreme task for those of us who cannot go to the front is to show the

same spirit in our peaceful tasks which the soldiers show in the trenches.

Future historians may find in this war the beginning of and inspiration of

one of the greatest of social revolutions.

May I add a few words, Sir Charles?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes.

The Witness : I just wish, if I am not trespassing upon the patience and. time of

the Commission, to indicate my conception of a preacher's task as distinguished from
the attorney's task. The preacher, I think, has a right to deal with conditions, and if.

in dealing with these conditions, he assails individuals, he is in no sense a privileged

person. There is the same redress in the courts of law against a preacher that there

is against any other man. The pulpit is no Coward's Castle at all ; if it deals with
any man unjustly, that man has redress, but I do not think that the preacher often will

assail private individuals. His task is rather to deal with conditjons, and my aim in

that sermon was to deal with a condition which I thought to he humiliating and
deplorable. It has been made more concrete, and it has involved personalities through
inaccurate reports to a greater extent than I anticipated, but perhaps on the whole,

from the careful and thorough investigation of this Commission, the practical outcome
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will be more conducive to my aim at the first than if the sermon had kept 'solely toi

the line of generalities.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q I think you stated that your views as to the value and price of the submarines

were founded on your reading of newspapers ?—A. Reports in the newspapers.

Q Which newspapers ?—A. The Winnipeg press.

Sir Charlks Davidson-: If you propose to pursue that at all you had better get

the newspapers.
•

. . . ^i „ i

Capt. Thompson: Only one or two questions. I just want to get the general

source of his opinion.

By Mr. Thompson:

Q You have seen the extensive digest which the Commissioner showed jouj—Yes.

Q Comparing that digest and the testimony of the expert witnesses and naval

officers with the reports in the papers, are you confirmed in your viewa or do you

modifv them 2—A. As I said this morning, I do not feel that it is .necessary to this

inquirV that I should be pressed on that point. I feel that it is a little uulair to me

to ask me to express any conclusions on this point. I have read the digest with care

and it is undoubtedly an impressive judgment. There are some sections m it^though

that I would desire an explanation of. I did not see fully their significance or bearing;

Then 1 recognize that -there has been criticism of the methods of this Comnaission

which undoubtedly have a certain influence on my mind. I do not teel that it is

gracious in me to be referring to these things here and now and 1 would rather not

have to refer to them but if I am asked I am bound to say that while 1 would not in

any way criticise the methods of the Commission, still I recognize that there are those

who object that, for instance, cross-examination of witnesses should have been per-

Capt Thompson : • I wish to point out that in the newspaper reports, which were

comparatively scanty of evidence, it was stated that if the submarine inquiry could

have got to the bottom of the fact it would have been shown that the submarines were

bought at excessive prices.
, , , j- ^ u- i, . „

Sir Chxrles Davidson: Dr. Bland has obviously overlooked a factovhich as a

matter of fairness I desire to refer to and that is that while the inquiry was going on

in Victoria you openly proclaimed your readiness to receive and put every question

that it was desired to have asked of witnesses no matter from what source

Cant Thompson: I further recollect that you requested counsel who appeared

on behalf of one of the political parties before the Commission at Victoria to give me

any information he had and to remain and if I did not ask the questions of that gentle-

man it was because he withdrew from the court.

Sir Charles Davidson : That concludes the matter.

The Witness: May I express appreciation of the courtesy extended by the <..om-

*

mission and the absolute openness of the Commission to receive all the statements that

witnesses have to make germane to the inquiry.
, ^

Sir Charles Davidson : That has been our wholesouled purpose throughout, l^r.

Bland.

The Commission thereupon adjourned at 3.15 p.m.
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Ottawa, Canada, Saturday, April 29, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner. •

Captain John Thompson, K.C,
As Counsel to and and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerk of the Commission.

George F. Henderson, K.C, for Honorary Colonel J. Wesley Allison.

Sir CrfARLEs Davidson: Well, Captain Thompson, proceed.

Capt. Thompson: I regret that I have been late this morning. I arrived from

Toronto on the morning train and was unaware of the change of place at which the

sitting was to be held. I call Mr. Allison.

J. Wesley Allison, sworn.

Mr. Henderson : May I be permitted to appear on behalf of the witness should

occasion require?

Sir Charles Davidson : You had better file your appearance in writing so as to

have it on record. It will he acquiesced in.

Mr. Henderson: It may be taken as filed; I will prepare it.

By Capt. Thompson

:

Q. On the 3rd January I asked you

:

Did you sell any revolvers to the Canadian Government?

And your answer was "No, sir." Then I asked you later on:

Did you profit by way of commission on any revolvers or pistols that were

sold to the Canadian Government or to the Department of Militia and Defence?

And the answer was "No, sir."

Q. Not in any way?—A. No.

Q. Neither directly nor indirectly?—A. No.

Later on, in the same month, Mr. Samuel M. Stone, of the Colts Arms Company,
etated that he had paid you money from time to time. The questions to which I refer

—

Mr. Henderson : The witness has read the evidence.

Capt. Thompson : Yes, but I want to have it on the notes.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. At page 24 I read:

Mr. Stone: Col. Allison it is to whom I have referred, that the Company
has presented money to, for his general services to us.

Sir Charles Davidson: He is the one you had in mind?
Mr. Stone: Yes, anticipating your question. I may say that was for

general services in Europe. Col. Allison was with our president in London,
and he went to France and spent a considerable time and a great deal of money
over there in endeavouring to secure orders.
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Sir Charles Davidson : , In connection with Canadian, contracts ?

Mr. Stone: No, sir.

Sir Chakles Damdson: In connection si)ecifically with these purchases?
Mr. Ston E : We have given t(j Colonel Allison sums of money for his

general services.

Sir Charles Davidson: In connection with Government work?
Mr. Stone : In connection with Government work at large.

Sir Charles Davidson : Define what you mean by the words " at large " ?

Mr. Stone: Throughout Europe and this continent.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any objection to state what the sum
is, or whether it is nominal or not?

Mr. Stone: It is a very nominal sum. In fact I would say that about
the first of the year we tendered to Col. Allison a sum of money which he
would not take. He said :

" I do not feel that my services to. you have been

worth that." And he took about half of what we were willing to present to him.

What was your arrangement with the Colts company?—A. (The Witness:) In con-

nection with pistols?

Q. Yovir arrangements generally with them?—A. I had no general arrangements
with them. I acted in the way of a broker in connection with my negotiations with
France, Russia and England.

Q. You acted as a broker with the Colts company?—A. For the Colts company.

Q. The reason I ask you that is because on page 23 Sir Charles Davidson asks:

So far as you are aware, have you paid any commission, in regard to

these Government orders, or promised any conmiission?

Mr. Stone : Only in so far as I ha^e stated.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you paid any commission to any Canadian
or any representative of Canadian interests?

Mr, Stone : Representative of Canadian interests, no, sir. I should say

this, in qualifying, that we have been very careful, in every instance where we
have negotiated Government business, to satisfy ourselves at the outset that

any person we secured to as^sist us was not in the employ of the respective

governments.

It would look from that, therefore, that the Colts company had, to use Mr. Stone's

words, secured you to assist them? Is that correct?—A. Yes, I had negotiations with

the representatives of other governments.

Q. I ask you whether the Colts company had secured you to assist them?—A.

I do not understand in what connection—in connection with Canada or in con-

nection with other governments.

Q. The evidence reads:

We have been very careful, in everj' instance where we have negotiated

Government business, to satisfy ourselves ftt the outset that any i>erson we
secured to assist us was not in the employ pf the respactive governments.

I ask you whether the Colts company secured your assistance?—A, I had an under-

standing with the Colt's Company under which I was to negotiate, if possible, the

sale of arms and their productions to the Allies.

Q. On a commission basis?—A. There was no specific commission referred to

at that time.

Q. Was there later ?—A. Yes, the Colts company offered me in the neighbourhood

of $30,000, or $35,000, or $40,000.

Q. When you were discussing with the Colts company the sale of their products

to governments, was the Canadian Government mentioned?—A. It was at the time

that General Sir Sam Hughes ordered pistols from them. I was to get the pistols

in for General Sir Sam Hughes because we had to get around the neutrality laws ais

they understood them at that time.
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Q. When did you have you understanding with the Colt's Comi)any that you were
to be. paid a commission—not a specific amount—^but a commission? Was it before
this arrangement for the iiurchase of Colts pistols and revolvers by the Canadian
Government or after?—A. Many months after that.

Q. And jirior to the meetiuj? between the Colts company, yourself and General
Hujrhes, had you any interviews with the Colts company in reference to the purchase

by Caiiada of pistols?—A. No, sir.

Q. Was that the first meeting with the Colts company?—A. The first, yes.

Sir CiiARLKS DAVinsox : When did your connection with the Colts company
originate ?

The Witness : It was about the time that I was spoken to in order to get the goods

in for General Hughes.
Sir Charles DAvmsox : I do not refer to the Canadian contracts at the moment

but to your initial connection with the company. Start at the beginning.

The Witness: I was negotiating with the French Commission for the sale of

pistols and guns on behalf of the Colts company in, I think it was September

—

August or September—it was September, 1914.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. So that you had interviews with the Colts company before these negotiations

for the purchase of pistols by Canada?—A. No.

Q. When?—A. After.

Q. After Canada had bought these 5,000 pistols or revolvers?—A. Yes, after

General Huglies gave the order.

Q. Was it after that that you had your discussion with this company as to the

commission?—A. Yes, a considerable time after that.

Mr. Henderson : Would you object to -asking him, Capt. Thompson, if the question •

of a commission was specifically mentioned or discussed when the arrangement was

being made with General Hughes?

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Was there any discussion whatever between you and the Colts company about

a commission at the time of the interviews between the Colts company, yourself and

General Hughes?—A. General Hughes asked Col. Skinner

Mr. Henderson : Please do not mention names.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, it is quite i^roper.

The Witness : General Hughes asked the officers of the Colts company if he was

giving him the lowest price at which they sold their pistols. He told him "yes."

When they spoke about that, he said: We cannot sell you pistols as an officer of a

Government at war and promise delivery. He could not ship them. He said: We
will sell them to you, but you must come to our factory and receive them and take the

chance of getting them out. General Hughes said: Cannot you arrange with Allison

and let him see if he cannot get these pistols to us? I told Col. Skinner at the time

that I did not want him to consider a commission for me under any conditions on the

orders that he was receiving from General Sir Sam Hughes. He said that that was
the lowest price at which they would sell the pistols.

Sir Charles Daatdson: What was the price?

The Witness: $18.50, I think it was at that time.

Sir Charles Davidson: For revolvers?

The Witness : Pistols. I had no discussion with him regarding revolvers what-

ever. General Hvighes gave the order.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Why did you brin^ up the question of a commission?—A. We were trying to

get a lower price. General Hughes was trying to get a discount off the $18.50.

Q. Your answer would lead one to infer that Mr. Stone considered you got a com-
~

mission?—A. I was not talking of Mr. Stone.
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Q. I mean Col. Skinner, It appears that he considered you were receiving, a com-

mission on that purchase?—A. No, he did not.

Q. Why did you mention the word " commission " at all i—A. We were talking

about the cost of getting these things to Waddington, New York.

Sir Charles D'avidson : At what place did this interview take place ?

The Witness : It was across the line at Moira Junction.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. But why did you mention the word "commission" then?—A. I do not know
whether it was mentioned in the way of a commission. There was a general discus-

sion as to the cost of handling this stuff.

Q. I understood you to have said a moment ago that you assured Col. Skinner
that you were not going to receive any commission on this Canadian purchase?—A.

General Sir Sam Hughes asked if there was any discount or commission off that and
he said " no." I think Col. Skinner spoke to me at that time—I cannot quite remem-
ber now—I did not pay veTy much attention to it. We were pressing for a discount

and could not get it. I asked him if he paid a commission on that.

Q. On what—on that price?—A. Yes.

Q. It was then that you assured him that you would not receive a commission on
Canadian business?—A. Yes.

Q. Are you quite sure that that was the first interview you had with the Colts

company or with any official of the Colts company?—A. The first on this business.

Q. Had you had any interview with them on other business prior to that date ?

—

A. No.

Q. May I take it for granted that that was the first interview that you had with
the Colts company or any official of the company?—A. Yes.

Q. Had you had any correspondence prior to that date?—A. No, sir.

Q. Did you arrange the interview?—A. I think so. I think it was arranged

through some officers at Washington ; I have just forgotten now.

Q. Did you communicate directly with the Colts company to arrange this meet-

ing?—A. No.

Q. Through Col. Skinner?—A. No.

Q. Or through any official of the Colts company?—A. No, sir.

Q. Plow long after the interview was it that you had an interview with an official,

or officials, of the Colts company and arranged for a commission on the. arms that

yooi were to sell?—A. I do not remember; some considerable time.

Q. You say you had no specific percentage allowed you?—A. No.

Q. What was your understanding with them?—A. I had no definite understanding.

Q. How did you know what you would be entilted to collect from them?—A. At
the time a contract was awarded by France there was an amount spoken of but no
arrangement.

Sir Charles Davidson: What amount?
The Witness : Somewhere about 10 per cent.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. On the total sales ?—A. Yes.

Q. Were you under salary to the company?—A. None.
Q. Or any official of the Colts company?—A. No, sir,

Q. When you had this understanding about a comjnission from them, was Canada
specifically excluded?—A. Yes.

Q. At that time ?—A. Yes.

Q. At the time of your arrangement?—A. We were not talking about Canada
at all.

Q. If you were not talking about Canada, purchases by Canada of arms would not

be excluded from your contracts then under discussion?—A. That was always under-

stood.
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Q. How was it always understood?—A. At the interview at Moira Junction it

was distinctly understood that I was not to receive any commission.

Q. Was that understanding discussed at any other time?—A. No.

Q. No one told you that you would receive a commission on the amount sold to

Canada?—A. No.

Q. Not in any way ?—A. No.

Q. When the money was paid you by Colts, did he state that no part of it was in

respect of arms purchased by. Canada ?—A. There Avas no statement at all ; it was given

to me to defray my expenses.

Q. What expenses had you?—A. I had been to Europe—France—four or five

times, and around Belgium.

Sir Charles Davidson : It would help very greatly if he could give the initial date

at which he began his connection with the matter.

Capt. Thompson : He said late August or September.

The Witness: Some time in September.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Have you any means of ascertaining the exact date ?—A. If I can get the date

I will give it to you later.

Sir Charles Davidson: In a day?

The Witness: Yes.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Would it be the day before, or two days before, your telegram, or letters, to the

•department—I think to Mr. Brown, the director of contracts—that the sale had been

arranged?—A. It was just prior to the time I sailed for Europe.

Q. We have nothing to locate the date of your sailing for Europe?—A. I sailed

for Europe, I think it was, around the 11th or 12th of October.

Q. Do you recollect having sent a letter or telegram to Mr. Brown, director of

contracts, in regard to this purchase by Canada?—A. Yes. I will have to look it up.

Q. Was the interview with Col. Skinner at Moira the day before that, or two

days before, or three days before?—A. No.

Q. How long before?—A. My telegram?

Q. Yes?—A. I do not know. I do not know what telegram you refer to.

Q. Here is a letter written by you on the 5th of September, in the minister's office

at Ottawa, to Mr. Skinner, Hartford:

Minister's Office^

Ottawa^ September 5, 1914.

Col. W. Skinner,

Hartford, Connecticut.

Dear Cou)Nel,—The minister has confirmed the order given you yesterday

for 1,000 of your No. 45 cal. Colt automatic pistols; to be shipped to me a*

Waddington, N.Y., as soon as possible.

Make your bill out to *' Canadian Government, Department of Militia and
Deft nee", and mail it to me immediately, and the Government will send yo:i

a New York draft for the total amount. An Order-in-Council was passed to-

day for the amount.
The minister leaves for Valcartier to-night, and is going to take a few

days to check up their entire requirements. He will let me know the last of

the week what additional orders he wishes to place with you.

A. That was written, I think, in Mr. Brown's officet

Q. On the 5th of September?—A. The correspondence I had at that time was

for the purpose of keeping up the appearance that they were dealing with me in order

to get over the neutrality laws if complications should develop.
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Q. But after having lieard this letter read, can you fix the diate of your meeting

with Colonel Skinner?—A. I met Colonel Skinner a number of times.

Q. I refer to the meeting between yourself, Colonel Skinner and General Hughes.

—A. Colonel Skinner was in Ottawa for a few days.

Q. I am referring to the meeting at Moira?—A. I do not remember that date.

Q. Was it prior to the fifth of September ?—A. I think ao. I think you could

get from the Minister the date of the meeting at Moira Junction.

Q. That was the earliest date apparently, referred to in any of the departmental

correspondence; so that the meeting apparently was held before that?—A. Oh, yes-;

I think so.

Q. The pistolsj, as I understand it, were shipped to you from the Colts company?
—A. Yes.

Q. And paid for by draft?—A. I do not know how they were paid.

Q. You have no knowledge of that whatever?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson: The pistols were shipped to whqm?
Captain Thompson: Direct to Mr. Allison.

Mr. Henderson : Not the whole of them.

By Captain Thompson:

Q. How many were shipped to you?—A. E cannot say.

Q. Did you open the packages?—A. No.

Q. Did you ship through to Canada all the packages that you received from the

Colts Company?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you personal knowledge that all the packages were shipped or did you
give instructions to some other jjerson to attend to it?—A. I had a\ number of

employees.

Q. What were your instructions to them in regard to the packages from the Colts

company?—A. To bring from the express office in Waddington to the express

office in Morrisburg every package consigned to me or addressed to me. I directed

and shipped them to the officers whom the minister instructed me from time to time

to ship them to or to Mr. Brown, the director of contracts.

Q. Were the packages labelled to indicate what they contained?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you make a check up of the contents in any way?—A^ We had no way
of chelcking the contents.

Q. I mean from the shipping bills?—A. I do not think so. We did not know the

contents.

Q. Had you any means of ascertaining whether you received 1,000 or 5,000 or

10,000?—A. No.

Q. You are quite satisfied that aU the packages shipped from the Colts company
were reshipped by you through to Morrisburg?—A. Yes.

Q. What became of them when they arrived at Morrisburg?—A. They were

reshipped to Quebec, or Valcartier, or Ottawa.

Q. To whom were they consigned?—A. To General Hughes, Col. Murphy—some

of them—and others to Col. Hallick—I think it was—and some, I think, to Mr. Brown
—I am not quite sure.

Q. Who gave you your instructions from time to time as to the name of the con-

signee?—A. The minister or Mr. Brown.

Q. If you shipped to Col. Hallick it would be by reason of some instructions from

Mr. Brown or the minister?—^A. Yes.

Q. In all cases?—A. I do not remember.

Q. Were those instructions verbal or in writing?—A. By telephone, possibly by

telegraph. I do not think there were any letters passed regarding it.

Q. Were any of the instructions given by telephone?—A. I think so. I am not

quite sure but I think so,

Q. Have you got the telegrams that were sent to you in regard to the shipments of

these?—A. No, I have not.

7131 149
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Q. Could you say that there were any telephone messages in reference to thi

fihipment of these packages?—A. Yes.

Q. Was it by reason of these instructions, either by telegraph or telephone, that

you sent the packages either to Mr. Brown, or Col. Hallick, or Col. Murphy, or to the

minister himself?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Have you any means of ascertaining which packages were sent to the vacioiis

places or to tlie various consignees?—A. No.

Q. They were all shipped from Morrisburg by the Grand Trunk?—A. Yes, and

the receipts that were received from the express office at Morrisburg, and also tlie

receipts, or the billsi, that were received from the express office at Waddington, were

all sent to Mr. Brown or the minister.

Sir CiiARLKS Davidson: My close observations of the evidence is that 5,00<i

pistols were all accounted for.

Mr. Henderson : With the exception of two.

Sir CiiAHLES Davidson : And with precision ; indeed, with such precision tlnit

the proper officers struck off from the bill of the Colts company two revolvers which
they claimed were not included in the packages. Of the 5,000 pistols that weri

ordered, only 4,998 were received and the department refused to pay for the two mis>

ing pistols. The Colt's company would not admit that there were two short but they

acquiesced. Then, there were 70 revolvers concerning which there was some confusion

of evidence; (To witness) you have already stated that the TO revolvers were not

ordered through you ?

Tlie WiTNiEss: No.
Sir Charles Davidson: The 70 revolvers were ordered indirectly and afterward-

payment was made by the department. The party who received them is an office r

named Brutinel; they were sold to Brutincl.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Do you know whether any further munitions were purchased from the Coh>
company by Canada?—A. They bought automatic guns.

Q. Did you have any conversation with the Colt's Company in refereilce to fur-

ther purchases by Canada from them?—A. Yes, they wanted to sell the Government
more pistols.

Q. Did they write to you, or telegraph to you, or speak to you about it?—A. Yes.

Q. And asked you if you could arrange the purchase?—A. Asked me to see tho

minister and see if he wanted any more.

Q. Was that before your arrangements with regard to a commission ?—A. Yes. sir.

I want to say here that the endorsement of the Minister of Militia was a very great

help to me, a tremendous advantage to me, even with other~Governments. There is n •

way in which I could estimate that value as a friend.

Q. Mr. Stone said that he gave you sums of money from time to time; how much
did he pay yon?—A. I could not give you the exact amount because T do not remember
except that it was in the neighbourhood of $12,000, or thereabouts.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you not got it down in your books?
The Witness: I do not* keep any books.

Sir Charles Davidson : Had you no entry of these sums at all ?

The Witness: I have no entry whatever.

By Capt. Tliompson:

Q. Were you paid by cheque?—A. I think it was in cash, or currency. It may
have been some by draft; I do not remember just nowi.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you no means of discovering?

The Witness: I may have; if I do I will be glad to furnish it to you, sir.

Sir Charles Damdson : When—to-day ?

The Witness : I cannot do it to-day.

Sir Charles Davidson: By Monday?
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The Witness : I have been sick and away and the papers—what little I have—are

fctrewn all over.

Sir Charles Davidson : On Monday ?

The Witness : I do not think 1 could get it on Monday.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. I presume you would have deposited a large sum like that in a bank?—A. J»[o,

not necessarily.

Q. Did you?—A. I may have deposited part of it.

Q. In Morrisburg?—A. No, it would be in New York.

Q. All this money would be deposited there?—A. I think so.

Q. W^hat bank ?—A. I keep an account with a bank in New York.

Q. What bank?—A. The Fifth Avenue Bank.

Sir Charles D^avidson : Do I understand you to assert, Mr. Allison, that the entire

amount which you received from the Colts company was $12,0O()„ or a' stim in that

vicinity.

The Witness : In that vicinity.

Sir Charles Davidson : What margin do you give ? , '

The Witness : There might have been $1,000 or $1,500 either way.

Sir Charles DaVidson : Can you give approximately the date of the payments ?

The Witness : T got a payment of a sum of money from them while I was in

Europe.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you give the date?

The Witness: I do not remember that.

By Capt TTiompson:

Q. How much did you receive from the Colts company when you were in

Europe?—A. About $3,000.

Q. Were you paid in cash ?—A. It was either cash or draft—I db not remember.

Q. Was it deposited in a bank in New York?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Was that included in your total of $12,000 ?

The Witness: Yes.

By Capt. Thompson

:

Q. Would that be in October 1914?—A. No, it would be in 1915.

Q. About what time in 1915?—A. January.

Q. Had you received any sum of money whatsoever from the Colts company,
or any official of the Colts company, or from any person on their behalf, prior to

their payment to you in Europe, or about the time of the payment of $3,000?—A. No.

Q. That would leave about $9,000 that they paid you in addition to the $3,000?—
A. Yes.

Q. Was that $9„000 deposited in New York?—A. I should think part of it.

Q. What did you do with the other part?—A. I used it to pay my expenses.

Q. Did you pay any part of the money you received from the Colts company to

any other person by way of gift, commission, or remuneration in respect of these

saleis?—A. No, sir.

Q. Or relating to the; sale or purchase, of these revolvers or pistols in any way,

even remotely?—A. No, sir.

Q. There was no sub-commission paid by you out of that money in respect of

any such sale?—A. No, sir.

Q. Have you closed your deal with the Colts company or are you still entitled

to receive further sums?—A. As far as I know, I have closed.

Q. Have you any understanding with them that your are to receive more?—A.

If I close contracts abroad.

Q. In that event you would be entitled to further sums?—A. I presume so.
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Q. As r^ards your standiup: with tliem at the present time, are you entitled to

any further money?—A. No.

Q. Was Canada specifically excluded' when this money was i)aid to you by the

Colts conipany?—A. As far as I know.

Q. When I say " Canada ", was the Canadian purchase excluded ?—A. As far as

t know.

Q. Did the Colts company, or whoever paid you the money, make any reference

to Canada when paying you this money?—A. None.

Q. None whatever?—A. No.

Q. An official of the company examined here in Ottawa stated that you had

refused a large proportion of the amount that he had offered you?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. He did not say how large a proportion?—A.

Mr. Henderson: He took less than half.

Sir Charles Davidson : Why did you do that ? It is not usual.

The Witness: I wanted it clearly understood that there was no part of what
they were paying me that would apply to the purchase of pistols for Canada in con-

nection with the conference and the order given by General Hughes.

By (Japt. Thompson:

Q. Would you say that the amounts purchased by Canada, in dollars and cents,

amounted to about half of what the Colts company sold through your agency to other

iiovernments ?—A. I think so.

Q. It would be about half?—A.

Q. In other words, you sold to other governments about the same amount that

you sold to Canada?—A. I am not sure as to that.

Q. I want to find out how you arrived at the commission you Jiave taken from the

Colts company and why you took le^s than half. I suppose you had taken three-quar-

ters of the amount they offered? Why did you take less than half?—A. I took all I

thought I was entitled to.

Q. ITow do you arrive at the amount you were entitled to; how do you find that

out?—A. By my expenses.

Q. What was the amount cf your expenses?—A. I suppose tliat the expense I was

put to would be somewhere between $10,000 and $15,000.

Q. So that all this was required to meet your expenses?—A. They gave me a dona-

tion of somewhere about $12,000.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why do you call it a donation?

The Witness: They called it a donation.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. What do you call it?—-A. T would call it due for services.

Q. It was not a payment for services. I understand your expenses were- about

$12,000 or $15,000?—A. Yes.

Q. Well, this did not pay you for your services at all?—A. T do not know what

they call it.

Q. Would not this be your out-of-pocket expenses?—A. I presume so.

Q. Would $17,000, or $15,000, pay your out-of-pocket expenses?—A. I should

thinjc so.

Sir Charles Davjoson : How long were you in Europe, with whom, and in what
country ? Be precise as to the date.

The Witness : I was in England, Belgium, France and Italy.

Sir Charles Davidpon: In Russia?

The Witness: No, I sent a man there.

Sir Ch\rles Davidson: At your own expense or at the company's expense?

The Witness : At my own expense.

Sir Charles Davidson : Give the dates now.
The Witness: I was in Italy in January,
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Sir Charlks Davioson: In 1915?

The Witness: 1915—Trance and Belgium seven or eight times 'during the months
of October, jSTovember, December and January.

Sir Charles Davipson: 1014?

The Witness: 1914 and January 1915.

Sir CHARr,ES Davidson: What about England?

The Witness: Mj headquarters were in London.

Sir Charles Davidson : In company with whom ? What officials of the 'Colts com-
pany were you with?

The Witness : The president of the Colts company met me there in November.
Sir Charles Davidson : That is Col. Skinner ?

*

The Witness : Colonel Eobinson.

Sir Charles DA^^DSON: I thought Col. Skinner was over there.

The Witness: No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: At no time?

The Witness: No, sir.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. How many months were you away altogether; that is away from Canada or

the United States?—A. Between four and five months.

Q. Then your expenses would be anywhere from $3,000 to $4,000 a month?

—

A. They were more than that.

iQ. If that is correct you have not received from the Colts company quite suffi-

cient to pay your expenses?—A. No, I had other business besides that in connection
with the Colts company.

Q. But the Colts company have not i>aid you more than your out-of-pocket
expenses in connection with your trip ?—A. No.

.

Sir Charles Davidson : Granting that your entire business wasi with the Colts
company, but you were engaged in other contracts ?

The Witness: Yes.

Mr. Henderson: Very largely so? • .

The Witness: Yes.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. And those large transactions would bear a proportion of your out-of-pocket

expenses?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Was there any Canadian business involved in these other

transactions ?

The Witness : Yes, I contracted for the Canada Car and Foundry Company,
amounting to many millions—over $30,000,000.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. For the Canada Car and Foundry Company?—A. Yes.

Q. That is not Canadian Government business?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : That was in Russia ?

The Witness: Yes.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Did you have any Canadian Government business ?—A. No.

Q. When the Colts company offered you this money, did they state how much of it

was for out-of-pocket expenses and how much for commission ?—A. No.

Q. How much do you attribute to commission and how much to out-of-pocket

expenses?—A. I never thought of that.

Sir Charles Davidson : I understood the witness to state that he was to receive a

ten per cent commission.
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The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : I presmne the amount they offered you was on the basis of

ten per cent; is that so?

The Witness: Yes.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. That being so, what was the amount of the sales effected through your agency

in England, France, Italy or wherever you were ?—A. I do not remember the amounts.

I have no way of figuring out the amounts. The French business alone considerably

exceeded $300,000. I am putting it low.

Q". The witness states that the French business would exceed $300,000. Did you
do any business in England for the Colts company^—A. Nothing that was finally

closed that I know of.

Q. What about Italy?—A. They were not able to make the deliveries that Ital^-

required.

Q. Was the French business the only business you closed when you were on the

other side?—A. I closed it before I left for the other side.

Q. In the United States?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : It was closed by you ?

The Witness: Yes, and the French commission.

Sir Charles Davidson : In the States ?

The Witness : Yes.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. So that your commission on that would amount to about $30,000?—A. More.

Q. You say that the total amount they gave you would be about $12,000?—A. In

the neighbourhood of $12,000.

Q. I understood you to say that yon would still be entitled to a further large com-
mission?—A. I have refused to accept any further commission.

Q. When did you refuse?—A. A cdnsiderable time ago; at the time they gave me
this money.

Q. When you were in England?—A. When I returned.

Q. When was the final payment?—A. Some time in 1915—I have forgotten.

Q. About when in 1915?—A. The latter part of the year.

Q. Would it be before or after September?—A. I do not remember; I think it was
after; T do not remember.

Q. Would it be in December?—A. I do not remember.

Q. Have you any means of fixing the date?—A. No.

Q. Have you any arrangements or sugegstions with or from the Colts company
that while you will not receive a further commission, they will, in the future, some
time, pay you a commission ?—A. No, sir.

Q. No suggestion or understanding that there may be still something due you?

—

A. No.

Q. Not in any way?—A. Not in any way.

Q. Have they paid any commission in respect to the business which you have done
for them to any other person at your suggestion?—A. None whatever.

Q. While you have refused-to acceipt more than $12,000, and you state that this is

final, have you made any arrangements that they shall pay any part of the amount due
you for past services to any other person?—A. No, sir.

Q. Or that if you do work for them in the future your commission will be paid
to any other person?—A. No, sir.

Q. No suggestion of that sort?—A. No, sir.

Q. Have you any memorandum book showing any entries in connection with the

payments made by the Colts company?—A. No.
Q. Do you not keep any books of account?—A. No, sir.
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Sir Charles Davidson : No entries in a bank book ?

Mry Henderson : Mr. Allison is rather brain weary. I have no doubt that he will

produce for Capt. Thompson's inspection from his own safe anything that can be pro-

duced and any bank book he has. No doubt there are bank books—I am speaking now
without consultation. His attendance is required from day to day at what is known
as the Meredith-Duif Commission, but so soon as communication can be had with New
York the books will be sent forward. We have been sending for other dbcuments.

Sir Charles Davidson : What do you say to next Saturday ?
•

The Witness : If I could get away in the meantime.

Sir Charles Davidson : Let us say Saturday morning for the production of bank

. books and any entries whatever that he has in connection with the Colts business.

Mr. Henderson : I would be very pleased to arrange with Capt. Thompson to hold

a conference with Col. Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson : I think it is better to have it in evidence.

Mr. Henderson : However, if, in the meantime, anything else occurs to Mr. Thomp-
son or yourself, if Mr. Thompson will be good enough to send me a memorandum, we
will facilitate matters because it is obviously desirable and proper in Col. Allison's own
interest that we should make a full disclosure of everything in connection with the

matter.

The Witness: Of everything that I know.

Mr. Henderson : My understanding is that the Meredith-Duff Commission does

not propose to sit on Saturday morning; so that on any Saturday we are available.

Sir Charles Davidson; Then you have nothing further to-day?

Capt. Thompson : No, I prefer to wait until I can see a transcript of the

ledger account. It may narrow cross-examination down very materially.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might state at least how many pistols you ordered

from the Colts company?
The Witness : The pistols were ordered by General Hughes.
Sir Charles Davidson : How many pistols were ordered from the Colts com-

pany ?

The Witness: I understand that there were 5,000 ordered altogether.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

The Witness: I never understood that I was giving specific orders myself.

Sir Charles Davidson : That was the eflect of the two Orders-in-Council as to

a thousand each.

The Witness: I understood that these Orders-in-Council were passed and the

.correspondence given to me merely to get around the neutrality law and facilitate

matters if any complications should arise in connection with the delivery of these

pistols to the Minister of Militia and Defence.

Sir Charles Davidson: Could you give us the dates, Mr. Henderson, when
he commenced his service, when he started for Europe and when he returned?

The Witness: Yes.

Mr. Henderson : I presume his letter book and the correspondence show that.

Sir Charles Davidson : As far as I have been able to appreciate the evidence.

Col. Allison, out of the 5,000, was permitted to order in one case 1,000 and' in an-

other case 1,000, and the balance of 3,,000 was all ordered direct through the depart-

ment? -

Mr. Henderson: Yes, tliroiigh Mr. Brown.
The Witness: I do not know how they were arranged.

Mr. Henderson : I thinl<: we have some correspondence on that subject.

Sir Charles Davidson : I am sx)eaking of Volume 5, page 509.

Mr. Henderson: I know that Mr. Allison has some of the letters and these can
be put together and submitted.

Sir Charles Davidson: There is a letter of the 18tli of September that I do

not understand very clearly. It is found at page 509. This is a letter addressed by
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Col. Allison to Col. Brown and it encloses an invoice for 100 M cajrtridges and 45

automatic Colt pistols at $19 and asking hitn to remit direct. The letter proceeds:

—

I also enclose bill for 4,000 Colt automatic 45 calibre pistols. This is

$3.50 per dozen less than they sell to others.

What does that mean?
Mr. Henderson: I am sorry to say tliat I have not a copy of that letter in the

oqpies madiB for me.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Can you explain that?

The WnxKSS: It refers to mmiitions.

Sii^ Charles Davidson: But in words it refers to pistols.

The Witness : No, it means munitions.

Sir Charles Davidson : But, in words it refers to pistols.

The Witness : Yes, but it is the munitions.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any x)ersonal knowledge as to the value of these

pistols when sold in large quantities to Canada?
The Witness : None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson : Or f.o.b. Hartford.

The Witness : None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson: You are not an expert in that respect?

The Witness : No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: What have you to say, if anything, as to the price of

$18.50?
• The Witness: All I know is what the Colts company told me that the price of

$18.50 was the lowest price at which they sold to any government other than the United

States.

Sir Charles Davidson: They sold cheaper to the dealers.

The Witness : I know nothing about that. I have no information whatever
except what I have seen in the newspapers since this inquiry commenced.

Sir Charles Davidson: What were you informed as to the price at which they

sold to the United States Government (

The Witness : I never got any information as to what the price was. The United
States Government, I understand, gave a royalty to the Colts company.

Sir Charles Davidson : As to the dates of delivery, was there any pressure or

agitation as to these?

The Witness: Yes, they were after me all the time to get the pistols to Quebec
before the contingent sailed.

Sir Charles Davidson : You speak of the first contingent ?

The Witness : The first contingent.

Sir Charles Davidson : When was it to sail ?

The Witness : I have forgotten the date now.

Sir Charles Davidson: Early in October?

The Witness : In October—yes. They were pressing me.

The witness retired.

The Commission thereupon adjourned to meet again on Saturday, May 6, at

ten o'clock in the morning".
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Ottawa, Canada, Saturday, May 6, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOUKABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.
Capt. John Thompson, K.C,

as Counsel, to aid and assist the Comm,issioner in the Inquiry.

Geo. F. Henderson, K.C,
Counsel for Col. Allison.

D. O'CoNNELL, K.C, Peterborough,

for the Auburn Woollen Mills Company.

Col. J. Wesley Allison, recalled.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. At the last sitting I asked you to ascertain the exact amounts paid you by the

Colts company?—^A. I have been looking through my memorandum book and things

I happened to have, and I have run across the following item.

Q. What is the total amount?—A. $13,000.

Q. I think you stated last time that it was between $12,000 and $13,000 ?—A. Yes.
Sir Charles Davidson : Have you your bank book with you ?

The Witness : Yes, sir. (Bank book produced.)

Sir Charles Davidson : Make a statement of the dates and amounts.
The Witness: In looking over my memoranda I have run across the following

payments made by the Colts company: December 31, 1914, $6,500.

Sir Charles Davidson: Payable where?
The WiTNiESS : That was paid when Pwas in London. March 1, 1915, $3,500.

Sir Charles Davidson: Paid where?

The Witness : To me in New York. April 15, 1915, $1,500.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where?
The Witness : In New York. May 8, 1915, $1,500, in New York. These are the

only items that I find I have received from the Colts company.

Sir Charles Davidson: In your belief, is that all?

The Witness : That is all I can find.

Sir Charles Davidson : In your belief, these "represent the total amount of the

payments ?

The Witness : Yes, sir, I believe that is so.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Do you know what the total purchases by Canada from the Colts company
amounted to?—A. Over $648,000.

Q. Do you know that to be definite?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. What isi your source of information?—A. A statement from the director of

contracts.

Q. Mr. Brown, I suppose?—A. Mr. Brown, yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: What did that cover in the way of classes of munitions'

and weapons?
The Witness: Colts pistols, automatic guns and) parts, also revolvers.
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By Capt. Thompson:

Q. When you speak of automatic guns, do you mean inacliine guns^—A. Machine

guns.

Sir Charles Davidson : 'that is not my total.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. The statement you read' from is furnished by the director of contracts?—

A

I will give the exact figures—$648,573.96.

Q. Is this statement furnished by the department?—A. It was handed to me by

Mr. Brown« the director of contracts.

Sir Charles Davidsox : When ?

The Witness: I think it was Monday or Tuesday of this week.

Sir Charles Davidson : This does not agree with the list we had before.

Mr. Henderson: I suggest that possibly it may be later in date.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, it is.

Mr. Henderson: I think these are down to date.

Sir Charles Davidson : This statement includes purchases from October 1,

1914, to April 20, 1916. Our statement only covers up to February 1915.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. I think you said that you notified the Colts company that you were not

to receive any further payment from them?—A. Yes^ sir.

Q. That is quite definite, is it?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. That you are not to receive any other commissions, or x>ayments, or donations,

from them either at the present time or that the same is to be i)aid in the future?

—

A. No, sir.

Q. Or to any other person on your behalf?—A. Quite correct.

Q. Did you at any time act as a broker between the Remington Amis Company
and any goverment or private individual?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. While acting as broker or agent of the Remington Arms Company, or in that

connection, did you, or did they, sell any munitions or any armament to the Can-
adian Government?—^A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. Did you act as broker in respect to any such sales in Canada ?—A. Not to

my knowledge. I do not know of anything.

Q. You would recollect if you had acted as broker?—A. I have no redoUection

of doing anything.

Q. You would have a recollection if yon had done so on your own initiative?

—

A. Yes, sir.

Q. You have no recollection of any such transaction between the Remington
Company and Canad'a?—A. No recollection.

Q. Have you any knowledge of anything having been purchased from the Re-

mington Company by Canada?—A. I have not.

Sir Charles Davidson : In comiection with what purchases had you to do with
the Remington?

The Witness : Cartridges, rifles

Sir Charles Davidson: For what country'?

The Witness: For the British Govermnent and I think part of the purchases
went to the Russian Government—I do not know really. I bought for and shipped

to D. A. Seals, Vickers House, London.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. I suppose the purchases made by these Governments amounted to very large

sums?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Millions?

The Witness : Millions, yes, sir.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Do you state distinctly that you had' no concern, no
connection with any contracts between the Remingtons and the Canadian Govern-

ment ?

The WiTjvESS: I have no knowledge of any such transactioii whatever on behalf

j)f Canada.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. You had no connection with reference to any purchases made by Canada from

the Remingtons?—A. Not for Canada, no, sir.

Q. Was I correct in understanding at the last sitting that you said you had a

letter from Major General Hughes that enabled you to act as broker, or that enabled

you to act as agent?—A. No, I did not mal^e that statement.

Sir Charles Davtosox : You were under the same impression as I was.

The Witness : I have no letter.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have never received a letter of recommendation from
the minister?—A. No, I have had letters of introduction to friends of his but I have

never done any business with them. I could give you the names if necessary.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. I thought you made reference to a letter?—A. No, what I said was that the

minister's influence as a friend to me was of very material assistance to me.
Capt. Thompson : I misapprehended you.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, that was the statement. It is somewhat vague
though.

By Capt. Tliompson:

Q. I presume you refer to an introduction to the Colts company as one instance
of that?—A. I am not sure. I think I knew the Colts company officers before that,

but not in any business capacity at all.

Mr. Henderson : Captain Thompson put the question to him as to whether he had
received directly or indirectly any advantage in that way and in conversation with
Colonel Allison afterwards I said to him that his known friendship with the minister

would be an indirect advantage. He said of course.

The Witness : That is exactly what I meant.
Mr. Henderson : That is the way in which he meant the answer that ho gave.

Sir Charles Davidson: Am I to understand that while you had letters of intro-

duction from the minister to several i>arties you never used them?
The Witness: I never used them at all for business purposes. They were purely

social.

Sir Charles Davidson : Had you any to the War Office ?

The Witness: I do not think so; no, I do not remember of ever having a letter to

the War Office.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. There is a declaration that a considerable quantity of stores of various sorts

was shipped to Morrisburg in your care. Is that coi'rect?—A. I heard that there were,

in fact I know that there were, samples of blankets, clothing, cloth for clothing, caps

and some shoes.

Q. About what quantity?—A. I do not know that; I never saw them.

Q. Were you advised that they had been shipped to you?—A. I do not think that

they were shipped to me.
Sir Charles Davidson : Did you order them ?

The Witness": No, sir.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Did you have anything 'to do with the purchase of them?—A. No, I never pur-

chased anything. There was nothing purchased from there at all to my knowledge.
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Q. My information is that there was a declaration that a large quantity of goods

were shipped to Morrisburg, some of which were addressed to Mr. Allison and others

to Col. Morgan, that apparently a man named Edmund Eisner was interested in them,

and that these were stored in an office rented from Herbert Bradfield. Do you know
Herbert Bradfield?—A. Very well.

Q. And that at the time Col. Morgan, Eisner and yourself had some discussion, or

dispute, in the St. Lawrence Hall—is that a hotel in Morrisburg?

—

A^. Yes, there is a

hotel.

Q. That you had a discussion or dispute in the St. Lawrence Hall as to the prices

to be charged for boots and for clothing. Do you recollect any such' interview?

—

A. Never.

Q. Or any such discussion?—A. No knowledge of such a discussion.

Q. Do you remember meeting Morgan and Eisner together?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And discussing the things that they had stored in Bradfield's place ?—A. If you
will allow me to explain, I will be very glad to explain all I know about it. The
minister asked me to get him prices from the firms that the United States Government
had purchased from and was purchasing from, the lowest prices possible, to enable him
to know what prices were prevailing in the United States, of blankets, clothing, shoes,

harness and other things mentioned in the cable that he had received from the War
Office. I inquired of many of the manufacturers for prices. Eisner came to Morrisburg

with Col. Morgan, whom I had never seen before, and a Mr. Layman, and Mr. Alden,

representing Joseph Hermann Shoe Company of Massachusetts, and gave me prices

which I sent|to the minister. They had half a dozen samples of shoes, samples of

cloth and some other samples.

Q. Sweater coats and tunics?—A. I do not know. Whatever the samples were, I

understand they were sent to Valcartier.

Q. Do you recollect altering the price tags on them ?—A. I never had anything to

do with the prices whatever.

Q. Do you know if any of these goods I have mentioned were purchased from
Eisner at that time?—A. None whatever.* There was no purchase of any kind or

description made on behalf of Canada from any of these firms. I understand, how-
ever, that the British War Office has purchased the entire output of the Eisner Mills,

but it has no connection with me. It was done through Morgan & Company five or

six months later and at very much higher prices than they gave General Hughes.
Q. Were you in the Bradfield office ?—A. I have offices in the Bradfield block.

Q. Were you in the room where these goods were supposed to be stored? My
information is that there was quite a large quantity of them?—A. I do not know
anything about a large quantity. I saw some samples. I was in the room but I was
there very little.

Q. When you were in the room you would have noticed whether there was a
considerable quantity of them or not ?—A. I did not see any quantity.

Q. Would there be several hundreds of these tunics, sweaters, boots, shirts, etc. ?—
A. No, the tunics and sweaters that you refer to, I do not remember ever seeing at all.

Q. You know nothing about the price tags being changed ?—A. Nothing about it

whatever.

Q. My information was that a man named Nash was employed by you to change
the labels on this clothing and the boots?—A. That is the first time I have ever
heard of it.

Q. You do not know anything about it ?—A. Nothing about it.

Q. What is the size of this Bradfield office?—A. It is a very small office.

Q. What would you describe as "small" ?—A. 14 by 18, I should think.

Q. When you were in there, you would ,see if it was half filled with clothing?—A.
I have four or five desks in the room, a safe and letter cabinet; there would not be
room for very much.

Q. Probably there might not have been very much stored in there?—A. No.
Sir Charles Davidson : How many samples were there ?
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The Witness : I do not know.

Sir Charles Davidson: About?

The Witness: I should think protably 50 or 100 small samples.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Do you know whether Col. Morgan had any military clothing or boots stored

in any other place in Morrisburg which he had brought across from the United States?
•—A. I do not know; not to my knowledge.

Q. Did he ever tell you that he had any such cache?—A. No.

Q. I want to arrive at the information as to whether any person brought con-

siderable stores of military clothing across from the United' States at a time when the

Customs bar was lifted and possibly shipped them to some other manufacturing con-

cerns or some other dealer in military clothing in Canada?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Evidence to that effect was given before the Public

Accounts Committee.

Capt. Thompson: No, sir; Nash was subpoenaed to appear before the Public

Accounts Committee at the last sitting.

Sir Charles Davidson : Who is Nash ?

Capt. Thompson: A tailor in Morrisburg.

The Witness : I do not think the Collector of Customs would permit any such

thing.

Sir Charles Davidson : It was said that he had instructions to pass a lot of stock.

Do you know anything about the quantities, because it was said that it was passed

formally through the Customs without entries or the payment of customs duties?

The Witness : I do not know nor do I believe there was any quantity of goods.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you know anything about shovels?

The Witness
:_ Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Well?
The Witness : I had brought over from Waddington many carloads of armour

plate shovels.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Is that a patent shovel?—A. Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : And ?

The Witness: And shipped them to Valcartier and Quebec.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Did you receive any commission on these?—A. None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson: Had you any concern in the buying of those?

The Witness : Nothing whatever, I got prices for the minister from the Bethlehem
Steel Company, the United States Steel Company, and other manufacturers of shovels.

The minister placed the order and made the final arrangement with the Midvale Steel

Company. The lowest price that I could obtain, or the next price was $6.02 above the

Midvale price.

Sir Charles Davidson: For how many?
The Witness : Each shovel.

Sir Charles Davidson : A difference of $6.02 ?

The Witness : $6.02 on each shovel.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Made from special steel?—A. Armour plate.

Mr. Henderson : Sir Charles, would you ask him how many shovels ?

The Witness : I do not know the number. All I had to do was to get the shovels

out of the United States into Canada.
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By Capt. Thompson:

Q. They were reshipped by you, I presume, in bulk?—A. Yes, just as the biH of

lading came to me.

Q. You received no commission, money, donation, or benefit, directly or indi-

rectly from that?—A. iN'one.

Q. None whatever?—A. No.

Q. And you have no arrangement to receive any commission or donation in the

future?—A. None whatever.

Q. Or any other person to receive any commission for you?—A. None whatever,

I had nothing to do with the contract.

Sir Charlks Davidson': I wish to give you an opportunity of stating whether or

not you made any profits out of any war contracts in connection with Canada.

Th& Witness : None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson: Directly or indirectly

?

The Witness : Directly or indirectly.

Sir Charles Davidson : You produced a statement of purchases from the Colts

company as furnished you by the director of contracts. As; to which of these had
you any immediate concern in connection with making the arrangements?

The Witness : I had to arrange for the shipping of everything.

Sir Charles Davidson : I am speaking in respect to the purchase, not in respect

to the subsequent proceedings.

The Witness : The minister bought the pistols.

Sir Charles Davidson : But you personally ?

The Witness : Nothing.

Sir Charles Davidson :
' You had to do with two orders because the Order-in-

Council was directed to you.

The Witness : Of pistols ?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

The Witness: I do not understand that I had anything to do with it any more
than to arrange to get around this neutrality law that the manufacturers were trying

to evade until they had a ruling from the Justice Department of the United States.

Sir Charles Davidson: For example, on September 5, 1914, the director of

contracts wrote to you to be good enough to procure a supply of 1,000 pistols.

The Witness: I passed that right on to the Colts company.
Sir Charles Davidson : And in connection with a further order of 1,000, about

October 24, 1914, a later order was given to you.

The Witness: October 24, 1914, I was in England.
Sir Charles Davidson: Wait a moment. Look at page 530 of the evidence.

The Witness : I have a return of the original order.
""

Sir Charles Davidson : It is apparent from the records that orders were addressed

to you to secure from the Colts company on two occasions a thousand pistols each.

The Witness : That is true.

Sir Charles Davidson : What did you do with them ?

The Witness : I passed them on to the Colts company. The Colts company did
not want to take any orders direct from the Government or any ofiicer of the Govern-
ment on account of the neutrality law it was understood between the Colts com-
pany and the minister that these communications were to be sent to me and 1 was to

act as shipping agent in getting these goods into Canada.
Sir Charles Davidson : Up to wTiat time did this course of business contimie ?

» The Witness : Up until some time in November.
Sir Charles Davidson : Then the United States Attorney General's office gave a

ruling that the manufacturers could ship direct.

Sir Charles Davidson : After that date what, if anything, had you to do with

giving orders to the Colts company in regard to the Canadian business?

The Witness : Nothing. The orders I placed with the Colts company for France
p^ere over $450,000.
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Sir Charles Davidson: What wjvs you connection with the Colts company?
What did you call yourself as regards their foreign business?

The Witness : Broker.

Sir Charles Davidson : Were you not to give us to-day a definite date as to when
that connection began and when it ended?

The "Witness : I ran across a letter (letter handed to Capt. Thompson.)
^fr. Henderson : What is the trend of this letter ?

The Witness : It is to let Capt. Thompson see the relationship existing at that

time between the Colts company and myself.

Mr. Henderson : The Commissioner asked you if you could say when your con-

nection with the Colts company began and when it endied. Try and keep your mind
to that.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you think it desirable to put in this letter, whatever

it is? What is it?

Mr. Henderson : It simply shows that he had dealings with a certain Government.
Sir Charles Davidson : You might make a general statement, Capt. Thompson,

that this letter simply has to do with a transaction regarding foreign governments.

Capt. Thompson: Yes, sir, foreign governments.

Sir Charles Davidson: It refers simply to som£ business arrangement with respect

to foreign governments.

The Witness: Yes, sir.

By Capt Thompson:

Q. You have no means of ascertaining when your connection -with the Colts com-
pany was severed?—A. It is some considerable time ago. I have had nothing to do
with the Colts company for eight or ten months.

Sir Charles Davidson: Any questions, Mr. Henderson?
Mr. Henderson : In answer to a question you put, the witness said he had no con-

nection with any business for Canada. Anything done with the Shell Committee I

understand you regard as British, not C'anadian.

The Witness : I had no dealings with the Shell Committee at all.

Mr. Henderson : Not for the shell committee, but any business by anybody with

the shell committee you r^arded not as Canadian but as British.

The Witness : Yes, sir.

Mr. Henderson : When you answered the commissioner a short time ago you did

not have the shell committee in your mind?
The Witness: No.

Mr. Henderson : I say that because there will be evidence from the other inquiry

and I do not want the two to seem inconsistent. *

Sir Charles Davidson: Any further questions?

Mr. Henderson : That is all.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any other papers that vrould be of interest to

this Commission, Mr. Allison?

The Witness : No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: None whatever?

The Witness : No, sir.

Mr. Henderson : I do not \mderstand. that you are concerned with something I

noticed in the press this morning about the sale of certain ammunition with which

this witness had to do. I do not understand that you are concerned with that.

Sir Charles Davidson : What was the statement ?

Mr. Henderson: The statement was, and it has been made in the House, that

there was a quantity of ammunition sold through this witness to the Vickers people.

The minister has made a public statement concerning it and while, of course, I cannot

speak for the minister, my recollection of his statement is, that there was a certain

quantity of ammunition belonging to Canada at Quebec which had been condemned
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and which it was proposed to throw into the river. When the war broke out, repre-

sentation was made by certain persons, through Colonel Allison, that this ammunition

would be useful for certain limited purposes, for testing guns, and Colonel Allison

succeeded in purchasing this ammunition from the quartermaster-general for Canada
for a client and it eventually went to the old country and was used there for testing-

purposes. In the result, the statement made by the minister was that this amrnuni-

tion had been sold through Colonel Allison, to, I think the Vickers company, for a

very substantial price instead of being thrown into the river. I do not know whether

you want to go into that. I only mention it because publicity has been given to the

statement.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do you say, Captain Thompson? This has not been

under our* observation, has it?

Mr. IlEKDh^RSON : The papers said this morning that application is going to be

made to have the matter inquired into by what is called the Meredith-Duff Commis-
sion. >I think it will be inquired into by the public accounts committee which is

probably quite a satisfactory tribunal to inquire into it. I only mention it to say

that Colonel Allison is here and I want it distinctly understood that any information

he can give to this Commission, or any other body, is available while he is here.

Sir Charles Davidson: Well, Captain Thompson, what do you say?

Captain Thompson: I do not know whether it should be inquired into at this

particular juncture.

Sir Charles Davidson: Then, that will conclude the sitting to-day,

Capt. Thompson : With reference to the inquiry into the cloth supplied by the

Auburn Woollen Mills Company of Peterborough, my learned friend, Mr. O'Connell,

is here from Peterborough on behalf of the Company. I think I might read this state-

ment from the Milton Hersey Company with reference to the analysis of samples of

cloth supplied.

Sir Charles Davidson: Will you, Mr. O'Connell, accept that report from the
experts of the Milton Hersey 'Company as being consistent with the facts?

Mr. O'Connell: Yes.

Sir* Charles Davidson: I have had a long interview with this expert and he seems

to have made an explanation of the result of the analysis.

Mr. O'Connell: It will not require any witnesses to be called.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might read it, Capt. Thompson.

^ Capt. Thompson read the report as follows:

Milton Hersey Co., Limited,

Montreal, May 1st, 1916.

Samples Khaki Frieze..

34575 Sample marked No. 33 Militia Department.
34576 « a No. 5

34577 u u No. 6

34578 a ii No. 7

34579 iC (I No. 8

Hon. Sir Charles Davidson,

Ritz Carleton Hotel,

Montreal, Que.

Dear Sir,—We have made a careful examination of the samples of Khaki
Frieze which you recently submitted. The results of our examination are shown
in the following tables:

—
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Mechanical Analysis.

Lab. No Warp
Under 1^''.

Fibres. Weft Fibres.

Over li". Under M". Over U".
34575

34576

34577

34578

34579

71-2

80-8

77-2

88-7

90-2

28-8

19-2

22r8

11-3

9.8

67-8

89-0

85-7

88-9

90-0

32.2

110
14.3

111
100

Cotton in Fabric.

34575.. . . .^15%
34576.

.

.. -85

34577.

.

.. -90

34578.. .. -80

34579.. . . 1-30

Yards per Inch.

Lab. N 0. Warp. Weft.

34575

34576

34577

3457S
34579

32

25

25

26

25

32

27

27

28

28

•

In neither the standard sample or the cloth supplied do the count corre-

spond with the specification requirements of nineteen ends per inch.

Tensile Strength per inch.

Lab. No. Direction. l^t. 2nd. Average.

34576 Warp 67 64 66 lbs.

Woof 60 64 62 "

34677 Warp 53 52 53 "

Woof 50 5.1 51 "

34579 Warp 52 50 .51 "

Woof 51 49 50 "

Equal to tensile strength of 9-inch.

No. 1 No. 2 Average.

34576 Warp 603 576 589

Weft 540 576 558

34577 Warp 477 468 472

Weft ; 450 459 455

34579 Warp 450 468 459

Weft.. 441 459 450

The tensile strength of the cloth in samples No.' 6 and No. 8 is not equal

to the requirements of the Government specifications. We were unable to

determine the tensile strength of the standard sample and of the sample No. 7,

they were too small.

In our opinion attention should be given to tensile strength only in con-

nection with the examination of the yarn used and of the fibre composing the

yarn, as the tensile strength is not dependent only upon the grade or quality of

the wool used, but also upon the amount of twist put in the yarn, and the treat-

ment it has received in the process of manufacture.
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It is well known that the tensile strength may be increased by merely

putting additional twist in the yarn.

It is impossible to determine the relative amounts of new wool and of wool

stock used in making these cloths, as the wool stock used is made from tailors'

cuttings of new and unworn cloth. In our opinion it is not essential what
proportions are used so long as the resulting fabric contains as long and as good

a fibre as does the standard which it is made to match. In other words, it

makes no difference whether a given wool fibre comes from new wool or from
wool stock so long as it is equally good in quality and length. This involves

the necessity of using a high grade wool stock made from new rags, and we have
been unable to detect the presence of any low grade wool stock or shoddy in any
of the samples.

The length of the fibre found in the yarn is an indication of the quality of

the cloth, the longer the fibre the better the cloth, while cloth with short fibye is

correspondingly inferior. In these frieze there is a noticeable difference in the

length of the fibre. The standard sample is better in this respect than any
of the deliveries we examined. The low percentage of long fibre and the

corresponding amount of short fibre shows the comparative inferiority of the

cloth delivered compared with the standard. This inferiority, while not great,

is indicated further by the higher amount of cotton fibre and by the low tensile

strength.

The cotton fibre in the samples is too low to have any material effect upon
the quality of the cloth in any case, but shows that a greater amount of, or a
slightly lower grade of wool stock has been used in making it.

Yours truly,

J^LTON Hersey Co., Ltd.

(Sgd.) Ohas. K. Hazen,

Vice-president.

Sir Charles Davidson: I had a personal conversation with him, and he told me
that the goods were five or ten per cent lower in quality than the sealed sample. Have
you any evidence? We could get Mr. Hazen here.

Mr. O'Connell: I have not quite had an opportunity to consider that interview
or whether it was necessary to have Mr. Hazen here to have an explanation of it, but
as far as I gather from the report at the present time, I do not think it materially
affects the question in issue.

Sir Charles Davidson: Of course, the cotton fabric is a negligible quality. It
is a very small quantity ranging from -80 to 1-30. I understand the departmental
experts rely pretty largely on the tensile strength.

Mr. O'Connell: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Mr. Hazen's belief is that the tensile strength in itself

does not come up to the possible requirements.

Mr. O'Coninell: I think there was another test and that is as to the elasticity.

There are tests which are provided by the department and which have been followed in

addition to the test of tensile strength. The way the matter presents itseK to me is

this, that the contract between the Government and the Company is based upon letters

soliciting tenders which were sent by the Government to the different manufacturers,
and it is stated there that the quality of the cloth to be supplied must be equal in all

respects to the standard of the department.

Sir Charles Davidson: To the sealed sample?
Mr. O'Connell: Yes, to the sealed sample. It is to be observed in connection

with that, that that is the basis of the tender and contract and nothing else can con-
trol it. There is nothing said about a specification. There was a specification pre-

pared afterwards but it did not enter into this contract at all. All that the contractor
was required to do was to supply goods of the quality of the sealed sample.
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Sir Charles Davidson : , That would content me if you had done it.

Mr. O'Connell: Then, the question is whether we have done that. Apparently
the experts of the department submitted the cloth that had been sent them from time
to time to the tests with which they are familiar and all these experts of the depart-

ment not only said that the cloth supplied by our company was fully up to the stand-

tird of the sealed sample, but they were rather enthusiastic in their praise of the

quality of the goods supplied by this company. Perhaps the word " enthusiastic "

may be a somewhat exaggerated form of expression, but they all thought highly of the

quality of the goods. It is to be observed in connection with that, that all the manu-
facturer can see is the sample. He does not take and analyse it ; he simply goes to the
department, examines it and he does not determine in that way the precise quantity

of wool stock or anything else in it. But from this ordinary inspection, he has to

prepare a class of goods equal to it. If he does that, and if it goes through the test of

the department, I submit that he fulfils the terms of the contract. I think that has
been done in this case. While the report may say that perhaps there may be a little

more wool stock in the sample supplied by the company, or it may in some other

respect difi"er slightly from the standard, yet it is substantially within the terms of the

contract. Upon the whole, having regard to the inspection that the company made
of the sealed sample, and the quality of the goods they supplied, I think that in all

respects they have fulfilled the terms of their contract. It is said by the expert, whose
report has been read,—I think it is rather more inferential than anything else—that

the wool stock is of a high grade, but after all, the question to be determined is not

whether there is more or less wool stock, or what they commonly call shoddy in it or

not, but it is whether the cloth is up to the standard.

Capt. Thompson : They say that the tensile strength is not up to the standard.

Sir Charles Davidson: This report is very scientific and it is only in its con-

cluding observations, and even then imperfectly, that we gan grasp what it all means.
In order to further elucidate it, I said to Mr. Hazen : Tell me something that we can
get a grasp of. Is it a better or a worse cloth ?

Mr. CCONNELL: The conclusion is that it is substantially up to the standard as

far as I can gather from the report although I have just hastily read it.

Sir Charles Davidson : I will send you a statement of the conversation with him
and you can read it over and see what you think of it.

Mr. O'Connell : I submit that the cloth supplied by the company is substantially

within the terms of the contract.

Sir Charles Damdson : That will do for to-day.

Mr. O'Connell: I understand from my learned friend that he does not intend to

produce any further evidence, and if that is so it will obviate the necessity of coming
back here again although it is a great pleasure to come to Ottawa.

Thereupon the Commission adjourned at 11.10 a.m. sine die.
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Ottawa, Tuesday, June 13, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

'Commissioner.

Mr. J. A. Hutcheson, K.C,

Counsel to assist the Commissionner in the Inquiry.

Mr. Daniel O'Connell, K.C, of Peterborough,

Counsel for the Auburn Woollen Mills Company.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerk of the Commission.

The Auburn Wpollen Mills ease was again taken up and certain evidence given at

Ottawa on this Thirteenth Day of June, 1916.

Sir Charles Davidson: With respect to the Auburn Woollen Mills inquiry, I

might state that in analyzing the evidence I found a couple of points which will be

developed by Mr. Hutcheson and to which I have called his attention, that appear to

have been left over or not <5learly elucidated in our past sittings. Will you proceed,

Mr. Hutcheson?
Mr. Hutcheson : I understand >hat one of the points about which you desire

information is a detailed statement showing the sales by the Auburn Woollen Mills

Company to the Department, with prices. I telephoned Mr. Daniel O'Connell, coun-

sel for the Auburn Company, and confirmed my telephone message with a telegram.

In the result, Mr. O'Connell is here, and Mr. Kendry, president of the Auburn Woollen

Mills Company, is here also, and they have handed me a statement which I now intend

to put in and which is intended to supply the evidence that you have asked for. I

will call Mr. Kendry.

James Kendry, president of the Auburn Woollen Mills Company, sworn:

Examined hy Hr. Hutcheson:

Q. Mr. Kendry, I show to you a statement which I understand you have prepared,

and which, I believe, shows the quantities and the prices at which they were sold by
your company to the department, in connection with the woollen contract?—A. Yes.

Q. And I am informed by Mr. O'Connell that it does not include the contract

now under execution?—A. Yes.

Q. But it includes everything prior to that?—A. Everything prior to that.

Q. Is that statement correct?—A. That statement is correct.

Q. It shows the quantities correctly?—A. Yes.

Q. And the price?—A. And the prices, taken off our books.

Q. And the books, of course, contain a correct record of the prices?—A. Yes..

Q. That statement is as follows:

—

No. 33 CLOTH.

Data Yards'. Price. Delivered. Completed.
I^eb. 8/15 . . . 35,000 $1 . 55 43,912f April 6/15
Mar. 9/15... 8,250 1.56

June 11/15. .

.

3,000 3,564^ Aug. 5/15
Sept. 17/15... 20,000 1.75 20,837* Nov. 20/15
Oct. 15/15. .

.

50,000 1.75 50,000 Dec. 28/15
Oct. 28/15... 10,000 1.75 10,048| Jan. 10/16
Nov. 9/15... 90,000 1.80 90,000 Mar. 18/16

216,250 218,363^
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Q. The second column of the statement contains the quantities originally ordered

by the department'^—A» Yes.

Q. Did the quantities actually supplied correspond exactly with the quantities

ordered in every instance?—A. Yes.

Q. There Avas no variance?—A. No.

Q. There is a fourth column which shows that the delivery did not correspond

exactly with the order but somewhat exceedied it?—A. That is right.

Q. And so, the quantities yoii actually delivered were somewhat mo^re than the

quantities ordered?—A. Yes.

J. Did you receive supplementary orders authorizing these additional deliveries?

—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Are they in evidence ?—A. Mr. O'Connell has got some of them there.

Sir Charles Davidson: On the 14th of April, 1916, what were the number
of yards you had delivered—that is, the day which was the date of examination

of Burns, the assistant director of contracts ?

The Witness : 218,363;^ yards,, to which is to be added the partial delivery, on a

subsequent order, given in January, 1916, for 265,000 yards, and upon which there

had been delivered, on the 4th of April, 20,427 yards.

Sir Charles Davidson: Making a total of?

The Witness : 238,7901 yards.

Sir Charles Davidson : Mr. Burns, in his evidence, made it 226,000 yardte.

Mr. Hutcheson : H^ could not have the information as to the partial delivery

on, the other order, I should think.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you include in these the rejections, which amount
to, about 1,000 yards.

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why?
The Witness: Because they were rejected, but we filled the order.

Sir Charles Davidson : You had about a thousand yards rejected for want of -

proper dye?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : What was the price of your supplementary order for

265,000 yards?

The Witness: $1.95.

Sir Charles Davidson : The price was going up all the time.

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : What was the date of your first delivery of frieze ?

The Witness : February 8.

The witness retired.

Dr. Milton Hersey, analyst and industrial and consulting chemist, Montreal,

sworn :

Examined hy Mr. Hutcheson^ K.O.:

Q. You are an industrial and consulting chemist?—A. Yes.

Q. You belong to the firm of Milton Hersey & Company?—A. Yes.

Q. You are president of that company?—A. Yes.

Q. You have made an analysis or examination of the goods manufactured and
which are in question in this investigation ?—A. I think so. We tested and analyzed
some samples, which were marked No. 5, No. 6, No. 7, and No. 8, and also one sample
marked " Standlard No. 33, Militia Department."

Q. These are samples which have been filed as exhibits in this investigation?—
A. I understand so.

Q. Did you come to any conclusion as to the quality of the specimens which you
analyzed and examined, compared with the sample supplied by the Department when
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giving the original order, I refer to sealed sample No. 33?—A. We came to the con-

clusion that they were slightly inferior to the sealed sample, No. 33.

Q. Can you illustrate in what respect you found they were inferior?—A. We mado
numerous tests at different times. First of all, a mechanical analysis, so-called, w;i

made, in an attempt to determine how much short wool fibre was in the goods and how
much long. We counted anything over one and a quarter inch, long fibre, or so-called

wool, and anything under an inch and a quarter, short fibre, and which would be called
*' wool stock," or it might be " shoddy," which I distinguish from wool stock.

Q. What is the difference between the presence of long fibre and short fibre as

regards the quality of the manufacture?—A. Goods made of long fibre are stronger

than goods made of short fibre, provided the yarn in the goods has the same amount of

twist. Manufacturers know that you can have very fine long fibre goods without much
twist, which would be inferior in tensile strength, that is to say tearing strength, 1"

goods made of short fibre, if the short fibre goods has been given more twist in tlie

spinning of the yarn.

Q. So that short fibre goods, with a greater amount of twist, can be equal in

quality, as to durability, to long fibre goods with a less amount of twist ?—A. It might
actually be better ; usually it is not, but it might be.

Q. In the examination which you made of these goods, were you able to determine

as to the degree of twist which had been secured?—A. The amount of twist in the

yarn was not determined.

Q. Could it be determined?—A. It could be, with a certain amount of accuracy,

but not with absolute accuracy because of the difficulty of separating. To determine

the original strength of the yarn, it would be difficult to separate the individual yarn

from the fabric, on account of the fabric being felted; it interlaces the yarn so much
that in separating the yarn from the fabric it is more or less torn.

Q. In felting the cloth the fabric is interlaced so that it would be difficult to deter-

mine it?—A. It is possible to approximate it, but we got at that in a general way by
determining the tensile strength of the fabric, both in the direction of the warp, which
is the long way, and in the direction of the weft or woof, which is across the goods.

Q. So that aside from the comparative degree of twist of the yarn, the long fibre

goods are the strong goods and the short fibre goods are the less durable ?—A. Assuming
that they have the same amount of twist, and speaking generally.

Q. You arrived at this conclusion by applying this test both to the warp and the

woof; give us the results of that test, please?

Sir Charles Damdson: Try and give it so that we may get away from these

elaborate figures which have been presented in the report.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Tell us in general terms the result of this test as applied to the goods which
you examined ?—A. First of all, about the mechanical analysis.

Sir Charles Davidson: Cannot you give the percentage? Were the samples 5, 6,

T, 8, equal to the sealed sample, 33, or if not, did they surpass it, or were they inferior ?

Dr. Hersey: They were inferior to the degree of approximately fifteen per cent.

Since luncheon I have had a chance of making some calculations on the percentage

basis, because originally the report did not state the percentage basis, and I had the

impression from the general figures that it would be five or ten per cent inferior, to

No. 33 sealed sample, but fifteen per cent would be nearer the truth. That is a digest

of the whole report.

Sir Charles Davidson : Fifteen per cent inferior would about represent the com-
parison.

Dr. Hersey: Yes.

Sir Charles Davtoson : And that inferiority arose through what causes ?

Dr. Hersey : Well, the first cause was that the samples marked 5, 6, 7 and 8 had
considerably more short fibre wool in them than the original No. 33 sealed samples

—

a large percentage more. In other words, the long fibre was diminished in samples 5,
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6, 7 and 8, and the short fibre had been increased. Also, we find some cotton in all of

the samples, including No. 33 sealed sample. The percentage of cotton in No. 33 was
• 22 or about one-fifth of one per cent; the percentage of cotton in 5, 6, 7 and 8

average nearly one per cent. In other words, roughly, five times as much. That was
another way in which it was slightly inferior, but I do not place any importance upon
that point.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why?
Dr. Hersey : Because, such a minute percentage of cotton fibres—brought into it

through the use of more or less shoddy material which is generally used in these goods
—^is negligible.

Mr. Hutcheson: Do I understand you to say that the presence of cotton is

negligible ?

Dr. Hersey : No, the presence of this small amount of cotton is negligible, no one

sliould attach importance to that.

Mr. Hutcheson : There was, of course, no cotton in the sealed sample.

Dr. Hersey : There was, but I may say it is of no importance. Another point of

inferiority was that the number of yai'n or threads or ends, as they are called, to the

lineal inch, in the sealed sample, was in the warp 32, and in the weft 32 ; while in

samples 5, 6, 7, and 8, the average nvmiber of threads to the linear inch was 26 in the

warp and 28 in the weft; some tests show 27 and some show 26, but I am giving you

the average.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. In other words, assuming that 32 threads to the linear inch in sealed sample
33, were 100 per cent, which they were, there, would be 90 per cent of the proper num-
ber of yams in 5, 6, 7 and 8?—A. In other words, ten per cent of the yarn had been

out out in 5, 6, 7, and 8. Of course the more yarns to the inch, the better.

Q. Was there any other instance of inferiority ?-'—A. Yes, in the tensile strength,

and that, of course, is the most important feature of all. The tensile strength of No.

33 sealed sample was impossible to determine, that is with any degree of accuracy,

because the sample submitted to us was too small.

Q. That is the sample as you found it in the book itself?—A. Yes, but in sample

No. 5, the average tensile strength of two tests of the warp was 589 points and the

weft 558 points, and in number 6 the average was 472 for the warp, and 455 for the

weftv and in sample No. 8, 459 for the warp, and 450 for the weft. These are all we
tested; sample No. 7 was too small to test.

Q. Have you included this difference in your estimate of fifteen per cent?—A.

Yes, but just in a general way, I cannot be closer than fifteen per cent.

Q. It must of necessity be an approximation?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : It becomes necessary to ask you how you arrived at the

statement that the strength is inferior to the sealed, sample, if the sealed sample was
so small that you were unable to test its strength?

Dr. Hersey: I saw on the specification that the sealed sample was supposed to

test 600 in the warp and 550 in the weft.

By Mr Hutcheson:

Q. Would this difference in quality, this i)ercentage of inferiority of fifteen per

cent, would the same proportion of percentage be applicable to the value, having regard

to the contract price. Is it fair to say that the inferiority of fifteen per cent in quality

would fairly indicate a difference of fifteen per cent in value?—A. I think so.

Q. You think that would be right?—A. I think that would be reasonable.

Sir Charles Damdson: What is the tensile strength?

Dr. Hersey: The tensile strength is the tearing strength; the number of pounds

necessary to tear the cloth apart.

Sir Charles Davidson : At Volume "VII, page 226 of the evidence, Charles Brand,

who is Assistant Inspector of Militia Contracts, stated that they tested the contracts
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of the Auburn Mills as to streugth, weight, and finish, by taking a piece out of every

case, a case containing six or seven pieces; that they tested the warp and the weft in

relation to elasticity, that they fixed a minimum breaking strength of 60 pounds to the

square inch; would you consider, speaking generally, that this would be effective as a

test of the cloth ?

Dr. Hersey: Undoubtedly.

Sir Charles Davidson : There is a contrast between his scheme of 60 pounds to

the square inch and yours.

Dr. Hersey : The comparison is exactly as follows. I will give you the figures cor^

responding to the figures read by your lordship.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : What does 60 pounds to the square inch represent ?

Dr. Hersey : 540 pounds, in my test.

Sir Charles Davidson: Does your report show that comparison?

Dr. Hersey : Yes, sir. On the second page there is a column headed " Tensile

Strength iper one inch," and " Tensile Strength for the nine inch." These figures in

the lower oolrman are the figures in the upper column, multiplied by nine.

Sir Charles Davidson : The specification in the sealed pattern book was based on

a nine-inch scale.

Dr. Hersey : Yes, done on that Gbodbum and Holland machine. I want to add
that since I came here to-day I went to the Militia Inspection Department and tested

some goods on their machine, No. 5, and No. 8 samples, and No. 5 on their machine
tested on the woof 53 and the warp 54; No. 8 tested on the woof 47 and on the warp
44. That simply indicates that there seems to be a lowering of the strength of the

goods between these two samples.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. What are the two samples you tested to-day?—A. Samples marked No. 5 and

No. 8.

Q. You have tested these before?—A. Yes, I tested them on the machine here in

Ottawa. They have a nine-inch machine in the Militia Department, and we do not

possess one. Our tests were made on the one-inch machine, and multiplied by nine,

which is not a fair comparison.

Q. It is not a fair comparison?—^A. Not quite.

Q. In what sense is there a difference?—A. It is not an accurate comparison on

the two machines. If you take the one-inch machine which we employ and make a

test and multiply the result by nine, it does not follow that on the very same piece of

cloth you will get the very same results. They test on the nine-inch machine known
as the Holland machine, but relatively the results are near each other.

Q. Which of the machines produced evidence of the lower tensile strength?—A.

The Government machines. Our results were higher ; our results were more favourable

to the manufacturer, but I would not lay much stress upon the importance of the differ-

ence, because I do not consider it important. I simply want to point out that the

results from the nine-inch machine are not always fairly comparable with the result

on the one-inch machine multiplied by nine.

Q. Why do you say they ar6 not important?—A. Because we get the relative

difference. The relative difference is the same whether tested on either machine.

Q. What did you find with regard to the Government sample No. 33, put upon
the Government machine?—A. The clipping was too small to test.

Q. You did not make a test of that ?—A. No, I have never tested that.

Q. So that you cannot teU us what is ihe tensile strength of the Government sealed

sample?—A. No.
Sir Charles Davidson: Why could you not make the test of a square inch, you

have more than a square inch in this sample.

Dr. Hersey : There was very little of the clipping left. I could clip some from
that and make a test which would give a rough idea, but I know there is a marked
difference between No. 33 and the others, as I say, measuring up about fifteen per cent.
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Sir Charles Davidson : There appears to be enough of this sample here to test it.

Dr. Hersey : There are twenty square inches there, but I would need two-thirds of

that to make a test. I would have to clip off a piece an inch wide to pull out.

Sir Charles Davidson : It Vould be possible to take out of the book the whole of

that sample.

Dr. Hersey: Yes.

Sir Charles Da'STdson : Would you like that to be done, Mr. O'Connell ?

Mr. O'Connell : Just as you say, sir.

.Sir Charles Davidson : He could take this book and take the whole of that sample

off.

Mr. O'Connell : Perhaps you will appreciate the importance of that later on. sir.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. After all, what we are trying to determine is the quality of the respective

samples, is it not, doctor ?—A. Yes, that is it.

Q. The question of long yarn, or short yarn, or the number of threads to the inch,

have, after all, less bearing than the question of the quality of the goods produced?

—

A. Yes.

Q. The real substantial question is the comparative quality of the two classes of

goods?—A. Yes, I understand that, 5, 6, 7 and 8 were supposed to be the same as.

sealed sample No. 33.

Q. That is the same in quality, do you mean ?—A. The same in quality, the same
number of threads to the inch as the sample.

Q. That was your supposition?—A. Yes.

Q. Before you made the analysis?—A. No, it was after I made the analysis, on
reading some of the testimony. I understood that the sealed sample No. 33 was sup-

posed to be the standard, and that the goods marked 5, 6, 7 and 8 were supposed to be

equal to that sample.

Q. That is according to the terms of the contract?—A. I have not read the con-

tract, but I suppose that is it.

Q. When you say they were "supposed to be," do you mean to say they were in

fact the same, or that they were supposed to be, under the terms of the contract?

—

A. I supposed they were to be the same, but I found they were not the same.

Q. You found that as the result of your analysis?—A. Yes, for example, I found
instead of having 32 threads to the inch, which I found in the warp of No. 33, that 5,

6, 7 and 8 had an average of about 26 threads to the inch.

Q. Quite so, and that was one of the factors that entered into your final con-

tusion as to the quality of the goods produced?—A. Oh, yes, that was one of them.

Q. I suppose that among the factors which have to be determined is the quality

of the wool itself, is it not ?—A. Yes.

Q. And one important question there is apparently the length of the fibre in the

wool?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you consider that question of touch importance?—A. A great deal of im-

portance.

Q. The length of the fibre in the wool?—A. Yes.

Q. The effect that it will have upon the cloth is to make it stronger in the tensile

strength?—A. Usually the longer the fibre the better the tensile strength, leaving twist

out of account.

Q. Quite so, you explained that you might make a certain wool out of short fibre

equally as strong as out of long fibre, by giving an extra twist to the yarn?—A. Yes,

within certain limits.

Q. So that if you did have cloth of inferior wool, as far as the length of fibre is

concerned, you might well make it equal in tensile strength to superior fibre, by giving

it an extra twist?—A. Yes, that is often done.

Q. Then, in that respect, both cloths would be the same in quality?—A. Yes.
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Q. Then, in analysing it, did you determine the quality of the wool in the respect-

ive pieces?—A. Do you mean the length of the fibre?

Q. No, the quality of the wool apart from the length of the fibre ?—A. No.

Q. You did not determine the quality of the wool, apart from that?—A. No, but

I assumed there was considerable low-grade stuff in there on account of finding cotton

in each of the pieces; short fibre wool never contains any cotton.

Q. That is, there was some of the finished cloth with wool stock in it?—A. That is

not what is called wool stock, wool stock is short fibre wool, it was shoddy.

Q. What is shoddy?—A. Macerated or torn old clothes, old garments.

Q. Not necessarily old cloth?—A. It may be old cloth.

Q. Or it may be new cloth?—A. It might be new cloth, but it is more likely to be

old cloth because it is usually made from old garments.

Q. But we have it in evidence here that this shoddy which they put into this cloth

was, ag^ a matter of fact, taken from the clippings of new cloth, and that is quite pos-

sible?—A. Oh yes, if it is taken from clippings of new cloth and these clippings of

new cloth are not clippings from garments in process of manufacture which may have

cotton linings, for example, then, of course, there will be no cotton in it at all. If it

is free from cotton lining, for example, there will be no cotton in it.

Q. Yes, but cotton may have gone into it by putting it through machines where

it picks up cotton sometimes, owing to the fact that there was material put through

these machines before, having cotton in it?—A. Yes.

Q. That may be so?—A. It is exceedingly unlikely.

Q. But small traces of cotton may occur?—A. Yes, but nothing like one per cent.

Q. You did not find one per cent in these samples?—A. 5, 6, 7 and 8 had nearly

one per cent.

Q. And the standard sample has also traces of cotton?—A. Yes.

Q. Would that indicate it was taken from the old cloth?—A. It would indicate

that there is a small percentage of old cloth, or shoddy stufE, in the standard piece, but

I do not think that is serious.

Q. Nor is it serious in the case of the other samples?—A. No.
Q. So that we may disregard the presence of cotton in both of them?—A. Oh,

yes, it would be hair-splitting to do otherwise.

Q. So that the only question, of any accoimt, of quality which would determine

the wool, was the length of the fibre?—A. The length of the fibre, yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is that in accord with his evidence in chief as to the

length of the fibre and the number of threads?

Mr. O'Connell: I am now referring to the wool, not to the cloth. The only

question as to the quality of the wool is the length of the fibre.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. And Dr. Hersey, that is not a matter of importance in this particular case,

because you say in your report that the low percentage of long fibre, and the cor-

responding amount of short fibre,, shows the comparative inferiority of the cloth

delivered compared with the standard?—A. Yes, T say that.

Q. And then you go on to say :
" This inferiority while not great is indicated

further by the higher amount of cotton fibre and by the low tensile strength?''

—

A. Exactly.

Q. So that you apparently came to the conclusion that the inferiority resulting

from the short fibre was not a matter of much importance?—A. Not as regards the

quality of the wool stock, and so. forth, used in the making of the yam, but the

inferiority showed up more when it came to the test, the actual test of the piece

of cloth.

Q. Am I right in saying that you are referring to the cloth? You say in your

report :
" The low percentage of long fibre and the corresjwnding amount of short

fibre shows the comparative inferioritj' of the cloth delivered compared with the

standard." You are referring to the cloth tliere. It must have appeared to you that

the difference in the length of fibre was more important than the cloth itself?—A. The
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strength of the cloth was all right; we were discussing the quality of the wool in

that paragraph.

Q. You are referring then to the quality of the wool in that paragraph?—A. Yes.

Q. What I am saying now, from your own report here, is that the fact of it

being short fibre was not a matter of very much importance in this cloth?—A. No.
Q. Then I say also, that the next factor which you seem to take into consider-

ation was the number of threads in the warp and the weft?—A. Yes.

Q. Apparently, from your report, the larger number of threads in the warp and
weft the greater the tensile strength of the cloth?—A. That is usually the case.

Q. Which is also affected by the fact that the strength of the wool will be in-

creased by the twist?—A. Yes.

Q. I find by this report of yours that there is some difference between the number
of threads in the warp and the weft, contained in the standard piece land those

contained in the samples of the Auburn Woollen Mills?—A. Yes.

Q. But that fact in itself has only a bearing, I suppose, upon ultimately the

tensile strength, has it not?—A. Mainly the tensile strength. The more threads

there are to the inch in cloth of that class, the less permeable the cloth is to the

wind, hence the importance of having more threads to the inch. It would have been
preferable to have the material equal to the sealed sanjple No. 33 on account of having
less porosity. I assume it would be less porous in the Xo. 33 sample which has about
33 threads to the inch than in the other sample which had only 26.

Q. One can understand that the porosity may increase to such an extent as to have

a material effect upon the quality of the cloth?—A. Yes, of course.

Q. But the difference here in the number of threads does not indicate any
important increase in porosity between those two different cloths, does it?—A. It does

not. It was my duty to point it out, though.

Q. And, therefore, it should be disregarded?—'A. I would not suggest disregarding

it. I would call the manufacturers' attention to such a fault. I claim that is a fault,

if the material is supposed to be equal to sealed sample No. 33.

Q. But not a serious one?
Sir Charles Davidson : What difference in value per yard would this difference

make ?

Dr Hersey : Assuaning the yarn is the same in sample 33 as in the others, there

would be a difference of about nineteen per cent.

Sir Charles Davidson : In value per yard ?

Mr. O'CoNNELL : He means the value of the wool.

Sir Charles Davidson : In the value of the goods ?

Dr. Hersey : The goods would be about nineteen per, cent lighter, if they had only

26 threads to the inch than if they had 32 threads.

Sir Charles Davidson : What as to the value per yard ?

Dr. Hersey : It would run in the same ratio, assuming they used the"5ame quality

of wool in the fabric.

Mr. O'CoNNELL: The difference in value would not be the same percentas'e becauee

there are other elements that enter into the total cost of the cloth. There is labour, and
such things.

By Mr. O'Connell: ,

Q. Let us say, roughly speaking, if you have fifteen per cent less threads in one

than in another, you have fifteen per cent less cost of yarn ?—A. Yes.

Q. And the cost of the labour would remain the same?—A. That would be about

the same.

Q. So that it would not be right to say that the cost of the manufactured article

would be reduced fifteen per cent by reason of the fact that tbe number of threads

differed to the extent of fifteen per cent?—A.- I did not take so much account of values

in the test I made. But in reply to his lordship's question, I said that I thought that

the value of the cloth would be in about the same ratio.
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Q It could not be, because the only element that alters the cost is the cost of the

wool, the labour remains the same?—-A. It is small in proportion to the cost of the

goods, very small per yard.

Q. And I suppose, besides the labour, they have to take into consideration the

general overhead expenses in the actual cost of the cloth?—A. Yes, but that is a

minute fraction. I managed a mill for two years that was making serges, so that I

am familiar with that.

Q, Then, as for the fulling of the cloth, you get a large number of threads to the

square inch. You start your loom at 18 inches wide, and as you full it and make it

nearer you bring a large number of the threads to the square inch?—A. Certainly.

Q. If you are supplying cloth 58 inches wide, you will have a less number of

threads per square inch than if you were supplying cloth 54 inches wide?—A.. Yes,

that is obvious. It is a question of shrinkage, but that specification undoubtedly

means the number of threads to the inch in the finished cloth.

Q. Of a certain width?—A. Yes.

Q. I think you found that the wool in all the samples was of good quality, did you

not?—A. Yes, I may say that I found it was all of good quality, but variable quality.

They ^ere not all equally good quality, but they were all good.

Q. And the cloth which was actually delivered to the Department, I suppose

you vrould call that good cloth also, would you not?—A. Yes, it was good but not

quite so good as No. 33 sealed sample.

Q. But is was not greatly inferior?—A. It had more of that short stuff in it,

it was inferior in that respect.

Q. I suppose, dbctorj, it is not possible for a manufacturer to make the same
analysis of a piece of cfoth, that a professional analyst can, but that is the business

-

of a chemist?—A. It is quite possible for him to do so if he has the equipment and
the ability.

Q. If he has the education and knowledge of a chemist?—A. Yes.

Q. But I am speaking of the ordinary knowledge of a manufiacturer ?—A. The
average manufacturer is nOt qualified or equiped to do that work.

Q. When a manufacturer inspects a sample, which is sent to him, and is asked

to make cloth equal to it, all he can do is to employ a manufacturer's knowledge on
it?—A. Yfes.

Q. And he gets as near to it as he can with that knowledge ?—A. Yes.

Q. It is not at all surprising, having r^ard to these facts, that the finished

prod'uct would vary to some extent from the finished sample?—A. In these days,

when manufacturers are nearly all working on fairly close lines, and close prices,

and on a scientific basis^ it is surprising that there should be much difference. I

should expect that a sui)erintendent or designer could match that cloth closely. He
would count these yarns very carefully. He would weigh it and get the weight per

square yard, and so forth. He could do that just as correctly las anybody else.

Q. That is quite so, but perhaps I have not made myself clear. I would, taking

your analysis for the moment, point out that in your analysis you mention that there

is a certain quantity of wool of shorter fibre in the prodoict, of the mills, than there

is in the sealed sample?—A. Yes.

Q. And I want to call your attention to the fact that when a manufacturer
inspects the sealed sample, he would not be able to tell from the inspection what per-

centage of short wool was in the sealed sample?—A. He would be,, because it is not

a question of chemistry at all; it is a question of mechanical consideration of the

fibre.

Q. Tihe ordinary manufacturer does not do that?—^A) We always did it in

the mill I was running.

Q. Is not the main thing after all to get it as close to the sample as possible,

just having regard to appearance and strength and durability?—A. And quality;

of course, that is the whole thing.
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Q. And! in doing that they work upon general principles and get the ordinary
average wool which they thinly is in the sample, and proceed to nuanufacture from
that wool?—A. Exactly.

Q. And they do not deem it necessary, in the majority of cases, to make any
mechanical consideration to define the percentage of short and long wool in the
samples?—A. I have never known them to do it that way. It is such a serious

matter, the question of profit being involved, that the manufacturer should want to

know it. That is done simply. They separate some of the yams, untwist them between
their fingers or by a machine made for such a purpose.

Sir Charles Davidson : In this case, the directions were given, were they not, of

the mixing.

Dr. Hersey : All you have to do is to see in the mixing room how much you are

putting in.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. The new wool, as it comes to the mill, varies in length does it not?—A. Yes,

but they know what they are buying ; each class of wool is bought and stored by itself.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is there anything in this specification which requires inch

and a quarter wool?

Mr. O'Connell : There is nothing in the specification which requires it, other than
the fact that the product is to be according to the sealed sample.

Sir Charles Davidson (To Dr. Hersey) : Did you find inch and a quarter wool in

the sealed sample?

Dr. Hersey : Oh, yes, there was plenty.

Mr. O'Connell: In his report he says there were 71 threads to the square inch

\mder inch and a quarter.

Dr. Hersey: In the sealed sample.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. So, after mentioning all these facts, as you have said before, there is no greater

variation from the sample in the cloth delivered than one would naturally expect would
occur in the process of manufacture, having for its object the manufacture of clothing

in accordance with the sample ?—A. Well, I did not say that, of course. I cannot quite

admit that. What I did say was that the material supplied differed from the standard

sealed sample to the extent of about fifteen per cent in inferiority.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you find any paste in this ?

Dr. Hersey : I did not look for that. It is a simple matter to determine whether

there is paste in it or not.

Sir Charles Davidson : Was there any in it appreciably to injure the cloth ?

Dr. Hersey: Not at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : What is your opinion of the general quality of the cloth ?

Dr. Hersey : I thought it was good stuff, but not quite equal to the standard

sample.

Sir Charles Davidson: What as to its wearing qualities?

Dr. Hersey : I should think it would wear very well. I have seen a great deal of

this cloth, and the material like the standard sample, being stronger, would, in my
opinion, wear a little longer.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any other witness, Mr. O'Connell; do you pur-

pose calling any other witness?

Mr. O'Connell : I have no other witness to call.

Sir Charles Davidson : You do" not purpose calling any ?

Mr. O'Connell: No.
Sir Charles Davidson : My impression is that a copy of this evidence ought to be

sent to Mr. Brown, the Director of Contracts, or to his assistant, Mr. Burns, in fair-

ness, because it to some extent challenges the efiicieaicy of their inspection.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Yes, I think in fairness to Mr. Burns, who has already given his

ovidence, and having made the test, he should have an opportunity of seeing what Dr.
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Hersey has said, and if your lordship deems it proper he might be given an opportunity

to make an explanation.

Sir Charles Davidson: I think so. We might have sent to him a copy of the

evidence and inform him as to what day the Commission will meet again.

The Commission then adjourned.

Ottawa, Wednesday, Jime 28, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight.

Commissioner.

James A. Hutcheson, K.C,
Counsel to assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Daniel O'Connell, K.C, of Peterborough,

Counsel for the Auburn Woollen Mills.

Thomas P. Owens,
Cleric of the Commission.

Charles Burns, Assistant Director of Contracts, Department of Militia and

Defence, already sworn, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. O'Connell, K.C:

Q. You have been examined before this Commission already, Mr. Burns?—A.

Yes, sir.

Q. And since your examination, I think you have had an opportunity of reading

Dr. Hersey's report and analysis?—A. I have it here.

Q. Do you find anything in that report and analysis inconsistent with the evidence

which you gave here before ?—A. Hardly inconsistent, except that it does not work out

the same in theory, as Dr. Hersey's evidence would lead us to believe that it does in

actual practice.

Q. Would you kindly explain what that is, Mr. Burns?—A. If I may go over it,

yes, I have all the evidence of Dr. Hersey marked here, may I refer to it ?

Q. Please do?—A. He speaks of short fibres and long fibres in the stock which is

used. There are a niimber of ways in which the same stock after it is manufactured
might appear to have more short fibres than another piece made from the same mix-
ture; that is, as far as the manufacturer can tell. The manufacturer may mix five or

six thousand pounds of wool, lay it on-the floor, and have it picked and carded—he has

to do that in any case—when it goes that far he has got to compare it with the original

sample and get the correct shade of the material. Now, if the shade is not correct, if

he finds that it is not correct, he has got to add more colour. This material is com-

posed of a number of different colours and he has got to add some to the colours that

go into this mixture to make it right. He cannot take it away because it is already

carded and picked; he has to add to it in order to get his shade correct. By adding
this, it means that the stuff has got to be picked over again. That is run through a

machine with teeth that separate the fibres of the stock. This would account to a cer-

tain extent for the larger number of short fibres than what there would be if he had
not to have this picked a second time.

Q. That is your explanation of the short fibres?—A. Not necessarily; I do not

know whether this actually happened in this ease, but it might happen and very often
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does happen so that the manufacturer or inspector cannot be guided by the number of

short fibres appearing in the threads, because there are so many reasons to account for

it, starting with the same stock.

Q. So that, in the manufactured product you may have a large number of short

fibres in stock mantifactured from wool of reasonably long fibre?—A. Yesi, that would
account for the goods made from the same stock exactly having more short fibres

in some pieces than in others. That is to say, a piece made from one batch may have
more short fibres than a piece from another batch, starting with the same composition

originally.

Q. Have you anything else to say about Dr. Hersey's evidence?—A. Yes. He
speaks here of the different value of the material. My interpretation of this is that

he considered the lesser number of threads would mean that the finished material

would be lighter in weight. That is not the case, because these goods measured the

weight provided for by our specifications.

Q. This cloth supplied by the Auburn Woollen Mills came up to the weight in

the specifications supplied by the Department?—A. So, I am informed by the Ins-

pector, and I have no reason to doubt it. At all events, -any cloth I have examined
myself, passed. If there were a few threads less, and the threads' were heavier in

themselves, we would still get the weight and there would be no appreciable difference

in the value of material.

Q. If a heavier yam is used in one piece than in the other, you may have a less

number of threads in the warp in one piece than in the other, and have the same
weight?—A. Yes.

Q. And having the same weight, the same value?—A. Hardly the same, because

there would be the manvifacturing cost to take into consideration, but that would
be a bagatelle. It would not be worth considering.

Q. It would have the same market value?—A. It would not have the same market
value, because the market value is based, according to my idea, on the cost of

producing. It costs slightly more, very little more in this ease, to put 32 threads

than to put 28.

Q. I suppose you may say that difference is unappreciable ?—A. I would not

consider it at all in passing on the cloth.

Q. What other observation have you to make upon Dr. Hersey's evidence?—A.

Following along the same line—namely the number of threads per inch—it is well

known to manufactiirers that you cannot always produce exactly the same width in

cloth finished. It is taken off the loom a certain width and it is fulled or felted

—

fulled is the manufacturing term—to the width required. Very often it will be

fulled a very little more than the required width. That is instead of 58, as required

by us, if it were fulled to 56, we would still accept it, or if it were 58J we would not

reject it. But the same number of ends are in the piece of cloth, and, therefore,

the narrower it is, the more ends will appear in the square inch.

Q. Am I to understand from that that the fulling will vary from time to time?—

•

A. Yes, in spite of the manufacturer; he cannot watch it that close.

Q. In spite of all the manufacturer can do the fulling will vary?—A. It will

vary slightly. If he keeps a very close watch it will not vary so much, but we provide

for a difference of two inches in the width of the clotK.

Q. You mean by the fulling the shrinking of the cloth which brings it to a

narrower width?—^A. To a narrower width and to our required finish.

Q. If you have a variation in width, you necessarily have a variation in the

number of ends to the square inch?—^A. Yes, sir.

Q. What, if any observation, do you wish to make on that evidence, Mr. Burns?

—

A. In answer to a question by Sir Charles Davidson, Dr. Hersey says that undoubtedly

our means of examining would be effective. It just struck me in reading Dr. Hersey's

evidence that his scheme would not be workable at all. There is no doubt that we

could follow his plan of testing material. We could do that. We have all the machin-

ery for doing it but the thing is not workable. We get thousands of yards of material
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Q. That is the sample with the seven breaks, which you have just put in?—A. Yes.

That bears it out that it is not fair, because any cloth will vary as this one does. This

piece varies 13 pouuds in the same 12 inches.

Q. The seven tests were made on the same cloth, in the same machine and at the

same time?—A. Yes. Dr. Hersey t,ook it for-granted that by testing the sample on

the 9-inch machine and dividing it by nine you would get approximately the same

result as if you tested it on the one-inch machine.

Q. Dr. Hersey says it is not a fair comparison but that it is approximate?—A. It

is not even approximate. You cannot get it approximately by taking the one-inch

machine or the nine-inch machine and multiplying the one-inch machine by nine.

Q. What is the next comment you have to make on Dr. Hersey's evidence?—A. Dr.

Hersey in his evidence, as I read it, stated that the difference in value in this cloth

and the sample would be fifteen per cent.

Sir Charles Davidson: What he said was that it was fifteen per cent below the

quality of the sealed sample.

Mr. O'Connell: And fifteen per cent difference in value.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, and that that carried with it a like diminution in

value.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. What do you say as to that?—A. I think he is basing that estimate on the

assumption that because there are less threads in this material to the square inch that

there is also a difference in the weight—^that there would be the same proportionate

difference in the weight, which is not so. The weight is up to our standard.

Sir Charles Davidson : If there would be fewer threads, how could that be ?

The Witness : The threads would be heavier, sir. They would be larger, and still

he would have the weight.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. So that the explanation is that the diminution in the number of threads does

not necessarily mean a diminution in the weight of the ck)th?—A. Not necessarily.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you assert that all the cloth delivered was up to weight?

—A. Up to weight. Anything that is accepted ought to be up to weight or it should

not be accepted, and I have no reason to think it has been accepted under weight.

Sir Charles Davidson: You judge that from the result of the reports you got

from your officersn, that this cloth has been aU up to weight?
The Witness: The cloth has been all up to the weight required.

Sir Charles Davidson: What have you to say, if anything, as to the general

statement of Dr. Hersey that the cloth was fifteen per cent below the quality of the

sealed sample?

The Witness: As I say, sir, we have to allow a margin; it is impossible for the

manufacturer to supply identically the same thing, even doing his best. The margin
that we established there is approximately fifteen per cent.

Sir Charles Davidson: The margin is what?
The Witness: Fifteen per cent

Sir Charles Davidson: Would that allow him a margin of fifteen per cent in

the strength test?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you allow^ him fifteen per cent as to general quality?

The Witness : No, sir

Sir Charles Davidson : But he stated that the quality of that cloth, the all-round

quality of the cloth, was fifteen per cent below the sealed sample.

The Witness : I do not agree with that at all.

Mr. O'Connell: You do not agree with Dr. Hersey in saying that there is a

difference of fifteen per cent?

The Witness : No, sir. We would not be justified in passing it if that were so.
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Mr. O'CoNNELL: Do you agree with him that there is a difference of fifteen

per cent in value?

The Witness : It is the value of the cloth I am speaking of.

Sir Charles Davidson : I understand you to state that in your belief this cloth

is not fifteen per cent below the sealed sample, as r^ards quality and value.

The Witness: As regards value.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why do you say as regards value?

The Witness: There are so many things enter into it—as regards q\iality;

the two would go together;, quality and value.

Mr. O'Connell: Then, Sir Charles is right in saying, as regards value and
quality?

The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. You were about to state the reason for that—that in one piece of cloth you
get heavier yarn than you do in the other, and in the case of the heavier yam you
get the same weight with a lesser number of ends to the square inch?—A, Yes, it is

possible to get the same weight, and, according to the inspector's report, we have
been getting the same weighs with a lesser number of ends.

Q. The weight, to a certain extent, is a determining factor in the value?—A. Not
necessarily, but providing the weight is correct and the strength is correct.

Sir Charles Davidson : Has tliere ever been any pressure put upon you, or upon
your Departmenl^ even remotely, to accept goods from the mill, which in your belief,

or in the belief of your staff, were not up to the quality?

The Witness: Never, sir, at full value. Some times there is a proposition made
when we reject the goods, and the mills have acknowledged their fault, and if the goods
are of no use for anything else, the proposition is made if the price is less will you
accept them. That is a very common occurrence. But, never to my knowledge, has
any pressure been brought to have goods accepted at their full value that have not
been passed by the inspector.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. You were about to state that you assumed that Dr. Hersey came to his con-

clusion that the cloth was fifteen per cent inferior quality and value, because there

were a less number of ends, and had overlooked the fact that the weight might be there,

owing to the extra weight of the yarn?—A. Not only that_ there were a less number
of ends, but he also took into consideration the short fibres, in forming his opinion.

Q. Now then, having drawn his conclusion from both these assumptions, from
what you know of this particular case, would his conclusion be accurate?—A. I would

say it would not be accurate.

Q. Are your machines in the department, which you use for testing, effective?

—

A. We consider they are the best machines we can get. The nine-inch machine is

identically the same with that used in the War Office in London.

Q. I show you now Sample No. 33 the Government standard?—A. Yes, that is it.

Q. When was that sample supplied to the department ?—A. In 1912, the date is

on it.

Q. Have you anything to say as to the wool conditions in the market between the

time this sample was supplied to the department and the wool conditions prevailing

during the time that cloth was manufactured by the Auburn Woollen Mills?—A. The
conditions are entirely different. When that sample was made, Canadian fleece wool

was used to a very large extent in the manufacture of all such materials for the Gov-
ernment. Since the war broke out, since the time the orders were given to the Auburn
Company, it has been impossible to procure Canadian fleece wool. The result is that

Australian wool. New Zealand wool, and East Indian wool, particularly these three

wools, had to be brought in here for the purpose of manufacturing. This woolen

question is a very large one. There is no other line of goods that we handle where

the knowledge, the practical knowledge of the inspector comes more into play than in

Y131 ISli
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this. You cannot be guided exactly by a written specification, because, as I say, you

take a test made on a piece of cloth of twelve inches, or any test on the same piece of

cloth and you will get a different result, and the only practical way that we know of to

get the quantity required is to see that we get the tensile strength, that we get the^

shade, and that we get the weight and general appearance. That is the only practical

way.

Sir Charles Davidson : What have been the practical results as regards war ser-

vice in the use of this cloth ; has much of it been used by men in the trenches ?

The Witness: Yes, sir, immeuse quantities of it, and to my knowledge no com-

plaint has been made. I think any complaint that would be made would come to me,

and we have not had one single complaint, as to any cloth, not only the Auburn Com-
pany's cloth, but any cloth passed by the department.

By Mr. O'Gonnell:

Q. What point do you make as to the different conditions prevailing in the wool

market?—A. Speaking generally, I know that the manufacturers are in a bad position;

they cannot get the wool in quantities to produce identically the same goods as that

in that sample there; they have got to take this East Indian, Australian and New
Zealand wool. It is sorted after it comes here, and even after being sorted they go

over it again and sort it, and go over it a third time and sort it, and still find there

was some sorting to do. Naturally some of this short hair wool will get in there.

Then, the season has a good deal to do with wool. If it is a hot dry season, you will

get short hair-like wool where you would not get it to the same extent in an ordinary

season.

Q. So that the manufacturers under these conditions have their difficulties?

—

A. They have their difficulties, and the department also has its difficulties. We have
to secure materials; we have to use what we think is commdn sense in getting these

materials and passing them. We have to get the material, and, as I say, if we hew
strictly to the written specifications we will not get the goods in the quantities

required.

Q. Have you used common sense in the inspection of these goods?—A. The
inspectors have used what they consider common sense within the margin allowed.

We set a margin there that eveii their own practical knowledge cannot go beyond.

Sir Charles Davidson : That may be prudent from one point of view, but what

as to price? If you are very liberal in your inspection, does it result in the manu-
facturer making more profit?

The Witness: I consider that it is costing the Auburn Company, or any of the

other concerns, and there are a great many of them, just as much money to produce

the goods that the Auburn Company produce's here, as it would to produce the goods,

if they could get the wool, in accordance with the standard pattern. I have gone very

thoroughly and carefully into thisuvoollen question and as I say it is not like anything

else; it is the one thing above all others in which judgment has to be used.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. So that in your acceptation of the Auburn woollen goods, nothing has been

done for the purpose of saving the cost to the manufacturer, cortfpared with the cost

of manufacturing material sugh as this in the sample?—A. I would say not; we have

to allow a slight margin in order to get the materials, and there has been nothing

accepted by the department that I believe has been accepted wrongly. There has been

nothing produced yet to show me that our inspectors' judgment has been verj' much at

fault. As I say, we have to <\ise a little judgment. These insi)ectors are practical

men; they know the difficulties, and not only the difficulties, but they know that no
manufacturers of any woollen material can produce from time to time identically the

same article, let them try as they will.,

Q. Is there anything else you wish to state, Mr. Bums ?—A. Sir Charles David-

son asked Dr. Ilersey what difference in value per yard would this difference make, and
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Dr. Hersey answered that assuming the yarn was the same in sample 33 as in the

others, there would be a difference of 19 per cent. He is assuming that the yarns are

the same, whereas, seeing we have the weight, the yarns are not the same.

Q. And having taken the wrong premises, his conclusion is wrong; is that what
you want to say?—A. Exactly. He says that assuming that the yarn is the same in

sample 33 as in the others, there would be a difference of about nineteen per cent

Then Sir Charles said :
" In value per yard, in the value of the goods per yard."

Getting back to the same thing again. Dr. Hersey says in his evidence that the goods

would be about nineteen per cent light, but according to our inspector the goods were
not light. Assuming that the threads were the same size they would be light, but as

an actual fact the goods were not light, because the threads were not of the same size.

Q. The threads in the Auburn goods were heavier?—A. They must have been

heavier to give us the weight required. Then, the last thing I notice here in Dr.

Hersey's evidence is that in giving his estimate of the difference in cost he says, if I

read it correctly, that the difference between short fibre goods in the Auburn Com-
pany's material and that in the sealed pattern is fifteen per cent, and, therefore, the

value of the cloth would be fifteen per cent less. But I cannot agree with that

because after all the cost of manufacturing is, in my estimation, what fixes the value

of cloth. Now, then, instead of being fifteen per cent less in value as a finished article,

assuming he is correct, that will be fifteen per cent in the value of the wool, but the

cost of manufacturing would be the same, and, therefore, the only difference in the

cost of the material would be the difference of fifteen per cent between the cost of the

short fibre stock and long fibre stock, which is an entirely different thing.

Sir Charles Davidson : How do you distribute the proportionate co^ with respect

to the cost of manufacture and the cost of material ; what percentage ?

The Witness : I am afraid I will have to say that we consider it approximately of

^qual value or otherwise we would not be justified in passing it.

Sir Charles Davidson : I refer to the cost of manufacture plus overhead charges

on one hand, and the cost of material on the other; do you say they are fifty-fifty?

The Witness : No, sir, the cost of the material would be greater.

Sir Charles Davidson : Greater than the cost of manufacture plus overhead

charges ?

The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. O'Connell: .

Q. Short fibre does not necessarily mean cheaper wool?—A. Not necessarily,

because there are so many reasons which may account for short fibre being in the
finished article, which really started from an original mixture of long fibre. That is,

it may have to be picked a number of times. Dr. Hersey also mentions the twist of

yarn. It is possible to a certain extent, not to a very large extent but to a certain,

extent, that the more you twist the yarns in spinning the more you are apt to break

some of these fibres, and that would account to a certain extent for the number of short

fibres appearing in the finished article.

Q. I understand that there are short fibre wools on the market that are superior in

quality and higher in cost than some long fibre wools?—A. They would be very much
fibre wool, if that were the case.

Q. Is there anything else you wish to say?—A. No, I think that is all, so far as

Dr. Hersey's evidence is concerned.

Q. Is there anything else you want to say upon your own initiative?—A. No, sir.

I think that is all I have got to say. I can only repeat that there is nothing received

in our inspection room that requires just quite as much practical knowledge, practical

manufacturing knowledge in handling, as woollen goods do, because what appears in.

theory does not work out in practice.

Q. And that is especially so in the case of manufactured woollen cloth?—A..

Especially so.
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Sir Charles Davidson: The mills received for the February and March 1915
deliveries, $1.55; for September and October deliveries, $1.75; for the November
delivers' $1.80, and for the 20,000 yards delivered under the last order, $1.95—suppose
your specification called for all wool material, what would have been the relative

cost i

The Witness: I would have to go into that, I cannot answer it offhand, it

requires consideration and figuring.

Mr. O'Connell: There is a statement made by one of the witnesses that it

would cost $2.50 a yard if it were all long wool.

Sir Charles Davidson (To the witness) : At any rate you are not prepared to

make a statement as to that?

The Witness: No, sir, but T would say that the wool that wotdd go into a yard

of that cloth to-day, if it were pure wool and no waste or anything like that allowed,

would cost $1.70.

Sir Charles DAvmsoN : I would say at least $2.50 a yard. I may eay that the

price of wool on which I base that calculation has been given me by one of the

largest maniifacturers, and Tie might perhaps got a more favourable price than some
of the smaller men; he buys in very large quantities..

By Mr. Hutcheson, K.O.:

Q. There are some matters I would like more light upon, being a non-expert

—

in the first place, may I ask, do you personally take any part in the inspection?

—

A. Not unless the Insi)ector is not satisfied to pass the goods, and then he refers it

to me.

Q. Were k>me of these Auburn l^Iills goods referred to you?—'A. About 1,000

yards or so, that we had occasion to reject, and which were returned.

Q. I assume from what you tell me that none of the goods that were accepted

were referred to you?—A. No. The inspector's judgment comes into play there, and
he may possibly have referred some of it to me, but I have no recollection of it.

Q. From what you tell us with regard to the result of the inspection, you have
to depend on hearsay from the inspector?—A. From the report of the inspector.

Q. There is one matter to which you referred at the outset and which is not

plain to me—^you were discussing Dr. Hersey's remarks regarding short and long

fibre, and you told us about the wool having to be carded, and then the proper shade

selected and colour added, if necessary—have you any information that is was fotmd
necessary to add colour to the case of the Auburn goods in question?—A. Not so

far as the Auburn goods specially are concerned, but it is common to all manufac-
turers. I would say that there is scarcely a batch, that is put through that h^ not

got to be altered in some way as to shade.

Q. Then following that you say that the wool is to be picked! over and colour

to be added?—A. Yes.

Q. How did the picking oyer cause a larger number of short fibres?—A. The
picker itself is a machine with teeth that draw apart the raw wool and naturally in

tearing it apart the fibres in some cases are broken, which would result in short fibre.

Q. A good deal of tearing apart must take place in the necessary mixing of the

produce?—A. It must be all picked over two or three times in order to get the

different colours properly blended.

Q. Since it must be all picked over, thus causing a larger number of short fibres

—ryou say that the inspector cannot be guided by the number of short fibres, but that

it must be practically all picked over; I do not see the result of that statement. If

it must be all picked over it must produce a number of short fibres?—A. It would
affect the number in the finished article.

Q. And we would expect to have an increased number of short fibres, resulting

from the picking over, and I do not get the force of your statement that the inspector

cannot be guided as to the number of short fibres, because there must be this picking

over. What is it he cannot be guided in, in the number of short fibres he found on

account of this picking over ?—A. I do not think I said that.
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Q. Make it plain what it is you say, that this picking over has some effect on the

judgment of the inspector?—A. Not of the inspector. The bearing it would have
would be on the number of short fibres that would appear in the finished material.

Q. I take it that we must expect that goods will be picked over always, as you
told us?—A. Not always, but very often.

Q. I think you said almost universally?—A. Yes, they have to add any colour

that is lacking.

Q. The manufacturer must contemplate the picking over, and if he contracts to

supply an article with a certain proportion of short and long fibre, he must realize that

this picking over must take place, with the invariable result of a larger proportion of

short fibres?—A. Yes, speaking from the manufacturer's standpoint it would not

affect anything. It would account to a certain extent for a larger number of short

fibres, but there is nothing else to it. If he gets the mixture on the floor and he finds

it is not identically the correct shade, he has to add to it, he cannot possibly do any*

thing else with it.

Q. He has to add some other colour ?—A. There is no other course open to him but

to add; he cannot detract from it.

Q. Did your specification designate in any way the proportion of long and short

fibres?—A. No, sir.

Q. It did not?—A. No.

Q. So that would be an element merely, which might aid the Inspector in passing

or rejecting the goods, without there being an absolute requirement on the subject?—
A. If the goods come into us of the required weight, the required tensile strength,

the required finish and the required shade, he is guided simply by that; he does not

go into counting short and long fibres and that kind of thing. The thing would not

be workable at all.

Q. Are the specifications confined to these four items?—A. I think they are, they

are the essential points.

Q. There is one point I want to ask you about—you say that Dr. Hersey was of

opinion tliat fewer threads—does that mean ends?—A. Ends or picks. It depends on
whether it is warpwise or in the fulling. They are called ends in the web and picks

in the fulling. It is the same thing; it is the number of threads to the inch.

Q. You commented on this statement that fewer threads mean lighter weight, and
that is not the case?—A. As far as the Auburn Company's goods are concerned, we
had the specified weight in the finished article.

Q. Dr. Hersey's statement, as I recollect it, went further than the question of

weight and the fewer number of threads—he rather complained that there would be

a higher degree of porosity with the smaller number of threads. I think I can turn

you to what he said in the evidence. He said, on page 18 :
" The more threads there are

to the inch in cloth of that class, the less permeable the cloth is to the wind, hence

the importance of having more threads to the inch; it would have been preferable to

have the material equal to the sealed sample. No. 33, on account of having less porosity.

I assume it would be less porous with sample No. 33, which has 33 threads to the inch

than with the other sample which had only 26." Is not the relative degree of porosity

important?—A. No, sir, it is a thing that never enters into the inspection of it at

any time.

Q. Why is less porosity desirable then, is it a question of cold weather or wet
weather?—A. These coats are used in all weathers. That is a question we never con-

sider. What we call the finish takes care of that. If it is our finish, which would be

fulled to a certain extent, pressed to a certain extent, that all comes under the one

head, but we never examine it as to the porosity of it at all. It does not enter into

consideration.

Q. In the result, it is desirable to have the goods of a less degree of porosity than
of a considerable degree of porosity?—A. It works both ways. While it might keep

out more wet or dampness perhaps, on the one hand, still it would keep in perspiration

on the other hand, so that, as far as the actual material is concerned, that is not con-
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Q. It is only fair to say that Dr. Hersey, on the following page of his evidence,

regards the matter of rather academic interest; he does not think it is a matter that

should call for consideration, although he says he would not suggest disregarding it;

he says he would call the manufacturer's attention to the fault, but he does regard it

as a fault, atid you say you do not attach any importance to it?—A. Not of any
account. I had better qualify that because I say that if the finish is satisfactory to

our inspector, this would come under that heading. Of course, if there were threads,

so as to alter the finish of the material, then we would consider it. That would be

along the same line as Dr. Hersey mentions there.

Q. Has the finish to do with appearance only or does it refer to other matters?

—

A To the appearance alone, generally speaking. If the threads were so much less in

quantity as to affect the appearance, then we would reject it, and that of course would

affect the porosity of it.

Q. You have explained to us that fewer threads would not mean lighter weight in

the manufactured article, because the weight of the threads then would be greater?

—

A. Provided the finished article would be of the same weight.

Q. There again you are assuming that the finished article was of the weight

stipulated for?—A. Exactly.

Q. You do not yourself know anything about that?—A. Not directly, but the

inspector, of course, would not pass it if it was not the weight ; at least he would have

no business to pass it.

Q. And your claim is that Dr. Hersey's process of analysis which he has detailed

for us is not workable in practice and is not done in the trade?—A. Yes.

Q. I understood him to tell us that he had been engaged for a number of years

in the woollen business ?

Mr. O'Connell: Only two.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. He told us that he had been engaged in carrying on the operations of a mill

;

should not that give him practical knowledge?—A. I would not think it would.

Q. You think it would not be sufficient?—A. I cannot conceive of it being suffi-

cient at all.

Q. You think that is not sufficient to graduate a practical man from the practical

end of the woollen business?—A. I cannot see that he could, in that length of time,

qualify. I may say right here that a manufacturer of thirty years, or thirty-five years,

or forty-five years' experience, has problems put up that even he hardly knows what
he is at.

Q. Then you have presented to us the same piece of cloth which has been sub-
jected to several different tests, and you told us your practice was to allow from 32 to
33 ounces per yard ?—A. Our specifications call for that.

Q. And you spoke of making a certain allowance in practice; what do you say
about that?—A. In so far as the specification is concerned. The specification covers
the margin allowed, except that if it is one-tenth or two-tenths or three-tenths of an
ounce one way or the other we use our judgment about it. "We feel we would he
justified in accepting it, knowing that it is impossible for the manufacturer to always
produce identically the same thing.

Q. That brings me to the explanation I wanted—you found a variation of thirteen
pounds in the tests on this one piece of cloth. That, I take it, indicates that the piece
of cloth which you yourself tested at different points was not uniform in tensile
strength?—A. The tests show it.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where did you get that piece of cloth?
The Witness : It was a piece that happened to be in my office.

Sir Charles Davidson : Was it Auburn Mills cloth ?

The Witness : I cannot say it is. It was just a piece of cloth I had there, and it
shows the result that you will get on the same machine with the same piece of cloth.
[Auburn Woollen Mills—Burns.]
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Sir Charles Davidsox : You do not know whether it was or was not cloth supplied

by the Auburn Company?
The Witness: I do not know whether it was nor do I know where it came from.

It was there with a label on it and I got samples from it.

Sir Charles Davidson : How did it compare with sample 33, did you make an

examination as to that?

The Witness : No, sir, all I tested this for was to justify the margin allowed by

the department, because the test of that same piece of cloth shows that you get that

variation.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Ca/fi you say whether or not that piece of cloth was a piece which had been!

accepted by the department?—A. It was not, it was a sample in my own office, just a

sample cut.

Q. I fail to see the value of the comparison?—A. There is no comparison. It is

just to"show that the machine tests will show a variation, on the same machine, on the

same piece of cloth, at the same time.

Q. Are you not assuming that the 12 inches of cloth has a uniform tensile

strength?—A. No, I am showing that it has not.

Q. I show you the second of these cards attached to this piece of cloth, which
shows that it tore under a pressure of 71 pounds. Why may it not be that the cloth

at that point was somewhat less in tensile strength than the cloth at one of these other

points, where the tearing result was different? In other words, the cloth throughout

was not of uniform tensile strength?—A. Nor would any other piece of cloth; we get

that same variation in any piece of cloth. That test there is an illustration of what
will happen to any piece of cloth. You make six or seven tests of a piece of cloth, and

you will get possibly six or seven different results right in the same piece of cloth.

That sample there is simply to show that the department must vise a little common
sense in accepting or rejecting cloth; you cannot hold hard and fast to any prepared

specification. If you take one piece which tests only 59 pounds, it would not be quite

fair to the contractor to reject that without going through the cloth which might show
other tests as 69, 70; we have to use judgment.

Q. Are you able to give iis ajiy assurance that sample 33, upon which this con-

tract was based, displayed any such variation in tensile strength as the sample which
you now produce and subjected to this test?—A. I cannot say it will show the same
variation, but I would say it will show, and so will any other piece of cloth, variations

somewhat similar. Our experience has been that you will get a difference between

from 0]]e to fifteen pounds right in the same piece of cloth on the same machine.

Q. There was some discussion regarding the value—not as to the difference in

quality but as to the difference in value—do I gather thatt the manufacturing cost

accounts for the difference in vialue, if there be a variation between the manufactured
article and the sample?—A. That is not what I intended to convey. What I intended

to convey was that the cost of producing anything would) be my idea of the value.

I was not comparing them.

Q. The amount of cost of manufacturing- surely cannot be accepted as a reliable

guide when it comes to a question of value; don't you agree with me in that?—A.

I quite agree there, but having in mind that this material came within the margin

allowed by the depart.ment, I cannot quite agree that the fifteen per cent represented

the difference in value because if we considered that the material sent into the

department was 15 per cent less in value, or 15 per cent less than the article con-

tracted for, we would not pass it. At least, I would not, if it came to me. On the

other hand, we have got to allow reasonable variation. That was our justification

for passing material, not only from the Auburn company but also from any company
that did not meet our standard or specification in every respect. After all, it is

im]X)Ssible for the manufacturer to do that. If it was a question in our estimation

that this material was inferior in wearing quality and that kind of thing, to any

[Auburn Woollen Mills—Burns.]
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appreciable extent, we would have rejected it ajid returned it. Our inspector was
fiatiefied it was reasonably close to what jvas expected^ as close as the manufacturer
could get, knowing the variations in the manufactured article from the same batch,

and the different results which are obtained from the same batch.

Q. Would not the difference in value be a question of opinion; is it capable of

being determined exactly?—A. I cannot see how it can be determined exactly. A
chemist might do it, but no manufacturer would take on himself—I think I am safe

in saying that absolutely no manufacturer would take on himself to pick up two
pieces of cloth, that are approximately close, to one another, and aay what the

difference in value would be. I could not do it, that is, if the qualities are relatively

close, that is within ten or fifteen per cent. I cannot conceive that anybody can
determine exactly whether a piece of goods is worth ten or fifteen per cent less or

more than another piece of goods.

Q. Under any circumstances, can a contrast of the cost of manufacture afford

any safe guide to the question of resultant values'? Would it be safe, under any
circumstances, to say that because an article is believed to be 15 per cent below the

requirements of a sample it must therefore be fifteen per cent less in value?—^A. I

conceive of there being a difference greater than 15 per cent without one being able

to detect the difference in value. Take two pieces of cloth, and one may be a little

different in appearance from the other, and I cannot conceive even of a manufacturer

being able to say definitely what the difference in the cost of the two pieces is.

Q. Of course, it is obvious, I presume, that if goods are below the requirements

of the sample and specifications they must be, in some degree, below them in value?

—

A. Yes, sir, but on the other hand a reasonable margin must be allowed if you are

going to procure material and anything that goes below that margin is rejected and

returned by us. Large quantities are returned every day.

Q. That brings me to the next question, which puzzles me a little. You told us

about the conditions of the wool market and how different they are now from the

time when these specifications were issued and the sample supplied—^^how is it that this

Canadian fleece wool was obtained before and that since the war it has become scarce?

—^A. It was more easy to obtain it then than it is at present.

Q. One would think it desirable to change the specification or possibly to alter

the sample with the changed conditions; what have you to say to that?—^A. It might
possibly, and our practice is to do that kind of thing, but you must remember that we
have been working, not under normal conditions at all. This war broke out suddenly

and we had to have the material right away. This is a re-hash of the evidence already

given before other commissions, and this Commission also, but it is a fact, nevertheless,

that these things would require time, and time is an essential point about all out
orders right through. That was. so, not only at the start of the war, but ever since,

because until just recently there has been a very pressing demand by the Quartermas-

ter General for a clothing.

Q. At all events, no changes were made in the sample?—A. No change was made.
The only thing was that considering the woollen market which we know, perhaps just

as well as the manufacturers themselves, considering the safeguard we had in our
strength tests, considering the careful inspection we made of this material, I think

we were safeguarded in every possible way.

Q. Then are we to take it, Mr. Burns, that having regard to the changed condi-

tions, this sample No. 33 and the specification accompanying it are not intended at

the present time to be really a guide to the manufacturer, but that some v allowance

rtfust be made?—A. The cloth furnished is in its essential features equal to the
sample, the strength, the weight, the finish, and the shade, as I said before. These are

the four essential features.

Q. Then you still insist on all of these?—A. We still insist on these, within a

. reasonable margin, as we always have done.

Q. Was that margin which you mention, of fifteen per cent, allowed prior to the

change in these conditions?—A. At all times.

[Auburn Woollen Mills—Burns.]
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Q. It always has been allowed?—A. It always has been. I may perhaps make
that clear. It is not a margin, in our estimation, of the difference in value. We do

not allow a margin, so far as value is concerned. This is a margin allowed in the

various ways of examining the cloth. For instance, that strength test. The sample I

have produced there shows that some pieces of cloth will have a margin of 15 per cent

in the test. Therefore, it is not a difference of 15 per cent in the value of the cloth.

If the wearing quality of that cloth is lower to any extent than our standard pattern,

we would not accept it. It is just in helping us to form an idea of the value that we
adopt that 15 per cent.

Q. Then it obviously follows from what you say that there would be a deprecia-

tion of 15 per cent in the quality and also a depreciation in value?—A. Not in the

quality, the strength test.

Q. Is not that quality ?—A. No.

Q. It is one feature of it?—A. Not necessarily, because you can take the very

finest material that can be produced, material that will cost more than that there, and
it will not test anything like what that piece of cloth did.

Q. And you have said that there may be a depreciation of 15 per cent in the com-
parative strength test and still no appreciable difference in the value?—A. Yes, and
to prove that I have shown here to-day that you may get a difference of 15 per cent in

the same piece of cloth with the same test.

Q. In answer to the honourable Commissioner you said that the cost of manu-
facturing, plus overhead charges, is less than the cost of the matrial; can you indicate

in a general way what is the proportionate difference?—A. No sir; that would take

considerable time to go into the manufacturing cost; I cannot answer that offhand.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is of no importance.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. The specification calls for 38 ends to the inch and the sample supplied by the

department only has 32 ends to the inch; did you ever observe that difference?—A.

Yes, sir, but as I have stated, provided we get the finish in the article, we pay no atten-

tion to the number of ends.

Q. The increased porosity does not necessarily follow from the diminution in the

number of ends, because the yarn in one piece may be heavier than in the other?—A.

That is quite true, and it does not follow either in this way : of two pieces of goods out

off the same web one may be fulled to 56 inches and the other to 58 inches, and you

get a difference in porosity right there.

Sir Charles Davidson^: In your invitations to tender, one of which was addressed

to the Auburn Mills Company, there appears this statement :
" To be exactly similar

in every respect to our sealed pattern and specifications therefor." What specifica-

tions are referred to ?—A. It is the general specification covering that ; it is a cover-

ing sheet on the sample.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is it a specification attached to the sample book?

The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Attached to each sample in the sample book ?

The Witness : Yes, sir.

The witness retired.

Charles Ferrii^^ Cloth Inspector, Militia Department, sworn:

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. You have been examined already before this Commission?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. You are one of the inspectors in the Militia Department ?—A. Yes.

Q. And you are employed to inspect these cloths from time to time?—A. Yes.

Q. You have inspected the Aiiburh Woollen Mills cloth?—A. Yes, right along.

[Auburn Woollen Mills—Ferril.]
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Q. You gave your evidence before about the result of your inspection ?—A. I did.

Q. What was the result of this inspection of the Auburn Woollen Mills cloth?

—

A. It came up to specification in every respect, as far as I can see.

Q. Did you submit it to the usual tests?—A. Yes, always.

By Mr. Hutcheson :

Q. What was that test?—A. The strenfrth test, 60 pounds to the inch. Anything
under that I was supposed to reject. That is on the inch machine.

Q. Have you read Dr. Hersey's evidence?—A. Except just where he says it was
under strength; he claimed it was 57 and 50.

Q. You, of course, I take it, do not do anything in the way of counting threads?

—A. Not very often.

Q. Did you in this case?—A. I do not think I did in the Auburn Mills case.

Q. Do you ever do it?—A. I do, occasionally, if I suspect that there are not

enough ends in it, but it is almost impossible with a piece of frieze to do that, it is

almost impossible to do it. It is possible but it is very hard.

Q. What is your usual practice, is it to count the ends?—A. The feel of the

goods for one thing, and the quality, and if it don't stand up to the test on the weight

—it must stand up to the weight.

Q. What is your usual practice—is it to count the ends or not to count them?

—

A. We do not usually count them, occasionally we do, if we mistrust anything, we
might count them.

Q. I presume that in addition to the strength test on the machine you applied

the weight test; did you weigh the cloth?—A. Oh, yes, we always weigh the cloth.

Q. And as to finish, you would be guided by your eye?—A. By the eye, and by

the handling.

Q. And the same as to the shade?—A. The same as to the shade.

Q. We were told by the last witness that the strength, finish, Aveight and shade are

the only items which are considered?—A. That is all; he has asked me to count the

threads in certain samples, which I did.

Q. From whom do you get your instructions as to the test?—A. From Mr. Burns.
Q. As to the strength, finish, weight and shade?—A. Yes.

Q. And all of the goods of the Auburn Mills, except those which you have
rejected, and which amounted to about 1,000 yards, complied with your regular test in

these four regards?—A. Yes.

The witness retired.

James Kendry_, President of the Auburn Woollen Mills, already sworn, recalled:

Examined by Mr. O'Connell:

Q. 1 now hand you a piece of your cloth which was supplied to the Government;
that is a fair sample of it?—A. i^es, sir.

Q. Compare it with sample No. 33i.

!Sir Charles Davidson : Is this something new ?

Mr. O'Connell : Yes, my lord. It is just on the question of porosity.

Sir Charles Davidson: When was this sample supplied to the Government?
Mr. O'Connell : it was supplied to the Government under the contract.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. When was that particular piece of cloth supplied to the Government?—A.
Lately, 1 can hardly say when, but we supplied it lately.

Q. It is a fair sample of the general class of goods you have been supplying to the
Government?—A. Yes.

[Auburn Woollen Mills—^Kendry.]
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Q. It is a fair sampled—A. Yes.
Cj. What do you say as to tJie relative porosity of the sample which you supplied

to the Government, and sample 33, which i now show you'^—A. This piece of cloth

which 1 have in my hand has less porosity, certainly, than has the sample. What 1

mean is it is closer made, it is more felted.

Q. Forosity means that it is more open'^—A. ^es, sample 33 is more open than

ours.

Q. You say that your cloth is less porous than sample 33?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why do you not have the opinion of the witness on th--?

actual samples, INos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 which are filed in the case, insteiui of this pieco oi

cloth which has not been tiled?

Mr. O'CONNELL ; 1 will do so, my lord.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. 1 ilow produce sample -No. 33 and sample -No. 5, and I ask you to compare
sample JMo. 5 with sample 33; what do you say as to these two samples, which has the

more porosity?—A. The most resistance?

Sir Charles Davidson: .No, the more porosity.

By Mr. O'Connell:

-Q. Which is the denser cloth?—A. Sample No. 5 is a denser cloth than sample

No. 33.

Q. Take sample -No. 6 and say which is the denser cloth?—A. Sample No. 6 is

more dense than Sample -No. 33, it is better felted.

Q. Take sample -No. 7?—A. Sample -No. 7 is denser than sample JMo. 33.

Q. Take sample -No. 8?—A. Sample -No. 8 is more dense than sample No. 33.

Q. You heard Dr. Horsey give his evidence about the short fibres?—A. Yes.

Q. And as to his manner of ascertaining the number of short fibres in the yarn?
—A. Yes. sir.

Q. Can that be done?—A- JNo, it is not possible to do it.

Q. Why?—A. -Because it is not practicable. -No manufacturer does that; anyway,

I have been 50 years in the business and I have never heard of it.

Q. Does short libre necessarily mean less strength or less quality ?—A. No.

Sir 'Charles Davidson : That is not an answer.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Does a less number of long fibre necessarily mean inferior quality?—A. Well,

long fibre may be inferior in strength, more inferior than short fibre.

Q. What do you say about the quality?—A. Strength and quality. The shorter

fibre may be a better quality than the longer fibre.

Q. Why?—A. Because it has got more blood in it. A great number of the long

wool has not very much blood in it. I may mention East India wool which has not

so much blood as shorter wool. There is lots of this wool which is stronger than the

long wool of East Indies.

Q. What occasions the short fibre coming out in the cloth afterwards; what causes

the short fibre?—A. You may take the longer fibre, and, in the process of manufac-
turing—in our picking room, in our carding room, the two inch staple is liable to be

broken up into half an inch or three-quarters of an inch in the process of carding,

picking and fulling, to which we subject it.

Q. Does that result in any variation as to the quantity of long wool fibre that

may be found in the finished article ?^A. Yes.

Q. Does the fact that short fibre may be found in the finished proluct mean that

that is wool stock ?—A. No, sir, it does not.

Q. What do you say as to Dr. Hersey's statement as to the difference in the

number of ends to the square inch in the sample and in the cloth furnished?—A. So
• [Auburn Woollen Mills—Kendry.]
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far as strength is concerned, we have the strength. There may be fewer threads, but
there is heavier yarn, and, as has been given in evidence, the cloth has the same weight.

Q. So that you may have a less number of ends to the square inch in cloth in

which you use heavier yarn than you would have in a piece of cloth where you used
lighter yam, and still have the same weight?—A. Certainly.

Q. What class of yarn did you use in your cloth ?—A. In that class of goods we
call it one run yarn, that is universally used in frieze.

Q. How does it compare with the yarn jn the sample, as to weight?—A. The yarn
in the sample looks to be a little lighter than ours, I cannot tell you how much.

Q. Dr. Hersey also tells us that it is the practice for the manufacturer, whwi he
gets a contract to supply goods to a sample, to take the sample to pieces, to dissect it,

and ascertain by inspection the quantity of short fibres and so on—is that the practice?
—^A. No', sir.

Q. Dr. Hersey said that was done for the purpose of enabling him to come up to

strength and quality and so on, is that done in the trade?—A. No, sir.

Q. It is not done in the trade?—A. No one in the manufacturing business does it.

Q. What is the usual practice of the manufacturer in cases of that kind ?—A. The
usual practice for the manufacturer is, if I get a piece of goods and they say, can you
make goods at the price, the same as that, we get down to the amount of work and the

kind of stock we have to use to make it at that price. That is the usual custom. No
man can produce a piece of goods here and say what the value of that is; no one can
do that, I do not care who he is.

Q. Is it possible, on the analysis such as described by Dr. Hersey, to determine
the value or the quality of the goods ?—^A. No, you cannot do it.

Q. Dr. Hersey says he has had two years exi)erience as the manager of a mill;

what skill could he develop with experience of that kind ?—A. The woollen business is

a very intricate business. I say that if Dr. Hersey had two years' experience he might
not know anything and he would not know very much. I have been in the business

a long while, and I know other people in the business, and the longer you are in the

business the more intricate it gets, so that two years would not be considered a proper
apprenticeship in the business, or anything like it.

Q. Is there anything further you wish to state?—A. No.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. The sample which you first produced before the Commissioner and which you
afterwards set aside, was merely a sample taken from your own manufacture and not
a part of the actual goods supplied to the Government?—A. It was not a part of the
samples we are investigating.

Q. You say that samples 5, 6, 7, and 8 are all denser than sample 33?—A. I do.

Q. What makes the density, is it the number of threads?—A. No, it is the felting.

Ours is better felted in our mill. You make it dense so that you cannot see through
it

; you can hardly put water through it. The felting property is greater in our wool,
it is better felting wool.

Q. Have you submitted these samples to any test other than feeling them in your
-iiand and examination by the eye, when you spoke about their density ?—A. We tested

for strength.

Q. Have you tested samples 5, 6, 7, and 8 in any other way except by feeling and
by the eye ?—A. We tested them on our machines, we have the machine the same as the
Government and that is where we get that strength.

Q. Does that enable you to speak as to density ?—A. So far as the density is con-

cerned, it is the fulling that makes the density.

Q. Is it desirable that the threads should be greater in number and lighter in

weight?—A. That depends a great deal upon the class of cloth;. I am speaking now
more particularly of the frieze cloth made for overcoats for the Government.
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Q. 1 take it to be established that the cloth you supplied contained fewer threads

but these were of greater weight than the threads in the sample?—A. Yes, the yarn
was of a greater weight.

Q. Does that produce as good results as if you had complied exactly with the

requirements as to the number of threads?—A. it does.

Q. As good a result?—^A. Yes, my cloth is closer in density than sample No. 33.

My cloth is closer and would resist water and wind better than the other.

Q. That might be all right if density was the only test, but does it produce as

good results in every way, as to tensile strength, for instance —A. Yes.

Q. Obviously it would as to weight, but what about the finish?—A. Just as good
as to finish. To my knowledge I might say it would be a better finish.

The witness retired.

Eaymond S. Bartlett, superintendent of the Burlington, Vermont, Woollen

Mills, sworn:

Examined hy Mr. O'Connell, K.C.

:

Q. I understand that you are the superintendent of one of the largest industries

in the state of Vermont?^—A. I believe it is the largest.

Q. And I think yours is the second largest woollen mill on the coi^Jiinent of Amer-
ica?—A. Yes, of that character of mill.

Q. You have had some experience, of course, in the woollen business ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. You have heard the evidence given here to-day by the different witnesses who
have been called ?—A. I have.

Q. And you gathered from it that the analyst who has analyzed some of this cloth

was brought here and said he had ascertained the quantity of the short fibre in the

yam—is that possible to be done by any mechanical test?—A. Why no, not with any
accuracy. That is, it is something I have never seen applied to manufacturing. It is

contrary to any examination we give cloth in the actual manufacturing, particularly

on cloth of this character, that is felted as that is, no one could remove that thread

without breaking some of the fibres, and to untwist it and separate the fibres I should

think would be a very difficult thing to do with any degree of accuracy. We would

not attempt it in our mill. I never heard of it being employed as a means of analysis

in actual manufacturing.

Q. And, if it could be done, would it give any useful results as to the quality or

value of the cloth?—A. I should not say so, because it would be so inaccurate.

Q. Does short fibre in the yarn necessarily mean inferior qiiality?—A- Not neces-

sarily, because some wools of good quality are short.

Q. Does it necessarily mean inferior strength?—'A. No. In cloth of that char-

acter, the length of wool fibre is not the only factor that contributes to the strength.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Why is wool stock so much cheaper than long wool?

The Witness : Wool stock is reclaimed wool. I think the question asked me was

as to short fibre wool. (To Mr. O'Connell) : Did you allude to shoddy?

Mr. O'Connell : No, I meant short new wool.

The Witness : That is as I understood the question.

By Mr. O'ConneU:

Q. Yes, that is the question—I asked you if short new wool necessarily meant an

inferior quality of the cloth?—A. No, sir.

~ Q. It is not shoddy?—A. No, you might get short wool of a very high quality.

Some of the finer wools are short wools.
.

Q. Does shoddy necessarily mean inferior cloth—what do you understand by

shoddy?—A. " Shoddy" is reclaimed wool, either from yarn which is a waste product
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which has not been manufactured, or from clippings of cloth. When you sj)eak of the

value of shoody, that would depend entirely on the results you get in converting that

waste into the fibrous condition. The same factors that determine the value of wool

would determine the quality of the shoddy, that is length of staple and spinning

qualities.

Q. And the use of shoddy does not necessarily mean inferior cloth?—lA. No, not

necessarily, if it is used properly. In fact, a certain amount of shoddy is a benefit to

a certain class of fabric.

Q. Is it a benefit in the manufacture of this particular cloth?—A. It is in a way;
that is, to get the finish that you would require in frieze. For instance, you have to

get a covering, and the greatest number of fibres that you have, on account of the

shorter length, and on the same diameter of the thread, will give you more, what they

call, points, on the fabric, and it will give you more fibres to produce the cover and

the finish that is desired. That is more true of meltons than of frieze.

Q. And, as I understand it, some shoddy is dearer than some new wool?—A. That

might be.

Q. For instance, shoddy made from new clippings?—A. Shoddy from new clip-

pings ; I doubt if you could find any that would have a value equal to new wool.

Q. But it would be all wool ?—A. Oh yes, it is all wool.

Q. I have a statement here written by Samuel S. Dale of Boston, entitled: "An
Explanation and Defense of Shoddy and Other Wool By-Products" and I will read

a portion of it for you

:

These samples show how unfounded is the popular prejudice against re-

claimed wool known under the name of shoddy, and how absurd and useless

would be the so-called 'pure textile' bills, such as the Lindquist, Murdock, Palm-
er and Myers bills, which class the inferior materials, Fig. 1, 3 and 5 as

'pure wool' and stamp the better materials. Figs. 2, 4 and 6, with the mark of

inferiority. All of these materials are wool, and when made into cloth are of

equal purity and cleanliness. When mixed together in the process of manu-
facture these materials can no mor^ be distinguished from each other than

Wyoming wool can be distinguished from Montana wool when the two are

mixed and manufactured into wool goods.

Wool on its Merits.

The value of wool fibres as raw material for manufacturing depends not

on whether they have or have not been previously used in the manufacture of

wool goods, not on whether one is called 'new wool' and the other 'shoddy', but

on what the material actually is, on its length strength, fineness, flexibility,

luster, lack of luster, felting quality, lack of felting quality, in fact, on that

indefinite number of characteristics which make wool fibres suited for producing
the inexhaustible variety of products required to supply the necessities and
gratify (the whims of men and women. Varying as these raw materials do, some
shoddy being better than some wool, and some wool better than some shoddy,

they are selected on their intrinsic merits and mixed together for manufactur-
ing into wool goods. They are also mixed, in the fibrous state or after being

spun into yarn, with other textile materials, mohair, camel hair, cotton, flax,

hemp, jute, ramie, to produce the particular fabric and effect desired.

If a fabric fails to protect the wearer against cold and damp, hangs badly

in the garment, wears shiny, becomes threadbare, lacks durability, or is defect-,

ive in any way, the cause of the defect is to be found, not in the fact that the

raw material has been used once, twice or more times in the manfacture of

clothing, not that it was called waste, noils, shoddy or wool, not on the propor-

tions in which those materials were used or mixed with other textile materials,

but on the intrinsic value of the raw materials irrespective of their previous

condition and on the way in which they were converted into the finished pro-
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duct. Poor cloth is made of shoddy, noils, waste and wool by-products, as well

as new wool.

Here are the conclusions of the whole matter:

(a) Shoddy is necessary for the existence of the greater number of people

now living, because the sheep of the world produce but a small fraction of the

wool needed to clothe the inhabitants of temperate and cold climates.

(h) There is less danger of infectious diseases from handling rags and

shoddy th^n from wool.

(c) Disease germs that may be in wool rags, shoddy, cotton or other textile

materials, cannot be found in cloth made from these raw materials, because

manufacturing is a certain and thorough process of purification.

(d) A wool fabric should be judged by what it is, not by the name given to

the wool of which it is made. Much of the wool called, shoddy is intrinsically

better than much of the wool that comes direct from the sheep.

Q. You have read these statements made on pages 14, 15 and 16 of this book as to

shoddy?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you agree with these statements as to shoddy?—A. I do, that is a correct

statement.

Q. Then, Dr. Hersey tells that when a manufacturer gets a contract for cloth

he analyses the sample in the manner described here and ascertains the quantity of

short fibre in the yarn—is that done by a practical mill manufacturer?—A. I have

never known it to be done.

Q. What is the practice as you know it ?—A. The practice that I have always

followed personally, and that I have seen followed, is that we will take the fabric and
dissect it, only as regards the nuipber of ends and picks and weight. We weigh a

square inch and get the woof and learn its construction by dissecting it, and in that

way we would know what is to be produced. We can figure very closely what the

diameter of the yarns must be to produce that. We consider, of course, the amount
of shrinkage and the dead loss of the raw material we are going to use. We can

figure very closely on that.

Q. That is the method that a manufacturer follows?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you use shoddy jn your mills ?—A. We do, we use quite a good deal of it.

Q. Have you any idea of the quantity you use per annum ?—^A. We manufacture
around fronl 130,000 to 140,000 pounds a week of shoddy, when we are running the

shoddy plant to its full capacity.

Q. Would you consider that a mixture of 50 shoddy and 50 new wool is out of the

way in the manufacture of cloth of the class in question here ?—A. That would depend
on the selling price.

Q. I mean for the quality required?—A. Oh, yes, you could produce that quality

with the use of shoddy, but it is very hard to define the proportions.

Q. Look at sample 33 and say if you caii give evidence as to that?—A. One could

make an estimate only. Only about how much if you are going to work to build a cloth

like that. Sample 33 is a cloth that would carry considerable shoddy if you wanted to

use it ; how much would depend on the selling price.

Q. Assuming that you used wool of good quality and shoddy of good quality, could

you use 50-50 in manufacturing a cloth of equal quality?—A. You could.

Q. Dr. Hersey has also made some deductions from the quantity of ends found
in the square inch, and he seems to have come to the conclusion that fifteen per cent

difference in the number of ends to the square inch means fifteen per cent difference

in value and in quality; what do you say as to that?—A. Fifteen per cent is quite a

margin. I do not see how it could make that difference, because the different factors

from the manufacturing point of view entering into the value are the weight of raw
material that it takes to make a yard of that cloth, plus the labour and manufacturing

cost. These are the main factors in the cost of a piece of cloth, and as far as reducing
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the number of ends and picks is concerned, the only way that that could affect any-

thing at all would be in the increased production i>erhaps on account of the larger size

which would be very small appreciably.

Q. Does the difference in the weight of the yarn used have anything to do with the

number of ends?—A. Yes, with the larger diameter you cannot use as many ends.

Q. Therefore, would you have the same weight in the finished product?—A. Yes,

if you had your shrinkage.

Q. Coming to the fibres again for a moment, what do you say prevents one from
ascertaining the quantity of short fibre originally put into the product in process of

manufacture?—A. Well

Q. I mean, trying to ascertain it from the finished product?—A. Because, through

the various processes that the stock is put through it does not retain its original length

and form. It is worked over so many times that the handling breaks the fibre up
more or less.

Q. Do the results differ from time to time; that is to say, suppose you are using

the same quantity of long fibre right along, would the results differ from time to time

in the finished product?—A. They will. You cannot control these things absolutely.

Why, your difference in fulling alone will produce a difference in that regard. These

goods are wet with soap, then you see in the bottom of the fulling-mill there will be a

large quantity of flux where the fibre is broken oft*. /

Q. And that result gives a different quantity of long fibre in different goods,

although the same mixture may be used ?—A. You never get goods through in' exactly

the same condition, one piece with another; you cannot duplicate conditions.

Q. It is not possible to ascertain from the finished product the quantity of long

fibre started with?—A, Not with any accuracy.

Q. What has the twist in the yarn to do with the strength of the material—there

seems to be an impression that the more twist yoy give to the yarn the stronger the

cloth ?^—A. That does not necessarily follow. In goods that are fulled, less twist is

more desirable than more twist. In fact, j'ou will get greater strength with less twist

than with 'more. The harder twist will retard the fulling of the stock where the softer

twist will aid it, which will result in a more compact fabric and greater strength.

Q. Apparently you can get better fulling results with the loose twist than with

the tight twist?—A. Oh, yes, you have to. That is one of the fudamental principles

in making heavy ggods, it is to make a slack twist. I refer to melton and frieze. and
goods of that character that are fulled.

Q. Is it possible for any expert to determine the quantity of shoddy in a piece of

cloth by examining it?—A. Not with any accuracy,

Q. i mean shoddy, apart from short wool stock?—A. Not with any accui-acy.

Q. Js it possible at all; because you may discover short wool and not be able to

determine whether the short wool is shoddy or not?—A. If a piece of goods is made
of shoddy you could possibly tell it, but if it contains thirty or forty or fifty per cent,

a man cannot tell it with any accuracy as to the percentage.

Q. A man may discover to some degree a quantity of short stock, but that would
not necessarily determine the shoddy; it might be short new wool?

—

^A. Fp to a certain

percentage. But if a man composed a cloth of eighty, or ninety, or a hundred per cent»

as they sometimes do, out of shoddy, well, then you could detect it; not its percentage
accurately, but you would know that a large part of it was composed of shoddy.

Q. Within what limits could he tell?—A. I should say after you passed sixty or
seventy per cent you could tell, because it is mushy like in the feeling.

Q. Could you even then tell anything more than that short wool had been used?
—A. I think you could on account of the soft handle that you get.

Q. Could yo\i' tell the percentage that had been used ?—A. Oh, no, not with any
accuracy.

Q. Do you get a fair test of the strength by testing the cloth on a machine with
n dimension of one or two inches in the piece?—A. I do not know what the custom is

here, but we would not consider if we took an inch strip and tested it that we had a
[Auburn Woollen Mills—Bartlett]
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fair test. We would test that piece of goods by taking a two or three-inch strip, and
then we would put the inch jaws in the felter and pull, and in that way the point that

breaks is separated from the surrounding fibre.

Q. You would not get a fair test by putting in an inch wide of cloth?—A. You
would not get a test that would compare with the actual strength of the fabric in the

garment.

Q. Nor, so long as you can have the weight in the finished product, is the differ-

ence in the number of threads to the square inch of much importance?—A. None in

a cloth of this character.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why?
The Witness : Well, in frieze and meltons there may be less ends and heavier

yarn, owing to the fact, as I have previously stated, that twist plays such an important

I^art in the fulling of the fabric; heavier yarns enable you to use a softer twist in

spinning for that frieze. If you were finer in diameter with the same stock, you would
have to have more twist to spin that finer diameter, and that would result in difficult

fulling. The piece would weigh more in fulling and waste more. The dead loss would

be greater. I doubt if it would result in as compact a piece or in as strong a piece.

These are the principles followed in the production of heavyweight cloth of this char-

acter.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Have you actually applied any test of any kind to sample No. 33 ?—A. I have

not; I have just seen it and handled it, that is all.

Q. I take it that you have not applied any tests of any kind to samples 5, 6, 7, and
8 ?—A. I have not ; I have not seen these.

Q. Have you read Dr. Hersey's evidence ?—A. Yes, I saw parts of it this morning.

Q. You did not read it all?—A. No, I read it as regards strength and these items.

Q. Can you tell us how your test, which I understand involves dissecting the

fabric, differs from Dr. Hersey's test?—A. He is attempting to tell you the compo-
sition of the yarn, or of the stock that enters into the yarn, by these threads, and count-

ing the fabric. We never would attempt that because we would not consider the result

would be accurate enougli to be of use.

Q. You have told us that, but what would you do?-—A. We would merely deter-

mine the number of ends per inch each way.

Q. Plow could you do that?—A. By counting.

Q. Did not Dr. Hersey do the same?—A. Speaking of the ends of the fabric, he

apparently did the same; he counted the ends and the picks and gave a rcecord of the

ends and picks in different samples he had inspected.

Q. Make it plain what the difference is between your method and his so that we
can appreciate what it is?—A. Our method would be merely to determine the con-

struction of the fabric as regards the weight, the number of ends, so far as the stock

in the fabric is concerned, we would not attempt to analyze that as he did, because it

would be impossible. We would form an opinion as to how we would make that cloth

ourselves, if we were trying to duplicate it.

Q. And you say that if you took his means it would not afford a fair test as to

the propertion of short and long fibre which had entered into the original make?—A.

Oh, no, it coTild not.

Q. A& to the twist, do you agree with this statement of Dr. TTereey at page 7:
" Goods made of long fibre are stronger than goods made of short fibre, provided the

yarn in the goods has the same amount of twist."—A. That does not necessarily fo'low.

Q. Yon do not fully agree with that?—A. Of course, the amount of t\vi«t affects

the fulling properties of the fabric.

Q. He says that you can have long fibre goods with a certain twist, vvhic'i would
be inferior in tensile strength to short fibre, if the short fibre had been given more

twist in the spinning of the yarn ; do you agree with that ?—A. No, T do not.

7131—152i
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Joiix Fras^er, I.S.O., auditor general *for the Dominion of Canada, already

sworn

:

Mr. Thompson: What pistols were purchased by the Department of Militia and

Defence ?

Mr. Fbaser: Colt automatia

Mr. Thompson: What is the retail price in Canada of the Colt "automatic"
pistols ?

Mr. Fraser: I have forgotten, but it is somewhere about $26 or $2'7,

Mr. Thompson : Thes6 are the revolvers, I think. Speaking from recollection, the

Colt revolver is $26; although I may be in error. However^ that is my impression.

Mr. Fraser : My information as to the wholesale price was that it was $18.50 with

trade discount-^ten and five; and two and a half, for cash. We paid $18.50 net. I

know they were selling them to the New York State Government for about $14.

Mr. Thompson : Was it the same pistol ?

Mr. Fraser: The same pistol.

Mr. Thompson : The same make of pistol ?

Mn. Fraser: Yes.

Mr. Thompson : That is the Colt automatic ?

Mr. Fraser: The Colt automatic.

Mr. Thompson: Do you know if that was a new model?

Mr. Fraser: I cannot give you the description now, but the description in the

vouchers and the description of those sold to the New York State Government is

the same.

Mr. Thompson: Do you know if these prices were actually paid or was that in-

formation supplied to you third-hand?

Mr. Fraser: Do you mean to the New York State Government?

Mr. Thompson: Yes.

Mr. Fraser : I had it from one of their own documents.

Mr. Thompson: That is one of the company's documents?

Mr. Fraser: No, one of the documents of the New York State Government.

Mr. Thompson: It was an official publication?

Mr. Fraser: Yes, it was a price list for their men, in which they stated that they
supplied them at a slight advance on cost.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might produce that.

Mr. Fraser : I have not got it now, but possibly I may be able to get it again.

-Sir Charles Davidson : It would be advisable to get it for us.

Mr. Fraser : I may not be able to get it.

Sir Charles Davdison : How long would it take you to get it?

Mr. Fraser: I do not know; I may have difficulty in gettifig it again, but I am
not sure as to that.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you get a copy of it ?

Mr. Fraser: Perhaps, I am not certain until I try.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you the vouchers for the Canadian purchases?

Mr. Fraser: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might produce them to-morrow?

Mr. Fraser : I shall.

Mr. Thompson: Did the New York documents, to, which you have referred, state
how many magazines were supplied with each pistol?

Mir. Fraser : I think so, but I forget whether it was one or two.

[Ottawa, Revolvers and Pistols—Auditor General.]
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Mr. Thompson : And how many were supplied with the Canadian pistol ?

Mr. Fraser : I do not recollect, I will have to look at the vouchers for that.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might bring them to-morrow morning, and in the

meantime you might secure a copy of this New York State document, if you can. It

might be well to have it, so that we may contrast the prices and the pistols.

Ma Fraser : If it is in Ottawa, I will try and get it.

Mr. Thompson : It may be important to know the number of magazines supplied

with each pistol; they are comparatively expensive, I understand?

Mr. Fraser : I have a letter from Colt's stating that they did not supply these at

the same rate as to the American Government or to the New York State Government,
because they had developed a pistol especially with a view to creating large orders

from the New York State Government or from the American Government, I forget

which, and that they did not give us the same price as they gave them.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might bring that letter also.

Mr. Fraser: Yes, that is on file in the Militia Department.

Sir Charles Davidson: You might bring anything you have in connection with

this.

Mr. Fraser : I might state that I was not aware that a meeting of the Commission
would be held this afternoon, and on my return to my office after luncheon, being

notified, I tried to get the correspondence and the papers, but, unfortuuately, the man
in charge is laid up with gr'ippe like so many other people in Ottawa, and I had to

give the matter in charge to another official who did not know where to look for these

papers. However, I will have them here in the morning.

Sir Charles Davidson : Then, we will hear you at eleven o'clock in the morning.

The witness retired.

Clifton H. Carlisle, manager of the Goodyear Tire and Eubber Company of

Canada, of the City of Toronto, sworn

:

Mr. Thompson: You will recollect, sir, that there was some question about the

tires on motor trucks, and in his evidence Mr. Russell spoke about the fluctuation in

the rubber market, accounting for the variation in the price of tires. I will examine
Mr. Carlisle as to the price of rubber.

By Mr. Thompson, K.G,:

Q. Can you tell me the price of rubber from August, 1914, down to March, 1915 ?

First, give me the New York quotations, and then give me the price which your com-

pany paid for rubber, because that may be a matter of importance?—A. I have with

me the New York quotations and also the quotations on the London market, covering

that periodw I keep the rubber prices from year to year, and have a record of New
York prices from 1910 to the present time. I can give you these prices as I have

them here.

Q. What variation do you find in the prices of rubber between the dates I have

mentioned ?—A. On August 10, 1914 , the question for first latex crepe, delivered

in Canada, shipped from London, was 53 cents per pound. The highest price during

the month was 63^ cents, which was the price quoted on August 20, 1914,

Q. Can you give them in tabulated form?—A. Yes.

Date. Rubber. Low. High.

Aug. 10, 1914—Latex crepe 53 63^

Aug. 1914—Smoked sheets 53 64^

Sept. 1914—Latex crepe 52 57

Sept. 1914—Smoked sheets-. 55 60^

Oct. 1914—Latex crepe 54 60

[Ottawa, Motor Trucks—Carlisle.]
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Q. I gather that you did not agree with that from what you said hoforo—you
appear to think that with less twist in the yarn you could get better results?—A. Yes,

in goods that are fulled ; that applies to goods that are fulled.

Q. And these goods are fulled ?-^A. Yes, these goods are fulled.

Q. You say that short fibre wool does not necessarily mean inferior quality ; does

it usually mean inferior quality?—A. No, because your finer wools aro short. The
finer j'ou go in grade the shorter you go in staple. The highest-priced wools on the

market are short staple fine wools.

Q. Let us confine ourselves to the wool supplied for the purposes of this cloth;

does short fibre wool usually mean less tensile strength?—A. Not necessarily. Short

fibre wools will aid you in your fulling. The main object to consider in a cloth like

this is getting something that will felt.

Q. You say that shoddy is not necessarily inferior in quality; is it usually inferior

in quality ?—A. Yes, as compared with new wool. I think I said that it did not come
to the value of new wool.

Q. The cloth produced from shoddy, is that usually inferior?—A. Cl6th produced

containing some shoddy, is not necessarily inferior.

Q. Not necessarily, but is it u&ually inferior?—'A. It usually is.

Q. But you would not say that regarding cloth produced from short fibre wool?

—A. No.

Q. I take it from the questions asked by Mr. O'Connell that your evidence shows

that 50 per cent shoddy and 50 per cent new wool was used in manufacturing samples

5, 6, 7 and 8?

Mr. O'Connell : He said it would not be improper to use them.

Mr, HuTCHESON : I do not appreciate the force of the questions unless there was
evidence that such' had been used.

Sir Charles Davidson: We had evidence that the proportions were 60 and 40.

Mr. O'Connell: If it is proper to use 50 and 50, it must be necessarily proper to

use 60 and 40.

By Mr. O'Connell:

Q. Look at samples 5, 6, 7 and 8, and tell us if in your opinion they are equal to

sample No. 33 in quality ?—A. What is your question.

Q. Is No. 5 sample equal in quality to sample No. 33?—A. In what respect? It

is a pretty broad question when yoi; say "in quality". That is a hard thing to deter-

mine.

Q. I mean in durability, and weight, and so on?—A. I should say yes. Sample
No. 5 is better covered than sample No. 33; it is more compact; it seems to have more
felting.

Q. Have you anything to say as to the difference between sample No. 5 and
sample No. 33?—A. No, I think that would be the only difference I could detect.

Q. What do you say as to sample No, 6?—A. There is more cover and more
felting and it feels heavier than sample No. 33.

Q. Is it as good 'in durability and in weight?—A. I think it is a good delivery,

Q. AVhat does that mean?—A, It is reasonably close to the sample, and would be

accepted.

Q. What do you say as to sample No. 7?—A. They are all the same; this is the

same in fullness as 5 and 6; it also feels heavier than sample No. 33.

Q. And as to sample No. 8 ?i—A. Sample No. 8 is more fulled and has more cover

than sample No. 33, and is fully as heavy.

Q. Could any expert tell the quantity of shoddy by looking at these samples and

feeling them?—A. No, he could not tell whether there is any shoddy in there or not,

that is, samples 5, 6, 7 and 8, and feel sure of it.
, .
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By Mr. HuicHeson:

Q. Could any expert tell the tensile strength by merely looking at it?—A. No, he

could test by the handling only, whether it is felted or not. The only way you could

tell that is by the thumb test.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Is there anything further, Mr. Hutcheson?

Mr. Hutchison : Nothing further, my lord.

The Commission then adjourned.

[Auburn Woollen Mills—Bartlett.]
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ROYAL COMMISSION.

Ottawa, Saturday, May 13, 1916.

The Koyal Commission appointed to inquire into and investigate the facts and
circumstances of, or connected with, the sale, or disposal, by the Government, of Small
Arms Ammunition since the 4th of August, 1914, referred to in returns made to the

House of Commons on the first and second May, 1916.

Met to-day at Ottawa.

Present :

THE HON. SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

John Thompson, K.C,
As Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens,
Clerk of the Commission.

The following certified copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council,

approved by His Royal Highness the Governor General on the 9th May, 1916, was read

by Captain Thompson:

—

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

8th May, 1916, from the Minister of Justice, submitting,—^with reference to the

Commission of 2nd June, 1915, issued to the Honourable Sir Charles Peers

Davidson to investigate the purchase of arms and munitions, etc;, and the

expenditure and payments therefor,—that it is deemed desirable to extend the

powers of the Commissioner so as to enable him to inquire into and investigate

the facts and circumstances of or connected with the sale or disposal by Your
Royal Highness's Government of small arms munitions since 4th August, 1914,

referred to in returns made to the House of Commons on the 1st and 2n(l May,
1916.

The Minister therefore recommends that Your Royal Highness cause inquiry

to be made pursuant to Part 1 of the Inquiries Act, Revised Statutes of Canada,

1906, Chapter 104, concerning the aforesaid transactions, and that a supple-

mentary commission be issued in the case conferring and charging upon the

Commissioner all the powers and duties for the inquiry aforesaid which the

Commissioner has under and by virtue of the aforesaid Commission of 2nd
June, 1915. i

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the

same for approval.

RODOLPHE BOUDREALT,
Cle^'k of the Privy Council.
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Capt. Tiio.MPSOx: The matter before tlie Commission, this morning, Sir, is the

sale of small arms ammunition. Taking up the return, I find during the years 1914,

1915 and 1916, quite a number of sales and apparently most of them were in what one

might call the usual course of the administration of the Department.

Sir Charles Davidson : Koutine ?

Capt. Thompson: Routine—sales to rifle clubs, with the exception of one sale to

the Savage Arms Company. I shall not read the correspondence as it refers to a com-
paratively small amount and it does not appear to be worth while pursuing an invest-

igation into that matter.

Sir Charlks Davidson : There was another sale to the Northwest Mounted Police

which would be almost a matter of routine.

Captain Thompson : I presume so. The important matter is the sale to Vickers,

Limited, of London, and that is the part of the return I propose to take up this

morning.

Sir Charles Davidson: How much was sold to them?

Captain Thompson: 2,986,100 rounds, or about 3,000,000 rounds.

Sir Charles Davidson : For which $63,496 was received.

Captain Thompson : It appears from the correspondence that the arrangements
were made between Colonel J. Wesley Allison and General Macdonald. I am reading

from the letter of September 8, 1915.

Sir Charles Davidson: It might be suggested. Captain Thompson, that you file,

for the purpose of this record, the return made in Parliament to some inquiry.

Captain Thompson: I suppose I could get a copy.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have a copy ; that possibly .would do later.

Captain Thompson : Yes. I am not able to file the original return.

Sir Charles Davidson : You can file a copy.

Captain Thompson : I am reading from a copy of a letter dated September S, 1915,

and addressed to General D. A. Macdonald:

"September 8, 1915.

General D. A. Macdonald,

Quartermaster General,

Ottawa, Canada.

My Dear GENERAL,-^Referring to my arrangements with you some time
ago for the purchase of 236,000 -303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson,
I have just received a cable requesting me, to have these shipped to

—

G. A. SEAKLES,

Vickers House,

Broadway,

Westminster, London,

at the earliest possrble moment.

I have cabled asking authority to pay you from their account here for the

above cartridges. Therefore, kindly send me your bill and I will see that it is

paid.

Faithfully yours,

J. WESLEY ALLISON.
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The next letter I will read at the present moment is a letter dated the 6th October,

1915, written to General D. A. Maedonald, Quartermaster General, and which is as

follows

:

Hotel Manhattan^

Madison Ave., New York, October 6, 1915.

Confidential.

General D. A. Macdonald,
Quartermaster General,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

Dear General Macdonald,—I have just received instructions from London

requesting me to order from you ah additional 750,310 -303 Mark VI cartridges;

to be shipped to the same address as referred to in my letter of September 8.

They have asked if you would permit them to -deposit the amount of the

purchase price to the credit of the Canadian Militia Department in London,

.

.

at the Bank of Montreal there.

Thanking you for a reply, and with kind personal regards, I am,

Yoyrs very truly

J. WESLEY ALLISON.

Minister says issue.

D. A. MACDONALD.
8th October, 1915.

I read these two letters because one of them refers to the arrangement being made
with the Quartermaster General and the other bears the O.K. of the Minister.

Sir Charles Davidson : You did not read the third one with resi)ect to the

2,000,000 rounds.

Captain Thompson: I was going to read that after. I am just laying the founda-

tion for the examination of the Minister at the present moment as he approved of the

sale. That is the reason for calling him at the present moment. I will read that

letter later, sir.

Major General Sir Sam Hughes, Minister of Militia and Defence, affirmed.

By Captain Thompson:

Q. Is it correct. General Hughes, that" Mr. Allison made the arrangement with

General Maedonald?—A. No, the primary arrangement was made long before that

with a member of the Vickers firm who was out on a special mission and who spoke to

me. Some one informed him that there was some defective ammimition. Some time

considerably previous to this, a member of the Vickers firm, speaking of the scarcity

of ammunition, had suggested that everyone knew that we had a lot of defective

Mark VI ammunition on hand, and he suggested that this might be of use for machine

gun practice, and thus release our good Mark VII ammunitioin in England for the

front.

Q. Was that suggested to you?—A. That was suggested to me long before

Q. Long before September 8?—A. In the early spring of 1915. I said I knew
nothing about that, that it was in the Quartermaster General's Department and that

if they would have their Canadian agent see the Quartermaster General he would

make any arrangement necessary as the disposition of all defective stores was in his

hands entirely.

Sir Sam Hughes.
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Q. Nothing further was done until September 1915?—A. I never heard of it

again except a casual mention one day and I again referred the officer to the Quarter-

master General.

Q. The first reference would be in February 1915?—A. I think it was April.

Q. April 1915?—A. Yes, along there.

Q. I notice by the Barlow rejaort that there was a recommendation that ammu-
nition

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is Barlow?

The Witness: Perhaps you would allow me to explain. When I became Min-
ister—in fact long before I became Minister—we knew that the ammunition made in

the Canadian Arsenal was bad. We had always had accidents at our rifle matches

then as the bullets were not the same size as the cartridge cases, the cartridges were

badly made, the caps were badly fixed, and blow-backs and cracks in the cartridge

cases were very common. As soon as I became Minister, it was decided, in consulta-

tion with the Prime Minister, to have a Commission, a board of experts, to look into

the work of the Arsenal. We felt that if we were making ammunition at all, it

should be proj)erly made so that if we came to face the music at any time we would
have the best ammunition available. Accordingly, as I have said, after consultation

with the Prime Minister, I requested the War Office to send out two of their very

best experts. They sent out Colonel Sir 11. W. W. Barlow and Major Ogilvie from Wool-
wich Arsenal. That was in 1913, if I remember aright—I would not be sure of the

exact time. They went into the matter very thoroughly and made a very exhaustive

report.

Sir Charles Davidson: What date?

The Witness: 1913. They went into it and made a very exhaustive report.

Capt. Thompson: They left England on the 23rd May.

The Witness: They came on the 23rd May. In a very exhaustive report they
pointed out that the machinery was not tuned up and that the ammunition was bad.

They condemned all the ammunition made before a certain date—I think before

1908. They condemned 12,000,000 rounds to be destroyed, not to be used under any
condition.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is a very voluminous report.

The Witness : Yes, I know.

Sir Charles Davidson: I think the report is returned to Parliament. I would
like you, if you could without inconvenience, refer to the pages.

The Witness : I have not read it. I read it before, but I have not read it since,

and I am speaking from memory. Twelve million rounds were there that we had in
store during these; years. That manufactured prior to 1908, if I remember correctly,

was ordered not to be fired under any condition, but to be destroyed. Then, the
balance of it, up to 1913, was condemned as defective, inasmuch as it would blow
back and cause explosions and that sort of thing. I decided later on not to destroy
this ammunition. I thought we could save this and make $300,000 or $400,000—save
the buUets and powder; in other words, take it to pieces and possibly melt up the
brass and make use of it. The matter was left in abeyance. In the meantime,
knowing it was bad, we had tried to make the ammunition manufactured in 1910,

1911, and 1912 suitable for firing by what we call ringing; that is, putting the

cartridge into a little gauge and stamping around the cap at the base of the bullet

so as to compress the base of the cartridge case more tightly around the cap, and thus

prevent the danger of blowing out around it. But it was bad in practice, that is,

there was as much danger as safety, because, unless we happened to hit it exactly

right, it left a larger gap for the powder to blow out of. This was ammunition
condemned, or ammunition lying under suspicion, and, under the rules of the depart-

ment, the Quartermaster General had authority to dispose of it. That is all I know

Sir Sam Hughes.
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about it. When. Colonel Allison, \vho, I believe, is Vickers' agent in New York, came
to me, having seen General Macdonald, I told him to go back to General Macdonald
and see him about it. This ammunition could not possibly be fired in Canada. I

would not allow a soldier to fire it, or to take it into action unless he had nothing

else to fire, and if we could make a few hundred' thousand dollars out of this ammuni-
tion, by disposing of it for machine gun practice, why, so much the better for Canada

;

it would release a lot of good ammunition at the front. There is the sum and
substance o:^ the thing. I heard from some source or other that this ammunition was
resold at $20 to the Vickers' firm. I heard that the Vickers' firm had added some costs

to that and had disposed of it to the Admiralty for machine gun practice. When I

was over in England I made inquiries, and I found that all they had to do with the

transaction was that, thinking they were being charged the freight and other costs,

they liad added on freight, insurance and exchange, which they had estimated

themselves at about one pound sterling, but finding that the Admiralty was paying

these costs, they had removed the addition at once, and there was nothing allowed for

freight charges as these had been paid by the British Government.

By Capt. Thompson :

Q. Is the report you speak of made by Sir H. W. W. Barlow?—A. Colonel Barlow

and Major Ogilvie.

Q. At page 46 of the report of Col. Barlow and Major Ogilvie, I find the follow-

ing:

—

" In view of these results, and of the improvement in annealing which .was

effected about February '08, we recoriimend that the following action be taken

with regard to this ammunition.
" Ammunition subsequent to Feb. '08 to be ringed, visually examined for

ringing and for external scores, and for elimination of the old e.g. (07) cases,

and subject to firing proof before re-issue. For each lot of 200,000 rounds,

1,000 rounds should be taken for proof, if a burst occurs a second proof of 1,000

should be taken of the lot in question .and also of the lot immediately preceding

and the one immediately following. We do not think that ammunition
manufactured in and prior to Feb. '08 is likely to be rendered serviceable even

after ringing on account of the uncertain annealing ancj its liability to bursts,

and we are of opinion that the ammunition should be broken up, the cases

might be used for blank and a certain saving thereby effected."

I presume that is what you were referring to?—A. That is right. There is

another place .where it also says that the ringing was not efficient. There is also a

suggestion in the report that if we want to use that ammunition it should be used for

machine gun purposes only.

Q. That is prior to that?—A. I have not read the report for years.

Q. At page 36 it states, under the heading of " As to Small Arm Ammunition,"
General Macdonald having pointed out that ringing was npl satisfactory :

—

" We do not recommend the continuance of ringing on new ammunition.

We regard the ringing as a satisfactory method of checking the blowbacks to

which Dominion Arsenal, -303 cartridges have in the past been peculiarly liable.

Cases recently manufactured—with cap chamber better formed and, freer from
scores, etc.,—do not require ringing, and we do not consider that in 0-303 cases

of future manufacture any necessity should arise for this treatment—which

should be regarded only as a means of overcoming the evils of defective

manufacture.
" Some 40,000 to 50,000 cartridges have been rejected on examination after

ringing."

Sir Sam Hughes.
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This is what you refer to, I presume. Sir :

—

" We would suggest that these be vissually examined for elimination of

scored cases, etc., and used for machine gun practice only."

That refers to the lot subsequent to 1908?—A. All ammunition manufactured

subsequent to 1908, or previous to 1908, was condemned as defective.

Q. Prior to 1908?—A. Prior to 1908, it was condemned to be detroyed, but after

1908, it might be used by ringing it and even then it was condemned.

Q. Then I notice by the cash debit voucher, or shipping advice, that 750,000

!Mark VI, 1912, were shipped, and by another cash debit voucher, that 236,000 rounds

of Mark VI, 1912, ringed, were shipped?—A. That was also condemned ammunition
before it was ringed and condemned after it was ringed.

Q. There is another cash debit voucher showing that 1,999,800 rounds of Mark
VI, manufactured in 1906 and 1907, were shipped.- That would be condemned ammuni-
tion ?—A. Condemned to be destroyed.

Q. Recommended to be broken up?—A. Yes. ^

Q. That would leave approximately 1,000,000 rounds in the doubtful class?—A.

^ferely condemned as defective.

Q. Yes, made subsequent to 1908 ?—A. Subsequent to 1908.

Q. Had you any reports or complaints from various sources in Canada as to the

ammunition subsequent to 1908 ?—A. We knew it was no good ourselves, and that report

of Col. Barlow bears that out. Col. Barlow's report condemns it as defective and orders

it to be ringed, but ringing made it no good or did not improv.e it any. Apart from his

report, our rifle associations all condemned it. I have had blowbacks myself. There
wonld be hardly a package but that there would be one or two blowbacks in.

Q. Was any of this ammunition, made subsequent to 1908, used at Valcartier?

—

A. Yes, but in Mark III rifles. We would not allow them to use it with the Mark II

rifles.

Q. What was the result?—A. It was bad. They were all new fellows who were
not accustoified to the use of the rifle, and if one were not very particular he might
get his hand burned or his face blackened.

Q. Was it less likely to blow back in Mark III?—A. In Mark III. Mark III is

a very much heavier rifle and there is much less danger from a blow-back or an
exploded cartridge. It is a much stronger rifle, fully 60 to 80 pei^ cent stronger than

Mark II, and 90 per cent stronger than the Lee-Enfield.

Sir Charles DAvrosox : Explain what is meant by " Marie."

The Witness: Mark II Ross rifle is the name given to the second issue of the

Ross rifle. It was the old rifle with a 28-inch barrel and not so heavy in the weight of

ateel.

Sir CiTARLES Davidson: The word "Mark" means the issue?

The Witness : Means the particular issue.

Sir Charles Davidson- : Mark VI is the sixth issue ?
^

The WirxESS : Mark III is the new issue of the Ross rifle, the latest issue of it, a
very heavy rifle easily -capable of standing almost any power. I do not want to go into

details of this sort, but I may say that cartridges detonate and nobody can define the

difference between an explosion and a detonation except that one is much more abrupt

than the other. We have had but one instance, I understand, in which any detonation

has affected the Mark III Ross rifle. There is not enough power in the cartridge, if it

does detonate, to injure Mark III, in Mark II it might possibly do it, but in the Lee-

Enfield it would smash the rifle to smithereens. In 1914 I forbade the use of this Mark
VI defective ammunition in any rifle but the Mark III Ross rifle, a very powerful

rifle.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might put on record what is meant by -303.

Sir Sam Hughes.
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The Witness: That is the calibre of the rifle; -(303 of an inch is the calibre of

the rifle and it is the same as that of the British rifle.

Sir Charles Davidson: That refers to the diameter of the cartridge?'

The Witness : That refers to the diameter of the barrel—the hole in the barrel.

The cartridge runs up much higher because there is a compression of the bullet as

it passes out.

Capt. Thompson: I notice at page 33 of the return that Col. Macdonald says:
" Would it not be preferable "

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is Col. Macdonald? The Macdonalds are a fightng

family and there is quite a number of them.

The Witness : Yes. We knew before the Barlow Commission came out, just as we

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Col. Macdonald says:
'

" Would it not be preferable to have all this condemned ammunition
destroyed by drowning or otherwise?"

A. I ordered it to be held up. What date was that?

Q. 1914.—A. What date in 1914?

Q. July.—A. Yes, before the war. Things were getting warm across the Atlantic

and I ordered the ammunition to be held up and not to be destroyed.

Q. I presume that you noticed also that the following memqrandum was made
by Col. Gwatkin

:

" With reference to folio 12-2, the situation has changed since the word
' destroy ' was written ; and the order (unless repeated) should not be carried

out."

A. I had given orders before 1 left, not only to General Macdonald but to every-

one on the Militia Council, that all this Mark VI ammunition should be held and
not destroyed. These were tlie directions I gave before I left for England.

Q. That was in November, 1914?—A. I went off in the first week of October,

but previous to going, I directed the officers of the Militia Council to hold back
Mark VI ammunition, not because we had not enough Mark VII for any raid that

might be made on our shores. But on my return in the latter part of November I

ordered that no Mark VI ammunition should be used under any consideration—that

is this defective Mark VI.

Q. In the course of time was the reserve increased or decreased?—A, We have
no more Mark VI. We have quite changed our" arsenal and we are making no more
Mark VI. We are making Mark VII now and the difference is this: Mark VI is

just a round nosed bullet filled with lead while Mark VII has an aluminum tip to

make it light and the rest is filled with lead. It is a more expensive bullet. We
issue no more Mark VI; Mark VII is being used entirely, and General Macdonald
assured me that there was an ample store of Mark VII for all' purposes no matter

who might come.

Q. Had the total reserve increased or decreased?—A. Increased. General Mac-
donald reported from time to time that the supply had increased and that he had an
ample store.

Q. I notice by the return that there was an offer made by the Ross Rifle Company?
—A. All I know about that is what General Macdonald told me. All I remember
about that is that the Depu^ reminded me about the matter. I have no recollection

of it, whether it was he who spoke to me or whether it was General Macdonald who
asked me about selling this same ammunition at $10.

Q. Was that the ammunition made prior to 1908?—A. I do not know anything

about it ; it was just condemned ammunition. While the Barlow report classifies them
that way.

Sir Sam Hughes.
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Sir Charles Davidson: How?

The Witness: It makes two classes. That made previous to 1908 was to be

destroyed; that made subsequent to 1908 was defective and would have to be used only

for machine gun purposes.

Sir Charles Davidson: I notice in the report another expression used—"under

suspicion."

The Witness : That means defective.

Sir Charles Davidson: You assimilate the two expressions?

The Witnes: Yes. We knew before tlie Barlow Commission came out, just as we

knew after the Barlow Commission went home, that the ammunition was dangerous-

But the Barlow Commission merely confirmed our knowledge in regard to that.

By Captain Thompson:

Q. You made certain suggestions as to the arrangement of the factory apparently?

^A. The factory was rearranged and the machines were all tuned up after that. Col.

Lafferty got the thing in order, our ammunition has been absolutely perfect on the

firing line and everywhere else that we have used it. The ammunition that is being

turned out of the Dominion Arsenal to-day is regarded at the front as being the most

perfect that is being used there.

Q. Early in 1915 I think that you said an agent of the Yickers Company spoke to

you?—A. A member of the firm. They were speaking of making ammunition in Can-

ada, in their own works in Montreal. They named a price in casual terms and I said

it was a matter that required consideration with the British Government. They told

me when I was over in the fall that they would not want any ammunition, that th^y

could make all they wanted themselves, that, in fact, they could do that and supply us.

I could not go into the details about ammunition because I had not time to bother with

it. Then, the question having come up- it was understood that we had some defective

ammunition that would be suitable for machine gun pui*poses.

Q. Had he asked you if you had it?—;A. I think it came up incidentally. I told

him to go and see General Macdonald ; I did not know anything about it ; it is his busi-

ness anyway, not mine. »

Q. Did you have any further correspondence or conversation with him?—A. No.
I think that their Montreal agent spoke to me, but he said it was about the new ammu-
nition. He spoke to me but he does not remember speaking to me about this at all.

The next time the matter came up was when General Macdonald got the order from
Col. Allison a month later. I might point out that the reason I ordered Mark VI to

be sold on my return from England was that it had been found that there was a lot of

defective ammunition, Mark VI, of no use whatever at the front, and that during prac-

tice at Valcartier they had had some very dangerous experiences, even with the Mark
^III rifle, in the use of this Mark VI ammunition. Some of the boys had it pretty

warm; several explosions took place, blowing blazes back around the boys' heads, and
the ammunition had come to be regarded as more or less dangerous.

Sir Charles Davidson : Mark VI?
The Witness : Mark VI.

Sir Charles Davidson: In what year?

The Witness: In 1914. We used this in practice with rifle Mark III. It was
dangerous with rifle Mark III, but it was infinitely more««dangerous with rifle Mark II
and much more dangerous still with the Lee-Enfield.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. When you had this conversation with the agent of Vickers, did he offer to buy
ammunition S—A. I do not think the question of buying came up; I think he asked if

Sir Sam Hughes.
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we had any. I do not think the conversation took a quarter of a minute; it was just

a casual conversation.

Q. In connection with the mttnufacture of small arms?—^A. No, the British Gov-
ernment told me they could furnish me with all the ammunition we wanted.

Q. You told him that?—A. Yes. They told me they could furnish an abundance
of ammunition by the middle of February. I knew they could not do it, but still I

was not managing it, so said nothing.

Q. The agent of Vickers-Maixim knew that you had certain defective ammunition
on hand?—A. I presume so. Everybody in the ammunition world knew it.

Sir CiiARLKS Davidson : Have you covered the whole transaction ?

Capt. Thompson: I did not read the letter referring to the other sale but it is

all covered by this transaction.

The witness retired.

General D. A. Macdonald, Quartermaster General, sworn.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Col. Allison, in his letter of September 8, 1915, says:—

^

General D. A. Macdonald,
Quartermaster General,

Ottawa, Canada.

My dear General,—Referring to my arrangements with you some time ago

for the purchase of 236,000 -303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson,
I have' just received a cable requesting me to have these shipped to

:

" G. A. Searles,

"Vickers House,

" Broadway,
" Westminster, London."

Do you recall the first occasion on which you met Col. Allison in reference to the

sale of this ammunition?—A. It would have been some time prior to that letter. I

have no definite or clear recollection of what passed between us at the time except

that he had come to me from the Minister in connection with obtaining some of this

ammunition and which I think that letter has reference to. What passed between us

then would not have amounted to anything because the time for action had not yet

come.

Q. Do you know approximately how long it was before the date of that letter that

the interview took place?—A. It would not be very long.

Q. Did you fix the price?—A.

Sir 'Charles Davidson : In what quality did he come ? .

The Witness : He did not say for whom he was acting except that he had come
from the minister to me. I did not know really whom he was representing until after-

wards.
*

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Did you think he was buying it personally?—A. I thought, from a hint that

he indirectly gave me, that this ammunition was being purchased for the use of the

Imperial people, and in making a sale, I felt that, if it were required for a purpose of

that kind, we were doing rather a good turn to these people overseas as well as getting

a return ourselves for what was defective ammunition.

7131—153 - General D. A. Macdonald.
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Q. He did not tell you where it was to be shipped?—^A. No, not then.

Q. Did you fix the price then?—A. We fixed the price upon receipt of that last

letter.

Q. September 8?—A. September 8. The Director General of Clothing and

Equipment, who had charge of the ammunition and the distribution of it, and myself

discussed the matter and $20 a thousand rounds was the price that was charged usually

in selling ammunition,

Q. Is that full price or half price?—A. That was the highest price we sold it for.

Q. I notice in your report that the words " half price " occur occasionally ?

—

A. Later on that was recomijiended but at this time it had not been dealt with.

Q. Was the quantity discussed?—A. No, he asked at first for 236,000 rounds,

Q. Was that the full amount he asked for, or was that the amount you would be

willing to sell him?—A. That was the amount, as far as I remember, that he asked

for at the time himself.

Q. Why the broken lot?—A. I do not know, I am sure. Very likely I thought

that he required it for some experimental purposes.

Sir Charles Davidson : How many are there in a case ? ^

The Witness : Seren in a package.

Sir Charles Davidson: But in a case?

The Witness : 1,000 or 1,100 rounds.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Would 236,000 refer to that exact number of cases or packages?—A. Yes to

that number of cases of 1,100 rounds.

Q. Colonel Allison, in his letter of September 8 says:

Referring to my arrangements with you some time ago for the purchase of

236-000 303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson

Did he mention Sir Trevor Dawson in that interview?—A. No, he did not. In that

interview I did not hear him mention his name directly to me. Whether his name came
in or not, he gave the instructions as to the shipping and where it was to be consigned.

Q. Did you tell him that it was defective ammimition you were selling?—A. I do

not know that he asked me the question. He knew that himself—all Mark VI. He
asked for Mark VI ammunition and we gave it to him.

Q. What had you been receiving for this Mark VI ammimition?—A. We had not

been selling any for some time, but what we sold for Rifle Associations, cadet units, and
so on, was at $20 per thousand.

Sir Charles Davidson : And you sold to the North West Mounted Police ?

The Witness : To the North West Mounted Police.

Sir Charles Davidson : At the same price ?

The Witness : The same price.

Sir Charles Davidson; How much to the Northwest Mounted Police?

The Witness : 500,000 rounds.

Sir Charles Davidson: Of this defective ammunition? Why should you sell it

to them?

The WiTNEss: They asked for it, I do not know for what purpose.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. I see in the return, at page 29, a memorandum signed by you

:

" Price of .303 ball cartridges of old manufacture. In future, issues on

payment by the Canadian Ordnance Corps, of .303 ball cartridges of over five

years' manufacture will be made at half price, viz., $10 (Ten dollars) per

thousand rounds."

General D. A. Macdonald,
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A. Yes; we have never haxl the opportunity of acting upon that.

Q. You feuggested that it be sold at half price, or $10 rer thousand?—A. $10 per

thousand.

Q. There is a letter ab )ut that from Col. Macdonald dated 15th September, 1912?
—A. This would possibly have been upon the recommendation or finding of the

Council. I could not give any instructions like that.

Q. The letter is as follows:

—

"Price of .303 Ball Cartridges of old manufacture. In future, issues on
payment by the Canadian Ordnance Corps of -303 ball cartridges of over fi,ve

years" manufacture will be made at half price, viz., $10 (Ten dollars) per

thousand roundfe.

(n.Q.62-2-31).

B. A. MACDOXALD.
TT. K. B.,

A.A.G. (1)"

15-12-1.

Sir Charles Davidsox : Did I understand him to say that this was founded on an

Order in Council or an order of the Militia Council?

The Witness : The Militia Council.

Capt. Thompson : Apparently this memorandum appears in Militia Order 592/11.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where is the Militia Order?

The Witness : We have not got it. here, but I will telephone down for it.

It was directed by Sir Charles Davidson that the Militia Order should be here

inserted in the record. It is as follows:—

No. 592.—Price of .303 Ball Cartridges of Old Manufacture.
" In future, issues on payment by the Canadian Ordnance Corps, of .303

ball cartridges o? over, five years' manufacture will be made at half price, viz.,

$10 (ten dollars) per thousand rounds.

(TI.Q. G2-2-31.'' ,

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. As a matter of curiosity, what ammunition had you sold to the Mounted
Police—over five years old?—A. I could not answer you off hand.

Q- I wondered why you charged the extra $10 per thousand?—A. The Director

General of Clothing and Equipment would be better able to give you the information

than I could as he carried on the deals there. I do not know whether the ammunition

has been paid for yet or not.

Sir Charles Davidson : Having reference to the order to sell at $10, did this apply

to any person as a possible purchaser? •

The Witness : No, it applied usually to the service of the militia.

Sir Charles Davidson: To the public?

The Witness : The public were not entitled to buy except under special conditions.

By Capt Thompson :

Q. That is the meaning of that reference to the Canadian Ordnance Corps?

—

A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is involved a little. '

The Witness: Yes.

7131—153i - General D. A. Macdonald.
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Sir Charies Davidson: I understand that to be sales by the Ordnance Department

to other corps?

The Witness: We sell to rifle associations and cadet corps.

Sir Charles Davidson : I understand this to be an authorization to the Ordnance
Department to sell to other corps at $10.

The Witness: That is for ordinary militia purposes.

Capt. Thompson : The reason I read that is that three years later, Mr. Craig, of

. the Ross Company, made an offer for some ammunition at what appears to be your

own price and you were imwilling to sell.

Sir Charles Davidson: Three years later?

Capt. Thompson : Three years later.

The Witness : Yas.

Sir Charles Davidson : What is the date, and read it into the record because we
have a mass of papers and it would be difficult to find it.

Captain Thompson.

.
" Quebec, Que., May 4, 1914.

,

" Colonel Sam Hughes, •

"Minister of Militia, •
^

"Ottawa, Ont.

Eeferring to General Macdonald letter twenty-fifth February what largest

quantity can you sell us up to forty millions at price mentioned.

"THOMAS CRAIG.

" M.G.O. Can you say ?

2-5-14. D. A. MACDONALD."

Colonel Benson makes the following memorandum:—•
^

"Q.M.G.
"Re telegram from Mr. Craig, Ross Cb'y. recommended that ten million

rounds be sold composed of 1908-1909 manufacture Teaving sufficient at Quebec
to be ringed for use during 1914.

" 2. The cost of delivery at point to be named by Mr. Craig to be borne by

purchasers.
" 3. Could you give me the approximate date on which this order could be

delivered at Quebec?
" 4. Ammunition of dates prior to - 1908 has been condemned and must be

destroyed or broken up.

(Sgd.) T. BENSON, Colonel,

Master-Oeneral of the Ordnance.
6-5-14."

Then Colonel Fiset, writing on the 18th of May, 1914, to the Manager of the

Eoss Rifle Company, Quebec, says:

—

" Ottawa, May 18, 1914.

The Manager,
Ross Rifle Coy.,

Quebec.

Sir,—^With reference to your telegram to the Hon. the Minister, dated the

4th instant, I have the honour to inform you that ten million rounds of -303"

General D. A. Macdonald.
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ball ammunition of 1908 and 1909 maniifacture are available for sale to your
Company at $12 (twelve dollars) per thousand rounds, plus 75 cents (seventy-

five cents) per box for such packages as contain it, delivery to be taken by your
representatives at Toronto, Montreal and Halifax in about equal proportions.

The price offered is conditional on your accepting the whole- ten millions,

as any smaller lot would be charged for at an increased price j)er thousand
I pounds.

Please ijiform me if you accept this offer in order that instructions may
be sent to the Ordnance Officers concerned.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant, /

, • EUG. FISET, Colonel,

Deputy Minister.

(Sgd) D. A. Macdonald.

(By D. M.)

As per Minister's authority." f

" If this is proi)er price, O.K.

(Sgd) S. Hughes."

On July 30, 1914, the Eoss Company, replying to Colonel Fiset, writes as

follows :

—

" Quebec, July 30, 1914.

Colonel EuG. Fiset, D.S.O.,
' Deputy Minister,

Department of Militia and Defence, '

Ottawa, Ont.

Sir,—Your letter of July 6th H.Q. "C" 1402, was duly received, but

acknowledgment was delayed, owing to the writer's absence.

In view of the fact that we received a quotation from Ottawa under date

of February 26th, of $10 per 1,000' for 500,000 rounds of -303 ammunition, it

will be impossible for us to avail ourselves of your quotation of May 18th, viz.

$12.75 per 1,000, which is $2.75 per 1,000 in excess of the former offer.

We beg to remain. Sir,

Your obedient servants,

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY,
' •

/ (Sgd) Thomas Craig,

Secretary.

Then there is a note by General Macdonald as follows :

—

" D.M.

Please see folio 60.

As the offer was not taken advantage of we were instructed to withdraw

and re-ring. Please see folio 118.

(Sgd.) D. A. MACDONALD.
4-8-14."

There is a further memorandum by Colonel Fiset:

—

" Q.M.G.

I suppose then there is no other action to be taken in view of company's

refusal? If not P.A. file.

(Sgd) EUG. FISET, D.M.
6-8-14."

. ,

' ' General D. A. Macdonalix.13 *
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Sir Charles Damdsox: What was the result?

The Witness: The Ross Rifle Company declined to buy the ammunition at $12

j»er thousand.

Sir Charles Damdson: Did they say what was their reason?

Capt. Thompson: Then there is another note by Colonel Fiset:

—

j%. "Q.M.G.
" Was a quotation given previous to my letter at 10?

EUG. FISET, D.M."

Colonel Hallick makes the following note:

—

" Spoke Q.M.G. 7/8 who says P.A.

W. HALLICK."

That does not say whether there was any quotation or not.

Sir Charles Davidson : He says '' P.A." ?

Capt. Thompson : It means put away.

The Witness : The transaction was closed practically.

'

Capt. Thompson: At page 36 of my file there is a memorandupi by General Mac-
donald as follows :

—

«D.M. , .

'

" C.G.S.

" M.G.O.
'' Under the existing circumstances, low stock of ammunition, do you not

think it would be wiser to hold this ammunition until such time as the stock in

depots is brought up to normal conditions?
" See folio 122 hereof.

" D. A. MACDONALD, Major-Geneo^al,

*' Quartermaster-General.

Ottawa, 13-10-14."

Sir Charles Davidson : Who says this?

Capt. Thompson: General Macdonald, Quartermaster-General. ,That was in

October, 1914. Following that General Fiset adds this note to the same memorandum
on the 15th October, 1914:

—

" Q.M.G.

" We should not dispose of one single round.

E. F.,

D.M."

That is followed by a further memorandum of the 16th October^ 1914, by Colonel

Gwatkin, Chief of the General Staff, and which is as follows :

—

"Q.M.G.

P.O.O.

5698 " With reference to folio 122, the situation has changed since the word
" destroy ". was written ; and the order (unless repeated) should not be carried

out.

W. GWATK];N, Colonel,

16-10-14. Chief of the General Staff?'

Sir Charles Davidson : That is the order for destruction by drowning?

General D. A. Macdonald.
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Capt. Thompson : Then Colonel MacdonaW has the following note under date of

the 18th October:

—

" C.G.S.

" Note. Necessary action taken.

J. F. MACDONALD, Lt.-Col.,

18-10-14. for QM.Or

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. What suggestion was made as to the disposition of some of this ammunition in

October, 1914? There is nothing to show to whom this was sold; that is as far as the

file goes.—A. I might explain that that memorandum was written by myself at the

time

Sir Charles Davidson: What memorandum?

The Witness : Directing that no further sales be made. It was understood that

we should keep a minimum number of rounds of ammunition in store. The manu-
facture of Mark VII ammunition, the ammunition that is being used at the front,

and which is absolutely good ammunition, was going on. But there was a certain

minimum and that minimum had been kept up and increased. The sale of any
ammunition ought to still leave us over and above the minimum number of rounds

that had been settled upon by the Minister and Council.

Sir Charles Davidson : And the reserve was a good many millions ?

The Witness : Yes, sir.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. I am reading these memoranda in order to ascertain whether they have refer-

ence to the destruction of the old ammunition?—A. Yes.

Q. Was there any reference to the proposed sale of that ammunition?—A. The
memoranda have reference to that.

Q. They would, I presume, have reference to ?—A. The whole of ""the Mark
VI practically.

Q. They would, I presume, have reference to Col. Macdonald's letter of the 6th

"October, 1914, in which he suggests that as they are short of room at the Arsenal

the condemned ammunition should be destroyed by drowning, or otherwise?—A, That
is what led up to it.

Q. I wanted to clear it up so as to have it on the record.—A. Yes, that is right.

Q. Is the ammunition, with the exception of the 1912 lot, which amounted to

about 1,000,000 rounds, which was sold to the Vickers of London, through Mr. Allison,

about 2,000,000 rounds, in the class which the Barlow report recommended to be

destroyed?—A. Yes, within a fraction of 2,000,000 rounds.

Q. Could there be any chance that the 1912 ammunition was shipped over and
marked in this cash debit voucher as 1906 and 1907 ammunition?—A. I do not think

so.

Sir Charles Davidson: Am I to understand that the whole of these three sales

consisted of Mark VI ammunition of a date previous to 1908?

The Witness : No, there were about 1,000,000 rounds of 1912-13.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. All of Mark VI?—A. Yes, all of Mark VI. "

Q. 2,000,000 rounds was condemned ?—:A. Yes.

,

Q. The 1,999,800 rounds shipped from Quebec some time in November, 1915,

was all of a make of the date mentioned between 1908 and 1907 ? There can be no

doubt about that?—A. I believe there can be no doubt about that.

General D. A. Macdoxald.
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Q. And that would be in the . condemned class ?—A. Yes.

Q. Who is General Elliot?—A. Master-General of the Ordnance,

Q. I notice that some two or three years ago he recommended that this doubtful

ammunition should be disposed of, but that it should be disposed of in the order of

age, the oldest being sold first?—A. Yes.

Q. Apparently, in the sale to Vickers, there were about 2,000,000 rounds of the

old vintage, but a little quite fresh, although all Mark VI?—A. It was all Mark VI.

Q. But there is a big gap apparently between the 1906-1907 issue and the 1912

issue; do you know whether they had, in the Arsenal at Quebec, any made prior to

1906?—A. I do not know. That would be a matter of record that we would have to

look up. I fancy they would have as it was the depot where we kept the bulk of our

ammunition.

Q. While 2,000,000 rounds of that make were shipped, there were 1,000,000 rounds

of a comparatively recent date?—A. Yes.

Q. I was wondering whether General Elliot's suggestion had been carried out

in reference to that?—A. What date did you say that was?

Q. On the 24th October, 1911?—A. That was prior to the Barlow report. I do

not think any action was ever taken upon that. It was simply a recommendation.

Q. I was just wondering, whether, following that suggestion or following the

general knowledge that ammunition does deterioriate, the oldest stock was sold first?

A. We might not have had an opportunity of selling a round. We have been selling

it to the militia as we were asked for it but that would mean a very small percentage

of our sales.

Q. The memorandum of General Elliot was written in 1911 and it had reference

to ammunition over five years old which he said is liable to deteriorate?—A. That

is right.

Q. The memorandum is as follows :

—

"The Master-General of the Ordnance makes the following submission

for approval of the Minister in Militia Council:

—

" Small arm ball ammunition over 5 years old should be soM at half price.

" This will obviate the possibility of this ammunition having to be

destroyed owing to age and consequent deterioration, will ensure a proper turn-

over which is not the case at present, and will probably be appreciated by
Eifle Association and Cadet Corps."

A. That was really intended for the Militia. It had no reference to the sale to

the public.

Sir Charles Davidson : How was it that rifle associations could use this ammu-
nition ?

The Witness: There was nothing else to use. It was before the manufacture,

of Mark VII. It was all the ammunition we had.

Sir Charles Davidson: As a matter of fact, since the beginning of the war,,

you did not, under any circumstances, issue to the overseas forces any Mark VI?

The Witness : We do not now issue Mark VI to anybody.

Sir Charles Davidson: How long has that rule lasted?

The Witness: That rule has only come within a month or two, or three, em-
bracing everything.

Sir Charle Davidson: And previous to that?

The Witness : Previous to that it was barred up to 1908.

Sir Charles Davidson : When did it become Mark VII ?

The Witness: I do not remember that.

General D. A. Macdoxald.
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By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Some Mark VI was used at Valcartier?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember when the forces stopped usin^ it in Canada?—A. I do not

remember that.

Q. I might continue reading this memorandum:

—

Militia Headquarters^

Ottawa, Ont., November 10, 1911.

From the Master-General of the Ordnance,

Canadian Militia.

To the Secretary,

Militia Council, .

Militia Headquarters.

Herewith Memorandum for consideration of Militia Council.

B. W. EUTHERFORD, Colonel,

Master-General of the Ordnance.

The Master-General of the Ordnance:—
Your submission in this case was considered at the meeting of the Militia

Council held this day, and approved.

E. F. JARVIS,
Secretary, the Militia Council.

15-11-11.

Then General Elliot makes another memorandum:

—

F. O. O.

Approval of Council regarding price of small arm ammunition over five

years old is forwarded for your information and action, please, regarding

insertion of an amendment in the Regulations and publication of a M.O.
It is presumed you will ensure that G.O.C.'s will always issue the oldest

ammunition first.

Please return.

H. M. ELLIOT, Major (R.A) CM.,

Director of Artillery.

18-11-11.

Following which General Macdonald miade this memorandum:

—

Price of SOB ball cartridges of old manufacture.

In future issues on payment by the Canadian Ordnance Corps of "303 ball

cartridges of over five years' manufacture will be made at half price, viz., $10

(ten dollars) per thousand rounds.

(H.Q. 62-2-31).

D. A. MACDONALD,
H. KB.,

A.A.G. (1)

15-12-1.

M.O. 592-11.

Q. Was it Mark VI you sold to the Mounted Police?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Read the requisition of the Northwest Mounted Police.

The requisition for 500,000 rounds is under date of the 4th January, 1916.

General D. A. Macdonald.
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By Captain Thompson

:

Q. If this ammunition was serviceable to the Mounted Police, was it serviceable

for rifle associations?—A. I do not know why he aske'd for Mark VI. Does he state

in his letter that he asked specially for Mark VI ?

Q. Colonel Macdonald suggests that the possible reason why the Mounted Police

could use that Mark VI was that they had Lee-Enfield rifles?—A. They might have

wanted some of this for machine gun practice.

Q. Could Mark VI be safely used in the Lee-Enfield rifle?—A. I do not know.

You heard what the minister said to-day. I am not an expert in that sort of thing.

I know nothing about it.

Sir Ch.4RLEs Davidson : What are the Mounted Police armed with ?

The Witness: I think they are armed with .303 rifles. They have some Lee-Enfield

rifles that they got from the department.

By Captain Thompson:

Q. Have they machine guns?—A. I do not know what their equipment is. But
this ammunition was considered all right for machine gun practice, although it has

now been also barred.

Q. What would you say as to the relative value of the 1906-1907 lot as compared

with the 1912 lot?—A. I should imagine there was very little difference, if any, from

all I can hear. I do not know myself personally. The report of the Barlow Commis-
sion did not consider that ringing was going to improve it very much.

Q. I suppose General Elliot could speak as to that?—A. Yes, he is more of an

expert in that. All this ammunition has now been withdrawn. Instructions have

been sent to my end of the Department that we are not to issue any between 1912-13

and 1908 to the Militia; in fact, we have withdrawn it for any purpose whatsoever.

Q. What were you to do with the ammunition made between 1908 and 1912-13?

—

A. That is withdrawn; it is absolutely barred. The whole of the Mark VI issue of

any year is now barred from any service in Canada.

Sir Charles Davidson: Could you sell it?

The Witness : I do not know, I am sure. That would be a question.

By Capt. Thompson: i

Q. Do you know when that decision was arrived at ?—A. It is not very long ago

;

I cannot give you the date.

Q. 1916?—A. Yes, I think so—perhaps.

Sir Charles Davidson : There will likely be some further questions to put to you
next week.

The witness retired.

Lt.-Col. J. E. Macdonald, Principal Ordnance Ofiicer, sworn.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. What is your position in the Militia Department?—A. Principal Ordnance
officer.

Q. Did you have anything to do with the sale of this Small Arms Ammunition
to Col. Allison?—A.

Sir Charles Davidson : Your chief is General Macdonald ?

The Witness : General Macdonald, Quartermaster General, is my chief.

Sir Charles Davidson: General Elliat is the Master-General of the Ordnance?

Lt.-Col. J, F. Macdonald. —
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The Witness: Master-General of the Ordnance, and the Quartermaster General
has charge of the Principal Ordnance Officer who is the distributing agent of the

service.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is the Master General of the Ordnance in charge of an
independent department ?

The Witness : Yes, he has to do with the manufacture of guns, ammunition and
all that is connected with it. The Principal Ordnance Officer, acting under the

Quartermaster General, distributes them.

By Capt Thompson:

Q. As such, did you have anything to do with the sale of this ammunition?—A. I

carried out the instructions I received from my chief in connection with the sale.

Q. You gave the instruction to ship?—A. I gave orders to carry out the instruc-

tions contained in the letter of application of Col. Allison.

Q. Will you look at the cash de^it voucher? One voucher is for 1,900,800 of the

1906-07 make?—A. Yes, that is the third sale.

Q. The second sale was of 236,000 ?—A. No, that is the first sale.

Q. Take the first sale then, that of 236,000.

Sir Charles Davidson: Two hundred and thirty-six thousand—what was that of?

Capt. Thompson : That was the first sale of the 1012 make of Mark VI.

Sir Charles DaVidson : And the 750,300 ?

Capt. Thompson : Nineteen hundred and twelve, Mark VI.

Sir Charles Davidson : And 1,000,800 ?

Capt. Thompson : There are two lots ; the 1,090,800 lot was made up as follows

:

1,911,800 of 1906 make and 86,000 of 1907 make, making a total of 1,909,800. The
thir^ shipment was made on the 26th November, 1915. That was well within the period

©f what you might call the condemned ammunition in the Barlow report.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Why was not the early make of ammunition shipped in the first two orders?

Why did they ^hip the 1012 make? That would probably be better ammunition than the

1906-07 make?—A. When I received instructions to issue this ammunition, I received

the impression that it was for some experimental purpose. I consequently called up
Col. Helmer, as you will see endorsed on it, and asked what ammunition I should send

as he was the expert of the department and knew best about ammunition. He sug-

gested Mark VI, 1012, ringed.

Sir Charles Davidson : As appears by?

The Witness : As appears endorsed on the original letter.

Sir Charles Davidson: Under date?

The Witness: The letter of Col. Allison to General Macdonald, dated 8th Sep-

tember, 1915.

Sir Charles Da\idson: Which letter reads as follows?

The Witness:

" Confidential. September 8, 1015.

" General D. A. Macdonald,
' Quartermaster General,

Ottawa, Canada.

"My Dear General,—Referring to my arrangements with you some time ago

for the purchase of 2v36,000 -303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson, I

have just received a cable requesting me to have these shipped to C A. Searles,

Vickers House, Broadway, Westminster, London, at the earliest possible

moment. .

Lt.-Col. J. F. Macdonald.
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"I have cabled asking authority to pay you from their account here for

the above cartridges. Therefore, kindly send me your bill and I will see that

it is paid.

Faithfully yours,

J. WESLEY ALLISON.

" Spoke to Col. Helnier who says Mark VI, 1£H'2, ringed.

J. F. M.

S. H.
"10-9-15."

I gave issue order 4821 to Montreal to issue at once.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. To Col. Sullivan?—A. To Col. Sullivan at Montreal—Col. Sullivan was not

there at the time, but to the senior ordnance officer at Montreal to issue. He placed

it on shipboard. It was shipped on the 2i2nd September.

Q. Was it because you understood it was , for experimental purposes that the

output of 1912 was sent?—A. Yes. I did not knpw what purpose it was for. I simply

got the order to issue and in some way I may have imagined it was for some experi-.

ment.

Sir Charles Davidson: What do you mean by experimental purposes?

The Witness: The testing of rifles, guns, or any other purpose.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Why, in the third order, did you drop back to 1906-07 ?—A. It may have come
to me in the meantime that it was not for experimental purposes. The 236,000 lot

was a small quantity and I did not know but what they were getting out new inven-

tions of some other kind or other. We were wanting to get rid of the other ammunition.
Q. But the 1912 lots were the first sold?—A. Yes.

Q. Then the last shipment was a large one, approximately, 2,000,000 rounds?

—

A. Approximately, yes.

Q. Of the makes of 1906-07. Is that the only way you can explain that the 1912

lots were sold first?—A. Yes, that is the only explanation I have to make.

Q. There is nothing on your file to show?—A. No, there is nothing. These
papers are all that are on the file.

Q. I have already read your letter of the 29th July in which you make the sug-

gestion that it would be preferable to have th6 condemned ammunition destroyed by
drowning or otherwise. What ammunition would be included in that suggestion?

—

A. Let me explain about that letter. While I signed that letter, I signed it—in all

probability General Macdonald was away, he had gone to Quebec, or at least he was
not present, because I signed for him—that is to destroy the ammunition manufac-
tured prior to 1908.

Q. That is what this refers to?—A. Yes, you will see that on the margin.

Q. Was that memorandum prepared by you or by General Macdonald?—A. I

think it was prepared by myself, but after consultation with General Macdonald in

which we said it was very doubtful if any saving could be effected and suggested that

it be destroyed by drowning or otherwise. That was in July before the outbreak of

the war.

Q. Is that the very same ammunition that General Gwatkin suggests later, in

October, should not be destroyed? Your suggestion was in July and his recom-

mendation that it should not be destroyed was made on October 14; is that the same
ammunition?—A. It probably refers to the same lot. At that time the stock of

ammunition, was not as great as we thought it should be and everything was held up
in the way of issues. We were watching it very carefully. I think it was at that

time that the minute was put on. '

Lt.-Col. J. F. Macdonald.
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Q. General Gwatkin's note says, ." With reference to folio 122 "—A. That is

the folio.

Q. Is that your memorandum folio, 122?—A. It i«.

Q. He says:

" With reference to folio 122, the situation has changed since the word
' destroy ' was written ; and the order (unless repeated) should not be carried

out.

"(Sgd.) W. GWATKIN, Colonel,
" ie-10-14." " Chief of the General Staff.

You referred in folio 1122 to ammunition made prior to 1908?—A, Yes.

Q. So that there is no suggestion that that made subsequent to 1908 should be
destroyed?—A. By General Gwatkin?

Q. That made subsequent to 1908 was under suspicion. You place them in two
classes, that made prior to 1908 and that made subsequent to that date?—A. Yes, I

think they felt that if an emergency arose within Canada it would be advisable to

have every round of ammuntion within reach.

Sir Charles Davidson: Good, bad or indifferent?

The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is that date?

The Witness: Immediately at the outbreak of the war.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. The situation had changed by this time because General Macdonald says that

the reserve of Mark VII, that is the good ammunition, was very large? You had placed

all of Mark VI in he same category and were not using it ? Is that correct ?—A. Yes,

that is the situation.

Sir Charles Davidson : You were about to say that you were holding Mark VI ?

The Witness : We held Mark VI until such time as the accumulation of Mark VII
reached the amount—in fact until it very much exceeded the amount—that we were

instructed to maintain as a minimum. I have here a statement which is confidential

but it may interest you if you care to look at it. (Paper handed to Sir Charles David-

son.) It is not for publication but it will show exactly the situation.

By Capt. ThompsQn:

Q. I do not know whether this is so or not. Colonel Macdonald, but it is suggested

that in view of the fact that your reserve had increased you had placed all of Mark VI
in the same category?—A. Yes. The decision has recently been announced that it has

been withdrawn entirely from use.

Q. Will you tell me at what date that was ?—A. They began to withdraw it grad-

ually. They withdrew it year by year and the last thing they wl,thdrew it for was

machine guns which was only a few months ago.

Q. Mark VI?—A. Mark VI. Our accumulation began to grow, our reserve to

increase, and recently they withdrew it absolutely from use-

Q. Will General Elliot be able to give me some specific information as to that?

—

A. Yes. This ammunition from year to year was described in Orders as being "under

suspicion." That was the decision of Council. I do not sit at Council but these facts

came down to me eventually. If there was a blow-back, a burst, or anything of that

kind, the matter would be taken up. Thq matter would come up at Headquarters and
be discussed by Council and if there was a sufficient justification for it the manufacture
of that particular year would be "suspicioned" in the Orders speaking of the issues.

Q. Do you know of any sales of Mark VI at a higher price than $20 per thousand?

—A. I made a return to Parliament—I do not know whether you have a copy qf it or

not. I do not think tliere were.

Lt.-Col. J. F. Macdonald.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Have the 3,000,000 rounds, in round figures, delivered to

this company, been paid for?

The Witness: I really do not know because all I do is simply to pass it and the

Accountant and Paymaster General looks after that-

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you know General Maedonaid ?^

General Macdonald : Mr. Borden will tell you that.

The Witness: Yes, it has all been paid for as far as I know.

Sir Charles Davidson: How long have you been in the Militia Department,

Colonel ? ' •

The Witness : Since about 1903.

S-ir Charles Davidson: You are in the regular service?

The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is. the practice of the authorities of the Militia

Department as to the disposition of_ stores condemned, or put under suspicion?

The Witness: The practice in Canada follows very closely the British practice;

in fact, the regulations in Canada are all modelled after the British regulations.

Where a matter is not expressly dealt with in the Canadian regulations, reference is

made back to the British regulations, and where incorporated from the British service

we refer back to them.

Sir Charles Davidson: There is a regulation as to the disposition of this ammu-
nition by drowning, sale or otherwise?

The Witness: Stores that are brought before a board of officers may be burned
br turned into produce. It is essential thdt there should be some cash value in them,,

but if they are not worth while, they are burned. Old brooms, or old mop handles

would be burned at once as having no commercial value.

Sir Charles Davidson: If they have commercial value?

The Witness: Then, they are what we call produce. Then the Board recommends
that the produce be sold. Old metaj, such as iron, brass, copper, or any of these things,

is returned by way of the Ordnance.

Sir Charles Davidson : What as to ammunition—whence does authority come for

sale?

The Witness: If it is condemned it is referred to higher authority and it may
then be sold. The regulations for army ordnance services Part II, paragraph 552-553,

deal with the disposition of Small Arm ammunition having been sentenced as unser-

viceable by the Inspecting Ordnance Officer or other proper authority. I have here an
extract from the regulations.

Sir Charles Davidson : Will you read it?

The Witness:

Precis of Proceedings on Coaidemned Ammunition and Decision to sell same.

1. Small Arm Ammunition having been sentenced " Unserviceable " by the

Inspecting Ordnance Officer or other proper authority, and the sentence having

been approved, will be dealt with as follows:

—

The bullets will be extracted.

The cartridges will then be fired off and loose cordite will be burned. Where it

is, for any reason, impossible to destroy ammunition in the above manner it

will be drowned in deep water.

Sir Charles Davidson: What about sales?

The Witness: There is nothing dealing directly with the question of sales.

Sir Charles Davidson: What, if anything, was there irregular as regards the

Lt.-Col. J. F. Macdon.ald.
'. '
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method of the sale of Small Arm Ammunition to which reference has been made this

morning?

The Witness: I do not know that there was anything irregular in connection

with it.

Sir Charles Davidson : According to your observation was it all regular ?

The Witness: According to my observation it seemed to be quite regular.

Sir Charles Davidson : I do not know whether any public interest would be pre-

judiced if we were to ask how many millions of that Mark VI ammunition were in stock.

The Witness : I think I would almost prefer not to give any figures at all. Still,

I could give them.

Sir Charles Davidson : I would like the numbers.

The Witness : By a process of elimination I could say that the amount in Canada
is very low.

Sir Charles Davidson : I am speaking of Mark VI alone—some millions of

rounds ?

The Witness : Some few millions, it is very low, sir.

The Witness retired.

Hon. Col. J. Wesley Allison, sworn.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. How did you first ascertain that ammunition of a defective nature was for sale,

or available, in Canada?—A. I telephoned to the Quartermaster-General from New
York after a conference with a representative of the British War Office to ascertain if

they had any • 303 Mark VI that they could not use, or, if not, where I could get it.

Q. Did the person with whom you had the conference in !New York tell you that

there was Mark VI ammunition available in New York?—A. No, I ascertained that

from General Macdonald.

Q. Did you have any conversation with a representative of the Vickers firm in

regard to Mark VI ammunition?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Prior to the sale by Canada to Vickers through you ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did this member of the Vickers firm inform you that there was Mark VI
ammunition for sale in Canada, or available here?—A. No, sir.

Q. What made you think that there was any available here?—A. I have already

stated that I telephoned

Sir Charles Davidson: I understood the witness to have said that he asked if

there was.

The Witness : Yes.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Mark VI?—A. Yes.

Q. Is Mark VI ammunition made anywhere else except in Canada or is that a

Canadian Mark?—A. I think it is made in Great Britain and I think it has been made
in the United States; I am not sure as to that, however.

Q. Did you telephone to General Macdonald?—A. I think it was General Mac-
donald.

Q. When was it that you had this conference with General Hughes? Was it

before that? He referred to having had a confel*ence with you?—A. It was before

that. I presume I telephoned to General Hughes at the same time and he referred

me to General Macdonald.

General Macdonald: I think that was the way of it.

The Witness: Yes, I think that was the way of it.

Hon. Col. J. Wesley Allison.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Previous to this had you had any conversation about it?

The Witness: No, sir.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. With General Hughes with regard to Mark VI ammunition?—A. No, sir.

Q. None whatever?—A. I have no recollection of it.

Q. I want to ascertain exactly what brought it to your notice that there was
Mark VI ammunition for sale in Canada?—A. General Macdonald told me when I

asked him.

Q. Was that inquiry in consequence of a request made by the Vickers' agent that

you procure Mark VI ammunition?—A. He told me that there was some -303 Mark
VI in New York and to procure an option on it at that time.

Sir Charles Davidson: Of what manufacture?

The Witness: I do not know where it was manufactured.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. It was Mark VI though?—A. -303 Mark VI. One of our experts went down
to see it, and he found that there was only a small percentage of it that would be

acceptable.

Sir Charles Davidson : When you speak of one of our experts, what do you mean?

The Witness : I mean that my own man went down to see it.

By Capt. Thom,pson:

Q. General Hughes stated this morning that he recommended the Vickers' repre-

sentative, or partner, to have the American representative of the firm interview the

proper authorities here in regard to the quantity of Mark VI that Canada had on
hand. Bearing that in mind, is it to be supposed that this representative or partner

of the Vickers firm told you that he had been referred to you by General Hughes?
—^A. I presume so, but I do not remember.

Q. I want you to recollect if you can.—A. I have no doubt of it; it is possible,

but I have no recollection <

Q. That is why you telephoned to General Macdonald to ascertain whether they

had any and how much?—A. I presume so.

Q. Did you discuss the price over the telephone or did you come to Ottawa and

see him?—^A. I think I asked the price, but I am not quite sure; the price would not

come to me for a very considerable time.

Q. After your interview?—A. After my interview and after the first order was

placed.

Q. You say in your letter to General Macdonald on the 8th September, 1915:

Keferring to my arrangements with you some time ago

Were these arrangements made over the telephone or through an interview?
•—A. A personal interview.

Q. Was the price discussed at that interview?—A. General Macdonald could not

give the price at that time, or did not give it to me.

Q. At which time ?—A. When I had the interview with him and at the time that

letter was written.

Q. Do you know when the price was fixed?—A. Some time after that; I do not

remember the date.

Q. It was fixed before the ammunition was shipped to England?—A. I am not

sure of that.

Q. Are you sure you fixed the price?—A. I had nothing to do with fixing the

price.

Q. Did you not discuss the price?—A. I am not sure.

Hon. Col. J. Wesley Allison.
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Q. When I say fix the price—did you arrive at an agreement with General

Macdonald as to the price to be paid for the ammunition?—A. Yes, certainly, later on.

Q. Can you fix the date at which you came to the arrangement as to the price to

be charged?—A. I cannot give you the exact date. It was some time during the

spring or summer of 1915.

Q. You say in your letter of the 8th September

:

"I have cabled asking authority to pay you from their account here for

the above cartridges."

A. Yes.
^

"Therefore, kindly send me your bill and I wiU see that it is paid."

A. Yes.

Q, Did the Department send you the bill?—A. I think so, 1 am not sure as to

that, but I think so. If they did I sent it right on to England.

Q. That is apparently the manner in which the ammunition was paid for
^

eventually?—A.

Sir Charles Davidson: How was it paid for?

Capt. Thompson : By a deposit in the Bank of Montreal in England.

By Capt. Thompson:

Q. Have you any knowledge as to how this ammunition was paid for ?—A. I have

nothing more than to follow out the suggestion that it should be paid into the Bank
of Montreal to the order of the Receiver General of Canada.

Q. Where?—A. I am not sure; I think it was in London.

Colonel Macdonald: It was paid here in Ottawa.

Sir Charles Davidson : I think not, according to the papers.

Capt. Thompson: Colonel Allison, on the 6th October, 1915, writes to Generiil

Macdonald as follows:

—

"Hotel Manhattan^

Madison Ave., New York,

October 6, 1915.

Confidential.

" General D. A. Macdonald^

Quartermaster General,

Ottawa, Ont., Can.

" Dear General Macdonald,—I have just received instructions from London
requesting me to order from you an additional 750,310 .303 Mark VI cartridges

to be shipped to the same address as referred to in my letter of September 8.

They have asked if you would permit them to deposit the amount of the purchase

price to the credit of the Canadian Militia Department in London, at the Bank
of Montreal there."

Sir Charles Davfdson : On November 23 there is a letter addressed to Colonel J.

W. Allison from J. F. M., Lt.-Col.

Col. Macdonald: MyseK.

Sir Charles Davidson: This letter reads as follows:^—

" November 23, 1915.

"Col. J. W. Allison,

Morrisburg, Ont.

" With reference to my letter of the 1st instant numbered as above, . please

find copies in dtiplicate of Vouchers No. B. 105 and B. 176 for Mk. VI ammuni-
tion shipped to Vickers, London.

7131—154
'

Hon. Col. J. Wesley Allison.
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"iWill you kindly instruct your principals to place the amount $20,926.94

to the credit of the Keceiver-General of Canada in the Bank of Montreal in

London.
J. F. M., Lt.-Col."

Then there is a further letter dated November 23, 1915 : "A.P.M.G."—what does

that mean?

General IfACDOXALp: Accountant and Paymaster General.

Captain Thompson : Colonel Macdonald says that, as a matter of fact, the money
was paid into the Bank of Montreal to the credit of the Receiver General in Ottawa.

Colonel Macdoxald : I believe the original files show Yhat.

By Captain Thompson:

Q. Was it paid in by you, Mr. Allison?—A. No.

Q. Did you handle any money in connection with it?—A. Not a cent.

Q. Did you receive any commission in connection with the sale?—A. Not a cent.

Q. What was your profit in connection with the transaction?—A. Not a cent.

Q. Nothing whatever?—A. Nothing whatever.

Q. Were you the agent of the Vickers?—-A. I cannot say that; I was called upon
to do a great deal of special work for the Vickers and the representative of the War
Office.

Q. Was thife part of the special work ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you say that you received no commission whatsoever?—A. On this trans-

action ?

Q. On this transaction.—A. Not a cent.

Q. Or promise of any?—A. Not a cent,

Q. Do you expect to receive any?—A. Not a cent.

Q. Has any commission been paid by the Vickers Company, ^or their representa-

tives to anybody for you?—A. Not a cent.

Q. Or in trust for you ?—A. Not a cent.

Q. Neither directly nor indirectly?—A. Neither directly nor indirectly.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you expect any benefit from it?

The Witness : None whatever.

By Captain Thompson:

Q. Have you received, or are you to receive, a commisfeion from the Vickers Com-
pany in connection with other sales of which this might incidentally form a part and
thereby increase your commission?—A. No. This has no connection with any other

business I have with Vickers.

Q. Was there any question of commission or profit discusfeed with you at your
interview with the Vickers representative?—A. Not at all.

Q. In reference to the purchase of this ammunition?—A. Not at all.

Q. Did he say why he did not purchase the ammunition himself instead of

employing an agent?—A. He did not.

Q. As a result of having employed you, was the price of the Vickers Company
increased in any way?—A. I know nothing about the arrangement.

Q. Do you know, as a matter of fact, what happened to this ammunition when it

reached England?—A. I do not. '

Q. Searles, to whom it was sent, was apparently a member of the Vickers firm?

A. As I understand it, Searles is a very large purchaser, or does a great deal of

work for the Admiralty. I do not kn )w anything about it further.

Q. Do you know of your own knowledge, what happened to this ammunition?

—

A. No.
Hon. Col. J. Wesley Allison.
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Q. Whether it was re-sold, whether Vickers used it themselves, or how it was
used?—A. I do not know anything about it.

Q. As far as. you know^ is there anybody in Canada we could call to ascertain

definitely what became of the ammunition or how it was used?—A. I do not under-

stand

Q. Do you know of any person who could tell us how the ammunition was used

after it reachi^d England?—A. I do not know that anybody here in Canada knows
anything about it. I understand that there are representatives of Vickers in this

country but I do not know that they know anything about it.

Q. That is the Canadian Vickers?—A. That is the Canadian Vickers.

Q. Had you any correspondence or interviews with any members of the Canadian
Vickers firm in reference to this ammunition?—A. I never had any business of any
kind wih any of the Canadian Vickers.

Q.' At any time ?—A. At any time, I have had a good deal of personal negotiations

with people who are interested in the Canadian Vickers, but I have never had any
business with the Canadian Vickers of any kind.

Q. Is it correct to say that in connection with this purchase or sale of small arms
ammunition, you had nothing whatever to do with the Canadian Vickers?—A. I had
nothing to do with the Canadian Vickers Limited at all.

Q. You did not enter into negotiations with them?—A. Not at all.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any further local witnesses?

Capt. Thompson : No, sir. I had intended to call General Fiset in reference to

that memorandum of his that no ammunition should be disposed of, but General Mac-
donald explains that.

Sir Charles Davidson: There was some mention made of sales to the Savage
Company. You might have an explanation of that,

Capt. Thompson : I referred to it, but it was a very^ small amount—23,000 rounds.

The correspondence shows that the Savage people asked for that ammunition in order

to test machine guns which they were making for the Canadian Government.

Sir Charles Davidson : You telephoned direct to the Minister and he referred you

to the Quartermaster General?

The Witness : That is right.

The Witness retired.

The commission took recess. n

The commission resumed at 2.30 p.m., and adjourned to meet again on Tuesday the

sixteenth day of May at ten o'clock in the morning.

Eoyal Commission,

,
• 1 Ottawa, Tuesday, May 16, 1916.

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into and investigate the facts and

circumstances of, or connected with, the sale, or disposal, by the Government of Small

Arms Ammunition since the 4th of August, 1914, referred to in returns made to the

House of Commons on the first and second May, 1916.

Met to-day at Ottawa.

Present :

THE HON. SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

Sir Charleys Davidson.—^Well, Captain Thompson, this inquiry was adjourned

until this morning,

Y131—1544 Hon. Col. J. Wesley Allison.
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Capt, Thompson: The inquiry was adjourned for the purpose of calling further

evidence this morning, but I might say for the purpose of having it on the notes, that

Colonel Greville Harston telephoned me this morning that he had been requested

by the Minister to attend and testify. Colonel Harston is stationed at Quebec. He
is leaving for the United States this afternoon, and he will not be available for about

a week. After that he stated that he would be present at the inquiry any time upon
notification.

Since we adjourned on Saturday, there has been criticism made in the House of

Commons of the fact, that, being an officer in the Overseas Forces, I should conduct

this present inquiry. I fail to see, Sir, how the fact that I am an officer in the Overseas

Forces should in any way affect my prosecution of this investigation. Ordinarily, and
under other circumstaces, I would pay no attention whatsoever, to any criticism from
whatsoever source about any matter that I might conduct before any court or tribunal.

However, this criticism having been made, I would>,very much desire to withdraw from
the further prosecution of this inquiry.

I might say, however, that had I continued to act, this inquiry would have been

conducted, as far as I am concerned, in the same manner and with the same thorough-

ness that I have endeavoured to conduct other matters whic^ have already been inquired

into by this Commission. While we have been associated together in this War Con-
tracts Inquiry I have accepted instructions, advice and direction from no person what-
soever other than yourself, and if I had continued to conduct this inquiry I should

have been subject to no person other than yourself, and I would have received no sug-

gestion or advice from any person other than yourself. However, the criticism having
been made, I again state that I wish to withdraw.

Before doing so, I would like to express my appreciation of the honour you have
done me in appointing me to conduct, as counsel, the matters which have been inquired

into by this War Contra.cts Commission.

Sir CttARLES DAvrosoN: Captain Thompson, your decision to withdraw from the

position of counsel of this Commission causes me very keen regret. Under the terms
of The Inquiries Act, I had authority, and have authority, should I choose to exercise

it, to appoint counsel. That authority I have felt it my duty to exercise, and needless

to say, in my choise of counsel I acted in untrammelled measure. Not least among the

qualities which lead me to ask you to accept the onerous position, was that of your
striking independence of character, in addition to which you are one of His Majesty's

counsel, holding a high position at the bar of this province. I desire simply to say to

you that my choice has been fully justified. Your conduct throughout has been fearless, •

conscientious and able. Never for a moment have I seen you swerve from the clear

pathway of duty which it became you to follow, and I trust that you have ever found

me an eager supporter in your pursuit of every development which might achieve the

objects of this Commission. I feel fiilly assured. Sir, that as in the past, so now, and

so in the future, you will live up to the high standard which you have set for myself

—

that of being an officer and a gentleman.

Mr. D. D. MoKenzie. M.P. (Cape Breton North and Victoria) : This develop-

ment of the sitting this morning is one that I did not foresee when I laid out for

myself, at the request of members of the House, to appear before your Lordship's

Court. I had no notion that the learned gentleman who has conducted this inquiry

so ably had made up his mind to withdraw. I have listened with serious earnestness.

Sir, to what you have stated in respect to his conduct before your Court and your deep

regret in severing your association with him in connection with the arduous work
which has been submitted to you. I fully agree in everything you have said about

the services of the eminent Counsel who is associated with you in this work. I have

not the honour of his acquaintance, but the name of Thompson is well known and

revered in the province from which I come, and I would be sorry if anything less

than your Lordship has said this morning could be said of his father's son. That is

about all I have to say on that i>oint.
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My particular business in coming before your Lordship's Court this morning
was simply to state to you that the night before last in the House of Commons the
Hon. Dr. Pugsley made the suggestion to the Minister of Justice that in what was
regarded as a delicate situation for Capt. Thompson, perhaps another counsel should
be associated with him. The Minister of Justice, as I understood, took the matter
into consideration, and an answer was expected yesterday. But yesterday, the Min-
ister of Justice was absent on same business and the Premier was also absent from
the House. When the House opened yesterday, the leader of the Opposition asked
if the request of the hon. member for St. John was to be carried out. I was not
present, but what was said, I presume, will appear in Hansard of this morning. But,

I was given to understand that Sir George Foster, who was leading the House, stated
'

that nathing would be, or could be, decided until the Premier returned to the House,
which cannot be earlier than this afternoon. It was thought advisable, under these

circumstances, that some one should come before your Lordship this morning and
ask for an adjournment until the situation had cleared and a definite course of action

had been decided upon in so far as the Government is concerned. That, Sir, is my
motion before you this morning, and I take it for granted that there will be an
adjournment in view of Capt. Thompson's resignation. But, in any event, I beg to

ask for an adjournment until such time as your Lordship would think proper to

enable the Government and those interested to be in a position to put this case before

you in the proper manneT.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is quite obvious, Mr. McKenzie, that there needs to

be an adjournment and if it suits your convenience I would suggest to-morrow morn-
ing at ten o'clock. Possibly a day will suffice in order to have the matters concerning

which you have spoken arranged and settled. If counsel make further application

to-morrow morning, it may be to some extent at least in their hands what further

adjournment may be necessary.

Mr. McKenzie: That is quite satisfactory to me.

Sir Charles Davidson: Whether we shall adjourn or not, I hope we shall have

the opportunity of seeing you here to-morrow morning, Mr. McKenzie.

The Commission thereupon adjourned to meet again on Wednesday, the 17th day

of May, 1916, at ten o'clock in the morning.

Ottawa, Wednesday, May 17, 1916.

The Eoyal Commission appointed to inquire into and investigate the facts and

circumstances of, or connected with, the sale, or disposal, by the Government of

small arms ammimition since the 4th of August, 1914, referred to in returns made
to the House of Commons on the 1st and 2nd May, 1916, met to-day at Ottawa.

Present :

THE HON. SIK CHAELES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

Sir Charles Davidson: Well, Mr. McKenzie?

Mr. D. D. McKenzie: An arrangement has been made with Mr. Hartley Dewart,

K.C., to appear before your Lordship representing the Liberal side, and my side, of

the case.

Sir Charles Davidson: In specific form, whom will he represent?

Mr. McKenzie : As a matter of fact, I do not appear. The basis of the whole

inquiry is the letter of the Auditor General, and counsel will, as I understand it, be

practiciilly representing the Auditor Gencal. I need not tell your Lordship what the

purpose of the inquiry is. It is just to ascertain the truth of the allegation set forth
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in that letter. As far as I am concerned, I know of nothing else than the contention

that these goods were sold at a profit to the Admiralty and that, if they were sold to

the Admiralty, they shoidd have been sold at exactly the same price ^s the Depart-

ment of Militia and Defence had received for them. The whole crux of the matter

is that a profit was made in the transfer of the goods from this department to the

Admiralty.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Through the intervention of whom?
Mr. McKknzie : Of Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson: When would Mi*. Dewart be able to take up this inquiry?

Mr. McKenzie : He was supposed to be here this morning. I was not here earlier

because I thought he would have been here. We got word last night that he would be

here this morning. I was told that he would be able to take it up next Monday or the

first of next week,, but it would possibly be well to make the adjournment long enough
so that both counsel, Mr. Dewart and whoever may be representing the Canadian
people, instead of Captain Thompson, will have ample time to be ready. Whatever
day next week would suit the court, would have to suit them.

Mr. McKenzie: Any day would suit me.

Mr. McKenzie: To-day is Thursday.

Sir Charles Davidson: No, to-day is Wednesday. You are a day younger than

you thought you were.

Mr. McKenzie : What about a week from to-morrow ?

Sir Charles Davidson : I think that is a little long.

Mr. McKenzie : A week from to-day ?

Sir Charles Davidson : Might it not be better, if Mr. Dewart is to arrive this

morning, to w^it?

Mr. McKenzie: That would certainly be better.

Sir Charles Davidson: I would desire that, whatever day the Commission be

adjourned to, the work should at once begin without further delay.

Mr. McKenzie : That was my own idea of it, and I was asking for a little longer

adjournment so that Mr. Dewart would be seized with the facts of the case.

Mr. John Fraser, Auditor-General : Next Wednesday is a holiday—the 24th.

Sir Charles Davidson : I was considering Monday if it is not too early.

Mr. McKenzie: Perhaps it would be well to adjourn tentatively until Monday.

Sir Charles Davidson : No, any adjournment I fix now, I think ii would be desir-

able, as a matter of business, to make peremptory for the taking of evidence at once.

Mr. McKenzie: Very good—Monday. They ought to be ready by that time.

Capt. Thompson, yesterday, mentioned to the court that there was some witness, but I

did not catch the name.

Sir Charles Davidson : Colonel Harston.

Mr. Fraser: General Elliot? '

Sir Charles Davidson : No, he is available here. ' Col. Harston is a permanent
ofiicer in connection with the arsenal at Quebec. He has all the records in connection

with this Mark VI aromimition, showing when it was made, etc. I understand he has

gone to New York, but there are other witnesses available.
,

Mr. McKenzie: Are we to understand that your lordship will adjourn until 10

a.m. on Monday next, in this place?

Sir Charles Davidson : My impression is that, as it is Monday, it might be as well

to meet at 2 o'clock. That enables the parties to arrive here. We will adjourn until

2 o'clock. Then we can sit from day to day, with an adjournment over Empire Day,
if necessary, I will be available during the day if Mr. Dewart should arrive. You have

possession of the returns to Parliament?
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Mv. McKenzie: Yes, I have, and I will hand them over to Mr. Dewart when he

comes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you say Mr. Dewart would be here to-day ?

Mr. McKenzie : We thought he would be here at 10 o'clock. There may be some
delay in the train.

The commission thereupon adjourned to meet at 2 p.m. on Monday, the 22nd day
of May, 1916.

Ottawa, Monday, May 22, 19*16.

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into and investigate the facts and

circumstances of, or connected with, the sale, or disposal, by the Government of Small
Arms Ammunition since the 4th of August, '1914, referred to in returns made to the

House of Commons on the First and Second May, 1916.

Met to-day at Ottawa.

Present :

THE HON. SIE CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

J. A. HUTCHESON, K.C.

Hartley H. Dewart, K.C.

Thomas P. Owens^

Clerk of the Commission.

At the sitting of the commission:

Sir Charles Davidson : An adjovirnment was had until to-day for the purpose of

proceeding with the inquiry into the sales of certain small arms ammunition.

Mr. Hutcheson, 'K.C. : I have the honour to announce that I have been appointed

counsel to the place of Capt. John Thompson, K.C, who, I am informed, resigned, at

the last sitting, his position as counsel, to assist the Commissioner. I am informed

that Mr. Dewart has been selected as counsel representing the Liberal party.

Mr. Dewart, K.C. : I regret to say, Sir Charles, that I have no official recognition

before your Commission up to the present time so far as I have been able to under-

stand. I believe that the right honourable Sir Wilfrid Laurier was good enough to

suggest to the right honourable the Prime Minister that counsel should be appointed

for the Liberal party and that he had the courtesy to mention my name in that con-

nection. I have been so advised. It was announced in Hansard and in the press that

counsel was to be allowed to the Liberal party and Sir Wilfrid Laurier having men-
tioned me as such, I felt that I should do him the courtesy of appearing here to-day.

I can say, however, that I had hoped that I would be placed on the basis of a co-ordi-

nate examining counsel with my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson. I do not care to be

put in any position before this Commission except that of representing what my learned

friend is representing, that is, the intei'est of the Dominion of Canada. I would most
certainly prefer to be put in that position. Since, hpWever, that appears not to have
been the view that has been taken, although I believe it is the view that should be

taken so that we might counsel together to conduct the investigation, I have to take

upon myself the duty, as at present advised, of representing Mr. McKenzie, M.P., who
was the gentleman who moved the motion in the House of Commons.

Sir Charles Davidson: As neither ycm, Mr. Dewart, nor you, Mr. Hutcheson,
were here on the occasion of the last meeting, I can best tell you what occurred by
reading from the record.
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fjir Charles read:

—

Mr. D. D. McKenzie: An arrangement has been made with Mr. Hartley

Dewart, K.C., to appear before your Lordship representing the Liberal side, and

my side, of the case.

Sir Charles Davidson: In specific form, what will he represent?

Mr. McKenzie: As a matter of fact, I do not appear. The basis of the

whole inquiry is the letter of the Auditor General and Counsel will, as I under-

stand it, be practically representing the Auditor General. I need not tell your

Lordship what the purpose of the inquiry is. It is just to ascertain the truth of

the allegation set forth in that letter. As far as I am concerned, I know of

nothing else than the contention that these goods were sold at a profit to the

Admiralty and that, if they were sold to the Admiralty, they should have been

sold at exactly the same price as the Department of Militia and Defence had

received for them. The whole crxrx of the matter is that a profit was made in

the transfer of the goods from this department to the Admiralty.

Sir Charles Davidson: Through the intervention of whom?
Mr. McKenzie: Of Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson: When would Mr. Dewart be able to take up this

inquiry ?

Mr. McKenzie: He was supposed to be here this morning. I was not here
earlier because I thought he would have been here. We got word last night that

he would te here this morning. I was told that he would be able to take it up
next Monday or the first of next week, but it would possibly be well to make the
adjournment long enough so that both Counsel, Mr. Dewart and whoever may
be representing the Canadian people, instead of Captain Thompson, will have
ample, time to be ready. Whatever day next week would suit the Court would
have to suit them-

Sir Charles Davidson: Any day would suit me.
Mr. McKenzie : To-day is Thursday.

Sir Charles Davidson: ISTo, sir, to-day is Wednesday. You are a day
younger than you thought you were.

Mr. McKmzie : What about a week from to-morrow ?

Sir Charles Davidson: I think that is a little long.

Mr. McKenzie : A week from to-day.

Sir Charles Davidson: Might it not be better, if Mr. Dewart is to arrive
this morning, to wait?

Mr. McKenzie : That would certainly be better.

Sir Charles Davidson: I would not desire that, whatever day the Commis-
sion be adjourned to, the work should at once begin without further delay.

Mr. McKenzie: That was my own idea of it, and I was asking for a little

longer adjournment so that Mr. Dewart would be seized with the facts of the
case.

Mr. John Fraser (Auditor General) : "Next Wednesday is a holiday—the
24th.

Sir Charles Davidson: I was considering Monday, if it is not too early.

Mr. McKenzie: Perhaps it would be well to adjourn tentatively until

Monday.
Sir Charles Davidson: No, any adjournment 1 fix now, I think it would

be desirable, as a matter of business, to make peremptory for the taking of evi-

dence at once.

Mr. McKenzie : Very good, Monday. They ought to be ready by that time.
Captain Thompson yesterday mentioned to the Court that there was some
witness, but I did not catch the name.

Sir Charles Davidson: Colonel Harston?
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Mr. Fraser: General Elliot?

Sir Charles Davidson : No, he is available here. Colonel Harston is a per-

manent officer in connection with the Arsenal at Quebec. He has all the

records in connection with this Mark YI ammunition, showing when it was
made, etc. I understand he has gone to New York, but there are other wit-

nesses available.

Mr. McKenzie: Are we to understand that Your Lordship will adjourn

until 10 o'clock on Monday next, in this place ?

Sir Charles Davidson : My impression is that, as it is Monday, it might be

as well to meet at two o'clock. That enables the partiea to arrive here. "We
will adjourn until 2 o'clock. Then we can sit from day to day, with an adjourn-

* ment over Empire Day, if necessary. I will be available during the day if Mr.
Dewart should arrive. You have possession of the returns to Parliament?

Mr. McKenzie : Yes, I have, and I will hand them over to Mr. Dewart when
he comes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Did you say Mr. Dewart would be here to-day?

Mr. McKenzi-e: We thought he would be here at 10 o'clock. There may
be some delay in the train."

Mr. Dewar: What letter is referred to in that statement?

Sir Charles Davidson: The letter to which reference is made in Mr. McKenzie's
statement as coming from the Auditor General, was addressed to Sir Thomas White,
Minister of Finance, and its terms are as follows:

Ottawa, April 3, 1916.

Sir,—I beg to call your attention to a sale of ammunition made by
the Department of Militia and Defence. Some time prior to the 31st December
last this department sold to Colonel J. Wesley Allison, without the order of the

Governor in Council, over 3,000,000 rounds of ammunition at $20 per thousand.

The Department has been buying ammunition since the declaration of war at

$33 per thousand, and has also been mamifacturing ammunition at the

Dominion Arsenal at a cost of $34.60 per thousand. Consequently, there has

been a loss to the Government on this transaction of over $45,000. It is alleged

that this ammunition .has been sold to Vickers, Limited, for testing purposes.

I can hardly credit this statement owing to the magnitude of the sale; but if it

were so, why was it sold at such a low rate and why was it necessary to obtain

the services of Colonel Allison? I have reason to believe that the ammunition
was resold at an advance of about 25 per cent, and that its destination was not

Vickers, Limited. I may be mistaken in this, but Colonel Allison's connection

with the transaction does hot tend to allay suspicion.

I wrote to the Department of Militia and Defence asking to be furnished

with an Order in Council and also the particulars of the sale, but have had
no reply. I have therefore to request that you will obtain the approval of the

Governor in Council for the sale, and that you will also let me know why the

rate was fixed at $20 per thousand.

I am, sir.

Your obedient servant,

J. Eraser,

Auditor General.

There is a letter of the 7th of March, 1916, from the Auditor General to theJ

Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence,- which reads:
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Ottawa, March 7, 1916.

Sir,—In your statement of Keceipts No. 50 for December last, I find Bank
of Montreal receipt for $20,927.44, being payment for 986,300 rounds of ammu-
nition sold to F, O. Lewis at $20 per thousand. As this is an unusually large

transaction, I sould like to be informed if public competition was obtained or in

what way the price was fixed and also if an Order in Council Was obtained

authorizing the sale.

I am under the impression that this ammunition cost the Government about

$34 or $35 per thousand and I should like to know what thfe reason is for selling

at $20.

I am, sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. Eraser,

Auditor Oeneral.

The Deputy Minister of

Militia and Defence,

Ottawa.

Mr. Dewart : Is Mr. Orr Lewis in attendance as a witness. It would appear to me
that probably he would be the gentleman from whom we ought to be able to get some
information,—I understand that Mr. Lewis is not present.

Sir Charles Davidson : Initially, it might be best to determine what was sold. ''

Mr. HuTCHESON : If I may refer for a moment to the remarks of my learned friend

Mr. Dewart regarding his status here I may mention that the matter was somewhat
dealt with in the House of Commons on the 15th of May, 1916, and again on the 16th

of May, 1916.

I have in my hand the official Hansard report at page 4067, and I find there that

the Honourable the Minister of Justice, in answer to a question by the Hon. Mr. Pugs-
ley, said:

—

Mr. Pugsley: Will counsel be allowed?

Mr. Doherty: I am coming to that. Since hon. gentlemen opposite are so

anxious with regard to counsel in this particular matter, I am not disposed to

make objections to counsel being given. I am prepared to admit that this matter
is on a diSerent footing from matters of the nature of those that have been

investigated in the past, and above all, in view of the imputations which hon.

gentlemen have seen proper to make upon the gentleman who occupies the posi-

tion of adviser to the conamission—^whether he continues 'in that position or

not is for him to decide after the conduct which we have witnessed this after-

noon—if any hon. gentleman is prepared to assume the responsibility of such

imputation or charge as may be contained in these papers and desires

to be represented by counsel, I myself am quite ready to represent to

the commissioner—I cannot undertake to control his action in the matter—that

so far as I am concerned and this Government is concerned—and I am satisfied

I speak for the Minister of Militia as well as for every other member' of the

Government—there is not the slightest objection in the world to counsel appear-

ing before the commission upon this particular matter.

Then follow some other remarks from the Minister of Justice regarding the

criticism as to the status of Captain Thompson as Counsel to the Conunission and
Mr. Pugsley says:

—

Mr. Pugsl^: I do not wish to interrupt the hon. minister, but with his

permission I desire to ask him a question. This commission of Sir Charles

Davidson is appointed under the very same Act under which the Meredith-
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Duff Commission is appointed. In tlie Meredith-Duff Commission the Gov-

ernment agreed that the leader of the Opposition should name counsel, and
counsel was appointed. Now these are veiy important charges made by the

hon. member for North Cape Breton (Mr. McKenzie). Will the Government
adopt the same course in this matter before Sir Charles Davidson as has been

adopted in the Meredith-Duff Commission—arrange for the appointment of

counsel and give that coxmsel the same status as counsel before the Meredith-

Duff commission? If so, that would be an approach to reasonable fair play.

Mr. Doherty: What I have said, perhaps, goes further than we said we
would do with regard to the Duff-Meredith Commission. What was said with

regard to the Duff-Meredith Commission was that the Government would
appoint counsel to assist the Commissioners, and that the right hon. leader of

the Opposition (Sir Wilfrid Laurier) should be at liberty to select one of

these counsel. We have actually now counsel to assist the commission. I

am going further ; I am saying that if hon. gentlemen opposite take the respon-

sibility of this charge and want counsel to prosecute, for whatever purpose

may run in their minds, we will be willing that they should have counsel

before the commisssion.

Mr. Pugsley: The minister seems to be not quite fair. All I ask him is

this. We have here two cases. The hon. member for Richmond (Mr. Kyte)
made certain charges with regard to the purchase of fuses, and for that the

Government appointed a commission under the Inquiries Act to make inves-

tigation. Now, the hon. member for North Cape Breton (Mr. McKenzie) has
made certain charges with regard to the sale of ammunition. All I ask is that
the Government should appoint counsel, having the same status exactly

—

neither more nor less—that Mr. Johnston has in the Meredith-Duff Commis-
sion, That is all we ask; will the minister do that?

Mr. Doherty : 1 have used the words of the English language, as I under-
stand them, which convey the idea that we are willing that counsel should be
appointed. I do not know that I have anything more to say. I do not follow
what it is I am asked to define.

Mr. Carvell: Take away the condition you imply.

Mr. Doherty: Do I understand that what is asked is, when we are giving
counsel to act for the people of Canada generally, hon. gentlemen opposite'

say : That is no good, we want counsel to act for somebody who is not the
public of Canada? Surely that somebody else must be the somebody taking
the responsibility of the charges. ^

Mr. Pugsley: The hon. member for North Cape Breton is making the
charges.

Mr. Doherty: 1 have said that there may be counsel before the commis-
sion to prove these charges the best he knows how. What further I can say
I do not understand.

A very brief reference is made to the matter at the sitting of the House on the
16th of May as appears by the report in Hansard, page 4156, in which Sir Wilfrid
Laurier says:

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier: In the absence of my right honorable friend yester-

day, I inquired if it was the intention to give the Opposition the privilege of

Counsel before the Davidson Commission on the charges brought the other

day by the honorable member for North Cape Breton and Victoria (Mr.

McKenzie).
Sir Roheri Borden: I think it was announced by the Minister of Justice

and also by the Minister of Trade and Commerce that if the honorable member
for North Cape Breton and Victoria, or my right honorable friend, should

desire to be represented by counsel before the Davidson Commission, we would
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not only suggest, blit recommend to Sir Charles Davidson that such counsel be
allowed to appear. The position up to the present has been that Mr. John
Thompson, K.C., was selected by Sir Charles Davidson to represent the people

of Canada before that commission. So far as I am aware, he has discharged
his duties with great ability, thoroughness- and impartiality. It may further

be observed that he has done so without any remuneration whatever except an
ordinary allowance for travelling expenses when he has been absent from the

city of Ottawa. He has regarded his work as a patriotic duty. I am informed
that Mr. Thompson, in view of the criticism that he has been passed upon him
in this House, does not feel it consistent with his self respect that he should

continue to discharge those duties. It may therefore be necessary for the

Government to take some action towards appointing counsel to take his place.

So far as counsel to represent the honorable member for North Cape Breton
and- Victoria is concerned, as I have already said, we shall not only suggest

but recommend to Sir Charles Davidson that counsel be allowed to appear.

Sir Wilfrid Laurier: On the same terms as Mr. Johnston?
Sir Robert Borden: As far as remuneration is concerned? We shall not

make any undertaking with regard to that at the present time. I think it

should be left for future consideration as was the case in connection with the

Tarte-Langevin cherges. There was no undertaking in advance, on the part

of the Government at that time. The honorable member for North Cape
Breton and Victoria undertook at once, in the same motion, to censure 'the

Government and to demand an inquiry. He is at liberty to appear before the

commission by his counsel and to proceed as he deems fit. The other question

which my right honorable friend raised will be considered afterwards.

That is the end of the discussion regarding the status of Counsel. I am quite sure,

so far as I am personally concerned, that I welcome what assistance Mr. Dewart can
give me, because I believe we have both the same aim in view and that it to arrive at

the truth in a perfectly fair, open, and impartial manner.

Mr. Dewart: I am glad to accept what my learned friend Mr. Hutcheson has
said, but at the same time my difficulty has been that I have been so recently acquainted
with the status that I hold or do not hold here that it has been rather difficult for me
to understand it. I take it that the Government has, in succession to Captain
Thompson, who so creditably handled the investigation before you, Mr. Commissioner,
both in the East and in the West and all through the Dominion of Canada, appointed
my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, and that he now takes upon himself the onus and
burden of the investigation. If you will allow me to do so, sir, I suppose I may render
such assistance as I can in the capacity which it appear? I have been rather indefin-

itely assigned to.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is a somewhat nebulous position, Mr. Dewart.

Mr. Dewart : I am afraid it is.

Sir Charles Davidson : The statement of Mr. McKenzie, M.P., was, as forecast-
ing, that you were to assume the position—in one place he mentioned you as represent-
ing the Liberal party, and in another place as representing Mr. Auditor General. I
think at the threshold you had better make up your mind.

Mr. Dewart : All I can say, sir, is that so far as the Auditor General is concerned
I have no authority to act for him. In fact, sir, I should consider it a very peculiar
thing if any Counsel were appointed to act for one who is considered to be one of the
most impartial officers in the Dominion of Canada. As I am at present advised, sir, I
suppose I shall have to say that I fear I shall have to take the position of acting for
Mr. McKenzie, M.P. My learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, is the investigator, and if I
can give any assistance to him I shall be glad to do so.
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Sir Charles Davidson : The statement of Mr. McKenrie, so that we may have it

with defiiiiteness, is that: "Mr. Dewart is to appear before your lordship representing

the Liberal side." And again he says :
" The basis of the whole inquiry is the letters

of the Auditor General and Counsel will, as I understand, be practically representing

the Auditor General." There is the dual assertion that you are representing the

Liberal side, and that you are practically representing the Auditor General. I just

wish to have your position precise; would you have less difficulty in putting it into

writing ?

Mr. Dewart : My desire is that I should appear in an absolutely independent atti-

tude to assist my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, in this inquiry. All I can say now is

that I have no authority to represent the Auditor General, nor do I desire it. The
only position I can take at the present moment is that I will assist my learned friend,

Mr. Hutcheson, on behalf of Mr. McKenzie, in investigating the charges.

Sir Charles Davidson : So far as I am concerned, Mr. Dewart, I am qiute indif-

ferent as to whom you represent, so long as it is some entity.

Mr. Dewart : I am anxious that I should be put in a position in which I might

be independent and be considered as impartial in dealing with the matter. In view

of what my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, has said, and in view of the remarks of the

Minister of Justice in the House on the 13th of May, to which my learned friend has

alluded, it would appear that Mr. Hutcheson has been appointed to take charge

of the investigation. And I presume that for the present and for my appearance here

to-day I am to be considered as representing Mr. McKenzie as Counsel to the Com-

mission, to do what I may in helping to get at the real facts. I think that is a fair

statement.

Sir Chakles Davidson : It has been the practice before the Commission to put the

applications of Counsel to appear, in writing. Would you have any difficulty in doing

that?

Mr. Dewart: To what extent, sir?

Sir Charles Davidson : Just to say that you apply to appear for feo-and-so.

Mr. Dewart : I verbally apply now to appear for Mr. McKenzie, Member of Par-

liament for North Cape Breton, representing him to such extent as I may be able to

before the Commission, and assisting my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, who has been

appointed by the Government to assist your lordship in the inquiry.

Mr. Dewart (after consultation with the Commissioner) : The Commifesioner has

been good enough to suggest to me that perhaps by to-morrow morning the instruc-

tions under which I am to act would be put in more definite shape, and he has the

courtesy to say that I may continue to act in the meantime, for which I thank him.

Mr. Hutcheson : I would like to state that at a former sitting of the Commission,
at which evidence was taken, the transcript of which covers fifty-four tppewritten

poges, that evidence was taken without any Counstl being present representing Mr.
McKenzie—Captain John Thompson, K.C., was the only Counsel present then.

Criticism has been made of that course of investigation, and I take it that the presence

of Mr. Dewart here to-day is in order that full opportunity should be given him,
representing whoever he does, to cross-examine the witnesses who have already given
evidence beofre you, sir, and I desire to ask whether it would be desirable to take the

evidence de novo, giving Mr. Dewart an opportunity to cross-examine as we go along,
or whether the evidence already taken can stand as given, Mr. Dewart being in a

position to take up the examination, or cross-examination, as he may desire.

I understand that the report of these proceedings is to be printed and distributed,

and in that view of the case the question arises whether it would be well to print and
distribute the evidence already taken, or whether it would be well to have that evidence
taken again.
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I want to afford my learned friend, Mr. Dewart, the fullest opportunity to go

into all phases of the matter' as carefully and as freely as he may desire to do. I

would like to ascertain Mr. Dewart's views on that point, and also what you, sir,

would suggest in regard to it.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: So far as that ife concerned, it is in largest part left to

the convenience of counsel.

Mr. Dewart : I was not aware whether all documents which should be on file were

on file before the Commission, and so I communicated with the Clerk of the Commis-
sion asking him that the proper officer should be in attendance to produce these docu-

ments. I suggested to him that with a view of facilitating the work of the Commission
the Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence, the Quartermafeter General, and Colonel

Macdonald might appear here to state whether there were any other documents that

were material to this inquiry and which had not been filed. The last sitting of this

Commission was on the morning of the ISth of May, the morning of the day on
which the discussion took place in the House, and that discussion perhaps over-

shadowed the hearing of evidence, feo that i was anxious to know whether every
document that should be filed had been filed. I feel that at the outset of the inquiry
we should make sure that the documents are sufficiently verified. I am not snfiSciently

familiar with the case to know whether all these documents have been produced, and
it was for that reason that I made the suggestion.

Mr. Hutcheson: I am quite unable to give my learned friend absolute assurance
on that point, because I have been so recently retained in this matter that up to the
present moment I have not seen the file of the return presented to the House. I have
seen what has been transcribed of the evidence taken at! the previous hearing, and I
have read the discussion in the Hansard report of the debate on the 13th of May. I
shall also be glad to be sure that everything bearing on the matter, and which will be
of assistance to us in the inquiry, should be before the commission. But that does

not quite meet what I was asking my learned friend about. I would like to know
from him whether he wishes that the evidence of the witnesses already examined
should be taken de novo, oir whether they be called so that he may cross-examine them,

as he may desire. Of course, probably there may be further questions that I would
desire to ask these witnesses.

Mr. Dewart : I have not been able to do more than glance through the evidence

taken at the last hearing. I may say, Mr. Commissioner, that it might be well to let

that matter stand for further consideration until to-morrow, and if either my learned

friend or myself should desire to re-examine or cross-examine any of the other

witnesses then we might have opportunity to do so.

In view of the letter of the Auditor General, which appears in that evidence, and
the further letter of his of date the 7th of March, I think it would be well to ask that

Mr. F. Orr Lewis, of Montreal, should attend here to-morrow morning.

The Clerk of the Commission could telephone to Mr. Orr Lewis to-night and
ascertain if he could be present to-morrow. The letter of the Auditor General would
seem to indicate that, perhaps, he was the purchaser and not Yickers-Maxim. I would
like to ascertain that fact before I proceed with the cross-examination of the witnesses.

Mr. Hutcheson : I would like to have Colonel Harsfon,, Chief Inspector of Arms
and Ammunition, who is, I believe, at present in Quebec, here to-morrow morning,

if possible. Colonel Harston can speak with exi)ert knowledge as to the ammunition,
and I do not think there is any person in Ottawa, so far as I can understand, who
can speak of it with the same degree of knowledge that he can.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would it be possible for Colonel Harston to get here

to-morrow morning?

Mr. Hutcheson: The Clerk should be instructed to telephone him and see if he
can be in attendance. If I have to take upon me the burden of supplying the commis-
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sion with witnesses I would like to have sufficieBt here by to-morrow morning so that

the proceedings can be gone on with,

Mr. Dewart : Please do not consider me as the source of supply of the witnesses.

Sir Charles Davidson : There is a coyness on the part of counsel on each side,

which is somewhat imusual,

Mr. Dewart : It is our first appearance in this capacity before you. Sir Charles,

and, perhaps, that may account for it. My view of the matter is that it may, perhaps,

go a little deeper than it looks now, and if that be so I want to have time. In view

of the way in which the case has presented itself to me, during my short consideration

of it, I could not undertake to say that it is a case that could be closed in a few days.

Sometimes cases arise in which the principles involved amount to more than money,

and in which, although the money considerations may be small, there may be great

difficulty in proving what the real facts are. I thought the term " coyness " was
usually reserved for the other sex, but if I do appear to be coy I had no intention of

being so. I certainly do intend to reserve my rights. in this matter. I think you.

perhaps, correctly appreciate the thought in my mind, Sir Charles, that it is not

possible for me to-day to exactly declare my position.

If my learned friend and I have an opportunity of conferring together, it may pos-

sibly save the time of the Commission. I shall be glad to confei: to-night with my
learned friend on the matter. It does not seem to be possible for us to proceed now.

Mr. HuTCHESON : My sole desire in asking to have Colonel Harston here is that

none of the witnesses who are in attendance can speak with an equal -degree of expert

knowledge as he can, in regard to the ammunition. My object is not to waste the time

of the Commission, and in that view I would desire to put in the best evidence avail-

able. Colonel Harston can give the best evidence as to the small arms ammunition
which is said to have been sold.

Mr. Dewart: Quite so.

Mr. HuTCHESON: We can readily prove the facts of the sale; that has been done
before, and it is of record, and there would be no object in repeating that evidence.

Colonel Harston can give us the best evidence as to the quality of the ammunition and
the reason why it was sold. I should be very glad if it were possible to have Mr. Orr
Lewis and Colonel Harston here to-morrow.

The Secretary was directed to telephone to Mr. F. Orr Lewis in Montreal asking
if he could attend to-morrow morning and also to Colonel Harston of Quebec.

Mr. Dewart : They might both be able to be here to-morrow.

Sir Charles Davidson : An effort might be made to get them.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I should be glad to do anything I could*to get them here tomorrow.

Sir Charles Davidson : Very well, Mr. Owens wiU seek by telephoue to get one or

both.

Mr. Dewart : We would at least know the situation in which we stood in so far as

these witnesses are concerned and the possibility of getting them here at a later day.

Sir Charles Davidson : I informed Colonel Harston that he would be an essential

witness.

Mr. Dewart : I do not know, Mr. Commissioner, whether you would sit on Victoria
Day or not.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, I am prepared to sit if you assulne that responsibility.

Mr. Hutchison : I am willing to sit ; expedition is what we desire, of course.
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Mr. Dewart: I am only too willing to assist my learned friend in getting ready,

in any way possible, for to-morrow morning. I will give the matter my absolute and

undivided attention this evening.

Sir Charles Davidson : Let it be so—ten o'clock to-morrow morning. In the mean-
while, Mr. Owens will telephone to Mr. Lewis and to Colonel Harston.

The return of papers in the case made in response to an Order of the House of

Commons was laid before the Commission.

The Commission adjourned at 3 p.m. to meet at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, May 23.
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Ottawa, Tuesday, May 23, 1916.

Present

:

The Honourable Sir Charles Davidson,

Ejiiglit, Commissioner.

Thomas P. Owens,

Clerk of the Commission.

J. A. HUTCHESON, K.C.,

Counsel to assist the Commissioner in the inquiry.

Hartley H. Dewart, K.C.,

Counsel for the Liberal party.

At the sitting of the Commission:

Sir Charles Davidson: Shall we proceed. Gentlemen?

Mr. Hutcheson: Yes, Sir Charles, I am ready. I ask leave to put in Sessional

Papers Nos. 276-276a, constituting the return, and supplementary return, to Parlia-

ment.

Mr. Dewart: What are the dates of these returns?

Mr. Hutcheson : No. 276 is dated the 5th April, 1916, and 276a is dated April

18, 1916.

Mr. Owens: They are both dated April 5, and they were brought down, one on
May 1 and one on May 2.

Mr. Hutcheson: I would ask to be informed of the efforts made to secure the

attendance of the witnesses that were asked for yesterday. Mr. Owens could perhaps

inform me as to that.

Mr. Owens: I telephoned to Colonel Hayston in Quebec last night and was
answered at his house that he was too ill to come to the telephone. I asked to speak

with him personally. I got Mr. J. Orr Lewis on the telephone and I understood him
to say that he would be at the convenience of the Commission whenever required, but

he could not possibly be here this morning, as the last train from Montreal to Ottawa
had left when I telephoned him.

Mr. Hutcheson: I would ask then that subpoenas be served upon these gentle-

men. I think they ought to be called upon to produce any letters, telegrams or corre-

spondence in any way bearing upon ther matter in question, and subpoenas duces
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tecum ought to be served, not that I doubt their willingness to attend, but because

subpoenas duces tecum would be an evidence of the desire of the Commission that

they should not only attend but bring any papers which they have bearing upon the

matter. I would also make the suggestion that the subpoenas be returnable at a

fixed time stating where and when they should attend.

Mr. Owens: Mr. Lewis was unable to be here to-day.

Mr. Hutcheson: He said that he would attend whenever called upon?

Mr. Owens: At the convenience of the Commission. I understood him to say

so.

Mr. Dewart: In view of the mention of the name of Vickers, Limited, Sir

Charles, I have looked through the evidence and I cannot find anything to indicate

what is the coristitution of the firm, or who they are. I do not know who constitute

the firm. I have learned that there is a Canadian firm and an English firm, but

perhaps under ahother name. Perhaps my learned friend could tell me better than

I could tell him who would be the necessary witness to subpoena to say who Vickers,

Limited, were represented by, because in the debate I find that Vickers, Limited, is

mentioned. With reference to the question of subpoenaing witnesses, perhaps my
learned friend would say who was the proper person to subpoena in this connection.

It would be helpful.

Mr. Hutcheson : I heard the name of Mr. J. Orr Lewis yesterday for the first

time when my learned friend asked to have Mr. Lewis in attendance. I inquired who
he was and what connection he had with the matter and I was informed that he was
the Canadian representative of Vickers, Limited, a company having its head ofiice in

England, as presumably we all know. I know of no one better able to give us the

information that Mr. J. Orr Lewis.

Mr. Dewart: I am content.

Sir Charles Davidson: I suppose .the subpoenas will go, Mr. Dewart?

Mr. Dewart : All right.

Mr. Hutcheson; While we are on the question of subpoenas, i)erhaps my learned

friend

Sir Charles Davidson: There should also be one issued to Colonel Allison.

Mr. Hutcheson: Yes, of course. Colonel Allison should be called upon.

Mr. Owens : On the day on which Colonel Allison became unwell while attending

before the other Commission, I told Mr. Henderson that I thought he would be

subpoenaed for this Commission. Mr. Henderson gave his personal undertaking that

he would produce him whenever; his health would permit.

Sir Charles Davidson : It would be best for the subpoena to go and then it might
be made a matter of excuse if he wasi unable to attend.

Mr. Hutcheson: Are there any other witnesses that my learned friend would
desire to have subpoenaed that he has knowledge of at the present time?

, Mr. Dewart : I have taken it that Colonel Harston was being subpoenaed becavise

he was a gentleman who could speak of the character and quality of the ammunition
that was manufactured from year to year and give us information as to what ammuni-
tion went here and there and what its condition was. If my learned friend, on

inquiry, finds that there is some one else who could speak more si)ecifically as to the

ammunition—^for example there are half a million rounds of ammunition that were
distributed to the Mounted Police—it would be well to secure the attendance of such

a witness. Of course, it would be a matter of some importance to know in what year

that ammunition was manufactured and what its condition was. I have taken it for

granted that Colonel Harston would give us that information. If my learned friend

finds out that he cannot do so, I would ask that whoever can give us that information

should be called.
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Mr. Hutcheson: My instructions are that the witness spoken of can undoubt-
edly give us that information. Of course it is jKJSsible to get that from some officials

who are here to-day, either from Colonel Macdonald or from General Macdonald.

I would like also to have the Auditor General called. He wrote a letter in which he

made some suggestions which, I think, should be followed up. I think it is possible,

from what he says in his letter, that he will be able to give us information which will

put us on the track of finding other witnesses who ought to attend.

Sir Charles Davidson: Very well.

Mr. Hutcheson : May he be called first this morning ?

Sir Charles Davidson : Certainly.

John Eraser, Auditor General, Sworn.

Mr. Dewart: I rather thought that my learned friend woidd perhaps endeavoui

to get a witness here who could furnish original information. This is the method of

proof sometimes adopted before coroners' juries, but it is not as advantageous as if we
were submitting the evidence of witnesses who know the facts. I take it that the posi-

tion of the Auditor General is that of an investigator and if there are some witnesses

whose statements have been made to him, it would be more desirable to have the

evidence of these witnesses themselves rather than to have secondary evidence. 1

merely suggest that to my learned friend.

Mr. Hutcheson: This is my object in calling Mr. Fraser: I desire to learn from
him the source of his information and what assistance he can give to this Commission
in following up the various matters indicated in his letter. It is not that I desire to

offer as primary evidence the statements that he has heard from other persons. It is

merely to enable us to get on the track of other witnesses.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Mr. Fraser, you are the Auditor General of the Dominion of Canada ?—^A. I am.

Q. On the 3rd April last you wrote a letter, I believe, to Sir Thomas White,

Minister of Finance, which I ask leave to read into the notes. It is as follows:

—

Ottawa, April 3, 1916.

Sir,—I beg to call your attention to a sale of ammunition made by the

Department of Militia and Defence. Some time prior to the 31st of December
last this department sold through Colonel J. Wesley Allison, without the

order

Mr. Dewart : Without the authority.

Mr. Hutcheson : It is " order " here.

Mr. Dewart : It is " authority " in my copy.

Mr. Hutcheson: It is a misprint in the 'Hansard' report, showing that the
'Hansard' is not infallible.

Some time prior to the 31st of December- last this department sold through
Colonel J. Wesley Allison, without the authority of the Governor in Council,

over 3,000,000 rounds of ammunition at $20 per thousand.

Mr. Dewart: $20 per M.
Mr. Hutcheson : It is per " thousand " here

:

at $20 per M. The department has been buying ammunition since the

declaration of the war at $33 per M. and has also been manufacturing ammuni-
tion at the Dominion Arsenal at a cost of $34.60 per M. Consequently there has

been a loss to the Government on this transaction of over $45,000. It is alleged
' that this ammunition has been sold to Vickers Limited for testing purposes. I
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can hardly credit this statement owing to the magnitude of the sale; but if it

were so, why was it sold at such a low rate and why was it necessary to obtain

the services of Colonel Allison? I have reason to believe that the ammunition
was resold at an advance of about 25 per cent and that its destination was not
Vickers Limited. I may be mistaken in this, but ColoneL Allison's connection
with the transaction does not tend to allay suspicion.

I wrote to the Department of Militia and Defence asking to be furnished
with an Order in Council and also the particulars of the sale, but have had no
reply. I have therefore to request that you will obtain the approval of the

Governor in Council for the sale and that you will also let me know why the

rate was fixed at $20 i>er M.

,
I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant.

(Sgd.) J. FKASEK,
' , Auditor General.

The Hon. Sir Thomas White, K.C.M.G.

I.would like to ask you when this matter was first brought to your attention?

—

A. About the time that the letter was written.

Sir Charles Davidson : Might it be well to put in also the Auditor's Genral of the

7th March to the Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence ?

By Mr. Hutcheson

:

Q. Did you also vsrite a letter on the 7th March, 1916, to the Deputy Minister of

Militia and Defence?—A. I did.

Mr. Hutcheson: Might I also read that into the notes, Sir Charles?

Sir ^harles Davidson : Yes.

Mr. Hutcheson : The letter is as follows :

—

March 7, 1916.

Sir,—In your statement of Receipt No. 50 for December last I find Bank of

Montreal receipt for $20,927.44 being payment for 986,8'00 rounds of ammuni-
tion due to F. Orr Lewis at $20 per thousand. As this is an unusually large

transaction I should like to be informed if public competition was obtained or in

what way the price was fixed and also if an Order in Council was obtained

authorizing the sale.

I am under the impression that this ammunition cost the Government about

$34 or $35 per thousand and I should like to know what the reason is for selling

at $20.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. TEASER,
Auditor General.

The Deputy Minister of

Militia and Defence,

Ottawa,

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Regarding these two letters, then, Mr. Eraser, when did the matter first come
to your attention?—A. On receiving this statement of receipts from the Militia

Department.

John Eraser.
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Q. I presume the statement came to you in the ordinary course of business?

—

A. Yes.
*

Q. Have you that statement?—A. I have it in the office.

Mr. Hutcheson: Do you desire to have it produced?

Mr. Dewart: If you have it, I think it would be convenient 'to have it here.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is desirable to have it here.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You can produce that statement?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Was there anything to bring the matter to your attention excepting the fact

that this item appeared in that statement?—A. I can hardly recollect that time;

there may have been.

Q. Did you get any reply to your earlier letter?—A. None.

Q. You have never had a reply to that letter?—A. No.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: To his letter?

Mr. Hutcheson: His letter to the Department.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. To your letter of the 7th March last, you have had no reply?—A. No reply.

Q. To your letter of April 3, did you receive a reply?—A. From the Minister

of Finance—yes, a reply on the 4th April.

Mr. Hutcheson : That seems to have been copied in the 'Hansard,' Sir Charles

It is as follows:

—

Ottawa, April 4, 1916.

John Fraser^ Esq., I.S.O.

Auditor General,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to acknowledge receipt of yours of the 3rd instant referring

to a sale of ammunition made by the Department of Militia and Defence. I

am not aware of the facts connected with the transaction, but shall at once

bring your communication to the attention of the Prime Minister.

Q. Then, did you receive any further communication regarding the matter of

your inquiry?—A. No.

Q. Now, Mr. Fraser, of course, you are willing to assist this Commission in in-

vestigating the matter which has been referred to it, this item which you referred to

in your letter being one of the matters, and we would like if you could assist us in

any way regarding it. You say that the sale was made to Colonel J. Wesley Allison?

—A.
Yours truly,

(Sgd.) W. T. WHITE.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Mr. Dewart: Through Colonel J. Wesley Allison.

l\fr. Hutcheson: It says "to" Colonel J. Wesley Allison in the letter I have
in 'Hansard.'

Mr. Dewart: It says "through" Colonel J. Wesley Allison in the copy I have
here.

Mr. HuTCHESOM: Through is right. I am sorry to be misled in this way.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

^. You say that it was done without an order of the Governor (General in Coun-
cil?—A. Yes, sir.

John Fraser.
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Q. Did you make inquiry to ascertain that?—A. In my letter to the Department
of Militia and Defence, which has just been read, I asked them to provide me with

the Order in Council. I asked the Minister of Finance to see that I was provided

with an Order in Council.

Q. Which letter are you referring to now ?—A. Both of these letters—one to the

Militia Department and the other to the Minister of Finance.

Q. To one o'f which you received no reply?—A. Yes.

Q. And to the other of which you received an answer stating that |;he matter
would be brought to the attention of the Prime Minister?—^A. Yes.

Q. Did you make any further inquiry in the matter before making the statement
in this letter that the thing had been done without authority?—A. I do not qtiite

understand. That was sufficient inquiry to make. I asked for the authority of the

Governor General in Council.

Q. And on getting no answer to your letter, you assumed that there was no
authority?—A. Certainly. If an Order in Council had been passed I would have been
supplied with a copy of it. I assumed that there was no Order in Council because I

was not supplied by Council. There is a standing order that, with reference to all

matters aifeeting financial arrangements that are passed by Council, a copy of the

Order in Council is to be sent to me almost immediately.

Q. Precisely, and not having received a copy of the Order in Council, you assumed
that there was none?—A. Certainly; and having written twice asking for it, and still

not receiving it, I thought it was a fair assumption that no Order in Council had
been passed.

Q. From the records which have been filed this morning, it seems that within

recent times sales of anununition by the Militia Department have been very frequent?
—^A. Small sales.

Mr. Dewart: Is my learned friend producing an Order in Council to justify

these things ?

Mr. HuTCHESON : There was no need of any Order in Council.

Mr. Dewart: I thought an Order in Council had been found or discovered.

Mr. HuTCHESON : No, there was no Order in Council.

Sir Charles Davtoson: There was a recommendation by the Minister of Militia

to Council for an Order in Council. You will find it in the record.

Mr. HuTCHESON: Perhaps, Sir Charles, you are referring to the letter from Major

General Hughes under date of the 5th January, 1916. Shall I read that letter from

Major General Hughes to His Royal Highness the Governor in Council?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, there are two papers.

Mr. HuTCHESON : This is the one, I think, you have been referring to, Sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: This is the one and this is the other paper.

Mr. HUTCHESON: This is the one of the 5th January, 1916. Shall I read it. Sir?

Sir Charles Davidson: Read the two because the one leads up to the other.

Mr. HUTCHESON: This is not a letter; it is a memorandum.

Mr. Dewart : Is it an original? What is the date of the first sale? The first

sale was apparently made in the Fall of 1915. Is there no application for an Order in

Council to cover that ? Perhaps you might let Mr. Fraser stand down and ask Colonel

Macdonald as to that?

Mr. HUTCHESON: The first sale I see here seems to have been a very small one

and the date is the 17th September, 1914.

Mr. Dewart: The first sale to Vickers?

Mr. HuTCHESON : The 16th September, 1915.

John Fraser.
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Mr. Dewart: If Colonel Macdonald, who has these documents, will give us the

documents, we would know what application was made to ratify that sale in Sep-

tember.

Sir Charles Davidson : Might I suggest that as regards the return to Parliament,

No. 276, and the supplementary return, No. 276a, there be a consecutive numbering

of the pages?

Mr. HuTCHESON : It would be very much more convenient.

Sir Charles Davidson : The typewritten copy of the original return that we have

is numbered and we might proceed with that numbering. The original return is

numbered up to page 131, and we might proceed with the supplementary return,

starting at page 132, and so on.

Mr, Hutcheson: The original return is numbered up to page 130, and the

supplementary return begins again at page 1.

Sir Charles Davidson : What I desire to call your attention to at the moment is

that you made an inquiry as to the originals of the two papers momentarily referred

to by Mr. Hutcheson. They are in the return to Parliament, and I will give you the

pages at once. They are pages 30 and 31,

Mr. Dewart: That is of the first return?

Sir Charles Davidson : Pages 30 and 31. "We will number them through so that

we need not speak of the return and the supplementary return. I suppose that would
suffice as to their authenticity?

Mr. Dewart: What are the dates?

Sir Charles Davidson: 20th December, 1915,

Mr, Hutcheson: Shall I read the memorandum now, Sir Charles?

Mr, Dewart : What I would suggest* is that possibly Colonel Macdonald would
be able to assist us by producing the recommendations that no doubt were made for

earlier sales. We have a sale as early as the 16th September, 1915, and I think it

would be convenient to have Colonel Macdonald produce the application for the Order
in Council to make that sale valid.

Sir Charles Davidson : They are all returned to Parliament,

Mr, Hutcheson: They are all in the returns which have been filed and which
have been put in, I intend to call Colonel Macdonald later, but it would be going into

details of that with which the witness would not be familiar.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is well to avoid a duplication of production.

Mr, Dewart : I find among the papers I have nothing earlier than the date of the

20th December or the 5th January, while I find that there were sales made at an
earlier date and I take it for granted that there would be some application for an
Order in Council authorising those earlier sales.

Sir Charles Davidson: I think that in the return to Parliament you have the

papers as far back as September, 1915,

Mr. Hutcheson: It has not been the practice to obtain an Order in Coimcil

Sir Charles Davidson : That will come later ; we will see about that.

Mr. Hutcheson: I wanted to correct my learned friend if he was expecting some-

thing of'that kind. I am informed that we will not be able to get any evidence from
that soxu*ce,

Mr. Dewart: I am merely referring to this:

Please note Minister's instructions. If this ammunition is to be sold it

must be done by Order in Council, and the Minister's inquiry should be fully

answered,
(Sgd.) EUGENE FISET,

D.M.
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Therefore, I thought it was the practice to get an Order in Council.

Mr. Hutcheson: As a matter of fact, these apparently are not the Minister's

instructions. On the same memorandum that you are reading from is this instruction

—shall I read the instruction?

Sir Charles Daatdson : You will see it at page 13.

Mr. Hutcheson : I am reading from page 30 of the return.

C/1718.

Quartermaster General

Sale of S.A. ammunition to Vickers, Limited.

Colonel Allison has applied for 2,000,000 rounds of S.A. ammunition (Mark
VI) for his principals, the Vickers Maxim Coy. of London.

There is available in Ordnance charge this amount of ammunition. . It is

part of that under suspicion.

The amount of this ammunition already shipped to this company is 2,986,000.

Shall issue be made and at that price formerly charged—$20 per thousand?

(Sgd.) J. F. MACDONALD,
Colonel P.0.0.

Ottawa, 20-12-15.

Mr. Dewart : What is P.0.0. ?

Mr. Hutcheson : Principal Ordnance Officer. At the left hand comer is this memo
"Minister says O.K. (Sgd.) D. A. Macdonald, 20-12-15."

Sir Charles Davidson: That is the Quartermaster General.

Mr. Hutcheson: The memo, from the Quartermaster General to the Principal

Ordnance Officer is signed D. A. Macdonald; D. A. Macdonald being the Quartermaster

General. Then there is a memo, below that:

Ascertain where and by whom this is to be used if sold by O.C.

(Sgd.) S.H.

You will note the wording

:

Ascertain where and by whom this is to be used if sold by O.C.

(Sgd.) S.H.

The letters "O.C." meaning Order in Council. That is signed "S.H."

Mr. Dewart: There are the Minister's instructions that it was not to be sold

without an Order in Council. I would like to see the original of that document.

Mr. Hutcheson : I would like to see it also. I do not know where it is. I have not

seen it yet.

Sir Charles Davidson : Complete the reading and we will deal with the matter.

Mr. Hutchison: There is also a memorandum as follows:

Q.M.G. Please note Minister's instructions. If this ammunition is to be
sold it must be done by Order in Council, and the Minister's inquiry should be
fully auawered.

(Sgd.) EUGENE FISET,

D.M.

Sir (.\.i\SLES Davidson: Can the officer of the Militia Department say as to where
this original is to be found?

Mr. Hutcheson: Where will I find this original. Colonel Macdonald? I now
exhibit to my learned friend the original of the memorandum which J have just
read, and we vnll examine it together.

John Fraser.
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Mr. Dewart: This is very significant, because, as the document has been printed,

no one would understand that there was a distinct break. The memo, of the Minister

is " ascertain where and by whom this is to be used." And then there is a capital " I

"

—" If sold by Order in Coimcil.—S. H." That indicates that it was quite distinct,

that the Minister's instructions were exactly what the Deputy Minister took them to be.

Mr. Hutcheson: I do not think that is how the memorandum reads. I find the.

words " ascertain where and by whom this is to be used " in one line, and then " If

sold by O. C," and opposite that the initials " S. H."

Mr. Dewart: Probably you do not appreciate the point I have taken.

Mr. Hutcheson: I do, quite.

Sir Charles Davidson : What is your point ?

Mr. Dewart : The suggestion as it appears in the copy as printed, and as you will

see, is that it runs along in this- way: "Ascertain where and by whom this is to be
used if sold by O C. (Sgd. S. H.,") a small i being used, whereas it is quite apparent
that there were two distinct instructions from the Minister :

" Ascertain where and
by whom this is to be used " ; that forms a distinct sentence, whereas the other begins
with a capital " I." Therefore, I conceive that the Deputy Minister, in giving the

direction to note the Minister's instructions that it must be done by Order in Coimcil,

was not misimderstanding the instructions, or reading into them anything that the

Minister himself did not say.

Mr. Hutcheson: I cannot quite agree with my learned friend's interpretation of

the memo. The words " if sold by Order in Council " seem to follow naturally after

the previous words " Ascertain where and by whom this is to be used." The words
" if sold by O. C." do not in themselves contain any direction that any sale must be

by Order in Council. That is a matter of suggestion.

Mr. Dewart : The Minister is sometimes a man of few words.

Mr. Hutcheson : At all events, we have seen the original, and it will be available

afterwards.

Sir Charles Davidson : The statement could come from some other witness as to

when and how it was written and by whom.

Mr. Hutcheson: Quite so; we will have it elucidated. Then, following over on
page 31 of the return, there is a letter from Major General Hughes

—

Sir Chrles Davidson: Not a letter.

Mr. Hutcheson: Well, a recommendation.

Sir Charles Davidson : I suppose that would be more fitting. •

Mr. Hutcheson: It is as follows:

—

H.Q.C., 1718.

January 5, 1916.

To His Koyal Highness the Governor General in Council.

The undersigned has the honour to submit for the consideration and
approval of Your Royal Highness in Coimcil an application from Vickers,

Limited, for the purchase of 4,985,900 rounds of S. A. ammunition, Mark VI.

This is part of Mark VI ainmuniti6n which, '^under suspicion", was not

allowed to be used with rifles in Canada, The price of the ammunition to be

$20 per thousand rounds. This ammunition, while rejected for rifle use is,

however, reported to be suitable for the testing of Vickers machine guns now
being manufactured in very large numbers in England.

The matter is respectfully submitted.

(Sgd) SAM HUGHES,
Major General, Minister of Militia and Defence.

John Eraser.
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By Mr. Huicheson:

Q. Then, Mr. Fraser, had you seen either of these documents when you wrote

your letter to which I have referred?—A. No.

Q. I note in the return which has been filed that since the date within the scope

of this Inquiry there have been fairly n\inierous sales of ammunition by the Militia

Department.

Sir Charles Davidson : Give the page, Mr. Hutcheson.

Mr. Hutcheson : Page 133.

Mr. Dewart : . Will my learned friend kindly produce for verification the original

of the recommendation to His Royal Highness on the 5th January ? I presiime Colonel

Macdonald has that.

Lt. Col. Macdonald : I have only a copy.

Mr. Dewart: This document of the 5th January says that the Minister "has
the honour to submit for the consideration and approval" of His Royal Highness an
application from Vickers, Limited. Is the application produced?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, in the return.

Mr. Dewart: I presiuned that there would be some application specifically from
the Vickers Company that would accompany the recommendation.

Sir Charles Davidson : At pages 28 and 29.

Mr. Dewart: That has merely reference to "our friends in London." I do not
think "our friends" would be sufficient to ear-mark the company as being the Vickers
Company.

Mr. Hutcheson : Is there any object in reading that into the notes ?

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, you might as well make your history consecutive.

Mr. Hutcheson: In response to my learned friend's inquiry I read from pages
28 and 29 of the return, the following :

—

H.Q. C-1718.

N. Y. December, 18-15.

General D. A. Macdonald, Q.M.G.

Militia Department,

Ottawa.

Can you ship our friends, London, 2,000,000 Mark 303 six? General Hughes
here and approves, but requested me to wire you.

(Sgd) J. WESLEY ALLISON.

Then on the following page :

—

Morrisburg, Ont.j December 20-15.

General D. A. Macdonald, Q.M.G.,

Militia Department,

Ottawa.

Please wire answer Morrisburg my telegram regarding two million more.

(Sgd) J. WESLEY ALLISON.

Mr. Dewart: Is this the 2,000,000 rounds that were not issued that are applied

for there?

Mr. Hutcheson: Yes. My attention is called by Colonel Macdonald to a letter

from Mr. Allison to the Quartermaster-General, under date of September 8, 1915,

which appears at page 16 of the return.

John Fraser.
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Sir Charles Davidson : Tliis does not refer to the matter. It has reference to the

shipment of 236,000 rounds.

Mr. Hutcheson: Yes.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: You are dealing with the 2,000,000 rounds.

Mr. Dewart : My learned friend is pointing out that this would form part of the

total which was included in the recommendation to His Eoyal Highness on the 5th

January. I take it that that is true and I want to see how it was made up.

Sir Charles Davidson: That has not developed yet; that will develop later.

Mr. Dewart : I thought that was his idea.

Mr. Hutcheson: I am instructed that it does form a part.

Sir Charles Davidson: I so understand it but there has been no proof of it.

Mr. Hutcheson: No, that will come from some other source. Shall I read the

letter of September 8, 1915?

Sir Charles Davidson: If you do that you will have to pursue it in order to

follow up with the subsequent order for 700,000 odd rounds.

Mr. Dewart : Would it be convenient for Colonel Macdonald, as these letters are
read by my learned friend, to verify them by such originals as he has?

Mr. Hutcheson : I have no doubt he could do that as he has the originals in his
possession here. The letter that I am now asked to read, if my recollection serves me
correctly, has already been read into the record in the evidence previously taken before
you, Sir Charles. I do not really see the object of manifolding it in that way.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you before you, Mr. Dewart, what was really
delivered to the Vickers Company? Perhaps you might allow me to give you this
digest. It has been under my observation before. You may take this memo. There
are only three of them. First, there is September 16, 1915 : 303, Mark VI, 236,000, the
amount paid $5,024.12. It appears from the evidence already given that that was
manufactured in 1912. October 29, 1915—the like ammunition, manufactured in 1912—750,300 rounds, payment therefor, $15,902.82. Both these appear to have been
delivered in Montreal. Now at Quebec, November 26, 1915, 1,999,800 whereof 1,911,800

were of 1906, and 88,000 of 1907, paid therefor $42,867.82. The total number of rounds
thus delivered was 2,986,100. The total payments therefor, $63,794.76. There you have

before you in compact form the whole of the transactions as between the Militia

Department and Vickers.

Mr. Dewart : That then explains the amount of the other. There is just a variance

of 200 rounds between the total of 2,000,000 and what you have given us, showing it was
checked up in some way and it was 200 less.

Colonel Macdonald: A box of ammunition holds so many rounds. We send

complete boxes. He asked for 2,000,000 and he got so many boxes filled.

Sir Charles Davidson: One box short.

Colonel Macdonald: No, we could not give exactly 2,000,000 rounds in the

particular number of boxes.

Mr. Hutcheson : Having put in these references, I will go on to the last point I

was taking up with you, and that is this, that I see by this return

—

Sir Charles Davidson : Pardon me a moment, Mr. Hutcheson, the question under
observation was as to the statement of all the sales made by the Government, and you
were at the point of referring to that statement.

Mr. Hutcheson : That is just what I am doing. At pages 133 and 134 of the

return we find the record of the sales of ammunition of various kinds subsequent to

the date of the scope of this reference. I do not find that there was an Order in Council

in connection with any one of these numerous sales?—A. It was not necessary.
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Q. I wish to get your view about that. Was it your view when you wrote that
letter that there must be an Order in Council in connection with all sales of
ammunition?—A. No, sir.

Q. What was your view?—^A. I think, without having seen that statement, that all

these cases, or nearly all, are to rifle associations, and I think there are some to the
Customs Department and some to the Mounted Police, parts of the Government.
This other sale was made to an outside party, outside ^of the usual run of business, an
unusual transaction. Therefore, I asked for an Order in Council.

Q. Are you not mistaken? I notice several sales to the Savage Arms Company
of TJtica, New York?—A. Well, I had not seen that one.

Q. I just call your attention to the fact that I see in this return, in this list of

sales, some sales to the Savage Arms Company of Utica, New York. You tell me you
had not previosuly known of that?—A. My attention had not been directed to that.

By Mr. Dewart, K.C.:

Q. Have you a copy of the return ?—^A. I saw the return a few moments ago.

By Mr. Hutcheson, K.C.:

Q. The return was not in existence at this time. You had not seen the statement

of any sales ?—A. It would be in the office, but it had not been brought to my notice.

Sir Charles Davidson: In whose office?

The Witness: My own.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You suggest in your letter that there should have beeen an Order in Coimcil

to authorize this sale to the Yickers Company? May I ask you to let us know where

we find it laid down in any way that that should be the course followed?

Sir Charles Davidson: Did the Auditor General make a positive statement to

that effect?

Mr. Hutcheson : He criticised the action in this sentence in the letter :
" Some

time prior to the 31st December last this Department sold to Colonel J. Wesley
Allison, without the authority of the Governor in Council, over 3,000,000 rounds of

ammimition at $20 per thousand."

Q. I take it that that was intended as a criticism of the sale, without having first

procured an Order in Council?—A. At that time, at the time I wrote that letter, not
at the time I wrote to the Militia Department asking for an Order in Council.

Q. I am si)eaking of the time you wrote this letter?—A. Yes.

Q. That statement was intended, as a criticism of the failure to procure first

an Order in Council authorizing the sale?—A. I was pointing out to the Minister of
Finance that this transaction had taken place, calling his attention to it. He is my
medium of communication with Council.

Q. Finding fault with the absence of the Order in Council?—^A. Well, I would
hardly say finding fault; I was setting out the facts.

Q. Assuming it was a fact that there was no Order in Coimcil, was that a matter
to be found fault with in your view at that time ?—A. I considered there should be an
Order in Council.

Q. Exactly. You say in your view there should have been an Order in Council.
Can you direct us to anything that there may be to define the necessity for such Order
in Council ?—A. The usual practice in the disposal of anything out of the ordinary
run, an unusual transaction of that sort, of that magnitude—I do not know that there
is any law on the subject, but it is the practice to get the consent of the Governor in
Council.
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Q. Did you say then it was the usual practice of the Militia Department to obtain

the consent of the Governor in Coiuicil in the case of every sale of ammunition, or

every military material not sold to rifle associations or other organizations connected

in some way with the military organization of Canada ?—A:- That is a deep question.

I could not recollect all the sales of the Militia Department, but generally speaking

the custom of selling to rifle associations in small quantities for riflemen has been a

long-standing practice. I do not know how it was authorized. I have never inquired.

There are some things we accept, and I presume it is regular. I take it as regular,

but this was an unusual transaction.

Q. Do you say it was irregular?—A. Well, I would say it was unusual and ought

to have been covered by an Order in Council.

Q. If you are able to say that you can perhaps tell us exactly why it should be

covered by an Order in Council ? Do you say only because of custom ?—A. That is all

that I can say just now—the general principle that no department is allowed to

alienate government "property unless there is something in the constitution of that

department, or in regidations laid down by Council, that would apply there. There

is a lot of business, small business, of the department that they can do without going

to Council.

Q. Where do you draw the distinguishing line between small and large?—A.

Well, the Militia Department wants to sell an old rifle range, or one that does not suit

their requirements. There is not any question there at all about its being necessary

for them to get an order in council.

Q. By "necessary" you mean customary?—A. Customary, and I believe neces-

sary.
"

Q. By law?—A. Well, I do not know why they go to Council if it is not

necessary.

Q. You are invoking the law of custom only, are you not?—A. Just now, there

may be something back of it; these customs usually originated perhaps in law, or

perhaps something that showed a necessity for it. I could not tell you offhand

why a great many things are done, but we have done them for years.

Q. My instructions are that there was no custom and no necessity requiring

an Order in Council in a matter of this kind. You are of a different impression ?

—

A. Might I ask you a question in return? Why was that recommendation made to

Council if it was not necessary.

Q. Oh, that will be explained. I cannot explain it. I am not giving the evi-

dence, but that will be explained.

Mr. Dewart: I take it, Mr. Eraser was referring to the minister's l&tter of the

5th of January.

The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: His recommendations.

The Witness: Yes. His own deputy minister thought it was not necessary.

By .Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Then I find that in the same autumn of 1915 there were two very consider-

able sales of ammunition to the Savage Arms Copapany of TJtica, one of 50,000 rounds,

ana the other 100,000 rounds, I presume those transactiqns came under your notice?

—A. I do not recollect of having seen them.

Q. Must they not have come under your notice, in your opinion?—A. Not per-

sonally. They would come through the office.

Q. There appears to have been no Order in Council in either of these cases.

Mr. Dewart: How do you say that? '

Mr. Hutcheson : In the right-hand column of this document, there is .no return
giving the authority.
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Mr. Dewart: I submit the right waj' to prove these sales is not by the Auditor
(jeneral but simply by somebody who made up the return. ,

Mr. Hutchkson: I am asking the witness if the fact of the absence of an Order

in Coun 3il came to his knowledge in regard to these sales.—A. It did not come to my
notice.

Q. Did the sales come to your notice?—A. Not personally, they did to the notice

of the office.

Q. Did you personally have any knowledge of the sales at aU?—A. Not person-

ally, I have no recollection.

Q. Not until to-day?—^A. Oh, yes, I saw the return that was brought down in

Parliament.

Q. Did you make any request for an Order in Council in either of these cases?

—A. No.

Q. Why ?—A. Because I did not know of them until I saw them in the return.

Q. And when did you first see them in the return ?—A. Whenever that return was
brought down in Parliament, I have forgotten the date, a few weeks ago.

Q. Would you say that if you had noticed them coming through your office at

the time when they did come through your office you would have complained of the

absence of the Order in Council in this case?—A. I won't say that.

Q. Why not? Why do you draw the distinction?—A. Well, they might not
have made the same impression on me as the other transaction did.

Q. Possibly the connection of Brother Allison with the other transaction

A. Frankly, it had something to do with it.

Q. Was not that the real reason why you made the—might I <all it an attack?

—

A. It is not an attack.
'

^

Q. Criticism?—A. You could hardly say it was a criticism.

Mr. Dewart: A request.

Mr. Hutcheson: He says it is a criticism.

The Witness : I do not put it as a criticism. I considered it part of my official

duties to call the attention of the Minister of Finance to it.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Had you any information regarding this transaction other than- what appeared
in the documents going through your office?—A. I do not know that I could answer
that question.

Q. Is that because your memory does not serve you?—A. I would not be positive

about it, whether before or after that date.

Q. You cannot recall whether you had any information from any other source

before that date, or at the time of writing that letter?—^A. No.
Q. You state in the letter that the Department has been buying ammunition since

the declaration of war at $33 Tper thousand. Did you secure that information from
someone in the Department—A. No.

Q. How did you learn it ?—A. From the vouchers.

Q. That is the fact, is it?—A. Yes.

Q. What kind of ammunition had they been purchasing at $33 a thousand?—^A.

303.

Q. What mark?—A. I do not know.

Q. You cannot say?—A. I could not say without reference to the documents.

Mr. Dewart: This is hardly fair. If my learned friend wants the Auditor to

speak with accuracy he should have brought these vouchers with him. It is not quite

to be expected that he could speak with accuracy without vouchers. If my learned

friend wants the documents, I have no doubt the Auditor General can procure them
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Mr. Hutcheson: He assures me that it was from vouchers that it came to his
notice that $33 a thousand was paid for ammunition .303, but the mark he cannot
recall.

The Witness: No, I cannot, but it^is ammunition bought within the last two
years, since the outbreak of the war, and I presume it was the regular ammunition
that they were using.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. At the time of the writing of that letter, had you heard anything at all about
ammunition having been found to be defective?—A, No.

Q. Did you think it worth your while to make any inquiry of anyone in connec-
tion with the Militia Department before assertng that there was a loss of $45,000 to

the Government on that transaction?—A. In my letter to the Militia Department
of the 7th March, I said I should like to know what the reason is for selling at $20.

Q. Did you make any inquiry of anyone ? Did you speak to any person connected
with the Department?—A. Well, that would be very hard for me to answer .

Q. You cannot recall?—A. Well, I would not attempt to try to recall, there has

been so much speaking over so many things. We are every day discussing business.

Q. Was it after the writing of that letter that you learned that there was a

special reason for selling this ammunition at the $20 figure on account of it having

proved defective?—A. Which letter?

Q. The letter of 3rd April in which you jwint out this loss of $45,000.

Mr. Dewart: Eather an involved question.—A. I do not know. I have heard

within the last few months that it was defective ammunition—at least asserted that

it was defective.

Q. Could it have been in your mind that the ammunition which was being sold at

$20 was defective, when you read that letter?—A. No, I thought it was good ammuni-
tion.

Q. You just assunied that?—A. No question of the kind arose in my mind. The
ammunition sold to the rifle associations I presume was good ammunition. They sold

it to them at $20 a thousand.

Q. So far as your memory serves you, beyond writing a letter to which you did not

receive a reply, you made no other inquiry before writing this letter of 3rd April?

—

A. There is no written inquiry.

Q. I do not confine you to written inquiry. Was there any inquiry> written or

verbal, so far as your memory serves you ?—A. I was told by General Fiset, but at what

time I do not recollect, whether it was before or after that letter. I met him one day,

and in a casual way told him he had never answered my letter of the 7th March, and he

said : no, he was waiting for the Order in Council, or something of that sort, and I think

I asked him then what was the explanation, I think that was the time, and he said that

it was defective ammunition. This was after I had written that letter.

Q. You could not have known that at the time of writing the letter, I take it.

Mr. Dewart : He does not say it was defective.—A. I was told so.

By Mr. Hutchison:

Q. You could not have told that at the time of writing.the letter?—A. Oh, yes, I
could have been told.

Q. Well, were you ?—A. I have no recollection of being told.

Q. I gather from your evidence that your opinion now is that you had not learned
anything about defective ammunition when you wrote this letter?—A. I might have
heard before I wrote that letter that the ammunition was defective or that it was said

to be defective.

Q. And if you heard that, would that not suggest something to your mind as a

reason why the price should be lower than $33, perhaps?—A. Oh, I am accustomed to

receiving explanations that I do not accept.
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Q. Had you received any such explanations that you did not accept in this matter

before you wrote the letter ?—A. I have had none yet.

Q. Then we will pass on'to the next matter in the letter. You say it is alleged that

this ammunition has been sold to Vickers, Limited, for testing purposes. Can you

recall who told you that ?—A. The statement of the Premier in the House.

Q. That statement had been made prior to the writing of the letter?—A. Yes, it

is in * Hansard.'

Q. This letter is dated 3rd April?—A. Yes.

Q. Was the matter under discussion in the House prior to that?—A. There was a

return called for or some questions asked as to sale of anxmunition. The Premier

replied, mentioned a number of sales, I have forgotten what, he did not give any quan-

tities, but one of the items he mentioned was a sale of ammunition to Vickers, Limited,

which he said, as near as I can recall the words, that it was alleged it was for testing

purposes.

Q. And that was the only information you had upon that point at that time, was it ?

—A. That is what I referred to there.

Q. The statement in the letter reads :
" I can hardly credit this statement, owing to

the magnitude of the sale." Had you then information about the magnitude of the

Vickers business, the extent of their manufacturing machine guns ?—A. Yes.

Q. You knew that?—A. In a general way.

Q. You knew they were manufacturing machine giuas?—^A. Yes.

Q. Were you informed as to the extent of their machine gun manufacture, the

very large number they were making?—A. No.

Q. Eequiring to be tested ?—A. No.

Q. What is the name of the Vickers Company in London?—A. Vickers, Limited.

It was at one time Vickers Maxim. I see it referred to nearly always as Vickers,

Limited. Then there is the Canadian Vickers they speak of in Montreal.

Q. Then you say you had no information from any source as to the magnitude
of their operations and the quantity of ammunition they might require for testing

purposes?—A. That did not concern me at all. I reasoned in this way: we were
buying ammunition, and we were clamouring for ammunition, and at the time when
we were doing that we were selling ammunition at $20 a thousand. I did not see any
reason why Vickers should get it at that figure any more than anybody else.

Q. I suppose you realize now that if you had asked the question of any of the

gentlemen in charge of the Militia Department you would have received the explana-

tion?—A. I would have received an explanation; yes, no doubt of it.

Q. Did you not think it worth your while to ask?—A. There was my letter, and
they did not think it worth while to reply.

Q. And you would not follow it up with any further inquiry for that reason?-^

A. No.

Q. Then you say, "I have reason to believe that the ammunition was resold at

an advance of about twenty-five per cent." Could you help us by telling who told

you that?—A. No, sir, I won't.

Q. Because you do not know?

Mr. Dewart: At this point I desire to take this exception: I believe evidence

will be given at first-hand, if the opportunity is allowed, by those who can speak with

reference to these matters, and I submit that the evidence of the Auditor General

upon this point, which would be merely hearsay, should not be asked for at this stage.

I am prepared to give the undertaking that, with sufficient opportunity to be given,

the evidence of witnesses who can speak absolutely with reference to this matter

will be given.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I may say that at the present moment I do not know the names
of any such witnesses who may be called, and my sole desire in questioning the

Auditor General is to be put on the track of getting useful information.
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Mr. Dewart: If my learned friend and I had an opportunity of discussing the

matter together, we might be able to discuss it more profitably.

Mr. Hutciieson: I think the A.uditor General should reply to my question, and
I press it.

The Witness : My information is confidential.

Q. Whatever you were told in that regard was given to you confidentially, and
you decline to tell the name of your informant to His Honour, the Commissioner?
—A. Just at this point' I want to put myself right with the Commission. I think

the Commission understands my position. I have powers of examination myself in

connection with my work, and I do not discourage confidential information, and any
obtained in that way I do not think I should disclose. I should have to decline to

disclose anything that I received as confidential.

Q. I take it from your answer that you do recall the name of your informant.

Mr. Dewart : He has not used the word " informer." I object to my learned

friend using a word that has a nasty significance.

Mr. Hutcheson : I said " informant " not *
• informer," and that is not at all

objectionable. It may be quite proper the Auditor General should not disclose it. I

leave that to the Commission.

Mr. Dewart : If you say "the source of his information" and not the "informant"

I will be satisfied.

Mr. Hutcheson : I think I will have to do it in my own way.

Q. You have in mind the name of the informant, and you think you should not

disclose the name here?

Sir Charles Davidson : I might state that from the outset of ovi investigation I

have laid it down as a general principle that these confidential sources of information

should be regarded as privileged, otherwise our inquiries would have been seriously

fettered. Information has been given constantly throughout our sittings in a private

manner to Mr. Thompson. He has utilized it as regards other efforts to secure

evidence, and on two or three occasions I have declined to permit questions which;

would reveal the source of the information. What I might suggest at the moment is

a question in this form: Can you suggest the name of any Witness who will be able

to afford us information on this point?

Mr. Hutcheson : I am quite willing to adopt that suggestion. Is that not in

substance what I have asked?

Sir Charles Davidson : Oh, no, quite a distinction. Don't you see the source of

his information may not be a party at all who could supply evidence or who could be

produced as a witness. I think the position is one that should be satisfactory to you
at the moment.

Mr. Dewart: I was going to say that if my learned friend would not press that

question here

Sir Charles Davidson: He is not going to do it.

Mr. Dewart : If my learned friend would speak to Mr. Fraser privately he might
give him the information. I have not been able to get it myself.

Sir Charles Davidson : Put the question I suggested.

Mr. Hutcheson : I will do so. I fully agree with the view expressed by the Com-
missioner that certain commtmications which are really confidential ought to be

privileged, but at the same time we must guard against excuses being made, as is

sometimes done—^I do not say in the present instance—of a witness shielding himscK
behind alleged confidences when it is really important the matter should come out.

Sir Charles Davidson: I do not think the Auditor General would do that.

John Fbaseb.
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By Mr. Hutcheson

:

Q. Can you suggest the name of any witness who would assist us in that direc-

tion?—A. I prefer not to-day.

Mr. Hutcheson: Are you satisfied with that position. Sir Charles?

Sir Charles Davidson : The answer might have been put in a more definite form.

Is there any hope of the future then?

The Witness: Certainly.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. What about the remainder of the sentence in which you say that you have

reason to believe that its destination was not the Vickers, Limited. Can you give us

to-day any information which prompted you to say that in the letter ?—A. No, I could

not give it.

Q. For the same reason?—A. Yes.

Q. Then may we hope that on some other occasion you will supply us with

information which will enable us to follow that line up?—A. Yes, I think it has been

admitted already.

Q. If it has been admitted I have no knowledge of it?—A. I think it is in

Hansard repeatedly, that it came from the British Admiralty.

Q. I do not feel bound to question you with regard to Allison's connection with

the matter, which I do not think would further us in this matter at all ?—A. That is a

matter of opinion.

Mr. Dewart: I do not desire to question Mr. Fraser at present.

The witness retired.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald, recalled.

By Mr. Hutcheson, K.C.

Q. You have already told us that you are Principal Ordnance Officer under the

Quartermaster General?—A. Yes.

Q. I am calling your attention to a return that has been filed this morning, at

j?ages 133 and 134, of which appear statement showing sales of -303 S. A. ammunition.
This statement, I take it, begins at the date indicated in the Order in Council

constituting this inquiry ?—A. This is a statement prepared in my own office. It is a

statement called for in Parliament, or a question asked in Parliament.

Q. How long have you'been connected with the Militia Department?—A. Since
about 1903.

Q. And how long in your present capacity?—A. I am afraid I cannot tell you
exactly; about six or seven years.

Q. During all the time when you held your present position, I take it that

ammunition was being manufactured by the Department?—A. Yes.

Q. At the factory at Quebec, is it?—A. Yes.

Q. And was that ammunition being sold and disposed of?—A. Yes, whenever
called for.

Q. Is there anywhere laid down any rules or regulations governing the Depart-
ment of the persons or associations to whom the ammimition may be sold?—A. There
are certain regulations that it may be sold to rifle associations, or military, or semi-

military organizations.

Q. Where are those regulations to be found?—A. I think probably in the regula-

tions in force in the Department dealing with this

—

Q. They are our own regulations?—A. Yes, Canadian regulations, and there are

some British regulations that also govern in a way where our own do not touch on the
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particular point. The Army Ordnance Service in England, Part I or Part II, I have

forgotten which, of the regulations there, are incorporated into the Canadian

regulations.

Q. That is the practice then?—A. Yes.

Q. You can let us have copies of those regulations?—A. Yes.

Q. Then to expedite matters you could perhaps tell us now, is there anything any-

where to confine the objects to whom you may dispose of the ammunition to the associ-

ations which you have mentioned?

Mr. Dewart: Would it not be preferable to have the documents?

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. How long would it take to get them?—A. I could have them here this after-

noon. I would have to look them up. It is perhaps more custom than anything else,

being in the Force they can buy this ammunition; orders come out from time to time

and the quantities that may be sold are possibly limited.

Q. We ought to have the Regulations and see the scope of them ?—A. Yes.

Q. And in the meantime you can speak of the custom?—A. Yes.

Q. While you hold that position what has been the custom regarding the disposal

of ammunition to any person outside of Canada or outside of the kind of association

which you have already mentioned?—A. Well, it is looked upon that the Quarter-

master General and the Militia Council and the Minister are sufficient authority to

make sales. The sales are authorized through the regular channel, the Minister, the

Militia Council, and the Quartermaster General. Certain sales were made at the

request of the Master General of Ordnance. Take that sale to the Savage Arms
Company, the Master General of Ordnance asked that the sale be made.

Mr. Dewart : Where is the authority for that ?

Sir Charles Davidson: It is included in the return.

Mr. Dewart: It has been suggested that the witness might have the document.

The Witness : I am not sure that I have the file. That was a sale in connection

with the testing of certain of our machine guns we were purchasing from that com-

pany. The ammunition was required in a great hurry.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. And it was for Canadian purposes?—A. Yes, for testing purposes.

By Mr. Hutcheson :

Q. The Savage Arms Company were naanufacturing machine guns?—^A. Lewis

machine guns.

Q. For Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. And this ammunition was sold to them for the purpose of testing those guns?

—A. Yes.

Q. On the 11th of January, 1916, I see by the return, first a sale of fifty thousand

and then a sale of one hundred thousand, both Mark VII?—A. Yes, that is quite

likely. I am afraid I have not the file here. If my memory serves me right I was
asked to make one shipment by express to be followed by another shipment by freight.

It may be at the present moment I have lost track of the sale.

Q. I think that perhaps is on the return?—A. I think the correspondence is here.

Yes, it is in this file to Parliament. I have not the files here, but this is it.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. This is all Mark YII ammunition?—A. Yes.

Mr. Dewart: What is the price approximately?

Mr. Hutcheson : Approximately $31 and some cents.

The Witness : I do not see a voucher in this.
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By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. I do not think we are concerned about how they asked to have it sent,

whether freight or express?—A. No.

Q. What I desire to know is, within your experience as Ordnance Officer, has it

ever been the custom to obtain an Order in Council approving of any such sale as we
have been discussing?—A. No, never known of one.

Q. I am dealing with the Savage sales first?

Mr. Dewabt : He says the Savage sales were for the purpose of testing guns used

in Canada.

Mr. HuTOHESoM: Yes, I am asking the question whether it was the custom to have

an Order in Council authorizing any such sale as the Savage sale, and he says no.

I am not going to stop there. It is suggested that I ask you the question, had there

been any other sales such as those made to the Savage Company, in your experience

or recollection ?—A. If my memory serves me rightly there was one some time ago, and
I cannot pick it out at the present moment.

Q. It was prior to the date covered by the scoi)e of this inquiry?—A. Yes, I

think no Order in Council was secured in that. I should have to work back. It runs

in my memory there is one some years ago, but I never have seen an Order in Council

going through for a sale of ammunitions.

Q. In any case of any sale of ammunition since you have been in the Ordnance
Department, has there ever 'been an Order in Council procured to authorize the sale?

A. There is only one case in which it possibly might be, and I would have to look into

that. It is a case of a sale of rifles to the New Zealand Government. There may have

been some ammunition. It runs in my memory that there was some ammunition sold

to them at that time, but if so the sale of those rifles was by an Order in Council.

Q. That was covering some sale of rifles?

—

Ar. Yes. I do not think there was any

sale of ammunition.

Q. Not of ammunition—^just of rifles?—A. Just rifles.

Q. Then you are speaking subject to correction to that extent that unless there

may have been some ammunition in that transaction, which you do not at the moment
recall, you have no knowledge of any Order in Council at any time having been

procured to authorize any sale of ammunition?—A. No.

Q. Who then has done the authorizing?—A. The Quartermaster-General procures

the authority for the sale.

Q. Procures the authority ?—A. Procures, and he is authorized—he either author-

izes it himself or procures it from the Minister or Deputy Minister or Council.

Q. He either authorizes it himself or procures the authority from the Minister

or Deputy Minister or Council—you mean the Militia Council?—A. The Militia

Council, I should say.

Q. I notice a difference between the prices of Mark VII and Mark VI in this

return. When did the Department commence to manufacture Mark VII?—A. That I

am afraid you will have to get from Colonel Harston. I can only roughly guess at it.

Q. Perhaps you can give us an approximation of it in anticipation of calling

Colonel Harston ?—A. No, I am afraid I could not even do that because I have nothing

to do with that part of it. I simply receive and store, and issue this ammunition as

it comes along. I could not give you an idea within two or three years. I think for

some years they experimented with it.

Q. I do not know that it is made very clear exactly. What is the distinction

between Mark VII and Mark VI. We had it pointed out that there is a difference as

to the kind of bullet that is used in Mark VII with aluminum tip?—A. Yes, one
comes down to pretty much of a pencil point. Harston will give you particulars about

that. I think there is a difference in the propelling charge.

Q. We will have to depend upon Colonel Harston for all that class of informa-

tion?—A. Yes.
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Q. Have you anything to do with fixing the prices at which this is to be sold?

^A. No.

Q. You merely carry out instructions. Who does fix the prices?—A. The prices

as a rule are fixed between the Dominion Arsenal and the Director of Contracts.

They fix the prices between them. It is based on the cost.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Who is the Director of Contracts?—A. H. W. Brown. They make an estim-

ate of what it has cost them, and those prices come down to us, and it is based on that

that the charges go through.

Q. Has there been a uniformity in the priqes charged since the date with which
we are concerned in the sale of Mark VI? I mean a practical substantial uniform-

ity?—A. Yes, $20 a thousand has been the run of it, as far as I can see. You may
have some different figures there.

Q. I notice here the fifth item, to J. D. Cummings, Copper Cliff, at $11.—A.

Might I look at that. There may be an explanation, because the ammunition is not

always the same. I see it is gallery practice ammunition. This has to do with

gallery practice ammunition, the little lead slugs we sell. It is not service ammuni-
tion at all.

Q. Although it is called "Mark VI»?—A. It is marked «G. P."

Q. That is down below?—A. Yes, is for short distances.

Q. This fourth item from the bottom, page 183, Eifle Association, 1,100 rounds,

I presume that is the contents of one case?—A. One ammvmition box.

Q. Also carried out at $11. There are no initials such as I find above. Is that

a similar matter, or can you recall?—A. I cannot recall from this.

Q. Where did that sale take place?—A. St. John.

Q. St. John?—A. That is St. John, N.B.

Q. You will bear in mind that we would like the regulations regarding the dis-

posal of ammunition generally that you referred to earlier in your examination?

—

A. Yes.

Q. 0. C. First Division means Officer Commanding?—A. Officer Commanding
the First Division.

Q. What does M. O. mean?—A. Militia Order.

Q. The pric6 of Mark VII appears to be fairly uniform at $30 and apparently

in some instances something was added to the $30?—A. It may be boxes.

Q. At what rate per box were you charging?—A. The boxes differ in price.

Some of them were much more than others.

Sir Charles Davidson: You have an average though.

The Witness : Some we sold at $1.44 and some at $1.50.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have an average of $1.47.

The Witness: We sold them at $2,27 and we sold them at fifteen cents.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. I see the last item was a comparatively large sale to the Royal North-West
Mounted Police, 500,000 rounds, the amount paid being $10,000. This is at the $20

rate, without anything added for boxes, apparently ?—A. The boxes would be returned

to us.

Q. You would get your boxes back?—A. Yes.

Q. You were questioned formerly before his Honour the Commissioner regarding

the sale to the Vickers people through Colonel J. Wesley Allison, I see by the record ?

—A. Yes.

Q. Have you any additional information you can give us regarding the matter

or are we to take it the evidence you gaye on that occasion covers all you can say?
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A. As far as I can recall it covers all I can say. I was pretty well examined at that

time. I do not remember anything more that was not brought out.

Q. Your evidence appears at page 36 of the typewritten copy of the evidence as

formerly taken and you may be able to explain something that does not appear there

—

who is Colonel Helmer ?—A. Colonel Helmer is the Director of Musketry.

Q. Where is he?—A. In the Department.

Q. At Ottawa?—A. Yes.

Q. Was he not an expert?—A. Yes, I should say he is an expert in rifles and
ammunition.

Q. Has he any personal knowledge of this defective ammunition?—A. I should

think he would know all about it, perhaps as much as anybody in the Department.

Q. Would he know as much as Colonel Harston?—A. No, Colonel Harston does

the testing and has all the machinery for that.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is Colonel Harston not in possession of the records of

the different ammunition manufactured?

The Witness : Yes.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I desire to avoid as far as possible repeating the evidence already

given, and I wish to submit Colonel Macdonald to my learned friend for such examin-
ation and as deep probing as he may desire to submit him to.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. I would like, Sir Charles, before taking up the cross-examination, or the

examination, or the co-examination, if I may put it in that way, of Colonel Macdonald,
if the Colonel could give us such documents and papers as relate to what appears
upon pages 133 and 134 of the statement, showing the sales of the -303 ammunition
since April of 1914. The authority is mentioned in each case, and if there are any
documents in connection with these sales, and Colonel Macdonald can produce them,
I should like that he would do so this afternoon.

Sir Charles Davidson: All the ammunition is -303 ammunition; it differentiates

as to Mark VI or Mark VII.

Mr. Dewart: Thank you, sir, I should have said such portion of this return on
these two pages I have mentioned as relates to Mark VI ammunition".

Sir Charles Davidson: As I understand it, Mark VII is a very high-class

ammunition and is issued now with satisfaction to the troops at the front, and
continues to be so issued; is that it?

. General Macdonald : It is issued now in Canada as well.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is very high-class ammunition. And as regards the

details of manufacture, it appears from the evidence taken previously that it is beyond
reproach.

Mr. Dewart: If Colonel Macdonald could say exactly this afternoon what the

authority was for each of the issues of the Mark VI ammunition that is referred to

in this return, on the two pages I have mentioned, what make of ammimition it was,

and such information as that, it would facilitate the inquiry.

Colonel Macdonald: I may explain it by saying that this is a precis of replies

that I have received from the Ordnance officers from coast to coast. This ammunition
was sold by the Ordnance officers under instructions received from the district or

divisional commanders, and they have reported that to me. When the inquiry was
made I sent a telegram to every Ordnance depot in Canada asking for a complete

return. There may have been two or three of these sales that went through my own
office, and as to these I can produce any papers in connection with them; they are for

small amounts.
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Mr. Dewart : Perhaps by reference to the papers Colonel Macdonald would be able

to show what the details were as to the exact authority, and what was said about it,

and so on.

Col. Macdonald : As you will notice the first item referred to on that sheet is the

sale that took place at London, Ontario, of 500 rounds to the Waterloo Rifle Associa-

tion.

Mr. Dewart : I am not asking you now to give me details with reference to it. I

am asking you if this afternoon you could give us the authority showing how it was

dealt with; showing whether it was referred to as condemned ammunition, and the

year in which it was manufactured, and such data as would help in getting a com-

parative statement with reference to the other Mark VI ammunition that was sold

outside of what was sold to the Vickers people. If that were ready this afternoon I

would be prepared to go on with the examination.

Colonel Macdonald: I do not know how I could get that information from these,

distant points.

Mr. Dewart: There must be some sales made at headquarters. There is one for

example made to the Customs Department.

Colonel Macdonald : There is a return to Parliament on that and it is now before

the Commission-

Sir Charles Davidson : That is ammunition that was sold to the Customs Depart-

ment for one of their revenue cruisers.

Mr. Dewart: You see, you had that matter under consideration. Colonel Mac-
donald.

Sir Charles Davidson: The evidence is given that that was for a patrol boat of

the Customs Department. They wanted that ammunition for the steamer Margaret and
they asked for twenty-five rifles at the same time.

Mr, Dewart : What data can you give us with reference to when that ammunition
was manufactured?

Colonel IMacdonald: That is for the small amounts?

jfc Mr. Dewart: Yes.

Colonel Macdonald: I do not know I could get that. There are 1,100 rounds
issued in one item there from the stock they happened to have on hand.

Mr. Dewart : If you go as far as you can towards getting that information in con-

nection with the other matters, it may shorten the time of the Commission. I do not

want to examine C6lonel Macdonald until I get that information a little more fully.

Colonel Macdonald: There are sales here to the Yickers, sales to the Savage

Automatic Arms Company, sales to the Customs, sales to Yickers again ; I have all the

correspondence affecting that. With regard to small sales like the others- I would
not have the data with regard to them. I can quote the paragraphs from the regula-

tions which allowed them to sell it at the rate of two cents a round to rifle associations,

and so on. The other sales for example to the Northwest Mounted Police I can pro-

duce the correspondence as to that. I have not the details with regard to the little

items for gallery practice ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson:- These are small local sales. • The regiments apply to local

headquarters and they issue to them, and they do not come to Ottawa at all.

Colonel Macdonald: They never come near us at all. I wired for this informa-

tion because the Pay Branch of the department did not have it.

Mr. Dewart : I have gone as far as I can this afternoon but I think it is only

fair that I should make my position clear. I am afraid that owing to the mass of

details there is in the case I cannot with any justice to myself undertake to go on
continuously with this inquiry now. It is quite apparent that we are not going to be
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able to have some witnesses whom we desire to have present- Under these circum-

stances I would like to consult with my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, during the

adjournment, for luncheon, as to whether there should not be a sufficiently lengthy

recess taken to enable me to study better the details of the case; an adjournment per-

haps for a fortnight.

Sir Charles Davidson : For a fortnight ?

Mr. Dewart : Well, the case is one that will require consideration, and I want to

make the suggestion in advance so that it may be a subject for consideration.

Sir Charles Davidson : I was contemplating having these subpoenas served, calling

on the witnesses to appear here the day after tomorrow.

Mr. Dewart: I understand that Colonel Harston is ill.

Sir Charles Davidson: Colonel Harston is a military officer and is always avail-

able. In that respect he is in a different position from Mr. Orr Lewis and Mr. Allison.

Mr. Dewart : I cannot say any more at present. I do not want to leave the Court

under a misapprehension as to the course I may be able to take. "Will you be good

enough to allow U3 to adjourn now.

Sir Charles Davidson : Very well.

An adjournment was taken for luncheon until two o'clock.

When the Commission resumed at two o'clock

:

Sir Charles Davidson : We should settle now when Mr. Lewis is to be subpoenaed

for.

Mr. Hutcheson : Whatever time you say, sir, I shall endeavour to arrange my con-

venience to that.

Mr. Dewart : I shall endeavour to arrange my work so as to be here on Thursday
morning. I do really want to get away but I quite appreciate the importance of having

certain witnesses here on Thursday and I am quite prepared to leave any other work
I have so as to facilitate tbat.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is very gratifying.

Mr. Dewart: If you sit on Thursday, sir, I shall cut out all my other work an|lt

be here, but, I would like to go home to-night for personal reasons and be back on

Thursday morning.

Sir Charles Davidson: We will fix the sitting then for ten o'clock on Thursday
morning; is that too early.

Mr. Dewart: Oh no.

The examination of Colonel J. F. Macdonald was then resumed

:

By Mr. Dewart, K.C.:

Q. Colonel Macdonald, you were examined the other day, I think it was on the

morning of the 13th of May, the same day that the motion came up in the House of

Commons, and you gave some evidence with reference to this matter then—in regard

to this statement that has been furnished showing the sales -of -303 ammunition since

I think the 4th of August, 1914, at the outbreak of the war; was that statement that

has been spoken of at pages 133 and 134 prepared by you ?—A. -Yes.

Q. I refer to the statement starting with the London item of the 28th of September,
1914?—A. Yes, it was prepared in my office.

Q. From what data?—^A. Mostly from information supplied from the various

depots shown on the margin.

Q. And which data you have?—A. Which data I have not.

Q. Why?—A. Where these issues on payments take place in districts they act

under the regulations without asking authority.
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Q. Am I to understand that in reference to a great many issues of the ammuni-
tion there was no correspondence?—A. Absolutely none.

Q. How then was it issued?—A. It is issued under the regulations which allow us

to sell ammunition to rifle associations, cadet clubs, or military or semi-military

organizations.

Q. May I suggest that some communication either by letter or by telegram must
have reached some part of the Militia Department before any ammunition could have

been issued?—A. No, the Ordnance Officers act under the instructions of the District

Commander.
Q. How was the suggestion of the District Commander communicated to the

Ordnance Officer; was it by wire?—A. From where; from headquarters?

Q. Take the first item, issued 28th December, 1914, to Edward^Cunningham for

Waterloo Rifle Club ?—A. 500 rounds blank .303 ammunition.

Q. Yes?—A. Yes—
Q. Yes, take that as an instance—how would the request be communicated to

anybody that would make it effectual?—A. Mr. Cunningham in all probability wrote.

Q. Have you the record of that?—A. I have not.

Q. Where is the record?—A. It may be at London or it may have been a personal

application.

Q. What you mean to say is that where ammunition was issued, for example, at

London, Toronto, Montreal, or Halifax, if it was in small quantities and required for

some rifle organization then it was dealt with locally?—A. Yes.

Q. And the authority of the local officer was sufficient?—A. The power of the

local officer was sufficient for the Ordnance Officer to make an issue on payment.

Q. So that we do not require particularly to consider any issue of ammunition
that was intended for the use of our Canadian forces?—^A. What do yoU mean by that?

Q. If it was required for training or other purposes, we need not consider

particularly whether an Order in Council was necessary or not in issuing the

ammunition intended for the Canadian forces?—A. No.

Q. So far as the disposal of ammunition is concerned, you would not undertake

to make a recommendation for the disposal of ammunition outside of that used for the

Canadian forces—I am not speaking of your own recommendation only. I quite realize

that there is a proper train of authority through which it has to pass.

Sir Charles Davidson : What do you mean by the expression " Canadian Forces ?

"

Mr. Dewart : The Canadian Militia or the Exx)editionnary Force, I include both.

Sir Charles Davidson : You do not mean to include rifle associations, for example?

Colonel Macdonald : He means military or semi-military organizations.

Mr. Dewart: I take it from what Colonel Macdonald has said that the local

authority was sufficient to deal with the local military organization and to issue

ammunition for them, but what I meant to convey by my question was as to whether

so far as the Militia or the Canadian Expeditionary Forces were concerned Colonel

Macdonald felt that he had the power to make a recommendation for the issue of

ammunition outside of such ammunition as was being furnished to or for the use of the

Canadian forces. _
Colonel Macdonald : Outside of any sales provided for in the regulations and for

the forces therein mentioned I would not make any recommendations, I would askr'for

instructions.

Mr. Dewart : Will you produce the regulations under which you act in regard

to these matters? You might be good enough to read them so that they might be

extended on the notes, in order that we may know exactly what the powers of the local

officers were.

Colonel Macdonald : The regulations for the equipment of the Canadian Militia,

Part I, deal with ammunition and the issues.
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Mr. Dewart : I notice that in that book you have in your hand there appears to

have been many amendments made to the regulations; are these regulations subject

to revision?

Colonel Macdonald : Oh, yes, these are all general orders ; they have gone through
practically in the nature of Orders in Council.

Mr. Dkwart : So that the general regulations under which you would act or under
which any officier woud act in a local command in distributing ammunition, must be
under the authority of an Order in Council.

Colonel Macdonald: Well, he acts under the general order which promulgated

this regulation; the general order of January, 1909.

Mr. Dewart: And which general order of January, 1909, would be the subject

of an Order in Council.

Sir Charles Davidson; You say that general orders are practically Orders in

Council.

Colonel Macdonald : The general orders go through the Privy Council. I do not

think I am beyond my depth in stating that ; I think it is quite right to say that.

Mr. Dewart : I am quite sure you are right, because as I imderstand the matter

there are only two ways of dealing with the arms and stores that are the property of

the Dominion of Canada—one way would be by virtue of the ix)wers which might be

deputed by you to anybody else under the general Orders in Council which would be

effective so far as all Miiltia officers are concerned, according to the terms of the

order; or else by specific Order in Council which would deal with an exceptional case.

Colonel Macdonald: I think that is so.

Mr. Dewart : I may take it that so far as these small orders were concerned the

powers of yourself, the Quartermaster General, or the Deputy Master, or anybody else,

even including the General himself—I mean the Minister of Militia—would be suffi-

cient to deal with orders that related to the Canadian Militia.

Colonel MACDONALD: If provided for in the regulations as laid down, any officer

with the authority could act under these.

Mr. Dewart : Can you briefly give us, so that they may be on the notes, what the

powers of the officiers in the Militia Service are with relation to these matters. In
view of the fact that these orders have been repeatedly subject to revision, perhaps

Colonel Macdonald could summarize or give in some kind of detail what were the

actual powers of the Militia officers, such as Colonel Macdonald has, in dealing with

these matters. Perhaps Colonel Macdonald could give us a summary of the militia

orders or powers that may be exercised by certain officers, so far as Canada is con-

cerned.

Colonel MACDONALD: It would be extremely difficult for me to put my hand on
these regulations at the moment, but the power rests with the Quartermaster General
to dispose of these to these military organizations in certain lots of fifty rounds a

man.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you read the regulation?

Mr. Dewart: Are the militia organizations defined? What is the actual power
that exists and to what organizations is that power limited?

Colonel Macdonald: I am afraid I will be unable to locate that.

Mr. Dewart: I have not gone as deeply into this matter as you have and no
doubt you will be able to find under what authority these officers act.

Colonel Macdonald: I have simply taken it for granted and gone on. However,

there are regulations here dealing with the disposal, sale, and issue of ammunition.

!Mr. Dewart: That is what I am asking for. I understood that there were

Militia orders in existence which you can produce and it is important for us to get

them. •
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Sir Charles Davidson : I think the Colonel has before him the regulations which

apply to some extent at least.

Mr. Dewart: If the Colonel would be good enough to read them they could be

placed upon the notes.

Colonel Macdonald: I now read from "Regulations for the Equipment of the

Canadian Militia, Part I, 1908."

Mr. Dewart: Are these regulations still in force?

Colonel Macdonald: I will read them as amended.

These amendments are all prior to 1915.

135. Ammunition for Maxim guns, rifles and revolvers will be issued at

the rates laid down for the various services in paras. 147 to 150 of these regula-

tions. Indents for ammunition will be on Militia Ftorm C. 573.

136. Issues to Cadet Corps and Rifle Associations will be governed by
the regulations under which these organizations are authorized. All indents

will be carefully checked by the Senior Ordnance Officer to ensure that expendi-

tures of previous issues have been accounted for. The certificates required by

regulations must be furnished in all cases.

137. Indents for issues of ammunition for the training of the Militia

Forces should bear on the face a certificate from the officers commanding
setting forth that the former issue has been expended in accordance with the

regulations.

138. In the case of troops trained in camps of instructions, ammunition
may be issued as required, in accordance with the rates laid down for the

number of men authorized to be trained in musketry. At the conclusion of the

camp an ammunition account must be furnished by the officer in charge of

musketry instruction, to the Senior Ordnance Officer, showing the expenditure

and what disposition has been made of the unexpended balance (if any)."

Mr. Dewart: These amendments are still in force?

Colonel Macdonald : Yes. There is no use my reading 139 as it formerly was
prior to 1910; you do not care about that.

Mr. Dewart: No. /

Colonel Macdonald: Shall I only read what is material?

Mr. Dewart: Read it all.

"Paragraph 139 is hereby cancelled and the following substituted therefor:

139. A supply of ammunition to be designated 'service ammunition' will

be kept at all times at regimental company headquarters by permanent units and

'on deposit' in Ordnance Depots for all non-permanent units, in the following

proportions :

—

Permanent Corps.

Mounted or Dismounted.—'100 rounds service ammunition i)er carbine or

rifle of their establisment.'

Officers commanding units of the permanent force will be held responsible

that a proper proportion of ammunition is held, and that it is properly 'turned

over' on receipt of later date of manufacture than that in possession, the older

ammunition will be fired at practice, the new supply retained in lieu."

Mr. Dewart : Is the gallery ammunition referred to in that paragraph the gallery

ammunition which you spoke of this morning?

Colonel Macdonald : Yes, it is little lead slugs with power in them.

Mr. Dewart : That is the ammunition that was issued at $10 per thousand ?
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Mr. Dewart: There are special powers to deal with that?

Mr. Dewart : There as special powers to deal with that.

Colonel Macdonald: It is the same as revolver ammunition; it is identical with it.

Paragraph 140 reads:

—

" 140. In cases of emergency the above supply of ammunition can be

increased to such an additional quantity as the District Officer Commanding
may consider necessary, but O. C. units should give strict orders that ammuni-
tion is not to be removed from the paper wrappers unless there is every likelihood

of it being at once required,"

Colonel Macdonald: I suppose you do not care to know the general order that

brought that paragraph 139 in.

Mr. Dewart: Yes, is it an Order in Coiincil or not; be good enough to read it.

You apparently have the only copy of this book we can get and I would like to have it

on the notes.

Colonel Macdonald: Paragraph 139 as I just read it is promulgated by general

order 52 of 1910.

Mr. Dewart : That presumably went through the Privy Council.

Colonel Macdo!nald : Yes.

Mr. Dewart : Continue to read, and if you find that there is a paragraph that has

been amended, and if there is a certain authority for the amendement, be kind enough
to give us that authority.

Colonel Macdonald: You asked me what was in force in 1915, and as I read these

I read them as they were in existence subsequent to 1911 and down to date. They have

all been more or less amended prior to that. General order 186 of 1911 amended para-

graphs 136, 137 and 138. As I read them they are as amended in 1911 by general order

No. 186.

Mr. Dewart : Which was an order of the Privy Council ?

Colonel Macdonald : I presume so.

Mr. Dewart : Are there any other regulations that you can refer to and as to which
you can give me the authority for their existence in 1915 ?

Colonel Macdonald : I have read paragraph 140 and now paragraph 141 reads :

—

" 141. Extra issues of ammunition remaining unexpended will be returned to

the Ordnance Corps on the termination of the service which necessitated the

supply, and a cross reference will be made on the Ordnance Receipt Voucher to

the voucher on which the original issue was made."

Mr. Dewart: Have you exhausted the authority that the Militia officers had
with reference to the issue of ammunition under the general Order in Council which
were passed and which gave you and the Quartermaster General, and the Deputy
Minister, and the Minister himself, powers? Do you find anything else?

Colonel Macdonald: I cannot see anything else here at the moment.

Mr. Dewart: Then, it is fair to say that all powers that could be exercised

by those who are in charge of the Ordnance Department, from the Minister down,

were such powers as relate to the ammunition for the service of Canadian troops

—

can you find any other reference that would broaden these powers?

Colonel Macdonald: That would broaden these powers?

Mr. Dewart: Yes.

Colonel Macdonald: At the present time I cannot recall anything.

Mr. Dewart: And if you do find anything that does broaden that power, you

will be good enough to put it in.
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Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: Then I would take it that so far as the Savage Arms Company
of Utica, is concerned, the sale of ammunition to that particular concern was con-

sidered a matter of Canadian importance, based on the fact that they were manu-
facturing guns for the use of our Canadian forces.

Colonel Macdonald: Yes. I have that file here now, I have not the original file

because I could not get it when coming down here, but I have the correspondence

dealing with it.

Mr. Dewart : Will you look over that file and see if it is correct ?

Colonel Macdonald: So far as I know it is.

Mr. Dewart: I will take it subject to its being verified. You have now before

you the file including the correspondence relating to the disposal of certain Mark VII
ammunition to the Savage Arms Company.

Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: That was not Mark VI?

Colonel Macdonald: No.

Mr. Dewart: I see that under date October 29, 1915, there is a letter from the

Savage Arms Company, addressed to Brigadier-General V. Benson, Department of

Militia and Defence, Ottawa—what was Brigadier-General Benson's position?

Colonel Macdonald: He was Master General of Ordnance.

Mr. Dewart : That letter reads

:

Dear Sir,—We request that you furnish us, for the purpose of testing the

Savage Lewis Machine gun, fifty thousand (50,000) rounds of .303 Mark VII
ammunition, twenty-five thousand (25,000) to be manufactured by the

Dominion Arsenal and twenty-five thousand (25,000) by the Dominion Cart-

ridge Company.

Yours very truly,

SAVAGE AEMS COMPANY,

W. J. Green,

Vice-president.

Following that letter of the 29th October, I see that careful inquiry appears to

have been made and everything went through in- the ordinary routine—^perhaps I had

better. Sir Charles, put these letters on record.

Sir Charles Davidson: It would be a great convenience for subsequent perusal.

Mr. Dewart: The next letter on the same file is dated the 3rd of November, and
is addressed by Brigadier-General Benson to the Quartermaster General and reads:

Q. M. G.

Will you please supply the Savage Arms Company with 25,000 rounds of

Arsenal and 25,000 rounds of Dominion Cartridge Company Ammunition, as

requested in their letter dated 29th ult.

This will be on repayment, and it is of imt)ortance that it be sujyplied as

soon as possible.

V. BENSON,
Brig. General, M.G.O.

Mr. Dewart: What does "M. G. O." mean?

Colonel M.<t. DONALD ; Master General of Ordnance.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Mr. Dkwart: Then there fellows the following:

3-11-15.

M. G. O.

Shipped on 12th instant routed as arranged by Company's agent.

J. F. MACDONALD, Lt. Col.,

For Q.M.G.

Mr. Dewart: Apparently this would be the ordinary routine of the department.

Colonel Macdonald: General Benson passed the file down and gave instructions

to issue at once and put a minute to say it was done according to Mr. Barker's wishes.

Mr. •Dewart: Then there is the following with reference to the same matter and

on the same page:

17-11-15. .

D. O. M. /
Please see attached correspondence.

H. M. ELLIOTT,
Colonel, M.G.O.

Mr. Dewart: What do the initials "D. O. M." stand for?

Colonel Macdoxald: That is Director of Musketry, Colonel Helmer.

Mr. Dewart : Then there is the following note on this

:

19-11-15.

M. G. O.

Noted, thank you.

R. A. H.

Mr. Dewart: Whose initials are "R. A. H."

Colonel Macdonald: Colonel Helmer. He is the Director of Musketry, and the

date on that is the 19th of November, 1915. I will not guarantee that these copies are

correct until I see the file.

Sir Charles Davidson: May I interject for a word of explanation and,

Mr. Dewart, you can carry it on in your examination—you notice that General Ben-
son was Master General of the Ordnance on the 3rd* of November and that Colonel

Elliott became Master General of the Ordnance on the 18th.

Colonel Macdonald : General Benson was promoted to the command of the 6th

Divisional Area at Halifax and Colonel Elliott was brought in as Master General of

the Ordnance.

Sir Charles Davidson: Between the 3rd of November and the 18th of November.

Colonel Macdonald: Yes, I presume so.

Mr. Dewart: That accounts for the difference in the signing as Master General

of Ordnance.

Colonel Macdonald: Yes, Colonel Elliott is Master General of Ordnance at pre-

sent.

Mr. Dewart : I see a letter here dated Ottawa, the 22nd of November, 1915, which
appears to be of some interest. It is addressed to the " D. of C. and E." What do

these initials represent?

Colonel Macdonald: The Director of Clothing and Equipment.

Mr. Dewart : That letter reads

:

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Ottawa, N^ovember 22, 1915.

The D. of C. & E.

\Yith reference to Cash Debit Vouchers attached for issue of Cartridges,

Small Arm Ball -303, Mark VII, to the Savage Arms Co., TJtica, N.Y., by the

Senior Ordnance Officer af Montreal, will you kindly say for what purpose this

ammunition was issued to this firm.

E. P. BROWN,
for A. & P.M.G.

Mr. Dewart: What do the letters "A. & P. M. G." represent?

Colonel Macdonald: Accountant and Paymaster General.

Mr. Dewart: And in reply to him you sav:

M.G.O.
Perhaps you would say issue was made on your authority on main file.

J. F. MAODOiNALD, Lt. Col,

[for Q. M. G.

Mr. Dewart: Then I see under date of the 27th of November, IMS, a letter to

the Accoimtant and Paymaster General which reads:

H.Q. 314-27-1.

A. & P.M.G.

Reference your minute dt. 22nd inst. to D. C. & E. (F.D. 281).

This ammunition was supplied to Savage Arms Company for purpose of

testing out the guns they are furnishing this Department. Please see folios

75-78, false docket 693, herein.

H. M. ELLIOTT, Col., M.G.O.

Mr. Dewart: What does "false docket" mean?
Colonel Macdoxald: It is a docket which we carry on the main file, but when the

main file is in use elsewhere we put the correspondence in a blue jacket envelope like

this and it is numbered in a different way; it is only for temporary use.

Mr. Dewart: I see on this file another letter dated November 30, 1915, to the

Savage Arms Company, and this is all evidence of the care with which you carried out

the transactions in the Department. That letter reads:

H.Q. 31'4-27-l. Vol. 2.

November 30, 1915.

Messrs. Savage Arms Co.,

IJtica, N.Y.

Gentlemeis,—In accordance with your request of the 29th October, there

were shipped on the 13th November, 50,000 rounds of cartridges, S.A. Ball

• 303 Mark VIL
I beg to forward herewith Cash Debit Vouchers issued by the Ordnance

Officer at Montreal, who shipped these goods, showing that at the vocabulary

price you owe the Department $1,568.50 for this ammunition.
I would be obliged to have your cheque in repayment.

Yours truly,

Sgd. R. P. B.,

for Accountant and Paymaster General.

Mr. Dewart: What is the " vocabulary " price?

Colonel Macdonald: It is a list where everything is set out with the cash values

of it.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Mr. Dewabt : Who has the initials K. P. B. ?

Colonel Macdonald: R, P. Brown, the Assistant Accountant.

Mr. Dewart: The next letter on the file is the one in which the return is made
and it is dated Utica, N.Y., U.S.A., December 9th, 1915, and reads :

—

" Utica, N.Y., U.S.A., Dec. 9, 1915.

Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen,—^We have your statement of the 30th ultimo indicating our
purchase of 50,000 rounds of cartridges S. A. Ball .303 Mk. VII, amount of

bill being $1,568.50.

We are enclosing herewith our cheque payable to the order of Department
of Militia and Defence to cover. Kindly pass to proj)er credit and oblige.

Yours very truly,

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY,
By Ross H. Jones,

Assistant Treasurer.

D.R. No. 1384—$1,568.50.

Ottawa, Dec. 7, 1915—Received.

L. P.

9-12-15. ,for A. &P. M.G."

Mr. Dewart: You notice that inquiry was made with reference to this matter

and Mr. Brown inquired on the 22nd of November :
" will you kindly say for what

purpose this ammunition was issued to this firm." You will also notice the reply of

Colonel Elliott: "This ammunition was supplied to the Salvage Arms Company for

the purpose of testing out guns they are furnishing this Department."

You realize. Colonel Macdonald, that the inquiry was made because unless it was

being furnished for Canadian purposes the order would not have be«n passed.

Colonel Macdonald: Well

Mr. Dewart: Could you put any other interpretation upon it except that?

Colonel Macdonald: I cannot put any interpretation upon it; I cannot *say what
he had in mind when he asked the question.

Mr. Dewart: I am asking you if you could suggest any other intei^retation

that could be put upon that inquiry.

Colonel Macdonald: I would not like to put any interpretation upon it.

Mr. Dewart: Realizing the fact that so far as the Canadian Government was
concerned your right to dispose of ammunition was limited to your general powers
under the general Order in Council, do you not appreciate the force of that inquiry
that was made with reference to the Savage Arms people?

Colonel Macdonald: I think in each instance they ask if it is debited to the '

proper account.

Mr. Dewart: Then I see by a further letter of January 4, 1916, in that same)

matter, relating to the shipment

Sir Charles Davidson : You are omitting some of these letters that you do not
consider of importance, are you?

Mr. Dewart: Perhaps I should read the other letters so that the file may be

complete, and so that we may complete the whole history of the shipment to the

Savage Arms Company. Having regard to the second item of the shipment, dated

11th January, 1916, I find that the originating letter referring to that is a telegram

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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from TJtica, New York, and of date December 29, 1915—^have you that letter addressed

to the Master General of Ordnance, Department of Militia and Defence, Ottawa,

Ontario ?

Colonel Maodonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: That telegram reads:

—

Utica, N.Y., December 29, 1915.

Master General of the Ordnance,

Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, Ont.

Necessary we have promptly ammunition for testing arrange express

twenty-five thousand rounds freight seventy-five thousand Mark seven Dominion
Arsenal.

SAVAGE AEMS COMPANY.
Sir Charles Davidson: I do not take that to be the originating order, because

the first order was 50,000, and they only received 25,000 so far.

Mr. Dewart: There was a second order for 100,000, 25,000 by express and 75,000

by freight, and so I take it it has reference to the entire order.

Sir Charles Davidson : I take it that the first order was 25,000 manufactured by
Dominion Arsenal, and 25,000 by the Dominion Cartridge Company.

Colonel Macdonald: There was one shipment of 50,000, 25,000 of each.

Mr. Dewart: My idea was that so far as the second order was concerned, that

this was the originating document.

Colonel Macdonald: I think, perhaps, that is right.

Mr. Dewart: Then we have the following telegram:

—

Q. M. G.

Will you please supply 100,000 cartridges S. A. Ball (D. A. manufacture)

to Savage Arms Co., 25,000 by express and 75,000 to follow by freight as soon

as possible?

H. M. ELLIOTT, E.G.

M. G. 0.

Mr. Dewart : Do you realize, Colonel Macdonald, that so far as that was concerned

that also was ammunition that was going for the purpose of testing gxms that were

being used by the Canadian forces?

Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: Then there is the following letter of the 29th of December, 1915:

—

Master General of the Ordnance,

Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, Ont., Canada.

Dear Sir,—We beg to confirm our telegram as follows:

—

Necessary we have promptly ammunition for testing. Arrange to express

twenty-fivfe thousand rovmds freight, seventy-five thousand Mark VII Dominion
Arsenal.

You, of course, understand that we desire to purchase this ammunition.
If not convenient to send Dominion Arsenal make, we can use that made by
the Dominion Cartridge Co.

Yours very truly,

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY.
W. J. Green,

Vice-President.

7131—157 Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Mr. Dewart: Then there appears a memo; is it endorsed on that letter?

Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: It reads:

Q.M.G.
Passed. W. A. K. Lieut. (D.O.)

for M. G. O. (A.O.D.)

Mr. Dewart: Who is "W. A. K.?"

Colonel Macdonald: Mr. Kruger. The Master General of Ordnance was

away and he passed the letter down at once.

Mr. Dewart: Then there is your own endorsement which reads:

—

M. G. O.

Twenty-five thousand rds. D.A. Mk. VII ammunition shipped by American
Express via Constable P.Q. this day from Montreal; 75,000 ordered to-day by

fast freight.

J. F. M.

Col.

Ottawa, 30-12-16. P. O. 0.

Mr. Dewart: That is your own handwriting there?

Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : So that your recollection this morning was correct that in the case

of that particular order a certain amount was sent on by freight and the balance by
express; that is the explanation of it?

Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : That is followed by further correspondence showing that the charges

were made and the payments made.

Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: That correspondence reads:

^
January 4, 1916.

Gentlemen,—I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your telegram and
confirming letter, dated 29th ultimo, relative to supply of cartridges S. A. Ball,

• 303-inch, Mark VII, of Dominion Arsenal manufacture, for testing purposes,

and in reply to inform you that 25,000 rounds of this nature of ammunition were
forwarded to you by American Express, from Montreal, on 30th December, 1915.

This ammunition was routed via Constable, P.Q.

The necessary instructions have also been given to have the additional

75,000 rounds asked for shipped to you by fast freight.

I have the honour to be, Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

H. M. E.

Brigader General,

Messrs. Savage Arms Co., Master (Jreneral of the Ordnance.
Utica, N.Y.,

U.S.A.

Q.M.G.

Please note. Eeference Minute (1) F. 1. (underlined) please pass for

payment.

Sgd. H. M. ELLIOTT,
B. Genl.

M. G. 0.

4-1-16. Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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H.Q. 314-2^-1.

A.P.M.G.

Herewith please find in triplicate C.D.V. for 100,000 rounds of S. A. Ammu-
nition shipped to the Savage Arms Coy. for the total amount of $3,155.00 passed

to you for favour of collection please.

Sgd. J. F. MACDONALD,
Col P.0.0.

Ottawa 7-1-16.

PI.Q. 314-27-1,

• - 11th January, 1916.

Messrs- Savage Arms Co.,

Utica. N.Y., U.S.A.

Gentlemen,—
I beg to enclose herewith Cash Debit Voucher 3155 ($3,155.00) for 100,000

rounds of S. A. Ammunition, and would ask you to kindly let me have your

cheque in settlement.

Yours truly,

*E. P. B.,

For Accountant and Paymaster General.

Utica, N.Y^ U.S.A.,

January 14, 1915.

Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, Canada.

Gentlemen,—
We are in receipt of your esteemed favour of the 11th inst. calling attention

to your cash debit voucher $3,155.00, 1,000 (100,000) rounds of S. A. Ammuni-
tion.

To cover the above amount you will please find our check drawn to your

order for like amount. Would thank you to place in proper credit to our

account and oblige.

Yours very truly,

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY.
By Ross H. Jones.

D. K No. 2957, $3,155.00-

Ottawa, Jan. 20/16. Received.

Lt. for Q. and P.M.G-

Mr. Dewart: Then, going over the other returns, you having explained already

the issue of small arms to rifle aissociations and so on, I come down to the 29th of

September, 1914, where there is an order signed " 20 B. Horse, 25,000"—is that some
of the small stock?

Colonel Macdonald: You might let. that stand for the present, if you please. I

just took that up with the Chief Clerk and I think there is a figure dropped in that.

As a matter of fact, I think it was a sale of. ammunition to an officer in A Squadron
of the 20th Border Horse at Winnipeg- it is a sale to the Border Horse and not to the

British Columbia Horse. That is why he refers to paragraph 144 of the Equipment
Regulations,

Q. That is what I was coming to next. You will observe that it is more of a small

item if you refer to the date.—A. The reference indicate that it is gallery ammunition

7131—157i Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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that we were selling at $5 per thousand under paragraph 144 of the Regulations. This

must be at $5 per thousand. I think they probably picked up a figure, but you might

let me look into it. It came through by telegram from Winnipeg confirming the

matter and that will very probably show what it is.

Q. If it is an inaccuracy, well and good, but it is put down as if it were a question

as to whether it is Mark VI ammunition. If you follow down the column you have

"ball -303 Mark VI ammunition."—A. The reference to paragraph 144 of the Equip-

ment Regulations is the authority for it.

Q. Read that please.

A. Paragraph 144 of the "Regulations for the Equipment of the Canadian

Militia," Part I, 1908, reads as follows:—

Gallery ammunition may be issued on payment or repayment at the rate

of five dollars per thousand rounds. '

Q. May I take it, that, as far as that was concerned, it was not Mark VI that was
under suspicion?—A. No, it was gallery practice ammunition. Just a moment; was

there some question on that Savage Arms matter with regard to which I wanted to

look back in this file? You were asking me about something a minute or two ago that

was not quitte clear.

Q. I think not. I take it that the inquiry was made in reference to the first

shipment to the Savage AAas Company and it was found that the necessary endorse-

ments were made and that it went through because it was to be used for the purpose

of testing guns that were for use in Canada. I do not want to refer to that any

further.

Sir Charles Damdson : Is the Savage Company a foreign corporation ?

The Witness : Yes, of Utica, Xew York.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Manufacturing machine guns for the use of Canada, I believe. Is that right?

—A. Yes, it is the Savage Arms Company of Utica, New York.

Q. And at this particular time manufacturing machine guns for the use of the

Canadian Expeditionary Force?—A. For the Canadian Government.

Q. Then, may I ask you, so that we may get through the file without trespassing

too much upon your time, whether, in so far as any of these small shipments of Mark
VI ammunition, or anything else referred to at pages 133-134 of the return, are con-

cerned, there is anything on the files in your office that would assist in showing
whether it was refused, condemned or suspected anmiunition?—A. There is nothing

on my files that would show what these smaller amounts were.

Q. Have you any reason to believe that the commanding officers in charge of these

various battalions would take, or get, either refused, rejected or suspected ammunition ?

—A. No, I would take it that they would get ammunition unless it was forbidden to

be sold to them, or unless the senior Ordnance Officer had been instructed to refuse

its sale.

Q. Then, let us come to the last item, where I find, under date of the 4th March,
1916, that there was sent to the North West Mounted Police 500,000 ball -303 Mark VI
at the price of $20 per thousand. The memorandum here shows that the authority

was H.Q. No. 1402-5-2. Can you give such information as is at your disposal in

reference to the character and date of manufacture of the half million rounds of

Mark VI ammunition that was given to the North West Mounted Police for use in

Canada.

Sir Charles Davidson :JHave you the original letter?

Mr. Dewart: I have not got it; I am trying to get it now.

The Witness : I have the original file.

Mr. Dewart: Is there an extra copy?

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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The Witness : Here is a copy ; it is not very complete.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. What is the first letter you have?—A.

Mr. Dewart: I desire to put upon record the correspondence in reference to the

issue of half a million rounds of Mark VI ammunition to the North West Mounted

Police because that appears to have been issued on the 4th March, 1916. That would

be correct?

Sir Charles Davidson: No.

Mr. Dewart : I so take it, Sir. That is the last on the list, page 34.

Sir Charles Davidson : That might have been the date of payment.

Mr. Dewart : It was applied for before that but the authorization appears to be on
the 21st February.

Sir Charles Davidson: Nc, shipped. Look at the bottom and you will see this

memo

:

Note.—Delivery altered to Calg. S.0.0. notified and shipment consigned
accordingly.

Mr. Dewart : Yes, that is right.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Now, I am quite interested in this ammunition that was suitable for the North
West Mounted Police, and if you will follow the file and tell me anything you can from
the file as we go along, I will be very much obliged. The first letter is dated Ottawa^
the 4th January, 1916. Have you that letter on the file?—A. Yes.

Q. From the Headquarters file No. 1402^5-2?—A. H.Q. No. 1402-5-2.

Q. The letter is as follows:

Eoyal North West Mounted Police

Office of the Comptroller,

Ottawa, 4th January, 1916.

My Dear General,

—

Referring to our recent conversation on the subject of ammunition, I un-

derstood that you will be good enough to let us have from your supplies 500,000

rounds of -303 ball ammunition, Mark VI, which I think you said was preferable

to Mark VII?
Will you kindly confirm this?

We are not in any hurry for it, and as a matter of fact do not require it

before the Spring and it cannot be paid for until the appropriation for 1916-17

is available.

All I want to be sure of is that we will get it from you in due course.

Thanking you for your kindness in the matter.

Believe me.

Yours sincerely,

(Sgd.) LAWRENCE FORTESCUE.
Brigadier-General H. M, Elliot,

Master General of Ordnance,

Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa, Ont.

D.O.M.
For remarks please.

(Sgd.) H. M. Elliot, B.Gen'l.

M.G.O.

What follows that? Is there any other endorsement upon that letter?—A. No.

Colonel J. F. Macdonajld.
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Q. What is the next document you have? Is the next document a letter dated

January 7?—A. The next is the comment of the Chief of the General Staff, to the

Master General of Ordnance upon the matter. It is not a letter; Colonel Helmer
signs for General Gwatkin. Then General Gwatkin passes it down.

Q. Then, to follow this up, on January 7, 1916, you produce the original letter,

signed by Colonel Helmer, for the Chief of the General Staff and addressed to the

Master General of Ordnance? That is correct?—A. Yes.

Q. Relating to "ammunition R.N.W.M.P." That means North-West Mounted
Police?—A. Yes.

Q. The letter is as follows:

—

Master-General of the Ordnance,

Ammunition Ottawa, January 7, 1916.

R.N.W.M.P.

I do not think that under present conditions we should allow any Mark
YI ammunition to pass out of the hands of the Department except for defen-

sive purposes, under which the requirements of the Mounted Police might be

considered.

2. Mark VI ammunition for old pattern M.L.E. and M.L.M. is the only

mark which could be used with safety; Mark VII is very dangerous in old

pattern L.E. Rifles.

(Sgd.) R. A, HELMER, Colonel.

For Chief of the General Staif.

Do you find "O.K. if good. (Sgd.) S.H."?—A. Yes.

Q. Whose initials are they?—A. The Minister's.

Q. General Sir Sam Hughes?—A. Yes.

Mr. Hutcheson: Just the initials? I have the name in full here.

The Witness: No, just "O.K. if good. S. H." It is wrong in the Chiefs

copy which is the Parliamentary return.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. "O.K. if good" in his usual blue pencil style. Then the next endorsement
is the following:

—

Q.M.G.

Passed to you. I concur with C.G.S. and recommend subject to Min-
ister's approval that 500,000 rds. of Mk. VI ammunition be sold to R.N.W.
M.P. at the usual price.

(Sgd.) H. M. ELLIOT, B. General,

8-1-16 M.0.0.

That is correct?—A. Yes. 8-1-16.

Q. Then, in response to that, there is a letter from H.M.E. Who is that?—A.
General Elliot again.

Q. To Mr. Fortescue, Comptroller of the North West Mounted Police, and which
is as follows:

—

Ottawa, 21st January, 1916.

Dear Mr. Fortescue,—In reply to your letter of the 4th January, 1915,

I am directed to say that you can have the half a million rounds of Mark VI
ammunition at any time. An official intimation is being sent you by the
Quartermaster General.

Yours sincerely,

L. Fortescue, Esq., LS.O. (Sgd.) H. M. ELLIOT.
Comptroller, R.N.W.M.P.,

Ottawa. Colonel J. F. Macdonald,
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That is produced on tJie file?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, there is a document which seems to be endorsed by a good many people.

It begins with a memorandum from Brigadier-General Elliot to the Quartermaster-
General and it is as follows:

—

With reference to letter from Comptroller of R.N.W.M.P. dated 4th January,

1916, and Ministers' approval, will you please notify the former, together with
particulars as to cost, when and where he wishes delivery, etc.

(Sgd) H. M. ELLIOT, B. Gen'l,

M.G.O.
21-1-16.

A. Yes.

Q.The next memo is addressed to the D.O.M. and it is as follows :

—

D.O.M. What ammunition do you recommend should go to R.N.W.M.P. ?

(Sgd.) J. F. MACDONALD,
P.0.0.

That is your inquiry?—A. That is my inquiry—22-1-16.

Q. The next item is a memo addressed to the M.G.O. :

—

M.G.O. I understand Mk VI is what is required.

(Sgd.) R. A. HELMER,
D. of M.

And then from Brigadier-General Elliot, M.G.O. to the Q.M.G. :

—

Q.M.G.
*

This is what I intended to convey in my minute 2 of 8-1-16 (F. 23).

(Sgd) H. M. ELLIOT, B. Gen'l,

M.G.O.
24-1-16.

What is " F. 23 " ?—A. False File.

Q. Then, you appear to have asked another question. After General Elliot wrote

:

This is what I intended to convey in my minute 2 of 8-1-16.

You wrote:— "

D.O.M. I mean year of manufacture, please?

(Sgd.) J. F. MACDONALD, Colonel,

P.0.0.

A. Yes.

Q. You seem to have been interested in the year of manufacture?—A. I asked the

year of manufacture.

Q. " I mean year of manufacture, please." That is your memorandum ?—A. Yes.

Q. Why were you so particular about the year of manufacture?—A. Because Mr.
Fortescue desired Mark VI ammunition and I wanted to know what year they desired

me to send.

Q. Was there any diiference in the manufacture of Mark VI ammunition?

—

A. That was a matter for the experts to say.

Q. No, they had dealt with that as early as 1908?—A. But I mean the heads

upstairs—General Elliot and Colonel Helmer knew.

Q. What was the result of your inquiry in reference to the year of manufacture?

—A. It appears on the next page of the Parliamentary return, in the report by Colonel

Helmer for the chief of the general staff addressed to the Master General of the

Ordnance under date of January 26, 1916.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Q. Eead it—A.

To

M.G.O.

S. A. Ammunition,

R.N.W.M.P.

It is suggested that advice on the issue of ammunition to the Mounted
Police be obtained from C. I., A. & A. Certain issues of D. A. manufacture

Mark VI ammunition were found defective and the C.I., A. & A. will no doubt

be able to say which is the most suitable for use by the Mounted Police.

(Sgd.) R. A. HELMER, Colonel,

For Chief of the General Staff.

Q. What is C. I., A. & A.?—A. Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition

—

Colonel Harston.

Q. Do you find where he was written to?—A. The next entry is a letter dated

February 2, 1916, from the Master General of the Ordnance to the Chief Inspector of

Arms and Ammunition, Quebec, P.Q., and it is as follows:

H. Q. 1402-5-2.

Ottawa^ February 2, 1916.

From

The Master-General of the Ordnance,

Canadian Militia. '

To

The Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition,
Quebec, P.Q.

Small Arms Ammunition,

For R.N.W.M.P.

Reference above mentioned subject, please note that the Comptroller

R.N.W.M.P. desires to purchase from this Department 500,000 rounds Mk.
VI ammunition for use in Lee-Enfield carbines.

As some of this ammunition is under suspicion, please say what dates of

manufacture you would recommend as the most suitable.

(Sgd.) H. M. E. B. General,

Master-General of the Ordnance.

Below the letter is the following memo.

:

Q.G.M.

Yoti won't forget to notify Comptroller R.N.W.M.P. vide my minute on
F. 25.

(Sgd.) H. M. Elliot, B. General,

M. G. O.
2-2-216

Sir Charles Davidson: About what minute?
*

The Witness : On folio 25. That was the minute, reading as follows

:

Will you please notify the former, together with particulars as to cost,

when and where he wishes delivery.

It refers to the minute of the 2l8t January, 1916, abeady read.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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By Mr. Dewart: \

Q. What is the next you find?—A. The next is a letter tinder the same head-

quarters number dated February 4, 1916.

Q. That is the letter from yourself to Comptroller Fortescue?—A. February 4,

1916:

Dear Mr, Fortescue,—With reference to your letter January 4th, to the

Master General of the Ordnance

Sir Charles Davidson: There are two intervening letters.

Mr. Dewart : I think he is dealing with the matter in the order in which ' it

passed through his hands.

Sir Charles Davidson: Which would best convenience us?

Mr. Dewart: I should think it would be well to show what departmental action

was taken before any word came from Quebec.

Sir Charles Davidson: Very well, go on.

The Witness (reading)

:

February 4, 1916.

Dear Mr. Fortescue,—With reference to your letter of January 4th, to

the Master General of the Ordnance, asking that the Department sell your

branch 500,000 rounds of Mark VI ammunition, kindly note that the sale has

been approved, and when you are ready to receive it, if you will let me know,

issue will be made.

Sincerely yours,

Sgd.) J. F. MACDONALD, Colonel,

Principal Ordnance Officer.

L. Fortescue, Esq., I.S.O.,

Comptroller, K.N.W.M.P.,
Ottawa, Ont.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. What was the next thing to happen in so far as you are concerned? I think

a letter came to your hands from Quebec, did it not?—A. Yes. The next thing that

appears on the file is a letter from Quebec dated 3rd February, 1916, carrying the

following numbers at the top:

—

H.Q. 1402-5-2.

A. & A. 4-15-1.

Quebec, February 3, 1916.

From the Shief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition, Canadian Militia.

To the Master General of the Ordnance, Canadian Militia.

Re S. A. Ammunition for R.N.W.M.P.

In reply to your minute of the 2nd instant, I beg to refer you to the report

of Colonel Sir H. W. W. Barlow, C.R., and Captain G. Ogilvie, R.A., made on
the 19th June, 1913, and particularly to page 46 and Appendix 12.

You will see that they recommend that all ammunition prior to February

1908, be destroyed as unserviceable, and that the rest of it should be visually

examined for ringing and external scores before firing proof and re-issued.

Since then the Ammunition of 1910 has been found to be dangerous and

should not be used.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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When the war broke out we were engaged in the examination and ringing

of ammunition dated 1911, 1912 and 1913, but owing to the pressure of work

for war services this had to be abandoned. v

This report on the- ammunition of 1913 was that " except for blow-backs

the proof results were satisfactory."

I am therefore of the opinion that if any ammunition is supplied to the

E.N.W.M.P. that it should be the ammunition manufactured in 1913.

(Sgd.) T. HAESTON,. Colonel,

CI. of A. & A.

Q. Then there is an endorsement on that, is there not?—A. "Q. M. G." You
still have the file. 1913 is the year for ammu. to be issued to E.N.W.M.P. Kindly

notify Comptroller as soon as possible. H. M. Elliott, B. Gen'l., M.G.O. 5/2/16."

Endorsed again below that "Spoke M.G.O., said no 1913, says issue 1910 Mark VI,

J. F. M. Colonel, P.0.0. 9/2/16."

Q. It is that particular memorandum I want you to explain, that I have been

leading up to. You realize that a report had been required, that under the report that

was given what was to be furnished to the Northwest Mounted Police was the ammuni-
tion manufactured in 1913. If there was this suggestion, there was the statement of

Colonel Harston that the ammunition of 1910 was found to be dangerous. Having
regard to that, what is the meaning of the marginal note " Spoke M.G.O., said no
1913, says issue 1910 Mark VI."—A. When I came to look into my stock of 1913

Mark VI ammunition, I found I had not sufficient to meet the requirements of the

Comptroller of the Police. I called General Elliott on the telephone and said that I

had not a sufficient quantity of 1918 manufacture to send, what should I do? His
reply was to issue 1910.

Q. Was it 1910 that was issued?—A. I should say it was 1910.

Sir Charles Davidson : I undeTstand the memorandum means this :
" I spoke

to M.G.O., said no 1913." He said not to issue 1913.

By Mr*Dewart:

Q. He said there was no 1913 in stock?—A. Yes, I recall the circumstances so

well.

Sir Charles Davidson : " Said there was no 1913."

The Witness: Yes, meaning there was not sufficient stock of 1913 available to

meet this demand, and the Master General of Ordnance said to issue 1910.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any record of that instruction ?

The Witness: Only this, that it is endorsed here at the time and dated. This is

the original file in my own handwriting.

Sir Charles Davidson : But by General Elliott.

The Witness: No, I have nothing further than that. '

Sir Charles Davidson : Because he is put in the position there of acquiescing in

the issue of dangerous ordnance.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Let us finish the file. The next letter you have is February 18, 1916. From
whom is that ?—A. From myself to Colonel Fortescue, under the same headquarters

number, Ottawa, February 18, 1910:

—

Dear Mr." Fortescue,—^In continuation of my letter of the 4th instant, will

you kindly note that the ammunition therein referred to is at Victoria, B.C.

Perhaps you would inform me where you would like it consigned, and how
addressed.

Yours very truly.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Q. And in continuance of that you got a letter from Colonel Forteseue in Ottawa
on the 19th February?—A. Yes, 19th February, 1916*

Dear Colonel Macdonald,—Many thanks for your letter of the 18th instant

informing me that the 500,000 rounds of Mark VI ammunition for the Mounted
Police is at Victoria, B.C. Will you be good enough to give instructions to

have it shipped to the Commissioner of the R. N. W. M, Police, Regina, Sask.?

Yours very truly,

LAWRENCE FORTESCUE.

That is addressed to myself.

Q. Then you have a letter of February 21?—A.. On the 21st a letter written on

the same hedquarters number, February 21, 1916, from the Quartermaster General,

Canadian Militia, to the District Officer Commanding District No. 11, Victoria, B.C.

Q. The Quartermaster General of the Canadian Militia is D. A. Macdonald,

Ottawa?—A. Yes.

Q. Who was the District Officer commanding District No. 11, Victoria, B.C. ?—

A. Colonel Ogilvie was at that time.

Q. Having regard to that, would you read that letter?—A. Issue of S. A. Ammu-
nition to R.N.W.M.P. :—

Sir,—I have the honour, by direction, to state that an issue of 600,000

rounds of Mark VI S. A. ammunition has been authorized for the marginally

noted service, the date of ammunition to be 1910. Will you kindly give the

necessary instructions to S.0.0. to ship to the Commissioner of R.N.W.M.P.,

^ Regina, Saskatchewan, and wire car number and date to Militia Headquarters?

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

D, A. MACDONALD,
Major General.

On the margin is a note " Delivery altered to Calg., S.0.0. notified and shipment

consigned accordingly. V. —3-16.

Q. Who is the S.0.0. ?—A. Senior Ordnance Officer at Victoria.

Q. And P.0.0.?—A. That is my own local number, P.O.O., 9-69-48. They

afterwards wanted it consigned to Calgary, and I am not sure whether there was

any correspondence, or whether Colonel Forteseue rang me up on the telephone and

asked me if I would send it to Calgary; he would much prefer it. It was a shorter

haul. I notified my own people to route the shipment that way.

Q. You appear to have kept pretty close track of the ammunition that you had

in stock and the different years. I suppose you have some book that will give us a

reference to what was in stock in the latter part of 1915 and the early part of 1916 ?

—

A. Yes.

Q. Is there a record showing the different stores of ammunition at Quebec and

other places and what they related to ?—A. Our stock of ammunition as a rule is very

confidential, and I can answer you probably in this way

Q. I want to take it in the most limited way that you will be permitted to give it.

You had not in 1913 ammunition in stock to send to Calgary?—A. No, my stock of

1913 ammunition was very low. I have a statement here.

Q. These quantities in September and October, 1915, 236,000 and 750,000 rounds

—

those were both 1912 ammunition?—A. Yes.

Q. Then your sale to the Vickers people of the first two lots of ammunition,
amounting to nearly a million rounds, had depleted you of the ammunition of 1912,

so that you could not give it the Northwest Mounted Police when they wanted it in

1916?—A. No.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Q. Is that correct?—A. No.

Q. Have you 1912 ammunition ?—A. No, they did not ask for 1912. They asked

for 1913.

Q. They asked for 1912, but what I am pointing out to you is this : you did not

give the Vickers people the 1910 at that time, did you, when they asked for it- and

when they got their ammunition in the fall, in September or October, September 16

and October 29, 19'1(5, those two shipments of ammunition to somebody who called

himself Vickers Limited, amounting to nearly a million rounds of ammunition, you

gave them the ammunition of 1912- Was it any better than the ammunition of 1910?

—A. I am not in a position to say for the various years the conditions of the ammuni-

tion at all. That is more the expert's business. The ammunition that was sold to the

Vickers people was ammunition that was in the East. The other ammunition was

in the West ; the other ammunition was at the other coast, and when it comes to charges

to be paid for it it cost the Police less in freight charges to get that ammunition from

the other coast than it would to send it from Quebec. I think that is my recollection

of the circumstances connected with the sale of it.

Q. Is the ammunition that was furnished from Calgary to the Northwest Mounted

Police in March, 1916, this present year, the ammunition with which their small arms

are now fitted and which they use?—A. Is it the ammunition

Q. Is it the ammunition with which their small arms are now fitted and used?

—

A. As far as I know.

Q- And you know of no issue of small arms ammunition to the Northwest Mounted

Police since that date, or it would have been in your return ?—A. Yes> they could not

use Mark VII ammunition in their arms.

Q. Then at the same time that this matter was under consideration, the dates

almost parallel each other—do you realize that? What is Colonel Fortescue's title?

—

A. He is a controller.

Q. The application from Controller Fortescue for 500,000 rounds of ammunition
is dated 4th January, and the application of the Minister of Militia to Council for the

sale of 4,985,000 rounds of Mark VI ammunition to His Royal Highness is dated the

5th January, and he refers to it as being under suspicion. Was it the same class of

ammunition that was referred to and was intended to be sold to the Vickers people

as what you had sent to the Northwest ?—A. It was Mark VI ammunition.
Q. Have you any doubt what was sent to the Northwest Mounted Police service

was good ammunition? The Militia Department must take one horn of the dilemma;
either it was good or it was bad?—A- Well, the rifle, the carbine used by the North-
west Mounted Police could not fire the Mark VII ammunition, it is too powerful. You
will get that from your experts when you call them.

Q. I have no experts ?—A. When you bring them to give evidence they will go into

detail. I am only touching the fringe of it, as it were, and I say that with the arm
they are equipped with they could not use Mark VII because it would wreck the

carbine.

Q. Did it occur to you that in case of trouble in Canada the extra 2,000,000

rounds the Vickers people wanted under those circumstances was as serviceable to us

in the West as it would be if sold to Vickers ?—A. Well, I was in a position of carrying

out instructions.

Q. You gave evidence the other day here, and there are one or two questions which
were put to you by Captain Thompson where I do not quite understand the evidence.

Have you before you a copy of your evidence ?—A. No, I have never seen it.

Q. Who is Mr. Searles of the Vickers House?—A. I do not know, sir.

Q. And what is his business?—A. I do not know.

Q. What connection has he with the Vickers firm?—A. The first mention I saw

of his name was in that letter written by Colonel Allison to General Macdonald.

Q. Under date of September 8?—A. Yea.

Q. In which he refers to some sirrangement which the General does not appear

to remember?—A. Yes.
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— Sir Oharles Davidson : What General ?

Mr. Dewart: General Macdonald does not recollect the arrangements Allison re-

ferred to. Can you give me any information as to who Mr. C. A. Searles is?—A. Not
the slightest.

Q. I am curious?—A. I am afraid I cannot satisfy you.

Q. What is the Vickers House?—A. That I do not know.
Q. Comingsdown a little further, it has been suggested that the Vickers Com-

pany wanted this ammunition that was bought and also proposed to be bought for

experimental purposes. In your files do you find any such suggestion from anybody
representing the Vickers people?—A. No, I find nothing in the files at all.

Q. Both the Hansard, when the Minister was good enough to speak on one or two
occasions, and the evidence, have suggested that somebody in the House of Vickers
represented that this was to be used for experimental purposes, and that the Vickers
machine gun was the medium through which this was to be used. Is there any evidence

of any such communication in your records?—A. No, I find nothing at all on it.

Q. Having regard to the fact that it is now suggested that certain ammunition
was under suspicion, I suppose that there was a pretty accurate record kept in your
office of what was under suspicion and what was not?—A. My office would keep a

record based on reports from my ordnance depots all over Canada of the years of manu-
facture of Mark VI ammunition.

Q. And naturally you were only the recording angel in putting these things down.

You were putting down what was reported to you?—A. Yes.

Q. What I am endeavouring to suggest is this : that possibly you can produce from
your files or records something that will show the records as to what was reported with

reference to the ammunition that was in store at the different ix»ints, and what its

character was, whether there was anything that was condemned, where there was
something that was under suspicion?—A. There would be nothing in my file showing

that. If a year of manufacture were condemned by the experts, and if their action was

approved by Council, I would be notified at once that that ammunition was under sus-

picion and it was not to be issued.

Q. Were you so notified?—A. The files would be passed down.

Q. To whom?—A. If they were passed to the Quartermaster General they would

go on to me as a matter of coxirse.

Q. Would there be some record in your office or in the Department to which we
might have access, showing what record there is as to the view that might be taken

as to the result of any departmental examination that had taken place? I would
like to know if you could produce it when his lordship sits again on Thursday?

—

A. I think there is such a thing.

Q. Will you be good enough to look that up in the meantime?—A. I think I

have that information here. .

Q. Is it on the file?—A. This is what you want. This document shows the first

division at London, and Toronto, and Kingston, and so on right through.

Q. This is the ammimition stored at what different places?—A. At all my ord-

nance depots.

Q. Is that in the file?—A. It is in the governmental return.

Sir Charles Davidson: No, it is not on the files.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Would you have a copy of that made so that it can be put in?—A. Yes.

Mr. Dewart: I see I have had a copy of it handed to me to-day.

Sir Charles Davidson: I have not received one. Will you see that I have a
copy.

The WiTKiESs: Yes.

Mr. Hutcheson: I will require a copy also.

Colonel J. F. Macdonald.
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Colonel Macdonald: Outside that, have you the precis based on it; look if you

have fol. No. 42 on the file No. 62-2-98.

Mr. Dewart: I have not got that.

Colonel Macdonald: This would pretty well give you all the information,

Mr. Dewart : Were you cognizant of the fact that, I think, as early as 1914, the

use of the word " destroy " so far as Dominion Arsenal ammunition was concerned

was eliminated? I do not know whether you referred to that in the evidence you

gave the other day, or whether General Macdonald did; I think it was General Mac-

donald.

Sir Charles Davidson: I do not think any statement of that kind was made
by General Macdonald.

Mr. Dewart: I understand it was in reference to something that had happened

imder General Gwatkin.

Mr. Hutcheson: Some person suggested in giving his evidence that conditions

had changed somewhat.

Mr. Dewart: Perhaps it was General Gwatkin said that.

Mr. Hutcheson: Some one said the conditions had changed since the recom-

mendations to destroy this ammunition had been made, and that the suggestion should

not now be carried out.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is a different thing. The statement of Mr.

Dewart was that the word " destroy " should be eliminated.

Mr. Dewart: That is what I understood—(to Colonel Macdonald)—What was
General Gwatkin's i)osition in 1914 and 1915?

Colonel Macdonald : He was Chief of the General Staff, just as he is at present.

Sir Charles Davidson: You will find a reference to that in the evidence of the

Minister; you will find there a statement to the effect that they suspended any
destruction.

Mr. Hutcheson: It is to be found at page 28 of the evidence formerly given.

Mr. Dewart : It is already on the record and I need not further refer to it.

Sir Charles Davidson: I think the statement was that they suspended it and
retained it for defence purposes until their reserve came up to the standard which was
fixed by regulations and which was quite a number of millions of rounds.

Mr. Hutcheson : The letter of the 30th July, 1914, bears on that, and that letter

was much decorated with foot-notes apparently.

Colonel Macdonald: To which matter does it refer?

Mr. Hutcheson: 1 am looking at pages 26 and 27 of the evidence taken on a

former occasion. At page 28, General Macdonald says, in giving his evidence, that

that was followed by a further memo of the 16th of October, 1914, by Colonel Gwatkin,
Chief of the General Staff, which reads:

" With reference to File 122, the situation has changed since the word
" destroy " was written, and the order unless repeated should not be carried

out."

That is signed by Colonel Gwatkin, Chief of the General Staff, and then Colonel

Macdonald had the following note :
" Noted, necessary action taken."

Sir Charles Davidson: The evidence of the Minister at pages 7 and 8 contains

this: "I decided later on not to destroy this ammunition. I thought we could save

this and make three or four hundred thousand dollars."

Mr. Dewart: I shall endeavour to go into that matter a little more carefully

before the Commission meets again.

The Commission adjourned at 4.45 p.m. until Thursday morning the 25th day of

May at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
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ROYAL COMMISSION.

Ottawa, Thxxrsday, May 25, 1916.

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into and investigate the facts and
circumstances of, or connected with, the Sale, or disposal, hy the Govern-

ment of Small Ai'ms Ammunition since the 4th of August, 1914, referred

to in Returns made to the House of Commons on the 1st and 2nd May,
1916.

Met to-day at Ottawa.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Commissioner.

J. A. HuTCHESON, K.C., Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the

Inquiry.

Thomas P. Owens, Clerk of the Commission.

Hartley H. Dewart, K.C, Counsel for the Liberal Party.

George P. Henderson, K.C, Counsel for J, Wesley Allison.

At the sitting of the Commission:

Mr. George P. Henderson, K.C: The Clerk of the Court asked' me to procure

to-day the attendance of Colonel Allison, stating that otherwise it was the intention

to subpoena him. I undertook that Colonel Allison would be here if he were needed,

without a subpoena being issued to him. Yesterday afternoon, when Mr. Owens spoke

to me about the matter, I telephoned on the long distance telephone to Colonel Allison,

and found he was over on an island where he makes his Rummer home, and to which
there is no telephone. The operator at Morrisburg took the message from me to be

delivered to him, I stating that I desired him to be here to-day. Before leaving here

he had invited me to spend the day with him on this island, and he got the message

reversed, saying that I would be on the island to-day. He came over to Morrisburg

this morning expecting to meet me, and he called me up on the long distance telephone

when I explained to him how matters were. The arrangement now is that, unless he

hears from me to the contrary before noon to-day, he will come up on this afternoon's

train, and will arrive here about five o'clock.
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Mr. Dewart: So far as I am personally concerned I made a suggestion the other

day that perhaps it would suit the convenience of the Commission to let matters

stand for a fortnight, because when the Commission opened the other day I was
rather without instructions, and I do not know whether I have my bearings entirely

yet as to the facts of the case. When I suggested an adjournment for a fortnight, I

thought it might be for the convenience of all parties, so that we might then have the

evidence of whomsoever it was necessary to bring here. I am not yet advised as to

what witnesses can give the evidence that will be necessary. As a matter of fact,

yesterday being a holiday, I was very busy. All I can say, sir, is I trust you will be

able to give effect to my application for an adjournment, and that when the Commis-
sion rises to-day it will not meet again for probably a fortnight. Last night I

endeavoured to give some consideration to the evidence which has been already given

before the Commission. I think that the purposes of the inquiry, from the point of

view that I represent, would be better effectuated if there was a delay, rather than

if we were to press the matter on now. If my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, who is

conducting the inquiry, and whom I desire to assist, would be good enough to say that

he would consent to an adjournment to-night for ten days or a fortnight, I should take

it as a personal favour, because I have personal engagements, and that would relieve

my learned friend, Mr. Henderson, from the necessity of having Colonel Allison in

attendance to-day.

Sir Charles Davidson: What would be the possible hour of Colonel Allison's

arrival ?

Mr. HENDERSON: He would take the earliest train from Morrisburg to Ottawa,
unless instructed to the contrary, he will be here about five o'clock this afternoon.

Mr. Hutcheson : That involves the holding of an evening session, to hear the

evidence of Mr. Allison. I do not myself feel the urgency of going into Colonel Alli-

son's evidence today, especially having regard to the fact that it would involve sitting

this evening. As to Mr. Dewar's desire for a postponement, I will go the length of

saying that I will not oppose any reasonable postponement, although I would rather

proceed at once. I, like Mr. Dewart, have such short notice of this matter, that

I have not fully digested yet all this mass of material which has been brought before

me, bearing upon the matter, and some delay would appear to me to be advisable. The
length of the delay is entirely for you, Mr, Commissioner, to consider. I am always

glad to assist Counsel engaged with me in a case in keeping their engagements, when-
ever I can reasonably do so, and if an adjournment is had until next week or the week
after, or within a reasonable time, I will endeavour to make myself ready to be in

attendance. Of course, the desire is to investigate this matter with great promptness
consistent with thoroughness. There is no desire on the part of any person to prolong
this inquiry unduly.

Sir Charles Davidson; Why do you name a fortnight, Mr. Dewart; that is a

somewhat formidable interval.

Mr. Dewart : I am bound to go to Winnip^ to-night, and my engagement there

is on the 31st of May, and I fear that I will be delayed a little there. If you think ten

days would be sufficient, I am quite content to say that the adjournment should be
until a week from next Monday. I want to meet your views in every possible way.

Sir Charles Davidson : If once we extend the delay to ten days a matter of three

or four days more is not very important. My belief is that ere we adjourn and ere the

application is finally and definitely decided, Colonel Allison ought to be here and
ought to be examined.

Mr. Dewart : I quite see that with the Meredith-Duff Commission sitting here,

possibly for the whole of next week and a portion of the week following, it might be

possibly convenient for my learned friend and myself that the matter should stand

for a fortnight.
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Mr. HufcHESON : What Sir Charles seems anxious to have determined by Counsel
is as to whether or not we should adjourn before having Colonel Allison examined.
He cannot appear before five o'clock this afternoon, and his examination will probably

take some hours.

Mr. Henderson : I may say that Colonel AUison has an engagement of consider-

able importance elesewhere for to-morrow. It would be inconvenient for him to come
here even this afternoon, but I did not intend even to refer to that. If it can be under-
stood that he is not to come here until after the adjournment it would be all the

better.

Mr. Dewart : I am quite content with that if your lordship sees fit.

Sir Charles Davidson: It has to be remembered that Colonel Allison is in a

delicate state of health, and it may be that the effect of his attending the Shell Com-
mission and giving evidence there might necessitate his going away for the benefit

of his health for some time after that, so that it seems to me to be of importance that

he should be called before us at once and make any supplementary statement that may
be desired to his former evidence. I am prepared to hold an evening sitting of the

Commission—that will not alter your arrangements, Mr. Dewart?

Mr. DEWART: Not at all.

Mr. Hutcheson: Colonel Allison has already been called and apparently closely

examined by my predecessor as Counsel to the Commission. What I had in view was
merely .to "submit him for further examination or cross-examination by my learned

friend, Mr. Dewart. I at present do not know any avenue of inquiry which I would
desire to follow further with Colonel Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson: Colonel Allison should be examined before there is an

adjournment.

Mr. Henderson: Then he will come on this afternoon's train.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes. I understand that Mr. Orr Lewis is present and
that he has an engagement of some public importance which might call him to Eng-
land. It would be well, then, to take Mr. Lewis' evidence now.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Lewis told me this morning that he is very anxious to get

away, and he is in the hope that we may finish with him to-day. Of course, I have

thought that it would be desirable to have Mr. Allison and Mr. Lewis both present on
the same Hay, as one can foresee that matters of importance may come up in which

both might be interested.

Frederick Orr Lewis^ of Montreal, sworn

:

Mr. Hutcheson : I would like to state first that at the close of the adjournment

yesterday, Mr. Dewart had just finished questioning Colonel Macdonald. I suggested

that his re-examination had better stand for this morning, but as Mr. Lewis is here

and in so great a hurry, I should like to have Colonel Macdonald's re-examination

stand for further consideration.

Mr. Dewart: I am content.

Sir Charles Davidson : Very well, proceed with the examination of Mr. Lewis.

Mr. Lewis examined by Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Mr. Lewis, you reside in Montreal?—A. Yes.

iQ. And you have been a resident of Montreal for some time ?—A. For twenty-five

years or more.

Q. Are you connected in any way with the house of Vickers, Limited?—A. Well

no, not directly—probably the easiest explanation is to say that I am president of

Canadian Vickers.

7131—158 -•
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Q. Is that an incorporated company?—A. Yes.

Q. A separate incorporation in Canada?—A. Wholly separate in every way.

Q. And distinct in every way from the English firm of Vickers, Limited,—A.

Distinct in every way.

Q. Is it incoriwrated by statute?—A. By letters patent, I thiiik; it is an incorpo-

rated company.

Q. Do you know whether it is incorporated by statute or by letters patent?—A.

I think it is incorporated by letters patent, I think it is a Dominion charter.

Q. Is the name of the Canadian incorporation the same as the name of the English

incorporation?—A. No. The Company in Canada is called Canadian Vickers, Limited,

and the English company is called Vickers, Limited.

Q. You are president of Canadian Vickers, Limited?—A. Yes.

Q. How long have you held that office?—A. Since the creation of the company.
Q. How long is that?—A. In 1912, I think, or possibly 1911.

Q. What is the object of the Canadian corporation?—A. Thpy have large dry
docks and large shipbuilding works, and they have a variety of other things apper-

taining to that class of work.

Q. Have they anything to do at all with war munitions of any description?—A.

They are manufacturers of shells.

Q. Had they been engaged in that manufacture prior to the outbreak of the

great war?—A. No.

0. Are you able to tell us what are the objects of the English Vickers, Limited?

—A. I do not know anything about it any more than I have been at their various

works, and they are great builders of guns and munitions of war and ships.

Q. You hold no office in the English company?—A. None whatever.

Q. Are you an accredited agent of theirs in any way?—A. No.

Q. You are not an agent of the Vickers, Limited, in England?—A. No. Wait

a moment, now, I had better make myself clear on that—prior to the establishment of

the Canadian Vickers Company, which I am responsible for,—if it is necessary to

say that

—

Mr. Dewart: Which you really are.

Mr. Lewis: I am very sorry to say, yes—prior to the establishment of this com-

pany I did look after the English Vickers' interests in this country, only in relation

to the sale of material.

Mr. Dewart: I take it that that has nothing to do with this inquiry, because

this inquiry, I take it, relates only to the sale of this small arms ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is a matter of no importance one way or the other.

Mr. Dewart: We have nothing to do with anything that occurred before the

4th of August, 1914.

Sir Charles Davidson: This evidence is simply basic.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Had you some connection with the matter which is within the scope of the

inquiry and which for your information I will state to be the sale or disposal of small

arms ammunition since the 4th of August, 1914? It has been suggested that there

was a sale to or through Vickers, Limited.

Mr. Dewart: May I make the suggestion that I would like to get Mr. Lewis'

original thought about the matter?

Mr. Hutcheson: I am merely directing his attention to the question I am ask-

ing. There has been so much publicity given to the origin of this inquiry that I
do not think any harm can be done by framing the question as I have framed it.

Mr. F. 0. Lewis.
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By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You are aware, Mr. Lewis, of the matter that is being inquired into in this

case?—A. Yes.

Q. Can you say to the Commission in your own words, the history of your con-

nection, if any, with that transaction? When it began and how it began, and what
each step was, proceeding slowly and carefully so that we can get it all down in the

notes?—A. Well, I should tell you that I must explain that entirely from memory.
I should say that my first knowledge of this transaction of the sale or purchase of

ammunition—I should think I first heard it during, the month of July or August of

last year.

Q. From whom?—A. I will have to explain that. I left Canada for England on
the first of May and unfortunately after my arrival in England on the 7th of May I

was quite ill for some months. Owing to that I was unable to take any part in busi-

ness for the greater portion of that time, and consequently what happened between

my leaving here and for some months afterwards I knew nothing of until some time

in August.

Q. On what date did you leave here?—^A. As far as my memory goes I left here

on the 29th of April.

Q. For England?—A. I spent the 30th of April in New York and sailed on the

Lusitania on the first of May.
Q. As everybody knows the Lusitania met with disaster?—A. Yes.

Q. And you were on board at that time?—^A. Yes.

Q. Did you suifer any physical injury as the result of that disaster?—A. Well, I

prefer to say nothing about it.

Mr. DewART : Everyone knows that Mr. Lewis was quite ill.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Can you state whether you were ill and for how long ?—A. I was ill for a long

time and I was badly hurt in the explosion on the ship, and I do not like to talk about it.

Q. How long did your illness last?—A. I arrived in Queenstown, Ireland, on the

morning of the 8th of May, I think, and they took me to England on the 14th of May,
and I was operated on on the 28th of May, and then I was practically laid up until

some time in August.

Q. And you say it was during July or August of last year that you first heard of

this transaction?—A. It would be afterwards, I might have known about this transac-

tion before I left here on the 29th of April.

Mr. Dewart: The sale appears to have taken place in September or October. I
understand that my learned friend starts with August and that the evidence is that

this witness had first knowledge of the matters then.

Mr. Hutcheson: Of course there was previous talk about it before the sale cul-

minated, and I presimie the Commissioner would be assisted by getting the history
from the beginning.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Would you proceed, Mr. Lewis—you said that you first heard of it during July
or August, 1915?—A. Yes.

Q. Can you tell us from whom you heard of it and what was it you heard?—A.
What I did hear of it, so far as my memory serves me at present, was, that the pur-
chase had been made.

Q. That the purchase had been made of what?—A. Some -303 ammunition.
Q. From whom?—^A. Do you wish to know where I heard it; I wovild hear it from

one of the directors of Yickers, Limited, I presmne.
Q. The question I ask is, from whom the purchase was made?—A. I daresay it

was from.the Militia Department.

7131—1584
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Mr. Dewart: That is very unsatisfactory evidence, the witness says: "I dare-

say." • '

Mr. HuTCHESON : I suppose everyone knows from whom the ammunition was pur-

chased.

Mr. Dewart : I object to that form of giving evidence. My learned friend asked

the witness from whom he heard the purchase had been made, and the witness replies:

"I daresay it was from the Militia Department." I object to that as not being a

proper answer to the question.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Give us your recollection about what was told you as to the purchase of this

ammunition ?—A. It is a little difficult after all this time for me to give you a detailed

report in connection with this matter.

Q. If you cannot remember all you need to do is say so.

Mr. Lewis : If you ask me a question I can answer it, but to go Into details and

tell the history of it in consecutive order, I do not think I can do so. I would hear

naturally

Mr. Dewart : I object to that

—

\ do not think it is a fair answer.

Mr. Lewis : Then I withdraw the word " naturally " and I will say that I heard

from a director.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. What recollection have you of it. If you have no recollection of it you can say

so, and if you have some recollection of it you can tell us how far your recollection

extends?—A. Then I am prepared to say that one of the directors of the Vickers

Company over there told me of this purchase.

Q. Did he tell you who was the purchaser?—A. Well, might I just at this point

say this: first, that the Canadian Vickers had no interest in it, and the English

Vickers had no interest in this transaction. Neither the English Vickers nor the

Canadian Vickers had any interest in it whatever.

Q. You say that neither the Canadian Vickers nor the English Vickers had any

interest in it?—A. None whatever. Neither of these firms had any interest in this

transaction.

Q. Can you tell us who was the purchaser?—A. One of the directors of the

English Vickers came to Canada in April—^I must go back a little to explain myself

—came to Canada in March, I think it was of 1915, on a special mission which was in

connection with the Imperial Government. I am naturally very careful about this

because I do not wish to state in public what I should not state.

Q. I am only asking you to speak as regards this .303 ammunition transaction.

I quite see we have no right to go into any other matters which may have been within

the scope of that mission, and so, if you please, you might confine any answers you
give to this particular transaction and do not lead us. into any other transactions

which are not within the scope of this inquiry ?—A. That is very true. I do not know
what I can tell you about the thing any more than that it is mixed up with the Imperial

question. As far as I know
Q. Are you able to tell us who was the purchaser of the .303 ammunition?

—

A. This director that I speak of, of the English Vickers Company.
Q. Who was he acting for?—A. Well, there is the question. Should I answer

that?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

Mr. F. 0. Lewis.
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By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Was he acting for Yickers ?—A. He was not acting for Vickers, no. He was

acting for the British Admiralty.

Q. And that is why you have already told us this morning that Vickers, Limited,

had nothing to do with it?—A. They had nothing to do with it at all.

Q. And this gentleman happened to he a director of Vickers, Limited?—A. Yes.

Q. And you learned from this director about this purchase of .303 from the

Militia Department.

Mr. Dewart: I object to that as very leading. My learned friend says: "You
elarned about this purchase," and the purchase had not taken place then. How could

he learn about a purchase that had not taken place.

Mr. Hutcheson : It seems to me that my learned friend, Mr. Dewart, is misunder-
standing my position in this inquiry.

Mr. Dewart : I am understanding your question, and I object to that.

Mr. Hutcheson: Pardon me, Mr. Dewart. My learned friend, Mr. Dewart,
objects to my putting questions which he says are leading. I conceive that I am here
to lead. I am here to conduct the inquiry. I am bringing witnesses here from any
source where I can get them in order to bring out all the material that may be of

assistance in arriving at a conclusion, and if I choose to lead I submit that I am quite

within my rights. I shall refrain from leading any more than is reasonable in order

to bring out the whole truth, and I do not think I can be justly accused of assisting

any witness to give an answer in any particular way. So far as my leading the

witness is concerned, I would like to have that point determined now. Am I not

entitled to lead under the circumstances? I am not here as Counsel for a particular

party, I am here as Counsel assisting in this inquiry on behalf of the people ol

Canada. I submit, sir, that objection should not be taken to my putting a leading

question when that question is put with the object of eliciting the whole truth.

Mr. Dewart: My learned friend has failed to recognize the real spirit of my
objection.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is your objection?

Mr. Dewart: My objection is that my learned friend is asking this witness in

reference to what took place in March, 1915, with regard to this purchase, when, as a

matter of fact, the purchase did not take place until September, 1915.

Sir Charles Davidson: If the witness is aware of any fact that led up to that

purchase, I should think that evidence would be quite relevant.

Mr. Dewart: That view did not strike me, sir. I withdraw my objection.

Mr. Hutcheson: And I have explained why I had to go back to a date previous

to the purchase.

Sir Charles Davidson: Go on, please.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You having learned from this director of Vickers, Limited, that this purchase

from the Canadian Militia Department was being discussed by the Imperial Admiralty,

what further connection did you have with the mattei^, if any—give us the history

in order of date?—A. You asked me what further connection did I have with the

transaction ?

Q. Yes, you yourself?—A. To be frank with you, I do not know that I had any

connection of importance with it at all. If I might explain, I am a trustee purely

and simply in connection with the matter.

Q. We will come to that presently—had you anything to do with fixing the

price?—A, Nothing whatever.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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Q. Do you know of your own knowledge by whom the price was fixed or how it

was fixed?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson: Or about the class of ammunition.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Had you anything to do with selecting the class of ammunition which would
be supplied?—A. No, and I was unaware, until I read the report in the public press,

that the ammunition which had been supplied was under suspicion. I was also

unaware when I left this country last summer that there was any ammunition for

sale.

Q. That there was any ammunition for sale?—^A. Yes, or any ammunition in

the country that they wanted to dispose of.

Q. You had nothing to do at all with fixing the price or determining upon the

class of ammunition which would be supplied or anything of that sort?—A. Nothing
whatever. The price was fixed, so I have been informed since, some months after the

shipment was made.

Q. Did you have anything to do with the payment for this ammunition and if so,

what?—^A. Yes, I had to do with the payment for it, but only as a trustee.

Q. That brings us to what you were about to tell us as to your position?—A. As
trustee, this ammunition was paid for through this trustee account.

Q. We have not yet learned of any trustee account—^please confine yourself to

the matter we are investigating—^you mentioned a trustee account?—A. Yes.

Q. What account was that?—A. That was an account established by a deposit of

British money in order to take care of transaction of this kind.

Q. The account would be by whom?—A. The account would be by the British

authorities to take care of transactions of this kind.

Q. What British authority?—'A. Well, I presume that one time it would be the

Admiralty and another time a department of the British Government.

Q. Confine yourself to this matter, what account would that be?—A. That was
the Admiralty.

Q. Where was the account kept?—^A. At the Agency of the Bank of Montreal,

New York.

Q. You spoke of it as being a trustee account?—A. Yes, a trustee account.

Q. Who was the trustee?—^A. I am the trustee.

Q. Is the trust evidenced in writing in any way ?—^A. No, it was verbally arranged
in New York.

Q. Was the verbal arrangement made direct with you?—A. Yes,

Q. Can you tell us by whom?—A. I could tell you that privately, but I could not
tell it publicly, perhaps.

Q. If any state secret is to be disclosed, I cannot see that the evidence is important
enough to make it worth pressing.

Mr. Le-wis : If Mr. Dewart would be satisfied with a private statement in connec-
tion with it, I will give it to him with pleasure.

Mr. Dewart : I do not want that.

Sir Charles Davidson: In this matter, when the witness states that the public
interest would be affected by making the statement in public, and is willing to make it

privately, why should it not be proper to accept the information in that way ? Other- -

wise I shall sit in camera.

Mr. Dewart: I almost hesitate to express my view of the way in which the
evidence of the witness is being given, but I shall have to leave it to you, sir, and not
to myself, to say whether I should accept the private statement. •

Sir Charles Davidson: No, sir, you cannot put it in that position; proceed with
the examination.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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By Mr. Hutcheson

:

/
,

Q. When was this arrangement made in regard to this trust account?—A. In
April, 1&15.

Q. And you say that money was deposited to your credit as trustee in connection

with this ammunition purchase?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you yourself give any cheque on that trust account in payment for this

ammunition which we are considering?—^A. No.

Q. Where were you when payment were made for it?—^A. In England.

Q. Are you able to tell us how that was carried out without you giving a cheque ?

—A. The Bank of Montreal, acting on behalf of the trustee, would know of the trans-

action, and when the proper documents were before the Bank and the transaction was
complete, and the material shipped, the Bank of Montreal would pay for it.

Q. The bank would make the payment?—A. Yes, and I may add to that that I

neither deposited the money nor checked it out.

Q. You neither deposited this money nor checked it out?—A. No.

Q. I am asking you so as to get it on record, but it is a thing which everybody

knows, that the Bank of Montreal are also the Government bankers here in Canada?
—A. Yes.

f

Q. Were you advised of the transaction, that is the payment, having been carried

out?—^A. Yes, I was advised.

Q. At the time the transaction was carried out, or when?—^A. I would hear of

it in the ordinary course of events ; I do not know how soon afterwards I was advised

of it.

Q. It was some time afterwards, but you cannot tell the date?—A. Yes. .

Q. By whom were you advised?—A. By the agents of the Bank of Montreal in

New York.

Q. Have you any letters or telegrams or anything of that sort bearing in any way
on this trustee matter?—A. No.

Q. Are there any such documents in existence?—A. There might be some small

memoranda in Englnad, but there is no correspondence about it.

Q. You know of no correspondence bearing on the matter at all?—A. No. It

was all completed in 1915; that is as far as the purchase was concerned, and that is

the only part of the transaction that has been completed. The Canadian Government

have been paid for their ammunition by the Bank of Montreal in the regular way.

No other payments on any account have been made in connection with the ammuni-

tion that we are discussing.

Q. We will come to the details of that now—^how much was paid to the Canadian

Government or to the Militia Department for this ammunition ?—^A. I believe the

total was almost three million rounds of ammunition, and the amount would be in

the vicinity of $60,000.

Q. In how many payments was that made; was it made in one payment or in

more than one ?—:A. It would be ^ore than one.

Q. Do you know how many?—A. No.

Q. And you say you signed no cheques ft)r any of these payments ?—A. I did not.

Q. Was your consent obtained subsequently to the debiting of the account with

the amont of any one of these payments at the time it was made?—A. The sellers

would fwnish the invoices, I presume.

Q. To you?—A. No, to the bank.

Q. I am asking you about your consent. Was your consent obtained before the

debit was put against this account for the amount of the invoices; was your consent

obtained that that debit be put against the account and the money withdrawn?—A.

As trustee, yes.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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Q. In each instance?—A. I do not think there was more than one authorization.

As I menionen before, the Bank of Montreal would know of the purchase and the

amount to be paid.

Q. You say that you do not think there was more than one authorization, what

was the nature of that authorization?—A. Well, they would know.

Q. Was the authorization as coming from you verbal or written?—^A. Written.

Q. You think that would be written?—A. The purchases would be made; the

Bank of Montreal would be informed of these purchases, and when the transaction

was completed by the shipment then they would make the payment without refterence

to anyone.

Q. And without reference even to you?—A. Without reference to me.

Q. And this authorization from you that you are speaking of—^you said you
thought there was one authorization from you—^was that a general authorization or a

specific authorization in each case?—A. It was an authorization in the beginning.

Q. It was not a specific authorization regarding this ammvmition?—A. I said

before there might have been one letter written about it, but my memory does not

serve me well enough to definitely state that.

Q. Where was this done ?—A. That was all done in London.

, Q. If there be such a letter written, did you keep a copy of it?—A. I^o.

Q. The payments aggregated about $60,000?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you know of your own knowledge what connection Colonel J. Wesley
Allison had with this matter, and how he came to be connected with it?—A. This

thing originated when I was not attending to my affairs. I should say that Colonel

Allison put forward a proposal.

Q. That is your understanding?—A. Yes.

Q. Your understanding is that Colonel Allison put forward the proposal ?—A. Yes.

Q. Did he confer with you about it at all ?—A. 'No.

Q. Did he at any time confer with you about the negotiations for the sale or

purchase of ammunition?—A. No, 1 never spoke a solitary word to Colonel Allison or

anyone else in connection with it up to the time I left here, or I think until the time

I returned.

Q. When did you return ?—A. I returned in March of this year.

Q. In March, 1916, you returned from England to Canada ?—A. Yes.

Q. After having been absent how long ?—^A. For about eleven months, I left here

on the 29th of April.

Q. When did you first leam that Colonel Allison was in any way connected with

the carrying out of this transaction?—R. The information came to me when I first

sent up to London, that would be some time in August, 1915.

Q. So that down to the completion of the transaction, so far as it has been

completed, you have had no communication directly or indirectly with Colonel Allison

about it?—A. As trustee, I would see letters or telegrams if he wrote them or sent

them, but I do not remember.

Q. If he wrote or sent them to whom ?—A. Profcably they would go to Sir Trevor
Dawson, or they would come to myself direct. %

Q. Am I to understand you that would not be a communication with him direct,

that would merely access to communications from him to somebody else; did you
yourself have any communication with him directly or indirectly?—^A. I should think
that the bills of lading might have been sent.

Q. Would Colonel Allison send the bills of lading ?—A. Yes.

Q. Did he send them to you?—A. I think so.

Q. You think he did?—A. Yes.

Q. You then being in England?—A. I then being in England. He either sent

them to me or I saw them in London.

Q. Does your memory serve you as to which way it was?—A. I am very hazy
about it.
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Q. Apart from the possibility of his having mailed the duplicate of the bills of

lading, did you have any other communication with him in any way, so far as you
can recollect ?—A. So far as I can recollect my answer is no.

Q. To the best of your recollection your answer is " no " ?—A. To the best of my
recollection my answer is no.

Q. Then going back to his $60,000 odd dollars, do you know what that payment or

these payments for the ammunition covered?—A. The '^quantity of the ammunition
was about 3,000,000 rounds and the $60,000 odd would be the purchase price at $20
per thousand.

Q. Was anything added to the purchase price, that is to the $20 per thousand?

—

A. As in all transactions of this kind, when a purchase is made, a round sum of money
is deposited, and the amount is afterwards credited if it is under, or the opposite, if it

is over. This transaction evidently was deposited on the basis of about $75,000 or

$70,000 odd.

Q. A round sum?—A, Yes.

Q. Was it in one deposit?—^A. No, adding the totals together of the various

dejKisits.

Q. It aggregated how much?—A. Between $70,000 and $75,000.

Q. Was that figure arrived at in any exact way by taking into aecoiint any definite

specific items to make it up?—^A. It would be arrived at in this way, I presume: they

would take the ammunition at the price, and the packages or boxes, and make a lump
sum, and transfer the funds to the account, and when the transaction is completed,

when the sale is finished, whichever way the account stands is the way it would be cre-

dited. If it is overpaid then the account would credit it or pay it back; if it is under-

paid they would pay from the next transaction a sufficient sum to make up the shortage.

Q. And square the books?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you state at what round sum per thousand the deposit

was based on?

The Witness :I do not know it was based on any.

Sir Charles Davidson: If $25 were suggested to you what would be your belief

about that?

The Witness: That would prpbaMy be taken in this way: to cover the boxes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would a general idea be had as to the amounts ?

The Witness : It could not be taken at $25 per thousand, because the total amount
of the deposit, as I understand it, is less than $25 a thousand for the 3,000,000 rounds

of ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson: $25 per thousand for 3,000,000 rounds would be $75,000;

you mentioned a deposit of $70,000 or $75,000.

The Witness : That was the total.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is approximately about $25 per thousand ?

The Witness : Yes, but that would include the boxes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, I am speaking of the amount that was put to the
credit of this fund.

The Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Then the payments that were made to the Canadian Government or to the
Canadian Militia Department included all the items in making up the account?—A,
The price is $20 and the other charges, the price of the purchase which was $20 per
thousand rounds and the boxes.

Q. Who paid the freight?—A. At one time I believe a portion of the freight had
been paid both by the Admiralty and by Mr. Searles.
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Q. Who is Searles ?—A. He is a man who handles a large amount of munitions for

the Imperial people, and he is an employee or an officer of the Vickers Company,
Limited.

Q. The files on record in this case show that Searles was the consignee of this

ammunition?—A. Yes.

Q. You have described his position ?—A. Yes.

Q. Another expression which has been used in the course of this proceeding is

"Vickers House", what is that?—A. That is the building their offices are in.

Q. Has any final adjustment been made as between your trustee account and the

MJitia Department in this matter?—A. The Militia Department have been paid for

the ammunition.

Q. Paid in full ?—^A. Yes, so far as I know.

Q. Are there any other paymentb' to be made out of this account in connection

vrith this ammunition transaction to any person?—A. I do not know of any.

Q. You do not know of any?—A. No.

Q. Have you any knowledge of any arrangement or understanding either expressed

or tacit that Colonel Allison is to receive anything -in connection with this purchase

of ammunition?—A. He is not to receive anything as far as the trusteeship of the

account is concerned, which covers the entire affair.

Q. Has he received anything?—A. Not a penny. •«

Q. Has he been pxomifeed anything?—^A. Not a penny.

Q. Has he reason to expect anything?—A. I do not think so; there was no promise

of anything.

Q. And what of Vickers, Limited? Is there any possibility of them making a

profit in any way in connection with this matter?—A. They are not interested in it,

they are not interested in it in any way, shape or form.

Q. Do you know of Searles being entitled to receive anything?—A. No.

Q. Do you know of any person who was to receive any commission or profit in

connection with it?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Develop that—the witness simply states he does not know
of it; put your question in the same form as you did with respect to Colonel Allison.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Do you know of any reason why Searles shoiild expect to receive directly or
indirectly any commisfeion in connection with this transaction?—A. No.

Q. Has any payment of any kind been made to Searles out of this trustee fund?
—A. Not that I know of, and if there was any I would know of it.

Q. Do you know of any person, from the beginning to the end of the transaction,
who has received or is to receive, or who expects to receive, any commission, pxofit,

honorarium or anything of that kind in connection with this purchase of ammunition
from the Dominion Government?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you asked the witness specifically a6' to himself?

Mr. Hutcheson : I am coming to that.

Q. Then I ask you, Mr. Lewis, confining your answer to this ammunition, are you
to be paid a commission in respect to that purchase?—A. No.

Q. None whatever?—A. No.
Q. Have you been paid any commission?—A. No.
Q. Is there any arrangement expressed or implied that you are to get any sura of

money whatever in connection with this ammunition purchase?—A. No.
Q. Has the cost of this ammunition to the British Admiralty been in any way

increased by the intervention of Colonel Allison ?—A. No.
Q. Have you your bank book showing the trustee account?—A. There is no bank

book.
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Q. Have you ever had a copy of the account?—A. I have had a sheet showing the

debits and credits.

Q. Of the whole account?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you any sheets showing the debits and credits in connection with this

ammunition transaction alone?—A. No.

Q. Then the sheet that you spoke of contains a record of other matters not con-

nected with this ammunition purchase?—A. Precisely so.

Q. There is only one trustee account, I understand, from what you tell us?

—

A. There have been two trustee accounts.

Q. Explain that?—A. No. 1, account is covered by transactions that are complete,

so far as the purchase and sales are concerned, and they have nothing whatever to do

with Canada or Canadian matters. There is another which is called No. 2 account.

Q. Then we have no concern with No. 1 account?—A. No.

Q. Do you know of any reason why it should have any bearing on this matter at

all, in connection with the purchase and sale of this ammunition?—A. No, it was
closed before this ammunition matter came up.

Q. There is only one trustee account now in existence?—A. Yes.

Q. That is the one that you have mentioned?—A. Yes.

Q. Can you tell us why you became trustee in this matter?—A. I can tell you
simply and very easily. Well—but I think it is not information that should be stated

publicly.

Q. Perhaps I put my question too broadly—I was desirous of knowing why they

selected Mr. F. Orr Lewis to be the trustee ; that is the extent to which I intend to put

my question?—A. I would like to make this whole matter very clear, but this is war
time. I have allowed my name to be used in war time. To come back to my former

remark, Mr. Dewart, if you would be content with private information I will give it to

you, but otherwise the information should not be made public.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. What sum did you receive from the Admiralty with which to pay for this

ammunition?—A. The trustee account was credited with an amount—speaking from
memory, it was between $70,000 and $75,000, I think.

Q. There is a difference of $15,000 approximately between the price that was paid

for the ammunition in Canada and the amount that the Admiralty provided; have

you returned that money to the Admiralty?—A. There has only been one transaction

in connection with it, namely, that the Canadian Government have received payment
for the ammunition. There has not been any other transaction in connection with it,

'and there cannot be until I return to England.

Q. Then I may take it that you have neither paid to the Canadian Government the

difference between the amount that the Admiralty deposited to the credit of your trust

account and the cost of the ammunition, nor have you paid that back to the Admiralty?
—A. That is precisely it, you are correct in that.

Q. It would hardly be correct to say, would it, that Colonel Allison was the Cana-
dian representative of Vickers, Limited?—A. It would not be correct to say that.

Q. He never occupied that position, so far as you are concerned, by any delegation

of authority which could only come from you ?—A. No.

Q. That is quite true?—A. Yes, that is quite true.

Q. And so far as you were concerned, having regard to the confidential position

which you appear to have occupied, and which I do not wish to investigate, it would

not be necessary for the Admiralty to employ anybody, such as Colonel Allison, to

bffect th» purchase of ammunition?—A. I would require to answer for the Admiralty

to answer your question, and I cannot do that.

Q. The confidential position which you appear to occupy, and which I am not

endeavouring to investigate, put Frederick Orr Lewis in such a position that he was

the man through whom the Admiralty would act, and not Colonel Wesley Allison; that

is correct, it is not ?—A. No.
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Q. Can you suggest any reason for Colonel Allison's intervention?—A. Yes, I will

try to suggest a reason that will be quite clear; he was selling large quantities of

ammunition to the British Government through this same source.

Q. From Canada?—A. Through this same source.

Q. I do not understand this. What do you mean by " through this same source."

Do you mean he was paid for the ammunition through this same account ?—A. No, I

am not talking about money at all now. He had sold to the Admiralty, if I be
correct, through the source of my trusteeship, to the people of England, other muni-
tions of war.

Q. But in this particular instance, apparently one of your directors of Vickers,

Limited, had acquainted you early in 1915 with the fact that the Admiralty desired

to get some ammunition ; I think that is what you stated ?—A. 'No, sir.

Q. Your first knowledge of the sale came to you in 1915, and as I took it down
one of the directors of Vickers, Limited, told you of this purchase ?—A. Not in April,

1915.

Q. That is early in 1915?—A. The first I knew of this purchase was in August,

1915, or about August.

Q. When you spoke of the purchase you spoke of it as a prospective purchase and
not as one that had taken place?—A. At that time I speak of it had taken place.

Q. It had not taken place until the 16th of September?—A. I think you will

find it was long before that.

Sir Charles DA\aDSON : The letter of the' 8th of September, 1915, from Colojiel

Allison to General Macdonald says:

"Referring to my arrangement with you some time ago for the purchase of

236,000 .303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson,"

so that it must have occurred some time before that date.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Did you hear of this matter as early as July or August?—A. I would say it

was the latter part of July or early in August.

Q. Are you at liberty to state from whom you learned it then?—A. Yes, I think

I have already stated that I would hear it through a director of Vickers who was out

here on a special mission.

Q. What was his name?—A. Sir Trevor Dawson.
' Q. Then was any suggestion made to you at any time, Mr. Lewis, that this

ammunition was to be used for the purpose of testing machine guns to be manu-
factured by the Vickers Company?—^A. No.

Q. You knew it was going to the Admiralty?—A. I neither knew where it went
nor what it was for.

Q. All you knew was that it was wanted for Admiralty purposes?—A. No—one
moment; I neither knew where it went or what it was used for in any way. If the
Admiralty ordered it what it was for was their affair, I do not know.

Q. It was not being purchased by Vickers, Limited, either English or Canadian?
—A. Vickers, English or Canadian, had no interest in it at all.

Q. So that, as a matter of fact, in your name stood the account in New York,
and not in the name of Colonel Allison?—A. The trustee account is F. Orr Lewis,
Trustee.

Q And all the dealings in this transaction with which you have made yourself
cognizant were through that account?—A. The purchase price has been paid to the
Canadian Government, and the amount has been deposited by the Imperial people.

Q. Do you produce to-day copies of these two accounts of yours in the Bank of
Montreal, New York?—A. No, I could get you them. There is no difficulty about
that. The first one was closed before this transaction came up, and it had nothing
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to do with it whatever. Anyway, it was all for foreign material, it had nothing to

do with Canada. The second account is open. As I explained before, there is no
bank book.

Q. May I suggest that there was another account of F. Orr Lewis in the Bank
of Montreal which was a personal account?—A. You may suggest it, but there was
no other account of Orr Lewis that had anything to do with this material in any way.

Q. I am not asking about this material at all; but sometimes did cheques find

their way from F. Orr Lewis, Trustee, to F. Orr Lewis, himself, or were transfers

made from the trust account to your personal account in the Bank of Montreal, New
York?—A. No. F. Orr Lewis has not received one fraction of one penny from the
trustee account for other purposes than the trusteeship

Q. And at no time has there been any transfer of moneys, or any suggestion of

that?—A. No.

Q. You swear to that?—A. I am swearing to everything I say here.

Q. Can you account for Colonel AUision writing on the 8th October and asking
with reference to the second shipment that the account be mailed to him at Morris-
burg, when you were the known trustee?—A. Who could he write that letter to?

Q. He wrote to General Macdonald, Quartermaster General, in the 8th of October,
1915?—A. I had nothing to do with the Militia Department at all.

Q No, but I am asking you,, can you suggest a reason for that, when this was a

matter which you were handling in a confidential way, in a confidential way which
you cannot disclose, and when you were the chosen custodian of the funds of the
^British Admiralty; can you suggest why Colonel Allision should ask that the account
be mailed to him at Morrisburg on the 8th of October.

Mr. Henderson : My learned friend, Mr. Dewart, is reading from Hansard, and
statements made by members in the House of Commons are usually inaccurate

Sir Charles Davidson : What is that, Mr. Henderson.

Mr. Henderson : He is reading from Hansard.

Sir Charles Davidson: That does not surprise me, but your subsequent state-

ment did. ^

Mr Dewart: I call your attention to this telegram dated Morrisburg, 8th of

October, 1915:

" General D. A. Macdonald,

Quartermaster-General,

Ottawa.

Telegram fourteenth received. Ship seven hundred fifty thousand three

hundred ten stop, three hundred" and three mark six to same address as others,

Vickers House. Mail, account to me here.

J. WESLEY ALLISON."

Can you suggest why Colonel Allision should want the account mailed to him at Mor-
risburg ?—A. Are you asking me ?

*

Q. Yes?—A. Did not Colonel Allision carry out the purchase with the Militia

Department.

Q. I am asking you for whatever explanation you may want to make ?—^A. Colonel

Allison made the arrangement for the purchase of this material from the Canadian

Militia Department.

Q. Are you personally aware of that?—A. Only from the evidence given or from
reading Hansard, I have read it some place.

Q. There is a letter marked " confidential " on page 20 of the return, from which
the confidential mark has since been withdrawn. It is a letter from the Manhattan

Hotel on the 6th of October, 1915, where were you then?—A. In England.
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Q. There is a letter from Colonel Allison, dated Hotel Manhattan, New York,
October 6, 1915, with reference to the purchase of this 750,000 rounds of cartridges,

and saying he has just received instructions from London requesting him to order

that, and saying that they have asked that he should permit them to deposit the amount
of the purchase price to the credit of the Canadian Militia Department in London,

at the Bank of Montreal there. Can you make any explanation of that; how did that

arrangment come to be suggested, you were in England at the time?—A. Yes, I was
in England.

Q. And Colonel Allison says:

—

" I have just received instructions from London requesting me to order

from you an additional Y50,31O -303 Mark VI cartridges, to be shipped to the

same address as referred to in my letter of September 8."

Did that order come from you?—A. I do not know.

Q. Have you the letter about that?—A. No.

Q. Ub you keep a letter book in reference to your correspondence and these things

—I have understood you are one of the most methodical men, and that you not only

keep a letter book but you number all your letters?—A. I do number my letters.

Q. Do you keep a letter book?—A. No.

Q. A duplicate file?—A. Yes, I know that what happened in this matter happened

in England, and I have no correspondence in reference to it.

Q. You have three ofiices, one in London, one in Montreal, and one in New York?
—A I have no office in New York ; I have no office in London but I have a place there

where I go.
)

Q. Where would be found the copies of the correspondence relating to this matter?
—^A. Any correspondence relating to that will be found in London, England.

Q. So that if any communications have been made in your name, we would have

to get your London file?—A. This business does not take a lot of correspondence. I

have already stated that if there is anything in connection with this at all it would be

a veiy simple matter.

, Q. But much or little the Commissioner might prefer to judge as to whether even

a little correspKjndence is important or not, and what I am asking you is where we are

to get such correspondence or copies of such letters as you have sent and received with

reference to these matters; you realize that you ar not producing anything to-day?

—

A. I have nothing to produce.

Q. Had anyone authority to negotiate with reference to this matter on your behalf?

—A. You evidently are putting it the wrong way around ; I did not buy this ammuni-
tion, i

)

I

'I
Q. Nobody is suggesting that—we have the fact now that the Admiralty bought it

and we find that the difference in price has not been returned to the Admiralty, and
has not Been paid to the Canadian Government?—A. Wait a minute—what was that

statement you made?
Q. That the amount that was deposited for the payment of the ammunition;

that the difference between that deposit and the amount that was paid to the Canadian
Government has not been returned to the Admiralty or to the Militia Department?

—

A. But you do not go on to the finish of my previous remarks when I said that that

transaction is not completed. The money has either has not all been received or some
of the material has not been settled for, and it must of necessity await my arrival on
the other side.

Q. Do you realize that in business transactions such as this, one would naturally

look for some correspondence in which you, as trustee, would be interested?—A. When
I was in London there would be no correspondence; these things would be done
verbally.

Q. Verbally?—A. Yes.
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Q. There was a good deal of correspondence of some importance with Colonel

Allison that I shall call attention to—do you pledge your oath that you have no letters

written to you, or by you, or*on your behalf, in connection with this matter?—A. To
the best of my knowledge, no.

Q. Had anybody authority to write letters for you?—A. Yes, there would be

other people writing letters,

Q. Who would have authority on your behalf to write letters for you as trustee

relating to this matter, when you were in London in 1915 ?—A. They would be written

in London.

Q. Had .'Anybody authority over here to write them?—A. Nobody.
Q. Colonel Allison had not such authority?—A. No.
Q. Then when you look a little further, can you account for it how it was that

Colonel Macdonald, under date of the 23rd of November, 1915, page 26 of the return,

would write to Colonel Allison:

"With reference to my letter of the 1st intant, numbered as above,. please

find copies in duplicate of vouchers No. B 105 and B. 176 for Mark VI ammu-
nition shipped to Vickers, London.

" Will you kindly instruct your principals to place the amount of $20,926.94

to the credit of the Receiver General of Canada in the Bank of Montreal in

London."

Then, following that, there is a letter which reads:

"C. 1718. A.P.M.G.

" Copies of the attached CD. Y. Vs. Nos. B. 105 and B. 176, totalling

$20,9S6.24, have been passed to Col. J. Wesley Allison, Morrisburg, the Cana-
dian representative of Vickers, Ltd., of London, Eng., with request that he
instruct his principals to place the amount to the credit of the Receiver Gen-
eral of Canada in the Bank of Montreal in London."

Can you explain why Colonel Allison should be referred to as " the representative of

Vickers, Limited, of London, England?"—A. No.

Q. Had you any communication with Colonel Allison at all with reference to

this matter, or did any communication take place with him on your behalf?—A.

Colonel Allison might be the purchaser for anything we had to sell.

Q. But in this particular instance, so far as the matter of the ammunition is

concerned, is there any correspondence between you and him or anybody on your

behalf; have you looked to see?—A. Yes, there is no correspondence in Canada.

When I left England in March there was nothing for me to carry a lot of papers over

about. The thing had be^n completed, so far as the purchase is concerned. What-
ever little things there may be in the way of correspondence, are in England. I dare

say one cable would settle the whole transaction.

Q. What creates my difficulty in the matter is the fact that Colonel Allison repre-

sents himself as being the responsible agent for Vickers, London, in this transaction,

and I want to know whether there are any letters in existence which would give him
that authority, when you are Vickers, Limited, in Canada, and their responsible

agent and representative here. I want to know what authority he could have for

posing as the representative of Vickers, Limited?

Mr. Hutcheson: Where do you find he posed as that?

Mr. Henderson: I have never heard of him posing as the representative of

Vickers. It would not be unnatural for Colonel Allison to assume that Sir Trevor

Dawson was representing Vickers; it would not be likely that Sir Trevor Dawson
would tell, his private relationship to the Admiralty to Mr. Allison.

Mr. Dewart: What I want to know is, who it was that put it over the Militia

Department; who was it that gave them the false representations in respect to this
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matter as the result of whicli the Prime Minister was misled and everybody was misled

in the discussion of this matter. On page 20 of the return, there is a memo, under date

20th December, 1915, which I will read for you, and it is gigned by Colonel Macdonald,

P.O.O., and he says, addressing the Quartermaster-General:

—

" Colonel Allison has applied for 2,000,000 rounds of S. A. ammunition,

Mark VI, for his prinpicals, the Vickers Maxim Co., of London."

Then I find that this is endorsed by General Macdonald :
" Minister says O.K." Then

there is on it a query made by the minister: "Ascertain where and by whom this is

to be used if sold by O. C," and then there is a memo, by the deputy minister:

—

" Please note minister's instructions. If this anmaunition is to be sold it

'must be done by Order in Council and the minister's inquiry should be fully

answered."

Mr. HuTCHESON : My learned friend and I discussed yesterday that memo, of the

minister's.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. What I am asking you is this : can you give any explanation or have you taken

the trouble to inform yourself, since this matter has come up, as to why Colonel

Allison should apply for 2,000,000 rounds of ammunition for his principals, the

Vickers Maxim Company of London, when they were admittedly not his principals

at all.

Mr. Hutcheson: That statement does not come from Colonel Allison but from
Colonel Macdonald.

Mr. Henderson : Colonel Allison has nothing to do with what impression Colonel

Macdonald may have had.

Mr. Dewart : I want to know who it is that put this false idea into the heads of

the Militia Department from the minister down.

Mr. Lewis : Please do not give me any greater importance than I have. I am not

the head of the English Vickers, Limited.

Mr. Dewart: You are the whole works here.

Mr. Lewis : I am president of the Canadian Vickers, and please limit it to that,

because there are a number of gentlemen here who are taking down notes for the

press, and I do not want my position misrepresented.

Mr. Dewart : They will not put down anything that is not accurate.

Mr. Lewis : No, but I do not want any one to think that I am usurping a position

which I do not hold. You have asked me how Colonel Macdonald would come to write

that letter; I cannot inform you how Colonel Macdonald would get any idea such as

is expressed there.

Q. Had you any knowledge iyith reference to this ammunition at all before you
went to England?—A. None.

Q. That is on the 29th of April, 1915?—A. Yes, I had none.

Q. You have been fairly well acquainted with the hardware business in Canada;
that has been your special business?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you dealt extensively in the matter of ammunition and rifles and all

that sort of thing?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you say that you had no knowledge as to the condition or character of the

ammunition before you went to England iii 1915?—A. None.

Q. So that with your extensive knowledge of these affairs in the Dominion of

Canada, you probably had been at the Arsenal in Quebec?—A. No.
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Q. You never had been there?—A. Well, I went there, I think, once. I have
been at the Arsenal in Quebec but it was ten years ago, long before the war.

Q. It would be in the line of your business to inform yourself as to the character

of the guns and the ammunition and that kind of thing, in Canada?—A. I am not
actively in the hardware business and have not been for over ten years.

Q. You are more particularly now dealing with larger affairs, shipbuilding, and
munition^ of war, and so on ?—A. Yes, we launched a vessel the other day.

Q. Before you went to England in April, 1915, did you know that there was any
ammunition in Canada that was under suspicion?—^A. No, I did not.

Q. You were not aware from the Barlow report that there was any ammunition
which remained here that was considered suspicious and that had not been destroyed?
—^A. I should think I read Barlow's report but I did not know anything about any
ammunition which existed in Canada that was under suspicion.

Q. Since you have been associated with this transaction, and considering the

publicity that has been given to it, I suppose you went to some trouble to find out

what became of the ammunition ?—A. No, I did not.

Q. You have not gone to any trouble in that respect?—A. No, I know where it

went to, I know that it reached England^ and that is all I know about it. »

Q. You do not know whether it has blown up the Admiralty or not?—A. No.

Q. And you have not taken the trouble to inquire?—A. I would not say it was
trouble, but I did not do it.

Q. Were you in Canada on the 13th day of May this year?—A. I was on this

side of the ocean—I may have been in New York.

Q. It was on a Saturday and there was a debate in the House of Commons with

reference to this matter, and the question had already been referred to Sir Charles

Davidson, and Sir Charles Davidson was sitting on the Commission that morning,

and the House sat in the afternoon and the matter was discussed there?—A. Is that

the time that someone raised the question about the Commission sitting?

Q. Yes, there were some remarks and suggestions made that it might be referred

to another commission, and it then turned out that the matter had been referred by

Sir Eobert Borden to Sir Charles Davidson; were you here then?—^A. I was in

Montreal, I think.

Sir Charles Davidson : That statement of yours, Mr. Dewart, is hardly precise.

Mr. Dewart: Hardly, sir, I want to make it correct. It turned out that it was
referred by Order in Council, and not by Sir Robert Borden, to Sir Charles Davidson.

There was a statement made by the Prime minister at that time, as I see by page

4039 of " Hansard," in which he takes exception to certain things, and he says :

—

" The honorable gentleman (Mr. McKenzie) is not well advised in making
that statement, because the documents upon their face show that the ammuni-
tion was sold to Vickers Limited."

You did not furnish the Prime Minister with that incorrect information?—A. No.

Q. Then the Prime Minister goes on to say:

—

"and the shipping documents which have been brought down and laid upon the

table show that the ammunition was shipped in care of Vickers Limited, London,

England."

You are aware it was not to Vickers, Limited, but to Vickers House?—A. Yes.

Q. You are not responsible for the suggestion that it was sold to Vickers, Limited?
—A. No.

Q. With reference to Mr. Searles, who has been referred to, what position does he
occupy in connection with Vickers Company, Limited?—A. He is in one of the depart-

ments; he is in the gun and ammunition department.
Q. In what capacity?—A. He is an official there.

Q. He is not a director?—^A. No.
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Q. Did you suggest his name as a person to whom the ammunition should be

shipped?—A. No.

Q. Can you account at all for how his name came to be used?—A. His name was

used for all the shipments from this side.

Sir Charles Davtoson: You might proceed to ask why it was not shipped to

Vickers, Limited, was there any public reason for shipping it as it was shipped ?

Mr. Dewart: Vickers, Limited, I take it, had no interest in the matter at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : But in regard to the other things, is there any explana-

tion which you might properly ask?

Mr. Lewis: These shipments were shipments of war materials, and the answer

which suggests itself is that the Vickers name would not be used.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Have you taken the trouble to go over your files at all to see whether you can

assist the Commission by the production of any letters or documents?—^A. I have

answered\ that before.

Q. I refer now to Montreal—^have you had anybody make a search to see if there

is anything there ?—A. I know what things I have myself.

Q. I presume you did not have time to get from New York copies of your account

from the Bank of Montreal there?—A. No.

Q. So that you are not in a position to say whether there is anything there that

would be helpful to us ?—A. I am absolutely in a position to state that there is nothing

that would help the inquiry in connection with this transaction. There has not been

one single solitary penny paid out or agreed to be paid out to any one in connection

with this business that we are discussing. )

Q. And nobody's name, such as for example Colonel Allison, has ever been men-

tioned in that connection?—A. No. Colonel Allison's name, in connection with this

business we are speaking of, is not in the accounts at all.

Q. And his name has never been mentioned in the corresjKjndence at all ?—A. Not
that I know of.

Q. Nor has the suggestion been made that he might, perhaps, be paid a commis-

sion; that has not been suggested?—A. Colonel Allison would be due commissions on

American business.

Q. I am not speaking of that, I refer to this transaction?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : What do you mean by " due commissions on American

business ?"

The Witness : I do not care to mention what the American business was.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might mention it, if it were American business con-

nected with this transaction.

The Witness : No, sir, it had nothing whatever to do with this business or with

Canada.

Mr. Dewart: I take it that you make the unqualified statement that there is no
letter, under your signature, in existence, suggesting that Colonel Allison was entitled

to any commission in connection with this transaction?—A. No, sir, there is no such

letter.

Q. Or, as to any other transaction that was connected with in Canada?—A. Or
as to any other transaction that was connected with it. There is no other transaction

in connection with Canada that I know of that has been had with Colonel Allison.

Mr. Dewart: Subject to the question as to whether Mr. Lewis' accounts may be

subject to investigation, I have nothing further to ask Mr. Lewis at present.

Sir Charles Davidson : How long are you to remain in Canada, Mr. Lewis ?

Mr. Lewis : I have lost this whole week in connection with this matter. I wanted
to leave for New York to-morrow night, as I expect to sail for England on Monday.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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In fact, I notified them on the first or second of the month, or around then, I would
sail on the 27th, but the sailing date of the ship has been changed to the 29th.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have heard the statement of Mr. Lewis, Mr. Dewart,

that he contemplates sailing for England on Monday.

Mr. Lewis : I would have to be in New York on Sunday morning.

Mr. Dewart : Mr. Lewis' evidence has shed a good deal of light on the matter and
I would not feel justified in asking that he should be delayed in going to England.

Mr. Henderson: Carry your mind back, Mr. Lewis, for a moment to the last

question my learned friend, Mr. Dewart, asked you—^I have been told that there are

one or two letters in existence in which you make reference to some commissions

payable to Colonel Allison. Now, please try and think of it—might there be such a

letter?

Mr. Lewis : Yes, but Mr. Dewart asked me was there such a letter with reference

to commissions on this transaction and I said no.

Q. And you make it clair that if there are any such letters they refer to other

transactions?—A. Precisely so.

Q. And there were other transactions going through this account you have spoken

of?—A. Correct.

Q. And in connection with which Colonel Allison was entitled to a conunission?

—A. Quite right.

Q. And it had nothing to do with Canada?—A. Nothing whatever.

Q. It had nothing to do with Canada in any way, shape, or form?—A. Not in any
way, shape, or form.

Mr. Henderson : I thought that perhaps these letters might be forthcoming after

you left for England, and if they do you have given us now the explanation of them.

Mr. Dewart : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : If these letters are available now, it would be much more

equitable to Mr. Lewis that he should be confronted with them.

Mr. Henderson: I would think so.

Mr. Hutcheson: I would think so; my learned friend, Mr. Henderson, has evi-

dently learned of some letters, and there have been rumours about it.

Mr. Dewart : I have no copies of any letters but I am endeavouring to get to the

basis of the rumours that exist.

Sir Charles Davidson : Has Mr. Henderson possession of these letters ?

Mr. Henderson: No, I have heard of them only last night. Rumours do fly

around, and I happened to hear there was danger of these letters being produced after

Mr. Lewis had left. Mr. Lewis wrote more than one letter on the subject, I am
informed.

Sir Charles Davidson : If they are available they ought to be disclosed to-day.

Mr. Henderson : If any such are in existence the reference would necessarily be to

commission on other matters apart altogether from this transaction.

Mr. Lewis: I do not know when such letters would be written, but if there

are letters of that kind they would be written from England before I sailed for this

country, and if they refer to commissions in any way, .and I am quite sure there

must be letters that do refer to commissions, they would not refer to commissions

in connection with this ammunition or this inquiry that is now going on.

Sir Charles Davidson: Or Canada?

Mr. Lewis: Or Canada.

Mr. Henderson: And it is a fact that there were transactions, other than

Canadian transactions, going through this same account, in connection with which
Colonel Allison was entitled to a commission?

7131—159J
*

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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Mr. Lewis: Eight, yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : You speak of " other transactions " ; were there many of

them?

Mr. Lewis: I do not know to what extent from memory. Colonel Allison has

sold goods, but he has handled a large quantity of munitions for these people. They
have been paid for through this account, but they have nothing whatever to do with

Canada at all. I can tell privately where the material came from in some instances,

if it is considered of importance.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Is the witness still, by trust accotmt, referring to the account the money
of which came fram the Admiralty for the British Government?—A. Oh, yes. There

are no other accounts to refer to, as I told you before.

Q. I did not quite get your meaning before. The trust account only contains

such moneys as did come from the British Government or the Admiralty?—A. Yes.

Q. What you mean to indicate is this: out of that trust fund Colonel Allison

did get commissions, but they were with reference to transactions other than Cana-

dian?—A. That is quite right.

Sir Charles Davidson: Could you check on that account? I understood you to

say there were no cheques drawn?

The Witness: Oh, yes, I can authorize pasrments from that account, or I can

check on it if necessary. There have been, I think, two cheques, maybe three cheques,

but it is . all in connection with other business.

Mr. Dewart : I take it that I have no power to go beyond the question with

reference to this one matter, and I have kept within what I understood to be the scope

of this inquiry, and therefore I have not gone outside of it for other purposes.

Sir Charles Davidson: So long as they do not refer to Canada we are not con-

cerned with them. Have you any other questions, Mr. Hutcheson?

Mr. Hutcheson: No.

Mr. Dewart : The Auditor General makes a suggestion to me, and in view of the

fact that Mr. Lewis is here, perhaps the Auditor General could be recalled now.

He tells me he may be able to disclose some of the sources of information he was not

at liberty to disclose the other day.

Sir Charles Davidson : I do not recollect at the moment whether you stated for

w^om you were trustee.

Mr. Lewis : No sir, I have not yet.

Sir Charles Davidson : The Admiralty or the War Office.

Mr. Lewis : The business is not all from one department.

Sir Charles Davidson : The War Office or the Admiralty.

Mr. Lewis : Yes, I think that fairly covers it.

Mr. Hutcheson : There is a Munitions Board also.

Mr. Lewis : The direct representative of the Admiralty which caused this account,

and this condition, was Sir Trevor Dawson.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was Colonel Allison in any way an employee of the

Company, or was he simply a vendor or intervener as regards munitions ?

Mr. Lewis : A vendor or an intervener I think would cover the situation.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are you aware of what charges festened upon this

ammunition in relation to its conveyance from the arsenal at Quebec or elsewhere to

England ?

Mr. Lewis: No sir.

Mr. F. 0. Lewis.
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Sir Charles Davidson : Who paid those.

Mr. Lewis : I could not say.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where could that be found?

Mr. Lewis : I mentioned earlier, when the transaction is complete

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you noticed that these debit slips include the price

of the packages and anything beyond that?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, boxes, $1.44.

Sir Charles Davidson : Here is a box account, $1.44.

Mr. Lewis : That is 30th September.

Sir Charles Davidson : I see that these are not in order.

Mr. Lewis: No. Here is November.

Sir Charles Davidson : You know nothing about it ?

Mr. Lewis : No. As I mentioned earlier in my evidence, I understood the freight

in one case, or some charges in one case had been paid by the Department over there

and Sir Trevor Dawson.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Will you repeat that statement?—^A. I understand that in one case either

the freight, or some charges in connection with the shipment, had been collected by
the steamship company or the railway company from both parties.

Q. At both ends?—A. Yes, that would be from Searles and from the Depart-

ment over there—the English Department— and that was rectified afterwards.

Mr. Dewart : Will the witness put in the documents to show that.

Sir Charles Davidson : He says he has nothing to show that.

Mr. Dewart : Will he implement his evidence by sending the documents ?

Mr. Lewis : I only heard it verbally in the office over there.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was your position as regards this business in the office

simply fiduciary or did you make the contract?

Mr. Lewis: No, I had nothing to do with it. Things were bought and paid for

without my ever knowing anything about it.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you know anything about the Mark YI .ammunition ?

Mr. Lewi^: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Are you an expert ?

Mr. Lewis : I do not know anything about it at all. They would no« allow me to

shoot this year at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you give Allison any instructions whatsoever in con-

nection with this ammunition?

Mr. Lewis : On account of the shipment ?

Sir Charles Davidson : As regards this ammunition.

Mr. Lewis : Yes, I would think he would receive instructions that my name would
be attached to, for the shipment of it.

Sir Charles Davidson: In what respect?

Mr. Lewis: He would be told to forward the 750,000 rounds, or whatever it was.

Sir Charles Davidson: By you?

Mr. Lewis: My name would be signed to it probably—most likely.

Sir Charles Davidson: And anything you have of that kind in the way of copies

would be available in England.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Among the records of Vickers, Limited.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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Mr. Lewis: No. Vickers, Limited, are not interested in this.

Sir Charles Davidson : Where would any records be.

Mr. Lewis: Searles would have them.

Sir Charles Davidson : As a matter apart from Vickers. ^

Mr. Lewis: Yes from Vickers?

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you leave them in the custody of Searles ?

Mr. Lewis : No. All these shipments of these purchases made ou this side went to

him.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Would you say who would be authorized to sign your name to any such

instructions as might be given to Colonel Allison?—A. I dare say Searles would
sigi;i it.

Q. You dare say.—^A. I authorized them to use my name. It is war, and they

wanted the things, and that is the means they employed to do it, so that my reply, I

dare say, is explained.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Hutcheson have you any further questions to put
to Mr. Lewis?

Mr. Hutcheson: Nothing further.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are you, Mr. Dewart, exhausted as well?

Mr. Dewart : Not exhausted, but I do not want to exhaxxst the witness. I thought
you would perhaps hear the Auditor General while Mr. Lewis was here.

Sir Charles Davidson: You had better be here when Mr. Allison is being

examined this evening. ; i,

^j

Mr. Lewis : Yes, I can do that.
*-

The witness retired.

John Fraser, I.S.O., Auditor General, recalled.

Mr-. Dewart: I understand that there were some sources of information that the

Auditor General would be able to give us to-day which he was not in a position to

give us the other day.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You recall, Mr. Fraser, the other day that you thought it not desirable to give

us certain sources of information, which you thought might later on be at your
disposal. Could you serve us further in that matter this morning?—A. I think the

question was whether I could suggest anybody that might be subpoenaed that would
throw any further light upon the matter.

Q. That was one of the questions.

Sir Charles Davidson : Either information or the names of witnesses.

The Witness : I would euggest the Bank of Montreal.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Which officer of the Bank of Montreal?—A. The information would be with
the Bank of Montreal, New York. I do not know what is customary, whether a sub-

poena would be sent to the head office or direct to New York.

Q. You mean to produce ?—A. The production would have to be from New
York.

Mr. John Fraser.
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Q. Are you referring to the trustee account?—A. Any documents they might
have in their possession with.reference to the ammunition.

Q. The impression we got from Mr. Lewis' evidence was that this account dealt

with a number of other matters and was not confined to the matter within the scope

of thifc inquiry?

Sir Chairles Davidson: That point, as it appears to me, does not arise at the

moment.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. And then we have that suggestion that the manager of the Bank of Montreal
in New York be called upon to produce any records he may have in his possession

relating to this matter?—A. Yes.

Q. Can you suggest to us any other sources of information?—A. 'No.

Q. None?—A. No.

Q. Ifc there anything further that yoi; can disclose, any information you yourself

can disclose regarding the matter?—A. Yes, I have received certain information in

connection with this. Of course, it would only be hearsay evidence, but it can be

confirmed.

Q. Is that in reference to what may be available at the Bank of Montreal, or is it

in some other direction?—A. That would be available at the Bank of Montreal.

Sir Charles Davidson: By whom confirmed?

The Witness : By the Bank of Montreal.

By Mr. Dewa/rt:

Q. The manager?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have no other name in your mind as a possible

witness?

The Witness : No.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Does the letter refer to Mr. Orr Lewis ?—A. It does refer to Mr. Orr Lewifc.

Q. We have no objection to your giving us the hearsay, so that we may see our-

selves how far it will carry us, or what it may lead to. Could you let us have it? Is

it by letter?—A. Letters written by Mr. Lewis.

Q. Letters written by Mr. Lewis?—A. Yes, I can give you the contents of them.

Q. Have you copies of them?—A. There is other material in them that does not
relate to this transaction.

Q. Could you read the portions in the letters which^refer to this?—^A. Yes.

By Mr. Dewart: ^

Q. Do those letters purport to be signed by Mr. Lewis ?—A. Yes.

Q. Is it from your own knowledge of the signature you say that, or because they

appear to be signed by him?—A. Because they appear to be signed by him.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Do they come from the Bank of Montreal ?—^A. Yes.

Q. And to whom were the letters written?—A. The letters were written to the

Bank of Montreal.

Q. They naturally would come from them.

Mr. Hutcheson : I would be very glad to have read into the notes the portions of

the letters that refer to this inquiry.

The Witness : I think it would be useful to this inquiry.

Mr. Henderson : I am authorized by Mr. Lewis to say that he has no objection.

Mr. John Fraser.
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By Mr. Dewart :

Q. Are these copies you took yourself?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you the originals?—A. No.

Q. You have not the originals?—A. No.

Q. Did you see the originals ?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You saw the originals?—A. Yes.

Q. We will leave it to your own judgment to select the portions of the letters

that refer to the small arms ammunition matter, and I would ask you to read to us

what the letters contain, giving the dates of the letters.—A. The first letter is No. 717.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Is that the bank file number?—A. I presume that is Mr. Lewis' number: dated

1st December, 1915, from Mr. F. Orr Lewis to the Manager of the Bank of Montreal,

64 Wall street, New York. I leave out the first portion of the letter, because it refers

to some other matter, and I read the following :—

^

"Also the Admiralty have ordered one million -303 ammunition manu-
factured in Canada. Our price for this is $20 per thousand rounds ; the price of

the boxes required for shipment is $1.47 each, additional to the above $20 per

thousand, the amount covering this ammunition and boxes is to be paid into the

Bank of Montreal to the credit of the Receiver Greneral for Canada and to be

credited to the Militia Department Account. Colonel Allison will fully instruct

you in this connection. The total amount which the Admiralty is transferring

to my credit for account No. 2 and from which you will pay items mentioned
above, is $29,448, and included in this is $22 ."

That refers to another transaction. That is all in this letter. •

Mr. Henderson : May I say that Mr. Lewis prefers the whole letter to be read. He
asks me to say so.

Sir Charles Davidson : Let the whole letter be read, in view of that assent.

The Witness; Would there be a possibility of the Bank of Montreal objecting

to it? .

Sir Charles Davidson: They cannot. The Bank of Montreal have no privilege

now, seeing that the letters have been communicated to others.

The Witness : Well, I will begin at the beginning. The letter reads as follows :

—

" Dear Sir,—^I beg to inform you that the Admiralty have ordered 500
bayonets and scabbards for the Ross rifles. Our purchase price in this connec-
tion is $6 each, which kindly pay against inspection certificate and Bill of

Lading duly initialled by Colonel Allison.

Also the Admiralty have ordered one million -303 Ammunition manufac-
tured in Canada. Our price for this is $20 (Twenty dollars) per thousand
rounds. The price of the boxes required for shipment is $1.47 each additional

to the above $20 per thousand.

The amount covering this ammunition and boxes is to be paid into the Bank
of Montreal to the credit of the Receiver General for Canada and to be credited

to the Militia Department account. Colonel Allison will fully instruct you in

this connection.

The total amount which the Admiralty is transferring to my credit, for

account No. 2, and from which you will pay items mentioned above, is $29,448

and included in this is $22 being the deficiency in connection with the amount

Mr. John Fraser.
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previously remitted for the 500 Ross Rifles, which amount should have been

$16,250, whereas only $16,228 was transferred. I will much appreciate your

kind attention.

I remain,

Faithfully yours,

(Signed) r. ORR-LEWIS.

Sir Charles Davidson : To whom is that letter addressed.

The Witness: To the Manager, Agency, Bank of Montreal, 64 Wall Street, New
York city.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Then you have a further letter?—A. Y92, copy, 23rd December, 1915:

Manager, Agency, ,

Bank of Montreal,

64 Wall Street,

New York.

Q. Is that from Mr. Lewis?—A. Yes, from Mr. Lewis to the Manager, Agency,
Bank of Montreal, 64 Wall Street, New York.

Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your favour of the 16th instant advising the

credit to my Trustee account No. 2 of $29,457.75. I also have your other letter

of the 8th respecting the shipment of 100 cases of Winchester ammunition. I

understand this still leaves another 200,000 rounds to come forward to complete

this contract.

With respect to the -BOS ammunition manufactured in Canada, the Admir-
alty have now transferred a further sum of $26,176 covering one million rounds

of ammunition and 800 boxes. This million is in addition to that mentioned in

the second clause of my letter No. 717 of the 1st December, but the prices are

the same as mentioned therein; also the amount is to be paid into the Bank of

Montreal to the credit of the Receiver General for Canada, Militia Department,

wherever their account is kept, and Colonel Allison will give you full particu-

lars about this.

As soon as the payments to cover all the transactions now in hand are com-

pleted, I will be glad to have a statement of the No. 2 account, to enable me to

send Colonel Allison a cheque to cover his commission.

I remain,

Faithfully yours,

(Signed) F. ORR-LEWIS.
Trustee.

Then a letter ffom the Manager, Bank of Montreal, New York, to F. Orr Lewis,

Esquire, Whitewebbs Park, near Enfield, England, per SS. "Finland," dated January
18, 1916:

Dear Sir,—^With reference to your letter No. 792 as requested jointly

therein and by your letter No. 717 of the firSt ultimo, we are to-day debiting

your Trustee account No. 2 with $42,867.82 and transferring this amoimt to our

Ottawa branch for credit of the Receiver General for Canada, Militia Depart-

ment, in settlement of their voucher No. D. 132, handed us by Colonel Allison,

a copy of which is enclosed herewith and covers the cost of 1,999,800 cartridges

plus boxing charges.

We also enclose a statement of your Trustee Account No. 2 to date, and
which with the statements previously furnished you give in detail all trans-

actions to date.

Mr. John Eraser.
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We understand that all payments requested by you to date have been made
and all contracts of which we know completed. We will, therefore, be pleased

to give effect to your instructions for us to pay a specific amount out of funds

at your credit to Colonel Allison in settlement of commissions as mentioned

by you.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) E. Y. HEBDEN",
Agent.

Q. Does that complete the record of the copies of letters which you have this

morning?—A. Yes, I have our official records of the deposit of the money in the

Bank of Montreal.

Mr. Dewart: I would like to see those. Read them.

The Witness: The first is a receipt from the Bank of Montreal, Ottawa, dated

December 31st, 1915, No. 2183, "received from F. Orr Lewis, on account purchase,

through Colonel J. W. Allison, $20,927.44, which will appear at the Receiver General's

credit in this Bank. Signed in triplicate."

I cannot give you the name. It is pro Manager. In connection with this

receipt, I asked the Bank of Montreal for their authority for saying it was deposited

by F. Orr Lewis. They gave me an extract from letter. Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York, dated 29th December, 1915

:

Under instructions from F. Orr Lewis, of London, England, we confirm

credit on our "at credit" advice of to-day, of $20,927.44, for account of the

Receiver General, Militia Department, in settlement of purchase through
Colonel J. W. Allison, account C. A. Searles, Vickers, Limited, London, of

986,300 roimds of ammunition and 813 boxes to cover same.

The next is to the Agency of the Bank of Montreal, 64 Wall Street, New York,

January 20th, 1916. This is a copy of the original which is deposited in the Finance
Department. It is addressed to the Minister of Finance and Receiver General,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, and reads as follows:

Dear Sir,—Under instructions received from Mr. F. Orr Lewis, of White-

webbs Park, near Enfield, England, we transferred to our Ottawa Branch on

the 18th ultimo (forty-two thousand eight hundred and sixty-seven and 82/100

dollars) $42,867.82 for credit of the Receiver General for Canada, Militia

Department, in settlement of their Issue Voucher No. D-132.

In accordance with telegraphic instructions received to-day from our

Ottawa Branch, we are reversing this entry and credit your account with us

with the above-mentioned sum.

Yours faithfully,

(?) FISHER,
Agent.

I have not the initials of Mr. Fisher.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Those two vouchers, I take it, cover all of this ammunition that was sold ?

—

A. They cover all that was shipped at $20 a thousand and the boxes.

Q. Cover practically three million rounds?—A. Yes.

Q. I see the amount here $63,795.26 ?—A. Yes.

Q. Did you make &ny further investigation of the account spoken of by Mr.

Lewis when you were, as Auditor General, exercising your functions in New York ?

—

A. Yes. I might say that Mr. Lewis mentioned $75,000 approximately as the amount

Mr. Joiix Fraser.
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paid by the Admiralty. The amount is $79,408.75, made up of two payments> one of

$29,457.75, out of which $20,927.44 was transferred to the credit of the Receiver
General. The second payment by the Admiralty was $49,951, out of which there was
transferred to the Receiver General for Canada $42,867.82, the difference between the

amounts paid by the Admiralty and the amounts transferred to the Receiver General
for Canada, was $15,613.49.

Sir Charles Davidson : That is still to the credit of that fund.

The WITNESS : I do not know.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is that what the letter which you are reading from says ?

The Witness: This is not a letter. It is a memorandum of my own.

Sir Charles Davidson : Does this sum represent the difference between the credits

up to this purchase and the debits? In other words, does it mean $60,000 was paid

out of the original deposit of about $75,000?

The Witness: Yes, $79,000, practically representing what I have stated in my
letter there that the increased cost to the Admiralty was about twenty-five per cent.

Sir Charles Davidson: That assumes that this account is closed?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : So that in that respect you contradict Mr. Lewis.

The Witness : Not if that money was returned to the Admiralty.

Sir Charles Davidson: I do not wish that Mr. Lewis should leave the country
leaving us confused with any doubt as to that issue or position. He states that the

account is not closed, and it is to be settled on his arrival in England.

The Witness: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : And you state, as I understand it, that it is closed.

The Witness : No, I do not say that it was closed. (Reporter's notes referred to

and read.)

^ir Charles Davidson: You say that the increased cost to the Admiralty was
twenty-five per cent ?

The Witness : Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: In respect to that statement, there is a direct issue

between you and Mr. Lewis.

The Witness : Mr. Lewis says the account is not closed.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is not an answer to my question. You state that

the cost has been increased to the Admiralty. If you have any information on that

point, in contradiction of Mr. Lewis, I should like to have it.

The Witness: I had information on that point which I could not give. It is

confidential. My information was that the cost to the Admiralty was $25 a thousand,

and those figures bear it out.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you not assist us in any way to have that assertion

made a matter of record in this matter. It is quite important.

The Witness: I do not see any way to have that point settled except a communi-
cation from the Admiralty, otherwise it would only be hearsay again.

Sir Charles Davidson: Don't you see that, coupled with assertions of this kind,

there ought to be some information placed in the hands of Counsel and the Commis-
sion which would lead up to the production of evidence.

The Witness : I could not give my informant in this case.

Sir Charles Damdson: I must say there ought to be a good deal of hesitation

in making the assertion if the evidence is not available to pass upon it.

The Witness: I suppose it can be made available by communicating with the

Admiralty.

Mr. John Fraser
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Sir Charles Davidson : If you will only state the means that can be used in order

to secure proof of this assertion, I am sure Counsel will leave no step untaken to fol-

low it up.

The WiTjfESS: That is my suggestion—communication with the Admiralty. So

far as I can say now that would be the only iwsitive proof.

Sir Charles Davidson : I think you can make it more definite than that, because

the Admiralty is a very wide person.

The Witness : Well, I mean by that the officials in the Admiralty who dealt with

the transaction. I am not familiar with the internal working of it, but there must be

somebody there from whom they could ascertain who would be the proper person to

conununicate with.

The Commission adjourned until two o'clock.

After the luncheon recess, the Examination of Mr. Eraser was continued:

—

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Then, Mr. Eraser, as I understood you to say this morning, you were assuming

that the amount of $79,000 approximately, paid by the Admiralty, to the credit of this

account, was in the nature of a final adjustment?—A. Yes.

Q. And having heard the evidence given by Mr. Lewis this morning, showing

clearly that it was not a final adjustment,

Mr. Dewart: Clearly?

Mr. Hutcheson ; Just let me get along now, Mr. Dewart—and that a final adjust-

ment is to be made after his return to England, does that modify the inference you
draw about the twenty-five per cent profit having been charged on the resale of the

ammunition?—A. No.
^

Q. It does not?—A. Not until I see the final adjustment.

Q. After having heard it stated that there must be a final adjustment

Mr. Dewart: That there "will be" not that there "must be."

Mr. Hutcheson: Please do not interrupt me. You will have an opportunity to

re-examine the witness if you wish to.

Mr. Dewart : What I object to is the suggestion that there must be a final adjust-

ment. What the witness said was that there would be a final adjustment. I am trying

to get the evidence accurately.

Mr. Hutcheson: After having heard the evidence of Mr. Lewis this morning
there must be a final adjustment—I use the word " must " advisedly

Mr. Dewart : And I object to the word " must."

Mr. Hutcheson: That there must be a final adjustment after the return of Mr.
Lewis to England, do you still stick to the statement you made in your letter of April

3, in which you say: " I iave reason to believe that the ammunition was resold at an
advance of about twenty-five per cent, and that its destination was not Viekers,.

Limited." I refer to that part of the letter which deals with the resale at an advance
of twenty-five per cent, do you stick to that?—A. Until I get proof to the contrary.

Q. Do you not accept Mr. Lewis' statement on oath that the account has not been
finally adjusted, and that the final adjustment has yet to be made?—A. I will suspend
judgment on that until I see the final adjustment.

Q. In. other words, Mr. Lewis having sworn that there is still to be a final adjust-

ment, and no evidence whatever to the contrary, you are going to stick to your asser-

tion, or your inference, based upon the assumption that the money paid over by the

Admiralty represented the final adjustment of the matter; is that your position?

—
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A. I will simply suspend jusdgment until I get evidence that there has been a final

adjustment.

Q. In spite of the so far uncontradicted evidence given by Mr. Lewis?—A. Mr.

Lewis can give any evidence he has a mind to ; I can hold my own opinion.

Q. Would it surprise you to hear that when the final adjustment comes there

will have to come from the Admiralty or some source thousands of dollars to balance

up the account instead of there being any return of any money to make?—A. Yes, I

would be surprised unless I knew what the money was to come for.

Q. And would you not be prepared to accept the general statement made by Mr.

Lewis?—A. It is immaterial whether I accept it or not.

Mr. Dewart: I think it would be much more satisfactory if we had Mr. Lewis'

bank accounts here, and the way in which my learned friend is treating this witness

I think is not quite fair because Mr. Lewis has been asked to produce all his papers

and documents which it has developed exist, and they have not been produced. I do

not think that my learned friend is treating this witness with the fairness he should

be treated with, when we have not these documents before us. If my learned friend

has something to back up the suggestion he is now making, he had better unfold it

to the witness.

Mr. Fraser : There is another feature about it ; might I explain.

Sir Charles Davidson: Certainly.

Mr. Fraser: I wish to explain my reason for keeping an open mind upon the

question. It is well known that there have been various statement made is connection

with this, which show that the information given about it has been of different kinds.

For instance, the Minister of Militia, who certainly should be cognizant of a certain

amount of the details of the transaction, has stated that this ammunition was sold to

Vickers.

Mr. HuTCHESON: That has no bearing on the matter as to which I question you

now.

Mr. Fraser: Except in this way, that I have had so many contradictory state-

ments in connection with it that I am keeping an open mind to see who I am to

believe. I think that is a fair attitude to take.

By Mr. Hutch eson:

Q. Then I desire to ask you further whether, in sticking to the position which
you take in your letter of the 3rd of April to which I have referred, you have any
information which you have not disclosed to us, pointing to the fact that Mr. Lewis

has not said what was correct in giving his evidence here this morning when he said

that the payment of that sum by the Admiralty was not in final adjustment, but a

payment, subject to a future settlement. Have you any information pointing to the

fact that that statement made by Mr. Lewis was not correct?—A. I have no informa-

tion that that was either a final settlement or that it was not.

Q. In giving your evidence this morning, Mr. Fraser, you said :
" The difference

between the amount paid by the Admiralty and the amount transferred to the

Receiver General for Canada was $15,613.49." You gave that evidence after having
heard Mr. Lewis explain, and you still convey the impression that that sum was paid

by the Admiralty as being its debt, the exact amount of its debt, no more and no less

and not subject to any adjustment.

Mr. Dewart: I did not take it that way. I take it that the witness said that

according to his examination of the books that that sum paid by the British Admir-
alty was designated for this purpose. I think that is what we had before us this,

morning.

Mr. Hutcheson : I submit, sir, that counsel should not break in on the examina-
tion and suggest to the witness an explanation. My learned friend is interpolating in

Mr. John Fraser.
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a way which is calculated to assist the witness out of a possible dilemma. You
appreciate my point, Mr. Fraser, I trust. You made that statement as if that had
been a final payment of a fixed ascertained amount and you adhere to it after having
heard the explanation which Mr. Lewis frankly gave us this morning.

Mr. Dewart: There is no suggestion in Mr. Eraser's statement that this is a

finality.

Mr. Hutcheson: When you gave your evidence this morning, Mr. Fraser, you
were disposed to believe that that amount was paid by the Admirality as a final settle-

ment.—A. That is my impression.

Mr. Hutcheson: Even, after hearing Mr. Lewis' evidence. If that is your
statement, thgn I need not make any further comment on your attitude, Mr. Fraser,

I think.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. Mr. Fraser, you recollect the letter of the 1st of December which you read

this morning, the letter from Mr. Lewis to the manager of the Bank of Montreal, and
you remember that you omitted reading the first paragraph?—A. At first I did.

Q. And you omitted reading the last paragraph?—A. At first I did.

Q. I do not think it was intentional on your part, but do you notice that on an
ordinary reading of that letter that the sum stated of $29,000 odd in that letter, taken

in <:onnection with the other letter, compares exactly with the sum placed to credit,

and which you have referred to, $29,457.75 ?—A. I do not quite catch what you mean.

Q. You have had these letters in your possession for some time?—A. No.

Q. And I suppose you have given some thought to them?—A. I have had them
but for a very short time.

Q. You had them some hours, at least, or maybee days or weeks?—A. I have not

had them for days or weeks.

Q. You have had them for how long?—A. A portion of yesterday.

Q. You read them with some care, I trust?—A. Well, yes.

Q. From the reading which I heard from those letters this morning, am I not

right in understanding that that covers bayonets and something else, as well as this

ammunition? Something that was bought at $6 apiece?—A. You can see the letters,

they have been produced.

Q. I understand that you saw the account in the books of the Bank of Montreal

in New York—A. Do you mean that I saw all the items of the accounts?

Q. I do not know, I said "the accounts." I presume that includes th& items?

—A. I saw the acco\ints where the two items that were transferred to us were con-

cerned.

Q. You told us that you saw the account in which there were two items totalling

$79,408.75 ?—A. No, sir.

Q. Two items of credits?—A. I did not.

Q. How many items of credits ?—A. I did not say that I saw that in the account

at all.

Q. Where did you get that?—A. It is pretty hard to recollect now. Some of the

documents in connection with the transaction show that.

Q. Are you not wrong, think a moment, we have to do with one bulk sum of

$79,408.75, and another bulk amount of $63,795, making a difference of $15,613—am
I not right in understanding that you got the amounts which these bulked to from
the books of the Bank of Montreal—where else could you get them ?—A. These amounts
are in existence in two or three other places.

Q. Is that fair, now, Mr. Auditor General?

Mr. Dewart : You asked him if he got them there and he tells you.

Mr. JofiN Fraskr.
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By Mr. Henderson:

Q. I suppose if I ask you where these two or three other places are you will say

that they are confidential ; tell me where they are ?—A. They can be found in the Bank
of Montreal.

Q, Were these the two or three other places where you got them?—^A. I did not

get them in two or three other places.

Q. "What do you know about two or three other places, you mentioned thi^t?

—A. The banks that the amounts passed through.

Q. Is that where you got them?—A. No.

Q. Where did you get them?—A. I saw them on documents in one of these banks.

Q. Will you pledge your oath, sir, that you got these figures from anybody other

than the bank or some politician who had them through hearsay only?

Mr. Dewart : I object to the use of the word " politician " here.

Mr. Hederson: I want to know, and I think I am entitled to know, when a

slander is being spread abroad.

Mr. Dewart : My learned friend is trying to get politicians and slanders mixed
up together. The question as it is put is one that no witness can answer.

Mr. Fraseb: I certainly did not get it froiji a politician.

Mr. Henderson : Will you tell me from whom you did get it ?

Mr. Eraser: I remember seeing them—^I am at a loss for the name of the docu-

ments—and that is what I am trying to think of.

Mr. Henderson: What kind of a document was it?

Mr. Fraser: It was a document on which the amount was placed in the Bank
of Montreal.

Mr. Henderson: That is a credit slip.

Mr. Eraser: A credit slip, I suppose it might be called that.

Mr. Henderson: I certainly understood that you got this from the bank; where
did you get the $79,408.75 or the amounts that totalled that?

Mr. Eraser : That is what I referred to. That is a deposit in the Bank of

Montreal. I think they would be called credit slips, but I do not know what the bank
term is.

Mr. Henderson : Credit slips, I suppose, would be the proper expression.

Mr. Eraser: They were not cheques.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. You must have seen these in the bank?—A. I did.

Q. Very well, then, you got that information from the bank. Now, did you get

from the bank information as to what was covered by that amount?—A. Excuse me,

Mr. Henderson, I can hardly say I got that from the bank. May I give an explanation

of that?

Sir Charles Davidson: Please do.

Mr. Eraser: I wish to make this distinction. What I call what I got from the

bank was what was given to me in answer to a question. There was on the file these

two slips that I speak of. They were before me on the file and I copied these amounts
off that.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. Do you mean to say the bank gave you access to the file; don't you think that

any information you got from that file would be obtained from the bank?—^A. In that

sense it would.
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Q. Of course, we understand that the Auditor General is a past master in fine

distinctions, any Auditor General must be ?—A. I want to be fair to the bank.

Q. Do I understand that you got this amount, or rather the two amounts going up

to make the $79,408.75, from bank slips?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, one of these you knew to be $29,457.75, didn't you ?—A. Yes.

Q. And was it on the same occasion that you had access to these letters?—^A. To
the originals of these letters.

Q. To the originals of the letters, yes ?—A. Yes.

Q. It was on the same occasion that you saw that this letter of the 1st December,

1915, informed the bank that an order for 500 bayonets and scabbards at $6 apiece, as

well as an order for -303 ammunition at $20 a thousand, plus cost of boxes, was given

—^you saw that, did not you ?—^A. I suppose I did.

Q. Then you also saw this in the letter

:

The total amount which the Admiralty is transferring to my credit for

account No. 2 and from which you will pay items mentioned above is $29,448,

_ and included in this is $22 being the deficiency in connection with the amount
previously remitted for the 500 Eoss rifles, which amount should have been

$16,250, whereas only $16,228 was transferred.

You saw that ?—^A. I saw what was in the letter.

Q. He says in that letter that the $29,448 was not only to pay for this ammuni-
tion but for a previous shortage and for some other matters ?—A. Yes.

Q. And then when you come to the letter in reply you find that the aggregate

amount deposited is $29,457.75?—A. That is the amount.

Q. Can you tell me how in the name of common sense any actuary, from these

figures, could figure out that there was a profit of five dollars per thousand. Is it not

quite obvious on the face of it that that amount covers several thousand dollars worth
of bayonets and rifles and also a shortage on a previous account ?—^A. I did not at that

time figure out anything from it.

Q. Don't you think you should before making a charge against anybody ?—^A. I am
not making a charge.

Q. I do not know that you are not. I am speaking from a vague recollection of

what you said. I recollect your saying that the connection of Colonel Allison with
this transaction was—^well I will read what you said

:

Colonel Allison's connection with the transaction does not tend to allay

suspicion.

A. Certainly I made that statement.

Q. Will you tell me what you meant by that?—A. Just what it says there.

Q. Is that all?—^A. How much do you want it elaborated.

Q. I would like to know what you meant by that. Why should Colonel Allison's

connection with the transaction cause suspicion?—A. I had a number of other trans-

actions that Colonel Allison was connected with in connection with the Dominion
Government and

Q. Are there any more transactions yet to be explained to your satisfaction, Mr.
Fraser ?—A. There may be.

Q. But did it occvir to you, for example, to ask the Minister of Militia and
Defence for an explanation?—^A. In connection with what?

Q. In connection with this transaction?—A. I asked the Department of Militia

and Defence?

Q. Did you?—A. I did.

Q. The Department of Militia and Defence?—A. Yes.

Q. And was not that furnished to you?—^A. No sir, I never got any feply from
them.

Q. There is no date on your letter to them?—^A. It is there.

Mr. John Fraser.
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Q. I was under the impression you did not ask them for any information?—^A. I

wrote on the 7th of March.

Q. Did you not get a reply ?—A. None whatever.

Q. That is news to me?—^A. I wrote to the Department.

Sir Charles Davidson : The limited terms in that letter have already excited my
observation.

Mr. Hutcheson: I questioned Mr. Fraser about that letter when he was last

examined.

Sir Charles Davidson : Not in connection with the statement as now made.

Mr. Henderson : I see in your letter what you say is this :

—

" As this is an unusually large transaction I should like to be informed if

public competition was obtained or in what way the price was fixed, and also

if an Order in Council was obtained authorizing the sale. I am under the

impression that this ammunition cost the Government about $34 or $35 per

thousand, and I should like to know what the reason is for selling it at $20."

Q. That is the letter to which you refer and to which you say there was no
reply?—A. Yes.

Q. That letter was written, I see, only on the 7th of March last?—^A. Yes.

Q. Was there any reason why it should not have been written earlier?

Sir Charles Davidson : That letter simply calls attention to the difference between
the cost of production and the selling price.

Mr. Henderson : And asks if public competition was had.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. It does not suggest anywhere that there was a profit of five dollars a thousand
or thereabouts to anybody in the transaction ?—A. Not in that letter, no.

Q. That is the point that we are discussing now, I tinderstood from your answer
to my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, as well as to Mr. Dewart, that you have it and
had had it for some time past clearly in your mind that the Vickers people or somebody
was making a profit of $5 a thousand on this transaction?—A. Yes, I got that in my
mind.

Q. I put it to you, Mr. Fraser, as an Auditor, how did you work that out?—A. I

was informed that this ammunition was sold to the Admiralty at $25 per thousand.

Q. Informed by whom?—A. That name I decline to give.

Q. Will you give the name to the Commissioner—who could there be who would
be ashamed of having his name mentioned in that connection?—A. I do not know
anything about shame in connection with the matter.

Sir Charles Davidson: I should imagine at the moment that I do not desire to

know the name unless it is one the possessor of which can be called here or can give

some information as to a person who might be called here, and in this latter direction

the Auditor General could secure the information as well as Counsel can.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. Is it somebody in Ottawa?—A. I have attempted to get information in

reference to this matter in any reasonable way that I could. I have always understood

that confidential information that I get in connection with my work is not to be

divulged. I have a distinct recollection of the Commissioner on a former occasion

refusing to allow confidential information to be divulged. I think I am correct in that

statement, Mr. Commissioner.

Sir Charles Davidson : I imagine it would be more correct to say the source of the

information, but I do not know that I went to the extent of saying that the information

itself should not be given.

7131—160 - Mr. John Fraser.
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Mr. Eraser : It is the source of the information that I refer to.

Mr. Henderson: I can appreciate that, but I submit, Sir Charles, that the cir-

cumstances may dictate the judgment of the Commission in a matter of that kind.

There are certain sources of information which, of course, should not be divulged, but

I do not think the Auditor General would have any right to simply protect himself

individually; he would have a right to protect his office, but I think in this case it is a

question of the Auditor General protecting himself individually and not protecting

bis office.

Mr. Eraser : It is the Auditor General's office that I am protecting.

M. Henderson : Have you any objection, Mr. Eraser, to tell the Commissioner the

source of your information ?

Mr. Eraser: No, I think I could give the Commissioner the source of my infor-

mation.

Sir Charles Davidson : What benefit would it be to give the source of the infor-

mation to me if it is not to result in the production of a_ witness. Could you not find

out, Mr. Auditor General, from the source of the information, if any witnesses can be
called in connection with the matter.

Mr. Eraser: I intended to try to get that this afternoon when the Commission
adjourned.

Sir Charles Davidson : Very well, then.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. May I take you a little further, Mr. Eraser, if you are going to estimate the
profit on any transaction you surely have to start with the cost, don't you?—A. Cer-
tainly.

Q. Did you not have available to you the information which is in this return to

Parliament as to the cost of this particular material; I have now before me that

return at page 22^?—A. I had available what they were purchasing Mark VI ammuni-
tion for and what it cost us last year to manufacture it.

Q. Yes, but Mr. Eraser you have very extensive powers under the statute, have you
not?—A. Yes.

Q. And you certainly would have the right to send somebody to the Militia

Department to inspect the records there and see what the charge to the department
was; because now, I am taking the cost to the purchaser in the old country; do you
follow me?—A. Yes, I could go to the records of the department.

Q. Did it ever occur to you to do that?—A. I wrote the department for an expla-

nation for fixing the cost.

Q. You wrote that letter ?—A. Yes.

Q. Don't you think before you make a statement and charges against people, it

would have been better for you to have inquired from the department in question, to

have gone there in other words and looked at their accounts?—A. They could have
given me the information if they wanted to, without my going through their accounts.

Q. But, you would have the right to demand it—did you ever demand from the
Department information as to how much they charged some purchaser in the old

country, whom you thought to be Vickers, for this ammunition ?—^A. Do you mean the
selling price by the Department?

Q. Yes?—A. I did that.

Q. Did you have the price before you ?—A. Yes, $20,

Q. Did you have the quantity ?—^A. I had the qjuantity up to that time that I made
the inquiry.

Q. Because, if you had the quantity, it would be a very simple thing to figure out
the amount of ammimftion that was represented by the $29,000 odd?—A. On the deposit

of $20,927.44 I had the absolute information that that ammunition was sold at $20 per

thousand, and there was a charge for boxes, I have forgotten the amount.

Mr. John Eraser.
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Sir Charles Davidson : At what point was it deliverable.
^

Mr. Eraser : There was no mention of that.

Sir Charles DAVrosoN: And as to the cost and charges to England, who was to

bear that?

Mr. Eraser : There is nothing whatever stated with regard to that. As to going to

the departmental records, I can recall it now that I sent one of my men to the Depart-

ment to see the records in connection with this sale of ammunition, I wanted to get at

that exact point, I wanted to see the shipping bills to see what conditions, if any,

were on them

Mr. Henderson : Very well then.

Mr. Eraser: Let me finish that. The reply he got from the offictal in charge was
that the file had been sent for by the Minister a few days before and that I could not

get it.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. I thought you said you had got the information?—A. Not the information

about the shipping bills.

Q. Even making any kind of allowance you like for shiping bills, is there any sum
that you can multiply by five so as to work out this result as the difference between the

$20,000 and the $29,000?—A. What do you mean?
Q. The two things don't tally.

Mr. Dewart : He had not the New York evidence at that time.

Mr. Eraser : AU that I was informed was that they sold it for $25.

By Mr. Henderson :

Q. Is not that what you are going on, that somebody told you that there was some-
thing wrong about this, and that it was sold for $25 a thousand?—A. Somebody told

me it was sold at $25 a thousand.

Mr. Henderson: Was that somebody an official.

Mr. Dewart : Surely that should not be allowed.

Mr. Eraser: Do you mean an official of the Militia Department?

Mr. Henderson : Was it an official of any department?

Mr. Eraser : I do not wish to answer that.

Mr. Henderson : Of course, if you are going to protect yourself in that way, you
can say anything you like and we cannot get the ground of your information. But
you will agree w^th me in this: that outside of that, there was nothing in the figures

which would warrant you in saying that there was a profit of $5 per thousand?

Mr. Eraser : I did not have the figures, $29,475.75 at that time.

Mr. Henderson : Did you have any figures at that time ?

Mr. Eraser : I had the amount that we received.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. The amount that the Government of Canada received ?—A. Yes.

Q. But that would not tell you anything?—A. It told me it was sold at $20 a

thousand.

Q. But you had no idea whatever of how much the Lewis Trustee account

received?—A. Not at that time.

Q. All you knew was that somebody had told you it was resold at a profit of $5

a thousand, is that it?—A. Yes.

Q. And on the strength of that information ,you undertook to make the state-

ment that it had been resold at a profit of $5 per thousand?—A. Yes.

7131—160i Mr. John Eraser.
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Q. So that it was this mysterious informant of yours, or somebody else, upon
the face of whose statement you were able to say :

" I have reason to believe that

the ammunition was resold at an advance of about twenty-five per cent and that its

destination was not Viekers, Limited."—A. Yes.

Q. That must have been a person whose word was worth something?—A. Yes,

I consider the information reliable. *

Q. Either that person was right or Mr. Orr Lewis is right?

Mr. Dewart: Eead Sir Sam Hughes' remarks in the House.

Mr. Henderson: My learned friend interrupts more than any counsel of experl-

•ence I have ever known of; I would suggest that these interruptions are inopportune

iind improper.

Mr. Dewart: I was simply trying to put you on the right course.

Mr. Henderson: No guidance is required from you.

By Mr. Hefnderson:

Q. Do you follow me, Mr. Fraser—this mysterious information of yours was

right or Mr. Orr Lewis is right?—A. I had not heard Mr. Orr Lewis then.

Q. No, but you have heard him now; I am questioning you now, Mr. Orr Lewis

has given his statement under oath. Do you propose to give the Commission the

opportunity of hearing your mysterious informant give his evidence under oath?

—

A. I will give the Commissioner his name later on.

Q. When you get his consent, perhaps?—A. I would like to have his consent.

Of course, if I am compelled by the Commission to give his name^ without his consent

I will have to give it.

Q. Do you think now you could any better answer my learned friend Mr. Hutche-

son's question, as to whether or not you are fair now in keeping an open mind ?—A.

Yes, because I consider my informant just as reliable as Mr. Orr Lewis.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is desirable that if this name is to be given it should

be given to counsel.

Mr. Henderson: Why can't you tell us who it is? Don't you think we can make
a guess, his name commences with a " C ", does it not ?

Mr. Fraser: I would like to have a little more of the spelling than that,

Mr. Henderson : Does not his name commence with a " C " and he has a sick wife ?

Mr. Fraser: I do not know his wife at all.

Mr. Henderson : His name commences with a " C " and I do not think we need

worry about the rest of the letters. He has been making a good many, statements

about other people lately, has he not?

Mr. Fraser: I never heard them.

Mr, Henderson: And statements equally ill-founded?

Mr. Fraser: I have never heard him say anything about other people.

Mr. Henderson : And statements that have not borne the test of thorough exam-

ination—I do not think we need worry any more about that.

Mr. Dewart : I take it that the question of finding out the source of any evidence

of such a hearsay character as that is not one that is usually recognized.

Sir Charles Davidson: The point is more far-reaching than that, "a fact that I

imagine will appeal to your own judgment.

Mr. Dewart: In the return made in the House of Commons in response to a

motion made by Mr. Macdonald, member of Parliament for Pictou, on the 5th and 6th

of April, which was on the 10th of April referred to the Privy Council for report and

was brought down to the House on the first and second of May, there is quite a lengthy

statement or memorandum regarding Canadian rifles, Mark II and III and ammuni-
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tion, Mark VI and VIE. This memorandum is headed " Be the sale of this defective

ammunition " and I want to ask the witness whether he has knowledge of this memor-

andum by the Minister

:

The Canadian Treasury has received $20 for every thousand rounds thereof.

There are no records available to show what became of it, further than that it

was regularly ordered and shipped to Vickers, one of the most reputable firms

in the world. The assurance was given that not one cent was paid in commis-

sion by the firm to any one, and no profit was made on it. It is understood that

to cover the cost of transport, handling, exchange, insurance, etc., a sum was

added by one of Vickers' officers to the price, but, on learning that these ex-

penses were borne by the British Government, they were immediately removed,

but that is their own concern.

You had not that statement of the Minister before you at the time you made that

inquiry?—A. No, I saw it after the return was brought down in the House.

Q. Then I see that on the 13th of May, speaking in the House, at page 405-3 of

Hansard, referring to this matter, the Minister of Militia made this statement, which
I presume you did not know at the time:

This defective ammunition released a similar quantity of good English

ammunition for the front. It has been asserted that Vickers' officer in England
added, for transport, freight, insurance, exchange, handling and risk, one pound
sterling additional, and then sold the lot to the British Admiralty for $25 per

thousand. The Militia Department has no record of this, the sale being direct

to Vickers' officer, Mr. Searles, in England. All we know is the insinuation in

the Auditor General's Eeport and remarks heard in various places throughout

this country. The sale was made direct to Vickers' officer, Mr. Searles, in

England. We are informed on good authority, that on finding all expenses

were paid by the Admiralty, Mr. Searles withdrew the charge of $5.

You learned on the 13th of May from the statement of the Minister that $5 had been

charged and was withdrawn?—A. I read that some time afterwards.

Q. Now, with reference to the bank account which you looked into in New York,

you did not get a copy of that account?—A. No.

Q. And I take it from what you said this afternoon that as it was this particular

matter of payments coming through your office that you had to investigate, that you
took simply such notes as showed the particular transactions that related to that mat-
ter?—A. I think all the notes I took were these figures.

Q. So that you are not in a position to reproduce the account or say what other

payments were made and on what account the other payments were made?—A. No.

Q. Did you in taking these figures endeavour to get all the figures that you found
related to this particular transaction and that were traceable to it—I mean to say the

credits and debits from the Admiralty as placed to the credit of Mr. Orr Lewis, and
the debits being the payments made by him on that account to the Government of

Canada?—A. I did not try to get any other information.

Q. And, as a matter of fact, if any other payments were made, were they so ear-

marked that you could see whether they were relevant to that transaction or not?

—A. I do not know whether they could be traced or not.

Q. It would be impossible without the production of that account to see what that

account is ?—A. I cannot say.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Was it a very voluminous account?

Mr. Eraser: It was a page or perhaps a page and a half of the ledger, it is not

very large.

Mr. Dewart : My learned friend asked you as to whether it was a final adjust-

ment; you treated the question of the items that were distinctly relevant to this

transaction as being balanced against one another and showing a difference of $15,000 ?

Mr. John Eraser.
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Mr. Eraser: Yes. -^

Sir Charles Davidson: Are they balanced against one another?

Mr. Dewart: The Auditor General balanced them against one another. He took

those that were relevant fo this transaction on the one side, and that were distinctly

traceable to it, and put one against the other.

Sir Charles DA^^DS0N: I understand that the account is not balanced.

Mr. Henderson : The account is not balanced.

Mr. Dewart : There was upon the face of the accounts a balance of $15,000.

By Mr. D^art:

Q. Was there anything in the account to indicate that that was not a final adjust-

ment?—A. I cannot say that.

Q. So that there is no possibility of dealing with that matter without the pro-

duction of the account?—A. Quite so.

Q. And my learned friend asked you whether you got this information from the

Bank of Montreal, and I understood you to make a distinction between something that

was furnished you and that which by virtue of your duties as Auditor General you

went and got?—A. I got the most of it in the course of my duties as Auditor General.

I saw those amounts. I do not know whether it was intended that I should see them

or not. But they were interesting, and I took them down on the envelope that I had

in my hand.

Q. What I mean to say is it was not information given to you by some official

of the bank; it was information that you got from documents that you were for-

tunate enough to inspect?—^A. Yes.

Q. Did you find there any items, so far as these 500 bayonets and scabbards are

concerned, as to what they amounted to?—A. No, I have ijo recollection of that.

Q. Could you speak from the accounts that have passed through your hands as

Auditor General as to what the charge has been for bayonets and scabbards?—A. I

have no recollection of any having been sold to the Government.

Q. You have not foimd any item that would make a difference of $8,000 for 500

bayonets and scabbards, I presume?—A. I think the price is mentioned at $6 each.

Mr. Dewart : At present, Mr. Fraser, there is nothing further that you can help

the Commission with?

Mr. Fraser: Mr. Commissioner, I think perhaps I may have left a wrong im-

pression from my answers to Mr. Henderson's questions to me. I may have left the

impression that I would prefer believing somebody else to Mr. Orr Lewis, and after

all, that being the question put, it was a little difficult for me to answer that question

properly. It was not my intention, however, to leave any inference of that kind. I

have had so many statements made by men in whom I had as much confidence as I

have in Mr. Orr Lewis. There is the statement of the Minister of Militia, there is the

statement of the Prime Minister in the House, and those have turned out to be
wrong, and they are now admitted to be wrong. Mr. Lewis himself has contradicted

the Minister of Militia and has contradicted the Prime Minister. That is what I

mean when I say that I am not prepared to accept Mr. Lewis' statement.

Mr. Henderson: You contradicted Mr. Lewis' statement on oath.

Mr. Dewart: No, he says he is not prepared to accept it.

Mr. Henderson: He went further than that. »

Mr. Fraser: Mr. Lewis has absolutely contradicted the statement of the Prime

Minister and th^ Minister of Militia with reference to the destination of this ammu-
nation. They stated that the ammunition was sold to the Maxim people for testing

purposes, and now it turns out that it was sold to the Admiralty.

Mr. John Fraser.
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Mr. Henderson: The Auditor General knows very well that they were sold

through Searles, and he knows how they were sold, and it is very unfortimate that

he should call the statement of Mr. Lewis a contradiction of the statement of the

Prime Minister.

Mr. Fraser: Mr. Lewis stated the ammunition was sold to the Admiralty, and
the Prime Minister and the Minister of Militia stated it was sold to Vickers, Lim-

ited.

Mr. Henderson: Surdy the Auditor General is big enough to see the explana-

tion of that, if he does not, it is simply shocking.

Mr, Dewart: What is thati

Mv. Henderson: I say that if the Auditor General does not see the explanation

of that it simply shocks one; the explanation is perfectly simple, and he must know
it. It is most unfortunate that the statement should go on this record that Mr. Lewis

under oath has contradicted the Premier and the Minister of Militia, when we know
now the facts, the position being that Sir Trevors Dawson, who is known to be a

director of Yickers, was assumed by these gentlemen to have been acting on behalf

of Vickers, when he was acting on behalf of the Aijmiralty. Mr. Lewis explained

that he was not acting on behalf of Vickers, but that he was acting directly for the

Admiralty. That is not a contradiction at all, and it is a most unfortunate thing

that a gentleman occupying the position of the Auditor General of Canada should

call it a contradiction. I am sorry that he should do so.

Mr. Dewart: The regret of my friend, Mr. Henderson, is perhaps ill-timed. If

he had heard what was said by Mr. Lewis during the earlier part of his evidence

Mr. Henderson: I did hear it.

Mr. Dewart: he would have realized that he had discredited the statement

contained in Colonel Allison's apparent connection with the Vickers people, upon
which reliance was made, and that he absolutely justified the conclusion that the

Auditor General has come to, that from some source at present unrevealed the Minis-

ter of Militia and the Prime Minister were misinformed, with reference to what was
the character of the transaction. • If my learned friend, Mr. Henderson, insists on my
bringing it out in that way, I have to do so.

Mr. Henderson: I congratulate my learned friend, Mr. Dewart, on his agility

in grasping at straws.

Mr. Dewart: In understanding facts, would be, perhaps, the better way to

put it.

Mr. Fraser : I desire to say that so far as I can recoUect, Mr. Lewis has not yet

stated what the price was that the ammunition was sold to the Admiralty for.

Mr. Henderson: That has been already stated several times.

The witness retired.

F. Orr Lewis, recalled:

Examined hy Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You have heard your letters read numbered 717 and 792, the first being dated

the 1st of December, 1915, and the second the 23rd of December, 1*915, and both- being

directed to the Manager of the Bank of Montreal in New York. In the second of these

letters, there is a reference, as I have heard it read, to some commissions being paid

to Mr. Allison. Now, before these letters were read this morning, you were asked in a

general way, was any letter in existence anywhere containing any reference to a com-

mission relating to this ammunition matter? And you said there was not. I ask you

Mr. F. O. Lewis
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now, having heard these letters read, what do you say as to that reference in the letter

of the 23rd of December, 191i5? To what commission did that sentence of the letter

relate?—A. Commissions on other business foreign to Canada.

Q. It had no qpnnection whatever with a commission in connection with this small

anus ammunition which is in question before this inquiry?—A. None.

Q. Then you have heard what perhaps deserves to be called the doubting-Thomas

attitude of our worthy friend the Auditor General, regarding the adjustment which

has yet to be made of this account. Have you knowledge at the present time of how
the probable result will work out when that adjustment comes to be made—on which

side of the account will the balance stand?—A. On the adverse side, I should think.

Q. What do you mean by that?—A. That means that the account will require

special moneys to be deposited by some one to make the account balance, that is the

present indication. ^
Q. So that, instead of the large amount of thousands of dollars being returnable to

the possession of the Admiralty it will be the other way.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have they ever left the possession of the Admiralty ?

Mr. Lewis : The deposits were not made by me and neither were the payments.

Sir Charles Davidson: As I understand it, the Admiralty put these funds into

the account in the name of the Trustee. It was that distinction I had in mind. Would
you consider that a payment over by the Admiralty?

Mr. Hutcheson: I mean the deposits to the credits of this account precisely as

you mean, sir.

Mr. Lewis: They sent that money through Sir Trevor Dawson to New York and
there it remains in the Bank.

Sir Charles Davidson : Under whose control ?

Mr. Lewis: Under my control, but I neither received the deposit nor paid out the

money.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is it under the control of the Admiralty still ?

Mr. Lewis : No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would the Admiralty have lost control?

Mr. Lewis: The Admiralty hold Sir Trevor Dawson responsible.

Mr. Hutcheson: And when the final adjustment comes to be made, there will

have to come from some source, the Admiralty or elsewhere, a sum which is needed to

supplement what has been already deposited in that account, to balance it up.

Mr. Lewis: Exactly so.

Sir Charles Davidson : What for ?

Mr. Lewis : The purchase of munitions of war.

Sir Charles Davidson: But we are only speaking with respect to this particular

transaction for the sale and purchase of ammunition.

Mr. Lewis: I am speaking of the account generally.

Sir Chaeles Davidson : Are you and Mr. Hutcheson not speaking from different

points of view?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Hutcheson has been asking me about the account generally.

Mr. Hutcheson: I asked the witness about the general account which contains
mostly relating to numerous matters.

Sir Charles Davidson: Then I have been misconceiving the object of your
questions.

Mr. Hutcheson: I regret that, sir, if the fault be mine.

Sir Charles Davidson: What have we to do with possible additional charges
in connection with other matters.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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Mr. Hutcheson: Just this—comment may by made that it is very singular

that so large a sum should, lie at the credit of this account for so long a time, with-

out any adjustment being made, and the object of this evidence was to bring out

the fact that when the adjustment is made, covering the various matters connected
with this account, instead of any money being returnable to the Admiralty there

will be a considerable amount coming from the Admiralty to be disposed to the

credit of the account.

Sir Charles Davidson : I had the impression that your questions were in the

direction of showing that $79,000 did not suffice to cover the cost of the ammu-
nition. >

Mr. Hutcheson: I had no such idea.

Mr. Dewart : That was my idea also.
""

Mr. Henderson: I understood it as Mr. Hutcheson did. My understanding
was that the difference of $15,000 or $16,000 had long since been eaten up by the
purchase of others munitions of war.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is quite plain now.

Mr, Henderson: I happen to know that others have been active in purchasing
other munitions of war.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is quite plain.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Another point arising out of these letters, am I right in understanding, that

the intention of yourself as writer of these letters was to convey to the Manager of

the Bank of Montreal the information that the amount of $29,000 odd to be placed

to the credit of your account, was to cover something other than this particular am-
munition?—A. As I remember that letter this morning, it included also the case

of the bayonets and the scabbards.

Q. And the other letter relates to some Winchester rifles?—A. To some Win-
chester ammunition. It was explained in the first place about the bayonets and
scabbards, but whether the Winchester ammunition had anything to do with it or

not, I am not prepared to say.

Q. I ask you once more: The effect of the transaction simply is that the

Admiralty, or the War Office, as the case may be, simply used your name; the

money was placed under your name?—A. I allower Sir Trevor Dawson the use

of my name in any way he desired to use it for the purchase of things required for

the war.

Q. Could you very well charge any profit ?—A. "No, I could not. There is no way
in which I could insert a profit into that account; even if I Were the (greatest

accountant in Canada; it is impossible.

Q. We will go further and say that you could not do it even if you were the

Auditor General of Canada?—A. I would not like to say that. But, it would be

an utter impossibility for me to interject anything into that account that would
pay a profit to anybody, much less for myself.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Why have you not got your statements of accounts here; you see thei

difficulty of examining you with reference to this matter without them?—A. I have
told you this morning that I have no books of account.

Q. There are accounts in the bank ?—A. I have told you there is an account in the

bank.

Q. How many accounts have you had in the Bank of Montreal?—Two.
Q. What is the difference between No. 1 and No. 2 account?—A. No. 1, account

covered transactions which were completed before this thing started.

Q. What did No. 2 cover?—A. Transactions in process.

Mr. F. 0. Lewis.
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Q. Did it cover anything except Canadian transactions?—A. Yes.

Q. You pledge your oath on that?—A. It is so stated in the letters to the Bank
of Montreal. There are 200,000 rounds of Winchester ammunition, and that is

American ammunition. I pledge my oath that there were other transactions that

account had to do with which had nothing to do with Canada.

Q. Did you sign these letters on the 1st of December, 1915, and on the 23rd of

December, 1915, of which copies have been filed this morning—A. I believe I did.

Q. Where were you when you signed them ?—A. I would be in London.

Q. And apparently between the 1st of December and the--23rd of December you
had considerable correspondence because one of these letters is numbered 717 and the

other is numbered 792?—A. The numbers would show you that.

Q. There were 75 letters in three weeks, of all of which there are copies in

London?—A. And, Mr. Dewart, they had nothing whatever to dd with the business

we are talking about.

Q. I am asking you if copies of these letters are in London ?—A, They are.

Q. Do you state there is nothing that relates to this particular business except

these letters that are produced here?—A. Yes.

Q. When you wrote the letter of the 1st of December, you spoke with reference

to the 500 bayonets and scabbards for the Ross rifles, and you put the purchase price

at $6 each, was that correct ?—A. Whatever is in that letter is correct.

Q. And you say also that the Admiralty have ordered " 1,000,000 -303 ammunition
manufactured in Canada. Our price for this is $20 per thousand rounds." What
does " our price " mean ?—A. I was representing Sir Trevor Dawson in obtaining that

ammunition, and, as I said before " our price " meant the price that would be paid

by the Bank of Montreal for it.

Q. Then you say in the letter " price of boxes required for the shipment is $1.47

€ach additional to the above $20 per thousand." And then you go on to say, and I

want to call your attention to the last paragraph of this letter, which rea<J& :
" The

total amount which the Admiralty is transferring to my credit, for account No. 2, from

which you will pay items mentioned above, is $29,448, and included in this is $22

being the deficiency in connection with the amount previously remitted for the 500

Ross rifles." Do you realize this fact, Mr. Lewis, that after making all reasonable

reduction : there is $20,927.44 that you paid to the Government, plus the 500 bayonets

and scabbards at $6 each, $3,000, and you put the difference of $25,000, which is in

the account—^you realize that?—A. Yes.
' Q. In respect to that matter, the $20,92-7.44 was paid, is that correct?—A. I am

asking you as to what you paid for that million rounds, that is the first order of the

21st December, 1915, did not you pay $20,927 for that million?

Mr. Henderson : My learned friend is not fair—it as not for a million—the figures

the Auditor General gives shows that there was only 986,300 rounds, and the return

to Parliament shows that at page 22.

Mr. Dewart : Well, the difference between the cost of the 986,000 and the million

would only be $280, and if you add your $20,927.44, and the $3,000 for the bayonets

and scabbards, and the $22, and then take $280, you get $24,299, and if you subtract

that from the $29,437, you have $5,200, and upon that basis it amounts to the twenty-

five per cent; do you realize that?

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : Were you not dealing with it on that basis?

Mr. Lewis : No, you have forgotten one thing

Mr. Dewart : I have forgotten a good many things.

^Mr. Lewis: May I be allowed to refer to only one thing that you have forgotten:

you have forgotten all about the boxes and the packing.

Mr. Dewart : These are taken into consideration in the total price.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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Mr. LEWIS: No, not in the total.

Mr. Dewart: I show you these two documents, pages 22 and 24 of the return to

the House of Commons and they include the hexes.

Mr. Lewis : They do not.

Mr. Dewart: The return shows that the price paid to the Government of

Canada was $20,927, and I am giving you that item, and the $3,000, and the $22, and

the $280, and I am putting it to you that the difference between the sum total of these

items and the $29,000 shows that you received practically a pound sterling that is not

charged, do you realize that?

Mr, Lewis: Mr. Dewart, I told you this morning that I was dealing with an

account which is not closed, and you can attempt to make anything out of that letter

which you please, but you cannot change the effect of the evidence that I have already

given.

Mr. Dewart : I am taking what you wrote on December 1, 1915, and I read this

to you again :

—

~"The total amovmt which the Admiralty is transferring to my credit for

account No. 2, and for which you will pay items mentioned above is $29,448,"

and you specified what that is for. Did you not then intend to indicate that you

received the $29,000 for the very purpose that letter was received for?

Mr. Lewis : Whatever I received the money for, it all has to be accounted for in

the settlement of the transactions when they are complete. T do not know how the

Admiralty arrived at the amount that they remitted.

Mr. Henderson : When Mr. Dewart arrived at his figures in his way of calculating

he is all off.

Mr. Lewis : I say that I do not know how they arrived at the amounts.

Mr. Dewarts: In your letter No. 792 of the 23rd December you wrote acknowledg-

ing the receipt of the favour showing credit to your trustee account of $29,457.75,

which was the corrected figure, that is right. There is a little correction there of a

m.atter of $9, which would be a matter of exchange, I suppose.

Mr. Lewis: Yes. You see much as I would like to change anything to suit you,

I cannot change my evidence in any way.

Mr. Dewart : You wrote this :

—

" I am in receipt of your favour of the 16th instant advising the credit to

my trustee account No. 2 of $29,457.75. I also have your letter of the 8th

respecting the shopment of 100 cases of Winchester ammunition. I understand

this still leaves another 200,000 rounds to come forward to complete this

contract."

Did you get the money to pay for the Winchester ammunition?

Mr. Lewis : I do not know that the money to pay for the Winchester ammunition
was deposited.

Mr, Dewart : But money did come to pay for that ? •

Mr. Lewis : Oh, yes.

Mr. Dewart : These transactions were considered separately and individually,

and when you wanted money for a specific purpose the money was sent for that purpose?

Mr. Lewis: A round sum.

Mr. Dewart: Such as would cover the particular matter under consideration.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

. Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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Mr. Dewart : Then you go on to say in this letter :

—

"With respect to the -303 ammunition manufactured in Canada the

Admiralty have- now transferred the further sum of $26,176 covering 1,000,000

rounds of ammunition and 800 hoxes."

Do you realize that was a designation of this same amoimt for that specific purpose ?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, but do you realize that 800 hoxes did not carry 1,000,000 rounds

of ammunition?

Mr. Dewart: What I am pointing out is this: that there was in your letter an

express statement that so far as the Admiralty were concerned they were transferring

the sum of $26,000 and it was for 1,000,000 rounds of ammunition which you were

buying from the Government at $20 a thousand; there was a liberal addition to the

$20 a thousand in that $26,000.

Mr. Lewis : It was a round sum. However it was arrived at, it was a round sum.
All the transactions are completed after the purchases have been made and the goods
have been shipped, and the final cost has been arrived at, you cannot change that.

Mr. Dewart: Then you say in this letter:

" As soon as the payments to cover all the transactions now on hand are

completed, I will be glad to have a statement of the No. 2 account, to enable

me to send Colonel Allison a cheque to cover his commission."

Have you received that statement of No. 2 account?

Mr. Lewis : What is the date of that ?

Mr. Dewart: The 23rd of December, 1915.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I believe that was sent over to London.

Mr. Dewart: Have you got it?

Mr. Lewis: Not here.

Mr. Dewart : Will you produce or send a copy of it to the Commissioner ?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, if necessary.

Mr. Dewart: So that it will show for the confidential use of the Commissioner
what were the commissions paid to Colonel Allison.

Mr. Henderson: In a subsequent letter which Mr. Dewart has before him, the

bank says that they enclose the statement of the trustee account, to date.

Sir Charles Davidson: I can hardly accept it as for confidential use.

Mr. Dewart : The point is, Sir Charles, that with your great judicial experience

you would be able to say that certain of these matters are matters that form properly

the subject of inquiry here or that do not. You can see whether they relate to other

transactions or not.

Sir Charles Davidson : If that is the idea, then another expression should be used

than that they are for my confidential use.

Mr. Dewart : I should have said, sir, that they would be submitted to your
judicial discretion.

Sir Charles Davidson: Just put the question again.

Mr. Dewart : WiU you, Mr. Lewis, send for his Lordship's judicial discretion as

to production, a stateanent showing that account, a copy of that account, and statement

showing how Colonel Allison's commission was made up.

Mr, Lewis : In so far as the account refers to this transaction.

Mr. Dewart : In so far as the account goes into detail.

Mr. Lewis: I do not see how I could give away information belonging to other

people,

Mr, F, 0, Lewis.
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Mr. Dewart : But you see that otherwise we have no way of testing the accuracy

of your recollection as to what Colonel Allison collected commission on.

Mr, Lewis : I cannot tell you now from memory what he collected on, but I can

tell you, and I have told you, that Colonel Allison has not; collected any commission

on the transaction that is now being discussed here.

Mr. Dewaut : Are you unwilling having yourself ^admitted that your memory

is not as good as it might be, and I quite recognize that it is somewhat physically

shaken

Mr. Lewis : Please do not put it that way.

Mr. Dewart: Are you not willing for your own sake that the accuracy of your

recollection should be tested by a verified copy of the account, and of the statement

as to commission.

]\Ir. Lewis : I will give you all the information about the matter under considera-

tion.

Mr. Dewart : I am asking you whether you are not willing to have your recollec-

t*ion tosted by documents which will show whether your recollection is correct or not.

I am not easting any reflections upon you at all except that perhaps you may be some-

what forgetful.

Mr. Lewis : I am not forgetful when I make a statement about these transactions,

but it may be that I cannot give you dates. I have made the statement in as many
way® as I can make it that I am only acting as trustee, I cannot of my own motion,

in tlie case of this trustee account, furnish information as to matters that do not

belong to this country and do not appertain to this inquiry.

Mt. Dewart : Then- 1 am to take it that you are unwilling to furnish a copy of

this.

Mr. Lewis: Unwilling to promise to furnish it on my own responsibility.

Mr. Dewart : You are at present unwilling to furnish a copy of the trustee ac-

count or a copy of the statement that we aslced for in reference to it, so that we way
deal with the que&tion of Colonel Allison's commission, or so that his Lordship may
judicially deal with it?

The WjTNESS: I am unable to promise to supply information about materials of

war for which I am merely acting as trustee and which have no connection whatever
with Canada.

]\Ir. Dewart : You understand, Mr. Lewis, that so far as this inquiry is concerned,

there is no desire on the part of anybody to extract from you any confidential inform-
ation; you realize that?

Mr. Lewis : No, I cannot say that I do.

Mr. Dewart : I thought you would give me credit for that.

Mr. Lewis : No.

Mr. Dewart: If you do not go that far, then may I ask you, sir, whether you
would not recognize the fact that people very often forget about details of transactions.

J\rr. Lewis : My dear Mr. Dewart, I cannot forget about any details of transactions

in connection with this as it affects a principle.

Mr. Dewart: Look at these two letters of yours, are these details that you had
forgotten this morning?

Mr. Lewis: No.

Mr. Dewart : Were they in your memory when I asked you questions this morning?

Mr. Lewis: No, but the moment I saw the letters and read them, I knew the

principals.

Mr. F. 0. Lewis.
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Mr. DewART: Exactly, that is what I have been endeavouring to suggest, and

though these letters had been blotted out of your recollection until the copies were

produced to-day, you now remember them.

Mr. Lewis: Wait a moment.

Mr. Dewart: I am trying to be fair with you.

Mr. Lewis: No, you are not.

Mr. Dewart : I am trying to.

Mr. Lewis : Perhaps you are trying to, but you are not. I do not think I should

try to battle with you, Mr. Dewart ; I do not think I am capable of doing that.

Mr. Dewart: Did you remember the contents of these letters before the Auditor

General produced them to-day?

Mr. Lewis : I remembered the principle of what the letters were for.

Mr. Dewart : You did not remember you had written them at all.

Mr. Lewis : I could not tell you that.

Mr. Dewart : You see, that is the point I am urging now : that your memory may
be faulty in connection with the Allison commission.

Mr. Lewis : No, my memory is not faulty in connection with the commission.

Mr. Dewart : The Allison commissions stand on a rock.

Mr. Lewis: They do, in this way: I am not acting for myself.

Mr. Dewart : Am I to understand that you decline to have the Commission given

an opportunity to test the accuracy of your memory?

Mr. Lewis: I cannot of myself promise to furnish confidential information iu

connection with the people who I tell you I am trustee for.

Mr. Dewart: It is not the people that you are trustee for—the question at stake

here is the commissions that have been paid; you realize that. The whole object of

this inquiry is to see whether on Canadian orders certain people who have been men-
tioned have been making commission; you realize that?

Mr. Lewis : Yes.

Mr. Henderson: We are commencing to realize that there were no commissions

paid.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have I at length secured a statement of your position,

Mr. Dewart: that the whole object of this inquiry is to see if commissions have been

paid.

Mr. Dewart: That is on this particular point, but I would scarcely like to limit

myself as to that because there are other questions that arise as to the character and

quality of the goods. But, on this particular point, I am referring to the ^question of

commissions.

Sir Charles Davidson: I have been somewhat watchful in the way of discovering

what the ultimate purposes of this Commission in concrete form are.

Mt. Hutcheson : I have not been able so far to properly understand Mr. Dewart's

position before the Commission.

Mr. Dewart : You are the chief investigator.

Sir Charles Davidson: I imagine Mr. Hutcheson calls himself the inquirer and

you the accuser.

Mr. Henderson: You are Mr. McKenzie.

Sir Charles Davidson : And Mr. Henderson is possibly a watching counsel.

Mr. Dewart: I am trying to associate myself with my learned friend, Mr.
Hutcheson, in investigating.

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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By Mr. Vewant:

To Witness:

Q. I want you to consider, and to tell me from your memo'ry and recollection

whether you did receive this statement with reference to the Allison commission, in

response to this letter of yours of the 23rd of September, and leave to one side your
questioning as to what the commissions were?—A. I believe I received the statement

I asked for.

Q. Then let me ask you when the letter of the 18th of January came to you ; here
is the letter in regard to which they referred specifically to your letters, numbered^
717 and 792

:

" With reference to your letter No. 792 as requested jointly therein and
by your letter No. 717 of the first ultimo, we are to-day debiting your trustee

account No. 2 with $42,867.82 and transferring this amount to our Ottawa
Branch for credit of the Eeceiver General for Canada, Militia Department, in
settlement of their voucher No. D 132, handed us by Col. Allision, a copy of

which is enclosed herewith and covers the cost of 1,999,800 cartridges plus
boxing charges."

Have you got that statement?—A. I mentioned a few moments ago that I believe I

received that statement.

Q. Where were you when you received the letter of January 18?—A. I think I

was in London.

Q. When did you leave London to come out here?—A. I think I sailed around
the first of March. I arrived back in Montreal about the 13th of March.

Q. Are you sure about when you did leave?—A. I am under oath. I cannot say

exactly the day I arrived in Montreal, but I arrived about that time.

Q. Do you recollect whether you brought out these two statements which you
received in December or January in England?—A. I did not.

Q. Where did you leave them?—A. They are in London.

Q. Have you copies of them here?—A. No.

Q. Let me read the last paragraph of this letter of the 18th of January:

" We understand that all payments requested by you to date have been

made and all contracts of which we know completed. We will, therefore, be
pleased to give effect to your instructions for us to pay a specific amount out of

funds at your credit to Col. Allision in settlement of commissions as men-
tioned by you.'^

Did you learn or did you know what the sum was that was paid to Colonel Allison

in pursuance of that letter?—A. The only payment that was made to Colonel Allison

in pursuance of that letter was made in connection with American business. That is

what the letter referred to.

Q. And I can get no copies of the letter or memorandum from you that at all

will help your memory?—A. Not on my own responsibility as trustee.

Q. I am not speaking of your general business now, I am speaking of this parti-

cular thing ?—^A. I am not trustee for Allison ; I have informed you who I am trustee

for.

Q. The information I am asking from you is not something that refers to your

principals' business, but his reference to the commissions paid to Colonel Allison,

do you understand, out of this special account in which these moneys came, and you

decline to give that information ?—A. I cannot answer that question any differently

from what I have answered it already.

Mr. Dewart: That is all, Mr. Lewis, I apparently cannot get these documents.

I do not know what ix)sition to take with reference to these documents. Mr. Lewis

is here under subpoena to produce documents, and I should think that a copy of his

account in New York is sufficiently under his control to be produced, and it is a

Mr. F. O. Lewis.
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matter in regard to which, in so far as these commissions and payments are concerned,

and the other documents he has in London, there should be some order given before

he leaves that they should be put under your judicial discretion, sir, or, that he would

give an undertaking that they would be put under your judicial discretion.

Sir Charles Davidsoik I understand Mr. Lewis at the moment to hold out some

hope, or at least to make the statement that it is a matter he will have to refer to

his principals in England. Is that your stand, Mr. Lewis?

Mr. Lewis: Of course you cannot expect me to divulge the business that I am
only a trustee for. These are war times.

Mr. Dewart: I think I heard you make that remark before.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is there any hope, Mr. Dewart, of our being able to learn

this morning on whose behalf you so efficiently discharge your professional duties?

Mr. Dewart : I understand I am here by virtue of an understanding in the House
of Commons. Unfortunately my client is out of town, but I have given to your Lord-

ship a copy of a letter from Sir Wilfrid Laurier to Sir Robert Borden.
Sir Charles Davidson: That seems like a personal communication upon w^hich

you could act, and it dt)es not need to be filed here. For whom do you api)ear?

Mr. Dewart: I understand that I appear jointly with my learned friend, Mr.
Hutcheson, to prosecute this investigation. '

Sir Charles Davidson : You ought to be seriously able to make a statement

now as to that, Mr. Dewart.

Mr. Dewart : I presume no reply has been received to Sir Wilfrid Laurier's letter

because Sir Robert Borden is out of town.

The Commission then adjourned to meet at eight o'clock at night to hear the

testimony of J. Wesley Allison.

The Commission met at eight o'clock in the evening.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you anything further to ask Mr. Allison, Mr.
Hutcheson ?

Mr. Hutcheson: Not at the present stage. I thought it well that he should be

submitted for cross-examination by the Counsel representing Mr. McKenzie, and if

any new question arises I can take it up on re-examination. I can see no useful

purpose in going over the ground already covered by Mr. Thompson in his examina-

tion in chief. It is all printed in the proceedings so far as they have gone. Mr. Dewart
does not appear to be here yet.

(When Mr. Dewart appeared).

Sir Charles Davidson : Shall we proceed with the examination of Mr. Allison?

Mr. Hutcheson : I must just repeat what I stated a few minutes ago, that I can
see no useful purpose to be served by taking Mr. Allison over the ground in chief as

was done by Captain Thompson, and I very gladly submit him to my learned friend,

Mr. Dewart, for examination, and if anything develops in regard to which I think I

would like to question him, I can do it on re-examination.

Mr. Dewart : I am very glad to take the matter up. I am sorry that nobody in

the hotel called my attention to the fact as to where the Commission was sitting, or

I should have been here.

J. Wesley Allison, recalled:

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. What was your exact status, so far as the Dominion Government was
concerned, in any negotiation that you undertook or pretended to undertake, with
reference to the purchase of this small arms ammunition?—A. I do not know what
you mean.

J. Wesley Allison.
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Q. Whom did you represent?—A. A representative of the British Government.
Q. Of the British Government?—^A. Yes.

Q. On whose authority ?—A. A representative of the British Government.

Q. But authorized by whom to represent the British Government?—A. I do not
understand your question.

Q. You appear to have conducted certain negotiations with the Canadian Militia

Department, looking to the purchase of certain small arms ammunitions?—A.
Cartridges ?

Q. Yes,» ammunition, and I want to ask whom you represented in that respect,

under whose authority?—A. It was, as I said, a representative of the British Govern-
ment.

Q. Would you mind mentioning the name of that representative?—A. I do not

know that I should answer that.

Mr. Henderson : Better give it. /

The Witness : Sir Trevor Dawson.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. What information had you with reference to the small arms ammunition or

cartridges that existed in Canada at the time you undertook these negotiations?—A.

I do not remember where I got my information. I may have got it from him and I

may not. I know I telephoned to General Hughes, and he referred me to the Quarter-

master General.

Q. Can you tell the time you telephoned to General Hughes?—A. Some time

early last summer, a year ago.

Q. June or July perhaps ?—A. Yes.

Q. What was the result of the telephone message to General Hughes?—A. He
referred me to the Quartermaster General.

Q. Before that, owing to the intimate personal relationship that appears to have

existed between General Hughes and yourself, you had some knowledge with reference

to the condition of affairs in regard to ammunition in Canada?—^A. No.

Q. None?—A. Very little.

Q. It has been the subject of a rather distinct inquiry in the United States. You
had made it your business to find out what ammunition there was in the United States ?

A. Oh, yes.

Q. From more than one firm? From the Remington firm and from another firm?
—^A. Oh, from anybody whom I thought had ammunition.

Q. Were you so deputed to inquire about ammunition .by the British Government?
—A. Oh, no.

Q. Was it Sir Trevor Dawson suggested to you that you should make these

inquiries?—A. This particular inquiry—yes, I represented Sir Trevor Dawson.
Q. I am not speaking of this only. I am asking had you any specific authority to

make these inquiries?—A. What has that to do with this question?

Q. It has a great deal to do with it, because I want to know what you knew about
our ammunition before you made inquiries?—A. I have already told you I did not

know anything about it.

Q. You had rather an intimate personal acquaintance with General Sir Sam
Hughes ?—A. I have known him many years.

Q. I am asking you particularly, where did you get your information that led you
to make your inquiries about Canadian ammunition ?—^A. I do not remember.

Q. Surely you can get your mind back to that point?—A. No, I cannot. It may
have been Sir Trevor Dawson, I do not know.

Q. At any rate, there was a time when you did make that inquiry?—^A. I tele-

phoned, as I have told you.

Q. And what information did you discover or what statement was made?—A. The
Quartermaster General told me he would let me know.

7131—161 - Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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Q. By that you mean General Macdonald?—A. Yes.

Q. And did he let you know ?—A. Yes,

Q. What was the information you got from him?—A. He told me that they had
some • 303 Mark VI that they could dispose of.

Q. Can you now cast your mind back and indicate what the years of manufacture
that -303 Mark VI referred to?—A. I did not ask him.

Q. Why?—A. I do not know.

Q. Had you any knowledge with reference to the fact that Colonel Barlow,

another gentleman who had come from Woolwich, had made a rather exhaustive

examination with reference to our amipunition?—A. No, not at all.

Q. Your intimate personal relation with Sir Sam Hughes—Colonel Hughes he was
at that time—had not given you that knowledge ?—A, I did not discuss it with Colonel

Hughes at all.

Q. But it was a matter with regard to which you were personally and particularly

interested?—A. Not particularly, no.

Q. I do not desire to press my question with reference to the inquiries you made,
but you know that you got options upon practically all the small arms ammunition
there was in the United States ?—A. I do not know as to that.

Q. Is it not true?—^A. I do not know. That is a matter not pertinent to this

inquiry.

Q. I am not asking your opinion. I am asking whether you do not know that,

and whether, as a matter of fact A. No, it is not true.

Mr. Henderson : Modesty compels him to answer it that way.

By Mr. JUewart:

Q. Is it not a fact that this question was a matter of your particular investiga-

tion and care, with an instinct that there might be a cent in it somewhere for some-

body—a dollar?—A. No.

Q. You can put it as a pound?—A. No, no.

Q. Did you not get options on the similar ammunition in the United States?

—

A. No, I had no options on it. What has that got to do this question?

Q. That is not the question I am putting to you ?—A. I won't give you my private

business.

Q. I am not asking you to do so, but since you have fenced so successfully .

Mr. Henderson : My learned friend has made many speeches, and I venture to say

that nine out of ten of his co-called questions contain insinuations. I would ask him
to be ordinarily decent.

Mr. Dewart : I do not think that is a fair observation from a brother member of

the Bar.

Mr. Henderson : I think you should be careful.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Now, Colonel Allison, or rather Honorary Colonel .

Mr. Henderson: Please act reasonably.

Mr. Dewart: Is that not reasonable? It is the title he bears.

Mr. Henderson: I do not propose to permit my learned friend to make sneering

remarks.

Sir Charles Davidson : I do not think that that is an improper question.

Mr. Henderson : It dependt' on the emphasis.

Mr. Dewart : Better teach me the legal ethics ; am I to say Honorary Colonel or

just Colonel .

Sir Charles Davidson: Please proceed.
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By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Is it not a fact that having regard to the interest you had taken in these

matters, you took particular care and paid particular attention to find out what could

be obtained in Canada in the way of ammunition?—A. No.

Q. Then you made no inquiry?—A. Nothing, only the casual

Q. What was the first item, $236,000?—A. I don't remember the amount; it is

in evidence, whatever it is.

Q. Your memory will not carry you back to that?—^A. No.

Q. Is it not a fact that you knew there was ammunition in Canada for sale?

—

A, I did not know it until General Macdonald told me.

Q. And what led to your making that inquiry from him?—A. It is already in

evidence here why I made it.

Q. If I have to go over your evidence, you have had, as I understand it, .

—A. I think General Hughes suggested in his evidence how the inquiry first origin-

ated.

Q. Had you a previous conversation with anybody?—A. No.
Q. With the Honourable the Minister of Militia?—A. No.

Q. Can you suggest to me how it was that you came to make an original inquiry

on your own account without any prior communication with any Canadian authority?

—A. I do not remember the circumstances at all.

Q. You have no recollection?—A. No, I have already told you, I telephoned

General Hughes, and he referred me to the Quartermaster General.

Q. What were the words of the conversation between yourself and Colonel Hughes,

as he was, at that time?—A. He said he did not know anything about it.

Q. And did not know anything with reference to what ammunition they had?

—

A. No, he did not discuss it.

Q. I take it, if that is so, the memorandum that has now been put in, with

reference to Canadian rifies, Mark II and III and the ammunition Mark VI arid VII,

had not been made by the minister at that time?—A. I do not know.

Mr. Henderson: It was a long-distance telephone from New York, and people

do not elaborate in these messages.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. I am endeavouring to get at the facts of how you came to make your distinct

and personal inquiries with reference to this Canadian ammunition?—A. I do not

remember the circumstances: I do not know whether the representatives of the

British Government knew about it or whether

Q. Who was the representative of the British Government in New York?—A. I

have already stated his name, and I am not going to use it again.

Mr. Henderson : There is no objection to using it. Just give the name.

The Witness: Sir Trevor Dawson.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Were you deputed by him to handle this matter ?—A. I was asked to look after

the matter, yes.

Q. By Sir Trevor Dawson?—A. Yes, certainly.

Q. And is that a reason why you used his name in communications here, repre-

senting yourself as representing the British Vickers people? You realize that you
did that?—A. I do not think so.

Mr. Henderson: That is hardly accurate.

The Witness: I do not think Vickers had anything to do with it.
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By Mr. Dewart:

Q. And if at any time you suggested that Vickers had anything to do with it,

it was a casual observation on your part?—A. Sir Trevor Dawson happened to be an

officer of the Vickers Company. There is no reason why he should not represent the

British Government.

Q. But I am asking you why you should represent them?—A. I did not say I

represented the British Government.

Q. And you had no authority at any time to make the suggestion that you

represented even the Vickers Company?—A. I have already stated whom I made the

inquiry for.

Q. Being ^A. I have given the name several times.

Q. Sir Trevor Dawson?—A. Yes.

Q. I see that you wrote a letter, and if I may refer to your former testimony,

my recollection is that of the date of the 8th September, 1915, you wrote a letter to

General Macdonald, in which you state:

"Eeferring to my arrangements with you some time ago for the purchase
of 236,000 .303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson, I have just

received a cable requesting me to have these shipped to

:

G. A. Searles,

Vickers House,

Broadway,

Westminster, London."

Do you remember sending that message?—A. I have no doubt but what I sent it.

Q. And you said :

—

" I have cabled asking authority to pay you from their account here for the

above cartridges."
*

What do you refer to by their account here?—A. As I understand it, they had a

trustee account in New York.

Q. Who had?—A. The people in England.

Q. What people?—A. I am not going to give the names unless the Court orders.

Q. I am only suggesting we should know?—A. There is so much information
given out that is of a dangerous character in all these investigations.

Q. Dangerous to whom? To yourself?—A. It helps the Germans in their cause,

and everybody opposed to the Allies.

Q. Is that your shield and defence?—A. No, everything is open. What you

want to find out is whether I made any money. I have not made a cent.

Q. What I am trying to find out from you now is what authority you had, and
from whom you had the authority, under which you purported to actt—A. I have

stated.

Q. And I cannot get beyond that?

Mr. Henderson: Do you think it is necessary to state an elementary fact more
than at least half a dozen times?

Mr. Dewaut: When I find Colonel Allison writing to General Macdonald and

saying :
" I have cabled asking authority to pay you from their account here for the

above cartridges," I ask for whom he was acting, and whose account he refers to?

The WITNESS: The account that was kept as I understand it in New York to pay

for ammunitions of this kind.

Q. In the name of Mr. F. Orr Lewis?—A. I think it was.

Q. You are not sure?—A. Yes, I am pretty sure it was.

Q. Are you quite sure?—A. Yes, certainly.

Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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Q. Then in your evidence I notice—or the evidence given before the Commis-
sion before—that you wrote to General Macdonald under date 6th October, 1915:

this is the confidential letter from which you afterwards withdrew the confidential

mark. You recollect it, do you?—A. Go ahead, ask the question.

Q. Do you recollect that this was a confidential letter, so marked, in which you
afterwards withdrew the confidential mark?^A. I do not think so, I do not know.

Q. You were requested to withdraw the word " confidential," and you consented

to do so?—A. I have no recollection.

Q. Taking it as it is, under date 6th October, 1915, page 3 of the evidence already

taken, you wrote to General Macdonald and said :
" I have just received instruc-

tions from London requesting me to order from you an additional $750,310 -303 Mark
VI cartridges, to be shipped to the same address as referred to in my letter of

September 8th." That would be supplementary to the shipment of the 236,000?

—

A. There must be something wrong about that.

Q. Well, I have not an extra copy to give you.

Mr. Henderson: He is reading accurately from the printer's unrevised copy of

the evidence in the case.

Sir Charles Davidson: What date?

Mr. Dewart : 6th October, 1915.

Mr. Henderson : I think there is a printer's error in that.

Mr. Dewart : The amount is not so material.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is correct.

Mr. Dewart : This is absolutely in accord with the headquarters record.

Sir Charles Davidson: The witness now understands the letter.

The Witness: It is all right.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Will you explain to me that letter, if you have it before you :
" I have just

received instructions from London, requesting me to order from you an additional

750,000 odd of these cartridges." From whom did you receive those instructions?

—

A. From the same source.

Q. Do you produce those instructions?

Mr. Henderson: Have you the letter or cable?—A. Oh no, no.

By Mr. VewaPt:

Q. Did you get one?—A, Evidently I got a cable or I would not say so.

Q. I am asking if you have a copy of any telegram or letter or anything else that

you got ?—A. No, I have not got it.

Q. Then I might take it that Sir Trevor Dawson Was your authority on whom you
relied as to what cartridge was in Canada which was available ?—A. I did not say that.

Q. Can you suggest any other source?—A. I do not know; I do not remember. '

Q. No recollection?—A. I have no recollection as to how I got the information.

Q. Have you been intimately associated with the Militia Department at all before

this transaction arose?—A. No, not intimately, I have known the Militia Department
for twenty-five years.

Q. Had there been any particular discussion between yourself and General

Hughes?—A. No.
Q. With reference to this matter?—A. No.

Q. Apart from such suggestions as came from Sir Trevor Dawson, you cannot
suggest any authority you had to make this inquiry?—A. Nothing more than my own
talk with the Quartermaster General.

Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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Q. You see he does not recollect some o£ these conversations. You realize the

<3uartermaster General does not recollect some of these conversations?—A. I am not

surprised, he is a very busy man and has something else to do.

Q. Let us see a little further. Had you any earlier arrangement with anybody

else before your arrangements with General Macdonald?—A". No.

Q. Had you?—A. No.

Q. And then there was no person with whom you would communicate with refer-

ence to the ammunition that was in existence in Canada or what you could get, or

anything of that kind, before your communication by telephone with General Mac-
donald? Is that right?—A. Yes.

Q. Had you made an earlier arrangement with any member of the Vickers firm,

referring to ir Trevor Dawson, of course, with reference to such matters, or did you

know of such arrangements being made with the Minister?—A. I do not know what
you mean.

Q. Did you know of any arrangement being made with the Minister of Militia?

—A. I knew of no arrangement, no.

Q. The reason I ask you the question is because the Minister of Militia, in the

evidence he gave before His Lordship, on the 13th of May, page 3, the answer is rather

suggested by the question

" Q. Is it correct. General Hughes, that Mr. Allison made the arrangements

with General Macdonald?—A. No, the primary arrangement was made long

before that with a member of the Vickers firm who was out on a special mis-

sion, and who spoke to me. Some one informed him that there was defective

amjBunition."

Did you learn that from a member of the Vickers firm?—A. I do not remember
where I got the information.

Q. Did you get the information that there was defective ammunition?—A. No.

Q. Did you ever get the information that there was defective ammunition?—A.

I do not remember.

Q. Oh please answer. Colonel Allison. Did you ever get the information it was
defective? Did you ever get the information that there was defective ammunition in

Canadian stores?—A. I got the information I obtained

Q. That is not the question. Did you ever get the information that there was
defective ammunition?—^A. All the information I got regarding this or any other

cartridges I obtained from the Quartermaster General in the discussion with him.

Q. Did you learn that there was a lot of defective ammunition in Canada?—

A

I did not learn that there was a lot of it, no.

Q. Did you learn that there was defective Mark VI ammunition in Canada?

—

A. He must have told me if he says so.

Sir Charles Davidson : Does he say so ?

The Witness : I do not know.

Mr. Dewart: I am asking whether this fitness learned that.

Sir Charles Davidson : That the Minister said what ?

Mr. Dewart: Whether this witness learned about the defective ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is that what the Minister says ?

Mr. Dewart : I think so. The Minister says :

—

" Some time considerably previous to this a member of the Vickers firm,

speaking of the scarcity of ammunition, had suggested that everyone knew
that we had a lot of defective Mark VI ammunition on hand "

Sir Charles Davidson: I took that cursorily as possibly meaning Sir Trevor

Dawson.

Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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Mr. Henderson: Obviously so, because he says, "a member of the Vickers firm

who was out on a special mission."

Mr Dewart: This witness has sufficiently indentified himself with Sir Trevor
Dawson, and I am asking where this witness learned that fact.

The Witness : I do not remember.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Was it suggested to you by Sir Trevor Dawson that this lot of defective Mark
VI ammunition might be of use for machine gun practice?—A. I do not remember
any of my talks with Sir Trevor Dawson on this particular matter. We had many
other matters that we talked of, I do not remember, we had so many deals on.

Q. I am trying to get at the particular fact which has been substantially proved,

that so far as you are concerned you were the person who really conducted the nego-

tiations which resulted in the issue first of the 236,000 and then of the balance of the

million, and then the subsequent two millions. You realize that is the fact?—A. The
orders passed through me, yes.

Q. So that I am going to find out what your knowledge was with reference to

ammunition i'n Canada, and its character, and whether it was defective or not?—A.

I knew nothing about the ammunition in Canada at all.

Q. You conducted these negociations, did you not?—A. You have seen all I had
to do with it.

Q. I am asking you if you did not conduct these negociations. Did you know
anything as to the difference in the character of the ammunition that was manufac-

tured in the different years in the Quebec Arsenal ?—A. Nothing whatever.

Q. Did you know that there was a difference between 1907, 1908, 1910, and par-

ticurally 1912 and 1913 products?—A. No, nothing at all.

Q. Then I come to the evidence that is given by the Honourable the Minister of

Militia, page 4, about line 8, he says:

—

" Perhaps you would allow me to explain. When I became Minister, in

fact long before I became Minister, we knew that the ammunition made in the

Canadian Arsenal was bad."

Did you know that fact?—A. I have already stated that several times.

Q, You did not, and as guide, philosopher and friend of the Minister of Militia,

that fact was never disclosed to you.

Mr. Henderson: I object. Unless my learned friend desires Tetort, it will be

advisable to refrain from that sort of thing.

Mr. Dewart: When we have the oft-repeated remark of the Minister of Militia

that this gentleman was his guide, philosopher and friend

Mr. Henderson : It is in evidence if he admits it, and if not it is not.

Q. Did you see at all Colonel Barlow's report, made jointly with Mr. Ogilvie,

who came out from Woolwich in 1913 to look after this matter?—A. I have already

answered that.

Q. I do not think I asked you that, as to whether he had seen that ?—^A. I have not

seen any of that. That line of questions I do not know anything about.

Q. It would be impossible for me to get from you any information as to the

character of the ammunition that was being purchased. You had no knowledge of it

and acquired none?—A. Never saw any of it.

Q. Were you ever Vickers' agent in New York?—A. No.
Q. Did you see Sir Sam Hughes, the Minister of Militia, in New York, after

you had seen General Macdonald?—A. I do not know what you mean by that.

Q. You say you have had a conversation with General Macdonald at which you
discussed the question of the purchase of ammunition, that is correct, is it?—^A.

Repeat that.
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Q. I understood you to say you had a telephone communication with General

Macdonald with reference to the purchase of small arms ammunition?—A. Yes.

Q. And it was in view of that that you conducted your subsequent inquiries ?—^A.

Yes.

Q. No matter for whom they were?—^A. Yes.

Q. Did you see Colonel Sir Sam Hughes at all after you had had this telephone

communication with General Macdonald?—^A. I have already answered that.

Q. Did you?—^A. I have already answered that.

By Mr. Henderson:

Q. Answer it again?—A. I have never discussed this question with General

Hughes at all.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is not the question.

The Witness : I have seen General Hughes probably very often since the ammun-
ition was purchased, but never discussed the subject with him.

By Mr. Dewart: ^ *

Q. Did you in New York go to Colonel Hughes, after having seen General Mac-
donald, and were you sent back by Colonel Hughes to General Macdonald with refer-

ence to this matter?—A. No.
Q. The reason I ask you the question is this ; that I find at page 5 of the evidence,

where I am reading from the evidence of the Minister of Militia himself, the fol-

lowing :

"When Colonel Allison, who, I believe, is Vickers' agent in New York,

came to me, having seen General Macdonald, L told him to go back to General

Macdonald and see him about it. This ammunition could not possibly be fired

in Canada."

Mr. Henderson : Is that supposed to have happened in New York ?

Mr. Dewart: That is the way it was put here, "when Colonel Allison, who, I

believe, is Vickers' agent in New York, came to me, having seen General Macdonald.

I told him to go back to General Macdonald and see him about it." Did that take

place?—^A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson : What am I to understand by your answer ?

The Witness : I do not understand the question.

Sir Charles Davidson: You should not answer it- unless you do. You made an
answer to the question. What did you mean by your answer.

The Witness : I understand he asked me if I discussed this with General Hughes
in New York.

Sir CAarles Davidson: No.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. If you discussed it with General Hughes, after having your telephone conver-

sation with General Macdo^uld?—^A. I do not remember of ever discussing it with
him.

Q. You say you do not?—A. I do not remember.

Q. Did you learn from General Hughes that, as he has testified in his examination,
this ammunition could not possibly be fired in Canada?—A. I did not discuss it with
General Hughes.

Q. Did you learn from General Hughes that he would not allow a soldier to fire it

or take it into action unless he had nothing else to fire. Did you learn that?—A. I

never discussed it with him.

Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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Q. Did you suggest to Sir Sam Hughes that you were acting for the Vickers

Company in England and that the small arms ammunition would be used for practice

purposes ?—A. I do not recollect.

Q. Do you know? Did you ever say that to General Macdonald?—A. I do not

recollect.

Q. Did you ever say it to any person in connection with the Militia Department?
—A. I do not remember.

Q. What I am anxious to get at is the suppositious report that we are led to believe

was made with reference to the supposed use of this ammunition for practice pur-

poses. Will you say that you never made such a report to any person in connection

with the Militia Department here ?—A. I do not recollect.

Q. Is that the best answer I can get?—A. I do not recollect.

Q. Then there are certain letters, as you are aware, that were in evidence, that

were here before, showing that you wrote to General Macdonald with reference to the

various orders for ammunition of this character that were or were not issued—do you
recollect that?—A. Which letter do you refer to?

Q. Did you write letters?—A. You have them.

Q. I am not asking you that. I am asking you as to your recollection, whether
you did or not?—A. Yes, there are letters here in this evidence.

Q. Was it you that wrote the first letter with reference to the other 236,000 rounds ?

—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And a subsequent letter with reference to, I think it was a million ?

Sir Charles Davidson: 750,000.

Q. I think you will find the letter on page 10 of the evidence

Sir Charles Davidson : I think it is page 3 at the top.

Mr. DewART : Yes, that is the one.

Q. You wrote a letter, which appears on the top of page 3, which says :—

•

"I have just received instructions from London requesting me to order
from you an additional 750,310 -303 Mark VI cartridges, to be shipped to the

same address as referred to in my letter of September 8th."

At that time, October 6, 1915, had you received any other information with
reference to this? I mean to say as to the character of this ammunition or anything
about it?—A. I do not think so, I do not remember.

Q. Without going into the details, or into the particulars of your business, there

was particular attention given by you to the purchase of ammunition in other places

besides Canada?—A. Yes.

Q. Were you particular to find out the character of the aramunition that you
were purchasing ?—A. Always bought to suit the particular rifle.

Q. But as to whether it was defective or perfect?—A. Oh, I had nothing to do
with that.

Q. For whom were you acting?—A. The Inspectors always looked after that.

Q. I beg pardon?—A. That was the inspector duty.

Q. I asked you, for whom were you acting? For Sir Trevor Dawson, repre-

senting the British Admiralty in this matter?—A. I have told you already.

Q. Did you take the trouble to find out whether you were getting good or defective

cartridges ?

Mr. Henderson: He said that was the inspector's duty.—A. I have already

covered all that.

Q. I am not satisfied with that ?—A. I made no inquiry about it whatever.

Q. Therefore, so far as you were concerned, you did not know whether it was
good, bad, or indifferent; is that correct?—A. I have already said so.
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Q. And it was not to be used for practice piu-poses, so far as the Vickers Company
was concerned, but you knew it was to be used for the purposes of the British

Admiralty?—A. I do not know anything about it.

Q. Did you not know it was being purchased for the purposes of the British

Admiralty ?—A. Yes, I did not londerstand you.

Q. Let me see a little further. Were you present during the time General

Hughes was examined before his Lordship here. Sir Charles Davidson, on the 13th of

May?—^A. I think I was, I know I was there part of the time anyway.

Q. And you recollect a reference to the words "under suspicion" with refer-

ence to certain cartridges that had been served out?—A. I was there at the time, yes.

Q. And when he intimated that the word " suspicion " meant defective—you
recollect that, do you not?—A. Yes. What is all this about, anyway?

Q. I am asking whether you recollect that, and under those circumstances, having
regard to that fact, have you since the 13th of May made any inquiry with reference

to the character of the cartridges that you were the responsible agent apparently for

purchasing for the British Admiralty. Have you made any inquiry?—A. None
whatever.

Q. Am I to take it that your relationship with the Militia Department has been

largely due to the intimate personal relationship and confidence that has existed

between General Hughes and yourself?—A. I did not know that there were any

intimate relations.

Q. I am asking you what is the reason? You realize that there has been nobody

closer to the throne in the Militia Department than yourself?—A. I do not realize

that at all.

Q. You realize he takes the position, and so stated, that you were a gentleman in

whom he had the greatest confidence, if I may put it in the quietest way, in regard

to his knowledge of you?—A. I am very proud of my relationship to General Hughes.

Q. Am I to understand, therefore, that you never learned from General Sir Sam
Hughes that the ammunition that you were instrumental in purchasing for the Brit-

ish Admiralty was defective and under suspicion?—A. I have never discussed it.

Q. General Sir Sam Hughes, in answer to a question by Captain Thompson, at

page 8 of the evidence, the question being:
" Q. Early in 1915, I think that you said an agent of the Vickers Company

spoke to you."

And so on. And the question had then arisen as to whether they would manu-
facture in Canada. The last sentence of Sir Sam's reply is the one I want to refer to.

He said:

" Then the question having come up, it was understood that we had some defec-

tive ammimition that would be suitable for machine gun purposes."

Q. Did the representative of the Vickers firm inform you of that fact, as he had
apparently discussed it with Sir Sam Hughes?—A. I do not remember. A good
many things happened since that time.

Q. Then if you refer again to page 8—I am trying to find out if you will be
good enough to tell me what your knowledge was with reference to the facts the
Minister has testified to—he is asked, a little further down, page 8 of the testimony

—

"Did you have any further correspondence or conversation with him?"
referring to the agent of the Vickers Company, and he answered:

"No, I think that their Montreal agent spoke to me, butjbe said it was about the
new ammunition."

That would be Mr. F. Orr Lewis, would it not?—A. I do not know.
Q. Was there any other Montreal agent that you knew of?—A. I am not

acquainted with them.

Q. Then Sir Sam Hughes goes on further to say:

"He spoke to me, but he does not remember speaking to me about this

at all. The next time the matter came up was when General Macdonald got
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the order from Colonel Allison a month later. I might point out that the

reason I ordered Mark VI to be sold on my return from England was that it

had been found that there was a lot of defective ammunition, Mark VI, of no

use whatever at the front, and that during practice at Valcartier they had

some very dangerous experiences even with the Mark III rifle, in the use of

this Mark VI ammunition. Some of the boys had it pretty warm; several

explosions took place, blowing blazes back around the boys' heads, and the

ammunition had come to be regarded as more or less dangerous."

Did you learn that from General Sir Sam Hughes?—A. I heard the evidence.

Q. Before that, had you learned it at all?—A. No, no. I understand that this

• 303 Mark VI was not the proper calibre for the new rifle.

Q. Did you, at the time you had your interview with General Macdonald, after

your letter of September 8th, refer to Sir Trevor Dawson as being your authority

or your principal in the maf-ar?—A. It is embodied in my letter.

Q. I am asking you whether you referred to him in your interview?—A. I do

not remember that at all.

Q. You recollect that the letter of September 8th says, page 10:

" Eeferring to my arrangements with you some time ago for the purchase

of 236,000 .303 Mark VI .cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson."

General Macdonald was asked whether you mentioned Sir Trevor Dawson in that

earlier interview. I take it that it wae. a prior interview. Did you?—A. I do not

remember.

Q. Will you say you did not?—A. I do not remember.

Q. Will you refer particularly, if you please, to the evidence that General Mac-
donald has given just below the middle of page 10 of the record, in which the Counsel,

I think, was Captain Thompson, and he asked the question of General Macdonald

—

"Did you tell him that it was defective ammunition you were selling?

—

A. I do not know that he asked me the question. He knew that himself—all

Mark VI.

"He asked for Mark VI ammunition and we gave it to him."

Is that correct?—A. I have not any doubt of it, that that is what General Mac-
donald sayfe. ,

Mr. Henderson : The letter says that Mark VI was defective.

By Mr. JJewart:

Q. Did you, as a matter of fact, ascertain that there was mention of a defective

ammunition for sale or available in Canada?—A. No.

Q. Did you ask tbe Quartermaster General by telephone as to whether there was
any .303 Mark VI ammunition that could not be used?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And I understand that you telephoned to General Sir Sam Hughes at the

same time that you telephoned to General Macdonald practically, and that you were

referred to General Macdonald by Sir Sam Hughet? Is that correct?—A. Yes.

Q. What examination did you make, or have made, for you to find out the

character of the ammunition you were purchasing?—A. None whatever.

Q. It would be incorrect to say that one of your experts came down and examined

it or reported to you? Have you any experts?—A. I had no experts examine it a1

all.

Q. Will you refer to page 24 of the evidence, and drop down about twelve lines

Sir Charles was asking about the manufacture, and you say :
" I do not know where

it was manufactured." Then Captain Thompson asked the question

—
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"It was Mark VI, though?—A. .303 Mark VI. One of our experts went

down to see it, and he found that there was only a fcmall percentage of it that

would be acceptable."
" Sir Charles Davidson : When you speak of ' one of our experts ' what do

you mean?

" The Witness : I mean that my own man went down to see it."

Whom do you mean when you say that your own man went down to see it?

Mr. Henderson: That was some ammunition in New York.

The Witness: That is another proposition altogether.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Was that Canadian ammunition you were then discussing?—A. I do not

know; I do not think so. I do not know where it was made.

Q. If you say it wa6 New York, I accept it.

Mr. Henderson : Eead just the line above.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. What did you say so far as the price was concerned? How did you settle the

price at which the ammunition in Canada was to be purchased?—A. I did not get

the price. I did not know the price until some time in the latter part of October, ]

think.

Q. And from whom did you get the information at that time?—A. I think it was
General Macdonald.

Q. The price being what?—A. $20, I think.

Q. Who fixed the price with the British Admiralty at which they should pur-
chase?—A. I do not know.

Q. Did you?—A. No, sir.

Q. And you have no knowledge as to who did?—A. None whatever.

Q. And you have no knowledge as to what price was fixed with the British Admir-
alty?—A. None whatever.

Q. You were not here this afternoon when there was some discussion before his

lordship. Sir Charles, with reference to the commission that you were entitled to

receive from the account of Mr. F. Orr Lewis in New York, you were not here?
—A. No.

Q. Having regard to the fact which I shall tell you, that it has been testified

to that Mr. F. Orr Lewis had certain accounts in the Bank of Montreal, New York,
one of which was particularly referred to as account No. 2 ; did you receive commis-
sions paid from the Bank of Montreal in New York out of that account?—A. On
this transaction?

Q. I did not ask you that. Did you receive commissions ?—A. Not on this trans-

action at all.

Q. But there were commissions you did receive?—A. On other transactions in

the United States.

Q. Was not the method of business this: having been introduced by Sir Sam
Hughes, and having made the position for yourself that was made in Canada, you
made your profits in the United States and not here?—A. I do not understand your
question.

Q. I am asking you whether the only commissions you made were such as you
made in the United States, after you had secured the footing you had in Canada,

where you made no commission?—A. I do not understand.

Q. Yet you say you made no commissions upon any Canadian orders?—A. I have

lived in the United States for thirty years, and have a very large and extensive acquaint-

ance.
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Q. Then you needed no introduction from Canada to make good there?—A. Not
in the United States.

Q. And having lived so long in the United States, there was no reason why you
should not make a eonunission on Canadian orders?—A. I did not make a com-
mission.

Q. Was there any reason why, having regard to your extensive connection in

the United States, and the standing you had acquired there, that you should not

have made profits out of Canadian orders?—A. I never thought of a commission on
this transaction whatever.

Q. Do you appreciate the force of my question? Do you realize your footing

in the United States, and that that is where your business chiefly rested?—A. In the

United States, yes.

Q. Can you suggest a reason why, having regard to your footing and connection
in the United States, you would take a commission there and nothing in Canada.—A.
That is a personal matter.

Q. I am aaking you?—A. It is not pertinent to this matter.

Q. ^^ ill you suggest a reason ?—A. A commission was never thought of in this

transaction.

Q. I appreciate that that is what j^ou said, but will you suggest a reason?—A.

No, I will not give an answer to that.

Q. You decline to do so and so far as the account is concerned that was in the

name of Mr. Lewis in New York. You say the only commissions you received were

on deals that were pertaining to matters arising on business in the United States and
not in Canada; is that correct?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you any memorandum to show what commissions you did receive from

the account of Mr. F. Orr Lewis in the Bank of Montreal, New York?—A. That is

quite a personal matter.

Q. I am asking you if you had any such memorandum. The right to produce

it is another matter, but I am asking you if you have any such memorandum.

Mr. Henderson: There is no objection to that. I think you had better mention

the amount.

The Witness: I think Mr. Lewis paid me some $4,000 odd dollars, I have for'

gotten the amount.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. There was a statement made up between you and Mr. Lewis with reference

to this account in New York, coming from the bank or other source which showed

what you were entitled to receive?—A. Mr. Orr Lewis, I have no doubt, had a state-

ment of what commissions were d\ie me on transactions in the United States.

Q. And there is such a statement in existence?

A. I have not got one.

Q. It was a matt-er of such indifference to you that you did not keep it?—A. Per-

fectly immaterial.

Q. You made a sum of our or five thousand dollars merely?

Mr. Henderson : He is not a lawyer.

Mr. Dewart : If he were he might keep track of these little matters.

Q. You did not keep it?—A. I have not got a statement.

Q. Then may I take it that so far as you are concerned it would be utterly impos-

sible for you to give us any statement with reference to any commissions that you
received through or from Mr. Lewis?—-A. No doubt I could procure the statement
if I wanted it, but I have no desire for it. He has paid me and I am satisfied.

Q. Then had you a personal acquaintance with the Vickers House. That is a

phrase with which you must be familiar. What was meant by that?—A. That is the

ofiice building in which Vickers have their business offices.
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Q. And why was Mr. Searles' name mentioned in this connection?—A. I do nox

remember. I have shipped a great deal of stuff from the United States to Searios^

and I do not know.

Q. Apart from this transaction altogether?—A. Oh yes.

Q. I see under date of the 8th October, 1915, a reference to the shipment 0l"75(.',-

300 rounds. You telegraph from Morrisburg to General Macdonald saying: "Mail
account to me here.' Can you suggest why that should be mailed to you at ]\lorris-

burg?—A. I wanted the account to deliver to the Bank of Montreal.

Q. At Morrisburg?—A. No, not at Morrisburg.

Q. It was deliverable in New York; that was the place where it was delivered?

—

A. That is where I did deliver it.

Q. When you asked :
" Mail account to me here " that was simply because you

wahted to be able to have it sent to Mr. Orr Lewis' account in New York?—A. I pre-

sume so.

Q. I am asking you ?—A. I presimie that was the reason : I do not remembc;r the

circumstance.

Q. Then were you ever appointed the Canadian representative of Vickers in Can-
ada?—A. No sir.

Q. Can you account for how there crept into the Militia memorandum thnt pal-

pable error that certain documents representing the vouchers for the payment 3f these

matters had been passed through J. Wesley Allison, Morrisburg, the Canadian ropre-

sentative of Vickers, Limited, of London, England. Can you account for that?

Mr. Henderson: That is Colonel Macdonald's memorandum.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. You cannot account for that?

Mr. Henderson: You cannot make him responsible for Colonel Macdonald.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. I am asking you if you can recall why you should be referred to in the Militia

orders, not only once but several times, as the Canadian representative of Vickers

Limited ?

Sir Charles Davidson : Militia orders ?

Mr. Dewart: Militia memoranda.

Q. Can you account for that? You were not posing then, were you?—A. I do
not now anything about it, I do not know why.

Q. Having regard to the fact that there were certain earlier shipments of this

ammunition which went forward, either to your principals or those whom you purported

to represent, there was a subsequent application for two million rounds that you did

not get. Do you recollect that?—A. I am not sure as to that.

Q. You recollect the circumstances that you did ask for 2,000,000 rounds, or was
it just one of those little facts that escaped your memory and recollection?

Mr. Henderson: Where is that?

Sir Charles Davidson: Page 28 of the return.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. I do not think it is referred to in your evidence before. Do you recollect

the circustances that there was an extra 2,000,000 you asked for and did not get

—

A. I do not remember just now.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might show the letter to him.

Mr. Dewart: I will do so. Page 28 of the Parliamentary return.

Mr. Hutcheson: That is evidently a telegram dated December 8, 1915.
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By Mr. Dewart:

Q. You recognize that, do you not, as a copy of a telegram that was sent?—A.

It is possible, I should like to see the original.

Q. I cannot give you it. This is part of the Parliamentary return of which this

is a duplicate. Do you doubt its accuracy?—A. No, I do not.

Q. Do you recollect the circumstances that you did apply for two million rounds

that you did not get?—A. It is quite possible, I do not recollect the circumstances.

Q. Do you not recollect that as a distinct fact?—A. I do not recollect the circum-

stances in connection with it.

Q. Well, the fact that you did not get the 2,000,000 rounds that you asked for,

as lately as December—has that escaped your memory?—A. I do not recollect it at

all.

Q. Look at the telegram I gave you ?—A. It is quite possible it is correct.

Mr. Henderson: I think there is a misapprehension. I think he got it, and Mr,
Hutcheson agrees with me that he got the amount in December, short the 14,000 rounds.

That is our understanding. I understood he got it all. There were three orders

referred to by Colonel Macdonald at page 19.

Sir Charles Davidson: If you read the recommendation as to the Order in

Council, you will see that it amounts to 4,999,000, covering the first three million

and the two million. Is that your view of it?

Mr. Dewart: Yes. The first voucher was for 236,000 of the 750,000 asked for,

and then two million rounds asked for and a shipment of 1,999,000 odd, and then
after that Colonel Allison on the 18th December applied for two million-Tounds, which
I am suggesting to him he did not get.

Q. Do you recollect that application?—A. I have no doubt I made it but I do not
recollect the circumstances.

Q. There is a separate application for this 2,000,000.

Mr. Hutcheson: That was supplied on the 26th December according to the
return.

Mr. Dewart: If I may put it on the notes as it is in the precis, on the 11th of

November Colonel Allison asked for a million rounds, which he asked to have
increased to two millions, and which was authorized to be issued and which was
issued at 1,999,800 rounds, and sent on the 26th November, 1915. That is shown on
page 13 and 14 of the original return.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, it is obvious that at the date of this wire; December
18th, three million rounds had already been delivered.

Mr. Dewart: And an additional request was made for two million.

Sir Charles Davidson: And that this would have made up a total of 5,000,000

rounds

Mr. Dewart: The amount in round terms, for which the minister afterwards

asked the aiithority of the Governor in Council, asked for an Order in Council

—

Sir Charles Davidson :—which would have covered the 3,000,000 already delivered

and the additional 2,000,000 sought for by the telegram of December 18th.

Mr. Henderson: Obviously you are right, but page 133 of the parliamentary

return appears to give the latter date.

Mr. Hutcheson: That is the 26th November.

Mr. Henderson : Yes, I was wrong.

Mr. Dewart: I am asking you whether when you asked for the additional ship-

ment that I referred to of two million rounds of ammunition, whether there was any

understanding on your part with the Minister of Militia as to the character of the

ammunition that you were then going to get. I will read you the telegram.
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The Witness : I have never discussed it with the Minister of Militia at all.

Q. I will read you your telegram under date December 18th to General Mac-
donald, the Quartermaster General:

" Can you ship our friends London

"

The emphasis on the " our "—is mine.
" Two million more .303 Mark VI. General Hughes is here and approves, but

requested me to write you."

That is signed J. Wesley Allison. Don you recollect sending that message?—A. I

have not any doubt but what I have sent it.

Q. Is the matter of the ordering of two million rounds of ammunition such a

small affair in your life— ?—A. Quite so.

Q.—that you are oblivious to the fact that it ever happened?—A. Quite so.

Q. You have no recollection of the conversation with the minister?—A. I do not

remember the conversation at all.

Q. You have no recollection of the circumstance that Sir Sam Hughes is men-
tioned in the telegram as approving, but insisted that you should write the Quarter-

master General?—A. None whatever.

Q. Have you since learned, or has it come to your knowledge, that the applica-

tion of the minister, to which you refer in your telegram, for such an order in council

as would cover the two million extra rounds has not yet passed?—A. I do not know
anything about it.

Q. I thought it might occur to you as a matter of importance, having regard to

the inquiry. You were anxious to get the ammunition on the 18th of December, were

you not? A. I do not remember the circumstances at all.

Q. You have no recollection. Do you not recollect meeting Sir Sam Hughes in

New York at that time?

Mr. Henderson: Shortly before Christmas.

Mr. Dewart: He knows the 18th of December is a week before Christmas. My
learned friend does not need to assist so brilliant a witness.

The Witness : I do not remember the date at all.

Q. Shortly before Christmas, do you not recollect the circumstance that you asked

for 2,000,000 more of Mark VI ammunition?—A. I have not any doubt I asked for it.

Q. I want to get your recollection with reference to the circumstance?—A. I have
given you 'all the answer I can.

Q. And that you had discussed it with Sir Sam Hughes in New York?—A. I do
not remember.

Q. And that you sent this wire. Do not remembei) you did not get it? Probably
that will bring it back to your failing recollection. You remember the circumstance

that the two million extra rounds of ammunition was not issued?—^A. There was no
reason why they should

Q. Do you recollect the circumstance you did not get it?—A. Not at all.

Q. Sometimes we remember the things we do not get better than the things we do
get?—A. I have no recollection at all.

Q. You have not even learned since that the reason you did not get it was because

the order in council for this issue was refused. You have not learned that since?

—

A. I answered that a few minutes ago.

Q. And you have not learned that the ammuniticp you would have got under that

order was the rejected ammunition of 1907 and 1908 ? Please answer : you have some
knowledge of these affairs?—A. I have answered that about ten times.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where does that appear? Where does the fact that this

2,000,000 if delivered, would have been of 1907 ammunition?

Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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Mr. I)E\^ART : It was the only ammunition I could find that was left. The Colonel

had assimilated the ammunition of 1912 and 1913 and the defective ammunition of

1910 had gone to the Northwest Mounted Police in January, 1916, and upon my read-

ing of the record I can only find the 190Y and 1908 ammunition that was condemned

in existence then.

Sir Charles Davidson : If you were a witness, I would say :
" Read the question

to the witness, and let him answer." Where is it disclosed that had this two million

rounds been delivered, they would have been 1907 and 1908?

Mr. Henderson: The report is, that there is available in Ordnance. charge this

amount of ammunition.

Mr. IDewart: The report at page 30 refers to this application which the Minister

O.K.'d, as my learned friend points out.

Sir Charles Davidson: My observation is that there was no 1908 ammunition
delivered at all to the Vickers.

Mr. Dewart : Quite so, my lord. They did not get it. I am taking it from the

return, page 40 of the first parliamentary return, which gives, as you will remember,
the details from 1908 to 1913. However, the question is not of importance because the

witness says he does not remember.

Q. Were you frequently at Ottawa during the month of December, 1915?—A.
I do not know whether I was here or not. They would know at the hotel.

Q. May I go back to the question about the two million of ammunition which you
were endeavouring to get on December 18, and try and impress your lagging memory.
The telegram says:

—

The telegram says :— -

General Hughes here and approves, but requested me to write you.

You do not recollect that?—A. No.

Q. May I call it to your attention in this way : a further telegram was sent from
Morrisburg, December 20, 1915, and addressed again to General Macdonald, Quarter-
master General :

" Please wire answer Morrisburg my telegram regarding two mil-

lion more." Do you remember that?—A. I do not remember. It is quite possible I

sent it.

Q. Do you realize that the fact that the last two million rounds of ammunition
was not authorized to be issued to you, is one of the circumstances that has led to

this inquiry?—A. What is that?

Q. Do you realize that that is one of the circumstances that has led to this

inquiry?—A. I do not know what led up to this inquiry.

Q. Did it occur to you to inquire at all as to why that last two million rounds of

ammunition had not been issued?—A. I do not remerrber anything about it; I was
ill in December and I have been away nearly all winter.

Q. And doing no business in December of any kind?—A. Oh, yes, but very

little.

Q. And you can give me no suggestion that there were any other letters passed

between you, and telephone messages between you and anybody else here at Ottawa,

to find out why the two million rounds of ammunition you had asked about on the

18th of December, and inquired earnestly about on the 20th of December, had not

been issued. Why did you not follow it up?—A. I do not remember anything about

the transaction.

Q. Can you suggest why you did not follow it up and suggest why you did not get

the extra two million?—A. I can give you no information about it whatever.

Q. You realize that there is a sudden abyssmal gap between your early transactions

and the one of the 18th December?

Mr. Henderson: The gap had naturally been closed.

7131—162 - Mr. J. Wesley Allisok
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By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Do you realize that there is a sudden break? I want to know whether you
found out what the character of the ammunition' was, or why it was not given you,
or anything about it?—A. I do not know anything about the ammunition.

Q. And you have not yet learned that we had defective ammunition in Canada?
I mean from any authentic source except myself? Have you learned it from any more
authentic source than myself?—A. I have answered that about four hundred times

already.

Q. Perhaps four times. Have you yet learned anything with reference to the

character of the ammunition that you were buying?—A. Yes, this investigation has

disclosed a lot of things.

Q. I hope it has disclosed something?—A. It is a mighty good thing for the

Germans.

Q. Better hold your horses. Did you say it was a mighty good thing for the

Germans—this investigation?—A. This kind of information should not be gone into

at all.

Q. We should not find out what profits are made or whether profits are made on
Canadian war supplies?—A. Why don't you ask that question? If you are after that

information,, I made no profits whatever on this transaction, directly or indirectly.

Q. And you produced no statement showing any of your affairs in New York or

your dealings A. I will furnish no statement whatever about my American
business.

Q. Or to show where we may test the accuracy of your information by the state-

ment?—A. Mr. Orr Lewis has given you the information and it is perfectly correct.

Q. His memory is like yours ?—A. His information is absolutely correct. I have

not the slightest doubt.

Q. I am asking you, would you produce to the Court in its official capacity, so

that the Court could judge what you got out of that transaction from Mr. Lewis?

—

A. I do not know what Mr. Lewis' evidence was but I am here to confirm every state-

ment he made in the transaction.

Q. Every statement he made that you did not hear?—A. I have no doubt every

statement he made is absolutely correct.

Q. Will you let us have your copy of the statement showing the profits you did

receive from the F. Orr Lewis account No. 2 in the Bank of Montreal, so that the

Court may judicially observe them, and say whether your money is accurate as to

whether you did or did not earn the Canadian commissions?

Mr. Hexderson : He was simply paid without any statement being furnished.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Probably you will now remember there was no statement. Was there or was
there not?—A. I have answered it.

Q. Was there?—A. No.

Q. You were paid by cheques from time to time?—A. No.
Q. How?—A. Paid by Mr. Lewis.

Q. By cheques?—A, Or on his authority.

Q. By cheques from time to time?—A. I do not know whether it was cheques or
not.

Q. In one sum?—A. I do not think Mr. Lewis ever gave me a cheque.

Q. How did you get it?—A. He gave me the money.

Mr. Henderson: Real money.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Cash?—A. Yes.

Q. Any bills?—A. Yes, United States bills.

Mr. J, Wesley Allison.
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Q. This is a peculiar transaction. You mean to say he gave you real money,
United States currency, to pay you your commission. Is that the way it was paid?

—

A. He paid me in cash.

Q. And there is no account or rendering of account or receipt passing between

you?—A. IsTot necessary.

Q. I am not suggesting that it was. The confidence that existed between Mr.
Lewis and yourself was such that it had to be paid in cash?—A. Mr. Lewis paid me
in cash.

Q. Bills?—A. Yes.

Q. Personally, paid you the full amount of your commission upon American
business; is that right?—A. Yes, of course.

Mr. Dewart : That is all I desire to ask the witness.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have the other Counsel any questions to ask ? >

Mr. Henderson: No.

Mr. Hutcheson: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Had you any knowledge whatever of the use to which this

ammunition was to be applied?

The Witness : No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did you on any occasion handle any of the funds which
went for the payment of it?

The Witness : No.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you inform the Commission why there was this

change of place of payment from London to New York? Because on the face of the

documents it api)eared an arrangement had been come to to pay in London?

The Witness : Yes, that was the original request from London to have it paid in

to the Receiver General at London, Bank of Montreal at London.

Mr. Dewart: Eequest?

The Witness : I think that was the original arrangement, and I do not remember
just why it was changed.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have I understood you to state as to whether or not you
received any profit on this transaction?

The Witness : None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson : Or anything in the form of commission ?

The Witness : Not a cent.

Sir Charles Davidson: Or benefit direct or indirect?

The WITNESS: None whatever'

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you the hope of any ?

The Witness : None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson: Li view of the statement of the witness that this com-
mission of four or five thousand was paid, might it be possible now to secure any
knowledge of the transactions on which this commission was paid?

Mr. Henderson: I understand that that raises the same old question of possible

complications. There will be no objection in the world to witness and Mr. Orr Lewis

either jointly or separately giving you that information, and I have no objection to

give it to may learned friend, Mr. Dewart, on the understanding that it will not be

published. There is no objection to my learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, getting it.

Mr. Dewart : Oh no.

Sir Charles Davidson; Am I to understand that you exclude Mr. Hutcheson

from your confidence?

7131—162J Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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Mr. Henderson : No. I happen to know, .and I can assure you it is not desirable

that that information should be stated. In fact there is a particular reason why it

should not be stated.

Mr. DewART : I am quite content with my learned friend's statement that Mr.
Hutcheson and myself should be made acquainted jointly with the fact, and I assure

my hon. friend I shall observe the very strictest professional etiquette with regard to

any statement he so submits.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: I am glad this agreement has been arrived at because
I think it is in furtherance of the public interest that this knowledge should be given

in this way, and then dealt with as propriety may dictate.

Mr. Henderson : We will then be subject to your lordship's direction. I may say

you will thoroughly appreciate the reason.

Sir Charles Davidson : Will that information be delivered now or later ?

Mr. Henderson : At this moment to my learned friend. (Counsel confer.)

Mr. Dewart : My learned friend has satisfied me as to the bona fides of his inten-

tion that he will give everything his client imparts to him. I may say that when the

inquiry opened I did not appreciate quite what its scope would be, and it has perhaps

developed into lines of thought that were entirely different to what any of us could

conceive. The existence of the necessities of the Admiralty and the exact position in

which this particular matter stood, was one that I do not think anybody could have

understood from the speeches in Hansard on either side of the House, and I regret to

csay that before the inquiry opened I had undertaken a rather important professional

engagement in Winnipeg, for which I expected to leave last night, and if under these

circumstances, with my learned friend's kind concurrence it would be possible to

adjourn the inquiry as I suggested for a fortnight, I feel quite sure in the meantime
any inquiry necessary to be made as to the position of matters in England, and as to the

position of matters in New York, could be made, and perhaps the inquiry could be

terminated in one sitting, and if I can ask for the grace of the Court under those

<;ircumstances, I may say I believe I am authorized to act for the Liberal party in the

matter.

Sir Charles Davidson : That was my first information in definite form as to why
you were here.

Mr. Dewart : I recognize I have my limitations, in view of the remarks the

Prime Minister made at the tme it wa^ suggested Counsel migh be appointed.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is noted that you appear here on behalf of the Liberal

party.

Mr. Dewakt : It may be a fruitless brief, but at the same time that is my position,

and if my learned friend consentfe to an adjournment for a fortnight, I am agreeable.

I have to ask my learned friend's kind indulgence as a brother practitioner, in view

of my engagement.

Mr. Hutcheson : I appreciate the need of some adjournment, and while I am not
consenting to an adjournment for a fortnight, I am not objecting. It was suggested

h^ the Auditor General that a statement be procured from the Manager of the bank
in New York. We had a further suggestion that some statement be procured from
the Admiralty. If the latter suggestion was carried out it would obviously take some
time before we could .proceed. We are here to offer any opportunity to my learned
friend and the people he represents, whom we now learn he represents, to delve into

this matter as deeply as may be, within reason, and we do not want to tie- him down
in any way. We are ready to submit to him for cross-examination any or all the
witnesses who were examined in chief prior to his connection with the case. Some
of these he haa had an opportunity of examining, and others he has not had an
opportunity of examining at all. We want to give him every facilities to go into these

Mr. J. Wesley Allison.
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matters, but consistently with that of course I urge despatch in the closing of the

work of this Commission. I am glad to hear him say he thinks f>ne sitting may
close it, after he procures the information he suggests. Colonel Harston is to be here

on the occasion of our next meeting, whenever that may be.

Mr. Henderson : Might I say, it occurs to me that there might be, probably would
be, a reason why the Admiralty as such should not make the statement, but might I

ask Mr. Dewart if a statement from Sir Trevor Dawson would be of any assifstance to

him? I should think that would be readily obtainable—I trust I am not being taken

too liberally by any reporter—but perhaps the official of the Admiralty might not care

to say too much.

Mr. Dewart : Perhaps that had better be the subject of a conference in the mean-
time.

Sir Charles Davidson : Having in remembrance, Mr. Dewart, the fact that while

sitting at Victoria I could not permit the appearance of Mr. Taylor on behalf of the

Liberal Association of that province, on the ground that Mr. Thompson fully repre-

sented the interests of the public, it was proper for me to state the facts and circum-

stancefe in connection with this matter, and the debates which took place in Parlia-

ment, and I welcome your assistance with pleasure. I might also add that in so

refusing Mr. Taylor in Victoria I begged him to remain and assist, if he could, Mr.
Thompson in the discharge of his duties.

With respect to the adjournment, Mr. Hutcheson refuses to acquiefece, but does

not strenuously object. In a professional sense, that means that he consents. Let the

adjournment be had say, until a fortni^jht from "next Monday. That will be the

12th of June, say at two o'clock in the afternoon. I see m public interest that will

be in any way endangered by granting the adjournment.

The Commission adjourned until Monday, the 12th of June, at 2 o'clock in the

afternoon.

15:





EOYAL COMMISSION.

Quebec, Friday, June 9, 1916.
Present :

The H0:N^0URABLE sir CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight, Commissioner.

J. A. HuTCHESON, K.C., Counsel to assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

S. W. Jacobs, K.C. (in the absence of Mr. Hartley Dewart, K.C),

Counsel for the Liberal Party.

JoHx Fraser, I.S.O., Auditor General.

Thomas P. Owens, Clerh of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commission :

—

Mr. Jacobs, K.C, presented to the commissioner the following letter which was
read :

—

Ottawa, June 7, 1916.

"Dear Sir Charles pAVL^soN,—I am informed by Mr. H. H. Dewart that

a witness summoned to appear before your Commission is to leave for England

and that, therefore, he would be examined to-morrow at Quebec.
" Mr. Dewart informs me that it is absolutely impossible for him to

attend, and asked me to have some one take his place.

" I have asked Mr. S. W. Jacobs of the Montreal Bar to act in Mr.
Dewart's absence, and he has consented to do so.

Believe me.

Yours very sincerely,

WILFRID LAITRIER."
Sir Charles Davidson, Ottawa."

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : We are very glad that you are here to give us your assist-

ance in the inquiry, Mr. Jacobs.

Mr. Jacobs : I have been detached from the army of counsel in Ottawa before

the Meredith-DufF Commission, and I am. acting as a flying column here to-day for

the examination of Colonel Harston.

Sir Charles Davidson : And in neither case are you a bomb-thrower.

Mr. Jacobs : I hope not.

Mr. IIutcheson: I regret not having Mr. Dewart with us to-day. but I am sure

we are delighted to have Mr. Jacobs here. Mr. Dewart's mantle has fallen on worthy

shoulders. I suppose, sir, that the reason for the Commission sitting in Quebec is

set out in the letter which was read from Sir Wilfrid Laurier.
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Sir Charlbs Davidson: I do not think so.

Mr. IIuTCiiESON : I learned from you on Saturday afternoon at a late hour, that

Colonel Ilarston had been suddenly ordered overseas on '"ery important business, and

that it was desirable to have his evidence taken at Ottawa last Tuesday. I unfor-

tunately found myself so tied up with assize court work that I could not at such

short notice possibly make my arrangements to be present at Ottawa on Tuesday,

and the very best that I could arrange was to be here to-day. I am sorry if it has

caused the Commission any inconvenience, but at all events it was the best I could

do. Now that we are here I am sure that we will get along very nicely.

Colonel C. ^reville-Harstox, Chief Inspector of Arm sand Ammunition for the

Dominion of ( ij.iada, sworn

:

By M Jutcheson^ K.C.:

Q. How Ir-^ij have you held your present office?—A. Since 1908. ^
Q. And pi_; ( to 19(>8 were you not connected with the Ordnance Department ol

the Militia?—A No, I was employed two years at Woolwich, and Enfield some years

ago.

Q. But not in connection with the Canadian Militia Department?—A. No.
Q. Can you tell us when the Canadian Militia commenced the manufacture of

small arms anmiunition?—A. No, sir, I cannot; I know they were making it in

1885, and it must have been before that .

Q. We have been informed in the course of the evidence hitherto taken that the

different issues of cartridges are called Mark VI, Mark VII and so on?—A. As
they get a new rifle they have to have new ammunition, and it must have been some-

where about 1890 that we got the Lee-Enfield rifle, and then we had to adopt a new
ammunition, and the first lot was called Mark I, then came Ma^-k IT. Mark III, and
so on, and the final ammunition up to 1911 was called Mark VI ammunition. That

is what was being made from 1907 to about 1911 was called Mark VI ammunition.
It was a round bullet. Then in 1912 they began to make Mai-lv VII.

Sir CriAKLEs Davidson: And precedently to 1907?

Mr. HuTCHESON : I take it that it was another mark.

Colonel Harstox: Yes, it began at Mark I and went on up.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. The mark denotes the series, ov as my learned predecest^or in the case calls

it, the vintage?—A. The mark denotes some alteration in the pattern or some change

in the cordite. Mark VI has a round-nosed bullet-like end and filled with a certain

size of cordite of solid strings. Mark VII has a pointed bullet and has tubular

cordite. Every strand of cordite has a fine hole right through it so as to bring on

quicker combustion.

Q. Have you a pattern of a Mark VI bullet with you?—A. No, the one I have

here is in the form of a pencS, it is a pencil set in an old Mark VI cartridge.

Q. As to the Koss rifle now in use, how many series of ammunition have been

manufactured?—A; Under the convention with Great Britain the Ross rifle has to

take the same ammunition as the Lee-Enfield; whatever mark is used in the Lee-

Enfield we use in the Ross rifle, it makes no difference.

Q. Is the Ross rifle called by different marks?—A. Yes, but the rifle marks have

no relation to the ammunition marks.

Q. The ammunition now being used in the Ross rifle is called what?—A. The
ammunition that is being made now for us both here and in England and in the

United States is called Mark VII.

Col. C. Greville-Harston.
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Q. And the Eoss rifle now being manufactured and used is called what mark?
— A. It is Mark III, and the bayonet is Mark II. Every different part is called

according to what change is made; when they make a change they call it another

mark.

Q. Where is the ammunition manufactured?—A. Some of it, about half a
iriillion a month, is made by the Dominion Arsenal here.

,
Sir Charles Davidson: Is it advisable to give these figures?

Mr. HuTCHESox: I do not know.

Sir Charles Davidson : I mean, is it advisable to make this information public.

Colonel Harston: I do not think so. We have inspectors and examiners all

over the country, wherever the ammunition is being made. I have officers in charge
at different plants all over the country who work under me, according to my orders.

Mr. Jacobs: It might be well if any information of this nature is given, that

the press be asked not to make it public.

Sir Charles David.son : It struck me that Colonel Harston's description of the

details of Mark VII ammunition ought not to be made public, and that it is not
necessary to any question before us that it should be given in evidence.

Colonel Harston : The nature of the ammunition is dependent on the compo-
sition of the cordite. May I remark that the ammunition which I understand you
are inquiring into is the old Mark VI ammunition, which is now /obsolete.

By Mr. Huicheson:

Q. You have told us that from 1907 to 1911 they were manufacturing Mark VI
ammunition?—A. Yes.

Q. What mark was manufactured in 1912?—A. In 1912 they made Mark VI
up to the end of the year, and then they began to make Mark VII. They were getting

ready to make Mnrk VII ammunition in 1912, and they began to make it about

September or October.

Q. So that practically the manufacture of Mark VI ammunition covered the

period from 1907 to 1912?—A. Practically.

Sir Charles Davidson : I thought you said you ceased manufacturing it in

1911.

Colonel Harston: Yes, sir; but they were preparing to make Mark VII in 1912,

getting the tools and- jigs ready and getting the cordite made.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You say they continued to manufacture Mark VI until the end of 1911 ?

—

A. Until September or October, 1912. We got the first of Mark VII in for proof in

October or November.

Q. So that practically, until the end of 1912, they continued to make Mark VI
ammunition?—A, Yes, sir.

Q. And not up to the end of 1911?—A. Precisely.

Q. We have been told that this Mark VI ammunition proved more or less defec-

tive?—A. Yes.

Q. And you became actually connected with the work in 1908?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Will you tell us what your observation was in that regard ?—A. When I

first started on inspection work I found that none of' the ammunition would gauge.

It was not made to correct gauges, and I drew the attention of the former Minister

of Militia to it by making a drawing of the size of the cartridge four times enlarged,

in order to show the difference, and I sent him the drawing showing him the differ-

ence between the actual size of the cartridge and what it should be and pointing out

that I found it all vprong.

Col. C. Greville-Harston.
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Q. When you say that it would not gauge, do you refer to the bullet alone or

to the cartridge case ?—^A. The whole thing would not gauge.

Q. p]very part of it?—A. Every part of it.

Q. It would not gauge?—A. It would not.

Q. Does that refer to all of the output or to certain specimens of it?—A. It

refers to all of the output, none of it was true to gauge.

Q. What was the cause of that defect?—A. Bad workmanship,

Q. It had nothing to do with the machinery?—A. The tools and punches were

wrong. ^

Q. The machinery was defective?—A. We call the lathe the machinery, but we
do not call the tools you use on the lathe machinery; it was the tools that were
defective, not the lathe.

Q. Was it your duty to take steps to correct these difficulties?—A. Yes, it was.

Q. And I suppose you did take whatever steps you thought were best to that

end?—^A. Yes. When I came back after establishing the Inspection Department on

what I considered a proper footing, I went to England and spent some time at Wool-

wich to see what system of inspection was in vogue there, to see that I was running

on the same .

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Do you think it is necessary to go into this, Mr.

Tlutcheson ?

Mr. HuTCiiESON: Not unless Your Lordship wishes. It is important to ascer-

tain when he did begin to take steps to correct the troubl,e and whether it was prior

to 1910.

Sir Charles Davidson : That can be ascertained without going into details.

By Mr. Ilutcheson:

Q. When did you begin to take steps to correct the difficulties that manifested

themselves?—A. In 1909.

Q. Would the effect of the measures which you took show in the manufacture

of 1909?—A. No, they took no notice of it.

Q. You mean they took no notice of your efforts?—A. They took no notice until

1913; it did not come into play until 1913, when they got a new superintendent at

the Arsenal.

Q. What is his name?—A. The present superintendent is Lieut.-Col. Lafferty,

and since he took hold the ammunition has been very good.

Q. He took office in 1913, did he not?—A. Yes, in 1913. It was l^te in 1913, I

think, in September; at all events it was after June, 1913.

Q. So that no improvement took place from the time you made your first inspec-

tion until 1913?—A. No.

Q. Did the manufacture from year to year vary in its imperfections?—A. Yes,

it varied.

Q. How?—A. In some of it the cap chamber was punched out instead of being

true, it was on one side.

Sir Ghairles Davidson: Do you wish this evidence?
*

Mr. Jacobs: Not at all.

Mr. HuTCHESON : You want of course the fact that the imperfections varied

from year to year, and that in some years the cartridges were better than in others.

Sir Charles Davidson: That statement being made it suffices.

By Mr. Ilutcheson:

Q. Can you tell us which years were better or worse than others?—A. 1908, 1909,

1910 were very bad, but we did not discover 1910 was as bad until we began to have

Col. C. Gbeville-Harston.
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ac'cidonts, and then we found that the fault was in the over-carbonization of the

nickel; that was what caused the accidents and made it dangerous.

Q. The Barlow report which is in evidence was made on the 13th of June, 1913?

—A. Yes.

Q. The 1910 output was tested as a basis of that Barlow report?—A. It was tested

amongst the others.

Q. Did you say that in addition to the test made to make up that Barlow report,

there have been additional tests of 1910 cartridges?—A. It was all to come back to us

to be reinspeeted and reproved. The 1910 had not reached us. It went out to be used,

and it began to develop accidents, and I advised it being withdrawn as dangerous.

Q. I do not quite follow that, but I see by the Barlow report, page 46, that there

was a recommendation that all cartridges made prior to 1908 should be destroyed, and
these subsequent to 1908 should be ringed?—A. Ringed and re-inspected and reproved,

and the cartridges were all in the Ordnance stores and they turned them over to us by
degrees, and we ringed them and reproved them and reinspeeted them.

Q. How long after the date of the report did you begin the ringing?—A. We
began it, let me think—it must have been in the beginning of 1914; no, the Barlow
report was in Jvme, 1913, it was after the following new year, it was in 1914.

Q. And early in 1914, you began ringing?—A. Yes.

Q. And in ringing them did you take the issues from year to year in chronological

order?—A. I did not have charge of the ammunition, the Ordnance stores have it and
as they send it in we inspect and ring it and reinspect and reprove it.

Q. Is there an ordnance store in Quebec?—A. Yes, there is one in every division.

Q. And so far as you are concerned you only did the ringing of what ammunition
was sent to you by the ordnance stores?—A. Exactly.

Q. What years' ammunition did they send you to ring?—A. It is stated in the

memorandum I gave you, and I should like to refer to it for a moment. First of all,

they gave us the ammunition of 1908 and we ringed the whole of it, and we passed

467,500 as serviceable, and condemned as dangerous 149,600.

Q. Out of a grand total of what?—A. 617,100.

Q, So that about twenty-five per cent of the 1908 ammunition was bad?—A. Yes.

Q. Then the next lot they gave you was the 1912?—A. Yes, and we found ser-

viceable 1,274,000 and condemned as dangerous 12,100.

Q. That was less than one per cent that was condemned?—A. Yes. Then we had

also ringed 140,800 but we had not inspected and reproved it.

Q. You did not inspect it subsequent to the ringing?—A, No, when the war broke

out we had to stop.

Q. You stopped the ringing because the war broke out because there were other

things that must be done?—A. Yes.

Q. I gather from what you told us that none of the 1910 ammunition was given

you to be ringed?—A. No. It was to have come in, but owing to the war it did not;

-the ringing of that was no't very necessary, but it was the proving of it that was more

necessary, because the nickel of the bullet got over-carbonized and that caused acci-

dents.

Q. In your experience did the ringing improve the ammunition as regards safety?

—A. Yes, as far as the blow-backs went.

Sir Chables Davidson: Was it absolutely safe then?

Colonel Harston : No, sir, but as far as blow-backs went it closed in where the

cap chamber had got punched crooked; it was not absolutely certain.

Sir Charles Davidson : My observation of the evidence is that it was not certain.

The Witness: No, sir. Without the proof the ringing was no good. It wanted

the proof and inspection.
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By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Mere ringing would not insure the safety of the ammunition?—A. Oh, no.

Q. Then, turning to another branch of the subject, I take it from what has been

stated previously in evidence, that ammunition deteriorates with age?—A. Yes, the

text book shows that.

Q. You may refer to the standard text book and give us your own opinion on

the matter?—A. It begins to deteriorate from the day it is made. I have here a text

book which is a treatise on ammunition, 10th Edition, 1915.

Q. By whom is that book written ?—A. It is the official War Office book. It says

:

Stability of Cordite: Cordite is not a thoroughly staple substance. It

begins to deteriorate from the day it is made, and if kept long enough it will

eventually ignite spontaneously.

Sir Charles Davidson: How rapidly does ammunition age?

Colonel Harston: It depends on the climate, the temperature.

Sir Charles Davidson : Here in Canada, how rapidly does it age?

Colonel Harston: It depends whereabouts in Canada you have it. Ammunition
should be examined every year, it should be examined once a year.

Sir Charles Davidson: Does that apply to Mark VI ammunition?

Colonel Harston: Yes, it applies to everything; it is all cordite.

Sir Charles Davidson : Tell us your experience of ammunition in Canada, when
would you consider that ammunition became useless because of age?

Colonel Harston : After eight years. Even if it was good ammunition at the

start, I would not wish to issue it at all after eight years without thoroughly retesting

it, but if the boxes in which it is contained are not sealed up tight it is gone.

Sir Charles Davidson: After eight years, you would not depend on it?

Colonel Harston: Sometimes after two years it is gone; you cannot tell without

examining it and testing it.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You would not be prepared to express an opinion as to the average life of a

cartridge with cordite as a basis, in Quebec?—A. If it is hermetically sealed so that

no damp or air could get in, I should say that the anomunition would keep eight

years.

Sir Charles Davidson: You would not be disposed to apply that observation to

Mark VII.

Colonel Harston: I would apply it to any ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson: You say that Mark VII would last for eight years?

Colonel Harston : If it is hermetically sealed, a good deal depends on that. The
cartridges are packed one thousand in a box, and the box is tin-lined or zinc lined and
sealed. A great deal of this ammunition was packed in boxes without any tin lining

and went bad in no time. The Arsenal had orders from Headquarters to do it—and
they did it.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is that?

Colonel Harston: They had orders to pack it without any tin lining in the
boxes.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. From whom did the order come?—A. I cannot tell you.

Q. Was it before your time?—A. It was. I had nothing to do with tlie packing,

certainly, or I would not have packed it that way.
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Q. Can you tell us when they did begin to pack the cartridges properly ?—A, The
packing was turned over to me finally in 1913, and since then I have done the inspec-

tion and packing.

Q. Then, following this along—^have you had any personal experience of your own
knowledge of the actual effect of the use of this defective ammunition?—A. Oh, yes,

lots of it.

Q. That came under your own observation?—A. Yes. Colonel Morrison and I

tried some out of the 1910 ammunition with a machine gun and from one box of it the

flames came out at the back as high as that table there.

Q. When was that test made and in what year?—A. I was made in 1912 with the

ammunition of 1910 and 1908 both.

Q. The ammunition of the years 1908 and 1910 was tested by you?—A. Yes.

Q. Was it since the Barldw report?—A. Yes, it was since the Barlow report.

Q. When was the test made?—A. In the autumn of 1912 or in the beginning of

1913, I do not remember which.

Q. Putting it on a percentage basis, can you tell us what percentage out of the

entire lot you tested to ascertain its condition ?—A. I do not know how much there was
in the Ordnance stores; I cannot tell. We simply took a box of it, 1,000 rounds of
each. We have rules in the Inspection Department, we take a lot of 2,000 and if we
find one burst in any 2,000 we condemn the whole thing as dangerous.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is this evidence necessary ?

Mr. HuTCHESON : I submit, sir. that the witness should be asked what number of

cartridges were defective in this 2,000 rounds he did test, so that we can get some idea

of the extent of the trouble.

Sir Charles Davidson : Very well.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Out of the 2,000 rounds you did test how many did you find defective?—A.
There were so many we did not keep count of them, we condemned it as all bad.

Q. Did you complete the test of the whole 2,000 rounds?—^A. I cannot tell you
whether we fired every cartridge, we fired a great many, we were using them in a

machine gun.

Q. Is that the only additional test that was made, so far as your knowledge goes,

of the 1910 cartridges ?—A. In my presence, yes, but I get reports from all over Canada,
of everything that takes place.

Q. It is information we are after; may I ask you about some of these reports—
have you received reports recently?—A. Every accident that occurs whether in the

ammunition or in the rifles comes to me, and I call the sub-committee together and we
consider it and make a report to Ottawa.

Q. Do you get these reports in writing?—A. Yes, generally.

Q. Where are these reports?—A. They are filed in Ottawa; they are returned to

Ottawa with our report on the whole thing.

Q. With which oiEcial are they filed in Ottawa ?—A. We send them to the Secretary

of the Small Arms Committee,—A. G. Lewis.

Q. You have not these reports here?—A. There is a list of the different reports

made by us and the examination. You have that report in your possession. These are

all reports of accidents on that file and what occurred.

Q. These reports are fifteen in number and each one of them, is a report made to

you of accidents?—A. Each one is our report on the accident.

Q. These accidents were in turn reported to you?—A. Yes, when there is an acci-

dent they pick the rifle out and the ammunition and send it straight to us.

Q. This list does not show of what year the ammunition was?—A. Yes it does. It

is 1910 ammunition.

Q. It is all 1910 ammunition?—A. Yes.
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Sir Chari.es Davidson : If you could limit this inquiry it would be better because

I niu3t confess I cannot appreciate what is being sought now. What years do you

propose to attack, if you attack any.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I am not dqing any attacking.

Sir Charles Davidson: You are criticising.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Our attention has been directed on the inquiry made by Mr.

Dewart as to the sale of the 1!)10 ammunition to the Northwest Mounted Police. I

am dealing particularly with that sale.

Sir Charles Davidson: Would it not be sufficient if the witness confirms his

opinion as expressed in his letter to the Master General of Ordnance that that is

dangerous ammunition?

Mr. HuTCHESON : The witness says that all ammunition shown in this list, some
fifteen boxes, was 1910 ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : And the reports to which this list refers, and of which

it is a summary, are at Ottawa.

Colonel Hartson: All the Small Arms Committee reports are sent to Ottawa.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Have you yourself, Colonel Harston, had some correspondence with Ottawa
regarding the 1910 ammunition?—A. Yes, I have reported it as dangerous.

Q? You showed me a copy of a letter under date of the 13th of May, 1913 from
Colonel Benson, Master General of the Ordnance to the superintendent of the Domin-
ion Arsenal, Quebec—shall I read these letters into the evidence or have them
copied into the proceedings?

Mr. Jacobs: I would like to know what is in them; I have not seen them.

Sir Charles Davidson : So far as I have been able to ascertain, they are mere
matters of departmental inquiry. You can use your judgment, Mr. Hutcheson, as

to whether you will read them or not.

Mr. Hutcheson: I think that to make a fair inquiry these letters should be

written into the proceedings.

Colonel Harston : May I make an explanation with regard to what looks like a

difference of opinion between the Master General of the Ordnance and myself with

regard to the 1910 ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes—you are referring to that letter, now.

Colonel Harston : I am referring to my letter in which I say it is dangerous,

and as to the Master General of the Ordnance having autiiorized its sale, and I think

that is capable of explanation. I think it is only fair to him that it should be

explained.

Sir Charles Davidson: That has reference to your letter of the 3rd of February
and the memo of the Master General of the Ordnance.

By Mr. Hutcheson: /

Q. You wish to refer to your letter of the 3rd of February, 1916. 1 show you a

copy of that letter in which you refer to the Barlow report and on page 46 of it, and

in a paragraph of your letter you say :

—

Since then (the date of the report) the ammunition of 1910 has been

found to be dangerous and should not be used.

Was it with regard to that that you desired to make an explanation ?—A. Yes.

Colonel Harston : General Elliot had only lately become Master General of the

Ordnance. He had not been familiar with all the files and the experience we had had
with that ammunition, and he had run a camp in Manitoba using 1910 ammunition
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and had no accidents. Our business as inspectors is that if we find one burst in 2,000

rounds we condemn the whole thing as dangerous, and we had fifteen or twenty

bursts in different parts of the country and therefore we said it was dangerous, and

General Elliot had used perhaps 100,000 rounds in one camp and with^no accident.

But, in 25,000,000 rounds of ammunition, you may get 1,000,000 rounds with no acci-

dent and yet all the rest may be bnd. General Elliot acted from his own experience

in the camp in Manitoba, which I can quite understand, but it does not alter the fact

that from the inspection point of view the whole of the 1910 ammunition was dan-

gerous. As I say, he acted from his experience in the one camp, whereas we had at

our fingers' ends the experience of the rest of all Canada. That is the difference.

He was perfectly unaware of these accidents that had happened until we called his

attention to it. He had just come to headquarters.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are you aware how these half .million rounds issued to

the Northwest Mounted Police turned out?

Colonel Harston: No, sir. i

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : Have you heard of any accidents from it ?

Colonel Harston : No.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where is the evidence as to that feature of it; is there

any local officer who can tell us?

Colonel Harston : Not here, you could not get that here.

Sir Charles Davidson: At Ottawa?

Colonel Harston : At Ottawa.

Sir Charles Davidson : From whom there ? i

Colonel Harston: From the Commissioner of the Royal Northwest Mounted
Police.

Sir Charles . Davidson : The ammunition in question was supplied the Northwest

Mounted Police as long ago as last June, and you have not heard of any of any acci-

dent to any person owing to its use.

Colonel Harston: I do not get any report from the Northwest Mounted Police.

Sir Charles Davidson: In the ordinary . course they would not come to you?

Colonel Harston: Not unless they asked specially that it should.

Mr. Hutcheson: I have looked through these letters, and they contain. a lot of

routine correspondence, and in one or two of them you do call attention to the dan-

gerous character of the . amm\inition, but there is nothing different that I can find, as

I have read these letters, from what you stated in the letter of the 3rd of February.

Sir Charles Davidson : These letters were sent to you, Mr. . Hutcheson, by Colonel

Harston.

Mr. Hutcheson: Yes. Copies were sent to.me by Colonel Harston, and I have
looked them through. I do not wish that the proceedings of the Commission should be

burdened with letters which do not bear on this. matter at all, because many of them
refer to routine matters which it is not necessary to inquire into.

Mr. Jacobs: You can show them to me dviring the adjournment. for luncheon and
I will see what they are.

Mr. Hutcheson: Colonel Harston, I desire to ask if there is anything you could

add to our knowledge in. the . line that we are now inquiring into ?

Colonel Harston : No, sir, I think I have told you everything so far as I know.

Mr. Hutcheson : Do you know anything about the sale . of ammunition to the

Admiralty ?

Colonel Harston : No. The first I heard of it was . in the newspapers. I do not

know anything about the Northwest Mounted Police sale either.
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Sir Charles Davidson: It would appear from. the correspondence as found in the
parliamentary return that about July, 1914, 12,000 rounds of ammunition were shipped
to the Customs cruiser Margaret and that the price which was charged, was $360, which
I take it would be $30 per thousand; can you tell us of what year that ammunition
was ?

ColonqJ Harston : If -they had Mark III rifles they would probably get Mark VII
ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you verify that ?

Colonel Harston : No, sir, we do not issue the ammunition at all.

Sir Charles Davidson : Who would verify that?

Colonel Harston : The Senior Ordnance Officer where it was issued from.
Sir Charles Davidson : The Senior Ordnance Officer at Quebec.
Colonel Harston

: He could tell about the ammunition; his name is Colonel Morin.
Mr HuTCHESON

:
WiU not the date of the letter show that it was Mark VII ammu-

nition, the letter is dated July, 1914?

'Colonel Harston : Not necessarily.

Mr. HuTCHESON
: It was for 24 Eoss rifles, Mark III.

Colonel Harston: Then they would probably have to have Mark VII ammunition.
Mr. Hutchison: Is Colonel Morin here?
Colonel Harston : Yes.

Mr..HuTCHES0N: Would.you undertake to communicate with him?
Colonel Harston: I could call him up by telephone, but it would be well to send

to him as there may be something that he will need to get from his books.

9^an(l^ ^""T^^^fTZ'-Ji^"^ ""^^ '''''^^ *^ *^^ ^^^^^^^ Company in September.
236,000 rounds of Mark VI 1912 ammunition; in October 750,300 rounds of like ammu-
nition, making a total of 986,300 rounds of ammunition. In November there was sold
to the Vickers Company 1,911,800 rounds of 1906 ammunition and 88,000 rounds of
1907 ammunition.

Colonel Harston
: That is worth about $3.50 a thousand to break up, that is all it

IS worth; it is dangerous to use.

Sir Charles Davidson: Wait a moment, you have not heard my question yet-
what would you consider to have been the value of that ammunition?

Colonel Harston: If the 1912 ammunition was reproved and ringed, I would value
It at about $25 per thousand. If it was not ringed and reproved I would only value it
at the breaking up price which is $3.50 a thousand, breaking it up and extracting the
bullets and saving the parts. It is not fit to issue.

'

Sir Charles Davidson: I suppose reproving means visualizing?
'Colonel Harston: No, we take 600 rounds out of 2,000 and give them a practical

test and visual inspection as well.

donef
"* ^^''^''^~ Davidson: Who can tell as to whether this ringing and testing were

Colonel Harston: I could tell; it is our business to tell.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you that in your records?

Colonel Harston: Yes, sir, I have.

Sir Charles Davidson: Do you know whether this ammunition which was issued
was ringed and tested?

Colonel Harston: No, sir, I cannot tell you what ammunition they issued.
Sir Charles Davidson : I think that is in evidence here.
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Colonel Harston : I could not tell you whether it was ringed, and reproved and

re-examined, I do not know that. I never heard of this ammunition being sold; I did

not know anything about it. About one per cent of the 1912 ammunition was bad and

dangerous.

'Sir Charles Davidson: And the 1906 and 1907 ammunition?

Colonel Harston : The man who sold it ought to go to jail, I think.

Mr. Jacobs: It was your department sold it.

Colonel Harston: Not my department.

Air. Jacobs: You sold it to the British Admiralty.

Colonel Harston: I had nothing to do with it; the 1906 and 1907 ammunition

is dangerous.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is curious they should want more of it; they appar-

ently tried to get more.

Colonel Harston: I do not know anything about it.

m ' Mr. Jacobs : Who do you suggest should go to jail ?

Coloufi Harston: Oh, I do not know th-nt that was evidence; it was only just a

remark of mine.

Sir Charles Davidson: Can you account for the fact that Vickers wanted

2,000,000 more rounds of this ammunition?

Colonel Harston: No, sir, I cannot, unless they were trying to blow up their

guiis, to see what they would stand.

Mr. Hutcheson : Is three any way in which we can find out whether this ammu-

nition that was sent to them was ringed?

Colonel Harston: The Ordnance Stores Department ought to know. As soon

as we have finished the inspection we turn the ammunition over to the Ordnance

stores and after that we do not know what becomes of it; we have no information

about it whatever after we pass it over.

Mr. Hutcheson: And in that Department who would be the best man to tell us?

Colonel Harston : The principal Ordnance Officer in Ottawa, Colonel J. F.

Maedonald. If he does not know it, some of his subordinates would.

Mr. Jacobs : That last lot was sent from Quebec.

Colonel Hairston: Then the Senior Ordnance Officer here would know.

Mr. Jacobs : And you would not know ?

Colonel Harston: No, we have nothing to do with the ammrtuition after we

have inspected it and proved it and packed it.

Mr. Jacobs: You are merely an inspector?

Colonel Harston: That is all, Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition. I

am guided by certain rules.

Mr. Jacobs: And you would not know anything about the two sales of defective

ammunition that were made in Quebec?

Colonel Harston: No.

Mr. Jacobs: I notice, at page 51 of the evidence given on May 23rd, the ques-

tion put by you, Mr. Commissioner, to Mr. Dewart :
" Have you before you, Mr.

Dewart, what was really delivered to the Vickers Company ?" Of couse, I was not in

the case before and I am ignorant as to the evidence, because the facts were only

placed before me a short time ago, but, as I understand it, from reading the evidence,

the ammunition was for the Admiralty and the Vickers Company was their repre-

sentative, so that it was not delivered at all to the Vickers Company.

Sir Charles Davidson: Oh, we are calling it the Vickers Company, but of

course it was delivered to Mr. Searles, who was an official of the Vickers Company.

Col. C. Greville-Harston.
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Mr. Jacobs: And as I understand it, Mr. Lewis explained the purchase by the

Viekers Company.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes. I mentioned the name " Vickers " generally, but

I will alter my question and refer to ammunition with which the name of an official

of Vickers was connected.

Mr. Jacobs (to Colonel Harston) : As to this delivery on the 2Gth of November,

1916, of 1,999,800 rounds of ammunition, you say that you have no knowledge at all,

as the official in charge of this Department in Quebec, of these cartridges or ammu-
nition.

Colonel Harston : It is not in my department.

Mr. Jacobs: You knew nothing of it.

Colonel Harston: Never heard of it.

Mr. Jacobs : Never heard of it ?

Colonel Harston : No, it is not my job.

Sir Charles Davidson: You inspected the ammimition?

Col. Harston: And I turn it over to Ordnance stores, and after it goes to

Ordnance stores I know nothing about it.

Sir Charles Davidson : Unless it returns it to you for further inspection.

Colonel Harston : Yes.

Mr. Jacobs: This lot of ammunition in November, 1915, what vintage was that,

was that 1908 ammunition?

Colonel Harston : I cannot tell you, I never heard of it.

Mr. Jacobs: What mark is it?

Colonel Harston : I can tell you it is Mark VI.

Mr. Jacobs : Assuming it was 1906 and 1907 ammunition, your evidence is that

you consider that ammunition worthless.

Colonel Harston: I consider it was bad. What they wanted to buy a lot of

rotten old stuff like that for, I cannot imagine, I would not allow men to shoot it.

Mr. Jacobs : Assuming that the Department got $20 a thousand for it, what have

you to say to that?

Colonel Harston : I should say they ought to return $17.50 per thousand if they

do the square thing.

Mr. Jacobs : You think they were obtaining money by false representations.

Colonel Harston : No, I do not say that. Those people may have wanted rotten

ammunition.

Mr. Jacobs: For what purpose?

Colonel Harston: I do not know. They may have wanted it for some experi-

mental purpose, I cannot tell.

Mr. Jacobs: You would not think that the British Admiralty would want it for

experimental purposes.

Colonel Harston: I do not know. They may have wanted it for some experi-

mental purposes, we do all sorts of things in experimenting.

Mr. Jacobs : What experimental purpose could that be used for except for injuring

the sailors using it on board the vessels?

Colonel Harston: Not at all; they might want to see what a gun would stand;

they may have wanted to see how bad ammunition they could feed the gun with.

Mr. Jacobs : Would they not require the best ammunition to see what a gun would

stand ?
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Colonel Harston: They know what it will do with the best ammunition; they

might want to get hold of that rotten stuff to see what would happen to the gun.

Mr. Jacobs: And what would happen the gun with a lot of rotten ammunition?

Colonel Harston: I cannot tell you without experimenting.

Mr. Jacobs: Can you conceive in your mind what would happen to a gun with

defective ammunition such as you call this: worthless and useless.

Colonel Harston : We know that at the front a great many men lost their lives

through bad ammunition.

Mr. JACOBS: Do you therefore suggest that is why they wanted this bad ammuni-
tion ?

Colonel Harston: To test out their guns, perhaps; I cannot tell you, that is

only a surmise.

- Mr. Jacobs: And you will admit that your surmise is rather far-fetched.

Colonel Harston : I do not see what else they would want it for.

Mr. Jacobs: Would you consider that the Department should have told these

people, if they did not, that this was defective and worthless ammunition, when they

were selling it to them?

Colonel Harston: I should think the people that were buying it must have had

Colonel Barlow's report on that ammunition; they would not have bought it, surely,

without seeing that.

Mr. Jacobs : And you think that the people who bought it, if they did not have

Colonel Barlow's report before them, should have had it before them?

Colonel Harston : Yes, I think they should.

Mr. Jacobs : That would have been the honest way to deal with these people.

Colonel Harston: Quite so.

Mr. Jacobs: Particularly the British Admiralty.

Colonel Harston: Certainly.

Mr. Jacobs: This lot of 1,999,800 rounds, 1906 and 1907, ammunition was con-

demned by Sir H. W. W. Barlow in his report.

Sir Charles Davidson: General D. A. Macdonald speaks of this as two lots,

amounting to about 1,000,000 rounds, as being 1912 and 1913.

Colonel Harston: That was better, sir, that was better ammunition. There was
one per cent of the 1912 ammunition bad, and the 1913 was fairly good.

Mr. Jacobs: That was fairly good?

Colonel Harston: Yes.

Mr. Jacobs: You think that was worth very much more than the first lot which

we have just been discussing?

Colonel Harston: Oh, yes.

Mr. Jacobs: Was this bad ammunition marked in any was so that it could be

kept separate from the good ammunition?

Colonel Harston: We mark on every box when we deliver it at the Ordnance

stores, the date it was inspected.

Mr. Jacobs : So that the parties using it could know which was good and whicli

was inferior.

Colonel Harston: The Ordnance stores could tell what date it is by the marks

outside the box.

Mr. Jacobs: The date of inspection and the date of manufacture is on these

boxes.
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Colonel Harstox : The date of maniifacture. The year is marked on the cartridge,

as I show you by this sample one I have here.

Mr. Jacobs: Is it stamped on the case?

Colonel Habston: Yes.

Mr. Jacobs: And the date of inspection on the box?

Colonel Harston: In the brown packages, on the paper outside is printed the

date of manufacture and then they are wrapped up in tin-lined boxes and the date of

inspection is on these boxes.

Mr. Jacobs : What have you to say as to the third lot, which was the year, 1912,

I suppose, that is the 236,000 rounds, what have you to say about that?

Colonel Harston : Our experience was that one per cent of the 1912 was bad, but

if they were ringed and inspected, then the ammunition was worth about $25 per

thousand rounds. If it was not ringed and inspected we would put it in the dangerous

class.

*Mr. Jacobs: Can you say whether this lot was in the dangerous class?

Colonel Harston: I do not know anything about it.

Mr. Jacobs: Who would know about it?

Colonel Harston : The senior ordnance officer. Colonel Morin.

Mr. Jacobs : The two lots of 1912 ammunition, the 236,000 and the 750,800 rounds

were from Montreal, I suppose Colonel Morin knows about that?

Colonel Harston: I do not know their business methods. We turn all the

ammunition over to the ordnance officers here and the other ordnance officers in the

other districts draw from him.

Mr. Jacobs: You made inspection of all this ammunition—^your inspection is

not limited to the Quebec Arsenal, but extends to other departments.

Colonel Harston : I am Inspector for all makers, it does not matter who makes it.

Mr. Jacobs: And this stuff which went from Montreal, you would have examined
and inspected that?

Colonel Harston : The inspection would have been made here.

Mr. Jacobs : And then it would be sent out afterwards.

Colonel Harston : Yes.

Mr. Jacobs : So that it all goes through your hands.

Colonel Harston: The 1912 did not all pass through my hands. It was passing

through my hands when the war broke out and then we had to stop it on account of

the war.

Mr. Jacobs : You sold it ?

Colonel Harston : No. I had nothing to do with the sale.

Mr. Jacobs: At any rate, you make a very wide distinction between the ammuni-

tion of 1906, 1907 and 1908, and the ammunition of 1912.

Colonel Harston : Oh yes, I make a wide distinction.

Mr. Jacobs : You consider that the first lots were practically worthless.

Colonel Harston : Yes, except for breaking up.

Mr. Jacobs : And the last lot would be 99 per cent good.

Colonel Harston: After examination and proving.

Mr. Jacobs : You consider that would be worth about $25 per thousand rounds.

Colonel Harston: Yes, as second-class ammunition.

Mr. Jacobs : I suppose that if it was visualized and ringed it would be first-class ?

Colonel BUrston : No.
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Mr. Jacobs: It would not be first-class under any circumstances?

Colonel Harston: Never.

Mr. Jacobs : But still it was 99 per cent pure.

Colonel Harston : Yes.

Mr. Jacobs : And the other lot was worthless.

Colonel Harston : In my opinion it was. except for breaking up.

Mr. Jacobs: So that you would consider that if the Department sold that 1906,

1907 and 1908 ammunition for $20 per thousand rounds they got a pretty good price.

Colonel Harston: They got a great deal more than I would give for it. knowing
what I did about it.

Mr. Jacobs : Then with regard to the 1912 ammunition you consider $20 per thou-

sand rounds is a fair price.

Colonel Harston :If they took it unringed and unproved, I should think $20 was
a fair price.

Mr. Jacobs: And your report with regard to the various classes of ammunition
would be in writing and would be fyled in the Department,

Colonel Harston: We have forms which we fill up.

Mr. Jacobs : These would be sent to the Militiu Department at Ottawa ?

Colonel Harston : Yes.

Mr. Jacobs : Have you full particulars with regard to these various classes of am-
munition, whether defective or otherwise.

Colonel Harston : I cannot tell you whether they have all this defective ammuni-
tion. I do not think we followed the same routine when re-inspecting and re-proving

this. The Ordnance stores gave it into us. "We ringed it and we reinspected and re-

proved it and indented it back to them, but I do not think we put in regular reports as

we do in regard to inspecting new ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : To whom, during your intended absence in England, can
we refer in your department for information if we need it?

Colonel Harston: To the senior officer. Major Mattice, or to Major Tomlinson.

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is in charge of the records?

Colonel Harston: The clerk is in charge of the records, a man named Purcell.

Mr. Jacobs: May I ask you whether you woidd consider this ammunition more
dangerous for a Ross rifle than for a machine gun?

Colonel Harston : No, I would consider it safer for the Eoss rifle.

Mr. Jacobs: And more dangerous for the machine gun?

Colonel Harston : Yes, some machine guns ; they vary.

Mr. Jacobs: Why?
Colonel Harston : Because the breech action of the Ross rifle covers up the base

of the cartridge in a way that no other rifle does, and you are not so likely to get the

flames back in your face.

Mr. Jacobs : It prevents a blow-back.

Colonel Harston: To a great extent.

Mr. Jacobs: Then it would be really functioning at its best in the Ross rifle?

Colonel Harston: Yes.

Mr. Jacobs : Mark II or Mark III Ross rifle ?

Colonel Harston : Either. Mark III of course is the best.

Sir Charles Davidson: What about the Lee-Enfield?

Colonel Harston: I would rather not be aroimd when a Lee-Enfield is firing

Mark VII ammunition.
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Sir Charles Davidsok : You think it would be dangerous ?

Colonel Harstox: I do not think it, I know; they have to alter it and improve it

and they are constantly having accidents.

Sir Ch.\rles Davidson: In the Lee-Enfield?

Colonel Harston : Yes, with the Mark VII ammunition. The pressure has been

increased twenty-five per cent over Mark VI.

Sir Charles Davidson: In the Lee-Enfield?

Colonel Harston : Yes, with the Mark VII ammunition. The pressure has been

increased twenty-five per cent over Mark VI.

Sir Charles Davidson : ,Do they manufacture in England Mark VII ammunition

for the Lee-Enfield?

Colonel Harston : Yes, but they have had to alter the action to make it stand it.

It would not stand it at first. There used to be 31 grains solid cordite in the Mark VI,

and there are 30 grains of tubulsr cordite in Mark VII. We test the rifles 24 tons to

the square inch. I have blown an old Lee-Enfield to pieces with Mark VII ammu-
nition.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do you consider the Ross rifle stronger ?

Colonel Harston : The Ross rifle Mark III breech action, from the mechanical

engineer's point of view, is the strongest breech-action in the world, and I know them
all, and that is saying a good deal.

Mr. Jacobs : You do not agree with General Alderson ?

Colonel Harston : I do not know what General Alderson says, I am telling you
the mechanical engineer's point of view.

Mr. Jacobs: Of course the Minister of Militia knew about the defects in this

ammunition.

Colonel Harston: Well, he is a very busy man, sir. He knew there was some
defective ammunition, but I do not know whether he knew any details.

Mr. Jacobs: He has given some details before this Commission.

Colonel Harston: Then I presume he knew what he was speaking about, but I

cannot tell you what he knows. i

Mr. Jacobs: The Minister says in his evidence at page 4 of tl^e printed report:
" We knew that the ammunition m:^de in the Canadian Arsen?.l was bad. We had
always liad accidents at our rifle matches then as the bullets were not the same size

as the cartridge cases, the cartridges were badly made, the caps were badly fixed, and

blow-backs and cracks in the cartridge cases were very common."

Colonel Harston: That is absolutely true.

Mr. Jacobs : In 1909, when you began this work of re-organization in the Depart-

ment .

Colonel Harston: Not re-organization—they never had the inspection before

that they should have had, and that is the reason it went bad.

Mr. Jacobs: Where were you all the time, Colonel, before you took up this work?

Colonel Harston: I was leading a happy life.

Mr. Jacobs: Here in Quebec?

Colonel Harston: No, in Toronto, and sometimes in Ottawa.

Mr. Jacobs: In 1909 you say you attempted the re-organization of the Depart-

ment and it was only in 1913 that you succeeded.

Colonel Harston: They have always had an inspection department at Woolwich
and the Woolwich Arsenal looks to the Insnection Department to keep them right.

They never had an inspection department here before and the consequence is they

went wrong. Then Sir Frederick Borden and Sir Wilfrid Laurier got together and
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they got General Sam Hughes at me and they got me to come here and go into the

work because I had sopie experience, to try and put them right. In the inspection

department their business is to inspect and to try and keep them right when they go
wrong

Mr. Jacobs: Then we have to thank Sir Frederick Borden and Sir Wilfrid

Laurier for your presence here?

Mr. Hutcheson: And General Hughes.

Mr. Jacobs: And General Hughes, of course, that goes without saying—was
General Hughes military adviser to Sir Frederick Borden?

Colonel Harston: Not that I know of. Sir Frederick Borden asked me in his

own house to take the work up in 1910.

Mr. Jacobs : With regard to this sale of ammunition to. the Northwest Mounted
Police, the ammiinition that was sold in 1916, can you tell us whether any 1910

ammunition was sold to the Northwest Mounted Police?

Colonel Harstox: I did not know it had been sold until I saw it in the news-

papers; I advised against it.

Mr. Jacobs: Surely some person must be responsible.

Mr. Hutcheson: They had not any 1913 ammunition.

Colonel Harstox : General Elliot tells me that he assumes responsibility.

Sir Charles Davidson: The witness has given a possible explanation of that, and

we will hear General Elliot. The witness says that General Elliot used thousands

of rounds of this ammunition when he was in charge of a camp in the West, and

that it was all right.

Colonel Harston : He had not our records.

Mr. Jacobs: Your records show that it was dangerous ammunition.

Colonel Harston: Certainly.

Mr. Jacobs: What price would you fix as the value of that stuff which was sent

to the Northwest Mounted Police?

Colonel Harston : I would not sell that stuff unless somebody wanted it for some

special experiment, I would break it up.

Mr. Jacobs: What would you call special experiments?

Colonel Harston : Such as trying if they could blow up a gun.

Mr. Jacobs : Trying to blow up a gun ?

Colonel Har/.ton : Yes, to see what the gun would stand.

Mr. Jacobs: You do not suggest that the Northwest Mounted Police was doing

that?

Colonel Harston: Not that I know of.

Mr. Jacobs: You and General Elliot do not agree as to the quality of that par-

ticular lot which the Northwest Mounted Police received?

Colonel Harston: General Elliot had not the records I had and he had only come
into the Department, and he had his field experience with the ammunition, and he

had not an opportunty to see the tests.

Mr. Jacobs: Don't you think that when ammunition of that kind is ordered for

an inip-^rtant branch of our forces like the Northwest Mounted Police, some person

should be able to say to the party ordering it that this was dangerous ammunition

or otherwise?

Colonel Harston: I do, yes.

Mr. Jacobs : Whose duty was that ?

Colonel Harston : I should think it was the principle Ordnance officer.
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Mr. Jacobs: At Quebec here?

Colonel Harston : No, at headquarters.

Mr. Jacobs : General Elliot is not an expert in ammunition.

CJolonel Harston : You will have to ask him that.

Mr. Jacobs : You both do not belong to the same branch of the service ?

Colonel Harston : He is a gunner and my- life has been spent in breech action

and ammunition.

Mr. Jacobs : You are one of the best known experts in Canada.

Colonel Harston : Am I, I am glad to hear it.

Mr. Jacobs: You are such an expert that General Hughes appointed you to the

Shell Committee in an advisory capacity?

Colonel Harston: He appointed me because I was Chief Inspector of Arms and

Ammunition.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I would like a little further light, on one point. Colonel Harston.

Speaking of the 1906 and 1907 ammunition, with the sale of which the name of Vickers,

Limited, was connected, you spoke of it as dangerous, very defective, and practically

worthless, and it has been suggested in the course of the evidence previously taken

that that ammunition was sold at that time for machine-gun testing purposes—would

there be any danger to the men involved in the use of that ammunition for testing?

Colonel Harston: Not for testing. When we make tests, we do not let the men
run any risks.

Mr. Jacobs : That is in testing the strength of the gun.

Colonel Harston: Yes, we always take care of the men, and see that there is no
unnecessary danger.

Mr. Hutcheson: You know the Vickers, Limited, concern in England?

Colonel HJ^RSTON : Very well.

!Mr. Hutcheson : You have some idea of the extent of their operations ; they

manufacture machine guns?

Colonel Harston : Oh yes, large quantities of them.

Mr. Jacobs: I do not know that we should go into the question of the capacity

of the Vickers Company or what their business is when it is shown in evidence here

that the Vickers never used this ammunition, nor did they buy it. They simply used

the name of one of their clerks for some reason that is not yet know, for the purpose

of getting it from here to the British Admiralty. That being so, I cannot see why
my learned friend should go into this evidence.

Sir Charles Davidson: The evidence is already on record as to the enormous
extent of the operations of Vickers, Limited.

Mr. Hutcheson : And this witness can confirm it. I may say that it is still a

moot question as to whether or not that sale was to Vickers.

Sir Charles Davidson : Everybody knows that Vickers is a very big firm.

Mr. Hutcheson : And you say, Colonel Harston, that if that sale was for the pur-

pose of testing machine guns, there would be no danger to the men.

Colonel Harston: Anybody who is testing machine guns would not let the men
be in danger. \ hen we test we have a steel door between the breech and the man as

close as possible to him, so that if the barrel blows up, as it constantly does, it cannot

get near the man.

Mr. Jacobs : And that would be the only possible use for which that ammunition

could be used?

Colonel Harston : In my opinion, j^es.

The witness retired.
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Quebec, June 9, 1916.

Lieut.-Col. J. A. lIoRiN. senior ordnance officer, Military District No. 5., sworn.

By Mr. Hutcheson, K.C.:

Q. Colonel Morin, we were inquiring this morning about two shipments of small

arms ammunition, cartridges, made in connection with Vickers, Limited, London, said

to have been made in the beginning of last year, 1915. The first consignment was 236,-

000 rounds and I wanted to know if you have records bearing upon these shipments

in any way?—A. I have no record about the shipment you have mentioned. I have a

record of the shipment of about 2,000,000 rounds on the 26th of November, 1915. That
is the only record I have. This was shipped direct from my stores to Mr. E. A.

Searles, in care Vickers House, London, England.

Q. Have you no records then of two shipments which were made in September

and October, 1915, to the same person?—A. I did not make any other shipments to

the same person; I made only one.

Q. And that was the one on the 26th of November, 1915?—A. Yes.

Q. How much was that shipment?—A. 1,919,800, 1906. There is another lot of

88,000, 1907, in the same shipment.

Q. Then did the former shipments of September and October have 236,000 and
750,000 rounds respectively go through your storehouse here?—A. It must have been

shipped to other people because I do not trace any other shipment to the same party.

Q. There is an ordnance storehouse at Montreal?—A. Yes.

Q. It may have been sent from there?—A. It may have been sent either to the

Ordnance officer in Montreal or to the Assistant Director of Transport and Supplies

that was attending to the shipments at Montreal.

Q. What We are particularly concerned in endeavouring to find out is if these

two earlier shipments of the smaller amounts had been ringed and tested prior to having

been shijjped, yo«i cannot help us in that regard?—^A. I can help you on my shipment

only.

Q. As to your shipment, had that anmaunition been ringed before the shipment?

—A. It had not been ringed. No ammunition posterior to February, 1908, had been

ringed.

Q. If ammunition were ringed, where would that process be carried out?—^A. The
bulk of the ringing was made in my own stores.

Q. Was any ringing done in Montreal?—^A. I do not think so; it was carried out

under the superintendence of the inspection branch at Quebec and no ringing, to my
knowledge, has been done outside of Quebec. The ammunition for ringing was sent

from all over the country, from the out stations to Quebec, to be ringed.

Q. Could this ammunition, which we w^l assume for the present was shipped from
Montreal—that is the earlier lots which I speak of—could that ammunition have been

sent here to Quebec to be ringed and then returned to Montreal and shipped from
there?—A. Yes.

Q. That might have happened?—A. That might have happened if it is of a date

posterior to February, 1908, if it was later than that it was probably ringed.

(}. As a matter of fact it was later than February, 190'3, and it was actually am-
munition of 1912, and we have been told this morning that part of the 1912 ammuni-
tion was ringed and part of it was not, owing to the outbreak of war ?—^A. Yes, there is

a small amount in stores that has not been ringed, about half a million.

Mr. Hutcheson : I do not think there is anything further that I have to ask the

witness.

Lieut-Col. J. A. Morin.
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Mr. Jacobs : He does not seem to give us light upon the matter.

Sir Charles Davidson: He "has stated in definite fashion that 1906 and 1907 had
not been ringed.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Yes, that we pretty well knew already.

Sir Charles Davidson : And he has no record as to how nmch of the 1912 ammu-
nition was ringed.

Mr. IIlttcheson (to Colonel Morin) : There is no record of what part of that

ammunition was ringed?

Colonel MouiN : You could ascertain from Montreal, because the ammunition
ringed was always charged on the voucher as ringed.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I must correct what I stated this morning. Colonel Harston told

us this morning that of the 1912 ammunition 140,800 rounds had been ringed but not

inspected, and 80,300 rounds had been ringed.

Sir Charles Davidson: It appears by the statement included in the return that

the 226,300 rounds and the 750,300 rounds were shipped from Montreal.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Yes, it is stated in the left-hand corner of the margin of that

document that they were shipped from Montreal,

Sir Charles Davidson : H these were ringed, would you have a record here ?

Colonel MoRiN : If I knew all of the consignments from Quebec which were ship-

ped from Montreal, I could tell. But I do not believe there was any ammunition, 1912,

not ringed, that was shipped outside, because it was strictly forbidden—unless they

ha,d some ammunition they did not send down for ringing.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You think it probable that all the 1912 ammunition whidh was shipped outside

was ringed?—A. Yes, and besides at Montreal they can certainly tell whether it was

ringed or not, because it was always charged as ringed when it was ringed.

Sir Charles Davidson: What officer in Montreal could tell that?

Colonel Morin : The senior ordnance officer at Montreal, Colonel Sullivan was in

charge then.

Sir Chai{les Davidson: Is he there still?

Colonel Morin : He is at Valcartier at present, but they could ascertain from

their books.

Sir Charles Davidson : Who else could tell ?

Colonel Morin : Colonel Tellier is replacing Colonel Sullivan at present.

By Mr, Jacobs:

Q. Do you know anything about the quality of this ammunition that you shipped

from here in 1914 ?—A. Of that special shipment ?

Q. Yes, this 1,919,000 lot comprised in two parts?—A. That ammunition was
held as suspicious from the information we got from headquarters.

Q. You say "headquarters," what are headquarters?—A. From Ottawa, the

general staff, Ottawa.

Q. Would you, as senior ordnance officer, know yourself, without instructions or

information from headquarters that this was suspicious?—A. I could not tell that it

was suspicious, because I had no information in this district to the effect that the

ammunition was not of good quality.

Q. You had no information ?—A. No.

Q. How long have you been in this position that you now occupy?—A. I have

been there for eleven years.

[Lieut. -Col. J. A. Morin.]
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Q. And you only knew that this ammunition was suspicious because of informa-

tion supplied by Ottawa?—A. Yes,

Q. Was it set aside as suspicious, were marks placed upon it to indicate it was
suspicious?—A. We received instructions not to issue any because it was considered

suspicious at the time.

Q. You say that you received instructions not to issue any ; what '.vere the instruc-

tions ? Were they to issue none of a certain mark or of a certain year ?—A. Yes, of a

certain mark and certain year. That is, any of a prior date of manufacture, prior to

February, 1908.

Q. You were told t\v\t was srspieious and not to issue any to your own troops?

—

A. To our owe troops.

Q. And you received instructions to ship this across the ocean from whom?—A.

From the principal ordnance officer at Ottr.wa. .

Q. He instructed you to ship this 1906 and 1907 ammunition to Searles?—A.

Yes, he did not mention the year.

Q. He told you the marks?—A. He told me to ship Mark VI.

Q. You had not been in the habit of using Mark VI here for some years in Canada?
—A. Up to 1911 it was used all over Canada.

Qu Did you know personally of your own knowledge that this ammunition was
defective or otherwise ?—A. No, I could not tell because in this district there was never

a complaint brought before me.

Q. Never a complaint?—A. No.

Q. There was no board convened to report on accidents up to 1911?—A. Not in

this district.

Q. And in 1911 what happened; you were told not to use that ammunition?—A.

Not to ship any.

0. That is. not to shin anv to other parts of Canada?—A. To other parts of

Canada or to the troops in this district.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you any means of knowing if accidents did occur

in relation to the ammunition served to the Northwest Mounted Police?

Colonel Morin: No, that would not come to me, because the Senior Ordnance
Officer of the district concerned would receive the proceedings and would have to

report.

By Mr. Jacobs:

Q. If this ammunition came from Quebec, would there be a report made if any

accidents supervened as the result of the use of it?—^A. No.

Q. You think not?—A. No, because they have all the information upon the

boxes and upon the packages that they want ; they need not refer to me about it.

Q. But in cases of accidents—suppose some of this ammunition was served to

the Northwest Mounted Police and an accident took place as the result of a defect

in the ammunition, would you not as the party who served that ammunition origin-

ally have notice of it, or information with regard to it?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidson: It may be interjected that the 500.000 rounds issued to

the Northwest Mounted Police was issued, as appears by the record, from Calgary,

and it came from Victoria.
;

Mr. Jacobs: So that this official would know nothing about it.

By Mr. Jacobs:

Q. Do "you know if any complaints were made here from the district of Quebeo

respecting this 1906, 1907, and 1008 ammunition, as to whether it was defective or

not; did anyone complain?—A. There may have been some complaints, but not

through me; it may have been through the officer commanding the district.

Lieut-Col. J. A. Morin.
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Q. But you as Senior Ordnance Officer would know something of it; you would
know, would you not?—A. I should.

Q. You should?—A. I should..

Q. Did you ever inquire to find out why it was that this ammunition was put

aside and placed under suspicion; did you ever make any inquiry as to that?—A. It

was not my business to inquire because that information came from my superiors.

Q. And you never question your superior?—A. No!

Q. Can you tell me what class of ammunition was issued to the troops in this

district diuring the last few years?—A. There was some Mark VI ammunition issued

in 1914.

Q. ]\rark VI, for troops in the different carpps?—A. Yes.

Q. And the different rifle associations?—A. No, the rifle associations have not

been supplied with any ammunition since the war opened. In 1912, up to the war,

the rule associations were receiving Mark VI ammunition.

Q. And up to the war you were serving Mark VI ammunition generally to the

troops in camps and other places, as required?—A. Yes, but after we were notified

not to issue ammunition of a certain date we issued ammunition posterior to that.

Q. You knew that, you have a personal knowledge of that?—A. I have a copy

of the report.

Q. We would like to have that report, Colonel Morin, where is it?—A. It i?

in my office.

Q. Will you send a copy of it to the Secretary of the Commission?—A. Yes.

Q. If you will enclose it in a letter saying it is the report referred to in youi

evidence?—A. That report is a big thing covering all sorts' of ammunition, gun
ammunition, and all sorts of things.

Q. Will .you extract from it that part that dfeals with the small arms ammu-
nition; I would be satisfied with that?—^A. Yes, I will do so.

Q. I think that would bo sufficient; there is no necessity for covering the record

with an unnecessary report. Who preceded Major Gillen?—^A. Colonel Weatherbee.

Q. Colonel Gillen maHe that report to which you refer?—A. Yes.

Q. Did Colonel Weatherbee also make a report during his term?—A. Yes.

Q. Did he have any fault to find with this ammunition so far as you know?—A.

I cannot tell, but I do not think so.

Q. Did you ship any of the ammunition from the Department here to any other

party in England except Searles ?—A. We shipped some to the Ordnance Officers there,

to the Chief Ordnance Officer of the Canadian Expeditionary Forces, and to the D.O.S.

Woolwich.

Q. That was not sold, that was shipped on your own account?—A. Yes.

Q. You do not know of any other ammunition sold from this Department except

this 2.000,000 rounds that you have spoken about?—A. That is all from Quebec.

Q. Do you know if Colonel Harston inspected this ammunition, 1906, 1907, 1908,

Mark VI ?—A. No, he was not inspector when it was manufactured.

Q. Did he come afterwards, was he appointed later ?—A. Yes, but he touched only

the newly-made ammunition.

Q. That would be Mark VII?—A. And some Mark VI also.

Q. And some Mark VI?—^A. Yes.

Q. But made subsequent to 1908?—A. Yes.

Q. He did not inspect the ammunition that was sold, the 1907 and 1908 ammuni-
tion; he inspected the ammunition manufactured subsequent to that?—A. Yes.

Q. Was that 2,000,000 rounds all that you had of the Mark VI ammunition here

in Quebec ?—A. No, I had some more.

Q. Have you got it still?—A. Yes, I have a small quantity.

Q. And you are not serving any of that out to the troops?—A. No, we are under

the same instructions as before.

[Lieut.-Col. J. A. Morin.]
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Q. So far as your personal knowledge goes, do you consider that stuff good that

you have here; do you consider it useful or do you consider it defective and useless?—
A. I would not mind using it.

Q. Therefore, you must consider it all right ?-^A. Because I know that it was fired

by some of my men with good results.

The witness was not further examined.

(The Commission adjourned to resume in Ottawa on Monday next the 12th day

of June.)

Lieut-Col. J. A. Mobin.
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Ottawa, Monday, June 12, 1916.

Present :

The Honourable Sir Charles Davtoson, Knight, Commissioner.

J. A. HuTCHESON, K.C., Counsel to assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Hartley H. Dewart, K.C, Counsel for the Liberal Party.

John Fraser, I.S.O., Auditor General for the Dominion of Canada.

Thomas P. Owens, Clerk of the Commission.

The following letter was read:

—

Head Office, Bank of Montreal,

' Montreal, June 9, 1916.

My Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge receipt of your telegraphic message

of today reading as follows:

—

''Please have proper officer appear before Sir Charles Davidson's Commission
at Ottawa on Monday, 12th June, at two o'clock afternoon and produce copy of

account number two Bank of Montreal, New York, in trust P. Orr-Lewis together

with all correspondence bearing on transactions in this account I will be in

Ottawa Saturday evening 728 Elgin Street."

I have instructed that our Ottawa Manager, Mr. A. G. Parker, represent

the Bank in the matter before Sir Charles Davidson's Commission. Our New
York agents will furnish Mr. Parker with the required documents which he will

produce at the proper time and which I assume you have the legal right to

demand.

I am,
^

Yours very truly,

F. W. TAYLOE,
General Manager.

Thomas Owens, Esq.,

728 Elgin Street,

Ottawa.
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A. G. Parker, Manager of the Bank of Montreal, Ottawa, sworn and examined.

By Mr. Hutcheson, K.O.:

Q. You are manager of the Bank of Montreal at Ottawa?—A. I am.

Q. You have been asked to produce here a certain statement, and letters bearing

on the transactions which the Commission is inquiring into; I understand you have

these documents with you?—A. I have these documents with me. They are copies

of letters and telegrams exchanged between our agents in New York and F. Orr-Lewis

on the subject of his trustee account, No. 2, in the Bank of Montreal, New York.

Mr. Hutcheson: I have been informed that the account in question covers

other matters not germane to this inquiry, and that the correspondence also refers to

other matters, and I would ask permission to retire with the witness and with

Mr. Dewart, counsel for the Liberal party, and with the Auditor General, so that

we may have an opportunity of showing what portion of the accounts should be given

in evidence.

Mr. Dewart: I am quite content; I think the suggestion is a very proper one.

Sir Charles Davidson: Let it be done.

(Mr. Hutcheson, K.C., Mr. Dewart, K.C, Mr. Fraser, Auditor General, and
Mr. Parker, then retired to confer as to the production of papers bearing on the case.)

When they returned:

Mr. Hutcheson : I wish to state that we have conferred together, Mr. Parker,

Mr. Dewart, Mr. Fraser, and myself, and we have amicably agreed upon the letters

and the portion of the bank statement which should be introduced ; I refer to account

No. 2 in trust, Frederick Orr-Lewis, in the Bank of Montreal, New York. We will

read into the proceedings what we wish to go on record, because some of the letters

and parts of the letters refer to other matters, and we will have to pick out what is

relevant.

Mr. Hutcheson: Did you receive this letter, Mr. Parker?

Mr. Parker: I received that letter this morning.

Mr. Hutcheson: From whom?
Mr. Parker: From W. A. Bog, second agent in the New York branch of the

Bank of Montreal. The following is the letter:

—

Agency, Bank op Montreal,

64 Wall Street,

New York, June 10, 1916.

A. G. Parker, Esq., Manager,

Bank of Montreal

Ottawa. —

Dear Sir,—As instructed by the general manager, we enclose herewith

copy of F. Orr-Lewis No. 2 account, together with a copy of the relative

correspondence we have had with him in connection therewith.

Please acknowledge receipt.

Yours faithfully,

W. A. BoGQ,

Agent.

Mr. Hutcheson : Did you also receive this account which I show you, from 3i£r.

Bog?

Mr. Parker : Yes, at the same time. -

[A. O. Farkeir.]
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Mr. Hutcheson: May I pick out from this account a number of items which
apparently seem to relate to the matter under inquiry. The account is headed :

—

"F. Orr-Lewis, Esq., Trustee,

In account with the Agent,
Bank of Montreal, l^ew York,

No. 2 Account."

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Under head of December 9, 1915, we find a credit of $29,457.75 ?—A. Yes.

Q. The item being: "per National Park Bank?"—A. Yes.

Q. The next item is " December 13, 1915, per National Park Account, Samuel
Montague," that is the credit- of $26,176?—A. Yes.

Q. Then we find the item "December 21, 1915, payment J. W. Allison, $4,000?

—A. Yes.

Mr. Dewart : There is nothing in the account to show what that is for ?

Mr. Hutcheson : There is nothing in the account to show what that is for ?

Mr. Parker: No, it does not say. It is simply a payment to him, not necessarily

a payment made to him personally, the account does not show what it is for.

Mr. Hutcheson: Is there anything in the letters which you are to produce which
shows what that is for?

Mr. Parker : I do not remember anything.

Mr. Hutcheson : There is nothing to show that that item has anything to do with

a commission paid in respect to this small arms ammunition transaction?

Mr. Parker: No.

By Mr. Hutcheson

:

Q. The next item is a debit item of December 28, 1915, an item of $169.82, made
up of the following items :

—

Cost telegrams to Quebec $ 1 97

i commission a/c payments 167 85

$169 82

—A. Yes.

Q. Then the next is a debit item of date December 29, which reads: "Trans-

ferred to Bank of Montreal, Ottawa, for credit of Receiver General for Canada, Militia

Department, 986,300 rounds ammunition and 813 boxes to cover same, $20,927.44."

Then on the 4th of January, 1916, we find a debit item "Payment account 500 Ross

bayonets and scabbards plus cost telegrams and commission, $3,007.74."

Then, under date of January 11th is a credit item which reads: "Per National

Park Bank, $49,951."

Then, under date of January 18, is a debit item which reads :
" Transfer to Bank

of Montreal, Ottawa, for credit Receiver General for Canada, Militia Department, in

payment for 1,999,800 rounds cartridges and boxes, $42,867.82.".

Then comes, under date of January 24, 1916, a credit item which reads :
" Per

Merchants Bank of Canada for London Joint Stock Bank, $24,658." That apparently

ends the items of this account relating to the matters hei'ein concerned.

Mr. Dewart: There are two items there which I do not know what they refer to;

it does not show very clearly what the debit is.

Mr. Hutcheson: Do you desire them put in?

Mr. Dewart: Better have them on the record as something may develop later.

Mr. Hutcheson : We have made up our minds that they do not refer to this mat-

ter. The suggestion is now that this item in connection with the Merchants Bank of

A. G. Parker.
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Canada might refer to a Canadian matter. However, if my learned friend wishes, I

am perfectly willing to have them go on the record.

Under date March 7th, 1916, we find a debit item, with nothing to show what

it is, of $4,125.00. •

Then on March 9th, 1916, we find a credit item which reads "Per Merchants

Bank of Canada, order London Joint Stock Bank, $1,130.42."

(To the witness) : You see these set out on this account?

The Witness: Yes.

Mr. Hutcheson: Then, on June 9th, we find that there stands now to the credit

of this account, $68,338.12 ?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you some letters in your possession relating to these different items

which have been referred to?—A. Yes, I gave you those letters, they were in your

hands a few minutes ago.

Mr. Dewart: My learned friend, Mr. Hutcheson, and I have agreed as to the

letters that should be produced and to score out anything that does not relate to the

transactions in question.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You have looked through these letters, Mr. Parker, and they are all copies of

letters as received by you from the agent o^ your bank in New York?—A. They are

all copies that I received this morning accompanying his signed letter.

Q. Accompanying the signed letter which has already gone into evidence?—A.

Yes.

Mr. Hutcheson then read from a letter of date November 30th, 1915, the

following :

—

Per ss. Baltic. November 30, 1915.

F. Orr-Lewis, Esq., _ .
.

Whitewebbs Park,

near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir^—With reference to your letter of the 19th instant we have today

in accordance with request of J. W. Allison, handed to him our draft on

Montreal for $14,250, in payment for 500 Ross rifles at $28.50 each, for the

cost of which draft, at tV of 1 per cent exchange, $26.72, total, $14,276.72, we
debit your Trustee Account No. 2.

We received in exchange a copy of inspection certificate (which we are

retaining for our files) together with the enclosed inspection certificate, bill of

lading ^ No. and original letter signed by seller of| rifles (as per copy only

herewith) all purporting to represent a shipment by the Ross Rifle Company
from Quebec of 50 cases (said to contain 500 riflees) via Canadian Pacific

Railway to West St. John, N.B., and thence by C. P. R. Steamship Line to

London, and there consigned to C. A. Searles, care Vickers, Limited, Vickers

House, Westminster.

With reference to your stipulation in this and previous credits established,

We wish you to withdraw the condition that payment is to be made against

Bills of Lading endorsed by Allison. In no instance have the arrangements
made by you provided for the name of Allison to appear as shipper; in the

case of the recent cartridge shipments, the Bills of Lading have been taken out

by Lunham and Moore (as shippers) to their order and endorsed in blank by
them, and in the case of the lading herewith, the merchandise is consigned to

Searles so that in either event an endorsement by Allison is both unnecessary
and useless as far as effecting the negotiable quality of the document is con-

cerned.

[A. G. Parker.]
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Uuder the plan evolved by Allison, and at present operative, payments
for the cartridges are, as you know, made vm^der his instructions on presenta-

tion of merely an inspection certificate and the Bills of Lading are not

received by us until several days later when in order to catch the first out-

going mail steamer, it is usually imperative to send these ladings forward as

received, it usually being impossible to get Allison's O.K. thereon, due most
often to 'his absence from the city.

Yours faithfully,

K. Y. Hebden, ^

Agevt.

Then comes another letter dated England, 1st December, 1915, from F. Orr-Lewis

to the manager of the agency of the Bank of Montreal, New York, which reads:

—

The Manager,

Agency of the Bank of Montreal,

64 Wall Street, New York City.

England, December 1, 1915.

Private and Confidential.

Dear Sir,—I beg to inform you that the Admiralty have ordered 500 bayo-

nets and scabbards for. the Koss rifles. Our purchase price in this connection

is $6 each, which kindly pay against inspection certificate and bill of lading

duly initialled by Colonel Allison.

Also the Admiralty have. ordered one million .303 ammunition manufac-
tured in Canada. Our price for this is $20 (twenty dollars) per thousand
rounds. The price of the boxes required for shipment is $1.47 each, additional

to the. above $20 per thousand.

The amount covering this ammunition and boxes is to be paid into the

Bank of Montreal to the credit of the Receiver General for Canada and to be
credited to. the Militia Department account. Colonel Allison will fully instruct

you in this connection.

The total amount which the Admiralty is transferring to my credit, for

Account No. 2, and from which you. will pay items mentioned above, is $29,448,

and included in this is $22, being the deficiency in^onnection with the amount
previously remitted for the 500 Ross rifles, which amount should .have been

$16,250, whereas only $16,228 was transfered. I will much appeciate your kind

attention.

I remain.

Faithfully yours,

F. Orr-Lewis.

This letter has already been printed in the evidence, but it had better be copied

in again.

Then, under date of December 8, thore is a letter from J. W. Fisher, agent to F.

Orr-Lewis.

Sir Charles Davidson: Agent for what?

Mr. Hutcheson : It is not stated in the letter Perhaps Mr. Parker can enlighten

us as to who J. W. Fisher is.

Mr. Parker: He is one of the of the sub-agents of the Bank of Montreal in New
York; he signs as agent for the Bank of- Montreal.

A. G. Parker.
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Mr. HuTCHESOX : That letter reads as follows :

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York,
December 8, 1815.

F. Orr-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

Near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir,—We beg to advise at the credit of your Trustee Account No. 2

—

$29,457.75 (Twenty-nine thousand four hundred fifty-seven and 75/100 dollars)

received from the National Park Bank, New York, by order of Credit Lyonnais,

London, England.

Yours faithfully,

J. W. F'sher,

Agent.

Then on December 13, 1915, there is a letter to Mr. F. Orr-Lewis from R. Y.

Hebden, agent, directed to him at his English address, which reads as follows:

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York.

December 13, 1915.

Per ss. Nieuw Amsterdam.

F. Orr-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

Near Enfield, England.

Dear SiR;,—We beg to advise at the credit of your Trustee No. 2. Account,

$26,176 (twenty-six thousand one hundred seventy-six dollars) received from the

National Park Bank, New York, by order of Samuel Montague & Company,
London, England.

Yours faithfully,

R. Y. Hebden,

Agent.

Then, under date December 23, 1915, is a letter from Mr. F, Orr-Lewis to the

manager of the agency of the Bank of Montreal, 64 Wall Street, New York, the letter

being No. 792, which has already been printed in the evidence, and which I will

read again

:

(Letter No. 792.)

Whitewebbs Park,

Near Enfield, England, December 23, 1915.

The Manager of the Agency of

The Bank of Montreal,

64 Wall street. New York.

Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your favour of the 8th inst. advising the credit

to my Trustee Account No. 2 of $29,457.75.

I also have you other letter of the 8th respecting the shipment of 100 cases

of Winchester ammunition. I understand this still leaves another 200,000 rounds

to come forward to complete this contract.

With respect to the -303 ammunition manufactured in Canada, the Admir-
alty have now transferred a further sum of $26,176, covering one million rounds

of ammunition and 800 boxes. This million is in addition to that mentioned

[A. G. Parker.]
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in the second clause of my letter No. 717 of the 1st December, but the prices

are the same as mentioned therein. Also, the amount is to be paid into the Bank
of Montreal to the credit of the Receiver General for Canada, Militia Depart-

ment, wherever their account is- kept, and Colonel Allison will give you full

particulars about this.

As soon as the payments to- cover all the transactions now in hatid are

completed, I will be glad to have a statement of the No. 2 account, to enable me
to send Colonel Allison a cheque to cover his commissions.

I remain.

Faithfully yours,

r. Obr-Lewis^ Trustee.

P.S.—I have sent a copy of this letter to Colonel Allison.

You will recollect, Mr. Commissioner, that an explanation was made with refer-

ence to that last paragraph in the letter, to the effect that the commissions referred to

had no bearing upon any of the Canadian business.

Sir Charles Davidson: I recollect that.

Mr. Hutcheson: Then we have a letter dated December 29, 1915, from R.

Y. Hebden, to the manager of the Bank of Montreal, Ottawa, which reads :

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York.

December 29, 1915.

Manager,

Ottawa. '

Dear Sir,—Under instructions from F. Orr-Lewis, of London, England, we
confirm credit on our " At Credit advance of to-day of,— $20,927.44 for account

of the Receiver General, Militia Department, in settlement of purchase through

Col. J. W. Allison, account C. A. Searles, Vickers, Limited, London, of 986,-

300 rounds of ammunition and 813 boxes to cover same."

Yours faithfully,

R. Y. HEBDEN,
Agent.

Then, on the same date, December 29, we have a letter again from Mr. Hebden
to Mr. F. Orr-Lewis at his address in England, the first paragraph of which I do not

read, and the last paragraph of which I do not read, but the rest of the letter is as

follows :

—

December 29, 1915.

Per ss. Lapland.

Agency, Bank of Montreal, New York,

F. Orr-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir^—With reference to the payment for one million cartridges

mentioned in your letter No. 717, we presume you will advise us further in

this connection regarding the disbursement to be made. As advised you at

time of receipt were received on the 8th instant through the National Park
Bank of this city, $29,457.75, which we presume will apply against this pay-

ment to be made.

With reference to your letter No. 762 of the 9th instant, we enclose copy

of letter to our Ottawa Branch " by which you will see that the transfer

A. G. Parker.
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re quest has been made. The amount transferred you will note is 50c in

excess of the sum mentioned in your letter. This action is in accord with

instructions from Allison who exhibited vouchers for the larger amount.

Yours faithfully,

^ K. Y. Hebden^ Agent.

Then, on January 5, 1916, there is a letter from R. Y, Hebden to F. Orr-Lewis,

at his English address, which reads:

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal, New York.

Per ss. Baltic.
' January 6. 1916.

¥. Orr-Lewis^ Esq., Registered.

Whitewebbs Park,

near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir^—With reference to our letter of the 4th instant, we now enclose

herewith further and remaining negotiable copy of Bill of Lading, purporting

to represent the shipment of bayonets and scabbards, for which our Quebec
Office have paid $3,000. This amount has been debited to your Trustee

Account No. 2.

Please acknowledge receipt.

Your faithfully,

R. Y. Hebden^ Agent.

Then, on January 10, 1916, there is a letter from Mr. Hebden to Mr. Lewis,
which reads:

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York. January 10, 1916.

Per ss. Adriatic.

F. Orr-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs . Park,

Near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir,—^With further reference to our letter of the 4th instant, we now
inclose commercial invoice of the Eoss Rifle Company for the. 500 bayonets and
scabbards, for which our Quebec office paid $3,000, on your account.

Yours faithfully,

R. Y. Hebden,

.Agent.

Then, on January 11, 1916, there is a letter from W. A. Bog, signing for the
Agency of the Bank . of Montreal, New York, to F. Orr-Lewis, Esq., in England, which
reads :

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York. January 11, 1916.

Per ss. Adriatic.

F. Orr-Lewis^ Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

Near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir,—We beg to advise at the credit. of your No. 2 Account, $49,951

(Forty-nine thousand, nine hundred and fifty-one dollars), received from the

National Park Bank, New York, by order of the Credit Lyonnais, London,

England.

Yours faithfully,

W. A. Bog,

Agent.
[A. G. Parker.]
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Then we have a letter of the 12th of January, 1916, from F. Orr-Lewis in England,

to the manager of the Agency of the.Bank of* Montreal, New York, and this letter is

headed as private and confidential, and reads:

—

(Letter No. 835.)

Whitewebbs Park,

Near Enfield, England,

January 12, 1916.

The Manager,
The Agency of the Bank of Montreal,

New York,
''

Private and Confidential.

Dear Sir.—I am in receipt oi your letters of the 24th, 28th, and 29th

December.

Item A.—Yours of the 24th December advises the payment to the Dominion
Government for the 236,000 rounds and the 750,000 rounds of • 303 ammunition,

making a total of 986,300 rounds, and I perceive the payment you have made
is 50c. in advance of the amount before mentioned by me; this was due to an
error in the total mentioned on the Canadian Authorities' invoice.

If you will kindly refer to my letter No. 762 on the 9th December, you will

note I requested this payment to be made when the amount was transferred,

but you will perceive that you have n'ot received the amount covering ,this specific

transaction, and the money which you have disbursed belongs really to one of

the other million rounds of ammunition, not that I believe it makes any differ-

ence, but the Admiralty appear to be a long time making up their minds to

transfer the money for the 986,300 rounds; this will necessitate an adjustment

when they do send forward the amount.

Item B.—In my letter No. 792 of the 23rd December, you will perceive I

mention the amount of $29,457.75, which was to cover the purchase by the

Admiralty of the following:

—

(1) 1,000,000 rounds -303 ammunition at $25 per

1,000 $25,000 00

(2) 800 boxes at $1.47 each 1,176 00

(3) 500 bayonets and scabbards for Boss rifles, at

$6.50 each 3,250 00

(4) Balance due which was short on remittance for

the Boss rifles 22 00

$29,448 00

The actual amount transferred by the Admiralty was $29,457.75, which
was the amount realized by the sterling equivalent, thus leaving a balance of

$975 in excess which is due to the Admiralty,

You advise receipt of the above-mentioned amount in your letter of the

8th December.

Item C.—The remittance $26,176 as mentioned in your letter of the 13th

December was to cover further purchases as follows:

—

(1) 1,000,000 -303 ammunition at $25 per thousand

rounds > $25,000 00

(2) 800 boxes at $1.47 each 1,176 00

$26,176 00

A, G. Parker.
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Item D.—We are also informed this morning that the Admiralty have trans-

ferred the sum of $49,990.25 which is in payment of the purchase of 2,000,000

rounds of -303 ammunition at $25 per thousand rounds. In making this

transfer they have deducted $9.75 due to them as mentioned under Item B,

above.

We have not yet received the advices that this 2,000,000 rounds has been

shipped.

This leaves unsettled, as far as I am concerned:

—

(1) 986,300 rounds of ammunition which you have paid for (as per

Item A).

(2) The boxes covering the shipment of 2,000,000 rounds referred to above

under Items B and C.

(3) The boxes in connection with the shipment of the further 2,000,000

rounds (as per Item D).

Wh^n the time arrives to transfer the money to Ottawa to cover the

2,000,000 rounds (Items B and C) as well as the last 2,000,000 rounds (Item D)
the latter is not to be paid over until I further instruct you that the goods have
arrived here, and we have the invoices covering all the boxes, so that one pay-

ment will complete the total of the three items.

I note by your letter of the 29th I>ecember that you have paid $3,000, for

500 bayonets and scabbards, and also I note that they are manufactured under
the supervision of the British Government, so that the lack of the inspection

certificate will not matter. This payment covers all transactions outstanding

with the exception of the amount to be paid as named above.

I am also passing to your credit the cost of cablegram, $1.95, as weU as

$167.&5, being the total of your charges, all of which is quite satisfactory.

When the accounts for the boxes arrive and the amount is transferred by
the purchasers, I will then be in a position to instruct you as to the payment to

Colonel Allison and the balance remaining to the credit of my account.

I nemain,

Faithfully yours,

F. OER-LEWIS.

P.S.—The actual number of boxes covering the shipments received to date

exceed those mentioned in items B, C, and D,

Sir Charles Davidson : Part of the transaction referred to in that letter was never

consummated.

Mr. Hutcheson: One of the items referred to there, I take it, was never consum-

mated.

Mr. DEWARTt There were approximately two million rounds of ammunition tha't

Allison and his assfociates obtained, that were afterwards transferred to the Admiralty,

and they expected then to get two million rounds more. This payment would cover

one million rounds they received and another that they expected to receive. There is

another remittance of approximately $26,000 to cover the second million of the two

millions that were never received.

Mr. Hutcheson : That will all appear in the correspondence.

[A. G. Parker.]
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Then comes a letter January 15, 1916, from Mr. Hebden to Mr. Lewis, whicli

reads :

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York.

January 15, 1916.

F. Orr-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

near Enfield,

England.

Dear Sir,—With further reference to the 500 bayonets and scabbards, for

which our Quebec office paid on your account $3,000 to the Eoss Rifle Com-
pany, we now enclose receipted bill for this amount.

Yours faithfully,

R. Y. HEBDEN. Agerit

Then there is a letter dated January 18, 1916, from Mr. Hebden to Mr. Lewis,

which has already been copied in the evidence, but which I think should be copied in

again. It reads:

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York.

January 18, 1916.

Per ss. Finland.

E. Orr-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir,—With reference to your letter No. 792, as requested jointly

therein and by your letter No. 717 of the 1st ultimo, we are today debiting your

Trustee Account No. 2 with $42,867.82, and transferring this amount to our

Ottawa branch for credit of the Receiver General for Canada, Militia Depart-

ment, in settlement of their voucher No. D 132 handed us by Col. Allison, a

copy of which is enclosed herewith, and covers the cost of 999,800 cartridges

plus boxing charges.

We also enclose a statement of your Trustee Account No. 2 to date and
which with the statements previously furnished you give in detail all transac-

tions to date.

We understand that all payments requested by you to date have been made
and all contracts of which we know completed. We will, therefore, be pleased

tO' give effect to your instructions for us to pay a specific amount out of funds

at your credit to Col. Allison in settlement of commissions as mentioned by you.

Yours faithfully,

R. Y. HEBDEN, Agent.

Then, we have imder date of the 24th of January, 1916, a letter from Mr. Hebden
to Mr. Orr-L^wis at his English address, which reads as follows:

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal, New York.

January 24, 1916.

Per ss. Cymric.

F. Oer-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir,—We beg to advise at the credit of your No. 2 account, the

sum of $24,658 (twenty-four thousand six hundred and fifty-eight dollars)

j

A. G. Parker.
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received from the Agency of the Merchants Bank of Canada, New York,

which they state is in accordance with instructions received by cable from the

London Joint Stock Bank, Limited, London, per A. T. Dawson.

Yours faithfully,

R. Y. HEBDEN. Agent

Sir Charles Davidson: Who is A. T. Dawson mentioned in that letter?

Mr. HuTCHESON: I assume it is Sir Trevor Dawson, but I do not know. (To

Mr. Parker') : Have you personal knowledge of Sir Trevor Dawson ?

Mr. Parker: The reference may be to him and it may not, I do not know.

Mr. HuTCHESON: Assuming that the A. T. Dawson referred to in that letter is

Sir Trevor Dawson, what position does Sir Trevor Dawson hold in reference to

Vickers Limited?

Mr. Parker: I understand he is the Vice-chairman of the company. I cannot
swear to that, I do not know of my own knowledge. I have also heard he is acting

for the Admiralty quite independently of Vickers, but that is mere hearsay. I do
not know whether the reference in that letter is to Sir Trevor Dawson or not.

Mr. HuTCHESON : The next is a letter, under date January 28, 1916, from F.
Orr-Lewis in England to the manager of the agency of the Bank of Montreal, New
York, and it reads:

—

(Letter No. 860.)

Whitewebbs Park,

Near Enfield, England, January 28, 1916.

The Manager of

The Agency of the Bank of Montreal,

64 N^'all Street, New York.

Dear Sir,—^By this mail I desire to acknowledge receipt of your letters

dated 10th and 11th inst. respectively, the former enclosing copy of invoice of

the 500 shipment from Quebec and the latter advising that the sum of $49,951

has been placed to my credit. The actual amount which the purchasers named
that they had transferred was $49,990.25, as stated in Item D of my letter No.

825, dated 12th January. This, therefore, leaves an amount of $39.25 still owing
on Item D, my letter No. 835, which is not to be paid until after the shipment
arrives, and I have the accounts for the boxes, when we will have no difficulty in

arranging it.

I am now advised that the purchasers have transferred the further sum of

$24,658 to the credit of my account, which is in payment for material men-
tioned in Item A of my letter No. 835. They have not, however remitted for

the boxes, which matter can be adjusted as soon as I receive the total box accounts

from Westley Roseneath.

I remain.

Faithfully yours,

F. ORR-LEWIS.

Mr. HuTCHESON (to Mr. Parker) : Do you know who is Westley Roseneath referred

to in that letter?

Mr. Parker: I do not know anything about him. .

[A.. G. Parker.]
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Mr. Hutcheson: Then the last letter is dated February 1, 1916, and it is from
Mr. Hebden to Mr. Orr-Lewis, who was still in England, and reads:

—

Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York.

February 1, 1916.

Per ss. Rotterdam.

F. Orr-Lewis, Esq.,

Whitewebbs Park,

Near Enfield, England.

Dear Sir,—With reference to your letter of January 12th, numbered 835,

as the transfers when paid to us here for your credit are never earmarked nor
any intimation given us at the time of deposit as to what particular transaction it

covers, and as in each instance the amounts transferred have been at variance
with the amounts mentioned, by you as forthcoming, we are not always able to

allocate according to your records and as for the payments so far made to the

Receiver General's credit, we acted in accordance with our interpretation of

your meaning as expressed by your letters to us and the assurance in each

instance of Colonel Allison as to the correctness of what we were doing, and
which is in line with your idea to have Allison pass on these transactions.

Since the despatch of your letter No. 835 we wrote you on January 18, advis-

ing a further transfer in payment of voucher as per copy sent you, which we
trust was in order, and as for anything further to be paid we shall await specific

and exact instructions from you as to the amounts to be disbursed and would
suggest that as on these transfers or payment to the Receiver General no
documents whatever are delivered to us, it is advisable that for our part no
mention be made as to the volumnious data concerning munitions of which we
have no knowledge or concern and which tends only to lead to confusion.

Yours faithfully,

R. Y. HEBDEN, Agent.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Then, Mr. Parker, have you any personal knowledge of the

matters referred to in the correspondence?

Mr. Parker : None whatever. I have had no correspondence myself with the agent

on the matter.

Mr. HuTCHESON : And so far as the account is concerned, will you tell us how many
rounds of ammunition appear to have been provided for on the credit side, just give it

approximately.

Mr. Parker : I should think about five million rounds, so far as I can make out.

The correspondence seems to indicate that, but I would not wish to swear to it.

Mr. HuTCHESON: So far as the account appears, which has relation to the matter

under inquiry here, approximately how many rounds of amniunition appear to have

been paid for and debited.

Mr. Parker : Approximately two million rounds, so far as I can make out.

Mr. Dewart : There is a considerable credit balance to the credit of that account

which more than covers the price of the two million rounds of ammunition.

Mr. Parker : Yes, $68,000.

Mr. Dewart: You have no copies of any statements that were sent to Mr. Allison

or any person in connection with these accounts. The letters refer to statements; you

have no copies of such statements.

Mt. Parker : No, I have shown you everything I have got.

A. G. Parker.
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Sir Charles Davidson: The account is in the name of F, Orr-Lewis ,Trustee; can

you denote who the trusteeship was for?

Mr. Parker : No more than anybody in reading these letters could denote it. He
claimed it to be an account that he was keeping apparently for the Admiralty, but it

was not at all definitely stated. It was subject to his order entirely.

Sir Charles Davidson : How are payments made out of it ?

Mr. Parker: By his instructions to an agency in New York apparently, to take

instructions in town from Colonel Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson : Not by cheques ?

Mr. Parker: Apparently not, not by cheques, no.

Mr. HuTCHESON: Can a Canadian Bank deposit accounts in New York?

Mr. Parker : Foreign banking corporations in the State of New York cannot keep

offices for the purpose of receiving deposits ; that is the law.

Sir Charles Davidson : You could not keep current accounts.

Mr. Parker: We keep Canadian current accounts, or marked accounts that are

temporary, or accounts that are subject to withdrawals from credit. We are not to rank
with the National banks at all as a bank of deposit; we could not invite deposits.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Dewart, have you anything further to ask Mr. Parker?

Mr. Dewart: No sir.

Sir Charles Davidson : I suggested to you, Mr. Hutcheson, two or three days since,

that it might be desirable to communicate with Mr. R. C. Smith, K.C., of Montreal,

whose firm apparently represent Vickers and Mr. Orr Lewis. Did you do so?

Mr. Hutcheson: Yes, Sir Charles, I wrote to Mr. Smith and told him of this

hearing here to-day and what we were purposing to bring forward.

Sir Charles Davidson : You might read the letter you sent in.

Mr. Hutcheson : My letter to Mr. Smith was dated, Montreal, the 8th June, 1915,

and reads:

—

Dear Mr. Smith,—^Permit me to remind you that the Commission sits at

Ottawa, on Monday, June 12, at 2 o'clock, to pursue the investigation in respect

to small arms ammunition.
It is desirable that you should be prepared, if at all possible, to make some

stjatement, in a form which can be accepted as evidence, as to the cost to the
Admiralty.

Believe me.

Yours sincerely,

J. A. HUTCHESON,
Counsel to the Commission.

R. C. Smith, Esq.,

C/o Canadian Vickers, Limited,

3072 Notre Dame St., East,

Montreal, Que.

I saw Mr. Smith in Montreal on Saturday morning quite early, and he told me that

he had received this letter and had replied to me at Brockville, stating that he had
not had time yet to get any information on the subject, and if he could succeed in

doing so he would advise me. That letter must be at my office in Brockville which 1
have not been at since.

Sir Charles Davidson: Perhaps you could have it here to-morrow.

Mr. Hutcheson: Perhaps so.

Sir Charles Davidson : Could you communicate with Mr. Smith to-day ?

Mr. Hutcheson : Yes, Sir Charles.
'

[A. G. Parker.]
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Sir Charles Davidson : Urging him that it is important.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I could telephone him if it is thought desirable.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you anything to suggest in this connection, Mr,

"Dewart ?

Mr. Dewart: So far as this particular inquiry is concerned, I am quite content

to leave this matter at present as presented by Mr. Orr Lewis in his very illuminating

letter of the 12th of January.

Sir Charles Davidson: What in your opinion is the result of that letter?

Mr. Dewart : As I take it the letter shows very clearly the position of the trans-

action so far as the triumvirate: Sir Trevor Dawson, Mr. Lewis, and Colonel Allison,

are concerned. Sir Trevor Dawson is acting through Mr. Lewis or handling the
account in New York, and Allison was acting here, and you- will see that when Mr.
Lewis comes to discuss the items, he says :

—

Item B—In my letter No. 792 of the 23rd December you will perceive I

mention the amount of $29,457.75, which was to cover the purchase by the

Admiralty of the following:

(1) 1,000 rounds -303 ammunition at $25 per 1,000 $25,000

(2) 800 boxes at $1.47 each 1,176

(3) 800 bayonets and scabbards for Ross rifles at $6.50

each , 3,250

(4) Balance due which was short on remittance for the

Ross rifles 22

$29,448

The actual amount transferred by the Admiralty was $29,457.75, which was
the amount realized by the sterling equivalent, thus leaving a balance of $9.75

in excess which is due to the Admiralty.

You will also notice that in that letter a calculation is made as to the boxes, and
bayonets and scabbards, and the balance due, $22, as to the Ross rifles.

The effect of this letter, I take it, is to treat that particular million rounds as a

closed account, as between him and his associates and the Admiralty, because the

only balance that he considers is due to the Admiralty is $9.75. We have the evidence

as to what the Receiver General received. The account shows that the difference was

$5,000, or a profit, which we say, was made at the rate of $5 per thousand rounds of

ammunition.

So, with the next item, C, referred to in that letter. Your lordship will see that

the remittance of $26,176, which was referred to in the second of Mr. Lewis' letters

that was filed when' he was here—the only two letters we were fortunate enough to

have to refresh his memory—he says in this letter :

—

Item C.—^The remittance $26,176 as mentioned in your letter of the 13th

December was to cover further purchase as follows:
*

(1) 1,000,000 .303 ammunition at $25 per thousand rounds, $25,000

(2) 800 boxes at $1.47 each 1,176

$26,176

This, you will see, makes the exact $26,176, and though upon the adjustment

of the matter it may appear that there was some slight shortage, I think a shortage,

if I remember it, of $13,700, is what may need to be adjusted. My contention is

that this letter of Mr. Lewis sufficiently shows that there were two transactions : one,

the purchase out of the moneys deposited to his credit in New York from the Depart-

ment here, and the payment to the Receiver General at the rate of $20 per thousand,

A. G. Parker.
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and, as evidenced by the very important letter of the 12th of January, his admission

that the Admiralty was paying at the rate of $25 per thousand.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : And what as to the other one million rounds, to complete

the three million rounds which they received; do you find anything as to that?

Mr. Dewart : Your lordship, I should have to go over the whole of these accounts,

because, as I take it, the transaction was in this way : the last payment that was made
in point of time, the $24,867, they allocated to pay for the nine hundred odd thousand

rounds which were the subject of the first two orders by Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson : What would that represent per thousand rounds ?

Mr. Dewart: I have not figured it out, but it approximately comes to the same

maount.

Sir Charles Davidson: Twenty-five dollars?

Mr. Dewart: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Perhaps you will be able to figure that out this morning ?

Mr. Dewart: Yes, I will endeavour to do so. So far as the $29,000 item is

concerned, that is figured out exactly by Mr. Lewis as is the $26,000 item. But, the

subsequent payment of the larger sum, was apparently intended to cover the two

million rounds which they never received. That is the view I take of the letter.

Mr. Hutcheson : I may just remark, sir, that while argument as to the effect of

these letters at this stage appears to me to be premature, it is only fair to Mr. Orr-

Lewis

Sir Charles Davidson: I do not class the remarks made by Mr. Dewart as

essentially an argument. I asked him what result came from the language and figures

in that letter and he has told me, and the letter seems to bear out his statement.

Mr. Hutcheson: Precisely. My learned friend did comment on what appears

to be the inference from the figures.

Sir Charles Davidson : Is it not a statement more than an inference ?

Mr. Hutcheson : In that regard, it should be said in fairness to Mr. Lewis, that

Mr. Lewis told us that. the price paid by the Admiralty was fixed without any refer-

ence to him whatever, that he did not know how it was arrived at, that his under-

standing was that it was a bulk sum subject. to future adjustment. And he did further

tell us, this is only hearsay, that he learned while in England that owing to some
confusion or some misunderstanding certain items . of freight and cartage were charged

up at both ends, and that that was a matter which would have to be adjusted.

Sir Charles Davidson : It does seem desirable that . Mr. Smith, or someone repre-

senting the Vickers Company, should be here in view of these disclosures to-day.

Mr. Hutcheson : I shall telephone to Mr. Smith at the . adjournment, and I shall

ask to have possession of that letter in the meantime.

Sir Charles Davidson : The Commission . is entitled to some statement as to when
this evidence will be available.

Mr. Hutcheson : As to what the ammunition actually cost the Admiralty.

Sir Charles .Davidson: There should be communication had by cable or other-

wise.

Mr. Hutcheson: I will submit that suggestion to Mr. Smith also. I would also

ask to take. with me my letter to Mr. Smith.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any further witness to-day, Mr. Dewart?

Mr. Dewart: No.

Mr. Hutcheson: There .will be witnesses available at ten o'clock to-morrow

morning.

[A. G. Parker.]
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Mr. Dewart: Before the court rises, I express the wish that the witnesses who
have already heen examined on the 13th of May may be present, so that they will be

available for cross-examination. I refer to Colonel Macdonald, General Hughes,
General Macdonald. My learned friend was jiroceeding to examine Colonel Macdonald
the other day when it was thought desirable that Mr. Orr-Lewis should be examined
and that Mr. Allison's examination should be taken in the evening.

The Clerk of the Commission stated that he had communicated with the Militia

Department and was informed that General Sir Sam Hughes was absent from the

city.

Mr. Dewart : I thought that General Hughes would be available for examination,

but I presume the matter will have to be postponed for a day or two.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is very inconvenient but it has to be done. I was in

hope to conclude this business to-morrow, apart from any cable information that would
be necessary to obtain from England.

Mr. Dewart : If General Hughes had been in the city that could be done. It is

quite possible that there should be a cable to get the information from England. The
interest of the Minister . of Militia in the matter must be great, and I thought that by
this time he would have obtained the information desired.

Sir Charles Davidson : You do not want Mr. Allison back again.

Mr. Dewart: Cui bono. \

Sir Charles Davidson : We can . adjourn until ten o'clock to-morrow morning.

(The Commission then adjourned until ten o'clock to-morrow morning, Tuesday,

June 13, 1916.)

A. G. Parker.
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ROYAL COMMISSION.

Ottawa^ Tuesday, June 13, 1916.

Present :

THE HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight,

Oommissioner.

J. A. HuTCHESON, K.C., Counsel to assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Hartley H. Dewart, K.C, Counsel for the Liberal party.

John Fraser^ LS.O., Auditor General.

Thomas P. Owens, Clerk of the Commission.

At the sitting of the commission:

Mr. Hutcheson: Mr. Eraser, the Auditor General, is here, and if there is any
other useful information which Mr. Eraser can give the Commission, your lordship

may desire to hear him.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes. Mr. Hutcheson, do you know if any representative

of the Vickers people or of Mr. Orr-Lewis will be here this morning?

Mr. Hutcheson : There will be no representative of theirs here this morning. I

telephoned Mr. R. C. Smith of Montreal, who appeared for Mr. Lewis when he was
giving his evidence. I got Mr. Smith after a long delay in Montreal, last evening.

He told me that it would be impossible for him to be here to-day, and that if he did

come he could not say anything or do anything; that he had written quite some time

ago for information as to the cost to the Admiralty of this ammunition. I read him

the substance of Mr. Lewis' letter of the 12th of January which was put in evidence

yesterday, that is the letter written by Mr. Orr-Lewis to the Agent of the Bank of

Montreal in New York, and I expressed my views on the matter, and he said that he

would cable this morning to Mr. Lewis; he stated that he could not cable last night

because he could not get access to the code.

Sir Charles Davidson : I had been in hope that some cable information would have

reached us ere this.

Mr. Hutcheson: There should have been time, I should think.

Sir Charles Davidson: Ample.

Mr. Hutcheson: When Mr. Eraser was examined formerly, he promised us that

he might be able to give us additional information as to the source of his information,

and put us on the track of making further inquiries. I will call Mr. Eraser.
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John Eraser, I.S.O., Auditor General, sworn:

Mr. Hutcheson: I see, Mr. Fraser, that when you were being examined on the

23rd of May—^your evidence is to be found in the printed report of the evidence, page

45—you were asked regarding the statement of receipts from the Militia Department

which you said came to you in the ordinary course of business. You said you had it

in your office, and the Commissioner expressed a desire to have it produced; have you

that statement?

Mr. Fraser: I have. The office was closed last night when we adjourned, and I

have not been able to go there this morning. I had forgoten about it; I have tele-

phoned for it this morning and it will be here.

Mr. Hutcheson: We may expect it? * .

Mr. Fraser: Oh yes.

Mr. Hutcheson: Then, I believe you intimated that you might be able to give

us further information, possibly the names of further witnesses, who might be procur-

able, who would give evidence at a later stage of the inquiry. What is your situation

at the present time with regard to that?

Mr. Fraser : There is one matter, Mr. Hutcheson, that was not quite cleared up
at the last sitting of the Commission, and I just thought I would mention it before

taking up the others. The question of authority to sell the ammunition has not been

cleared up. There were a number of Militia Regulations produced by Colonel Mac-
donald authorizing the sale of ammunition to our own forces. The practice I stated

was that I thought that anything of an unusual nature, such as the transaction the

Commission is now inquiring into, should be covered by order in council. I just want
to show that that practice is recognized. I now produce copies of three orders in

council. The first is an order in couninl, dated the 1st of May, 1916, on the recom-

mendation of the Prime Minister, that a quantity of uniform cloth now on hand be

disposed of. They evidently thought it was necessary to have an order in council to

authorize that.

Mr. Hutcheson: Does that order in council give the name of the parties to whom
it was to be disposed of to ?

Mr. Fraser : No, but it permits them to dispose of it. It was, I believe, blue cloth,

which is not used now, and this order in council states :

—

P.C. 999.

Esotract of O.C., May 1, 1916.

Militia and Defence : ^

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

27th April, 1916, from the War Purchasing Commission, stating that the Depart-

ment of Militia and Defence ask for authority to dispose of certain material
for uniform clothing now on hand, at the estimated value of $22,863.07.

This material consists of scarlet, blue, and green cloth, formerly used foi

tunics; scarlet, blue and green serge, formerly used for ja^-kets and tunics; and
yellow, gray, white and maroon cloth, formerly used for shoulder straps.

Attached is copy of memorandum from the Assistant Director of Contracts,

giving Quantities, also prices originally paid the manufacturers by the Depart-
ment of Militia and Defence.

Owing to the universal adoption of khaki material for the clothing of the

troops, these above-mentioned cloths and serges have become obselete and useless

for our military purposes. They have been kept in stock for about two years,

[John Fraser, I.S.O.]
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and will probably lose in value from the attacks of motlis, etc., if they are not

soon disposed of. Moreover, they are occupying valuable space.

The above-mentioned proposal is concurred in by the quartermaster

general..

The Committee, on the recommendation of the Prime Minister, advise that

the requisite authority be granted accordingly.

EODOLPHE BOUDEEAU.

Mr. Dewart: That, I take it, refers^ to the disposal of these articles for other

than militia purposes.

Mr. HuTCiTESON: This was material which would not be disposed of to any person,

other than for the use of the troops, without some special authority.

Mr. Eraser : I suppose so. There is another order in council of the 24th of May,

1916, which reads:

—

«

P. C. 1100.

Extract of 0. C, 2Jt May, 1916.

Militia and Defence :

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

2nd May, 1916, from the Right Honourable the Prime Minister, for the Minister

of Militia and Defence, stating that the Department of Militia and Defence

owns some forty Ford cars (used at several places set forth hereunder) which
have become very much worn:

—

Military District.

Headquarters, Ottawa
M. D. No. 1, London, Ont.. .

M. D. No. 2, Toronto, Ont. . .

M. D. No. 3. Kingston, Ont..
M. D. No. 4, Montreal, Que..
M. D. No. 5, Quebec, Que.. .

M. D. No. 6, Halifax, N.S. .

M. D. No. 10, Winnipeg, Man
M. D. No. 11. Victoria, B.C.

.

M. D. No. 13, Calgary, Alta..

No. of Cars
No. of "Ford" Recommended
Cars For Sale. to be Sold.

Remarks.

4

2

9

3

6

11
3

2
1

1

42

4

2

9

3
5

11
2

2

1
1

40

Recommended to be sold.

It is desired that two cars be retained.

The Minister, after careful investigation, considers that it will be in the

public interest to sell these cars by public auction, or by public tender, to the

highest bidder, rather than to have them overhauled and repaired, and he

recommends that he be empowered to so dispose of them.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the

same for approval.

F. K. BEiN"NETTS,

C. P. C. Assistant.

Mr. HuTCHESON: Of course, these Ford cars were never intended for any purpose

except actual use by the Militia Department; it was never contemplated that they

should under any circumstances be disposed of in any way except by some special

authority.
[John Fraser, I.S.O.]
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Mr. Fraser : I suppose so, I produce an Order in Council dated the 6th cf June,
1916:—

P. C. 1344.

Extract of 0. C. 6th June, 1916.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated

31st May, 1916, from the Eight Honourable Sir Robert L. Borden, for the

Minister of Militia and Defence representing that there was a large quantity

of part worn ankle boots before the Parliamentary Conamittee in 1914-15, that

these boots, on the conclusion of the inquiry, were returned to the Ordnance
Depot at Toronto, and repairable ones were repaired.

The Minister states that the soldiers to whom these boots should have been

re-issued when repaired have gone overseas and that the total number is 493 pairs.

The Minister observes that these boots could be sold by auction; that the

Officer in Charge of Internment Operations has made an offer of $2 per pair,

which the Quartermaster General reports is a fair price, and, in all probability,

more than the Department would receive if the boots should be sold by auction.

The Minister, therefore, recommends that he be empowered to sell to the

Officer in Charge of Internment Operations the 493 pairs of boots referred to,

at $2 i)er pair.

The Committee concur in the above recommendation and submit the same
for approval.

EODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
C. P. C.

It win be noted that this is not a sale to an outside party at all ; it is a sale from
the Militia Department to the Department having charge of the interned prisoners,

and even for that purpose it appeared that an Order in Council was required.

Mr. Hutcheson: But there again we have authorized the sale of things which
wotdd never, under any circumstances, be disposed of, except by special authorization.

These three instances which you give appear to be in that class, do they not—that

it would be quite exceptional to apply them to any other purpose except to the use

of the Militia; they all appear to be in that class.

Mr. Fraseb: They are in the same category as the ammunition.

Mr. Hutcheson: Of course, that is somewhat debatable. We all know that large

quantities of ammunition have been sent overseas, and we have no appearance of any
Order in Council regarding that.

Mr. Fraser : I am not aware of that.

Mr. Hutcheson : You are not aware that any ammunition was sent overseas.

Mr. Fraser: Yes, it was sent overseas, but it was sent for the use of our troops.

Mr. Hutcheson: Was there any authority for that?

Mr. Fraser: It was not necessary.

Mr. Hutcheson: In your view it was not necessary, but at all events there was
no authority for it.

Mr. Fraser: That is an issue from the stores for the use of our own troops, the

same as clothing and rifles are issued.

Mr. Hutcheson: Was any ammunition sent overseas except for the use of our

own troops at the front?

Mr. Eraser: With the exception of these sales that are being inquired into, I do

not know of any. Of course, they could send it away without my knowledge.

[John Fraser, I.S.O.]
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Mr. Hutcheson: That would not necessarily come under your observation.

Mr. Fraser: Not unless there was a financial transaction in connection with it.

I may say with reference to that sale of 15,000 rifles sold to the Kew Zealand Govern-

ment in 1913 for one dollar each, they were sold on the authority of an Order in

Council. -^

Mr. Hutcheson: That was in 1913?

Mr. Fraser: Yes.

Mr. Hutcheson: Our difficulty apparently is to know exactly where to draw the

line between the power and authority of the Militia Council, and the matters as to

which an Order in Council should be procured. Is there any tangible and definite

rule that we can put our finger on which defines that distinction?

Mr. Fraser: I do not know of anything, except that no Department should dis-

pose of or give away the property of the Crown without obtaining some authority

other than the authority of the Department itself.

Mr. Hutcheson: Which comes back to the opinion of the individual, as to

whether a particular transaction falls within what you say is the custom.

Mr. Dewart: That is not what Mr, Fraser said.

Mr. Hutcheson : I am asking him a question.

Mr. Fraser: If the principle I have stated is correct then it is not a matter of

individual opinion.

Mr. Hutchesoh: You may hold the opinion that a particular transaction should

be authorized by Ordre in Council, and some other gentleman may hold an opposite

view; there is no rule in law, there is nothing crystallized into definite shape to say

which opinion would be right.

Mr. Fraser : If such a question arose, it would, no doubt be referred to the

Department of Justice, to see which would be correct.

Mr. Hutchesoh : . The necessity for referring it to the Department of Justice

illustrates what I say; that it apparently is not a matter of any absolute well-

established, well-defined custom, but a matter in which opinions may differ, and
honestly differ, is that not so?

Mr. Fraser: I suppose that on mostly any subject different persons might hold

different views.

Mr. Hutcheson: Hardly that. We have many subjects upon which there are

specific laws to define exactly what the rights of individuals and their diities are,

but here we have a lack of that definition, with regard to rights and duties and
powers. I do not need an answer to that, it is obvious. In the absence of any

definite rule on the subject, it comes down to an honest difference of opinion, honest,

no doubt, as to whether a particular thing should be authorized by Order in Council

or not.

Mr. Fraser : It was my opinion, and it is my opinion still, that this sale of

ammunition should be authorized by Order in Council.

Mr. Hutcheson : Your opinion you have a right to, and we are glad to have the

benefit of it, but there certainly may be an opposite opinion honestly held.

Mr. Dewart : Do you refer to the action of the Minister in asking for an Order

in Council?

Mr. Hutcheson: No, but the evidence given by a witness that an Order in

Council was not necessary.

Mr. Fraser: I am not aware of that.

Mr. Hutcheson: Colonel Macdonaid -expressed that opinion.

John Fraser^ I.S.O.
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Mr. Dewart: ^o, as I recollect it, Colonel Macdonald simply gave us the regula-

tions, and he was careful also to confine his expression of opinion about matters

whicli were covered by regulations.

Mr. HuTCHESON: May I take up time to correct my learned friend?

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : I do not think it is necessary.

Mr. HuTCiiESON : Because I know I am right.

(To the Auditor General) : You have something else you wish to tell us about?

Mr. Fraser: Yes, it is in reference to obtaining definite information as to the

price at which the ammunition was sold to the Admiralty.

Mr. Hutcheson: Yes.
***

Mr. Fraser: After the meeting of the Commission held on the 25th o:^May, I

was desirous to obtain the information from the Admiralty, and knowing that the

proper channel to obtain it through was through the Governor General's office, I

wrote the following letter to Colonel Stanton, the Governor General's Secretary:

—

May 26, 1916.

Sir,—In connection with the investigation into the sale of approximately

3,000,000 rounds of small arms ammunition, which it was alleged had been sold

to Vickers, Limited, London, it was shown by Mr. F. Orr-Lewis that the sale

had been made to the British Admiralty.

It is important that I should kupw the price paid by the Admiralty and
therefore, I have the honour to request that you will be kind enough to obtain

this information for me.

I would like to know if the price was f.o.b. Canada and if the Admiralty

paid all such charges as insurance, freight, etc.

If you can obtain this information officially from the Admiralty for me, I

shall be very much obliged.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

Lt.-Col. E. A. Stanton, J. FRASER,
Governor General's Secretary, Auditor General.

Ottawa.

I received the following reply from Lieut.-Col. Stanton, Military Secretary to His
Excellency, dated Government House, -Ottawa, 3rd June, 1916:

—

Sir,—In accordance with your letter of 26th May, 1916, His Royal Highness

telegraphed to the Colonial Office on the 27th instant in the following terms :

—

"Respecting reported sale of three million rounds rifle ammunition and as

a sworn statement has been made that ammunition was for Admiralty, I am asked

by the Auditor General to ascertain what price was paid by Admiralty and if

price was f.o.b. Canada, and whether Admiralty paid all charges for freight,

insurance, etc.

ARTHUR."
to which the following reply was received on the 3rd June:

—

From Colonial Secretary to the Governor General.

I reply your telegram 27tht May the price was twenty-five dollars per

thousand f.o.b. Admiralty paid all charges for insurance and carriage.

BOISTAR LAW."
I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

The Auditor General, E. A. STANTON, Lt.-Colonel,

Ottawa. Military Secretary..

.

[John Fraser, I.S.O.]
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Mr HuTCHESON : I observe that the cable message from His Royal Highness to the

Colonial Office speaks of a reported sale of three million rounds of rifle ammunition.

Can you say whether or not there was any more rifle ammunition sold, excepting these

three million rounds we have had under consideration?

Mr. Fraser: Sold by whom?
Mr. Hutcheson: Sold by the Militia Department.

Mr. Fraser : I am not aware of any more.

Mr. Hutcheson : Would you be in a position to say positively that there was none

other sold ? My reason for asking is, that you will appreciate that this cablegram from
His Royal Highness does not very definitely identify the three million rounds rifle

ammunition transaction.

Mr. Dewart : Is there a suggestion that there was a rake-off on another three rail-

lion rounds?

Mr. Hutcheson : "We want to be sure, if we can, that there can be no possible con-

fusion about the transaction.

Mr. Fraser : I do not know any more than what that letter says.

Mr. Dewart : Bonar Law evidently was able to identify it, or I think he would
not have given that answer.

Mr. Fraser : There can be no doubt that he appears to have an understanding of

what it refers to.

Mr. Hutcheson : And the point I want to clear, for the sake of precaution, is as

to whether there was any other similar transaction with which this could be confused.

Mr. Fraser : I know of none.

Mr. Hutcheson : Have you been able to learn what these charges amounted to for

freight, insurance, and presumably cartage?

Mr. Fraser : No, I did not try.

Mr. Hutcheson : Have you made any' inquiry in that regard ?

Mr. Fraser: No.

Mr. Hutcheson: Have you any further information at all to give us regarding

the point in question, the price to the Admiralty?

Mr. Fraser : Yes, there is Mr. Lewis' letter.

Mr. Hutcheson : We have that already in evidence, I refer to information that

is not yet in evidence.

Mr. Fraser: No.

Mr. Hutcheson: You know of nothing else that is not in evidence?^

Mr. Fraser: No.

Mr. Hutcheson : I presume you have had an opportunity, Mr. Fraser, of looking

over Mr. Lewis' letter of the 12th of January, 1916; you have examined the statement

which was produced by Mr. Parker, the local manager of the Bank of Montreal.

Mr. Fraser: I made a brief examination of it.

Mr. Hutcheson: Have you been able to make any analysis of the figures con-

tained in it?

Mr. Fraser: No, I had no copy of it last night.

Mr. Hutcheson : From the brief examination you made of it with Mr. Dewart
and I yesterday, did you form any conclusion regarding the position in a general way ?

For instance, we see that there was a balance of $68,000 to the credit of that account.

Mr. Fraser : The conclusion I came to in connection with that, whether rightly or

wrongly, and I could not be positive without further examination, is that deposits

amounted to $130,242.75

Mr. Hutcheson: You are speakingof deposits in connection with this ammuni-
tion.

John Fraser, LS.O.
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Mr. Fraser: Those marked by Counsel on examination of the account as being

relevant to the matter. I am referring to them. I made a calculation: 6,000,000

rounds of ammunition at $25 per thousand would be $125,000. 800 boxes, is mentioned

as being the number of cases which contain a million rounds, at $1.47 per box, and
therefore 4,000 boxes would contain 5,000,000 rounds, which at $1.47 per box amounts

to $5,920, giving a total of $130,920 and the deposits were $130,242.75.

Mr. Hutcheson: Of the 5,000,000 rounds only 3,000,000 rounds were actually

delivered.

Mr. Fraser: Approximately 3,000,000 rounds.

Mr. Hutcheson : The 2,000,000 rounds remaining at $25 per thousand would come

to $50,000. I refer to the 2,000,000 rounds which were paid for by the Admiralty to

Mr. Lewis.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where do you find that?

Mr. Hutcheson: In the statement. The money was paid in for all of the

5,000,000 rounds.

Sir Charles Davidson: Point that out to me.

Mr. Dewart: I think the letters cover that.

Mr. Hutcheson: There is no doubt about that. Do you not find that to be the

fact, Mr. Fraser.

Sir Charles Davidson: Point it out to me, Mr. Hutcheson.

Mr. Dewart: To identify the whole of the payments, your lordship will have to

read the letter of the 28th of January, which shows the payment of $26,000 odd,

and the letter of the 12th January showing that the payments were made, that one

being apparently applied as to Item A—^your lordship will see the point. In the

letter of the 12th of January your lordship will observe that Item A is left open, so

far as the question of payment is concerned, because Mr. Lewis says :
" The Admiralty

appear to be a long time making up their minds to transfer the money for the 986,300

rounds: this will necessitate an adjustment when they do send forward the amount."

In Item B, he deals with the $29,000 item, out of which 1,000,000 rounds were paid for.

In Item C, he deals with the remittance of $26,976 allocating that to another million

rounds. In Item D, he deals with the 2,000,000 rounds of ammunition which they

never got.

Sir Charles Davidson: What are you reading from now?

Mr. Dewart: The letter of the 12th January, at page 3. As to the first 986,300

rounds, your lordship will have to look to the letter of the 28th of January to find

payment for that, for though it was the first item in Mr. Lewis' calculation, it is the

last one paid for. Item B covers the second million. Item C is the third million, and
Item D, the payment of the $49,990, covers the two millions for which application

was made, but which never was delivered, so that the letter of the 12th January is

complementary of the letter of the 28th of January.

Mr. Hutcheson: The two million rounds which were never delivered, and which

had been paid for by the Admiralty, so far as the price of the ammunition is concerned,

amount to about $50,000.

Mr. Fraser: There is a slight difference in the figures, which may be caused by
the exchange.

Sir Charles Davidson: There is a difference in the figures, and as the Auditor
General suggests, it appears to be reasonable to assume that that may be a question of

exchange.

Mr. Hutcheson : There should be an allowance for boxes in connection with the

two million rounds which the Admiralty paid for and did not get.

Mr. Fraser: Yes.

[John Fraser, I.S.O.]
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Mr. Hutcheson: I direct your attention to this, that in that balance of $68,000

we find included this sum of approximately $50,000 payment in advance by the

Admiralty for the two million rounds that they have never yet received, and we find

a further sum of approximately $15,000 representing what appears to be an advance on

the price paid by the Admiralty over the price paid to the Militia Department; !is

that not correct?

Mr. Dewart: It looks as if the money had not been distributed yet.

Mr. Fraser: I think Mr. Hutcheson's statement is reasonable.

Sir Charles Davidson : Let us be precise. Is it precise to say that the deposit of

money by the Admiralty to the credit of account No. 2 is a payment; is it not a

deposit ?

Mr. Hutcheson: I will correct the expression.

Sir Charles Davidson: What does the Auditor General say about it. My obser-

vation at the moment would be that it was a deposit to the credit of Frederick Orr-

Lewis as trustee, to be drawn against.

Mr. Hutcheson : That is a fair inference.

Mr. Fraser : It would depend on the terms of the trusteeship.

Mr. Hutcheson : Let us return to the point I was endeavouring to make, if I may
—we find among the deposits in this account to the credit of Mr. F. Orr Lewis a sum
of approximately $15,000 which would represent an advance in price over that which

the Militia Department received and that which was to be paid by the Admiralty, is

that right?

Sir Charles Davidson : There is no specific sum of $15,000 mentioned.

Mr. Hutcheson: Not specifically mentioned, but in the arithmetic of the matter

we find $68,000 of a balance, and from that deduct your $49,000 odd or approximately

$50,000.

Mr. Fraser: That would leave a balance of $18,000.

Mr. Hutcheson: And from that deduct approximately $3,000 for payment of

boxes on the last two million lots which have never been delivered.

Mr. Fraser : That leaves $16,000.

Mr. Hutcheson: How is that $16,000 made up, that is the question I am asking?

Mr. Fraser: I cannot say.

Mr. Hutcheson : Would not that just represent the difference of $5 per thousand

between the price paid to the Militia Department and the price paid or to be paid by
the Admiralty.

Mr. Fraser: $5 a thousand on 3,000,000 rounds would be $15,000.

Mr. Hutcheson : In other words, would it not be manifest that this difference is

in th'at trust account and has not yet been either distributed or given back to the

Admiralty or disposed of in any way?

Mr. Fraser : It is apparently still in that trust account.

Mr. Hutcheson : Did you analyze the rest of the account ?

Mr. Fraser : No, but we took the items. Taking that view of it the money would

appear to be there, but I would not like to say that it is.

Mr. Hutcheson: I have only suggested that to you this morning and you may
want time for reflection, but no other view appears to be tenable. Are you not satis-

fied that that difference of $15,000 approximately was $5 per thousand, or $5 per thou-

sand is still in that trust account, not paid over to the Admiralty, not paid over to

anybody.

Mr. Fraser : I would not like to express an opinion on that.

John Fraser, I.S.O.
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Mr. IIuTciiKSOX; But can you suggest any other explanation of the presence of

that money, having regard to the fact that we picked out of the account all of the items

relating to this ammunition?

Mr. Fkaser: I think you would ha^^e to ask Mr. Orr-Lewis for an explanation of

that. He has explained already that there was an adjustment to take place.

Mr. HuTCHESON: Perhaps you would like to give that matter a little further

thought, you can look at the statement and give us the benefit of your opinion later.

^Ir. FiusER : It is a complicated matter ; I . do not want to express an opinion

on it.

Mr. Hutcheson: We will give you access to the statement . which is on file here.

Mr. Dewart : Are you aware of any other similar transaction about three million

romids of ammunition that could be confused with. this?

Mr. Fr.\ser : No, I do not know of any other.

Sir Charles Davidson: The letter to His Eoyal . Highness was specific.

Mr. Dewart: Yes, my lord.

Sir Charles Davidson : The cable to England was less so.

Mr. Dewart: But I take it that the cable sufficiently earmarked this transaction

and the reply from the Eight Hon. .Bonar Law sufficiently indicates that he under-

stood the object of the inquiry.

Sir Charles Davidson : At the moment I am without doubt.

Mr. Dewart : Referring to the letter of January 24, it shows that the first delivery

was paid for last, that . is for the 986,000 rounds. -

The witness retired.

Colonel J. Fraser Macdonald, Principal Ordnance Officer, already sworn, re-

called.

(The examination of Colonel Macdonald was resumed.)

Mr. Hutcheson: Before I proceed with your examination, Colonel Macdonald,

may I ask if you happen. to know what Sir Trevor Dawson's initials are; is it A. T
Dawson ?

Colonel Macdonald: I know nothing about him at all.

By Mr.. Hutcheson, K.C.:

Q. Colonel Macdonald, when you were examined on the 23rd of May you were
being asked by Mr. Dewart, in regard to page 75 of the printed report, in reference

to. the last item on the first page of the precis, with which you supplied us, and which
is found at page 133 of the return. The item is $29,914, Squad. B. Horse; and you
suggested there was some doubt in your mind as to whether that item. was correctly

entered on your list. You wanted to look into it, have you done so ?—A. Yes. I find

that. the typist incorrectly transcribed the telegram which came to me. The correct

item should be 5,000 rounds of ammunition, for which they paid $25 per thousand;

that is gallery practice Mark II.

Q. Suppose you.read us the item, as it should be, from the beginning; is the date

correct, the 29th of September, 1914?—A. Yes, on the 29th of September, 1914, "to
the officer commanding A. Squadron 20 Border Horse, 5,000 rounds gallery practice,

Mark II, cartridges, $25, .paid."

Q. And the total carried out is what?—A. The amount is 5,000 rounds of gallery

practice cartridges, Mark II, $25. >

[Colonel J. Fraser Macdonald.]
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Q. And what we had before us were the figures "25,000?"—A. Yes, there was a'

figure "2" incorrectly inserted .before the "5,000"; it should be 5,000 rounds at $25

per" thousand, which amounts to $125.

Q. That completes your correction, does it?—A. Yes.

Q. Have you found any other rules or regulations touching the need of Orders in

Council or the powers of the Militia Department regarding the sales of ammunition,

in addition to what you have already given us?—A. No.

Q. We may take it that you have given us all that is available on that matter?

—

A. Yes. There may be more, but I cannot find it.

By Mr. Dewart, K.C.

Q. Have we before us the ba<5k and front covering of the file you produced?

What I mean to say is this—I understand it is the custom in most of the departments

to have a short index at the outside of each file to indicate what letters are in the file.

As a letter is filed it is noted on the outside.—A, There is nothing of that kind on the

files with us. The correspondence that comes in is placed in the file by the central

registry who pass it to the department concerned, and it is minuted on the outside of

the jacket to whom it goes, and it passes through each branch, from one branch to the

other, by minutes on the outside of the jacket.

Q. So that there is no way in which it would be possible to tell whether the file

which you have is complete or not?—A. There is no way to tell except that the file,

as a rule, is paged.

Q. My reason for asking was that there are references to letters which may have

been personal correspondence or communications, perhaps verbal, but there are refer-

ences to dates as to which there do not appear to be any correspondence produced to

account for the dates; you cannot account for any letters that may be missing?—A.

I think any evidence I gave here is all borne out by the files.

Q. Quite so, I am not suggesting that it is not, Colonel Macdonald; will you tell

me from whose custody the file is produced, who had the file before you got it?—A.

They are all in the central registiy ; Mr. Chesley is the Chief Clerk.

Q. So that in case you want a particular file you have to send to the central

registry?—A. Yes, I send a chit up and it is sent d^wn at once; the chit is a yellow

reqviisition form, initialled.

Q. Was a record kept of complaints made with reference to the Mark VI ammuni-
tion or was there a record kept of accidents that occurred in connection with its use?

—

A. That is a matter as regards which, perhaps offhand I would say, yes, but it would
not concern my branch.

Q. And who would have such a record if one was kept?—A. J should think thp

one would know best about it would be Colonel Helmer, Director of Musketry.

Q. There was a reference in your evidence given on May 23rd, which I do not

quite understand. It referred to a difference between the return brought down to the

House, in which the Minister's name was put in full, and as my learned friend read

it it was in full, and upon the copy which you produce—^yoxi will find by looking at

page 78 of your evidence ; it is a letter from Colonel Helmer of date the 7th of January
—referring to Colonel Helmer's letter of the 7th of January, it is marked by the

minister " 'O.K.' if good," and signed *'S.H." Mr. Hutcheson said, "I have the name
in full here," and you said: "IsTo, just O.K. if good, S.fl.' It is wrong in the chief's

copy which is the parliamentary return." Is there a duplicate file kept by the minister?

—A. No, may I look at the file?

Q. Surely ?—A. I find on the file '' Folio 23, Headquarters 1402-5-2," the endorse-

ment in the minister's handwriting is :
" O.K., if good. S.H."

Q. That is the original?—A. That is the original.

Mr. Dewart : The words " if good " being underlined in the Minister's blue

pencil; your lordship will see it is underlined.

Col. J. Fraseb Macdonald.
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By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Now, Colonel Masdonald, will you refer to the earlies't documents upon the

file that are si^ed by you with reference to this matter?—'A. That is the sale of

ammunition ?

Q. Yes; I think the earliest document is a letter dated Ottawa, the 23Td of

September, 1915 ?—^A. Yes, what ammunition sale do you refer to ?

Q. I refer to the first 236,000 rounds. That may be a memorandum upon Mr.

Allison's letter of the 8th of September ; it may be a memorandum ^endorsed by yovu

upon it; it is put in a note here; it is page 16 of the return to the House?—A. I have

not got that.

Q. There is a letter on page 16 of the parliamentary return, being a letter from

J. "Wesley Allison, under date September 8th, 1915, to General Macdonald, in which

he says:- —

"Referring to my ^arrangements with you some time ago for the purchase

of 236,000 .303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson, I have just

received a cable requesting me to have these shipped to C. A. Searles, Vickers

House, Broadway, Westminster, London, at the earliest possible moment."

Then, what I want to call your attention to is this:—^There is a memorandum
endorsed upon that letter of Allison's, as follows:

—

" Spoke to Colonel Helmer who says Mark VI 1912 ringed. 10-9-15.

J. r. M.
S. H."

Is that " J. F. M." your personal memo ?—A. It is.

Q. So that you, at that time, were cognizant, as well as was General Macdonald,
of the objective point to which this ammunition was going?—A. No.

Q. You knew it was going to Vickers House?—A. Yes. ' -

Q. And you also were cognizant of the ammunition that was being sent, namely,

1912 ringed?—A. Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is that additional memo on the letter, which says:
" I gave isuse order 4821 to Montreal to issue at once."

Coloftel Macdonald: That 4821 is a number in my own office from which I gave

the issue order.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. I want to get at something that has not appeared before—is there anything

upon the face of that letter of the 8th of September, 1915, which shows that that

passed into the hands of the Minister of Militia and that he was cognizant of its

contents?—A. The Minister's initials appear upon the letter.

Mr. Dewart: I want to get what earmarks there are on that letter to show

through whose hands it passed, and to show that the officers, of the Militia Depart-

ment, including the General himself, knew the destination,* as early as September,

1915, of that first shipment of ammunition.
,

Colonel Macdonald: There is a memo on the letter showing the date it was
placed on the file and which was the 30th of September, 1915. That is the usual

stamp used to show that it was put on the file then.

Mr. Dewart: Will you give me the earlier endorsements or memoranda on that

letter, to show the dates on whjch it passed through any particular person's hands?

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Will you give me the full memoranda that you find at the bottom of that

letter; is that note there in your handwriting: "Spoke to Colonel Helmer, who says

[tolonel J. Fraser Macdonald.]
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Mark VI, 1912, ringed. J. F. M."; is that in your handwriting?—A. Yes, you
will find the letter at page 20 of the printed evidence.

Q. And that is dated the 10-9-15?—A. Yes.

Q. That would indicate that the memorandum was made by you in your hand-

writing on the 10th of September, 19.15?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, the Minister's initials "S.H." appear here—when were these put upon it?

—A. I would say that would be placed there before this minute was written. .

Q. Before the minute was written by yourself dated 10th September, 1915?—A.

Yes.

Q. So that there was no misapprehension in your mind on the 10th of September
that this ammunition had been sold to Vickers Limited?—A. There was no doubt in

my mind that the ammunition was sold to Sir Trevor Dawson and was consigned to

Vickers House, which I presumed rightly or "wrongly was the headquarters of the

Vickers Limited.

Q. Will you refer to your evidence at page 70 of the printed copy?—A. Yes.

Q. There is a reference there to something connected with the 50,000 rounds of

ammunition that were sent to the Savage Arms Company for the purpose of testing

guns that were being made for Canada's use, you recollect that correspondence?—A.

Yes.

Q. At the top of page 70 there is a memo, 3-11-15, that would be the 3rd of N'ovem-
ber, 1915?—A. Yes.

Q. That memo says :

—

3-11^15.

M.G.O.

Shipped on 12th instant routed as arranged by Company's agent.

J. F. MACDONALD, Lt.-Col.

for Q.M.G.

Do you know who the Company's agent was ?—A. If my memory serves me rightly

it was Mr. Barker.
,

Q. That was not an Allison transaction?—A. Oh, no.

Q. Do you know anything. Colonel Macdonald, as to the price of good ammunition

in England, ammunition similar to the -303 Mark VI?—A. No, I know nothing about

the prices of ammunition.

Q. Who would give us information as to the comparative prices in England and

Canada, for example, do you know what \fas the price at which ammunition was fur-

nished for the use of the Lee-Enfield rifles ?—A. I cannot give information as to that,

and I do not know who could.

Q. Has ammunition suitable for the Lee-Enfield rifle been purchased for the use

of the Canadian Militia within recent years?—A. Mark VI ammunition was supplied

for the Lee Enfield rifles, but we have not purchased any in England so far as I know
for a great many years.

Q. I am not familiar with the class of ammunition that would be suitable for the

Lee-Enfield rifles or which would be comparable with Mark VT, but what I want to

know is : is there anyone in the Department who would know the cost or the fair price

of ammunition in England, which would be comparable to Mark VI, that is, if it was

good ammunition ?—A. The only one I can think of who inight know would be General

Elliot, and whether he knows or not I cannot say.

The witness retired.

Col. J. Eraser Macdonald.
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General H. M. Elliot, Master General of the Ordnance, sworn and examined.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. What is your oflScial position in the Canadian Militia?—A. I am Master Gen-

eral of the Ordnance at Militia Headquarters.

Q. And when we encounter the initials M, G. O. on those various documents, that

means you?—A. That means me.

Q. I think you have been connected with the Ordnance Department for a number
of years?—A. No, artillery, not ordnance. That is a misnomer. The Master General

of the Ordnance has nothing to do with the Ordnance Corps. I am Artillery and
Engineer Service within which is brought the Small Arms Inspection Branch.

Q. You have had to do with the inspection of small arms and small arms ammvini-

tion?—A. The inspection department is in my branch.

Q. I suppose you became acquainted in the course of your official duties with small

arms ammunition known as Mark VI ?—A. I did.

Q. How far back does your acquaintance with that ammunition extend?—A.

When I was in Ottawa before in 1911, I became acquainted with that ammunition.

Q. It was part of your duty to inspect that ammunition?—A. Not to inspect,

merely as regards the consideration of patterns and providing it.

Q. Have you had, yourself. General Elliot, actual experience with Mark VI ammu-
nition in use?—A. I had five months daily experience with ^is ammunition at Camp
Hughes, last year, that is, in the summer of 1915.

- Q. Of what year's issue?—A. What is brought home to me more than any other

is the issue of 1910.

Q. Why do you say that was brought home to you more than any of the otlier

issues ?—A. I selected it for one or two matches we had.

Q. Had you any reason for selecting it in preference to other issues?—^A. The
principal reason was that it appeared to be more reliable than some other ammunition
we had in camp.

Q. Can you specify these other issues which you thought did not compare favour-

ably with it?—A. Not exactly, but I should say 1909, 1911, and 1912. I cannot say

exactly, but 1910 is more in my mind than any other, because I took an interest in this

musketry pi*actice.

Q. And during these five months of musketry practice, can you tell us approxi-

mately how many thousand rounds of 1910 ammunition were used?—A. I regret to

say I do not know, but there were thousands of rounds.

Q. Many thousands?—A. Many thousands.

Q. How large was the force?—A. Up to 10,000 men.
Q. Practicing daily?—A. Practicing daily.

Q. At targets ?—A. At targets. We just touched the 10,000 mark in men in cam]).

Q. Give us the benefit of your experience of 1910 Mark VI ammunition as tested

in the light of actual practice?—A. I used to attend the ranges every day, and in the

course of my rounds I invariably inquired how the ammunition was doing. I am not
speaking absolutely of 1910 now, but the ammunition which we had, Mark VI, Included

the 1910. I cannot say offhand how much of it -was 1910. On no occasion was it

reported to me that there were any accidents. On several occasions I heard of blow-
backs, but it in no way hindered the training.

Q. Technically speaking, what is a blow-back ?—A. At the base of the cartridge is

a percussion cap. This cap had become from time to time, especially in this particu-

lar ammunition, loose. That is to say, there had been scored on the side of the cap
chamber a little tool mark which enabled the gas from the cordite to come out back-
wards through the cartridge. That is objectionable because a considerable amount of
gas, not smoke, may come back and inconvenience the men.

Q. Is there any danger to the marksman?—A. I have never found any in my
experience.

[General H. M. Elliot]
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Q. You had a number of these blowbacks reported to you?—A. I should say,

to the best of my recollection, half a dozen.

Q. In the whole five months?—A, Yes, that is my experience.

Q. I am only asking you for your experience?—A. That is it.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have produced here half a dozen cartridges.

General Elliot : I have produced one that I brought back with me as being what

I considered the worst.

Sir Charles Davidson: You produce at the moment seven cartridges?

General Elliot: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: Are any of those ringed?

General Elliot: No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was any of the ammunition that you used in camp
ringed ?

General Elliot : A little, I cannot tell you how much •- I think it was some 1912.

Sir Charles Davidson: Was it visually inspected?

General Elliot: By Colonel Harston, yes.

Sir Charles Davidson : Before you used it ?

General Elliot: Yes, before they issued it in Quebec.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is not done in all cases.

General Elliot : You say " inspected " ; he only inspects a proportion of it.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. What proportion of it?—A. What I call the first test, there are several tests,

the first test is three rounds in a thousand or .3 per cent.

Q. These cartridges which you now produce are of different patterns, I take it

that some of them are Mark VII?—A. The pointed bullets are Mark VII.

Q. In what other respects do they differ from Mark VI?—A. They differ in

regard to the kind of cordite, the amount of cordite, and the weight of the cartridge.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mark VII is a much more powerful cartridge?

General Elliot: Yes.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Had you any Mark VI, 1906, 1907, 1912, in your camp?—A. I had no 1906

or 1907 that was brought to my notice.

Q. You were about to explain to us one incident that happened at Camp Hughes,

when you picked up this particular cartridge, what was the trouble with that?—^A.

The reason* I picked this out is that an inspector looks upon it as the worst form of

burst. It is a slit case quite close to the base and this occurred in my camp and it

was not even brought to my notice, but the cartridge was brought back.

Q. Can you tell by examining it what issue it is, the issue is marked on the base

of it, as a rule?—A. I cannot tell what issue it is because the date is marked out in

some way, but Colonel Helmer will probably know.

Q. Was that the only instance of a burst which was reported to you?—A. There

were about half a dozen not actually reported to me but I found out myself from the

musketry officers that there had been.

Q. I understand you to say there were half a dozen blowbacks?—A. Yes, but

• this one here is a burst. The term " burst " really is applied to the position on the

split case of the cartridge. If the split comes quite close to the base it is called a

burst; if it comes an inch and a half from the base, or more, it is a split case. The
blowback has entirely to do with the cap.

General H. M. Elliott.
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Q. This specimen which we have just looked at, in what category is that?—A.

That would be a burst.

Q. I asked you if you had any other cases of burst reported to you?—A. Not that

I recollect. That was rather a curiosity, and I brought it away with me.

Q. Is there any danger to the marksman when a burst occurs?—A. It would be

inconvenient, but I certainly could not admit it would be dangerous. There would
be a certain emission of gas from that hole in the cap in the cartridge.

Q. Did any instances of defective ammunition come to your notice in that

period at Camp Hughes which you speak of, in which in your opinion there would be

danger to the marksman?—A. No.

Q. That has reference to your five months' experience at Camp Hughes, have

you had any other practical experience?—^A. No other practical experience, sir..

Sir Charles Davidson: What is your experience of the 1912 ammunition; were

you able to identify it with regard to its use in Camp Hughes?

General Elliot: I have had conversations with Colonel Ogilvie, who I look upon
as quite the greatest expert in Canada on the subject, and he assures me there is not

much difference between 1910, 1911, and 1912.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Do you recollect an application made by the Royal Northwest Momited Police

for the supply of Mark VI ammunition?—A. I do.

Q. We have in evidence the letter from Mr. Lawrence Fortescue, at page 23 of

the return and page 77 of the printed evidence. That letter is addressed to you and we
see a note on it:

—

"D.O.M.

For remarks please. ^
<.

H. N. Elliot, B. Gen'l.,

M.G.O."

That is your signature?—A. Yes.

Q. Who is the 'TD.O.M." ?—A. The D.O.M. is the Director of Musketry, Colonel

Helmer.

Q. And that endorsation means that you handed the letter, signed Lawrence.

Fortescue, over to Colonel Helmer?—A. Yes.

Q. Then we find at page 24 of the return a letter dated January 7th, 1916, re

the memo sent to Colonel Helmer, which is to be found at page 78 of the evidence,

in which he said:

—

"Master-General of the Ordnance,
'~

Ottawa, January 7, 1916.

"Ammunition,
R.N.W.M.P.

"I do not think that under present conditions we should allow any Mark
VI ammunition to pass out of the hands of the Department except fior

defensive purposes, under which the requirements of the Mounted Police might

be considered.

2. Mark VI ammunition for old pattern M.L.E. and M.L.M. is the only

mark which could be used with safety; Mark VII is, very dangerous in old

pattern L.E. rifles.

R. A. HELMER, Colonel,

for Chief of the General Staff
."

Do you agree with the statement in that letter?—A. I do.

[General R M. Elliot.]
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Q. Is that your memorandum on the letter?—^A. Yes, my memo is underneath, I

concur.

Q. I find this memo:

—

" Q.M.G.

Passed to you. I concur with C.G.S. and recommend subject to Minister's

approval that 500,000 rds. of Mk. VI ammunition be sold to R.N.W.M.P. at the

usual price.

H. M. ELLIOT, B. General,

M.G.O."

Then we have the blue pencil memo, on that which has been so much discussed:
" O.K. if good, S.H."

Mr. Dewart: There is no date. I see there that Colonel Helmer signs for the

Chief of the General Staff?

General Elliot: Colonel Helmer is in his department and signs letters for him
occasionally, and in that particular he signed the letter for him. The Chief of the.

General Staff is General Gwatkin.
By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Then in reply to Mr. Fortescue's letter, we have your letter of the 21st of

January, 1916, which is also printed at page 78,.and which reads:

—

Dear Mr. Fortescue,—In reply to your letter of the 4th January, 1916,

I am directed to say that you can have the half a million rounds of Mark VI
ammunition at any time. An official intimation is being sent you by the

Quartermaster General.

^ Yours sincerely,

H. M. ELLIOT.
L. FORTESCUE, Esq., I.S.O.,

Comptroller, E.N.W.M.P.,
Ottawa."

Q. Do you recall that letter?—A. I do, sir.

Q. The next document we have is printed at page 79 of the evidence, it is a docu-

ment containing quite a number of endorsations, and the first one is by yourself and

reads :

—

"With reference to letter from Comptroller of R.N.W.M.P. dated 4th

January, 1916, and Minister's approval, will you please notify the former,

together with particulars as to cost, when and where he wishes delivery, etc.

H. M. Elliot, B. Gen'l.,

I

- M.Q.O.
21-1-16."

Then the next memo, is addressed to the D.O.M. and it is as follows:

—

"D.O.M. W^^* ammunition do you recommend should go to E.N.W.M.P.

J. F. Macdonald,

P.O.O."

Then you make the memo, to the Q.M.G. :

—

"Q.M.G. This is what I intended to convey in my minute 2 of 8-1-lG

(F. 23.)

H. M. Elliot, B. Gen'l.,

M.G.O."

The letter F. 23 refers to false file, as was explained before?—A. Yes.
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Q. Then Colonel Macdonald made another query :

—

'* D.O.M. I mean year of manufacture, please ?

J. F. Macdonald, Colonel,

P.0.0."

Mr. EwART: Is there any answer to that?

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Is there anything to show that there is any answer on record to that inquiry

as to the year of manufacture?—A, Yes. On January 26, there is a memo, from

Colonel Helmer to me, and it is to be found on page 80 of the evidence :

—

" To M.G.O.,

S.A. Ammunition,
E.N.W.M.P.

It is suggested that advice on the issue of ammunition to the Mounted
Police be obtained from C.I., A. & A. Certain issues of D.A. manufacture,

Mark VI ammunition were found defective and the C.I., A. & A. will no doubt

be able to say which is the most suitable for use by the Mounted Police.

R, A. Helmer, Colonel,

For Chief of the General Staff.

Mr. Dewart; This reply does not state the year.

General Elliot: No, he recommends that the C. I. A. & A. be. asked.

Mr. Dewart: Was that complied with?

General Elliot : Yes, he was asked in my memo, of the 2nd of February :

—

H.Q. 1302-5-2.

* Ottawa, February 2, 1916.

From the Master-General of the Ordnance, Canadian Militia,

To the Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition, Quebec, P.Q.

Small Arms Ammunition for R.N.W.M.P.

Reference above mentioned subject please note that the Comptroller

R.N.W.M.P. desires to purchase from this department 500,000 rounds Mk. VI
ammunition for use in Lee-Enfield carbines.

As some of this ammunition is under suspiciop, please say what dates of

manufacture you would recommend as the most suitable.

H.M.E., B. General,

. Master-General of the Ordnance.

Q. Then we have a letter of the 3rd of February, 1916, which is to be found at

the bottom of page 81 . of the printed evidence, and which reads :

—

H.Q. 1402-5-2, A. & A. 4-15-1.

Quebec, February 3, 1916.

From the. Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition, Canadian Militia^

To the Master-General of the Ordnance, Canadian Militia.

Re 8. A. Ammunition for B.N.WM.P.

In reply to.your minute of the 2nd instant, I beg to refer you to the report

of Colonel Sir H. W. W. Barlow, C.R., and Captain G. Ogilvie, R.A., made on
the 19th June, 1913, and particularly to page 46 and Appendix 13.

.

[General H. M. ElUot]
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You will see that they recommend that all ammunition prior to February,
1908, be destroyed as unserviceable, and. that the rest of it should be visually

examined for ringing and external scores before firing proof and reissued.

Since then the ammunition of 1910 has been found to be dangerous . and
should not be used.

When the war broke out we. were engaged in the examination and ringing
of ammunition dated 1911, 1912, and 1913, but owing to the pressure of work
for war services this had to be abandoned.

This report on the ammunition of .1912 was that " except for blow-backs
the proof results were satisfactory."

I am therefore of the opinion that if any ammunition is supplied to tlie

K.N.W.M.P. that it should be the ammunition manufactured in 1913.

T. Harston, Colonel,

C. I. of A. & A.

Q. That was directed to you?—A. Yes. .

'>~'

Q. No doubt you received it?—A. I received it, sir.

Q. Colonel Harston refers you—he says in that letter :
" You will see that they

recommend that all ammunition prior to February, 1908, be destroyed as unservice-

able, and that the rest of it should be visually examined for ringing and external

scores before firing, proof and reissued."

Then he adds :
" Since then, the ammunition of 1910 has been found to be

dangerous and should not be used."

With regard to that paragraph in the letter as to the ammunition of 1910 being

dangerous, have you received any report that any tests had been made?—A. At that

time I admit that I was not aware of any dangerous accidents having occurred of any

kind with this 1910 ammunition.

Q. "Was that the first intimation you received that any examination had been

made since the Barlow tests?—A. The first intimation I had that it was ddngerous.

Q. Did you inquire any further regarding the statement in that letter of Colonel

Harston ?—Then there is an endorsement on that as follows :

—

Q.M.S. You still have the file. 1913 is the year for ammu. ot be issued

to K.N.W.M.P. Kindly notify Comptroller as soon as possible H. M Elliot,

B. Gen'l, M.G.O. 5-2-16.

Then endorsed again below that there is :

—

Spoke M.G.O., said no 1913, says issue 1910, Mark VI. J. F. M., Colonel,

P.O.O., 9/2/16.

It was with regard to this memo, that I would like you to give us your explana-

tion?—A. Well sir, I admit I just glanced through that letter, to look for the recom-

mendation as I often do, when very busy, and I just hit on the very last line, 1913.

Having got that I satisfied myself that 1913 would be the ammunition. I was called

up by Colonel Macdonald on the phone, and I had not the file after this occasion.

He called me on the phone or came to see me, I forget which, and in my mind I had
it that 1910 was the one ammunition I knew something about. I decided
that as there was no 1913 ammunition, 1910 ammunition was the ammunition I would
use if I were going to use Mark VI. .

Q. Is it a fact that Colonel Macdonald did speak to you and tell you that there
was no 1913 ammunition available?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. That is a fact?—A. Absolutely.

Q. Then you concluded that under the circumstances you would direct the issue
of 1910 Mark VI ammunition?—A. I did.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do I understand you to say, General, that at the moment
of this order, you overlooked the fact that -in this letter were the words " ammunition
of 1910 found to be dangerous."
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General Elliot : It was found to be dangerous, it had not come home to me ; that

is to say, I had it in my mind at the time that 1913 was the ammunition recommended

as going to be issued, but failing having"the 1913 ammunition I took the responsibility

of recommending the issue of 1910.

By Mr. Hutcheson

Q. Would it do to leave the Northwest Mounted Police without any ammunition

at all, they having applied for ammunition and needing it?—A. Oh, no.

Q. Suppose you had never thought of the 1910 ammunition, and you had it in

your mind that 191^3 was ordered, and you found that there was no 1913 available,

what would have been the proper course for you to take, would you still order 1910

ammunition to be sent ?—A. I would, sir. As the head of my department I would have

taken the responsibility. The police could not have been left without ammunition,
and I knew this 1910 ammunition and had had experience with it. I do not want to

make a long statement, but Mr. Fortescue I knew very well, and I was determined

that he should have the ammunition I would myself use.

Sir Charles Da\7dson : This letter is dated the 3rd of February, 1916, what is the

date of your experience in Camp Hughes in which you found the 1910 ammunition
satisfactory.

General Elliott: Oamp Hughes ran from the 20th of May until the end of

October, 1915.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. And without further discussion or inquiry, the ammunition of 1910 Mark VI
was by your instruction sent to the Royal Northwest Mounted Police?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. And it was sent at once?—A. It was sent in due course. The Quartermaster

General had to do with the distribution, they took up the matter then.

Q. Can you tell us whether any reports have been procured from the Northwest

Mounted Police or frona the depots where its ammunition was sent, as to how it worked ?

—A. I have received a report as to that in the last few days, I have given you that

report, Mr. Hutcheson. There may be one or two things in it as to distribution that

it is inexpedient to read out.

Q. I gather from the first document you have placed in my hands, which is a

letter dated the 12th of June, 1916, to yourself, from L, du Plessis, that you telephoned

him?—A. I did.

Q. And on the 12th of June, he wrote you this letter :

—

Royal Northwest Mounted Police,

Office of the Comptroller,

Ottawa, 12th June, 1916.

Sir,—^Referring to your 'phone message of the 7th instant, I immediately
wired Commissioner Perry for a report on the ammunition supplied to the

Police by your Department.
I have now the honour to enclose, herewith, preceedings of a Board of

Officers held on the 29th May last, on this ammunition. I also enclose a letter

from the Commissioner to the effect that the exhibits mentioned in his communi-
cation of the 9th instant are on the way.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

L. DU PLESSIS,
Brigadier General H. M. Elliott, For Comptroller.

Master General of Ordnance,
Department of Militia and Defence,

Ottawa.
IGenerai H. M. Elliot]
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Then the reports follow :

—

EoYAL Northwest Mounted Police,

Headquarters, Eegina, Sask., 9th June 1916.

Re .SOS Ammunition.

Sir,—The exhibits referred to in my letter of this date are being forwarded

by express this day addressed to you.

1 packet containing 1 split case.

1 packet containing 27 blow-backs.

1 packet containing defective cartridges.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

A. BOWEN PEKKY,
Commissioner.

The Comptroller,

E. N. W. M. Police,

Ottawa.

The Eoyal Northwest Mounted Police.

Headquarters^ Eegina, Sask., June 9, 1916.

Re -SOS Ammunition.

Sir,—On the 25th May I received the following telegram from you:

Please forward as soon as possible report on 500,000 rounds Mark six

ammunition recently supplied by Militia Department.
In accordance with this telegram, a board of officers was ordered to assemble

on the 29th May to report upon the quality of the ammunition.
Of^the amount received, a certain amount was in store at this point, and

the balance had been distributed to the different Divisional Headquarters.

I transmit herewith the proceedings of the board, together with the exhibits,

consisting of defective cases and so forth.

The finding of the board is that the ammunition is defective but that it is

possible to use it in the rifle or carbine. In the Maxim machine gun the faults

were more obvious and its use in that gun inadvisable.

I concur with the finding of the board.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

A. BOWEN PEEEY,
Commissioner.

The Comptroller,

E. N. W. M. Police,

Ottawa.

THE Eoyal Northwest Mounted Police.

Headquarters, Eegina, Sask., June 9, 1916.

Sir,—I have the honour to forward herewith proceedings of board on ammu-
nition together with defective cartridge cases.

The members of the board were assisted by the following non-commis-

sioned officers:

Eeg. No. 4692, Sergeant-Major Turner, E.E., who has had considerable

experience of a practical sort. He has had seven years service in the S.A.C. and
served through the South African War. Has served eight years in the E.N.W.M.
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Police and is an expert rifle shot and familiar with the following small arms

and their ammunition, the Martini Henry, Lee-Enfield, Lee-Metford, Eoss rifle

and Winchester.

•Reg. No. 2006 Staff Sergeant Cunning, W.H., who has served in the R.IT.

W.M. Police for twenty-nine years. Is familiar with the Lee-Enfield, Lee-Met-

ford, Snider, Ross rifle, Martini Henry and Winchester carbine, and has held

the marksmanship badge for many years.

Reg. No. 5274, Sergeant MacDowell, served in the regular army from 1893

to 1911 when he joined the R.N.W.M. Police; holds a Hythe Distinguished Mus-
ketry and Maxim gun certificate, took a course at the Yickers Maxim gun fac-

tory, and holds their certificate for the Maxim gun and 75 mm. gun.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

A. R. CUTHBERT,
Assistant Commissioner.

The Comptroller,

R. N. W. M. Police,

Ottawa.

ROYAL NORTHWEST MOUNTED POLICE.

Proceedings of a board of officers of the following detail assembled this

29th day of May, 1916, by order of the Commissioner, to test the qualities of

500,000 rounds Mark VI .303 small arm ball cartridges, cordite, manufactured

in 1910, and supplied to the Royal Northwest Mounted Police recently, by the

Department of Militia and Defence.

President: Assistant Commissioner A. R. Cuthbert.

Member: Superintendent J. A. McGibbon.

Member: Superintendent G. S. Worsley.

The Board assembled on the 29th May and from day to day thereafter

until its duties were completed.

Of the rounds received a portion was supplied to the different Divisional

Headquarters and the remainder retained at Regina; the ammunition used for

testing purposes was taken from that portion still at Regina, several hundred
rounds being used and taken in packages of ten from every third box as stored.

The small arms used in the tests was the Lee-Enfield rifle and carbine, the

former principally, and the Maxim machine gun. Tests were necessarily of a

practical nature to ascertain accuracy, penetration and reliability.

The following evidence, particulars of tests and conclusions drawn there-

from, are respectfully submitted:

—

Reg. No. 5274, Sergeant MacDowell, R.H.L., states;

I was present at the tests of ammunition received from the Militia Depart-

ment. The tests were carried out between Slst May, 1916, and 7th June, 1916.

The ammunition in question is S. A. Ball .303 Cordite, Mk. VI., Canadian,

and is dated 1910.

The following tests were undertaken:

1. Actual range practice with the classification targets as laid down in the

rules and regulations for the Force.

Distances, 200 and 300 yards.

Arms, Rifle, Mag. L. E., .303 Mk. I and Carbine,. Cav. Mag. L. E., Mk* I.

Sandbag rests were used for the rifles.

2. Field practice with the Maxim gun.

[General H M. Elliot]
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3. Penetration tests:

(a) Wood, 1'2-inch pine planks.

(6) Wood, red pine in baulk,

(c) Sandbag.

Test No. 1.—110 rounds were fired by skilled shots at 200 yards, and
150 at 500 yards. The day was exceptionally fine for the season. Considerable

diflFerences were noticed in the amount of elevation required for different shots

in the same practice. This test was, perhaps, inconclusive as the rifles were

fitted with the ordinary backsights, without wind gauges or fine adjustments,

and it was difficult to distinguish between errors of ammunition, firer, and
throw of rifle.

There were no misfires. The proportion of blowbacks was large, though

these blowbacks were slight.

In the 260 rounds fired there were 27 blowbacks and one split.

Test No. 2.—500 rounds were fired at the parapet of a trench at 200 yards,

the gun used was a Maxim of the pattern previous to 1897. This gun was
carefully overhauled before the test and found to be in perfect order and
condition. The fuse spring and friction were again weighed during the test

and found to be normal. The barrel used was in excellent order, the lead was
not worn. During this test there were fifteen "temporary stoppages." In
every case the stoppage was due to faulty ammunition.

The following is a list of these stoppages:

—

4 circumferential bursts.

2 thick-rimmed cartridges.

9 defective cartridges (insufficient recoil). There were, in addition, a num-

ber of "hang-fires", 9 blow-backs, and 1 split.

Test No. S.—(a) 30 shots, fired at 50 yards into a series of 1|" pine planks

lightly nailed together, showed a variation of five inches in penetration, besides

scattered shots.

(&) 20 shots were fired at 30 yards into a red pine baulk (with the grain).

Their penetration and date is as follows:

—

14-2-10 1. 33" 26.2.10 Not observed.

2. 361" 43i"
'
3. Not observed. 42i"
4. 1.2J" 36"

5. 36r 23"

6. 33i" Not observed.

7. 27i" 19i"
8. 251" 32|"

9. Not observed. 361"

10. Not observed. 29i"

(c) 6 shots fired into a sand-bag filled with clean fine sand, at 30 yards. The

date of the ammunition was 16.2.10. The shots penetrated respectively 16, 16,

12, 9i, 9 and 7 inches-

This ammunition is too defective for use in a machine gun which is operated

by recoil. That a gun should go out of action fifteen times in firing a quantity

of ammunition which could be disposed of in aimed traversing fire in less than

two minutes, is extravagant. The strength of this ammunition varies to a great

extent even in the case of different rounds from the same packet. The capping

of the ammunition appears to have been carelessly undertaken; the proportion

of blow- backs is very large and the face of the cap seems to be dangerously near

the base of the cartridge.

E. Ta. L. MACDOWELL, Sergeant,

Regina, 7th June, 1916. • Reg. No. 5274 B. N. W. M. Police.
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"Reg. No. 4692, Sergeant Major Turner, E.E., states as follows:

—

I was present and fired about 175 rounds of -303 ammunition from Lee

Enfield Rifi^s and Lee Enfield Carbines and completed firing on June 7th, 1916.

I fired ammunition at the following ranges and targets :—300 yards and 500

yards. I found that the shots in a number of instances fell low at both ranges.

When I noticed this, I changed the rifles and carbines each three different times,

and raised the sights.

I afterwards fired through the grain of fir planks nailed together and the

penetration was from 19 inches to 37 inches, with a large number of shots at

different distances between these two figures. This was fired at a distance of

50 yards.

On the 7th of June, 1916, I fired at a solid block of fir, with the grain at

30 yards range, and i)enetrated from 12^ inches to 36 J inches. There were a

large number of shots penetrated at different distances between these two points.

At the same time I fired at sandbag headers and stretchers and penetrated

sand as follows : 16, 16, 12, 9^, 9 and 7 inches.

I would consider that the charge is either insufficient or faulty as it was
apparent from its failure to maintain elevation at short range.

The difference in penetration under favourable conditions shows that it is

not of even standard.

The rifles and carbines used were inspected by the Post Armourer and
found to be in good condition.

E. E. TURNER,
Beg. No. 4692, Sergeant Major.

Reg. No. 2006, Staff Sergeant Cunning, states:

I have fired seventy rounds of the anmiunition under examination at a

block of wood composed of planks placed together, and at targets on the rifle

range, at 200 and 500 yards. The accuracy was not good as my scores testify.

I also fired 10 rounds at a block of wood, end on, and found that the penetra-

tion varies considerably, one shot penetrating 12i inches while others pene-

trated 36J inches and still others penetrating different depths between these

figures.

Again, having seen what happened to it when used in the Maxim gun, I
would say that the ammunition is very faulty and not fit for use on active

service, either for rifle or machine gun.

I have examined a nximber of the empty cartridge cases after firing, and
have found several blow backs. None of the cases used by me in the rifles

were split or seriously damaged, but several in the machine gun, split and burst.

W. A. CUNNING, S. Sgt.,

FINDING. Beg. No. 2006.

All tests referred to in the evidence were carried out by direction and
under the supervision of the Board, and the conclusion arrived at is, that the

ammunition is defective. While its use is possible in the rifle, the residts

cannot be relied upon. In the Maxim gim, the faults become much more
obvious and serious, and its use in this gvm would be inadvisable.

As already stated, the lack of the necessary appliances and technical

experience made any but the practical tests alluded to, impossible.

' A. R. CuTHBERT, President,

Assistant Commissioner.

J. A. McGiBBON, Member,
Approved

:

Superintendent.

A. BowEN Perry, - G. S. Worsley, Member,
Superintendent. Commissioner.

Regina, 8th June, 1916.

[Oeneral H. M. Elliot.]
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Sir Charles DAVrosON: Would you briefly summarize what is the effect of this

report ?

General Elliot : In addition to summarizing, I wish particularly to call attention

to the fact that we did not know that there was a machine gun there. This ammuni-
tion used with an old Maxim might cause trouble, but there were no accidents of any

kind.

Sir Charles Davidson: What other department would know the Northwest

Mounted Police had a machine gun?

General Elliot : No other department would know ; I think the Northwest Moun-
ted Police is under the Prime Minister.

By Mr. Hutcheson

:

Q. The Eoyal Northwest Mounted Police is not a military force and does not come
within your department?—^A. No. I may add that the Lee-Elifield they use is the old

Lee-Enfield and it is not suitable for Mark VIT ammunition. In the Lee-Enfield car-

bine they have, it would be distinctly dangerous to use Mark VII Ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : It may be convenient for you to tell us what the initials

are in the letter to you from Colonel Ilelmer of January Y, " M.L.E." and " M.L.M."

General Elliot: They denote the Martini Lee-Enfield, and the Martini Lee-

Metford. These are the old rifles.

Sir Charles Davidson : And in none of these several classes of arms can the Mark
VII ammunition be fired ?

By Mr. Hutcheson:

General Elliot : It cannot be fired in any of the rifles used by the Royal North-

west Mounted Police.

Q. There was no accident?—A. No accident.

Q. Was there anything in the report to show how much of the shipment of ammu-
Q. In what year did the manufacture of Mark VII ammunition commence?—A.

1913.

Q. What mark was the ammunition that Colonel Harston suggested should be

used?—A. Mark VL
Q. Coming back to the report of which you have been giving us the substance,

does the report from the Northwest Mounted Police show that there was any impro-

priety in supplying this 1910 Mark VI ammunition to the Northwest Mounted Police?
—^A. No sir, not under the circumstances.

Q. Was there any rejKvrt of any injuries sustained ?—^A. No, sir.

nition had actually been used up to the time of the making of the report?—A. No,
I have asked that question and I am still awaiting a reply.

Sir Charles Davidson : In this letter of January Y, which is to be found at page

Y8 of the evidence, your order is that it should be issued at the usual price. What was
the usual price?

General Elliot : I stated " the usual price " there because I was not perfectly

certain what the usual price was. The price would be arranged by the Quartermaster

General's department.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Have you any opinion as to the value and the price of this 1910 Mark VI
ammunition ?

General Elliot: No, sir, I have spent most of my time in the practical line.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where does that come in as being of any importance?
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Mr. HuTCiJESON: Because it is one of the grounds of attack, made on the floor of

the House of Commons, that we have sold thia ammunition too cheaply.

Sir Charles Davidson : To whom ?

Mr. Hut(;heson : Sold it to Vickers.

Sir CiiAKLES Davidsox: I do not think so.

Mr. HuTCHESON : I think that is right. I think that was one of Mr. McKenzie's

charges; that ammunition for which we were actually paying $31 per thousand was

sold for $20 a thousand.

Sir Charles Davidson: No ammunition of 1910 was sold to Vickers. The

criticism was not addressed to 1910 particularly.

Mr. Dewart: 1906, 1907 and 1908 were the issues, and the different issues vary

considerably.

Mr. Hutcheson: If Your Lordship does not think the information of any service

to you, I will not press it.

Sir Charles Damdson : I merely asked for information.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. General Elliot, you cannot express an opinion as to the real value of this

ammunition?—A. No, but if you make me make a statement, I will do so. In

Ottawa, in 1911, the question was asked about ammunition over five years old, and

I was asked why we should not in some way use the ammunition before it became
sufficiently deteriorated to be no good. So, I think it was suggested in my office that

we shoxild reduce the price by one-half, that is from $40 to $20. That is $20 a

thousand for rifle associations.

Q. The nthere was a reduction from $20 to $10?—A. No, this was $20 in 1911.

All I had to do with it was that I thought it was better to issue this ammunition
that was over five years old, at a reduced price, than to keep it and have it deteriorate

any more. I say the question arose when I was here in 1911, as to what price we
should sell the ammunition at to rifle associations, and the idea was that we should

sell it, I think it was at $20.

Mr. Hutcheson: I see by a memo placed in my hands, being Militia Order 592,

1911, that issues of .30.3 ball cartridge over five years' manufactured will be made at

half price, namely, $10 a thousand rounds.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Would that price apply to ammunition which Barlow
said was overly-bored?

Mr. Hutcheson: It was before that time, but I think it would apply to it.

Sir Charles Davidson: In 1911 nothing had happened; it was two years before.

The Barlow report was in 1913.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. You have referred to ammunition deterioration with age; can you give us

the benefit of your observation in that regarl? What is the /practical life for a

cartridge?—A. Well, sir, I can only tell you, I used a cartridge once that was
thirteen years old, and it was all light.

Q. There can be no question that cartridges do deteriorate with age?—A. Oh,
certainly, they do.

Q. In your experience, what should be the utmost age limit?—A. I regret to

say that is an unknown quantitj'for the sample reason that it depends on the way it

is packed. Climatic conditions and temperature affect cordite greatly. There are

other causes known and unknown.

[General H. M. Elliot]
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By Mr. Deioart, K.C.:

Q. You said that so far as the ammunition sent to the Northwest Mounted
Police was concerned, there was no injury in supplying it under the circumstances?

—A. That there was no other ammunition that I could recommend.
Q. They had to have somethinc^?—A. They had to have something; that is the

whole point, and the 1913 ammunition was not available.

Q. If, as a matter of fact, the two earlier sales had not been made in September
Pnd October, 1915, of the better 1912 ammunition, tx) or through Colonel Allison, it

would have been available?—A. I suppose it would. I really do not know much
about this part of it.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: I do not understand this witness to say that the 1912

ammunition was superior to the 1910 ammunition, although other witnesses have said

so.

By Mr. Denvart

Q. His lordship says that you have not passed your opinion on that; what do you
say as to the 1912 ammunition?—A. I said there was little to choose between the 1912

and the 1910.

Mr. Dewart: Your lordship is right; I was thinking of the evidence given by
another witness. ^

By Mr. Dewart

Q. You thought there was little to choose between these two issues?—A. That is

my opinion. I acknowledge a limited experience, but I have experience over a certain

date.

Q. In any event, you do not think it would be wise to use defective ammunition
in the Maxim guns?—A. In that Maxim gun, no sir.

Q. Nor would you think it was as safe to use it in a Maxim gun as in a rifle?

—

A. No, sir.

Q. I believe the Maxim gun has a tendency to heat up and that the danger of

defective ammunition is greater in a Maxim gun than in a rifle?—A. In the Colt gun
it is wonderful what you can do with defective ammunition, but in a Maxim gun
nineteen years old, I am very thankful that no accidents occurred.

Q. Even in the Maxim machine gun as turned out to-day, you do not think

this would be good ammunition to use for testing purposes ?—A. No, sir, not from the

service point of view, that is to get continuous fire.

Q. If it was for use in the Admiralty, with machine guns, would you think that

was a wise disposition to make of it?—A. I honestly confess I do not know what they

used it for.

Q. I say, if it was used for machine guns, I am supposing that?—A. You will

understand that I do not know for what purpose they wanted it.

Q. I aln not saying you do, but I am supposing that if it were to be used for

machine gun purposes in the service, you would not consider it wise to use it?—A.

Certainly not.

Q. Have you considered the Mark YI ammunition of the years 1906, 1907 and
1908?

• ^

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Why 1908?

Mr. Dewart: I will put the question as his lordship suggests, probably the 1908

ammunition is not concerned here—have you considered the Mark VI ammunition,
said to be defective and under suspicion, of the years 1906 and 1907?

General Elliot: Only from hearsay, I know nothing about it. From hearsay,

they tell me it had deteriorated considerably.
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By Mr. Detvart:

Q. Would the record of accidents in connection with the use of the 1906 and

1907 ammunition be kept in your office?—A. They are all sent to the Chief Inspector

at Quebec, and they are then all sent to Headquarters and filed with the Small Arms
Committee of which Mr. A. G. Lewis is Secretary. That is available for any one to

see who would look for it.

Q. Would you get a record there to show what the proven defects were in the

1906 and 1907 ammunition?—^A, Yes, if there are any.

Q. If any were reported?—A. Yes.

Q. It would be the duty of any one who used ammunition in camps or for any
other purposes to make a report upon it?—A. Yes.

Q. So that we may expect to find there, any reports that were made?—A, Yes,

there were many defects occurred which have never been mentioned. I could mention

some at Valcartier, but I could not call them accidents.

Q. What do you say as to the 1906 and 1907 ammunition?—A. In the rush at the

commencement of the war—I am speaking now from what I hear—I do not think they

kept any records at that particular time when men were being equipped by thousands

at Valcartier, and there were hundreds of thousands of rounds fired.

Q. Could you say whether there*were any serious accidents reported by reason of

the use of 1906 or 1907 ammunition at Valcartier?—A. I would like to leave that to

Colonel Helmer, he was there and I can only speak from hearsay.

Q. You have already told us that you could form no opinion, or that you were not

in a position to say, what the value of the ammunition of 1906 and 1907 was in the

fall of 1915 ?—A. No, I could only go by what I have heard.

Sir Charles Davidson : Your answer also applies, I imagine, to the 1912 ammuni-
tion.

General Elliot : Yes, sir. If I am asked now what I know, I should say that $20
a thousand was enough, but I am not an expert.

By Mr. Dewart:
Q. Would you go so far as to say that the 1906 or 1907 ammunition could not

possibly be fired in Canada ?—A. When ?

Q. In the fall or latter part of 1915?—A. As I say, I have had no experience of

that ammunition, but I certainly have been suspicious of it on account of its age.

Sir Charles Davidson: These were classes of ammunition that were condemned,
and so far as Barlow and Ogilvie were concerned, they considered that they ought to

be drowned, up to 1908.

General Elliot: I may add, sir, that I have never seen the Barlow report, but
I do know that up to 1908 they unqualifiedly stated that the ammunition was con-

demned.

By Mr. Dewari :

Q. Were you in a position to know what attitude was taken by the rifle associa-

tions in reference to this Mark VI ammunition, would their report come to you?—A.
If there were any defects they would eventually come to my department.

Q. Sir Sam Hughes, in his evidence, at page 6 says: "Our rifle associations all

condemned it." Do you know what foundation there is for that statement?—A. I

think it is because of inaccurate shooting, possibly.

Q. Do you know whether the decision of the Militia Council, to destroy the 12,-

000,000 rounds referred to by the Barlow report, was carried out?—A. I do not know,
I was not in Ottawa at the time.

Q. May I take it then, that you were away from Ottawa for sometime?—A. I left

in March, 1913, and I came back at the end of November, 1915.

[General H. M. Elltot]
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Q. You were away during the period of the earlier negotiations at the time of the

Barlow report?—A. Yes, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: I take it that your military experience has been quite a

long one.

General Elliot : Twenty-eight years.

Sir Charles Davidson : What, if any, opinion can you express as to the need of an

Order in Council for the sale of ammunition under such circumstances as were con-

nected with the sale of these three million rounds.

General Elliot : To tell you the truth, sir, I know very little of the whole trans-

action. As regards the principle, I know that in my department any expenditure of

money over a certain amount requires an Order in Council. I know that in the

Quartermaster General's Department, which mostly has to do with unserviceable stores

and that sort of thing, they are having Orders in Council now. Hitherto, the regula-

tions had covered the disposal of a certain quantity of unserviceable stores.

Mr. Dewart : What paragraph is that to be found in ?

General Elliot : I do not know. It is a well known fact that there are regulations

which authorize the disposal of unserviceable stores.
*

Mr, Dewart : By the authority of the Militia Department without Order in Coun-
cil? ,

General Elliot: Without Order in Council.

Sir Charles Davidson : There are new regulations in force now, are there not ?

General Elliot: The War Purchasing Commission rather changed the thing. I

am speaking of past years. These orders were laid down in regulations, but with the

introduction of the War Purchasing Commission, I believe there was a change.

Sir Charles Davidson : Would that include the sale of condemned stores ?

General Elliot: I honestly do not think it did, but I have not had any condemned
stores myself. The Quartermaster General would be able to speak about that.

Sir Charles Davidson : In your belief, was any of this 1906, 1907, 1910, 1912
ammunition fit to be issued to our troops at the front?

General Elliot: Oh no, sir, none of that is fitted for troops at the front. It is

Mark VI ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : What experience have you, if any, in connection with the
inspection by the Admiralty of purchases made by it?

General Elliot: None sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: None whatever?

General Elliot: No.

Sir Charles Davidson : Are you aware whether or not this ammunition was- sub-

jected to any inspection by the Admiralty, or on behaK of the Admiralty, ere it was
shipped?

General Elliot : Not before shipping, but all ammunition is inspected.

Sir Charles Davidson: I am speaking about the Admiralty, the purchaser of the

3,000,000 rounds.

General Elliot : It has not been re-inspected to my knowledge.

Sir Charles Davidson: Here?

General Elliot: Here.

Sir Charles Davidson : What was your knowledge as to the possibility or certainty

of its having been inspected on its arrival in England?

General Elliot : If, as I understand it, it was sent to the Admiralty, certainly, it

would be checked,
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Sir Charles Davidson : Do I understand from that that it would be impossible for

us to believe that the Admiralty purchased at dates differing in the interval of two

months in the purchases, three million potmds of ammunition, in different consign-

ments, without knowing what they were buying?

General Elliot: I cannot conceive such a thing.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. May I suggest one more question along that line—the gentlemen who made the

Barlow rei>ort came from the Woolwich Arsenal?—A. Yes. One of them is in Canada
now.

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, he is considered the foremost expert in Canada.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Would the knowledge which these gentlemen acquired of the Mark VI ammu-
nition in Canada; in the course of the investigation they made prior to the making of

that report, be probably communicated to the purchaser on behalf of the Admiralty?—
I do not know. I have just acknowledged to Sir Charles that I have not seen the

Barlow report.

Q. Is it possible to suggest any reason why the Admiralty, after receiving this

3,000,000 rounds, should come back and try to get another 2,000,000 rounds
which they have not yet received?—A. I honestly don't know. The thing is rather a

mystery to me as to who has got it. I do not really know whether it is Vickers or the

Admiralty, so far as I am concerned. I have not the faintest idea on that.

Q. The only sworn testimony we have here is that it was the Admiralty ?—A. I do

not know anything about it. The distribution of any ammunition or any warlike stores

is not it. my branch.

The witness was not further examined.

Col. Richard A. Helmer, Director General of Musketry, sworn and examined.

By Mr. Hutcheson, K.C.:

Q. What is your position in the Militia Department?—A. Director General of

Musketry.

Q, And you have occupied that position for some years T—A. Not under that name
but practically I have occupied the same position for many years.

Q. We learned from General Elliot this morning that you had had personal

experience of the working of Mark YI ammunition at Yalcartier?—A. Yes.

Q. When was that?—A. In 1914.

Q. Will you tell us what years' make of ammunition you had experience of there?

—A. It is difficult to say. We had a very mixed lot of amrauniton and from memory I

would not like to say what we used. I had no reason to keep any record of it, I should

say we had mostly everything. That would be an impression of mine, merely.

Q. Can you say whether or not you were using the 1910 Mark YI ammunition?

—

A. I believe we were, but I would not like to say for sure. I think the Ordnance Branch
should be able to tell us exactly what we had there, that is. Colonel Macdonald.

Q. Can you tell us from anything you know how far back the issues went which
you used at Valcarter in 1914 ?—A. My first answer covers that. I think we had pretty

much what was available in the country; I do not think there was any regard paid to

the year.

Q. And how did the cartridges work ?—A. There was nothing serious to complain
of, nothing to complain of at all in fact.

[Col. Richard A. Helmer.]
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Sir Charles Davidson: When you speak of 1914 at Valcartier, you refer, of

course, to the period after the declaration of war?

Colonel Helmer: Yes, the training of the troops.

By Mr. Hutcheson, K.C.:

Q. What period of the year did your experience cover?—A. I went into camp, if

my memory serves me, about the 26th of August, and we were there until the first divi-

sion sailed in October.

Q. Would you like to give a guess at about how many rounds of ammunition you
used?—A. Approximately two million rounds.

Mr. Dewart : This is not a guessing competition.

Mr. Hutcheson : Are you objecting to the witness giving an idea as to the number
of rounds that were used at Valcartier?

Colonel Helmer : I have been asked the question often and that has always been

my reply; about two million rounds is correct.

By Mr. Hutcheson

:

Q. Was any record kept of the results of the ammunition?—A. Nothing except

the musketry results at the targets.

Q. That is as to the hits and misses, but I am speaking as to the results as regards

the ammunition working properly?—A. There was nothing to record.

Q. There was nothing to record?—A. Nothing to record. I may say that in peace

times we observe these things very closely and report everything, so that we know
everything that is going on, but under the circumstances at Valcartier there was really

no reason to go into these things.

Q. Aside from your personal experience at Valcartier, have you been in a posi-

tion to receive reports from other branches of the service which have been using

Mark VI ammunition?—A. Mostly all the reports which concern ammunition are sent

CO me for my remarks, or my information, or something of that sort. They are passed

around. I think I am safe in saying that anything of importance that comes to head-

quarters I would likely see it.

Q. Can you give us any information about any reports of defective ammunition
which came to you from any source; I refer to Mark VI ammunition?—A. Not from
memory. Of course we are familiar with the Barlow report, if that is what you refer

to.

Q. I am not speaking of the Barlow report now; I am speaking to you of reports

which come to you from actual service. I refer to the exx)erience in practice in dif-

ferent branches of the service, throughout the country ?—A. I think if anything serious

happened, any burst, or anything of that sort, especially where there was injury to a

man, I would have seen such a report, but I cannot remember offhand any specific

cases. For instance, at the School of Musketry, we occasionally have had defective

ammunition develop. We had last year, and if my memory serves me correctly I think

I reported the cases.

Mr. Dewart : To whom would you report ?

Colonel Helmer: My duty would be to report to headquarters, to the Master-

General of the Ordnance or to the Quartermaster General.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. What brand of ammunition are you speaking of now?—A. Any ammunition,

anything that happens is reported to me.

Q. But with regard to the ammunition last year, was it Mark VI that you were

referring to?—A. We were using Mark VI for a period, yes, Mark VI was used all

over Canada last year.
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Q. I may call your attention to this statement made by General Sir Sam Hughes,

to be found at page 8 of the printed report of the evidence, in which he says that dur-

ing practice at Valcartier they had had some very dangerous experience even with

Mark III rifle in the use of this Mark VI ammunition. He says :
" Some of the boys

had it pretty warm; several explosions took place, blowing blazes back around the

boys' heads and the ammunition had come to be regarded as more or less dangerous."

Did any of that come under your observation ?—A. I think not. There is only one case

that I remember. I have been trying to tax my memory since I spoke to you yesterday

and I only remember one case which I think I am right in saying I did not think it

necessary to report, and that was a flare-back, or blow-back, some gas or flame which
injured a man; Hawkins, the great Bisley shot, was hurt. I remember that case

because of the personality of the man.

Q. So far as your memory serves you there was only one case of any importance
at Valcartier?—A. I would like to make myself clear on the point. There were no
doubt the usual blow-backs, but none of sufficiently serious importance to report. I
mean, under the circumstances under which we were working there; for instance, I
had not a single casualty, what we would call a medical case, to report.

Q. You had not a medical case to report?—A. No, and I had not a burst rifle or
anything of that sort. There was nothing whatever at all serious. People would come
along and show you where the cap had dropped off the cartridge or something of that
sort, but we would pay no attention to it. I have no doubt that when the Minister made
that statement he had someth4ng to base it on.

Sir Charles Davidson: What as to marksmanship? Did they complain of the
ammunition as being defective in that respect?

Colonel Helmer: No, sir, we were only shooting at short ranges, and Mark VI
ammunition up to that time was the one we had known in use from the beginning of
things, and the ammunition was quite as good as we had been accustomed to; in fact,

they did extraordinary good shooting there.

By Mr. Hutcheson:

Q. Passing on to the sale to the Northwest Mounted Police, we see your name
figuring in the correspondence commencing at page 154 of the sessional papers which
have been filed; I do not intend to take you through all these letters, we have gone
over them this morning with General Elliot; you were here and heard the evidence?

—

A. I heard part of his evidence. I went away before he finished.

Q. Is there anything you desire to say yourself about that sale to the Northwest
Mounted Police?—A. My opinion about it is expressed on the file; I heard you read it

this morning.

Q. At page 78 of the printed evidence, under date January 7, 1916, we find printed

a note or memo from yourself to the Master General of the Ordnance, in which you
say :

" I do not think that under present conditions we should allow any Mark VI
ammunition to pass out of the hands of the Department, except for defensive purposes,

under which the requirements of the Mounted Police might be considered." I would
like your explanation as to your reason for expressing that opinion?—^A. That is not
a question I think I should answer.

Q. Has it to do with military considerations?—A. Yes, I am quite ready to give
you the reason. It is a matter of policy of the department.

Q. Had your reason to do at all with the quality of the ammunition?—^A. No, it

had nothing at all to do with it.

Q. Nothing at all to do with the quality of the ammunition?—^A. No.
Q. Or its character as regards workmanship?—A. Not at all—that is the sale

to the Northwest Mounted Police you are speaking of now?
Q. Yes. General Elliot has put in a report which he received from the Northwest

Mounted Police as the result of an inquiry by him, have you any report from any
source out there?—^A. I did not hear that report read.

[Col. Richard A. Helmer.]
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Q. Have you yourself received any reports from the Northwest Mounted Police

as regards the working of this ammunition?—A. No, nothing at all.

Q. Are you in a position to express any practical opinion as to the value of this

Mark VI ammunition?—A. Do you mean the monetary value?

'Q. Yes?—A. No, except as fixed by the regulations.

Q. Outside of that you do not know?—A. No, I do not know anything as to the

cost of it. I understand it was fixed hy regulation at $20 per thousand.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where do you find that?

Colonel Helmer: In the regulations laid down for rifle associations. Would you
like me to produce it?

Sir Charles Davidson: Kead that general order of the 23rd of December, 1911.

Colonel Helmer: I see what you refer to. That was to give an opportunity to

people to purchase very old makes of ammunition, certain marks, but the regular

price of ammunition regularly served was $20 a thousand.

Mr. Dewart: Where is that regulation to be found?

Colonel Helmer: I can have a copy of it brought down.

Mr. Dewart: Where is the regulation?

Colonel Helmer: I think it was quoted and read into the evidence of Oeneral

Elliot this morning.

Sir Charles Davidson : That refers to .303 hall cartridges of old manufacture and
the price is ten dollars.

Mr. Dewart: I thought the witness was speaking of a regulation under which
it was to be sold at $20 per thousand, and I am not aware that any such regulaton

has so far been filed.

Colonel Helmer: That is in the regulation. I have forgotten the number of

the order, but I think it is General Order No. 63 of 1911. I could produce it.

Mr. Hutcheson: There is an obvious inference from this regulation, that the

price must have been $20 a thousand, because it says it was reduced to $10 a

thousand, half price.

Sir Charles Davidson : I think you will find it in paragraph 28 of the regulations

for rifle associations, part 1, 1908.

Colonel Helmer : Yes, that is what I am referring to.

Mr. Dewart : The point is this: I am not aware that there was any regulation

filing the price of ammunition for sale to anybody except to rifle associations.

Colonel Helmer : And to the Militia.

Mr. Dewart : But I thought Colonel Helmer^s suggestion was that the price of

$20 a thousand was definitely fixed for other purposes.

Colonel Helmer: Oh, no.

Mr. Hutcheson: I did not so understand Colonel Helmer.

Mr. Dewart: What evidence we have therefore is that the price of $20 per

thousand was fixed for militia purposes and for rifle associations.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is correct. What did, you sell to the Northwest

Mounted Police for?

Colonel Helmer : I do not know, I had nothing to do with the price.

Sir Charles Davidson: General Elliot, in his memo, says that the 500,000 rounds

were to be sold at the usual price, and he was asked what the usual price was.

Colonel Helmer : That is a matter for the Quartermaster General.

Mr. Dewart : You will recollect, sir, better than I, whether there is any evidence

to show whether there was any order ever issued fixing the price at $20 a thousand.
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Sir Charles Davidson: It would appear that there was one in 1908. Colonel

Helmer says he can produce it.

Colonel Helmer: The regulation which I produce is the one which comes under

my branch, that is a regulation with regard to rifle associations and which fixed the

price at $20 per thousand to rifle associations.

Sir Chaales Davisdon: You will be good enough to let us have that later.

By Mr. Dewart, K.C.:

Q. You refer to "very old makes of ammunition," what do you mean by that

phrase? Beginning with 1915, what would you call very old makes?—A. I should

say anything that was made before 1907, 1908, 1907, 1906, 1904. That burst case

which General Elliot showed you this morning was made prior to 1904.

Q. Was that the one he showed us, the burst cartridge?—A. Yes, that was Mark
II, and that was prior to 1904.

Q. In 1915, would you consider as an old make, 1906, and 1907 Mark VI?—A.

Yes, I would.

Q. What would be your opinion as to that 1906 and 1907 cartridge in 1915?—A.

The ammunition is serviceable until it has been condemned by the experts. Some
of it which is very old is quite as good as when it was first made.

Q. Have you any knowledge as ,to that 1906 or 1907 ammunition, and as to the

quantiites of it which existed in 1915?—A. I cannot say.

Q. I think we have a memorandum here, page 46 of the return to the House of

Commons; have you seen that return, it being a statement of issues of the different

Mark VI ammunition prior to 1908, and including some 1913, and showing where

it was distributed?—A. No doubt I have seen that; these come to us periodically.

Q. Can you say as up to what date that return shows the distribution of the

ammunition?—A. I do not know what date the return is made up to.

' Q. I have not seen anything in the papers which shows exactly the date that

the return is made up to?—^A. I cannot say as to that. Such a return would be

made by either General Elliot's or General Macdonald's branch.

Q. The Quartermaster General would probably be able to explain that?—A.

No doubt the Quartemaster General's branch will be able to identify that.

Q. Apparently, on the date of this return, which I take it was this year, we find

that there was over 5,000,000 of this Mark VI ammunition that had been manufac-
tured previous to 1908?—A. Yes, I have seen that stated there.

Q. Do you know anything with reference to its character or suitability (for use

either at home or abroad?—A. It was used all over the country until suspicion was
east upon it and the Barlow report was made.

Q. The first suspicion that was cast upon it was the result of the Barlow report?

—A. I would not say that. The Barlow report was the result of suspicion previously

east ujwn it.

Q. Have you any evidence in your possession or coming from your ofiice which
shows the reason why suspicion was cast upon this ammunition prior to the time
that Colonel Barlow and Captain Ogilvie made the examination?—A. Such reports

would be with the Master General of the Ordnance. I have no doubt I have seen the
reports which led up to that investigation, but they are not in my custody.

Q. However, so far as your recollection goes, the ammunition was used at Val-

cartier without reference to the year it was made and you have no recollection of a

medical case which had to be attended to, or of a case in which a rifle burst?—A. Yes,

that is 80.

Q. What would you say, Colonel Helmer, as to the suitability of defective or

suspected ammtmition, such as this, for use in machine guns, as compared with its

use in rifles which would be the safer ?—A. The machine gun is safer than the rifle.

£CoL Richard A. Helmer.]
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Q. Why? Is it because the magazine is very much stronger in the machine

gun?—A. Yes, it is a very much stronger structure.

Q. Would the machine gun heat up, and if the ammunition is not safe, is not the

danger greater in a machine gun than it is in a rifle?—A. I do not think so.

Q. Have you had any machine-gun experience?—A. Yes, a good deal.

Q. Would you not think the danger was greater of explosion in a machine gun

than in a rifle?—A. If I suspected ammunition I would fire it from a machine gun

rather than from a rifle.

Q. A number of witnesses have said they would not use it for machine gun pur-

poses at all?—A. Because defective ammunition would stop the gun, it would not go

on going.

Q. The gun would clog?—A. Yes.

Q. So that it is not a question of defect in the ammunition as affecting the man
that is using it ; that is not the trouble. But the danger with the machine gun is that

the machine gun might clog and stop?—A. Defective ammunition would certainly

not operate in a machine gun. Pardon me, it would depend largely upon the defects;

there are degrees of defective ammunition. If I could catch the drift of your question

I might be able to answer it.

Q. With such defects as you have found in your experience with the Mark VI
ammunition what would you say would be its effect upon a machine gun ?—A. I think

it would go on firing.

Q. Despite the defects ?—A. Yes, we have used it in the machine guns right along,

just the same as we did in rifles. The use of it was stopped for both at the same time
Q. Have you used the 1906 and 1907 ammunition in the machine guns?—A.

Right along.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: Would you differentiate between the Colt and the Maxim?
Colonel Helmer: The Maxim which was made for 1906 ammunition would fire

it quite as well as the Colt would, and vice versa.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: And as safe?

Colonel Helmer: Just as safe.

Sir Charles Davidson: You are in disagreement then with .General Elliot?

Colonel Helmer : I do not quite see where the difference is. It may be a matter

of opinion but there are so many technical points which enter into it, that one cannot

answer offhand.

Mr. Dewart: That is what I want to get at. What were the defects you found

in the Mark VI ammunition you used, was it in the scoring of the cartridge or was it

the danger of the cartridge blowing out nearer the cap?

Colonel Helmer: The defects are all set out in that Barlow report.

Mr. Dewart : I am asking you from your experience what was the actual trouble

you found.

Colonel Helmer: I would confirm what the Barlow report states.

Mr. Dewart: Was it an insufficient charge of cordite?

Colonel Helmer: No, an occasional blowout through the caps being improperly

set.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. And, as was stated this morning by General Elliot, it was something that

might cause a slight explosion of gas?—A. That is an effusion of gas around the

cap chamber; some of these may be more or less serious.

Q. Can you suggest why it is that ammunition that is faulty for Maxim shoot-

ing should be perfectly good in war time?—A. We would use ammunition under

stress of circumstances caused by war which we might carefully inspect before we

used it in peace time.
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Q. In other words, when you have match shooting it is a question of accuracy?

—

A. That and all other considerations concerning safety and all the rest.

Q. But when it comes to a question of war then you have to use whatever you

have got?—A. We have to take chances.

Q. After August of 1914, with the ammunition in the condition it was in Canada,

you would not have advised selling any of our Canadian ammunition?—A. My
answer to that is contained in that memorandum.

Q. You did not think that any of it should be sold?—A. The only sale I have

any knowledge of is the one about which my opinion was asked, and that is the sale

to the Mounted Police.

Q. Then your opinion was not asked as to the sale to Mr. F. Orr-Lewis or Mr.

Allison or Sir Trevor Dawson?—A. There was no reason to ask me.

Q. Then may I take it, that from August, 1914, you know of no reason why any

Mark VI ammunition that we had in Canada should be sold to any private individual

or corporation outside of Canada?—A. I know of no reason.

Q. Even for an undisclosed principal?—A. I would not express an opinion

on it at all.

Q. So far as the ammunition which was sold to the Northwest Mounted Police

is concerned, is there any rebate or come-back to the Government upon the ammuni-
tion that is sent out there. What about the shells at present?—A. We are asking,

under present conditions, for a return of all shells. Brass is valuable now. This does

not come under my branch, but I know that.

Q. And that has been the condition of things since the fiall of 1914?—A. Yes.

Q. And the brass that is in the shells is valuable. What would you put as the

value of the brass returned in the shells per thousand from the Northwest Mounted
Police to the Government?—A. I have no knowledge of the present price of brass.

The shells weigh 40 to the pound and if you know how much brass is in a pound of

shells you can figure it out.

Q. So that in the sale to the Northwest Mounted Police, at $20 per thousand,

theje is the value of the brass in the shells returned to the Government, and which

the Government can use in the Arsenal in Quebec?—A. They should return the

shells.

Q. They do?—A. When they do, they have that value.

Q. That has been the custom?—A. Yes.

Q. So that there would be this difference in the sale of the ammunition to a party

outside the country, and the sale to the Northwest Mounted Police, that the Govern-

ment wovdd expect to get the return of the brass in the shells in the cartridges sold

to the Northwest Mounted Police?—A. I think that inference should be drawn; they

must send back the shells though.

Q. It is possible to extract the bullet from the shell?—^A. Yes.

Q. Therefore, in that way, you would be able to see whether the shell was properly

filled with cordite?—A. Yes, they would discover whether the cordite had deteriorated

or was missing. You could make an examination for that.

Q. Can you suggest any other line in which there might be deterioration except
as to cordite, is it not the cordite that deteriorates?—A. It is the most likely to.

Q. lis there anything else tha.t does deteriorate?—A. Sometimes the cap deterior-

ates, but that is an exceptional thing. Through dampness or defective mechanical
arrangement, the cap may become defective.

Q. But given proper mechanical construction of the cap ?—A. Then it is not likely

to deteriorate.

Q. ^Except so far as cordite is concerned?—A. Yes.

Q. And examination by extraction of the bullet from the cap would enable you to

determine whether the cordite had depreciated or not?—A. I understand that is the

custom of the inspector.

[Col. Richard A. Helmer.l
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Q. Are you now in a position to produce the Quarermaster Generals regulations

which were in effect authorizing the disposal of unserviceable stores, or shall we get it

from the Q(uartermaster General himself?—A, It is better to get it from him. It

would be more up to date. I have simply promised to produce the regulations with

regard sales to rifle associations.

Q. Now, Colonel Helmer, if you had anything to do with recommendations for

orders in Council and matters of that kind, you know the conditions that exist, apart

from the regulations that were filed by Colonel Macdonald here the other day, which
showed a general order in council under which the Militia Department have power to

deal with certain matters?—A. Your question is rather general, but I may say in a

general way that my duty is to advise my chief on any subject he wishes to refer tQ

me.

Q. Who is your chief?—A. General Gwatkin.

Q. General Gwatkin is Chief of the General Staff here, representing what?—^A.

He is at the head of the training branch of the Department of Militia.

Q. A representative of the Imperial Government?

Sir Charles Davidson: Oh no, he is in the Canadian service.

Mr. Dewart: He is an Imperial officer?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes, but seconded for duty in Canada.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Who forms the Militia Council here?—A. The Minister of Militia, the Deputy
Minister, the Chief of the General Staff, the Quartermaster General, the Master

General of the Ordnance, and the Accountant and Paymaster General.

Q. So that you cannot speak with reference to the Militia Council. I thought

perhaps you might be a member of it can you tell me anything which will help us

to arrive at a conclusion as to how this price was determined, apart from the order you

refer to; had you any negotations with any of the triumvirate: Sir Trevor Dawson,

or Mr. Orr Lewis, or Mr. Allison?—A. No.

(Colonel Helmer subsequently appeared and produced the regulations for the sale

,

of ammunition to rifle associations referred to in his evidence.)

By Mr. Huicheson:

Q. You now produce the regulations for rifle associations issued with General

Order No. 82, 1912. T read at page 12 :—

Order No. 28.

Extra ammunition may be purchased at the rate of $20 per thousand rounds.

Q. Does that refer to this Mark VI ammunition?—A. It refers to any ammunition

which was available at that time, Mark VI was the only ammunition then available.

No price has been fixed for the other.

Q. Why is the adjective " extra " used, it says " extra ammunition."—A. Because

there was a free issue of ammunition to these associations, and if they required more

they could buy it.

Q. And the rule as to the free issue is Eule No. 26 ?—A. That is correct.

Q. And then if they desired a further issue they were at liberty to purchase it at

the rate of $20 per thousand rounds?—A. That is correct.

Colonel Helmer subsequently appeared before the Commission and stated

:

My lord, when I spoke this morning with regard to the ammunition used at Val-

cartier camp, I spoke in general terms, and I may have left a wrong impression. Since

leaving here I have been able to obtain the exact figures as they are.
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STATEMENT OP SMALL. ARM AMMUNITION ISSUED TO VALCARTIER IN 1914 FOR
PRACTICE PURPOSES SHOWING MARK AND YEAR OF MANUFACTURE.

Mk. VI. Mk.-VII.
1909. 1910. 1911. 1912. 1913. 1914.

1,516,700 269,627 2,265,473 86,900 158,140 292,200

RECAPITULATION.
Mark VI Ammunition, 1909 1,516,700

1910 269,627

1911 2,265,473
<« " 1912 '. 86,900

Total 4,138,700

Mark VII Ammunition, 1913 158,140

1914 292,200
450,340

Grand total 4,589,040

Mr. Dewart: Your percentage of 1910 ammunition was small.

Colonel Helmer: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : The force of the correction is that no 1906 or 1907 ammunition was

used, as you thought.

Colonel Helmer : Yes.

The witness then retired.

General Gwatkin, Chief of the General Staff, sworn:

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Hutcheson, do you wish to examine General Gwatkin!

Mr. Hutcheson: My learned friend, Mr. Dewart, asked to have General Gwatkin
present; there are no questions I wish to ask him now.

Mr. Dewart : General Gwatkin, we have heard from the last witness that as Chief

of the General Staff at Ottawa, you are a member of the Militia Council, that is correct?

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : Are minutes made of the meetings of the Militia Council ?

General Gwatkin: Not always, sir.

Mr. Dewart: Is there any secretary?

General Gwatkin : Yes.

Mr. Dewart: Who is the secretary?

General Gwatkin: Mr. Jarvis.

Mr. Dewart: What I am ahxious to get at is whether a record is kept of such
recommendations as are made, asking for Orders in Council, because the question arose

this morning as to whether Orders in Council were necessary to be obtained in some
instances.

General Gwatkin : I understand.

Mr. Dewart: Would the records of the Militia Council help us to determine that?

General Gwatkin : Formal records of the proceedings of the Militia Council have

not been kept, except for short intervals, since the war broke out.

Mr. Dewart : The only way to find out what was kept would be to get the inform-
ation from Mr. Jarvis.

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: I notice that your name has been mentioned here more than once
in the documents that have been put in evidence, and particularly in the document
put in evidence at the sitting of the Commission on the 13th day of May. If you take

a copy of the evidence and turn to page 14, I would be thankful to you. Perhaps you
should refer back a little earlier than that, because the question was then under con-

isideration about the issue of certain ammunition and its sale to the Eoss Rifle
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Company, and the offer that was made apparently was not accepted, and then a little

later on, at the bottom of page 14 of the printed evidence, we find that is followed by
a further memo, of the 16th of October, 1914, by General Gwatkin, Chief of the

General Staff, and headed, " Q.M.G.'.'—I take it that refers to General Macdonald,

the Quartermaster General.

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: What would the letters "P.0.0." refer to, also on that memo, of

yours ?

General Gwatkin: That refers to Colonel Macdonald, the Principal Ordnance

Officer.

Mr. Dewart : You say in your memo. :

—

Q.M.G.

P.0.0.

5698. With reference to folio 122, the situation has changed since the word
" destroy " was written ; and the order (unless repeated) should not be carried

out.

W. Gwatkin, Colonel,

Chief of the General Staff.

Then, Sir Charles Davidson asked :
" That is the order for destruction by drovraing ?"

and Captain Thompson, who was then counsel for the Government, pointed out that

Colonel Macdonald had the following note on this document under date the 18th of

October :

—

C.G.S.

Note.—Necessary action taken.

18-10-14.

J. F. Macdonald, Lt.-Col.,

For Q.M.Q.

Mr. Dewart : Apparently this Barlow report had been made on the 19th of June,

1913, and I presume you were familiar with its contents.

General Gwatkin: No, sir, I am not.

Mr. Dewart: You know there was such a report?

General Gwatkin : Yes, I know of its existence.

Mr. Dewart: You know of its existence but not its details?

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : What I am anxious to find out, if you can tell me, is this : To what
do you make reference having regard to the use of the word " destroy," and what, to

your knowledge, was the position or condition of the Mark VI ammunition in 1914,

in October, when you penned that memo. ?

General Gwatkin: When I wrote that minute, sir, I was of opinion that the

situation in Canada did not justify us making away with any ammunition, even that

which was defective. That was my personal opinion. ^

Mr. Dewart : Explain that word " destroy."

General Gwatkin : My note had reference to a marginal note by the minister,

and in my opinion the situation had changed since the minister gave that order, and

to the best of my recollection he was not in Canada, and in my opinion the situation

had changed and that ammunition ought not to be destroyed.

Mr. Dewart : That is just what I want to get at. Between the time of the Barlow

report in J une, 1913, and the time that you penned that memo, on the 16th of October,

1914, there was some note by the minister somewhere on some document in which the

word " destroy " was used. That is the document I want to get.
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General Gwatktn: That is what I have reference to, and that is why I wrote

the word " destroy " in inverted commas.

Mr. Dewart: At page 4 of the printed evidence in the case, General Hughes
makes use of this language :

—

That manufactured prior to 1908, if I remember correctly, was ordered not

to be fired under any condition, but to be destroyed. I decided later on not to

destroy this ammunition.

Apparently it was you who made the suggestion that it should not be destroyed.

General Gwatkin: Yea, sir.

Mr. Dewart: What I am anxious to get at is this. Between June, 1913, when
the Barlow-Ogilvie Commission reported, and October, 1914, when you penned that

memo, was there some documents on which the word " destroy " was written by the

Minister ?

General Gwatkin: Yes, I saw it to-day when the file was here. There was a

note from the Minister with the word " destroy " in a circle.

Mr. Dewart: I would like to have that document produced. The reason I asked
the question was because your use of the word " destroy " indicates a specific use of

that word, can you explain it.

General Gwatkin: I used it as quoting the word written in the Minister's own
hand. He had written in the margin of the file " destroy " and from that I am quot-

ing in this memorandum.

Mr. Dewart : Would the production of the file, folio 122, show whether that word
" destroy " related to the ammunition of 1906 and 1907 ?

General Gwatkin : Speaking from memory, it alluded to Mark YI ammunition of

the years under suspicion ; I cannot say what years they were.

Mr. Dewart: Had you any knowledge yourself with reference to the quality or

character of this ammunition?

General Gwatkin : I knew in general terms that some of it was defective.

Mr. Dewart : You knew that some of it was defective ?

General Gwatkin: Yes, sir.

Mr. Dewart : Reports had not been made to you in reference to defects or blow-

backs or anything of that kind ? _

General Gwatkin : - Only in a general way, sir.

Mr. Dewart: Had you anything to do with the negotiations that led up to or

culminated in the sale of this ammunition to Allison, representing somebody, I refer

now to the first 236,000 rounds of ammunition and subsequent sale.

General Gwatkin: I knew nothing of the transaction in which approximately

3,000,000 rounds had already been sold and another 2,000,000 rounds were being
negotiated for.

Mr. Dewart : Then may I ask you this : You said that the minutes of the Militia

Council do not show all that takes place before the Council, you would not have a full

record of the proceedings of the Militia Council from those minutes—can you from
recollection say whether any application was made to the Militia Council for authority

to sell this, or whether any recommendation was made by the Militia Council with
reference to the sale of any part of the first three million rounds of ammunition?

General Gwatkin : The subject was never mentioned in the Militia Council.

Mr. Dewart : Then may I take it that there was no recommendation by the Militia
Council for an Order in Council?

General Gwatkin: There was no recommendation by the Militia Council.

Mr. Dewart: Why was that, was it not brought before the Milita Council?

[General Gwatkin.]
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General Gwatkin : It was not brought before the Militia Council.

Mr. Dewart: So you had nothing to do in your official position with the fixing

of the price at which this was to be sold.

General Gwatkin: Nothing whatever.

Mr. Dkwaht: May I ask what your duties are, as Chief of the General Staff?

General Gwatkin : I look after defence, general policy, and training. The
subject of training brings me into connection with musketry and that is why I am
here.

Mr. Dewart: I take it that from the time in October, 1914, when you penned
that memo, it was your opinion that no ammunition we had in Canada should be ^old ?

General Gwatkin : Out of the country, no.

Mr. Deavart: Were you aware of what, I suppose we may call the sale, to the

Savage Arms Company of 50,000 rounds for the purpose of testing arms for Canadian
purposes ?

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: Do you regard that as in the same category as the sale of the

ammunition to Allison ?

General Gwatkin : No, because it was to test some of our own guns ; that was
really for our own pvirposes.

Mr. Dewart: It was for Canadian purposes?

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : Do you know of any authority, either by General Order in Council

or under the Kules of the Militia Council, or of the Quartermaster General's Eegula-

tions, based on an Order in Council, that would justify the sale of ammunition to

some person outside of Canada, without an Order in Council having been passed?

General Gwatkin : I know of no definite regulations touching that subject.

Mr. Dewart : Since the date of the Minister's application for an Order in Council,

the 6th of January, 1916, has there been an Order of the Militia Council or regulation

passed with reference to the sale of ammuniton?

General Gwatkin: No.

Mr. Dewart: You know of none.

General Gwatkin: I should know if it were passed by the Miiitia Coucil.

Mr. Dewart: I thought I understood that there was some order since issued

that no ammunition should be sold.

General Gwatkin: I do not recall it, sir.

Mr. Hutcheson: Just one or two questions, General Gwatkin—^you told us that

the Militia Council rarely made minutes of their proceedings lately; how was it

before the war began?

General Gwatkin: They were kept regularly to 1911-12.

Mr. Hutcheson: Can you suggest any reason for the departure from that rule

at that time?

General Gwatkin: No; of course the arrangements are what the Minister for

the time being chooses to direct.

Mr. Hutcheson : Had the outbreak of the war anything to do with the abandon-

ment of the practice of keeping records of the Militia Council Meetings?

General Gwatkin : Certainly, none have been kept since the outbreak of the war.

Mr. Hutcheson : None have been kept whatever since the outbreak of the war ?

General Gwatkin: No, except at very short intervals.
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Mr. HuTCHESON : Was that on account of the pressure of work or from considera-

tions of expediency?

General Gwatkin : Very likely both.

Mr, HuTCHESON : Have you within your recollection any incident prior to the war

of an Order in Council being obtained for the sale of any munitions or military

ordnance of any kind, outside of Canada. In other words, can you say whether it was

ever the practice to obtain an Order in Council for that, prior to the war ?

General Gwatkin : A similar case never has arisen in my experience.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Then we cannot say that this was a departure from the rule

since there had been no similar instance before.

General Gwatkin : May I make a statement in regard to that.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Yes, General Gwatkin.

General Gwatkin: There is no question which need be referred to the Militia

Council unless the President of the Council so chooses. We have no right of our own to

bring up these questions.

Sir Charles Davidson : The President is whom ?

Mr. HuTCHESON : The President being the Minister of Militia and Defence?

General Gwatkin : Yes. If the President chooses to take our advice and ask us

for advice he does so, but he is not obliged to.

Mr. Dewart : I ask leave to read into the record, my lord, the memorandum which

appears to be Folio 122 and in regard to which it is apparent that General Gwatkin's

memorandum that appears on page 14 of the printed evidence was based:

—

H.Q. No.C/1402.
M. G. O.

Destruction of Ammunition of date of Manufacture prior to February, 1908.

With reference to folios 110 to 114, the S.0.0. 5th Division, was instructed

to hand over to the Superintendent of the Dominion Arsenal the stock of am-
munition referred to on folio 41. He now reports that the Superintendent has
neither time, facilities nor accommodation for taking over this ammunition,
but that he, the Superintendent, states it may be possible to take it over about

the 1st of October for salvage, provided in the meantime he sees that it will

lead to economy.
It, therefore, seems doubtful whether the Dominion Arsenal will be able to

take over the ammunition, and as the storage accommodation taken up by it is

very urgently required for serviceable ammunition, and the boxes in which it is

packed are required for packing ammunition now being manufactured, would
it not be preferable to have all this condemned ammunition destroyed by drown-
ing, or otherwise?

Please see my minute, folio 114, in this connection, to which you do not
seem to have replied.

J. F. MACDONALD, Lt.-Col.,

for Major-Generalj Quartermaster-General.
Ottawa, 29-7-14.

Destroy.

SAM. HUGHES.
6-10-14.

D. of A. Note and B. F. for 6-8-14. *

T. BENSON, Col., M.G.O.
30-7-14.

Mr. Dewart: Wliat do the leters "B.F." mean in that memorandum?
General Gwatkin: Bring forward.

[General Gwatkin.]
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Mr. Dewaut: Who was Colonel Benson, was he Master General of the Ordnance

before General Elliot?

General Gwatkin : Yes.

Mr. Dewart : This is marked " 30-7-14 " and then on the margin is the Minister's

note in blue pencil, and you identify his writing?

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : And the note is :
" Destroy. Sam Hughes, 6-10-14."

General Gwatkin: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : That would be the 6th of October, and that would account for your

supplementary memo of the 16th of October which appears on page 14 of the

evidence.

Sir Charles Davidson : There is another memo at page 34^ which is not without

interest.

Mr. Dewart: This is Colonel Morrison's, and I doubt if this witness can speak

as to it.

Sir Charles Davidson : No, but it has reference to this word " destroy."

Mr. Dewart (to General Gwatkin) : As a matter of fact, has ammunition been

sent from Canada, from our Dominion Arsenal, during the war. I mean to say not

to our own troops directly but to the British War Office or to the British authorities?

General Gwatkin : Not to my knowledge.

Mr. Dewart: I have gathered from something I have just seen on this file that

there was frequent correspondence between the Canadian military authorities and
the War Office with reference to the shipment of certain ammunition. That might
Le needed in England for testing or other purposes; you do not know that?

General Gwatkin: No, ||^ut I can imagine it might be so.

Mr. Dewart : What I want to ask you is this : Can you suggest any reason why,
if the Admiralty in England wanted Canadian ammunition for any purpose, they

should not go to the Militia Department or to the Government of Canada direct.

Don't you think they should go direct to the Canadian authorities?

General Gwatkin: Yes, sir, that is the normal course.

The witness was not further examined.

Sir Charles Davidson : What do you intend to do, Mr.' Dewart, now ?

Mr. Dewart: My learned friend suggests that I should. make a statement. I

take it that there is very little evidence - except the possible cross-examination of the

Quartermaster General, of Mr. Brown, the Director of Contracts, and of Sir Sam
Hughes. The cross-examination of these three witnesses is all that I desire further.

Sir Charles Davidson: It may be that we would need Colonel Allison back.

Mr. DewART: I should wish to bring him back if there was any hope of reviving

his memory.

Mr. Hutoheson: It seems to me that Mr. Orr-Lewis and Sir Trevor Dawson
should be represented here.

Sir Charles Davidson: I think they should have had. a representative here.

Mr .Hutcheson: I can quite understand that Mr. Lewis should have a repre-

sentative here, but Sir Trevor Dawson has not been pulled into it until now.

The Clerk of the Commission was instructed to wire to Sir Sam Hughes asking

him when it would be convenient for him to appear before the Commission to be

examined by Mr. Dewart.

The Commission then adjourned to meet again when Sir Sam Hughes can be

present.
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ROYAL COMMISSION.

Ottawa, Tuesday June 20, 1916.

The Commission met at Ottawa this day.

Present :

The Honourable Sir Charles Davtoson, Knight, Commissioner.

J. A. HuTCHESONj K.C., Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in the Inquiry.

Hartley H. Dewart, K.C, Counsel for the Liberal party.

George F. Henderson, K.C, Counsel for J. Wesley Allison.

R. C. Smith, K.C, Counsel for Canadian Vickers.

John Fraser, I.S.O., Auditor General.

Thomas P. Owens, Clerk of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commission :

—

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any witnesses to call, Mr. Hutcheson?

Mr. Hutcheson : At the last session of the Commission, Mr. Dewart expressed a

desire to have an opportunity of cross-examining witnesses who were examined in chief

by my predecessor in the case, John Thompson, K.C, and whom Mr. Dewart has not
yet had an opportunity of fully cross-examining. He asked to have produced here,

Major-General Sir Sam Hughes, General Macdonald, Colonel Macdonald, and Mr.
Jarvis, Secretary of the Militia Council. I do not purpose calling any witnesses for

examination-in-chief; I desire to submit these witnesses for cross-examination, sir.

They are present.

Mr. Dewart: Perhaps it would serve the purpose for the present to call Colonel

Macdonald to produce the file, and perhaps the file might be left here. I desire to ask

Mr. Jarvis with reference to some matters in connection with the Militia Council.

Mr. Hutcheson: I wish to point out that Sir Sam Hughes is now here and is

anxious to get away as soon as may be.

Mr. Dewart: I have no desire at all to delay General Sir Sam Hughes, but I

wish to have produced, before I examine him, the minutes of the Militia Council, to

show, particularly, what it is for which there was an order given in 1908, without the

authority of Order in Council, which was referred to in memo sent to the Minister. I

want to put that in first.

Sir Charles Davidson: To what do you refer, in specific form?
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Mr. Dewart: You will see, your Lordship, at page 11 of the original parliamen-

tary return, the fourth item referred to, is attached statement that the Quartermaster

General sends to the Minister a statement that a sale of obsolete and unserviceable

small arms ammunition [occurred in 1908. I want to see what reference there was in

the Militia Orders to that.

E. F. Jarvis, Assistant Deputy Minister of Militia and Secretary of the Militia

Council, sworn :

—

Mr. Dewart: Have you l^e Minutes of the Militia Council showing that some

time in 1908 a recommendation was made to Council for the sale of small arms ammu-
nition ?

Mr. Jarvis : I have Brought these minutes, with me. The deliberations of the

Militia Council are secret, and I want a ruling before I produce them.

Mr. Dewart: The matter is referred to in the parliamentary return, and I want

to know what the justification' for it was.

Mr. Jarvis: There is no objection, so far as I know, to produce these minutes,

except that I want the principle determined. This is the first time that as Secretary

of the Militia Council I have ever been called before a court, and it will be a precedent

which may be followed in other cases, and, therefore, I would like a ruling as to

whether I should produce these or not.

Mr. Dewart : This forms part of the justification for the sale of this ammunition
which we are inquiring into, and which is referred to in the parliamentary return. It

is, however, referred to in such a way that no details are given to enable me to make
the necessary comparison between that particular transaction and the present, in order

to show whether it came under general authority of an Order in Coim^cil or under
Militia Regjilations.

Sir Charles Davidson : I see no objection to its production ; what is your purpose?

Mr. Dewart : My purpose is to see to whom this unserviceable small arms ammu-
nition was issued in November, 1908, which it is said affects the existing conditions.

Sir Charles Davidson (to Mr. Jarvis) : It is not your observation, is it, that any
public interest would be prejudiced by the production of this?

Mr. Jarvis: Not by giving evidence on this subject, so far as I am aware, except

that it might establish a precedent.

Mr. Dewart : I do not want to establish any precedent in the matter, but I want
to know what this reference by the Militia Council means, as referred to in the par-
liamentary return.

Sir Charles Davidson : I take it that this is a detached incident, and that each
incident will need to be governed by it own collateral circumstances.

Mr. Dewart : Exactly. I would be loath to put in the Militia orders, or anything
of that kind, relating to subsequent matters.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is the particular matter to which you refer?

Mr. Dewart: I will read the whole memorandum from the parliamentary return
and that, perhaps, will be explanatory.

Mr. Hutcheson : It is understood that Mr. Dewart will confine his inquiry to this

one point.

Mr. Dewart : Absolutely. I read from the parliamentary return.
A precedent for the sale of that obsolete and unserviceable small arms

ammunition occurred in 1908 under a former Administration, when in Novem-
ber, 1908, the Master General of the Ordnance recommended the sale or other
disposal of 1,469,000 rounds of small arms ammunition. This recommendation
was approved by the Militia Council on the 19th of November, etc.

(To Mr. Jarvis) : Will you give me the reference to that in the Minutes of the
Militia Council?

[E. P. Jarvis.]
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The reference was handed to Mr. Dewart.

Mr. Dewart : I read :

—

"856—Disposal of Obsolete SmaU Arms Ammunition. 314-14-12.

" Item 856. The Master Greneral of the Ordnance, recommend, with a view

of clearing ordnance depots, that all obsolete small arms ammunition stored

therein be disposed of by sale or otherwise. Approximately the 'quantity was
as follows:"

(Then there are something over a million rounds referred to.)

"Item 857—^Decision. It was decided to sell all obsolete ammunition
locally by private auction, the Master General of the Ordnance to take action."

(Then reference is made to the ammunition which included ten different kinds,

Snider, Spencer, Colt, Winchester, Enfield, and others.)

Mr. Dewart : Then, if your lordship will refer to Item 2, page 11, of the memo of

information to the Minister, you will see that included in the parliamentary return of

date the 1st of May, there is referred to there a regulation for the disposal of obsolete,

condemned and unserviceable ammunition, which is referred to in E-egulations for

Army Ordnance Service, Part II.

Mr. Jarvis: Colonel Macdonald would give evidence on that; I have nothing to

do with it.

The witness was not further examined.

Colonel J. Fraser Macdonald, already sworn.

By Mr. Dewart, E.G.:

Q. Colonel Macdonald, you have been already sworn?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. You have given what I take to be the regulations under which imserviceable

and condemned ammunition could be dealt with?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do these regulations differ at all from the reference here to Part II, para-

graphs 552, and 553 ?—A. No, I think not. I think they all run along the one general

line.

Q. That is what I thought?—A. Yes.

Q. I take it from what you said before that you have given us the revisions of the

conditions that existed since August 1914?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, there were some items that were referred to, and I asked you to be good
enough to have copies made. I referred to the folios from the file, as we were going

over it the other day : namely, folio 60, folio 76, folio 100, folio 146, folio 155, to folio

160 inclusive. Have you had these correctly extracted from the record which you

have?—A. Yes.

Q. And to those you have made some additions; why was that done?—A. It was
more to link it up. They are just extracts taken from the file with the approval and
instruction of the Quartermaster-General. Your references as they appear on that

minute of yours which you handed me, struck me as somewhat sketchy when we came

to connect it up, and so we went through the files.

Mr. Dewart: This is a sketchy story altogether.

Colonel Macdonald: All the pages you asked for are included in that statement

which I have handed to you.

[E. F. Jarvis.]
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By Mr. Dewart

:

Q. We will take folio No. 60, which is from the Quartermaster-General to Sir

Charles Eoss or Mr. Craig, Quebec, and which reads:

No. C. 1402.

From the Quartermaster-General,

Canadian Militia.

To: Sir Charles Ross or Mr. Craig,

Quebec, Que.
Ottawa, February 26, 1914.

Sir,—^I have the honour to confirm my telegram of this date which reads

as follows :

—

" Am sending instructions to Ordnance Officer Halifax to issue to your

representative five hundred thousand rounds 303 ball manufacture 1908, half

price. Do you agree? If so, please advise your agent there to arrange with

Ordnance Officer.

" General Macdonald."

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) D. A. MACDONALD,
Major Generfd,

Quartermaster-General.

That, of course, was before the outbreak of the war ; do you recollect for what pur-

pose that 500,000 rounds was sent to Quebec?

Colonel Macdonald : I have no knowledge of it at all.

Mr. HuTCHESON: Is the cross-examination of General Hughes dependent on the

evidence now given by Colonel Macdonald ?

Mr. Dewart : I do not know for the present.

Mr. HuTCHESON : If not, the witness might stand aside until we finish with General

Hughes.

Mr. Dewart : I do not desire to delay for one minute; I want to find out what

this is.

Mr. HuTCHESON : Very well.

By Mr. Dewart:

Q. Then, coming to folio No. 155, I read:

C. 1402.

Quartermaster-General.

Mark VI Ammunition.

There are in Canada at the present time about 90,000 rifles firing Mark VI
Ammunition. The total quantity of this ammunition remaining in Canada is

16,600,000, of which 7,000,000 is at Quebec (4,700,000 rounds of manufacture

January, 1980, and prior).

According to the present distribution (by Division) of rifles, Quebec and
Ottawa have much more ammunition than their quota ; while London, Toronto,

Winnipeg, Calgary, Halifax, and St. John, have less than their quota.

May these surpluses be distributed to depots in proportion to number of

rifles in the Divisions ?

(Sgd.) J. F. MACDONALD,
L.-Col.

T.0.0.
Ottawa, 26-1-14.
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Was there a certain quantity of that ammunition referred to as manu'facturoil in

January, 1908, and prior, elsewhere than in Quebec, or did that cover it all ^

Colonel Macdonald; There was a quantity elsewhere, as you will see by i' li > 154,

under the column headed :
" Now available at each place."

Mr. Dewar : But it does not show whether that was of a date of manufacture prior

to 1908?

Colonel Macdonald : No, it does not show that.

Mr. Dewart: And, on that statement, I have no means of checking up what was
elsewhere.

Colonel Macdonald: No,

Mr. Dewart : Then it is apparent, as shown on the last of these folios, 156 to 160,

without referring to the distribution of the ammunition, that there was distributed

under date of November 13th or 14th, 1914, approximately 2,970,000 rounds of the 303

ball ammunition, of date prior to February, 1908, which was under suspicion.

Colonel Macdonald: Yes, as is covered by the Quartermaster General's letter of

the 13th of November, 1914, which was to be kept separate from all other 303 ammuni-
tion, and to be used only in case of emergency, under direct orders. I do not think

the distribution of the ammunition should be referred to in public.

Mr. Dewart: That was the condition in November, 1914. I do not desire you to

refer to the distribution. The other letters show more particularly the distribution,

which I will not refer to, and are instructions, I take it, to district officers com-
manding.

Colonel Macdonald: Yes.

Mr, Dewart: There are some small items referred to in the return, that upon a

more careful perusal of the evidence I thought have not been placed in the record, but

I shall defer that until General Hughes is examined.

^ Major General Sir Sam Hughes, Minister of Militia and Defence, already sworn.

Mr. Dewart: General Hughes, I see that you gave evidence before this Com-
mission, apparently on the morning of the 13th of May, 1916, that being the day oi\

which there was a debate a little later on in the House of Commons.

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know what date it was; I gave evidence.

Mr. Dewart : You will probably recollect that it was the morning of the day tha-;

Mr. McKenzie made a motion in the House of Commons, which was followed by a

debate.

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not remember. I remember the debate in the House, and

I remember giving evidence.

Mr. Dewart : Can you sufficiently fix the coincidence of the two things because of

the circumstance which I mentioned.

Sir Sam Hughes : It is a matter of no concern to me.

Mr. Dewart : I am not asking you that ; will you try to remember.

Sir Sam Hughes : I will not try to remember.

Mr. Dewart : I want you to endeavoiir to do so.

Sir Sam Hughes : I shall not do so.

Mr. Dewart: Better try.

Sir Sam Hughes : I won't do anything of the kind.

Mr. Dewart: It is important to the inquiry that you should answer the question.

You will remember it-, if you try to do so, by the fact that a question arose as to

whether the inquiry before Sir Charles Davidson was open or not.

[Colonel J. Fraser Macdonald.]
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Sir Sam Hughes : I remember the inquiry before Sir Charles, and I gave evidence,

and I took part in the debate in the House. I have no recollection whether it was the

same date or not.

Mr. Dewart: Your memory would not serve you as to that?

Sir Sam Hughes : I will not say whether it does or not.

Mr. Dewart : We don't want any more Allison memory.

"Sir Sam Hughes : I don't want any impudence about Allison. I will take none

of your impudence about Allison and no puppyism from you. I don't want any

insinuations about Allison. He is a cleaner man than ever Hartley Dewart knew

how to be.

Mr. Dewart: Thank you. Will you try to recollect, Sir Sam, whether, as a

matter of fact, the debate in the House, of Commons was in the afternoon of the

morning when you did give evidence berore Sir Charles Davidson?

Sir Sam Hughes : If it corresponds, it is the same date, I presume.

Mr. Dewart: Will your memory not serve you as to that?

Sir Sam Hughes: I don't trouble over trifling things like that.

Mr. Dewart : I see. Then I see that in almost the opening answer given by you
to a question of Captain^ Thompson, K.C., you said—may I read the question to you,

and your answer:

By Captain Thompson:

Q. Is it correct, General Hughes, that Mr. AUison made the arrangement

with General Macdonald?—A. No, the primary arrangement was made long

before that with a member of the Vickers firm who was out on a special

mission and who spoke to me.

Who is that member of the Vickers firm, to whom you refer there?

Sir Sam Hughes : I decline to answer. He was out on a special mission.

Mr. Dewart: Do I understand you decline to say with whom 5'ou had the first

communication about this?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have said he was a member of the Vickers' firm.

Mr. Dewart : Was it Sir Trevor Dawson ?

Sir Sam Hughes: I decline to answer.

Mr. Dewart: The matter becomes important because Sir Trevor Dawson,
according to the evidence, has his name connected with the Lewis account in the

Bank of Montreal, New York.

Sir Sam Hughes: With what?

Mr. Dewart: With the Lewis account in New York.

Sir Sam Hughes: I never heard of it before; I do not know anything about it.

Mr. Dewart : You have not taken the trouble, as Minister of Militia, to inform

yourself as to what was going on before this Commission.

Sir Sam Hughes : I have not read one line of it.

Mr. Dewart: Have you looked into the letters introduced into this case from
the Bank of Mont-eal in New York, the letters to and fr"m ]\rr. Lewis?

Sir Sam Hughes: Never read a line of it and don't intend to.

Mr. Dewart: Nor the account that has been put in in evidence, showing the

dealings of F. Orr Lewis and your friend, Mr. Allison?

$ir Sam Hughes: Not a line of it.

Mr. Dewart: You know nothing of that account?

Sir Sam Hughes: No.
[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart: Your mind is not informed on the subject?

Sir Sa:m Hughes : I don't want to bo informed on it ; I have something more
important to look after than that.

Mr. Dewart : You did not consider it part of your duty as Minister of Militia

to inform yourself on a matter relating to your own Department?

Sir Sam ITugviks: Not en any such piffle a3 that. 1 am not v.-orrying about
things like that. .

'

Mr. Dewart : It is perhaps too insignificant for you.

Sir Sam Hughes : That is the word, "too insignifiant," exactly.

Mr. Dewart : May I ask you who was the member of the Vickers firm with whom
this conversation took place.

Sir Sam Hughes : I decline to answer.

Mr. Dewart : Why ; do you think it would compromise him ?

Sir Sam Hughes : No, it would not compromise him at all, but the gentleman was
out on an important mission

Mr. Dewart : I am not asking you his mission ; I am asking you about his business

with you. And you will not tell us the conversation you had with this man in reference

to this transaction, because apparently the sale of this ammunition starts and centres

with you—do you realize that his secret mission had nothing whatever to do with this

inquiry.

Sir Sam Hughes : Nothing whatever.

Mr. Dewart : And you realize that I am not asking you anything about that.

Sir Sam Hughes: About what?

Mr. Dewart : About his secret mission.

Sir Sam Hughes: Yery well, then..

Mr. Dewart: I am asking you what your conversation was with this man, and

who he was.

Sir Sam Hughes: I have told the conversation Ln my former evidence.

Mr. Dewart : What do you say about it now ?

Sir Sam Hughes: About what?

Mr. Dewart : About the conversation you had with him.

Sir Sam Hughes : The question came up about ammunition for machine puns,

and he understood we had some defective ammunition or something of that kind. The
whole conversation didn't last a quarter of a minute.

Mr. Dewart : A quarter of a minute.

Sir Sam Hughes: I said: "I do not know anything about it; go to see General

Macdonald."

Mr. Dewart : Did he say it was defective ammunition ?

Sir Sam Hughes: Did he what?

Mr. Dewart : Did he say it was defective ammunition?

Sir Sam Hughes : I won't say he said " defective ammunition " : that we had

some ammunition, or Mark VI ammunition, or something of that kind, and I said that

was so, that it was not fit for service in the field.

Mr. Dewart : Did he say what he wanted the ammunition for ?

Sir Sam Hughes : The impression was left in my mind that it was for machine

guns, for testing or practising, one of the two ; I would not say which.

Mr. Dewart: But you will say he said that.

Sir Sam Hughes: That is my impression.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart : And further than that you won't go.

Sir Sam Hughes : No, the whole thing didn't last a quarter of a minute.

Mr. Dewart : Did the question arise whether you could spare what was understood

to be defective ammunition?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not remember what the details were. I know what was in

my mind, that the ammunition had been condemned and I had ordered it not to be

used by our troops.

Mr. Dewart : I see by Hansard of the 13th of May, page 4051, that you referred

to your conversation with this distinguished gentleman, in the House of Commons,

and you say there that the question came up whether : we could spare what was under-

stood to be defective ammunition, for testing machine guns or something of that kind

—will you swear that that was the purpose for which this gentleman requested the

ammunition or spoke about it?

Sir Sam Hughes: The impression left in my mind was that he spoke in that

way; I will not say the words he used were "machine gun testing or practice," buit

that was the impression left on my mind.

Mr. Dewart: Then, was that gentleman Sir A. Trevor Dawson?

Sir Sam Hughes: What is that?

Mr. Dewart : Was that Sir A. Trevor Dawson, this distinguished gentleman with

whom you had this conversation?

Sir Sam Hughes: I decline to mention his name. If I mentioned the name in

Hansard I would not object to it being published now, but I decline to mention any
names.

Mr. Dewart : You were not aware then that his name is mixed up as one of the

depositors of the money at $25 per thousand rounds for the cartridges, which only

realized the Dominion Government $20 per thousand rounds?

Sir Sam Hughes: What is that?

Mr. Dewart : That his name is mentioned as one of those who deposited in Lon-

don the money at $26 -per thousand rounds for this ammunition, which only realized

the Dominion Government $20 per thousand rounds.

Sir Sam Hughes: I know nothing about it; never heard of it.

Mr. Dewart: Have you not taken the trouble to inform yourself?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have not taken the trouble and do not intend to.

Mr. Dewart: Let us go a little further; I am quoting now from your sworn
evidence. At page 3 of the evidence:

—

Some time considerably previous to this, a member of the Vickers firm,

speaking of the scarcity of ammunition, had suggested that every one knew
that we had a lot of defective Mark VI ammunition on hand "

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not hear what you are reading; what is that you are

reading from?

Mr. Dewart : I am reading from page 3 of your evidence, where you say :

—

Some time considerably previous to this, a member of the Vickers firm,

speaking of the scarcity of ammunition, had suggested that every one knew
that we had a lot of defective Mark VT ammunition on hand, and he suggested

that this might be of use for machine gun practice, and thus release our good
Mark VII ammunition in England for the front.

J)id he suggest that to you?

Sir Sam Hughes: He was the only person present;! presume the suggestion

xjame from him.
[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart: Did you know it was defective?

Sir Sam Hughes: I did.

Mr. Dewart : Then I will read your answer to the next question—you are appar-

ently aware that your first communication from your friend, Allison, came on Septem-

8, and you said in your evidence

Sir Sam Hughes : What is that ?

Mr. Dewart : You are apparently aware that the first communication witi

reference to this ammunition which came from your friend, Allison, was on Septembei

8, 1915?

.
Sir Sam Hughes: Well, what about it?

Mr. Dewart: And you say that this was suggested to you long before in the

early spring of 1915?

Sir Sam Hughes: What was suggested to me long before?

Mr. Dewart : The question of letting this ammunition free for »use for machine
guns in Great Britain.

Sir Sam Hughes : I did not say " free."

Mr. Dewart: You said: "that this might be of use for machine gun practice,
and thus release our good Mark VII ammunition in England for the front."

Sir Sam Hughes: Sure.

i Mr. Dewart : That was the conversation you had with this distinguished gentle-
man in the early spring of 1915.

Sir Sam Hughes: In what?

Mr. Dewart: In the early spring of 1915.

Sir Sam Hughes: It was early in 1915,

Mr. Dewart: And following that, in your evidence you said:

I know nothing about that, that it was in the Quartermaster General's

department, and that if they would have their Canadian agent see the Quar-
termaster General he would make any arrangement necessary as the disposi-

tion of all defective stores was in his hands entirely.

Who is the Canadian agent to whom you refer there?

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know.

Mr. Dewart: Didn't you know it at that time, or did you not believe it to be
your friend Allison?

Sir Sam Hughes : Allison had nothing to do with them at that time, as I under-
stand.

Mr. Dewart : I am asking you what your idea was.

Sir Sam Hughes: My idea was they had a Montreal agent.

Mr. Dewart: F. Orr-Lewis.

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know about that. They have the Canadian Vickers
in Canada and I believe F. Orr-Lewis is a member of the firm, and there are other

members.

Mr. Dewart : Did you believe he was the man at that time ?

Sir Sam Hughes: Who?
Mr. Dewart: F. Orr-Lewis.

Sir Sam Hughes: The Canadian Vickers was their agent, I understood.

Mr. Dewart: That is what you meant by that—did you at that time understand

that this was a purchase by Vickers, Limited, of England?

Sir Sam Hughes: I certainly did; so it was.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart: We will come to that in a minute.

Sir Sam Hughes: I am telling you what it was.

Mr. Dewart: I am not asking you for advice.

Sir Sam Hughes: I am not giving advice to you; I am giving statements of

fact.

Mr. Dewart : Do you mean to say. General Hughes, having regard to what has

transpired and all the evidence brought out in this inquiry, some part of which you

must have read, do you still say that this ammunition was sold to Vickers, Limited, of

England?

Sir Sam Hughes: I am not talking about what has transpired at this inquiry,

I am stating the facts, it was sold to Vickers, Limited.

Mr. Dewart: You are pledging your oath to that?

Sir Sam Hughes: I am pledging my oath; what else could I do but swear to the

facts.

Mr. Dewart : You can hardly appreciate the responsibility.

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not require a child like you to tell me what my respon-

sibility is.

Mr. Dewart: May I say. Sir Sam Hughes, that so far as this is concerned, it

is extraordinary that you have not realized before this that it was not sold to

Vickers, Limited..

Sir Sam Hughes: But it was sold to Vickers, because General Macdonald showed

me an order that it was to be addressed to Vickers, Limited.

Mr. Dewart: And you do not know, sir, that it was never sold to Vickers,

Limited, but that it was sold directly to Allison.

Mr. Henderson : 'No, there is no evidence as to that.

Mr. Dewart: And that it was consigned to G. A. Searles, Vickers House.

Sir Sam Hughes: That is a deliberate insinuation; an untruth, that it was sold

to Allison.

Mr. Dewak9 : I ask you this : was there any other man who negotiated the sale in

Canada except Allison?

Sir Sam Hughes: The gentleman to whom I have referred.

Mr. Dewart: That gentleman had only a short conversation with you; have you

looked through the documents to see that the whole transaction was one with Allison.

Sir Sam Hughes: Allison had nothing to do with it.

Mr. Dewart : Have you looked through the documents to see that under Allison's

instructions this ammunition went to G. A. Searles, Vickers House, which is the

building where Vickers do their business.

Sir Sam Hughes: Exactly, that is where it was sent-

Mr. Dewart : Have you learned that Vickers Limited never purchased one round
of this ammunition?

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know anything about it; I know that the order came
to send it to Vickers.

Mr. Dewart : 'There is nothing to show that Vickers Limited gave the order ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not want to answer a question put in that form; if I answer
it as put in that language, the answer would be " yes." You are not asking a question

at all, you are making an insinuation.

Mr. Dewart: I ask you: do you not know what the fact is as brought out here

before the inquiry?

Sir Sam Hughes: That is not a question, that is an assertion there is only one
answer to that.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart : I will put the question to you again.

Sir SA.At HuGHKS: Then put it definitely.

Mr. Dewart: Don't you know, as the fact is as proved before this inquiry, that

Vickers Limited never purchased a round of that ammunition?

Sir Sam Hughes: I will not answer that question in that form. If you ask a

straight question, I will answer you, if I can.

Mr. Dewart : Do you say that Vickers Limited bought it ?

Sir Sam Hughes: That is a straight question. I say the order came to General
Macdonald that Vickers Limited wanted it.

Mr. Dewart : I am not asking you what General Macdonald told' you, I am asking
you from whom the order came.

Sir Sam Hughes: Through General Macdonald.

Mr. Dewart : I am asking you from whom the order came to Canada.

Sir Sam Hughes: To General Macdonald.

Mr. Dewart: Don't shift and equivocate.

Sir Sam Hughes: Don't you talk to me like that.

Mr. Dewart : I certainly will.

Sir Sam Hughes: I certainly will not allow it from any pettyfogger like you.

Mr. Dewart : Do you know from whom the order came to your Department ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I understand it came from a member of the Vickers firm.

Mr. Deavart: Have you not found out that not one round of this ammunition
was ever shipped to Vickers Limited?

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know anything about it; all I know is that the order

to General Macdonald showed that it was going to the Vickers Limited.

Mr. Dewart : Then I see that in your evidence, at page 5, you say sometMhg
in reference to the further details of this transaction—what was your understanding
as to what position your friend, Colonel Allison," occupied with reference to the

Vickers Limited, English firm, in New York?

Sir Sam Hughes : I learned at the time this matter was brought up by General

Macdonald that Allison had been appointed the Vickers' agent in New York.

Mr. Dewart : What authority have you for that statement ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have no authority whatever, excepting Allison's statement.

Mr. Dewart : And yo\i accepted Allison's statement ?

Sir Sam Hughes: I would accept Allison's word where I would not accept your

oath.

Mr. Dewart : Thank you—and besides Allison's statement—^you will excuse me for

laughing, General. And beyond Allison's statement to you there is absolutely nothing

on which you can base any authority for the fact that Allison was Vickers' agent in

New York?

Sir Sam Hughes : I was not particularly interested in it ; we were getting rid of a

lot of rotten ammunition at a fair price.

Mr. Dewart: The same ammunition that you served out to the boys in 1914 after

the war was on?

Sir Sam Hughes : For Mark III rifles.

Mr. Dewart : You know it is not adapted for that.

Sir Sam Hughes: Excuse me, it is adapted for that; that shows your ignorance.

Mr. Dewart : The evidence of some of your officer's is that it is not.

Sir Sam Hughes: You will get on a good deal better if you do not make asser-

tions. You are making assertions instead of asking questions. If you will ask straight

» [Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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questions, you will get proper answers, but if you ask silly questions you will get

snubbed.

Mr. DewART : No, I will not.

Sir Sam Hughes: Yes, you will.

Mr. Dewart : May I say that is is impossible for you to snub me.

Sir Charles Davidson : This examination might be conducted on either side with

less acerbity.

Mr. Dewart : I think so, my lord.

Mr. Henderson having made some remark which was inaudible,

Mr. Dewart : I do not want any criticism from my learned friend here.

Sir Sam Hughes: I want to point out this to your lordship, that this individual

asks questions in this form :
" Don't you know if So-and-so ; did you not think So-and-

so." I refuse to answer questions in that form ; that is not a question at all. That is

,

an insinuation, and if I gave an answer at all to such an insinuation, it would mean
only the answer " yes." I vsdll not answer any questions in that form.

Mr. Dewart : You say you will not answer ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Put your questions in a straight, manly way.

Mr. Dewart : I am showing myself more of a man than you are.

Sir Sam Hughi s : No, you are not.

Sir Charles Davidson: Now, please, Mr. Dewart, proceed with the examination.

Mr. Dewart: I have stood a good deal to-day. Sir Charles.

Sir Sam Hughes: You began with a piece of impudence about Allison, and you
will take what you get.

Mr. Dewart: Then you have no authority for saying that Allison was Vickers*

agent in New York, except himself?

Sir Sam Hughes : I never gave it a second's consideration, and I don't care.

Mr. Dewart : You say that this ammunition coujd not possibly be fired in Canada.

Sir Sam Hughes : I did not say so.

Mr. Dewart : That is your evidence.

Sir Sam Hughes: I did not.

Mr. Dewart: You did say so.

Sir Sam Hughes : I didn't say so.

Mr. Dewart : I read from page 5 of the evidence given before Sir Charles David-

son formerly by you, at page 5, line 3 :
" This ammunition could not possibly be fired

in Canada."

Sir Sam Hughes : Eead the whole thing.

Mr. Dewart : I will, you interrupted me.

Sir Sam Hughes : I did not

Mr. Dewart: I read:

" I would not allow a soldier to fire it, or take it into action unless he had
nothing else to fire."

Sir Sam Hughes : That is right.

Mr. Dewart : You still say that.

Sir Sam Hughes: I still say I would not let it be fired in Ca»ada in action or

practice in Mark II rifles.

Mr. Dewart : And you further say :
" and if we could make a few hundred thou-

'•> nd dollars out of this ammunition, by disposing of it for machine gun practice,

why, so much the better for Canada."
[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Sir Sam Hughes: Sure..

Mr. Dewart: From whom did you learn that this ammunition was sold to be
used for machine gun practice?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have told you it was from a member of the Vickers firm.

Mr. Dewart : That distinguished gentleman, whose name you will not disclose.

Sir Sam Hughes: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: Then on line 8, page 5, of your examination, you say:

"I heard from some source or other that this ammunition was resold at

$20 by the Vickers firm."

Where did you hear that ?
'

y.

'

Sir Sam Hughes : I heard that from some scrap from the Auditor General, some
letter he had written.

Mr. Dewart : Oh no, you did not hear that is was resold at $20 from the Auditor
General, you heard from him it was resold at $25.

Sir Sam Hughes : I did not catch what you said.

Mr. Dewart : You say that you heard from some source that it was resold at $20
bsy the Vickers firm. Do you say now that that was a mistake and that it should be
$25. It may bo a mistake here.

Sir Sam Hughes: I never read what is there. I heard it incidentally reported
that it was resold at $25.

Mr. Dewart: Then, having regard to our more recent inquiries, I want to read

you what your evidence was at that time, to see whether you have had any additional

light since. You say :
" I heard that the Vickers firm had added some costs to that

and had disposed of it to the Admiralty for machine gun practice. When I was over

in England I made inquiries, and I found that all they had to do with the transaction

was that "

Sir Sam Hughes : Who i^ " they " ?

Mr. Dewart : The Vickers firm. (Continuing reading) "was that thinking

they were charged the freight and other costs they had added on freight insurance and
exchange, which they had estimated themselves at about one pound sterling, but

finding that the Admiralty was paying these costs, they had removed the addition at

once, and there was nothing allowed for freight charges as these had been paid by the

British Government."

From whom did you get that information?

Sir Sam Hughes : A member of the Vickers firm stated that that was his under-

standing.

Mr. Dewart: I want to know who the man was.

Sir Sam Hughes: I decline to give his name. He is the same gentlman as I

have spoken of formerly.

Mr. Dewart : The same gentleman you have spoken of formerly ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Yes.

Mr. Dewart: That perhaps will serve my purpose. The reason I ask you this

question is that this statement is absolutely at variance with the facts as they are

disclosed, and I want to know whether you are responsible for them or whether some

responsible person told that story to you.

Sir Sam Hughes : I said that there was a rumour in Canada that this was resold

to the Admiralty. He said: " I understand the Admiralty did get it." I said: " How
about adding $5 to it?" As near as I can recollect—the whole thing did not take a

moment; it was a passing remark as I was shaking hands with him, when I was leav-

ing—he said, just as I was leaving that the clerk handling it at Liverpool or whatever
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port it had come to, put the freight on it and the cost one way or another and some one

of the officers put in $25, and later, when he found out, he said : "I am not sure what
way it was done, but if it is charged up it will not be collected, of course."

!Mr. Dew art: And that finding that the Admiralty was paying these costs they

would remove the addition at once; is that what he said; that is what you said in your
former evidence?

Sir Sam Hughes : Something to that effect.

Mr. Dewart: When did you have that conversation with this distinguished mem-
ber of this distinguished firm in England, and when did you learn that the Admiralty

acquired this ammunition?

Sir Sam Hughes: I heard that the Admiralty acquired that ammunition much
earlier, in Canada. «

Mr. Dewart : No—did you get it from him ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Excuse me, when I was over in England

Mr. Dewart : You say in your evidence formerly given: "When I was over in

England I made inquiries."

Sir Sam Hughes : Yes.

Mr. Dewart : So that, at the time of that conversation, was not the fact present to

your mind that the Admiralty was the ultimate destination of that ammunition?

Sir Sam Hughes : When you say "ultimate destination", I do not know what you

mean. You seem to think that is the first I heard of the $25 per thousand. I heard of

the $25 racket before I left Canada. I never gave a snap of my fingers for it. We
sold that ammunition for $20 a thousand, and I did not care what they got for it. We
sold it to the Vickers firm.

Mr. Dewart : You still stick to that.

Sir Sam Hughes : Of course I do. I have no evidence except hearsay to the con-

trary.

Mr. Dewart: You have the evidence taken before Sir Charies Davidson.

Sir Sam Hughes : I am swearing to my knowledge, not yours or anybody else's. It

was sold to Vickers, and I did not care whether they sold it at $100 a thousand or

$160 a thousand, it was none of my business.

Mr. Dewart : Did you learn that the destination of this ammunition, through
Vickers, or somebody in Vickers firm, or some officer, was the Admiralty.

Sir Sam Hughes : I have never learned definitely yet except by hearsay. I heard

it before I left for England. I brought it up this time in England, the only time it

ever entered my head.

Mr. Dewart : Knowing that there was a rumour with reference to this ammunition
having reached the Admiralty, did you take any action in England to make proper
inquiries from the Admiralty ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Never wasted a second on it. It was none of my business, and
I don't care what the Admiralty paid for it.

Mr. Dewart : Did you accept Allison's word absolutely ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have not Allison's word for it at all. I accept the written
order that General Macdonald showed me, as to where it was for. I never had a
conversation with Allison about where it was to go, directly or indirectly.

Mr. Dewart: So that the mention of the British Admiralty did not call your
attention to any matter that you thought was worth while making the subject of
inquiry.

Sir Sam Hughes : Not a particle. It made no difference to me whether Vickers
sold to the Admiralty for $25 or $55, it was a matter of no concern to me.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart: Was not your position and the position of the Militia Department

in Canada such, that you had negotiations and dealings with the British War Office

direct ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I had, certainly. The British War Office is not the British

Admiralty.

Mr. Dewart: There would be no need for the British Admiralty to have an
intermediary to deal with you.

Sir Sam Hughes: That is their business, not mine. I am not running the

British Admiralty business.

Mr. Dewart: If you had known that this ammunition was destined to the
British Admimlty, world you not have conducted thoso negotiations with them direct?

Sir Sam Hughes : I don't conduct the negotiations with them in Canada. I

would not bother my head about it. I leave that to the officer whose business it is,

General Macdonald.

Mr. Dewart : We will come to that in a moment—I see that the same afternoon
or morning that you were examined before Sir Charles Davidson you appear to have
spoken in the House of Commons.

Sir Sam Hughes : I did, and I inade a few of them sit up.

Mr. Dewart: Yes, and I feel like sitting up now. At page 4049 of Hansard,
one of your statements in the House is—would you like to see a copy of this?

Sir Sam Hughes : No.

Mr. Dewart: I can spare you one.

Sir Sam Hughes : I don't want any copy.

Mr. Dewart: It might help you to follow it.

Sir Sam Hughes: Not at all, I don't need it.

Mr. Dewart: Your memory is perfectly good? --

Sir Sam Hughes: You will find it is all right. I can remember lots of things,

you know.

Mr. Dewaut: I believe you can.

Sir Sam Hughes: Yes, and a good many years back, too.

Mr. Dewart; You say in Hansard page 4049:

The correspondence brought down clearly shows that it was ordered by
the firm of Vickers-Maxim, one of the most reputable firms in the world, and
was shipped to them.

Will you point out one fragment in the correspondence that shows that the purchases

were made by Vickers-Maxim Limited, this highly reputable firm, or that the goods

were shipped to them.

Sir Sam Hughes: The goods certainly were shipped to them at their House.

Mr. Dewart : That is a different thing—they were shipped to Searles, at Vickers

House, and you know it.

Sir Sam Hughes: Vickers House is the Vickers firm, and everyone knows that.

Mr. Dewart : You said in the House that the ammunition was ordered by the

firm of Vickers-Maxim, one of the most reputable firms in the world, and was shipped

to them.

Sir Sam Hughes : If I used the term " Vickers-Maxim ", it is wrong, because

the firm is " Vickers, Limited."

Mr. -Dewart: Well, since you appear to have known the name of the firm

Sir Sam Hughes: The old firm is Vickers-Maxim, and we get in the habit of

using that name colloquially. Since you are quibbling on the question of Vickers

House or Vickers-Maxim, I might explain that.

- [Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart: I am not quibbling.

Sir Sam Hughes: Yes, you are. •

Sir Charles Davidson: Please proceed, gentlemen.

Sir Sam Hughes: The point I want to make is, that taking Vickers House and

Searles together, and this member of the firm having spoken to me, I never dreamed

it was going to anywhere else. When I saw the shipping bill, I presume it was directed

to Vickers House, as you say, but I know the word "Vickers" was in it, and I did

not remark anything else about it. Everyone knows that the firm of Vickers is one

of the most reputable firms in the world.

Mr. Dewart: Nobody suggests it is not. At page 4039, line 10 of Hansard, you

said :

—

"The hon. gentleman is not well advised in making that statement, because

the documents upon their face show that the ammunition was sold to Vickers,

Limited."

Sir Sam Hughes: Certainly.

Dr. Dewart (reading) :

—

"and the shipping documents which have been brought down and laid upon

the table show that the ammunition was shipped in care of Vickers, Limited,

London, England."

Sir Sam Hughes : Certainly.

Mr. Dewart: Do you not know it was shipped to Searles—bought by Allison

and shipped to Searles, Vickers House?

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know it.

Mr. Henderson: There is not a word in the evidence from first to last to show
• that it was bought by Allison, and yet my learned friend reiterates the false state-

ment.

Mr. Dewart: We will show that in a minute.

Mr. Henderson: And it is an obvious fact that Allison did not purchase the

ammunition.

Mr. Dewart: There is nothing obvious about it.

Mr. Dewart: (To Sir Sam Hughes) You say, at page 4049 of Hansard:

—

"The statement was made that the ammunition was resold. That state-

ment is absolutely untrue."

What foundation have you for making that statement in the House?

Sir Sam Hughes: Who do you say said this?

Dr. Dewart : You said "the statement was made that the ammunition was resold."

Sir Sam Hughes: What ammunition?

Mr. Dewart: This ammunition we are discussing.

Sir Sam Hughes: Read the text of my statement.

Mr. Dewart: It refers to. this ammunition, it was the only thing under discus-

sion. I read:

—

"The correspondence brought down clearly shows that it was ordered by the
firm of Vickers-Maxim, one of the most reputable firms in the world, and was
shipped to them, and that the money was paid by them to the Bank of Mont-
real in England. The statement was made that the ammunition was re-sold.

That statement is absolutely untrue."

What foundation had you |or stating that?
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Sir Sam Hughes: Eead the rest of the statement, so that I may see what the

context is.

Mr. Dewart : After that you say :

—

"The ammunition was sold to Vickers-Maxim, and the address given of

one of their officers."

I have quoted all that relates to that, and I ask you what foundation you had for

making the statement to the House that the statement that the ammunition was
resold was absolutely untrue, and where did you get the information?

Sir Sam Hughes: I don't know. Does it concern this inquiry whether it was
resold or whether it was not?

Mr. Dewart : Some people in the Dominion of Canada think it does.

Sir Sam Hughes: I am not particular about what some peoJple may think; I do
not care a continental. I am dealing with the facts of the case. I want to see .the

context of that statement, that's one 'time I will ask you to let me see that book.

Mr. DEWART: Certainly.

Sir Sam Hughes: I presume it was in reference to something that Allison had
bought and resold to Vickers.

Mr. Dewart : Oh, no.

Sir Sam Hughes : Then, I do not want to see the book, because so far as the

Admiralty are concerned, I do not know anything about it. If it relates to a sale to

the Admiralty, I do not know anything about it. We sold it "to Vickers, that is all

I know about it. The attack was made that this was nominally sold by us to Searles

with the intention of it being sold by our authortiy and with our knowledge to the

Admiralty, and we never knew anything of the kind.

Mr. Dewart : About the middle of this page (4049) of Hansard, you say: "The
istatement was made that no order in council was passed. There was no necessity for

an Order in Council in regard to the matter," do you recollect making that state-

ment ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do, and I say so still.

Mr. Dewart : If that is so, why did you apply for an Order in Council on the

feth of January, 1916 ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Well, General Mecdonald asked me about the second order—

I

thought this was getting up into large sums—for small trifling sums of a few thou-

sand dollaris, or even -a larger amount, I did not think it was worth while, but on

account of its being war time, and defective ammunition, and coming in such large

quantities as two or three million rounds, I made the suggestion to the General:
" Had you not better have an Order in Council," He said :

" Perhaps so, but it is

not necessary."

Mr. Dewart : You are aware that the first twcTbroken lots of ammunition ordered

approximated a million rounds.

» Sir Sam Hughes; I knew it was quite a quantity; the General had brought a

statement to me.

Mr. Dewart : Did you not inform yotirself that it approximated a million rounds.

I
Sir Sam Hughks: I i]ni!k it was more than a million rounds, but I am not sure.

Mr. Dewart: The first two orders.

Sir Sam Hughes : I think there was more than that. I knew I put my initials

on the palpers that the general put in front of me, and it didn't take the one-seven-

teenth part of a minute.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart: You recollect that the second sale that you sanctioned was upon an

application first, for one million rounds; then a supplementary application was for

another million rounds, and that the shipment amounted to 1,999,000 rounds.

i Sir Sam Hi'GHES: I have no recollection of it. I remember glancing at it and it

"was quite a large quantity.

» Mr. Deavart: That is approximately 2,000,000 rounds?

» Sir Sam Hughes : I never figured it up. General Macdonald had full authority

as Quartermaster General to sell it, but he said he wanted my authority; there was a

question in his mind whether the higher authority was himself or the district officer

commanding, and he wanted the higher authority to initial the correspondence.

Mr. Dewart : They appear to be careful to answer your O.K. so far as these

matters are concerned.

Sir Sam Hughes : Some of them.

Mr. Dewart: I notice from the return to the House of Commons at page 27,

which has not been put in, I am afraid, that you refer to it in this connection—

I

shall ask to put it in later, perhaps.

Mr. HuTCHESON : The whole return is in evidence.

Mr. Dewart: Yes, but it is not read into the record. This is a memorandum
under date 11th of November, 1915, signed by Lieut.-Col. J. F. Macdonald, and it

says :

—

"

" Q. M. G. H.Q. C.-1718.

" An application for an additional million rounds of Mark VI ammuni-
tion has been received from Colonel Allison on behalf of the Vickers Company.

" Ammunition to this amount is available at Quebec. It is part of this

which is under suspicion. Should this issue be made at same price as the last

two issue, please?"

Sir Sam Hughes : Does that say " on behalf of the Vickers Company" ?

Mr. Dewart: Yes.

Sir Sam Hughes: I see. I thought Allison was buying for himself, according

to yoi.r story.

Mr. Dewart: We will probably see about that before we are through.

Sir Sam Hughes : I did not know whether the word " Vickers " was in there or

not.

Mr. Dewart: You marked that "O.K. S.H." so that you knew of the issue of

the 1,000,000 rounds.

Sir Sam Hughes: I presume I O.K'd it; if my O.K. is on it, it is there. I

remember Colonel Macdonald coming to me with a sheet and he explained it to me,

and the whole thing took two seconds.

Mr. Dewart : Then there is » further note on this memorandum as follows :

—

" Spoke Q.M.G. that Col. Allison wanted two millions. Told to increase

to that amount.

"(Sgd.) J. F. M. W.

Did you knovs' about that?

Sir Sam. Hughes : If I initialled it I knew it.

Mr. Dewart: Did you know there had been 1,999,000 rounds issued?

Sir Sam Hughes: I never figured it up. When the second lot came along, I

thought it was quite a lot.

Mr. Dewar: Then, apparently, in December Colonel Allison wanted another

two million rounds?
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Sir Sam Hughes: I don't know, I presume he did.

Mr. Dewart: Then, on page 50 of the printed evidence, there is a note from
J. Wesley Allison to General D. A. Macdonald, Quartermaster General, which reads:

"H. Q. C-1718.

N.Y., December 18-15.
" General D. A. Macdonald, O.M.G.,
" Militia Department, Ottawa.

" Can you ship our friends, London, 2,000,000 Mark .303 six ? General
Hughes here and approves, but requested me to wire you.

J. Wesley Allison.

Do you recollect the circumstance of being in New York with Colonel Allison

when that telegram was sent?

Sir Sam Hughes: What is the date?

Mr. Dewakt: It is dated the 18th of December, 1915, seven days before Christ-

mas.

Sir Sam Hughes: I have no recollection of being with him when that telegram

was sent, directly or indirectly. If he says I said it was all right, I presume I said so.

Mr. Dewart : He says in this :
" General Hughes here and approves, but requested

me to wire you." Have you a recollection of that?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have not the slightest recollection, but I have not the slightest

doubt it occurred.

'Mr. Dewart: At that time were you willing that the Quartermaster General

should sell an additional two million rounds to whomsoever Colonel Allison repre-

sented ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I would have no objection in the world to selling every round

of this defective ammunition we had, to the Vickers.

Mr. Dewart : Allison says in this : " General Hughes requested me to wire you."

Sir Sam Hughes : I won't dispute that at all ; it is a trifling thing.

Mr. Dewart: The reason I ask you is, that having regard to that Tinqualified

message of your friend Allison, I find in your statement, page 4019 of Hansard :
" The

reason I asked for an Order in Council in regard to the two million rounds was because

the quantity was so large that I thought the responsibility, if anything transpired,

should be divided."

Sir Sam Hughes: In case it should be used for any other than machine gun
purposes.

Mr. Dewart: That is not the way you put it.

Sir Sam Hughes: Is it not?

Mr. Dewart : No, you say :
" The reason I asked for an Order in Council in

regard to the two million rounds was because the quantity was so large that I thought

the responsibility, if anything transpired, should be divided." Was that the reason?

Sir Sam Hughes : Was what the reason ?

Mr. Dewart: The reason you mention there.

Sir Sam Hughes : The responsibility should be divided in case this ammunition
should go for anything other than machine gun purposes.

Mr. Dewart: What is that?

Sir Sam Hughes: In case the ammunition should be used for Lee-Enfield rifles.

I did not want anything of that kind. I did not want that ammunition to be used for

the Lee-Enfield rifle, I wanted it to be used for machine gun purposes in which it was
perfectly safe, or, at least fairly safe, to use it.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart: I see then, that the two million rounds, being the second amount,

shipped to Allison's agents and representatives, whoever they were, was shipped; did

you consider an Order in Council necessary then?

Sir Sail Hughes : Which, the second one?

Mr. Dewart : Yes.

Sir Sam Hughes : That is the time I asked for the Order in Council,

Mr. Dewart: You see, there were one million rounds first, then two million

rounds, and then another two million rounds that he never got.

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not know the details of it at all.

Mr. Dewart: You don't?

Sir Sam Hughes: No.

!Mr. Dewart: Do you remember the fact of your applying for an Order in

Council.

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not remember the fact of my applying; I remember talk-

ing of an Order m Council, and I remember signing an application for one.

Mr. Dewart: How many applications for Orders in Council did you sign?

Sir Sam Hughes: I don't remember.

Mr. Dewart: Did you sign three?

Sir Sam Hughes: I don't remember.

Mr. Dewart: Will you swear you did not?

Sir Sam Hughes: I won't swear anything about it.

Mr. Dewart : Will you swear that the Order in Council of January 5 is the only

one you asked?

Sir Sam Hughes: I will not swear anything about it.

Mr. Dewart : Do you remember that you made an application for the two million

rounds separately?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not remember anything of the kind. I remember signing

an application for an Order in Council. As a matter of fact, we talk over these matters

and decide on Orders in Council.

Mr. Dewart : Who are we.

Sir Sam Hughes: The Deputy Minister and myself and General Macdonald.

When anything comes up about an Order in Council for any purpose—which is just

like signing a lease, the terms of the lease are all talked over, if they are worthy of

being talked over—and the Deputy Minister of whatever department it is in has an

Order in Council prepared. He brings it to me and says, " this is the Order in

Council," and I take it for granted that the officer is square, and I sign it without

knowing what the Order in Council is.

Mr. Dewart: What is your recollection of the amount of ammunition for which

you asked an Order in Council?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have no recollection about it.

Mr. Dewart: You spoke of two million rounds; was it only for two million

rounds that you asked for an Order in Council?

Sir Sam Hughes: Someone said it was three million rounds, I do not know. I

never added it up.

Mr. Dewart: But I want your own recollection, having regard to the fact that

thjs is a matter of public importance.

Sir Sam Hughes : I dc«i't give a snap whether it is of public importance or not.

I signed an Order in Council for this as a matter of form, and I did not figure whether

it was two millions, or three millions, or five millions. I did not read the Order in

Council.
[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Dewart : But there was no Order in Council.

Sir Sam Hughes : I have some much more important matters than:'little piffling

things like that to inquire into.

Mr. Dewart : Is jthe matter of so little importance to you that you never inquired

about the Order in Council ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not know that you have any right to say " little import-

ance." I say it is piffling in importance, compared with so many other things I have
not time to attend to. I could not give much time to it and it did not require my
authority for an Order in Council. General Macdonald had full authority to dispose

of that ammunition without my intervention in the matter at all.

Mr. Dewart: I understand the position you take now—^have you not ascertained

whether an Order in Council was issued?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have never asked the question.

Mr. Dewart: Have you not ascertained there was none issued?

Sir Sam Hughes: I have not.

Mr. Dewabt: Let me read your application for the Order in Council which is to

be found on page 49 of the printed evidence:

—

" H.Q.C. 1718. January 5, 1916.

" To His Royal Highness the Governor General in Council.

" The undersigned has the honour to. submit for the consideration and

approval of Your Royal Highness in Council an application from Vickers,

Limited, for the purchase of 4,985,900 rounds of S. A. ammunition, Mark VI.

"This is part of Mark VI ammunition which, under suspicion, was not

allowed to be used with rifles in Canada. The price of the ammunition to be

$20 per thousand rounds. This ammunition, while rejected for rifle use is,

however, reported to be suitable for the testing of Vickers' machine guns now

being manufactured in very large numbers in England.
" The matter is respectfully submitted.

Sam Hughes,

Major General, Minister of Militia ar i D?. fence.

Do you recollect that application now ?

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not remember; I cannot say whether that is the applica-

tion I signed, or not.

Mr. Dewart : Do you realize that that was an application for an Order in Coun-

cil to cover the original 1,999,000 rounds, being the second order, and the two million

rounds that were never issued?

Sir Sam Hugres: I do not know anything about it. If I signed the Order in

Council my signature ,is there.

Mr. Dewart: You did not sign the Order in Council; you cannot do that yet.

Sir Sam Hughes: I could sign the application for it.

Mr. Dewart : I know. Do you not realize that this was intending to cover every-

thing that had passed before, as well as the two million rounds which were not issued.

Sir Sam Hughes: I never paid any attention to the details, none at all-

Mr. Dewart: Let me ask you this—^I presume that when you submit a matter

for the consideration of His Royal Highness in Council, and you have referred

to the application, the application which you refer to is sent for the Order in Ciouncil.

Sir Sam Hughes : The application is sent to the Clerk of the Privy Council.

Mr. Dewart : You know your own words. You say :
" The undersigned has the

honour to submit for the consideration and approval of Your Royal Highness in Couq-

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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cil an application from Vickers, Limited, for the purchase of 4,985,900 rounds of S.A.

ammunition, Mark VI." Where is that application, or a copy of it?

Sir Sam Hughes: Where is what?

Mr. Dewakt : Where is this application, from Vickers, Limited, or a copy of it ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not know where the application is.

Mr. Devvart: Is there such an application in existence?

iS3r Sam Hughes : If that is asked for, there is an application.

Mr. Dewart: Will you be good enough to have it produced?

Sir Sam Hughes : I don't know anything about it. If the papers show that it is

applied for, it is applied for.

Mr. Dewart : That is there over the signature of "Sam Hughes, Major General,

Minister of Militia and Defence."

Sir Sam Hughes: Certainly.

Mr. Dewart : And no such application from Vickers, Limited, or a copy of such

application, has been produced; will you undertake to produce it?

Sir Sam Hughes : I will not undertake anything of the kind.

Mr. Dewart : Will you undertake to have it produced?

Sir Sam Hughes: No.

Mr. Dewart : Will you undertake to say that such an application ever existed?

Sir Sam Hughes: I say I took General Macdonald's word that the application

was made.

Mr. Dewart : Do you not realize that this is a post-mortem application for an

Order in Council, so as to ratify what had previously been done without authority,

and to cover the other application?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not recognize that anything has been done without autho-

rity, and no one can prove that anything has been so done.

Mr. Dewart : Let me see a little further. I find that you seem to have recogniz-

ed your duty of securing an Order in Council. Let me refer you to a little item at

page 48 of the evidence here—will you give me the original return, please, I want to

show Sir Sam the references at pages 30 and 31—just look at that, if you will. Sir

Sam, and you will see your blue pencil remarks there. You will notice it is stated

there by Colonel Macdonald that Colonel Allison has applied for two million rounds
of S. A. Ammunition for his principals, the Vickers-Maxim Company of London; do
you see that Colonel Macdonald further says :

" Shall issue be made and at the price

formerly charged'—$20 per thousand." You see that?

Sir Sam Hughes : Yes.

Mr. Dewart: Then it passes along, and your memo is: "Ascertain where and
by whom this is to be used." That is one sentence, is it?

Sir Sam Hughes : Yes.

Mr. Dewart: And the next sentence is: "If sold, by Order in Council." Do
you recognize that your instructions were that if it was sold it should be sold by Order
in Council—that is your laconic way of putting it?

Sir Sam Hughes : It should read : " It is to be sold by Order in Council."

Mr. Dewart : No, the note says : - " If sold, by Order in Council."

Sir Sam Hughes : Ascertain if it is to be sold by Order in Council.

Mr. Dewart : No. Do you not realize the meaning of that as I happen to read it.

When the Parliamentary Return was brought down, it was printed with a small "i"
readiog: "Ascertain where and by whom this is to be used, if sold by Order in-

,
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Council." Tliere was a small " i " on the " if," whereas in the original it is a capital

" I " in the " if," do you realize that isywhat yoii then meant?

Sir Sam Hughes : I have told you that I will not answer any question that you
answer yourself for me, you are answering that question yourself when you ask it.

Mr. Dewart : Do you not realize that that is what that means ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I will not answer any question when you say :
" Do you not."

I will not do it. You will ask your questions straight or I won't answer them.

Mr. Dewart: Do you realize that is what it means?

Sir Sam Hughes : Now there is a proper question. I do not want to have to

teach you too much.

Mr. Dewart: Well, General?
^

Sir Sam Hughes: It makes all the difference in the world the way you ask a

question.

Mr. Dewart: Do you realize that the meaning of that is that if it is to be sold

it is to be sold by Order in Comicil ?

Sir Sam Hughes : The question is :
" Is it to be sold by Order in Council."

Mr. Dewart : But you do not use the word " is."

Sir Sam Hughes : This whole thing is trifling.

Mr. Dewart : You have told us that the two millions being so much you wanted
to divide the responsibility, and you wanted an Order in Council.

Sir Sam Hughes : I remember when this came up. There had been some whisper-

ing about this ammunition: that it might not be going there. I might as well teD

what I have heard: that there was some question of it going to Mexico.

Mr. Dewart: That is the first lot? '

Sir Sam Hughes : No, that is the second part. The words :
" If sold by Order

iai Council," as I read that now, and I presume I am the one is best capable of judging,

mean :
" Ascertain where and by whom this is to be used, and is it to be sold by Order

in Council." It means that, is it to be sold by Order in Coiincil.

Mr. Dewart: Why should the Minister of Militia, who knows all about these

things, be asking information as to whether it is to be sold by Order in Council or not ?

Sir Sam Hughes: Whether General Macdonald, who was making the arrange-

ment,s wanted it to be sold by Order in Council or not.

Mr. Dewart : But you knew better than he.

Sir Sam Hughes: I did not. I never interfere with his business. I sign any

Order in Council General Macdonald brings me to sign, after having informed me
what the motive is in the premises, and I sign any aptplication that General Fiset

brings me.

Mr. Dewart : Or General Fiset ?

Sir Sam Hughes : 'Yes.

Mr. Dewart : You think that General Fiset would have a pretty fair idea of what

you meant by anything you said or wrote?

Sir Sam Hughes : He might not interpret my language correctly.

Mr. Dewart : Did you read the interpretation he puts on it ?

Sir 'Sam Hughes : You read it.

Mr. Dewart: Please follow it to see that I read it correctly—you make so many
insinuations that I would just as soon you .would follow my reading of what General
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Fiset says Lere. There is a note under yours on this folio, and it reads :

—

Q.M.G. Please note Minister's instructions. If this ammunition is to be

sold it must be done by Order in C. and the Minister's inquiry should be fully

answered.

EuG. Fiset,

D.M.

In view of that, will you say that you did not intend to say that that must be sold

by Order in Council?

Sir Sam Hughes : I did not ^ay so, and that does not say so.

Mr. Dewart: That is the best answer you can give me?

Sir Sam Hughes : That is the best answer anybody could give you.

Mr- Dewart: Well, perhaps I will not deal with that any further, except to refer

vou to what you say in Hansard, page 4051, when, you used these words

:

This anununition was first ordered, I say, by the members of the Viekers

firm.

Sir Sam Hughes : That means " a member of the Viekers firm."

Mr. Dewart (reading)

:

Finally it was ordered by Colonel J. Wesley Allison, who has the honour of

being the -Viekers representative.

Are you still believing in Colonel Allison's representation, as to his position?

Sir Sam Hughes: What is the date of that statement?

Mr. Dewart: The 13th of May.

Sir Sam Hughes : I knew, having been in England, that Allison was their repre-

sentative in New York,

Mr. Dewart: You knew that?

Sir Sam Hughes : I had learnt it.

Mr. Dewart: He disavows that, himself.

Sir Sam Hughes: Who?
Mr. Dewart: Allison.

Sir Sam Hughes: Does he?

Mr. Dewart: Yes.

Sir Sam Hughes: Perhaps it is better to put it that I understood he was their

representative in New York.

Mr. Henderson: He represented Sir Trevor Dawson.

Sir Sam Hughes : I look upon that all as one concern. When I find any member
of the Viekers firm in it, I look upon it as the Viekers firm.

Mr. Dewart: Then I find again in Hansard, that, having regard to the Auditor
General, you said in the House of Commons :

—

I want to tell him that I will find some means of reaching the Auditor
General.

Have you endeavoured to find any means of reaching others regarding evidence that
has been given in this investigation ?

Sir Sam Hughes : What is that?

Mr. Dewart : Have you endeavoured to find means of reaching others than the
Auditor General?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not understand what you mean.

Mr. Dewart : I mean Lewis and Allison.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Hutcheson: To what are you referring?

Mr. Dewart : I am referring to his polite references to the Auditor General, and I

gay, having regard to the evidence given here, have you endeavoured to find any
means

Sir Sam Hughes : You say Lewis and Allison—you have no evidence that Lewis
or Allison undertook any contemptible or false methods of carrying on this business or

carrying on their concern. They both have proven themselves gentlemen, so far as I

ever heard of them—and honest men.

Mr. Dewart : Honest men. Then a little lower down, in column 4052 of Hansard,

you speak of what you have heard about the ammunition having been turned over to

the Admiralty at $25 a thousand, when Vickers paid only $20 for it, and you say :

—

I do not know anything about it, only this : when I was in England, having
heard the yarn, I asked one of the Vickers' officers—I think it was Mr. Searles—
about the matter.

Was it Mr. Searles you asked?

Sir Sam Hughes: What is that?

Mr. Dewart: Was it Mr. Searles you asked about the matter?

Sir Sam Hughes : It was not ; I did not say it was.

Mr. Dewart : You say you think it was Mr. Searles.

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not know Mr. Searles to see him.

Mr. Dewart : Why did you refer to him in Hansard ?

Sir Sam Hughes : To Mr. Searles ?

Mr. Dewart : Yes.

Sir Sam Hughes: I spoke to a gentleman who spoke as though he was familiar

with the details of the order here.

Mr. Dewart : Was it Mr. Searles with whom you had had the conversation ?

Sir Sam Hughes: I would not know Mr. Searles from any one of the hundred

other officers of the Vickers firm, if I met him.

Mr. Dewart : You still decline to say who the person was with whom you had the

conversation about what you were good enough to call " a yarn."

Sir Sam Hughes : 1 certainly do ; not that there is anything particular about it,

but I am not going to bring a gentleman's name in here

Mr. Dewart : There may be a reason.

Sir Sam Hughes : There is no reason in the world, only I am not going to placard

a man over a pettyfooging thing like this.

Mr. Dewart: Was it the same gentleman with whom you had the opening or

original negotiations?

Sir Sam Hughes : I had no opening or original negotiations.

Mr. Dewart : Was it the gentleman who first spoke to you about the matter ?

Sir Sam Hughes: Yes, he was present; you are right now.

Mr. Dewart : Was he the one who spoke and told you

Sir Sam Hughes: I spoke of it to a member of the firm and an officer. The mem-
ber of the firm did not know the details of it and I turned to the officer, a clerk or

something of the kind—^I do not know what his position in the firm was, and I said

something about the transfer and he gave me this explanation, as stated in Hansard, he

gave it just casually.

Mr. Dewart : I understand. Is this the explanation that you got, as you stated

in Hansard:

—

.
" He said he did not know the details of it but that he had heard these

stories. He said they had added this sum to the cost, but as soon as they found
[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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that the Admiralty would themselves meet the cost, they wiped out the one

pound sterling that had been added, and the price stood at the $20 that the

Government charged them for the ammunition and for sending it over."

Sir Sam Hughes: "Well, I am not sure gf the exact words, but if I remember
aright, what he did say was this: that this was what they had done; they added this

amount for one thing and another, they thought covering costs, and insurance, and

exchange and so on, I remember he referred to these things. But if it were found

that the Admiralty had paid it—I think he put that in the conversation—r-I would not

say from his language that they had definitely found out that the Admiralty had paid

it—but if they found out that the Admiralty was paying this extra for exchange and

so on—I remember he mentioned something about having to handle it at Liverpool,

or whatever the port was—that they would remove it, they would wipe out the one

pound sterling that had been added.

Mr. DewART : They would wipe it out ?

Sir Sam Hughes : If they found it had been done they would wipe it out.

Mr. Dewart : Do you make that statement in view of the equivocation of Lewis

in reference to this account?

Sir Sam Hughes : I never heard of Lewis' statement, and I don't think he would
equivocate, I think it is a piece of impertinence on your part behind his back to say

that. I think it is piece of imi)ertinence on a lawyer's part to take advantage of a man
behind his back,

Mr. Dewart : I am not asking you for your opinion about my conduct.

Sir Sam Hughes: I think it is contemptible and you should be stopped from
talking about Lewis equivocating.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is desirable that this interchange should cease,

Mr, Dewart: There can hardly be a mistake in your mind about that, as to

whether it had been wiped off or would be wiped off, because I find in Hansard, at the

top of page 4053, you again refer to this matter, and you said in the House:

—

" We are informed on good authority that on finding all expenses were paid

by the Admiralty, Mr. Searles withdrew the charge of $5."

Was it " would withdraw " or " did withdraw " ?

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know what hour of the day or hour of the night it

was to be done, or was done, or what month or what day, but I know there was an
intention on their part to do it. I did not go into the details of the thing at all; it

was a casual remark and that was a casual explanation of it.

Mr. Dewart: Have you gone into this matter, or are you in a position to say

from a consideration of the proof and testimony in this case, whether you should not

investigate the fact whether there was a rake-off of $5 per thousand or not ?

Sir Sam Hughes: Have I what?

Mr. Dewart: Have you gone into the evidence sufficiently?

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not intend going into the evidence. "We sold the ammuni-
tion to the "Vickers concern. We got our money and I don't care whether they sold it

for $25 or $55 or $125; that is none of my business, and I do not know that the

Dominion of Canada has any right to interfere. The British Government is usually

capable of looking after itself. It is the business of the Admiralty, and not ours.

Mr. Dewart : If it appears that either the Dominion of Canada or the Admiralty
lost $5 per thousand on this ammunition, through the intervention of Allison and Sir

Trevor Dawson and Lewis, will you take pains to see whether the money should come
>back to the Dominion, or will you not?

Sir Sam Hughes: Do you say: "if the Admiralty lost"?
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Mr. Henderson : Is that a fair question ?

Sir Sam Hughes: It is a piece of impertinence to ask such a question. What
have I to do with the Admiralty?

Sir Charles Davidson: It is desirable to confine the questions to matters of fact.

Sir Sam Hughes: If I find that my department did anything wrong

Mr. Hutoheson : There is no evidence as alleged by Mr. Dewart.

Mr. Dewart (to Sir Sam Hughes) : Look at page 2 of the return here, where you
will see a rather lengthy memorandum without a signature; I presume that is your

memorandum ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Pardon me—I may say in that regard, that if I find any man is

taking advantage of his position in my department to extort money from any one, or to

swindle—to take money or to extort graft—to take money he is not entitled to, he will

hear of it. That is why I am after some motor trucks gentlemen

Sir OwAitLES Davidson : That is not in evidence.

Sir Sam Hughes: With your permission, sir, I would like to be examined on the

motor truck business.

Mr. Dewart: Perhaps there are some other matters that may be referred to His
Lordship yet.

Sir Charles Davidson : My patience has been somewhat tried to-day.

Mr. Dewart : On page 2 of the Parliamentary Eeturn there is a long memorandum

unsigned. I would like to have the opinion of the minister that it is his memorandum.

Sir Sam Hughes : That appears to be mine.

Mr. Dewart : Can you recollect the date that you made that ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I cannot.

Mr. Dewart: How long was it before May 2nd, the date of this return?

Sir Sam Hughes: Is there no date on it?

Mr. Dewart: Apparently the return was made on the 1st of May. There is no

date on it. It is headed : "Memorandum regarding Canadian Rifles, Mark II and III

and Ammunition Marks VI and VII."

Sir Sam Hughes: That was made a short time before the return was brought down
in the House.

Mr. Dewart : The motion was made by Mr. Macdonald of Pictou to the House on

the morning of the 6th of April, or the night of the 5th of April, and the return was

made on the first of May, so that I take it that report was made for the purposes of

that return.

Sir Sam Hughes : Possibly, I would not say.

Mr. Dewart : I notice at page 1 of this report, paragraph 4, you say :

—

"For many years prior to 1913, the Canadian-made ammunition was found

defective. In rifle matches, blow-backs, explosions, detonations, etc., were of

common occurrence, and men have been blinded, maimed and burned, but, owing

to various causes, no change was made for the better."

Is there any record in yo\ir Department of men being blinded, maimed or burned?

Sir Sam Hughes : We have paid indemnities for men injured.

Sir Charles Davidson: Has this any bearing on the present question?

Mr. Dewart : Yes, as to the quality of the ammunition. I am asking the Min-

ister to explain these defects and the accidents that have taken place.

Sir Charles Davidson : You have tlie report of Barlow.

Mr. Dewart,- But this goes a great deal further.
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Sir Charles Davidson : Suppose it does.

Mr. Dewart: Have you any records, Sir Sam?

Sir Sam. Hughes : We have records where the Department paid indemnities for

men—I do not know whether they have been killed or not—but where they certainly

have been burned and maimed. •

Mr. Dewart: There were thousands of blow-backs at Valcartier.

Sir Sam Hughes: That is in Barlow's report, tens of thousands of them.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Dewart, where do you find that statement?

Mr. Dewart : At page 4 of this memorandum, the last line of paragraph 4.

Sir Sam Hughes: The Barlow report condemned millions of them for that very

reason.

Mr. Dewart: At the top of page 6 of this memorandum, referring to defective

ammunition, I will read the first sentence:

—

"The Canadian Treasury has received $20 for every thousand rounda

thereof. There are no records available to show what became of it, further

than that it was regularly ordered and shipped to Vickers, one of the most

reputable firms in the world. The assurance was given that not one cent was
paid of commission by the firm to anyone, and no profit was made on it."

Who gave you that assurance?

Sir Sam Hughes: I had asked the Vickers firm incidentally in England if they

had paid commission, and they said: No.

Mr. Dewart: Who gave you that information?.

Sir Sam Hughes : A member of the Vickers firm. When I returned to Canada
I asked Allison, and he said that not one cent had been paid in commission; he said

he had nothing to do with it. It was none of my business whether he got a commis-
sion from Vickers or not. We got $20 a thousand.

Mr. Dewart: You think it was none of, our business?

Sir Sam Hughes: It was none of our business what commission Vickers paid.

Mr. Dewart: Who gave you the assurance that not one cent of commission to

Allison was paid by anyone?

Sir Sam Hughes: I tell you that Allison and a member of the Vickers firm gave

the assurance.

Mr. Dewart: I trust that you realize the difference in the dates so far as this

matter is concerned. Sir Sam. On the first of May this return was made to thej

House, and I presume you had cognizance of the return, had you ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I wrote that memorandum of my own. That is all I ever saw
of it. I never read the return.

Mr. Dewart : You did not look it over ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Never saw it.

Mr. Dewart: On the 13th of May, this Commission sat in the morning.

Sir Sam Huhghes : I am not disputing that.

Mr. Dewart: I tell you that the records show that on the 13th of May in the

afternoon a motion was made by Mr. McKenzie in the House, when you spoke on
that motion.

Sir Sam Hughes: I accept your statement.

Mr. Dewart: The records show that on the 25th of May, Mr. F. Orr-Lewis and
Colonel Allison were examined. Mr. F. Orr-Lewis was examined at the Museum,
and Colonel Allison—I think you were there a little later—was examined in the

evening at the Chateau Laurier.
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Sir Sam Hughes : I don't remember it at all. I was not there.

Mr. Dewart : I saw you there afterwards.

Sir Sam Hughes : You saw me where?

Mr. Dewart : At the Chat^u Laurier.

Sir Sam Hughes : I may have been in the bar.

Mr. Dewart: No, there is no canteen there.

Sir Charles Davidson : This is mere persiflage.

Sir Sam Hughes: What is the reference to your seeing me in the Hotel? I did

not know the Commission sat in the Hotel? I did not know anything about it. I was
there attending to my own business. I did not know the Commission was sitting there.

Mr. Dewart : You did not hear the statement made by Colonel Allison to Mr. F.

Orr-Lewis, after the rising of the Commission, in which the statement was made that
telegraphing or cabling to the Admiralty would not do them any good?

Mr. Henderson: Is that a proper question?

Sir Sam Hughes: I never heard that; was that given in evidence?

Sir Charles Davidson : How could this be reachable at all, as a matter of correct

testimony ?

Mr. Dewart : May I put it this way—had you any discussion as to cabling to the

Admiralty ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I never heard of it, I never knew a cable had been sent.

Mr. Dewart : You have not cabled to the Admiralty ?

Sir Sam Hughes: Not one word; did you say that was given in evidence?

• Mr. Dewart : That was after the Commission rose.

Sir Sam Hughes : Mere street gossip or bar-room gossip.

Mr Henderson : In view of the fact that the suggestion is that such a remark

was made, I think it proper I should say that I was present. I recollect the conversa-

tion between the witness and Colonel Allison that night, and no such thing was ever

mentioned.

Sir Sam Hughes: Was there any reference made to it at the inquiry; I have no

recollection of it at all.

Mr. Henderson : There was no reference to it at the inquiry. It is the product of

the fevered imagination of my Icanied friend.

Mr. Dewart : If my learned friend will allow me

Sir Charles Davidson : Let the matter drop, the initial question was not in order.

Mr. Dewart : I will let it drop for the present. (To Sir Sam Hughes) : Then, I

cannot get any light from you at all on the letters between F. Orr-Lewis and the Bank
of Montreal, that were put in evidence at the last sitting of the Commission; you have

not considered them?

Sir Sam. Hughes : There is that '' you have not " again.

Mr. Dewart: Well, have you considered the evidence about them?

Sir Sam. Hughes: I have not considered it; I have never even read it, I do not

know the first thing about it.

Mr. Dewart : You do not know what the effect of these letters is ?

Sir Sa:m IFugiies : Don't say "yoi^i do not know". Ask me if I do know, and then

tell me what the letters are.

Mr. Dewart: The letters in reference to the bank account of F. Orr-Lewis, in

Trust, produced at the last sitting of the Commission.

Sir Sam Hughes : I never heard of them and know nothing about it. What letters

are there. Are they concerning me?
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Mr. Dewart: I refer to letters that passed between Lewis and the Bank of

Montreal.

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know anything about time, and had nothing to do

with them. That does not concern my department a particle. I nev?r roarl a line of

the evidence.

Mr. Dewart : I am beginning to realize that.

Sir Sam Hughes : I never read a report of my own speeches,

Mr. Dewart : There is an obvious observation I would like to nuikc to that state-

ment; I claim the protection of the Court.

Sir Charles Davidson: Please proceed to the next question; I have an ide-i of

what your obvious observation would be.
'

Mr. Dewart : Are you aware that there is a profit of $15,000 upon these first three

orders held in F. Orr Lewis' trust account in Ithe Bank of Montreal, New York?

Sir Sam Hughes : I know nothing about it. If there is, I can assure you that it

does not concern the Department of Militia and Defence for Canada.

Mr. Dewart : You do not know whether anyone has been pilfering in this respect

c(r not?

Sir Sam Hughes: I know that there is no pilfering so far as the Dominion

of Canada is concerned, and that is all that concerns us.

Mr. Dewart : You do not know if Allison has been pilfering ?

Sib Sam Hughes : I do not know anything more about him any more than I do

about you. I trust him so far as I trust anyone else. I do not see where he had much
of a chance to pilfer; this is a small thing.

Mr. Dewart: I think that is all I desire to ask for the present. I thought th»t

perhaps I might get light on these documents, but as General Hughes has not done us

the honour to give us any light, I do not think I can hope for any.

Sir Charles Davidson (to Mr. Henderson) : Do you desire to put any questions?

Mr. Henderson : Not at present.

Sir Sam Hughes: Your lordship, I just want to point this out in connection with
the ammunition, that the Quartermaster-General has absolute authority to sell the

whole thing without any reference to me, whatever, but out of courtesy, and it involv-

ing a considerable amount, he spoke to me and asked me about it, and got my initials.

As the Quartermaster-General said, the regulations state that you require some higher

authority. He was in doubt whether the higher authority meant a reference to the

District Ofiicer Commanding or to him, and he came to me. I asked him was it all

right and he said "Everything is all right," and I never thought a particle about it

from that day to this.

Mr. Dewart: In view of that statement, may I ask Sir Sam Hughes one further

question: Can you point to anything justifying the Quartermaster-General, by virtue

of Order in Council or any other regulations, selling quantities of ammunition like

that outside of Canada and not for Canadian purposes?

Sir Sam Hughes : There are regulations.

Mr. Dewart : Point your finger to one.

Sir Sam Hughes : He sells this anywhere he likes. It makes no difference whether
he sells it in Canada or not.

Mr. Dewart : Where is the regulation ?

Sir Sam Hughes: The Quartermaster-General produced it here.

Mr. Dewart : Not yet. „
Sir SAif Hughes : I understand he produced it.

Mr. Dewart : Very well.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any questions, IMr. ITutche-on?

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Mr. Hutcheson: Yery few.

Mr. Hutcheson (to Sir Sara Hughes) : On that last point—are these regulations,

touching the need of an (Order in Council, supposed to be exhaustive?

Sir Charles Davidson: Where are the regulations to that effect?

Sir Sam Hughes: General Macdonald gave the instructions, I think.

Sir Charles Davidson: Where are the regulations which adjudge no need of an
Order in Council?

Sir Sam Hughes: They are put in by Colonel Macdonald.

Sir Charles Davidson: Which one?

Sir Sam Hughes: There is no need of an Order in Council for anything that is

destroyed. Reference is made here to ammunition that was obsolete. I understand

they get an Order in Council for that. That is a different thing entirely from defective

ammunition. This was defective stuff; stuff that was condemned. The obsolete stuff

may be good ammunition. When we changed from the Enfields to the Martini, the

old Snider rifles were sold at a dollar apiece or some trifling sum, all over the country.

There was no need for keeping that old ammunition in store. I am speaking of

previous Governments now. That ammunition was sold at a nominal price for the

use of the farmers and the huntsmen who bought these rifles. They were good rifles

and it was good ammunition. So, when the Martini was given up for the Lee-Enfield,

the same thing occurred. The Martinis were disposed of or sold. There was no use

taking up storeroom for them. It was not the rifle with which the troops were armed,

and as I understand the Martini rifles were sold, and the ammunition was disposed of

here and there throughout the country to jobbers. When the Lee-Enfield was discarded

and the new Ross rifle was taken into service, the proposition was made to sell the"

Lee-Enfield. I happened to be the Minister then, and I thought it well to hold them,

as they might be used for some Imperial purposes. And the New Zealand Government
purchased these at a nominal figure. These rifles Were not condemned; the ammuni-
tion for the Lee-Enfield was not condemned; it was obsolete. The ammunition of the

Martini was not condemned; it was obsolete. Therefore, that was sold by Order in

Council, But this ammunition, having been condemned by a board, an Imperial

Board at that, so that there was no question about anything Canadian in connection

with it, we had the best men we could get from England to do it—this ammunition
was condemned as being defective, and being defective General Macdonald had full

authority to dispose of it.

Mr. Hutcheson: I understand the meaning of your answer to be that in the

case of defective ordnance, quite aside from any question of regulations, it has never

been the custom or practice to have an Order in Council for its disposal.

Sir Sam Hughes : No. The board pronounces on it, and it can be sold by higher

authority. The District Officer Commanding can do it. If, for examijle. Colonel

Hemming, in this district, has stores to be disposed of, I am informed that he could

call for public tenders, or get an offer, and by reference to the higher authority which
is understood to be General Macdonald, he could dispose of it. The General's explan-

ation to me, as I remember it, as to why he referred this matter to me, is this : I said,

" Why do you bother me about it ?" He said :
" To comply with the regulation it

must be referred to higher authority," and as I was the authority higher than he, he
thought it necessary to get my initials on the matter. That is all there is to it.

Mr. Hjutcheson: In your memorandum, in which you made application for an
Order in Council, covering the sale of some five million rounds of ammunition, refer-

ence is made to an application by Vickers Limited?

Sir Sam Hughes: Yes.

Mr, Hutcheson: Would that application of necessity be in writing?

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Sir Sam Hughes: No, the application does not need to be in writing. I never

gave it one second's thought. The General spoke to me about this application and

said that the Vickers wanted it, and I thought it had reference to this machine gun

business, and I said : " All right, prepare your Order in Council and rush it away."

Mr. HuTCHESON : Supposing the application were made verbally by Colonel Alli-

son, or by any person, would you not have it acted upon without the necessity of any

written application?

Sir Sam Hughes: I should imagine so; I never bother about these details in the

department. As long as the money goes to the credit of the Keceiver-General, I think

that is all that we are concerned about,

Mr. HuTCHESON : At the time when you made you speech, which has been referred

to by Mr. Dewart in cross-examination, and at the time when you gave your evidence,

Lad any person suggested to you that any other person or firm than Vickers, Limited,

was the purchaser of this ammunition?

Sir Sam Hughes: No, I never heard of anything of the kind.

Mr. Hutcheson: You never heard of anything different.

Sir Sam Hughes : I do not know yet.

Mr. Hutcheson : You do not know anything different yet ?

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not know anything different yet.

Mr. Hutcheson: Is any agent of Vickers, Limited, an agent of the Dominion
Government, or of the Militia Department in any way?

Sir Sam Hughes: None whatever, and I would like to point out here in refer-

ence to Allison : Allison was never in any shape or form, or manner, an agent of

the Dominion Government or of the Militia Department.

Mr. Hutcheson : You anticipate my question.

Sir Sam Hughes: Except that early in the war I asked him to make arrange-

ments to get some contraband stuff over. At the time, we did not know what the

neutrality regulations were. I asked him then, as my representative, to do this.

He was then my representative.

Mr. Hutcheson: Your personal representative?

Sir Sam Hughes: My personal representative for the Militia Department. I

asked him officially to do it, and he accepted, and he did so, and he consented anf*

succeeded to a certain extent, and he has got nothing but abuse for it. The next

time I asked him to interfere was to purchase the material for the British Government,

and he saved them thousands and thousands of dollars on this. Then, when I was

requested by the British Government to obtain great quantities of various supplies, I

asked him then if he—I could not attend to this thing, I had my own business to

attend to—I asked him if he would attend to this, buying clothing, horses, saddlery,

blankets, and all that kind of thing. I said to them that I had not time to attend to it,

and I asked him : "Will you undertake the headship of a committee." I remember sug-

gesting General Drain of Washington, a inost estimable gentleman, with him, and two

or three other gentlemen, who would form this committee, with various responsible

officers throughout this country as supervisors. I asked Allison if he would accept

the headship of this committee, because I knew he was a very honourable and a very

capable business man. If my memoiy serves me, L cabled to England suggesting this,

and that the mode of remuneration would have to be determined by the War Office,

whether it would be a straight salary or small commission for the lot of them, half

per cent, one per cent one and a half per cent, I think those are the figures I named.
I also communicated the idea to my colleagues in the Cabinet, to the Prime Minister,

but I only suggested the formation of the committee that I was thinking of to the

Prime Minister. When I went to Valcartier, I had the idea of putting Allison and
Drain at the top. When I came back the following week, the Prime Minister, acting

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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on my suggestion, had appointed a sub-committee of Council, whicli, of course,

rendered the other committee ineffective. Then and only then was Allison acting as

my officer or as an officer for the department. I spoke to him on later matters, such

as fuses and other things, as a broker, and asked him, as I asked -dozens of others, to

cut the prices on these commodities to the lowest possible limit, and to get out the

quantities with the greatest expedition.

Mr. Hutcheson: If it should transpire in evidence in this case, that any profit

was made or was contemplated being made by Allison, or Orr-Lewis, or any middle-
man—I do not say it has so transpired in evidence, but if it should transpire—do you
know of any reason why the Militia Department or the Dominion Cabinet should be
held accountable in any way for that?

Sir Sam Hughes: It is none of my business. There has been no profit made, so

far as the Militia Department is concerned. "We sold to Vickers, Limited, or to others

acting for Vickers, and they needed the ammunition, and so far as I am concerned
we sold it at $20 a thousand, and we paid no commission.

Mr. Hutcheson : And you believe that the purchaser was Vickers ?

Sir Sam Hughes : Wby certainly, I have no evidence to the contrary. Mark you,
I do not care whether Vickers resold it at $100 a thousand, or more, that is none of my
business. The British Government are capable of looking after their own business;

that is not our concern in the Militia Department.

Mr. Hutcheson: So far as I am personally concerned, I join with my learned

friend, Mr. Dewart, in suggesting that it would be desirable, unless there is some
reason against it, that the name of this representative of the Vickers firm should be

disclosed.

Sir Sam Hughes: I do not think it makes any difference. Everyone knows to

whom I refer, and I am not going to put the name of this gentleman before the

public without any reason whatever.

Mr. Hutcheson : You still prefer not to mention it ?

Sir Sam Hughes : I still will not do it. It is not necessary to do so, and it does

not concern the case at all. Everybody knows to whom I refer.

Mr. Hutcheson : Thank you. General Hughes, that is all I have to ask .

Sir Charles Davidson: My impression is that the name may be pientioned,

because it does appear in the correspondence.

Sir Sam Hughes: Does it appear in the correspondence?

Sir Charles DAvrosoN : It does.

Sir Sam Hughes: If it does, I have no objection to it appearing. The only

thing is that I do not want anybody's name drawn into a petty little rotten thing

like this without necessity.

Mr. Henderson: It is in the correspondence—^he means Sir Trevor Dawson.

Sir Sam Hughes : I do. If the name is in there is no objection to mentioning it.

Sir Charles Davidson: I call your attention to the fact that the name is men-

tioned in one of the letters.

Sir Sam Hughes: If the name is in I have no reason for withholding it, but I

don't want to draw in a man's name without necessity.

[Major General Sir Sam Hughes.]
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Sir Charles Damdson: At pages 19 and 20 of the printed evidence you will find

this letter:

—

September 8, 1915.

Confidential.

General D. A. Macdonald,
.Quartermaster General,

Ottawa, Canada.

My Dear General,—Referring to my arrangement with you some time ago

for the purchase of 236,000 -303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson, I

have just received a cable requesting me to have these shipped to C. A. Searles,

Vickers House, Broadway, Westminster, London, at the earliest possible moment.
I have cabled asking authority to pay you from their accounts here for the

above cartridges. Therefore, kindly send me your bill and I will see that it is

paid.

Faithfully yours,

J. Wesley Allison.

Sir Sam Hughes: If the name has been published I have no objection to men-
tioning it. I told Mr. Dewart that if he would tell me that the name had been already

brought out I would have no objection.

Sir Charles Davidson : My impression is that there is no reason for not men-
tioning the name.

Sir Sam Hughes: None whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson: It appears to me there is no reason why you should not

frankly state who this person was, with whom you had a conversation in New York
and in England.

Sir Sam Hughes : There is no objection in the world, so far as the facts are con-

cerned, but I do detest bringing a man's name into a thing like this.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is b2st that you should state it.

Mr. Hutcheson: May I ask if you are aware that Sir Trevor Dawson's initials

are "A. T. Dawson."

Sir Sam Hughes : No, I only know him by the name of Sir Trevor Dawson.

Mr. Hutcheson: Then the person whom you had in your mind when you were

giving your replies to Mr. Dewart on his cross-examination was Sir Trevor Dawson,
except where you especially stated that it was Searles?

Mr. Henderson : The witness never stated that it was Searles..

Mr. Hutcheson : Someone whom you thought was Searles.

Mr. Henderson: In his statement before the House, he said he thought it was
Searles, and in his present evidence he says there were a number of people there, and
he could not identify them.

Sir Sam Hughes : I had a conversation with this official ; I cannot tell the gentle-

man's name at all, and he knew of the business and he said that he understood that

was the way it was done, and he would look into the matter. It was a mere casual

conversation, and I did not pay a bit of attention to it.

Mr. Hutcheson : That is all I have to ask.

Sir Sam Hughes: Your lordship, we had a very pleasant time to-day, but I hoi)e

you will observe that there was no justification for the assertions made by Mr. Dewart,
and that the scrapping was not begun by me.

Mr. Dewart : I thought one fish-wife in the case was enough, and I left the whole
job to you.

Sir Sam Hughes : That was nice of you.

This concluded the examination of Sir Sam Hughes.
[Major General Sir Sam Hugbes.]
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Mr. Dewart : At page 21 of the return, in going over the return, I see that there
are two items that I have omitted. They relate to the second order, being for the
balance of the first 986,300 rounds, and I desire to have that read into the record. I
will read them:

—

C. 1718.

MoRRiSBURG, Ont.^ Oct. 8, 1915.

Copy of Telegram.

General D. A. Macdonald,

Quartermaster-General,

Ottawa, Ont.

Telegram fourteenth received ship seven hundred fifty thousand three hun-
dred and ten stop three hundred and three mark six to same address as others
Vickers House mail account to me here.

J. W. ALLISON.
14th October, 1915.

Colonel Allison^

Manhattan Hotel,

New York City.

Ammunition twenty dollars per thousand boxes extra average one dollar

forty-seven cents each.

GENERAL MACDONALD.

I wish to have copied into the evidence, pages 22, 23, 24 and 27 of the Parlia-

mentary return:

C. 1718.

Cash Debit Voucher.

Issue Voucher No. B. 176.

Date: 29-10-1915.

Vickers, London.

Consigned to Mr. Searles,

M/337/1915-16.

Montreal, P.Q., 13th Nov., 1915.

Description of Article.

Number
or

(.Quantity.

Remarks.

Cartridges, S.W. Ball, 303", cordite,

Mk. VI, 1912.

Boxes, A.S.A. 1,000 rds. 303" in

charges

750,300 $20 per 1,000. Full.

499 1-50 748-50

103 1-44 148-32

15902.82

Shipped to London via SS.
Kentigarn, on 29-10-191.'5 in

accordance with P. 0. 0.
instructions on telegram No.
60 dt.

No. 1 O.S. Land Mk. XI

Total . 19-10-1915.

W. F. C. Sullivan, Lt.-Col. CO.,

Senior Ordnance Officer^ M.D. No. .4 D-

C. 1718.
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Cash Debit Voucher.

Issue Voucher No. B/105.

Date: 1^-9-15.

Mr. C. A. Searles, Vickers, Ltd.,

London, England.

M/185/139/15.
Montreal, 21-9-15.

Desctiption
of

Article.

Number
or

Quantity.
Remarks.

27

Cartridges, S.A. Ball, 302' Mk. VI., 1912.

(Ringed).
Boxes, A.S. A.., Mk. XV

236,000

198

13

$20.00 Full.

1.44

On payment.

. 4720-00

285-12

1. A.S. A., 1,0«»0 rda., 303 in charges No. 1. 19-50

5024-62

D. of C .& E.

Usual price to be charged.

30-9-15. Sgd. D. A. M.
E. Tellier, Ma.ior C.O.C.,

for Senior Ordnance Officer,

M. D. No. 4 D.A.

(On Command).

Issue Voucher No. D. 132.

Date: Nov. 26th, 1915.

Mr. A. E. Searles.

c/o Vickers, Limited,

London, England.

I.O. /656.1. Q. 546.

dt. 17/11/15 15-16.

Description of Article.
Number

or Quantity.
- -

Section 27—
Boxes, A.S.A. G.S. land Mk. XI
Cases, wood, packing.
Cartridges, S.A. Ball .303 Mk. VI

1,226
592

1,999,800

$ cts.

2 27
15

20 00
(per M.)

$ cts.

2,783 02
88 80

39,996 00

Total • 42,867 82

12-1-16.

1906...
1907 . .

.

$ 19,118 00
: 880 00

Total 19,998 00

""
Col.

P. 0. 0.

J. A. Mo(RiN, Lt.-Col.,

Senior Ordnance Officer M.D. No. 6th Div
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Q.M.G.

An application for an additional million rounds of Mark VI ammunition
has been received from Colonel Allison on behalf of the Vickers Company.

Ammunition to this amount is available at Quebec. It is part of this

which is under suspicion. Should this issue be made at same price as the last

two issues, please?

J. F. MACDONALD,
Lt.-Col; P.0.0.

Ottawa, 11-11-15.

O. K
S.H.

Spoke Q.M..G., said that Colonel Allison wanted 2 millions. Told to

increase to that amount.
J. F. M.

I read that last correspondence on page 27 of the evidence because it is the only

document that fixes Colonel Macdonald's knowledge of the transaction here, and I

think it has not been read into the record.

At this point, I wish to ask Colonel Macdonald a question. '

Colonel J. Fraser Macdonald, already examined, recalled:

By Mr. Dewart, K.C.:

Q. Is there any written record of an application by Colonel Allison for the

increase from one million rounds to two million rounds?—A. No, none that I know
of. There was no writtent request for the increase from one to two million rounds. I

think that there was verbal application for the increase to two million rounds.

Q. The question I ask is, whether there was any written request from Colonel

Allison, or whether there is any document on the file to show application to increase

the second order, from one million to two million rounds; whether there is anything

in writing to show that, or whether it is simply a verbal application to General
Macdonald on which the Department acted. Your lordship will see that the telegram

on the next page is later in December, and that relates to a matter as to which there

was no shipment made, owing to the Order in Council being refused. The one on
December 18th refers to the order that did not go through. I want to know whether

there was any application for that additional two million rounds in writing?—A. I

do not know of any.

Mr. Dewart: I thought it odd, my lord, because I cannot find any application

for that additional one million in writing, and Colonel Macdonald explains that by
saying it was a verbal application to the General.

Sir Charles Davidson: That is a memo which says that an application for the

additional million rounds has been received from Colonel Allison on behalf of the

Vickers Company? . %

Mr. Dewart: That is increased to two million rounds, and I want to know
whether the extra million was asked for in writing, and Colonel Macdonald says it

was verbal.

Sir Charles Davidson: Is there anything further to be put in evidence this

afternoon ?

Mr. Dewart : I think not. I want General Macdonald in the morning, and I will

be very short with him.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mr. Smith, have you any submission to make?

Mr. Smith: Not this afternoon, my lord.

Mr. Dewart: Mr. Brown, the Director of Contracts, is here, and I have a few

questions to ask him.
[Colonel J. Fraser Macdonald]
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Harry W. Brown, Director of Contracts, already sworn.

By Mr. Dewari, K.C.:

Q. It has been sworn here that you have to do with the fixing of prices for mat-

ters, such as this Mark VI ammunition that was sold—had you anything to do with

fixing the price at which this ammunition was sold?

Sir Charles Davidson : What page of the evidence have you reference to ?

Mr. Dewart: Page 61. Colonel Macdonald says there:

—

Q- Have you anything to do with fixing the prices at which this is to be

sold?—A. No.

Q. You merely carry out instructions. Who does fix the prices?—A. The
prices, as a rule, are fixed between the Dominion Arsenal and the Director of

Contracts. They fix the prices between them. It is based on the cost.

With reference to this Mark VI, regarding which we find that Colonel J. Wesley

Allison was negotiating, and which found its way to Vickers House, did you have

anything to do with fixing the price of it?—A. No.

Q. Were you consulted about it?—A. No. I hardly agree with what Colonel

Macdonald says there. What I mean is, that in case of the sale of condemned, or

defective, or obsolete stores, I should not say it was at all the usual thing for the

Quartermaster General to refer to the Director of Contracts as to the fixing of prices.

Q. But in the case of defective ammunition that was under suspicion since the

1st of August, 1914, or the fourth of August, 1914, would you be consulted?—A. As
I understand it, it is not a question ofi routine at all. Defective or obsolete ammuni-
tion is very rarely sold, as I understand it. I do not remember ever since I have

been there that such a matter has been referred to the Director of Contracts.

Q. How long have you been there?—A. I have been there thirteen years.

Q. You would have absolutely nothing to do with this?—A. Absolutely nothing.

Q. Your name was mentioned and I wanted to know if you had any negotiations

with Colonel Allison with reference to this matter?—A. Absolutely nothing, I knew
nothing of the sale until long after it had occurred.

Sir Charles Davidson : Have you anything to do with the fixing of the price as

regards the sales of effective ammunition?

Mr. Brown : No, sir. This Mark VI ammunition, and practically all ammunition
that has been used by the Department prior to the outbreak of the war, was made by

the Dominion Arsenal, which is a Government factory, under the control and super-

vision of the Master General of the Ordnance, and the prices in that case would

be fixed or ascertained by the superintendent in the arsenal, of course. He knows
the factory costs and so on. Since the outbreak of the war we have bought ammuni-
tion from o||her factories, and I think the orders were given from the contract branch

in that case, but that has no reference to this matter at all.

Sir Charles Davidson; Suppose Mark VII ammunition was to be sold to rifle

associations or other parties, would you expect to be consulted as to the price ?

Mr. Brown : No, sir.

Sir Charles Davidson: Mark VII, it being remembered, is an effective cartridge.

Mr. Brown : No, sir, I should not. It might be so; the Quartermaster-General

might refer to me but not in the ordinary course. '

The witness retired.

(The Commission then adjourned until to-morrow morning, Wednesday, June 21,

at ten o'clock.)
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Ottawa, "Wednesday, June 21, 1916.

The Commission met this morning.

Present :

The HONOURABLE SIR CHARLES DAVIDSON, Knight.

ommissioner.

Mr. James A. Hutcheson, K.C, Counsel^ to aid and assist the Commissioner in

the Inquiry.

Mr. Hartley H. Dewart, K.C., Counsel for the Liberal party.

Mr. R. C. Smith, K.C, Counsel for Vichers, Limited.

Mr. John I'raser, I.S.O., Auditor General.

Mr. Thomas P. Owens, Clerk of the Commission.

General D. A. Macdonald, already sworn, recalled

:

By Mr. Dewart, K.C:

Q. General Macdonald, I see that you were examined in this matter by Captain
Thompson, K.C, on the 13th of May last, you remember the circumstance?—A. Yes.

Q. At that time you said that you had no definite or clear recollection of what
passed between Colonel Allison and yourself, at your first meeting, except that he had
come to you from the Minister, that is the way you put it, in connection with obtain-

ing some of this ammunition. ' That will be found at page 9 of the printed evidence.

Have you refreshed your memory at all so as to speak more accurately with reference

to your first conversation with Colonel Allison about the purchase of the ammunition?

General Macdonald: I have striven to try and recollect whether I could remem-
ber anything more than I stated there, but really that is just as I remember it now.

I cannot give any impression as to anything definite that passed between him and me
at the time. I do not think we had much of a conversation. My recollection is that

he was with me but a few minutes, and that I had really no conversation with him
about it.
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Mr. Dewart: These conversations with the Militia Department appear to take

up very little time.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is that? '

Mr, Dewart : Sir Sam told us yesterday that one conversation took only a quar-

ter of a minute, and another half a minute.

Sir Charles Davidson: Oh, well.

Mr. Dewart : Was your conversation with Allison as short as the conversation

that General Sir Sam told us of yesterday?

General Macdonald: I do not think it was as short as that, but it was not long,

because my recollection is that I sent for the Director of Clothing, Colonel Macdonald,

and told him what was wanted, and gave him the authority for the issuing. That is

all I can remember.

By Mr. Dewm, K.C.:

"Q. That is all you can recollect?—A. Yes, really, that is about as I remember it.

Q. Then, having regard to that, can you quite explain what Mr. Allison said in

his letter of the 8th Sciptember, which is to be found on page 9 of the evidence, and

which Captain Thompson read to you :

—

General D. A. Macdonald,

Quartermaster General.

Ottawa, Canada.

My Dear General,—Referring to my arangements with you some time ago

for the purchase of 236,000 -303 Mark VI cartridges for Sir Trevor Dawson, I

have just received a cable requesting me to have these shipped to :

—

G. A. SEARLES,
"

- Vickers House, _
Broadway,

Westminster, London.

J. W. ALLISOK

This letter says :
" Referring to my arrangements with you some time ago "—can

you cast your memory back and recollect what arrangements had been made by Mr.
Allison with you?—A. I cannot conceive of anything except that he was to get the

ammunition and that perhaps we were waiting' for direction as to the shipping. I can-

not conceive of anything else, because there was no arrangement, as far as I remember.
He may have had reference to instructions to follow as to shipping, or something of

that kind, and perhaps paying, but I do not know.

Q. No, it cannot be that, because he refers here to arrangements for the purchase?
—A. That would be part of the purchase, I suppose, the shipping.

Q. Please do not suppose, try and give me your most correct recollection. I do not

wish to press you too far, but here is a definite statement made by a man regarding

whom we have Sir Sam Hughes' assurance yesterday that his word is better than my
own oath, and, therefore, I desire to know to what this refers. He says :

" Referring

to my arrangements with you "—that is you. General Macdonald—" some time ago for

the purchase of 236,000 rounds."—A. I have not the smallest recollection, nor have I

the smallest understanding of what he meant. There was no arrangement that I can
remember of.

Q. Then would you say that there had been no arrangement previously made by

you with Mr. Allison?—A. Oh, well, when he came to see me about the ammunition;
there is no doubt he was told he would get the ammunition, there is no doubt about

that.

[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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Q. Pardon me, this letter is addressed to you in the most affectionate terms " My
Dear General," and it says :

"' Eeferring to my arrangements with you some time ago

for the purchase of 236,000 -303 Mark VI cartridges, etc.," what I am anxious to ask

you is: was there, or was there not, such an arrangement between Allison and yovir-

self as would be indicated by that phrase in his letter of September 8?—A. I can

remember of nothing specially.

Q. Sir Sam was good enough to say in his evidence, at page 3 of the printed evi-

dence, that when a member of the Vickers firm, who turned out to be Sir Trevor Daw-
son, spoke to him about this matter, he said:

—

I said I knew nothing about that, that it was in the Quartermaster General's

Department, and that if they would have their Canadian agent see the Quarter-

master General he would make any arrangement necessary as the disposition of

all defective stores was in his hands entirely.

I call your attention to that last phrase " the disposition of all defective stores was
in his hands entirely." What do you say as to that; is that correct?—A. Well, the

disposal of defective stores, or condemned stores, would naturally come under my
supervision and disposal.

Q. You would hardly feel that at the time in question, the fall of 1915, that the

disposal of the Mark VI ammunition, which at that time was not to be destroyed, was
under your personal disposal?—A. Which was not to be destroyed?

Q. Yes, you remember General Gwatkin's memo " Not to be destroyed unless fur-

ther ordered." It was being held ?—A. Well, I will tell you, that is a matter of opinion

you see, as to General Gwatkin's opinion, as to what should be destroyed or not

destroyed. In fact, he has nothing to do with that part of it. But we were instructed

to keep a minimum quantity of ammunition, good, bad, and indifferent, on hand.

When the three million rounds were sold to Allison, we were far beyond the minimum
amount of ammunition, and the inferior ammunition had been replaced by the superior

ammunition, Mark VII.

Q. Quite so, but what I ask you is this: when the application was made for

two million rounds of the ammunition, first in November, and second, in December,

1915, did you feel you had authority to dispose of that, without some other authority

passing upon it?—A. Yes, certainly, except the authority to sell, which I got.

Q. Which you got from whom?—A. From the Minister.

Q. And with the Minister's authority you felt you were at liberty to sell?—A.

Yes.

Q. You felt you had to have that?—A. Well, I got it anyway.

Q. Did you notice that little phrase in his memorandum :
" If sold, By Order

in Council."

General Macdonald: I would like to see that.

Mr. Dewart: It is at page 48 of the printed evidence. In the original, as we
had it before ~us yesterday, it is part of the same sentence, but formed a separate

paragraph

Sir Charles Davidson: I am tinable to appreciate that there is any essential

difference in the meaning between the two.

Mr. Dewart : In the copy sent to the House in the Parliamentary return, it is

part of one sentence, with a small " i " for " if " and in the other the sentence is

underneath.

Sir Charles Davidson: What is the difference?

Mr. Dewart: The difference, as I put it, is this: the Minister's memorandum is

" Ascertain where and by when this is to be used," in one line. Then the next line,

with a capital " I " is : " If sold, by Order in Council."
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Sir Charles Davidson: Now, what is the difference; point it out to me in pre-

cise fashion, if there be any, the difference between that reading of it and the read-

ing of it as it appears in the copy.

Mr. DewART : The interpretation I put upon it was, that if it is to be sold, it is to

be sold by Order in Council.

• Mr. Hutcheson: General Hughes said yesterday plainly, that that was not the

meaning of it.

Sir Charles Davidson : Let me get that.

Mr. Dewart : I say that the meaning of it is, that if it was to be sold it was to

be sold by Order in Council.

Sir Charles Davidson : I want to get at this, apart entirely from any extraneous

evidence.

Mr. Dewart: Your lordship will see that the memo, about eight lines from the

bottom, reads

Sir Charles Davidson : What I want to get at is the meaning of this as it appears

iu the copy, and any difference of meaning there may be as it appears in the original.

Mr. Dewart: The only difference is this: that in the original there is a sub-

stantive sentence in a different line with a capital " I " and the original reads :
" If

sold, by 0. C."

Sir Charles Davidson: That is a physical fact; what is the difference between

that and the copy.

Mr. Dewart : If that ran along, as it is in the copy, it would read :
" Ascertain

where and by which it is to be used, if sold by Order in Council."

Sir Charles Davidson : Well ?

Mr. Dewart : I take it that there was a request made :
" Ascertain where and by

whom it is to be used." That is the question. Then, there is the second (part :
" If

sold, by Order in Council." That is to say, if sold, it must be by Order in Council.

Of course. General Hughes says that is not the case.

Sir Charles Davidson: I cannot appreciate that distinction; I must confess that

I cannot appreciate any difference in the meaning.

Mr. Dewart: General Fiset appreciated it, because he interpreted this order to

mean that if this ammunition is sold it must be sold by Order in Council, and he

says in his memo that the Minister's inquiry should be fully answered.

Sir Charles Davidson: I am not referring now to the memorandum; I am
pointing my inquiry as to the difference between the original and the copy as a mat-

ter of meaning, with respect to that particular memorandum.

Mr. Dewart : If you put a small "i" for the '"if," it may be simply an inquiry as

to where and by whom this was to be used if sold by Order in Council; but, in the

other case, it is a direct instruction that if sold, it was to be sold by Order in Council.

That is the interpretation that I suggest.

Sir Charles Davidson : I cannot see any essential difference between the original

and the copy, except the physical fact that in one you have a capital "I" and in the

other you have a small "i,"for "if." They both seem to me to have the same meaning.

Mr. Dewart: I get your lordship's thought.

The examination of General Macdonald continued:

Mr. Dewart: In any event, General Macdonald, what ammunition was there

referred to was not sold without an Order in Council?

General Macdonald: No.

Mr. Dewart: It was not sold at all?

[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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General Macdonald : The last two millions have not been sold at all.

Sir Charles Davidsox: I desire to have it made quite clear, either one way or

the other, as to whether or not the recommendation for the Order in Coimcil, men-
tioning, as it does, five million rounds, was intended to include the previous sales of

three million rounds?

General Macdonald: I think so, sir.

Mr. Dewart: There is no question as to that.

General Macdonald: I think so.

Sir Charles DAvrosox : Is it intended to be a covering authority for your previous

sales?
'

.

General Macdoxald: Yes, for what had been sold in addition to the two million

rounds, for which a request was then made. That is, as I imderstand it.

Sir Charles Davidsox: You proposed to cover all your past transactions in

relation to the movement of this ammunition?

General Macdoxald: Yes, my lord.

By Mr. Dewart :

Q. Tell me, General Macdonald, do you know whether there was any applica-

tion for an Order in Council of an earlier date than the one on the 5th of January,
1916?—A. I do not think so, sir.

Q. You know of none?—A. No.

Q. You do not personally know o:fi any?—A. No.

Sir Charles Davidsox : To my mind, the evidence makes it obvious that there was

none.

Mr. Dewart: The reason I asked the question was because of Sir Sam's observa-

tion, in his own evidence, that he applied for an Order in Council for the two mil-

lions, as being a larger amount for which he wanted current authority.

Mr. Dewart : Then, have you any recollection, General Macdonald, of your

interview with Mr. Allison, as he was then. Colonel Allison as he is now, at the time

you first saw him with reference to this matter?

General Macdoxald: Nothing beyond what I have already stated.

Mr. Dewart : You vsaid in your evidence, at the bottom of page 9 of the printed

evidence, in answer to a question put to you by Captain Thompson, K.C., and refer-

ring to Colonel Allison, this—the question is:

—

" Q. Did you think he (Colonel Allison) was buying it personally?"

And your answer is:

—

" A. I thought, from a hint that he indirectly gave me, that this ammu-
nition was being purchased for the use of the Imperial people, and in making

a sale I felt that, if it were required for a purpose of that kind, we were doing

rather a good 'turn to the?e people overseas as well as getting a return our-

selves for what was defective ammunition."

Will you explain what you meant by that answer? In what way were you doing a

good turn for what you believed to be the Imperial people overseas, by getting rid

of the defective ammunition and putting it upon them?

General Macdoxald: Well, they knew what they were buying; they knew it

quite well.

Mr. Dewart: Who knew it?
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Ciciieral Macdoxald: Mark VI was the ammunition asked for by Colonel Allison,

and there must have been some
Mr. Dewart : Please don't say " must have been."

General Macdoxald: Well, there was, I suppose; whatever I stated there is

true. The impression I had at the moment was that from something he said the

ammunition that he was buying was intended for the Imperial people. That was the

impression left on my mind. I asked no questions of him. That is still the impres-

sion I have.

Mr. Dewart: Then, having regard to the fact that he left the impression upon
your mind that this was for the Imperial people, in what way did you think you
were doing rather a good turn to the people overseas by getting rid of defective

ammunition ?

General Macdoxald: I think they required the ammunition or they would not

be seeking it.

Mr. Dewart : What way did you think you were doing a good turn to them by

getting rid of defective ammunition?

General Macdoxald: Well, if I had an impression at all, as I must have had,

that the ammunition was asked for by the Imperial people, I must have felt that

they wanted it, and that it would be doing them a good turn to let them have it.

Mr. Dewart: Having regard to the Barlow report, and your own memoranda,

and General Hughes' evidence with reference to this ammunition, in what way did

you think, with the knowledge that you appear to have gathered that it was going

to the Imperial people; in what way did you think you were doing them rather a

good turn by giving them defective and known to be defective ammunition?

General Macdoxald : So far as defective ammunition is concerned, I am not

responsible for defective ammunition.

Mr. Dewart: I understand that. I don't suggest that.

General Macdoxald: No, I am not an expert.

Mr. Dewart: In what way did you think you were doing the Imperial people a

good turn?

General Macdoxald : I got authority to sell the ammunition, and if the ammuni-
tion were asked for by them, and we were able to give it to them, it was naturally

the impression I had, there was nothing very emphatic about it, but the impression
I had was that we were doing then a good turn if they wanted it.

IfTr. Dewart: In what way did you think you were doing them a good turn by
giving them defective ammunition ?

General Macdoxald; I did not consider the question of defective ammunition;
they asked for Mark VI ammunition, and we gave them Mark VI.

Mr. Dewart : Your answer to Mr. Thompson on the former occasion was :
" We

were doing rather a good turn to these people overseas, as well as getting a return

ourselves for what was defective ammunition.' Do you realize that that answer means
that you were putting defective ammunition over upon the Imperial authorities ?

General Macdoxald: Not a bit of it.

Mr. DEWART: Ammunition that you would not use yourselves.

General Macdoxald : Not a bit of it.

Mr. Dewart: You don't realize that?

General Macdoxald : No, I do not at all.

Mr. Dewart: You don't?

General Macdoxald : No.
[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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Mr. Dewart : Will you give me any other explanation of what the good turn was
that you were doing to the people overseas?

General Macdonald; I do not know that I can give anything more than I have
already told you,

Mr. Dewart : Then I take it that Allison knew this ammunition was defective.

General Macdonald : Oh, I think so, I do not know positively that he did.

Mr. Dewart : You swear he knew that ammunition?

General Macdonald: Yes, he asked for Mark VI.

Mr. Dewart : And at page 10 of your evidence, you say that he knew that ammu-
nition.

General Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : That has reference to the defective quality of the ammunition?

General Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: You have no doubt that he did know that?

General Macdonald: I have no doubt.

Mr. Dewart : You said :
" They asked for it ; I do not know for what purpose."

General Macdonald: I do not know yet.

Mr. Dewart: And there was no suggestion that it was being used for machine

gun Ipractice purposes?

General Macdonald: Well, I would not like to swear positively there was not.

Mr. Dewart : You said :
" I do not know for what purpose."

General Macdonald : Yes. I did not know, and I don't know now.

Mr. Dewart: How did you fix the price at $20 to Allison; was he with you when
you fixed the price?

General Macdonald: That was the price we had been selling this ammunition
for all along, to the Militia and to the rifle associations and to all the persons who
buy Government ammunition. It had been sold for $20 a thousand rounds all along.

Mr. Dewart: Perhaps my question was not fairly put; I should have divided it.

I thanlc you for answering the first part of the question, but I do not think the latter

part of my question was answered. I ask you : was that price fixed at the interview

between Allison and yourself?

General Macdonald: Oh, no, it was not.

Mr. Dewart : Was it discussed?

General Macdonald : ISTo, I do not think it was ; I have no recollection of it ; I do

not think there was any bargain made at all.

Mr. Dewart: Am I to understand that he had no discussion with you at all as

to the price at which he could get this ammunition?

General Macdonald: Not at that particular time anyway, because we did not

settle it; the price was discussed between Colonel Macdonald, and myself.

Mr. Dewart: I understand that, that is in the evidence; but you will understand
that there were two orders came in, one on September 8, .and the other on October 6,

and up to that time there is no evidence of any fixing of the price. What I want to

get at is this : is it not a fact that when Colonel Allison was with you on one of these

occasions, that he spoke to you^ that on one of these occasions the price was discussed

with him?

General Macdonald: I have no recollection. I think that perhaps the price was
fixed, but I do not know. I would not like to say it was not, but I have no recollection

of discussing with Allison the price, although it is very natural that we should discuss

it. The price was fixed, and it was only wh'en the bill was sent to him possibly, that he
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may have known what we were charging him for it. I do not say that positively, but

I have no recollection really of fixing the price with Allison.

Mr. Dewart: May I suggest, General Macdonald, that it is a very extraordinary

thing for a man to purchase a large quantity of ammunition, and not have any under-

standing as to what the price was before he bought it?

General Macdonald: It would only bo the first purchase that that would apply to.

Of course, the price was fixed upon the first purchase of the 236,000 rounds.

Mr. Dewart : You appear to have been the fixer.

General Macdonald: Not exactly. The price had already been fixed for the

ammunition, by regulations, at $20 a thousand, and we did not change that, we stuck

to the $20 a thousand.

Mr. Dewart : But I am suggesting that, so far a§ the purchaser is concerned, that

you would have some understanding with him, and that he would not purchase a pig

in a poke.

General Macdonald: He must have been told that it would be $20 a thousand
rounds, but that would be for the very first purchase.

Mr. Dewart: You would not expect this shrewd business man. Colonel Allison,

to buy it if he fhought he was going to pay $30 a thousand for it?

General Macdonald: No.

Mr. Dewart : Did he think he was going to pay $10 a thousand for it ?

General Macdonald: I do not think so. I do not remember any question about

the price he paid.

Mr. Dewart : Is it your best recollection that it was understood that he would be

charged $20 a thousand rounds?

General Macdonald: $20 a thousand rounds.

Mr. Dewart: With him?

General Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: It must have been?

General Macdonald: It must have been, yes.

Mr. Dewart: Quite so. Look at the memorandum which appears on page" 50 of

the printed evidence, and which reads:

—

H.Q. 0^1718.

New York, December 18, 1915.

General D. A. Macdonald, Q.M.G.,

Militia Department,

Ottawa.

Can you ship our friends, London, 2,000,00p Mark -303 six? General
Hughes here and approves, but requested me to wire you.

J. WESLEY ALLISON.

Then, on the following page, under date Decembe.r 20, there is a telegram to

you :

—

MoRRiSBURG, Ont., December 20-15.

General D. A. Macdonald, Q.M.G.,
Militia Department,

Ottawa.

Please wire answer Morrisburg my telegram regarding two million more.

J.*"WESLEY ALLISON.
[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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What answer did you give to that telegram? ,

General Macdonald : I do not remember giving any answer. I do not think I did.

Mr. Dewart: Is it not rather extraordinary, that that repeated request, in two
telegrams, one on the 18th and one on. the 20th December, should pass without an
answer? I want to know how you communicated with him. Did you communicate
with him by telephone?

General Macdonald: No.

Mr. Dewart : Did you speak to the minister and ask the minister to communicate
with him, or how did it happen ?

General Macdonald: I do not remember.

Mr. Dewart: You see, General Macdonald, what I am pointing out to you is

this : there is a long gap between the 18th and 20th of December and this application

for the Order in Council on the 5th of January. Would it bring it back to your recol-

lection that there was an application by the minister for an Order in Council in refer-

ence to that two million rounds that was refused—can you explain how there is nothing
on the record to show that there was any answer?

General Macdonald : No, I cannot, as things stand here.

Mr. Dewart : That is my trouble too. Here is a request on the 18th of December
from New York for two million rounds. I find a further inquiry by telegram from
Morrisburg on the 20th of December for two million rounds, and the only next thing

I find is the minister's request for an Order in Council on the 5th of January.

Mr. Hutcheson : There is something else. On the same date, the 20th of Decem-
ber, we have General Macdonald's memorandum, which is to be found on page 30 of

the departmental return, and there the minister says " O.K." and General Fiset

appends a note to that.

Mr. Dewart: There is an attempt made to deal with it, so far as the Militia

Department is concerned, but I am asking General Macdonald what reply was sent to

Colonel Allison.

General Macdonald: I think it very likely now, that the telegram that was sent

by Allison was handed over to the Director of Clothing and Equipment, and based

upon that telegram he prepared this memorandum. I think that is what follows.

Mr. Dewart: Why was that particular telegram handed over to the Director of

Clothing ?

General Macdonald : I do not think we considered it necessary to answer the tele-

gram, as we took steps to act upon it.

Mr. Dewart: There was considerable talk about the previous ammunition.

General Macdonald: There is not much delay there; what is the delay there?

Mr. Dewart : The memo, is under date the 20th of December, but there is nothing

to show what is the date of the memo, by the minister. The first telegram is dated

December 18, the next is dated December 20. I find on looking at the file, my lord,

that Mr. Hutcheson is quite right in saying that there is a period in that memoran-
dum of the 20th of December, 1915, between the words "if sold" and the words "by
Order in Council."

Sir Charles Davidson: I would like to have entered in the evidence the exact

memo, in descriptive form, as it api)ears in the original.

Mr. Dewart: Then, I desire to put now upon the record, a descriptive statement

as to this particular document under consideration, which in part appears upon page

48 of the printed evidence.

Sir Charles Davidson: Why do you say "in part?" Let me see if your idea of

the omission is the same as mine.
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Mr. Dewart: There is omitted from this what was apparently an original memo,

of the Minister " O.C. S.H." That was in blue pencil and it is scratched out,- and

there are also the words " old condemned ammunition," scratched out here.

Mr- HuTCHESON : I have never seen that at all.

Mr. Dewart: It is in the Minister's handwriting, and is scratched out. As your

lordship desired, I will read it.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is all in blue pencil. Mr. Owens could make an exact

copy of it into the evidence.

Mr. Dewart: That is perhaps the better way. The document of which Mr-

Owens can make a copy and put it upon the notes is, so far as the typewritten part is

concerned, under the signature of Colonel J. F. Macdonald. Then the next memo-
randum is :

" Minister says O.K., D.A. McD. 20-12-15." This memorandum appears

in blue pencil :
" old condemned ammun." in the Minister's handwriting, and these

words are struck out. And these three words had been underlined. Then the next in

the Minister's handwriting is :
" O.C. SH." and these words are stricken out. And

on the first line following, is :
" Ascertain where (which is interlined) and by whom

this is to be used. S.H." Then, on an independent line in blue pencil, in the Min-
ister's handwriting, as he admitted, is :

" If sold. By O.C."
The following is the memo- as it appears in the original:

—

Ottawa, 20-12-15- P.0.0.

Minister say O.K. Old condemned amm.
(These words are crossed out.)

O.C. Ascertain where and by whom this is to be used?

S.H. If sold, by O.C.
(These words are
crossed out.)

(Sgd.) S.H-
Q.M.G.

Please note Minister's instructions. If this ammunition is to be sold, it

must be done by Order in C. and the Minister's inquiry should be fully answered.

EUG. FISET,

D.M.

Mr. Dewart: The question I was asking General Macdonald was, what record

is there in the department to show any answer or communication from the department

to Colonel Allison, after his telegram of the 20th December, and before the minister's

application for an Order in Council on the 5th of January?

General Macdonald: -Nothing, except that memo, of date 20th December.

Mr. Dewart: Then, from your recollection, tell me what happened, so far as

that application was concerned, of Colonel Allison's for an additional two millions,

from New York on the 18th December, and from Morrisburg on the 20th of

December? Before the minister applied for this Order in Council of the 5th of

January, something must have intervened.

General Macdonald: This memo, was prepared, saying he had asked for the

two millions, and then the matter was taken up by the deputy, as I remember, in

reference to the Order in Council, and I do not think that after that it came back,

or, I do not remember of it coming back.

Mr. Dewart: Was there any conmiunication with Colonel Allison in the mean-
time?

General Macdonald: Not that I am aware of.

Mr. Dewart: By telephone or otherwise, was he communicated with during that

period ?

[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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General Macdonald : I cannot tell you.

Mr. Dewaut: "Was there any discussion between the minister and yourself, or

the deputy minister and yourself, as to the necessity for this Order in Council?

General Macdonald : I do not think there was any special, discussion, but. it was

talked of in Council, I think, if I am not mistaken.

Mr. Dewart: Do you mean the Militia Council?

General Macdonald: Yes, but I would not be sure about that. The deputy, I

think, took the ground that there ought to be an Order in Council, and the minister
*

did not object, as I remember.

Mr. Dewart: He applied for it, as a matter of fact, but can you tell me what
discussion took place with reference to these two million rounds of ammunition that

had been asked for by Allison ?

General Macdonald: I do not remember a single word.

Mr. Dewart: It seems odd that there was no reply to him.

General Macdonald: I suppose we did not consider it necessary because the

action was taken at once, as you will see by that memorandum, showing he had asked

for it.

Mr. Dewart : When did you find that the Order in Council was not to be granted?

General Macdonald: I do not think there was any further action, nor has there

been since.

Mr. Dewart : Did you know of the sale to the Northwest Mounted Police, or the

issue to them, of 500,000 rounds of ammunition, Mark VI, of the manufacture of

1910?

General Macdonald: Yes, I knew of the application for it.

Mr. Dewart: That, I believe, was issued the very day before the minister's

application for an Order in Council. It was issued on the ith of January, after some
correspondence, and the minister's application for the Order in Council for this other

sale, was made on the 5th of January.

General Macdonald: I do not remember the dates. ^

Mr. Dewart: With reference to the second issue of ammunition, you remember
General Macdonald that the first sale through Allison—I will put it that way because

I do not say to whom it was sold—^the first sale through Allison was 236,000 rounds?

General Macdonald: I think so, yes.

Mr. Dewart: The next sale was 750,300 rounds?

General Macdonald : Yes.

Mr. Dewart: Making a total of 986,300 rounds.

General Macdonald: Yes, I think so.

Mr. Dewart: Then there was an application, as we find, for 1,000,000 rounds

—

I think you will find it upon the return at page 27—an application by Allison foT

one million more rounds, and as I recollect the document—I have not got it before

me at the moment—on that document it is referred to by Colonel Macdonald as

ammunition " under suspicion." Is that right ; it is said to be under suspicion ?

General Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart: That is marked " O.K., S.H." in blue pencil

?

General Macdonald: Yes.

Sir Charles Davidson: It is also noticeable that in the copy there is an inter-

lineation of the words " under suspicion " and this does not appear in the original.

It is a matter of no importance, except that we seem to be exercising great precision.
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Mr. Dewart : Your lordship also will notice that it is a remarkable thing that on
the memorandum are the words " I.O. 6561, 2,000,000 rounds," and that is not on the

copy at all.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN* : No, that had better be introduced.

Mr. Dewart: This memorandum, on the 11th of November, 1915, berag an
application for an additional million rounds, which forms part of the second shipment,
you remember. General Macdonald?

General Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : It bears the minister's " O.K., S.H.," and then appears a memo-
randum by Colonel Macdonald, apparently—he swore it is in his writing :

" Spoke
Q.M.G. (that is yourself) that Colonel Allison wanted two millions, told to increase

to that amount." What is this memorandimi here " I.O. 6661, 2,000,000 rounds."

General Macdonald: I think that is the indent.

Mr. Dewart: Is that in your handwriting?

General Macdonald: No, that is in Colonel Macdonald's handwriting.

Mr. Dewart : I am trying to get at something from some witness that would
show how that application came from Allison for the increase of the second one
million to two million rounds?

General Macdonald: Is it not shown here?

Mr. Dewart: There is not a scrap of paper to show that there was anything

from Allison in the way of a request for that. What; is your recollection of how that

application came for the increase from one million rounds to two million rounds?

General Macdonald: I have no recollection, I am sorry to say, about it. I have

no doubt that that is perfectly right.

Mr. Dewart: I want to know how the business of the Militia Department is

run, and the point is this, may I state it briefly: there is an apparent application

that is referred to there for one million rounds of ammunition. Nine hundred and
eighty-six thousand three hundred rounds had already been issued. Then, there is

your memo, or rather a memo, from Colonel Macdonald, saying that you said to

increase that to two million rounds, and as a matter of fact upon the strength only of

what appears on that sheet of paper that you have before you, 1,999,000 rounds being

the approximate two millions of the increased order asked for, were issued or sold.

Now, what I want to find is this: is there any application from Allison, or from any-

body else, for that increased order? Nobody else has been able to produce it, and the

memorandum there is that the Quairtermaster General says to increase to that amount.

General Macdonald: I have no doubt that there must be some authority in the

oflBce; some application from Allison.

Mr. Dewart: Why is it not produced?

General Macdonald : I do not know. There is no reason why it should not be

produced, if we have it.

Mr. Dewart: I am not suggesting that for a minute, but an officer of the long

experience that you have. General Macdonald, would not likely take upon yourself

the responsibility with a verbal request, of selling one million rounds of ammunition.

General Macdonald : No, but still, of course, this memorandum must have passed

through the minister, because his " S.H." is here for the two million rounds.

Mr. Dewart: But does he O.K. the two million rounds?

General Macdonald: I think so; I should take that to mean the two million

rounds.

Mr. Dewart: What is there to show. This first O.K. is apparently only for one
million. If you notice his O.K. is higher up in the document than the second memor-
andum by Colonel Macdonald regarding the increase to two millions.

[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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General Macdonald: 1 do not think that would make any difference because

there is a further memo, right under th^ minister's initials.

Mr. Dewart: To what does that refer " I.O. 6561 for 2,000,000 rounds"?

General Macdonald: I think that is our authority to the Ordnance Officer at

Quebec. I take it to be that, but I am not very sure.

Mr. Dewart: I have been trying to get from somebody how it was that the

Militia Department dealt with and sold an additional million rounds of ammunition
without anything in writing to show how it was ordered, and that so far as the

evidence of any witness shows, to show that there was even an oral application.

General Macdonald: Well, this memorandum shows that there was an applica-

tion, whether it was verbal or not I am not prepared to say. But, I imagine that the

application would be in writing, and I imagine that that must be available.

Mr. Dewart: I do not want any imagining.

Sir Charles Davidson : It is a matter that can be very easily verified.

General Macdonald: I think so. Colonel Macdonald would recollect this better

than I, because this is a matter of detail.

Sir Charles Davidson : Can you look into the matter in half an hour and see

what it is?

General Macdonald: Yes, sir.

Mr. Dewart : The reason I ask the question is that Colonel Macdonald's memo
is " Spoke Q.M.G. that Colonel Allison wanted two millions. Told to increase to that

amount. J. F. M." Apparently you took the responsibility to increase?

General Macdonald: What I imagine I did was to take this memorandum up to

the Minister. That is what I imagine I did do. I would not swear to that posi-

tively, but that is what I did, I think.

Mr. Dewart : If you can give any better explanation later, as his lordship

suggests, you might do so—referring now to the last two million rounds that were

not issued, but were insistently applied for by Allison on the 18th and 20th of

December

Sir Charles Davidson : Point me to the evidence which justifies the assertion

that it was ifasistently applied for. I want to be precise as to where I can find

support for that.

Mr. Dewart : By his telegram of the 18th and 20th of December, to be found on

pages 50 and 51 of the evidence and pages 28 and 29 of the return.

Sir Charles Davidson : I would not consider that insistent. I would consider it

to mean that he wanted a promjpt reply by wire to his telegram.

General MACDONATiD: I now have an explanation of "I.O. 6561." That refers to

the issue order.

Mr. Dewart : Then there was an issue order in that particular.

General Macdonald: Yes, the issue order went to the Ordnance officer.

Mr. Dewart: To make the issue.

General Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : Would that be here or a copy of it ? '

General Macdonald: Certainly.

Mr. Dewart: That can be produced?

General Macdonald: Yes.

Mr. Dewart : His lordship has objected to the use of my word " insistent " refer-

ring to Colonel Allison's telegrams of the 18th and 20th December. I have put it to

you this way: if there had not been this memorandum or request from the Deputy

Minister, upon his interpretation of what the Minister had written
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Sir Chaules Davidson : What I desired to do, Mr. Dewart, was to have from you

a reference as to the evidence which caused you to use the word " insistent." That' is

simply a courteous request.

Mr. Dewart : I withdrew the word the moment your lordship suggested it.

Sir Charles DAvmsoN : You are speaking now as if I objected to your using the

word. You made reference to these two telegrams, and I read them as a telegraphic

request for this additional quantity of ammunition, of the 18th, and a further tele-

gram of the 20th, asking that the reply be wired to Morrisburg.

Mr. Dewart : If there is anything that you consider not tproper in my reference,

I ask that it be stricken out.

Sir Charles Davidsok : Not at all.

Mr. Dewart: If there was not in this memorandum or request from the Deputy
Minister regarding the Minister's application for two million rounds of ammunition,

as referred to at page 51 of the evidence, would you have issued the two million rounds

upon the Minister's O.K.?

General Macdonald: Would I have?

Mr. Dewart : Yes ?

General Macdonald: I think so. You are speaking now of the two millions that

were held up for an Order in Council.

Mr. Dewart: I am speaking of the last two millions.

General Macdonald: Exactly.

Mr. Dewart : Would you have issued that on the Minister's O.K. ?

General Macdonald: Yes, I would.

Mr. Dewart: Without an Order in Council?

General Macdonald: Without an Order in Council?

Mr. Dewart : I understood that the Minister, Sir Sam, said yesterday that he

suggested an Order in Council, as the amount was so large.

General Macdonald: Well, I think that really came from the Deputy, both of

us perhaps; I think it came from the Deputy Minister; I do not think I ever enter-

tained the idea that aai Order in Council was necessary,

Mr. Dewart : Then it was the Deputy Minister that wanted an Order in Council

rather than yourself? /

General Macdonald: I beg pardon.

Mr. Dewart: Was it the Deputy Minister who was so insistent on an Order in

Council, rather than yourself?

General Macdonald : I do not think that he was insistent at all. He simply men-
tioned that he thought it ought to be by Order in Council, and there was no objection

taken to that. That is my recollection.

Mr. Dewart: Was he the person who wanted it?

General Macdonald : I think so, and everybody else was willing there should be an
Order in Council, so far as I know. I did not object to it at all, and I do not think the
Minister did; I think he was quite willing.

Sir Charles Davidson : I have not yet heard why the 2,000,000 rounds were held

up and why they were not issued.

General Macdonald: Why were they not issued?

Sir Charles Davidson: Yes?

General Macdonald : I think that was owing to the suggestion of having an Order
in Council for them, as far as I know.

Sir Charles Davidson : The Order in Council was not passed ?

[General D. A. MacdonaJd.]
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General Macdonald: The Order in Council was not passed, nor is it passed yet.

Sir Charles Davidson : Did it become a question as to whether these two million

rounds were available as a matter of prudence?

General Macdonald : The ammunition was available, my lord.

Sir Charles Davidson: Have you any further witnesses?

Mr. Dewart : No, my lord.

Sir Charles Davidson : Or are there any of the witnesses already examined to

whom you desire to put additional questions ?

Mr. Dewart: No, my lord.

Mr. E, C. Smith^ K.C. : In as much as the names of two of the Directors of the

Canadian Vickers, Limited, have been mentioned in the course of this inquiry, I
have been instructed by the company to appear. I do not certainly propose to place

much evidence before your lordship. The Auditor General in his examination, page
206 of the evidence, produced an official communication from the Colonial Office, to

His Royal Highness the Governor General, and I understand, or rather I have been
instructed, that some communication has since been received in further reply to the

request made for information by His Royal Highness. I, therefore, desire to ask the
Auditor General, with your lordship's permission, if he has received any such com-
munication.

Mr. Dewart : If there is any cablegram which asks for this information, that also

might be produced.

Mr. Smith: I am not aware of any official cablegram.

Mr. Dewart: Or unofficial, if my learned friend's clients cabled I would like to

know what information they asked for, as well as what the reply was.

Mr. Smith: If cables have passed between my clients and myself, I am afraid I

shall not be able to produce them for my learned^ friend's information. I need scarcely

say that I have had no communication with the Admiralty nor with the Colonial Office.

I have had the courtesy extended to me of perusing what I am now desiring to produce,

and it appears perfectly plain that it is in further reply to the request which has been
produced, and which is printed at page 206 of the Auditor General's evidence. I may
say at once that any communications which I have had with my clients have been of

an entirely confidential character, and it would be impossible and improper for me to

produce them. I should have hestitation in asking his lordship to put in any cable-

gram coming from myself. It would not have any characteristic of evidence whatever.

Sir Charles Davidson : Mr. Auditor General desires that the matter should stand
for a little while, in order that he may have authority to produce this cablegram. It

has been communicated privately to counsel, but it is marked " secret." I concur with

the hesitancy of the Auditor General in producing it, until he has some further

authority to produce it.

Mr. Smith: I would merely make this observation with your lordship's permis-

sion: I am quite confident that the Auditor General desires that the fullest publicity

should be given to everything which is pertinent to this examination and investiga-

tion, and I am also confident that the Auditor General desires to render the fullest

justice to every one concerned. Therefore, as no doubt his own discretion may play

some considerable part in the publication of this document, I put it to the Auditor

General whether a communication identical in character with what he has produced,

and explanatory of what he has produced, should not have the same publicity.

Mr. Dewart : Although I do not propose to offer further evidence, I desire to put

in a calculation, which I think is only fair, and my learned friend can have an oppor-

tunity of considering it. I have gone to the trouble of analyzing the account, as put

in by the manager of the Bank of Montreal, of Mr. Orr-Lewis, and the vouchers pro-

duced by the Militia Department, of which I have handed a copy to my learned friend,
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and I have made a careful calculation which shows the exact difference, according
to my contention, of the moneys that are now in the Bank of Montreal. Your lord-

ship will find on the first page a calculation with reference to the first account, for.

the 986,300 rounds of ammunition.

Sir Charles Davidson : Yes, you might leave that until you make your fuller

statement.

Mr. Dewart: I want that your lordship and my learned friend should have it

under consideration. The result is that while, as Mr. Orr-Lewis said, the account is

not closed with the Admiralty and was an open account, it appears that the balance

to the credit of F. Orr-Lewis trust account No. 2 in the Bank of Montreal, New York,
is, including other matters, $68,32<8.12, and my contention will be that it is ear-

marked.

Mr. Smith: What is this?

Mr. Dewart : I am putting it forward so that rit may be' considered. It gives a

total of $64,537.97, that is directly traceable to this small arms ammunition matter,

in that bank account, leaving only $3,800 that is not actually traced.

Mr. Hutcheson: Does your calculation make it plain that the alleged profit is

still in the bank account?

Mr. Dewart: Yes.

Mr. Smith : This is not evidence at all, of course.

Mr. Dewart : I desire to give my learned friend an opportunity of showing that

there is a balance in this account that is not settled, and that we quite frankly admit

is not settled.

Mr. Hutcheson: The statement is prepared upon the assumption, and begging

the question, that the account is settled, because he calls it a profit.

Mr. Dewart : That has reference to Mr. Lewis' letter.

Mr. Hutcheson : That, of course, is open for argument.

]^. Dewart : Then, I file the following statement :

—

Calculation Showing the Moneys received from the Admiralty and Passed to the

Credit of F. Orr-Lewis' Account No. 2 in the Bank of Montreal, New York,

and the Disposition Made of these Moneys as Shown by the Bank Accounts

and Correspondence between the Bank and F. Orr-Lewis, and also from
Vouchers Produced by the Militia Department,

Item A.—Calculation as to the first two shipments ordered by Allison.

(These were the last paid for by the Admiralty through Dawson to credit Lewis

account No. 2'.)

Rounds.

September 8/15 236,000

October 6/15 750,310

986,310

(The 10 odd founds were omitted in all calculations.

See Militia Cash Debit vouchers. Keturn pp. 22 and 23.

p. 22. Cost of 236,000 cartridges at $20 per M $ 4,720

Boxes $ 285 12

Charges 19 50

$ 5,024 62

p. 23. Cost of 750,300 cartridges at $20 per M 15,006

Boxes 748 50

Charges 148 32 15,902 82

$ 19,726 $ 1,201 44 $20,927 44

[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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But the letter to Allison from Colonel Macdonald of November 23, 1916
asked for only $20,926.94 (50 cents difference.)

Consider Lewis' Letters and Bank productions

:

Letter January 12, 1916 from Lewis (Item A.) Admiralty had not then paid
at $25 per M.

Letter January 24.—Bank of Montreal advises Lewis of A. ' T.

Dawson's remittance by Merchants Bank, etc., of $ 24,658 00
Deduct amount paid to Keceiver-General ) 20,927 44

Balance to Lewis' credit on this item $ 3,730 56

Letter January 28 from Lewis shows boxes not paid for by English
remittance of $24,658.

Therefore add the amount for boxes and charges, as per Cash
Debit Vouchers above 1,201 44

Total $ 4,932 00
$5 per thousand profit on 986,300 rounds is 4,931 50

Probably the error corrected of December 29th letter $ 50

N.B.—The further credit item in the New York account on
March 9th per Merchant's Bank account would appear to be refer-

able to the unpaid amount for boxes and charges.

Eemittance $ 1,130 42

There are no March letters produced to show adjustments of Exchange,

etc., to cover the $71 shortage, but no doubt they exist.

Item B is fully explained by Lewis' letter of Jan. 12, 1916.

Actual amount transferred by Admiralty $29,448 00

The profit of $5.00 per M on the face of the letter and boxing

charges, etc., is put at one million rounds 26,176 00

Item C.—Similarly by same letter of Jan. 12 as to for another

million rounds ' 26,176 00

But Items B & C must be considered together for which items

the total to credit of the account was 52,352 00

On Jan. 18, 1916, transferred to Keceiver-General for 1,999,000

rounds 42,867 82

Leaving to Lewis' credit (Items B & C) $ 9,485 12

Add commissions and telegrams 169 86

Making. $ 9,654 97

But note his letter of Jan. 13 " P.S." No. of Boxes exceed items

mentioned. So this approximates the anticipated profit

on the 2,000,000 rounds of $10,000.

Item D.—Eemittance to Lewis, order blocked and no delivery. . . . 49,951 00
The balance to the credit of the F- O. Lewis. Trust account No.

2 in the Bank of Montreal, N.Y., is (including other mat-
ters) 68,338 12

We have earmarked:

•Profit—Item A $ 4,932 00
" —Items B & C 9,654 97

Item D, Admiralty Money intact 49,951 00

Total : $64,537 67
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Leaving only $3,800.00 not directly traced.

The following is a copy of the issue order referred to, as No. 6561, and also

to be inserted in the Minutes:

—

Issue Order No- 6561. . Issue Order.

Station: Ottawa Date: 17-11-15.

To be issued by: 0.0. Quebec.

'To: Mr. E. A. Searles.

Authority: P.0.0. Telegram 546, dated 17-11-15 (C. 1718) Section 27.

Cartridges, S.A. Ball -303" Mk- YI.
*

(1906) 2,000,000

S.O.O., 5th Division, Quebec. For necessary

action and to be placed on board first avail-

able vessel leaving Quebec consigned to Mr. E.

A- Searles c/o Vickers, London, England.

Sgd. S. V. Cooke,

Lieut, for Principal Ordnance Officer.

Ottawa, 17-11-15.

Mr. Dewart : There is in this issue order a reference to P.0.0. telegram 546,

dated 17-11-15. Where is that telegram?

General Macdonald: I presume it will be found in the office.

Later, General Macdonald sent the following telegrams to the Clerk of the Com-
mission :—

.

Ottawa, 17-11-15.

Senior Ordnance Officer,

Citadel Hill,

Quebec.

546. Prepare for shipment one million rounds of .303 ammunition, mark
six, all to be same year manufacture.

P.0.0.

Ottawa^ November 20, 1915.

Senior Ordnance Officer,

Citadel Hill,

Quebec.

612. My 546 l7th instant and I.O. 6561 one million rounds mark six

ammunition, Vickers. Stay all action until further instructions from this

office.

P.0.0.

Ottawa, November 23, 1915.

Senior Ordnance Officer,

5th Division, Que.

656. My 546 and 612 and issue order 6561 ship as soon as possible. Wire
me ship and date sailing.

P.0.0.

Ottawa, November 25, 1915.

Senior Ordnance Officer,

5th Division, Quebec.

714. Reference my telegram 546 and 656 steamship Montreal left Quebec

to-day, will reach Empress Pier about noon. Ship this ammunition and if you
[General D. A. Macdonald.]
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can possibly do so ship an additional million of the same ammunition. Arrange

with divisional commander for necessary fatigues as ship should not be delayed

longer than possble. Do not issue transport requisition, charges forward.

P.0.0.

Sir Charles Davidson: The new appearance of Mr. Smith, makes it convenient,

Mr. Dewart, that there should be a statement on your part as to the items in the

Bank of Montreal account No. 2, which, in your belief, are open to suspicion as

regards any possible connection with Colonel Allison.

Mr. Dewart: I do not understand that Mr. Smith appears for Allison.

Sir Charles Davidson: No, but it affects the account on the payments. These

were payments in Orr-Lewis' account.

Mr. Dewart: I would not have counsel misunderstand what I desire to say.

I have prepared a statement which I handed to your lordship this morning; it is an
analysis of the Lewis account.

Sir Charles Davidson: These items might be referred to, which excited your

special attention or remark, when this account was in the hands of Mr. Parker, thfr

bank manager. Reference to them will be found at page 185 of the evidence. Therf

were three items. The first one, that of $4,000, it specifically states, it is dated the-

21st of December) 1915, is entered as paid to J. W. Allison. Then comes two other-

items, under date December 20, 1915, made up of the cost of telegrams to Quebec, $1.97,

and one-eighth commission on account payment, $167.85, making a total of $169.82.-

Then, proceeding to another part of the evidence, you also have emphasized as pertinent

to this inquiry a third item, a third debit item, under date March 7, 1916, of $4,125, the

reference to which you accompanied with the statement that there was nothing to

show what it is. If Mr. Smith's clients have any concern in the manner in which they

were brought before the Commission, I would like him to be aware of their existence.

I obtained the inference, during the discussion which accompanied and followed the
reference to these items, that you thought that po'ssibly these two additional sums
were paid out to Allison by way of commission. I am not sure whether I am correct

in that inference or not.

Mr. Dewart: The position I purpose taking is that there is undistributed

$15,000.

Sir Charles Da\7DSon: But these are debit entries.

Mr. Dewart: Yes, my lord.

Sir Charles Davidson: There are none of them distributed; they are debited

and paid out of the account; they do not fall within that category.

Mr. Dewart : The position I take, so far as the account is concerned, is that there

is undistributed $15,000 in that account to-day.

Sir Charles Davidson: We know as to that, but what as to these three items

which are disposed of?

Mr. Dewart: That is for somebody else to explain. I cannot bring any one

from New York; I cannot bring Mr. Lewis here to explain it.

Sir Charles Davidson : Are these items, like the ammunition " under suspicion? '*

Mr. Dewart: I can say nothing with reference to them, my lord.

Sir Charles Davidson : Do give vis all the assistance you can in that respect.

Should the inquiry he pursued further. On the face of them, except as regards the

first there does not appear to be any other serious pursuit that can be made, because

there is nothing which connects them with the payment of commission.

Mr. Dewart : The witnesses that could explain them are not under my control, or

within your lordship's jurisdiction. I cannot explain them.
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Sir Charles Davidson: Did you ask Mr. Lewis when he was here?

Mr. Dewart: The account has only been produced since Mr. Lewis took his

sudden departure. He would not produce the account.

Sir Charles Davidson: Not a sudden departure; do let us be fair and just.

Mr. Dewart: I have tried to be fair, but some things are almost beyond one's

patience. Everybody had to hurry up to suit the convenience of Mr. Lewis and Mr.
Allison. Mr. Lewis had a very convenient memory.

Mr. Smith: My learned friend should not say that.

Mr. Dewart : I say it deliberately. Since his lordship has made the remark

Mr. Smith: And saying it deliberately makes it all the more improper. My
learned friend has no right to come before this tribunal, or any other tribunal, and
insult anybody.

Mr. Dewart: I insulted nobody. His lordship suggested examining Lewis with

reference to an account which was not in my possession, and an account which was
not presented until after he left. Under these circumstances, my remark to his lord-

ship was quite within the limit, because it was impossible to examine him upon that,

before your client took his departure.

Mr. Smith : Your remark that Mr. Lewis had a convenient memory is not within

reasonable limits or professional privilege before this or any otheiv tribunal.

Sir Charles Davidson: When I made the objection when Mr. Dewart spoke of

the sudden departure of Mr. Lewis, it was because Mr. Lewis had openly stated days

and days before that he would be called by pressing business to England, in connec-

tion with war matters .

Mr. Hutcheson : And Mr. Dewart says that Mr. Lewis refused to produce these

accounts. My recollection is that Mr. Lewis did not refuse to produce the account,

that he stated that he had not it with him, and that he had not time to get it between

his notice to appear here and the time of his examination, but he was perfectly will-

ing to submit these accounts.

Mr. Dewairt: These are matters of argument, and I shall reserve them for my
ai-gument to your lordship.

JoHx Eraser, I.S.O., Auditor General, already sworn, recalled:

Mr. Smith, I^.C. : Have you obtained permission to produce the cablegram
which you have in your i>ossession?

Mr. Eraser: Yes.

Mr. Smith: This was communicated to you from Government House?

Mr. Eraser: Erom the Governor General's office.

Sir Charles Davidson: Let it be read.

Mr. Eraser: I have received the following communication from the Governor
General's Secretary, and I have permission to produce it before the Commission. It

reads :

—

From Mr. Bonar Law to Governor General.

London, June 16, 1916.

With reference to my telegram June 3rd following further message from
the Admiralty, begins:

The ammunition forming the subject of an official inquiry under Sir
Charles Davidson has been duly received by the Admiralty and has been found
entirely satisfactory. The manner in which the purchase and payment was

LGeneral D. A. Macdonald.]
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carried out for the ammunition, boxes, etc., is in accordance with instructions
that were issued to the Admiralty's representative. The special account
opened with the Bank of Montreal at New York is not yet closed, there being
a balance on deposit which will be accounted for to the Admiralty,

BONAK LAW.

Mr. Dewart: There is nothing that you knew of to show what communication
called for this last cablegram?

Mr. Fraseir : I do not know of anything at all in connection with it, except that

I have received it in the manner in which I have presented it.

After conference between the Commissioner and Counsel

:

Sir Charles Davidson: As I understand it, it is now finally decided that counsel

will assist the Commissioner by sending in written statements setting forth their

views of the results of the evidence taken in this inquiry, and that each shall be

lodged with the Commissioner on or before Wednesday next.

The Commission then adjourned to meet in Ottawa on Wednesday, the 28th

June.

The Clerk of the Commission telegraphed to Mr. O'Connell, K.C., Counsel for

the x\uburn Woollen Mills Company, stating that the case, would be continued on

^hat Hay.
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4PP^ Ottawa, Wednesday, June 28, 1916.

The CDmmission met this afternoon at two o'clock.

Present :

THE HON'OUEABLE SIB iCHARLES DAVIDISON, Knight,

Oommissioner.

Mr. James A. Hutoheson, K.C, Counsel, to aid and assist the Commissioner in

the Inquiry.

Mr, Thomas P. Owens, Clerk of the Commission.

At the sitting of the Commission

:

Sir Charles Davidson: I have received through the post at twelve o'clock to-day,

from Mr. R. C. Smith, K.C, a memorandum- respecting the connection of the Canadian
Vickers, Limited, with the sale of small arms ammunition.

I have also now received from Mr. Hutcheson, K.C, who is present, a memorandum
as to the facts disclosed, as he views them.

I have also received through the Clerk of the Commission, from Mr. Dewart, K.C,
his argument in the case.

(To Mr. Hutcheson) : Does Mr. Henderson propose making any statement?

Mr. Hutcheson : I have not heard him say that he does. I do not know if he is.

aware that the argument is to be filed to-day, because I mentioned it to him this

morning and he made no statement, one way or the other, as to what he intends to do,

and I did not ask him any questions.

Sir Charles DAvrosoN: It is desirable that he should state whether or not he
intends to make any statement in writing.

Mr. Hutcheson: I will communicate with him.

Sir Charles Davidson then read the following letter to the Clerk of the Com-
mission :

—

Dear Mr. Secretary,—I to-day received and have perused and now deliver

to you the statements of :

—

Mr. Hutcheson, K.C, to aid the Commissioner.

Mr. Dewart, K.C, of counsel for the Liberal party.

Mr. R. C Smith, K.C, on behalf of Canadian "Vickers, Limited.
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Please deliver concurrently and at your earliest convenience to each counsel

copies of the statements of the other counsel; also copies to me.

You are further desired to have these statements put on record and printed

in ordinary course.

Believe me.

Sincerely yours,

C. P. DAVIDSON.
To Thomas P. Owens, Esq.,

Clerk of the Conunission.

The argument of Mr. Geo. F. Henderson, K.C., counsel for Col. J. Wesley Allison,

was subsequently received by the Clerk of the Commission.

Inquiry into Sales of Small Arms Munitions since 4th August, 191'

Argument of Jas. A. Hutcheson, K.C., Counsel to Aid the Gommissipner

:

—
At the outbreak of the Great War the Militia Department of Canada found itself

supplied with a very considerable quantity of short arms ammunition, -303 Mark VI.

The Honourable the Minister of Militia found, on making investigation, that, partly

from natural deterioration, and partly from faulty manufacture, this ammunition was

not satisfactory. In 1913, he requested the War OflSce to send out two of their best

experts, and accordingly Sir H. W. W. Barlow and Major Ogilvie from Woolwich
Arsenal came to this country, and, after extensive examination and inquiry, make an

exhaustive report dated 19th June, 1913, which is in evidence. At page 46 will be

found a summary of their recommendation, which was that ammunition made prior to

February, 1908, be destroyed and that ammunition subsequent to that date be ringed,

visually examined, and subjected to firing proof. This work of ringing the manufac-

ture subsequent to 1908 was well under way when the war broke out, having been com-

menced early in 1914. All of the 1908 supply was ringed, examined, and tested; 467,-

500 rounds were passed as serviceable and 149,600 rounds condemned as dangerous.

The 1912 manufacture was next ringed; 1,287,000 rounds were ringed, of which all

were found serviceable except 12,100. In addition, 140,800 rounds of 1912 were ringed,

but not inspected because the work necessarily stopped when the war began.

Subsequent to the making of the Barlow Report, steps were taken to correct the

faults in manufacture with such good results that the ammunition being made is of a

high standard and entirely satisfactory. The policy of the department was and is to

keep a minimum stock of ammunition on hand, gradually getting rid of the supply

under suspicion by destruction or disposal as the new supply increased. The manu-
facture of Mark VII began at the end of the year 1912. As the stock of Mark VII
increased, Mark VI was gradually withdrawn from use and recently an order was made
prohibiting its use for any military purpose.

We are asked to inquire into and investigate the facts and circumstances of, or

connected with, the sale or disposal of small arms munitions since August 4, 1914,

referred to in returns made to the House of Commons on 1st and 2nd May, 1916.

The only transactions as to which comment appears particularly desirable are sales

of three lots, aggregating about 3,000,000 rounds for the British Admiralty, and the

sale of 500,000 rounds to the Northwest Mounted Police.

The shipments for the Admiralty were sent to G. A. Searles, connected with

Vickers, Limited, London, and were as follows:

—

On 16th September, 1915, 236,000 rounds of Mark VI, 1912.

On 29th October, 1915, 750,300 Mark VI, 1912.
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On 26th November, 1915, 1,911,800 of Mark VI, 1906, and 88,000 of Mark VI,
1907.

All of these sales realized to the Militia Department $20 per thousand rounds, and
all of these sales were authorized by the Minister of Militia.

Complaint is made that there should have been an Order in Council authorizing

these sales. This proposition appears to be quite debatable. The Minister declares that

for the disposal of any sort of defective ordnance no Order in Council is necessary or

customary, and that the Quartermaster General has full authority to deal with the

matter. Nevertheless it appears in evidence that an application was subsequently

made for an Order in Council ratifying these three sales for the Admiralty and
authorizing a further sale of 2,000,000 rounds for which application was made in

December, 1915. A number of departmental regulations authorized by the Privy

Council are in evidence regulating the disposal of ammunition to the Canadian Militia

Corps. There is not, however, in evidence any regulation relating to the sale of

ammunition to other than the Canadian Militia, nor is there in evidence any law or

custom determining in what cases an. Order in Council is needed. It is to be borne in

mind that there is a great war upon our country's hands and that many Inatters of

form which would perhaps be otherwise more carefully observed must give way to

matters of substance, the need of attention to which is more pressing. It is submitted

that, while Orders in Council may be considered desirable in all such cases, their

absence should not be censured.

It is further contended that this ammunition was sold too cheaply. After reading

the Barlow Report, the evidence of Major-General Sir Sam Hughes, and the evidence

of Colonel Harston, it is not difficult to conclude that none of the Mark VI ammuni-
tion could be rated as first class, or could command the market price procurable for

Mark VII ammunition. It is to be observed that substantially all of the Mark VI
ammunition sold by the department within the period comprised in the departmental

return was sold at the regular rate of $20 per thousand rounds, this being the rate fixed

when supplies were sold to our own Militia Depots,

lu should not be a matter of surprise that the same rate should be fi^ed for the

British Admiralty as had been adopted for our Canadian Militia.

Colonel Harston says that if the 1912 ammunition was ringed and tested he would
value it at about $25 per thousand, if not ringed he would only value it at $3.50 per
thousand, the breaking-up price. The first two lots sold were Mark VI, all of which
had been ringed and most of which had been tested. The third lot was Mark VI, 1906

and 1907, none of which had been ringed. Having regard to the cabled statement from
Bonar Law that all of this ammunition had been found satisfactory, it would seem
to be a fair conclusion that on the average a reasonable price had been obtained and
there does not seem good ground for a finding that the ammunition was sold at too

low a figure. If it were not for the cablegram from Bonar Law of June, 1916 (which

stated that'this ammunition had proved satisfactory) there might be very good ground
for holding that the price of $20 a thousand was, in the aggregate, too large a sum to

charge for this ammunition.

Complaint is further made that, in some way, the Militia Department and its

officials should be held accountable for the sum of $5 per thousand rounds, being a

profit alleged to have been made on a resale of this ammunition to the Admiralty.

The salient facts are as follows: Major-General Sir Sam Hughes was spoken to,

early in 1915, by Sir Trevor Dawson, who had, in some way, learned that the Militia

Department had some defective ammunition which could be disposed of, and which

would be suitable for machine-gun purposes. Subsequently, Colonel Allison, represent-

ing Sir Trevor Dawson, spoke to Major-General Hughes and to General Macdonald

regarding the purchase of this ammunition, and, on 8th September, 1915, he wrote

General MacDonald referring to arrangements which the letter stated had been made

with him some time ago, for the purchase of the first lot of this ammunition " for Sir
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Trevor Dawson," and giving the address " G. A. Searles, Vickers House, Broadway,

Westminster, London," to which to ship. Colonel Allison, in giving his evidence,

conveyed the impression that this sale was being made to the Vickers firm (see pp. 23,

26).

Major-General Hughes was undoubtedly left by Colonel Allison with the same

impression (see Hansard, p. , and p. , of the evidence).

On 6th October, 1913, Colonel Allison wrote further to General MacDonald stat-

ing that he had just received instructions from London to order the second of these

three lots of cartridges to be shipped to the same address.

The order for the third lot was also given through Colonel Allison, and was pre-

sumably a verbal request, as nothing in writing from him can be found. It also appears

that he verbally requested a sale of a further 2,000,000 of Mark Vl and, at this junc-

ture, an Order in Council was asked for to cover this 2,000,000 and the 3,000,000

already sold. For some reason that does not clearly appear, no Order in Council was

passed. The three lots which were sold were shipped to the same address given above.

Mr. F. Orr-Lewis testified that he is president of " Canadian Vickers, Limited," which

is in no way connected with the London " Vickers, Limited." He adds that the pur-

chaser was neither " Canadian Vickers, Limited," nor " Vickers, Limited," but Sir

Trevor Dawson, acting for the Admiralty, and that Sir Trevor Dawson happened to be

a director of " Vickers, Limited." The witness further stated that his only connection

with the matter was that he acted as trustee of an account kept in the Bank of Mont-

real, New York, and established by the deposit of British money, through Sir Trevor

Dawson to provide for transactions of this kind, and that the deposits were made both

by the Admiralty and by a department of the British Government. He himself gave

no cheque on the trust account, but authorized payments out of the account, and was
subsequently advised of the payments having been made. He said, quite clearly (p.

95), that there was no correspondence bearing on the matter. In this his memory
proved quite defective, as copies of a number of letters professing to bear his signature

and relating to these very matters were, subsequently, produced by the Ottawa agent

of the Bank of Montreal, who also produced a copy of the trust account. He also

stated clearly (p. 97), that when these purchases were made a round sum (arrived at

he knew not how) was deposited in each instance to the credit of the account, subject

to adustment when the transactions were completed. He denied that these deposits

were figured on the basis of the payment by the Admiralty of $25 per thousand for the

ammunition. However, the letters bearing his signature and more especially those of

Ist December, 1915, and 12th January, 1916, make it plain that the price to the Admir-
alty was $25 a thousand rounds. This is also borne out by the cable despatch from the

Colonial Secretary to His 'Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught, Governor General

of Canada, of date 3rd June, 1916, which states that the price paid by the Admiralty
was $25 per thousand rounds, and that the Admiralty paid all charges for carriage and
insurance.

Then we have the further fact that the various deposits placed by the Admiralty
to the credit of the Lewis Trust account in payment of the ammunition was reckoned
upon the basis of $25 per thousand, plus $1.47 per box—and that the difference between
$20 (the Militia Department's price) and $25 (the price to the Admiralty) is

apparently still to the credit of the trust account and aggregates about $15,000.

Perhaps the explanation of this apparently contradictory evidence is that the sale

of the ammunition was not to the Admiralty direct, as Mr. F. Orr-Lewis supposed,

but to Sir Trevor Dawson acting as broker for the Admiralty, and as such, entitled to

receive a commission. At all events the Admiralty are apparently satisfied not only

with the ammunition but with the manner of its purchase.

In any view of the case there is no reason apparent why the Militia Department,
or the honourable the Minister should be held accountable, or blameworthy, even if a

commission was charged or was intended to be charged to the ultimate purchaser of
this ammunition. At the time of the sales the supposition was that Vickers Limited
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was the purchaser. It could be no concern of the Militia Department to whom they

resold it, or at what price, and the same conclusion should obtain if the purchaser

proved to be Sir Trevor Dawson.
Then we have the sale of 500,000 rounds to our Northwest Mounted Police. This

sale took place on the 4th March, 1916, and was authorized by the honourable the

Minister. The ammunition was .303 Mark VI of the year 1910. This was ammuni-
tion '' under suspicion " and which had been directed by the Barlow Report to be

ringed and tested. Ovsdng to the outbreak of the war, it never was ringed. The
letter of the Comptroller of the Royal Northwest Mounted Police applying for this

Mark VI is found at page 23 of the departmental return. At page 24 is the memo-
randum of Colonel Helmer suggesting that the sale be made. On this appears the

memorandum by the Minister " O.K. if good "—and the recommendation of the

Master-General of Ordnance subject to the Minister's approval. Then Colonel Helmer
suggested to the M. G. O. that as certain issues had been found defective, the advice

of the Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition be obtained as to which issue would
be most suitable for use. The letter of inquiry from the M. G. O. to the Chief
Inspector appears at page 28. The reply is at page 29 and states that the 1910 make
had been found to be dangerous since the Barlow Report, and should not be used,

—

and recommended that the 1913 manufacture be supplied, if any. But there was no
sufficient supply of 1913 make available, and the M. G. O. gave instructions for the

sale of the 1910 ammunition. He explains (p. 214) that his reason for so doing was
that in five months' actual experience of Mark VI ammunition at Camp Hughes (in-

cluding particularly 1910 make) when very many thousands of rounds were fired at

musketry practice, no accidents were reported, although he heard of " blow backs " on

several occasions. There was no instance of defective ammunition that would prove

dangerous to the marksmen (p. M6.)
It is to be inferred that when the Master-General of Ordnance received the letter

of the Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition (printed at page 218) he did not note

tLat, lix uLa writer's opinion, 1910 should not be used. Learning that no 1913 was

available for the Mounted Police, and being strongly of opinion that they must not be

left unsupplied, he decided upon the issue of which he had had such wide personal

experience, the 1910.

The Director-General of Musketry, Col. Richard A. Helmer, tells us that, in 1914,

he had personal experience at Valcartier of the quality of Mark VI ammunition to the

extent of approximately 2,000,000 rounds. This covered a period from about 26th

August until some time in October. During the year 1914, ammunition fired in prac-

tice at Valcartier was as follows :

—

Mark VI, 1909 1,516,700

" 1910 269,627

" 1911 2,265,473

" 1912 86,900

There was also a relatively small quantity ot Mark Vil ammunition, 1913 and

1914, used there, amounting to 450,340 rounds. Colonel Helmer is the officer to whom
nearly all the reports concerning ammunition are sent (p. 231). He says there were

no " blow backs " of sufficiently serious importance to report. There was not a single

casualty, and nothing which could be called a medical case to report. He characterized

the results of the targets as " extraordinarily good shooting " (p. 232) . At the same

page he refers to his memorandum found at page 78 of the evidence in which he said:

" I do not think that under present conditions we should allow any Mark VI ammuni-

tion to pass out of the hands of the department except for defensive purposes under

which the requirements of the Mounted Police might be considered. While he declines,

from military considerations, to give his reason for that opinion, he states clearly that

it had nothing at all to do with the quality gf the ammunition*
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Just recently, reports have been procured from the Comptroller of the K.N.W.

M.P. showing the actual working of this 1910 issue sold to the police. These reports

appear on pages 221 to 224, incliisive, and leave us in no doubt that it was defective

for use with rifles from the viewpoint of good marksmanship, and not suitable for

machine-gun rapid firing. But it does not appear that it was dangerous to the men.

There were no accidents or injuries reported '(page 225).

It has not been made to appear that there is any real difference in the quality of

1910, compared with the other issues since 1908, which have been mentioned in evi-

dence, and particularly 1912 (see General IClliott's evidence at pages 216 and 227).

It is to be remembered that the evidence establishes that the *Mark VII ammuni-

tion would be distinctly dangerous with any of the rifles used by the Mounted Police.

Therefore when the application of the Comptroller of the Police was made last 'Jan-

uary, failing any available supply of Mark VI, 1913, recommended by Colonel Harston,

the sale to them of the 1910 issue would seem to be a reasonable* alternative.

JAS. A. HUTCHESON,
;

^ Of Counsel for the Honourable,

the Commissioner.

27th June, 1916.

Argument of Mr. Dewart, K.C., Counsel for the Liberal Party.

In the matter of the Royal Commission issued to Sir Charles Peers Davidson,

Knight, Commissioner, by His Majesty's Privy Council for the Dominion of Canada,

to inquire into and investigate the facts and circumstances of or in connection with

the sale or disposal by the Government of the Dominion of Canada, since August 4,

1914, of small arms ammunition, referred to in returns made to the House of Commons
on the 1st and 2nd May, 1916.

It is submitted that the inquiry naturally divides itself under several heads :

—

(1) The circumstances and reasons for the issue and distribution of such small

arms ammunition, particularly of Mark VI, as was issued or distributed either to the

Canadian Forces or for Canadian purposes or, on the other hand, for distinctly non-

Canadian purposes;

(2) The alleged issue or sale of Canadian ammunition to or for or on account

of " Vickers Limited " for suggested " machine gun testing purposes "

;

(3) The question whether this Canadian ammunition was actually sold or resold

to the British Admiralty, to the knowledge of those who were pretending to* purchase

for " Vickers Limited " or some " Vickers " interest, without commission

;

(4) The question whether profits or commissions were made, or intended to be

made, by Sir Trevor Dawson, Mr. P. Orr-Lewis, Honorary Colonel J. Wesley Allison,

or any of them, or any others (out of this Admiralty purchase), and also whether the

Minister of Militia, of Canada is compromised by his knowledge of or inexcusable

ignorance of the real character of the transactions.

Argument of counsel appointed by the Right Honourable Sir "Wilfrid Laurier,

G.C.M.G., on behalf of the Liberal party

:

It appears that this whole matter had been referred to Your Lordship by Order
in Council, under date of the 9th May, 1916, and that an ex parte hearing had taken

place on May 13 before the motion made that afternoon by Mr. D. D. Mackenzie, M.P.
for Cape Breton, so that we have had the benefit of the evidence brought out at the

morning sitting before Your Lordship on May 13, 1916, and the later discussion in

the House of Commons on the same day, to guide the court and counsel as to the real

matters of inquiry.

It also appears, in the first place, that the Mark VI ammunition manufactured

at the Quebec Arsenal had been the subject of consideration and criticism and of a
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report in 1913, known as the '* Barlow Report," which forms part of the return to the
House. It is worthy of note that this report does not justify the wholesale eondemna-
don of Mark VI ammunition that it later received at the hands of the Minister of
Militia.

Two conflicting views with reference to the Mark VI ammunition are emphasized
by the evidence:

—

First, that of General Sir Sam Hughes (evidence, page 5), "this ammunition
could not possibly be fired in Canada. I would not allow a soldier to fire it or to take
it into action unless he had nothing else to fire," etc. This is emphasized by the

minister's statement in the memorandum forming part of the return made to the

House on the 1st May, 1916, when referring to the issue of this ammunition he said

that " men have been maimed, blinded, and burned." The evidence of this, if it exists,

has not been submitted to Your Lordship.

Col. C. Greville-Harston, Chief Inspector of Arms and Ammunition for the

Dominion, located at the Arsenal in Quebec, deals in his evidence, at page 163, with
the tests that were made of certain Mark VI ammunition, and at page 168, referring

to what has been erroneously called " the ammunition issued to the Vickers Company,"
testified under oath, " that is worth about $3.50 a thousand to break up. That is all

it is worth. It is dangerous to use "
. . . .

" If it (the 1912 ammunition) was not

ringed and re-proved, I would only value it at the breaking-up price, which is $3.50 a

thousand, breaking it up and extracting the bullets and saving the parts. It is not

fit to issue." And at page 169, in reply to a question as to the 1906 and 1907 ammuni-
tion, Colonel Harston says : " The man who sold it ought to go to jail, I think."

Further in reply to Sir Charles Davidson's question " Can you account for the

fact that Vickers wanted 2,000,000 more rounds of this ammunition?" Colonel

Harston :
" jSTo, sir, I cannot unless they were trying to blow up their guns to see what

they would stand."

Further, at page 170 of the evidence:

—

" Mr. Jacobs : Assuming it was 1906 and 1907 ammunition, your evidence

is that you consider that ammunition worthless.

" Colonel Harston : I consider it was bad. What they wanted to buy a lot

of rotten old stuff like that for, I cannot imagine ; I would not allow men to shoot

it.

"Mr. Jacobs: Assuming that the department got $20 a thousand for it,

what have you to say to that?
" Colonel Harston : I should say they ought to return $17.50 per thousand

if they do the square thing."

The second view is that the ammunition in question was serviceable and valuable

and that only the exigencies of this inquiry made it necessary to treat it as absolutely

defective ammunition, only to be used for testing purposes. A careful perusal of the

Barlow Report will show that this ammunition was to be tested, ringed, and otherwise

dealt with. It appeared that the inspector at Quebec had nothing to do with the

ammunition after they had "inspected it" and "proved it" and "packed it" (page

169). While it appeared that the ammunition was properly boxed and marked so that

its character could be fairly ascertained without unpacking, not one particle of evi-

dence has been submitted by any shipper to show that the' Mark VI aminunition which

went to England, was really defective.

The particular years of ammunition manufactured which have been spoken of as

being "condemned" or "under suspicion" were prior to 1912, though even 1912 and

1913 ammunition was to be " re-ringed " before use, according to the view that existed

in 1913 before the actual declaration of war in August, 1914.

But after the latter date the views of the Militia authorities changed, and no

ammunition of any date was to be destroyed. Canada needed every round of ammuni-
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tion she had, and the so called " defective " ammunition was required and used here,

and should have been retained here.

The summary of certain documents discovered in the course of this investigation

to be on the files, but not produced to Parliament, showed that as late as November,
1914, over the signature of the Quartermaster General, D. A. Macdonald, 2,970,000

rounds of this very ammunition of a date prior to February, 1908, was issued for

Canadian use " to the various Ordnance depots only for use in case of emergency."

That there was good reason for this different view as to the real efficiency of the

ammunition is made apparent by the evidence of General Elliott, Master-General of

the Ordnance. It is quite evident that no complete examination under the Barlow
Report was made, but General Elliott (at page 214 of the evidence) referring to the

use of many thousands of rounds of 1910 Mark VI ammunition, as tested in the light

of actual practice with ten thousand men in camp, says :
" On no occasion was it

reported to me that there were any accidents—on several occasions I heard of blow-

backs, but it in no way hindered the training." It was xipon the strength of General

Elliott's acquaintance with the ammunition and its usual quality that he recommended
in January of 1916 (evidence, page 217) " subject to Minister's approval " that 500,000

rounds of Mark VI ammunition be sold to II.N.W.M.P. at the usual price." It is

followed by the Minister's blue i)encil memo. " O.K. if good, S.II."

The evid'cnce does not show that any subsequent tests or reports as to this

ammunition showed it to be unfit to issue. It was the ammunition that General

Elliott swore he would himseK use (page 220). The report obtained from the board

of the N.W.M.P. is to the effect (page 224) that " while the use of the ammunition

in question is possible in the rifle, the results cannot be relied upon. In the Maxim
gun the faults become much more obvious and serious, and its use in this gun would

be inadvisable."

Whatever the defects in the ammunition may hiave been, it was clear from the

evidence (page 242) that the blue pencil memorandum under date of the 29th July,

1914, in the Minister's handwriting, " Destroy " had been stopped by the memorandum
of General Gwatkin as Chief of the General Staff on the 16th October, 1914, to the

following effect :
" The situation has changed since the word " destroy " was written,

and the order, unless repeated, should not be carried out." General Hughes now
claims credit for what General Gwatkin is entitled to. The Minister must at least

assume responsibility for the sales to which General Gwatkin was not and could not

have been a party.

Having regard to this preliminary consideration of the facts proven with refer-

ence to Mark VI ammunition, it is important to take the relevant sales from the par-

liamentary return made on May 2, 1916. These sales that are of particular import-

ance in this inquiry, with the dates of issue, which are taken from the commissioner's

convenient summtary at page 51 of the evidence, may be summarized as follows, with

the added observation that the name of the " Vickers Company " was then used, with-

out the light of the subsequent evidence.

Montreal. September 16, 1915.—^Vickers, Limited, London, Mark VI—236,000
rounds at $20 per thoiisand, issue 1912,
1913.

" October 29, 1915.—Vickers, Limited, London, Mark VI—750,310
rounds at $20 per thousand, issue 1912-13.

Quebec, November 26, 1915.—^Vickers, Limited, London, Mark VI—1,9£8,000
rounds at $20 per thousand, issue 1907-8.

Calgary, March 4, 1916.—Northwest Mounted Police Mark VI—500,000
rounds at $20 per - thousand, issue 1910.

The last word upon the character of these three supposed Vickers shipments is

contained in the cablegram from the Et. Hon. Bonar Law, filed before Your Lordship

on the 21st instant and supplementing his earlier message of June 3 :
" The ammuni-

tion forming the subject of an official inquiry under Sir Charles Davidson has been"

duly received by the Admiralty and has been found entirely satisfactory." This last
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statement is conclusive as to the cbaracter of the ammunition sold, and entirely sup-
ports the question raised -by the Auditor General, Mr. John Fraser, as to the sale of
the ammunition at an under-valuation. Even Colonel Harston admitted '(page 172)
that the 236,000 rounds sold in September, 1915, of 1912 ammunition which was
ringed and inspected " was worth about $25 per thousand rounds," This must also

apply to the like ammunition, 750,000 rounds, sold in October, 1915.

The subsequent application made through Colonel Allison for an addition of

2,000,000 Mark VI ammunition issue of 1906-7 in December, 1915, was held up, despite

the Minister's consent, because the Order in Council for which the Minister applied

on tho 5th January, 1916, was never granted.

The evidence therefore shows that approximately 1,000,000 rounds of 1912-13

Mark VI ammunition was sold outside of Canada under the authority of the Militia

Department in September and October of 1915, that approximately 2,000,000 rounds
of 1907 and 1908 Mark VI ammunition were sold outside of Canada as condemned
ammunition in November of 1915, and that ithere were no Orders in Council, or other

sufficient authority, for the sale of this ammunition. The only other sales or issues

of Mark VI ammunition made during the period in question were made to Canadian
rifle clubs, to military organizations or to the Savage Arms Company, of Utica, N.Y.,

for Canadian purposes (150,000 rounds). There were issued to the E.N.'W.M.P. foi;

actual use (500,000 rounds of 1910). There were issued to our own military forces in
Canada in November, 1914, 2,970,000 rounds of 1906 and 1907 Mark VI ammunition
for use in Canada.

The inference is obvious that the issue of any Mark VI ammunition or its sale

outside of Canada, such as is alleged sales^o " Vickers Limited " "were plainly unau-

thorized unless specific Orders in Council were obtained for the same.
Thio is apparent from the fact that all sales or issues for C'anadiian Maxim guns

and rifles or to cadet corps and rifle associations, or for other Canadian purposes are

made by virtue of the genenal Order in Council 'which governs the regulations for the

equipment of the Canadian Militia. Evidence, page 67 '(e.t seq.).

This is iconfirmed by the application of the Minister of Militia under date of the

5th January, 1916, asking his Koyal Highness tho Governor General iu Council to

-approve of what is termed " an rapplication from Vickers, Limited, for the purchase

of 4,985,900 rounds tof S. A. ammunition, Mark VI." The Minister of Militia must
Lave felt and known that the prior issues of approximately 3,000,000 rounds to the

parties, whom the evidence has later disclosed as the purchasers, was not a Tegular

issue, and was irregular without an Order in Council or he would not have

endeavoured by his belated application of January 6, 1916, to secure the approval oJ^

the iGovernor in Council for the '3,000,000 pounds (approximately) which had then

been irregularly issued, and for the 2,000,000 rounds which his friend Allison then
- desired and has toever obtained because no Order in Council has issued.

A perusal at page 48 of the evidence where the papers show that Colonel Macdonald

asks for instructions regarding Colonel Allison's application for 2,000,000 rounds of

this Mark VI ammunition called for the following observation in the handwriting of

the Minister of Militia :
" Ascertain where and by whom this is to be issued. If sold

by O. C. (Sgd.) S. H."' It is significant that there is an original memorandum in

the Minister's handwriting " 0. C. S. H." which is crossed out. As the return was

made to the House there was a small " I " for the word " if " and the two sentences

were slurred together. It is quite apparent that this corroborates the view that the

Minister intended that this ammunition should be sold by Order in Council, despite the

different interpretation that his fallacious memory put upon the sentence when under

cross-examination. The memorandum of the Deputy Minister of Militia which follows,

shows clearly what the intention was. His memorandum is :
" QZM.G. Please note

Minister's instructions. If this ammunition is to be sold it must be done by Order in

Council, and the Minister's inquiry should be fully answered. (iSgd, Eugene Fiset,

DM.)"
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At this point it is important to observe that the Auditor General for the Dominion

of Canada has placed the people of Canada under a distinct obligation by his keenness

in observing the irregularity of the methods that were being employed for this sale of

this small arms ammunition, by his determination and courage in investigating this

matter, despite the slurring remarks of the Minister, which he has done well to ignore.

The number of apposite instances that he has cited show the regular procedure in

obtaining Orders in Council, that must be adopted by the Militia Department. No
reference to the general powers of the Quartermaster General or to the general authority

in regard to obsolete equipment covers this particular matter. The Minister and the

Militia Department are bound by the regulations that exist, and the Minister has, by

his own application for an Order in Council, estopped himself from saying that such

an order is not necessary.

n.

The next question that arises is as to the representations that were made that the

issue or sale of the approximately 3,000,000 rounds of ammunition in question was
made to or for or on account of " Vickers Limited." The evidence clearly reveals the

fact that there was no such sale or issue of ammunition to or for or on account of
" Vickers Limited " and that the statements of the Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Borden in his

speech in the House on May 13, 1916, and of the Minister of Militia made the same
day, and the evidence given by the Minister of Militia upon the morning in question

before Your Lordship, were each and all inaccurate and misleading.

The Militia Returns made to the House of Commons show the several issues erron-

eously tabulated to " Vickers Limited," when in fact " Vickers Limited " never pur-

chased one round of such ammunition.

But for this investigation the real truth and the part that Allison, Lewis, and Sir

A. T. Dawson played in getting control of this improperly sold ammunition would
never have been disclosed.

There are these three Allison-Lewis-Dawson deals in small arms ammunition with

which " Vickers Limited " had nothing to do.

This phase of the matter becomes important because of the statements already

referred to, which would have passed as current coin had it not been for this investi-

gation. Quoting from Sir Roj^ert Borden's speech (Hansard, page 4039) in reply to Mr.
McKenzie of Cape Breton, he said :

" The hon. gentleman is not well advised in making
that statement, because the docimients upon their face show that the ammunition was
sold to " Vickers Limited " and the shipping documents which have been brought down
and laid upon the table show that the ammunition was shipped in care of " Vickers

Limited," London, England; therefore so far as the person to whom it was sold and
the place to which it was shipped are concerned, there is no warrant for the statement

which my honourable friend has made."

Sir Robert's Minister of Militia, at page 4051 (Hansard) of the same day, is

reported as saying :
" This ammunition was first ordered, I say, by the members of

the ' Vickers firm.' Finally it was ordered by Col. J. Wesley Allison, who has the

honour of being the Vickers' representative."

Indeed, the minister's evidence taken before Tour Lordship the same day, at

pages 3 and 5, indicates that the " Vickers firm " was the responsible party dealing

with the Canadian Militia Department.
But the return made to the House of Commons—the documents that came from

the Minister of Militia's own officers—the documents that were under his control and
from which he could have learned the facts, show that the sale was not made to the

firm of "Vickers Limited" but that it was made through or to Colonel Allison and

that the shipment was made to an officer in the employ of Vickers, named Searles,

the shipment being made to him at "Vickers House," the name of the building in

which " Vickers " did their business, and that the accounts were settled by and through
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and at the direction of Colonel Allison in New York. The very shipping bills and
documens that are produced substantiate my statements, and this variance in the

statements as to the real purchaser and destination of the ammunition in question

becomes of great importance in view of the later evidence of Mr. F. Orr-Lewis and
the important account and documents produced from the custody or control of the

Bank of Montreal in New York.

Even in the memorandum of January 5, 1916, signed personally by the Minister

of Militia, and asking for the approval of His Eoyal Highness the Governor General

in Council of the purchase of 4,985,900 rounds of this Mark VI ammunition, tbe

minister refers to "an application from ' Vickers Limited.' " The minister was not

able to produce a copy of the appplication to which he refers as accompanying his

request for an Order in Council.

Equally significant is the fact that there is no evidence to support the suggestion

made by the Minister of Militia in his evidence that' the ammunition was disposed of

for machine-gun practice; or as he put the proposal in the House (Hansard, page

4053), "to sell to Vickers, through their New York agent, Allison, for machine-gun

testing." So in his application to the Governor General for an Order in Council it

is " reported to be suitable for the testing of ' Vickers ' machine guns." The evidence

of Colonel Harston (page 173) and of General Elliott (page 227) justifies the conclu-

sion that the ammunition would be more dangerous if used for machine-gun practice

than with a rifle.

'^

The researches of the Auditor General in New York, and the evidence of Mr. F.

Orr Lewis given before Your Lordship, have made it abundantly clear that the real

purchaser and the final destination' of the ammunition was the British Admiralty.

Mr. Lewis, in his evidence at page 93, referring to the director of tbe English'
" Vickers Company," who turned out to be Sir Trevor Dawson, made this quite clear

(page 93). "He was not acting for Vickers, no. He was acting for the British

Admiralty. They (i.e. Vickers Limited) had nothing to do with it at all."

Tlie correspondence produced from the New York agency of the Bank of Montreal

(page 186, et seq.) explains the whole transaction clearly. Sir Trevor Dawson was in

England where the Admiralty's money was deposited and transferred to New York,

and there can be no question that the deposit of $24,658 in England on the 24th Janu-

ary, 1916 (page 194) " per A. T, Dawson " was made by Sir Trevor Dawson.

The New York correspondence absolutely proves that there were two prices, first

what Mr. Lewis naively calls " our price," that is the " Dawson-Lewis-Allison price "

of $20 per thousand, and second the price bargained for with the Admiralty and which

they paid to Mr. Lewis' No. 2 trust account of $25 per thousand. A cablegram was

sent by His Eoyal Highness the Governor General, and the reply of the Et. Hon.

Bonar Law of the 3rd June (page 206), make it absolutely clear that the price to the

Admiralty was $25 per thousand f.o.b. Canada, and that the Admiralty paid all

charges for insurance and carriage. The subsequent cable to the effect that the

purchase and payment were carried out in accordance with instructions issued to the

Admiralty's representative does not alter the damaging facts disclosed by the Orr-

Lewis correspondence.

I contend that the three men, Dawson, Lewis, and Allison were parties to a trans-

action that was intended to put $25,000 in a " Trust Account " which they intended to

divide, and which has left for the approximate 3,000,000 rounds of ammunition, thai;

they got, $15,000 to their credit in the Orr-Lewis account at New York, which this

investigation will probably make it impossible for them to divide as they had intended.

Trace the transaction as detailed in the evidence—the Minister of Militia (page

3) was asked whether it was correct " that -Mr. Allison made the arrangement with

General Macdonald." His answer is " No, the primary arrangement was made long
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before that with a member of the Vickers firm who was out on a special raissioji aii4

who spoke to me." The name of this gentleman which the Minister of Militia care-

fully endeavoured to conceal, although urged by repeated questions, was sufficiently

disclosed by Mr. Allison in his first letter of September 8, 1915, as being " Sir Trevor

Dawson."
The reason for the Minister's hesitation appears from the fact that it was this

same distinguished gentleman to whom the Minister now attributes his information

that the " Vickers Firm " had added about £1 sterling for ^freight, insurance, and

exchange, which they afterwards removed when they 'found that the Admiralty was

paying these costs. This statement, wherever it originated, was false to the knowledge

of Dawson, Lewis, and Allison.

Sir A. Trevor Dawson, after his " half-minute conversation " with the Minister

must have informed Allison, for Allison saw General Macdonald, and his letter of

the 8th September shows the arrangement that had previously been arrived at. Allison

then and on the 6th October, and throughout the subsequent negotiations, appears as

the active agent, purchaser and potential paymaster at $20 per thousand to the Receiver

General. But it is undoubtedly the same " A. T. Dawson " who afterwards remits to

Lewis's account No. 2 at "New York, the money to pay for the first two orders on

behalf of the Admiralty at $25 per thousand. It is the same man to whom the unsus-

pecting Minister attributes the false and deceptive explanation as to a supposed £1

sterling per thousand of supercharges which " they " removed. The whole suggestion

of a £1 assessment for one thousand rounds for expenses returned to the Admiralty, is

a fiction, and the correspondence of Mr. Orr-Lewis shows the falsity of any such

suggestion.

IV.

But the relationship of the Dawson-Lewis-Allison combination to this transaction

is one as to which fortunately there are written records by which to test the accuracy

of the memory or the fairness of the statements 'Of the witnesses, Lewis and Allison,

having regard to the proven connection of Sir Trevor Dawson with the initiation of

the whole deal.

It is a matter of gratification that one of the greatest financial institutions in the

world, the Bank of Montreal, which stands true and strong by the best of banking

and financial traditions, is the institution upon whose productions we have to rely

for very important evidence, most properly produced, under all possible legal safe-

guards, in the present case. The Auditor General, in the legitimate exercise of his

functions, had ascertained certain facts, before Mr. F. Orr-Lewis, now beter known as

" Trustee Account No. 2," had been put in the box.

Summarizing briefly Mr. F. Orr-Lewis's original evidence (page 105, et seq.) this

gentleman has sworn :

—

(1) That he was aware that the shipment of ammunition in question was
not to "Vickers Limited" but to "Vickers House."

(2) That he was not resjwnsible for the suggestion that it was sold to
" Vickers Limited."

(3) That Mr. Searles whose name was used in connection with the matter
was only an officer and not a director of " Vickers Limited."

(4) " Thai; there has not been one solitary penny paid out or agreed to be

paid out to any one in connection with this business that we are discussing."

(5) That Colonel Allison's name "in connection with the business being

spoken of was not in the accounts at all and had not been mentioned in corre-

spondence at all that he, Mr. Lewis, knew of.

(6) Thaft there wras no letter with his signature in existence suggesting

that Colonel Allison -W/as entitled to any commission in connection with this

transaction; or as to any other transaction that was connected with it.
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L'ater in his cross-examiiiaition Mr. Lewis had to. admit the authenticity of the

three letters of wl^ich the Auditor General produced undoubted copies—letters, the

existence of which 'he ^ad absolutely no knowledge ,of before, to put the fact in the

moBt favourable possible light to Mr. Lewis. But being recalled, Mr, Lewis insisted

that the reference to a Qominission related to bemmissions ion ^other •business foreign

to ^Canada.

lb reply to Your Lordship lie said that the Admiralty " sent tliat money tlirough

Sir Trevor Dawson "to New Yjork land there it rem^ains in the bank," and that " when
the final adjusttment comes to be made, there will liave to come frpm some source, the

'Admiralty o(r .elsewhere, a sum which is needed to supplement what has been already

deposited in that account, -k) balance it up."

- Mr. Lewis (page 129) allowed Sir Trevor Dawson the use of his name " in any
way he desired to use it for the purchase of things required for the war."

The ampunt remit'ted in each case was " a round sum (page 132)."

Butj Mr. Lewis declined even to supply for Your Lordship's judicial discretion as

to production, a statement pr ciopy of his New York account.

Let me turn for a minute to a 'brief consideration of Colonel Allison's evi-

dence :

—

The evidence of Qolonel 'Allision calls for distinct consideration, the man ot

whom 'the Minister of Militia (Hansard, page 1407) said ofa. March 2, 1916, th,at hav-

ing fouTT^ hin; to be " an absolutely disinterested and straightforward business man,
that is why I chose Colonel Allison to act as my adviser, counsellor, and guide in con-

Ixection with the various ^matters that would come before us in connection with this

war."

Vt may be remarked, in passing, that it is difficult to conceive of the reaston why
General Hughes did not leave the real minister to handle the business of the Depart-

ment in 'C^anada, and ^give his own services, where Lord Kitchener (in Sir Sam's

judgment) needed them, either upon the General Staff in England, or at the front.

The Canadian people were told by this same Minister on the same day (Hansard,

page 1409) " that, at ^he cl^se (of the war we should endeavour t'o recompense Colonel

Allison in some other way, because he has consistently refused to take any commis-

sion, although he has had to pay out money in express and freight charges, and I

hope he has kept the bills."

Further (Hansard, page 1410) that by reason of CioJ^nel Allison's failure to take

a " commission " or " rake-off " on Canadian business (both phrases are the Min-

ister's) " the total saving, under what you may call the Hughes Allison system, is over

$1,600,000. This 'saving was effected in the purchases we made in the LThited States

Wone."
One cannot but recall the school-boy's composition on pins. "-Pins," he said,

have saved the lives of thousands of people." " How ? " said the pedagogue. " Why,"
said the boy, *'by not swallowing them." Allison has not been swallowed yet.

But, referring more particularly to Colonel Allison's evidence on May 13,

before you, Sir, as commissioner, we find:

—

(1) That Allison was in touch with a " representative of the British War
Office" (now known to be Sir Trevor Dawson) before he saw Quartermaster

General Macdonald, to whom he telephoned from New York (p. 23).

(2)That he, Allisoi;, had had a conference with General Hughes, before

communicating with General Macdonald.

(3) Speaking of the ammunition, that Allison said: "One of our experts

went down to see it, and he found that there was only a small percentage of

it that would be acceptable." . . .-- . ''I mean that that my own man

went down to see it,"
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Further examined as to the payment for the ammunition Colonel Allison said to

Captain Thomson (page 26) :

—

" Q. Was it paid in by you Mr. Allison?—A. No.
" Q. Did you handle any money in connection with it?—A. Not a cent.

" Q. Did you receive any commission in connection with the sale ?—A. Not
a cent.

" Q. What was your profit in connection with the transaction?—A. Not a

cent.

"Nothing whatever?—A. Nothing whatever.
" Q. Were you the agent of the Vickers ?—A. I cannot say that ; I was

called upon to do a great deal of special work for the Vickers and the representa-

tive of the War Ofiice.

"Was this part of the special work?—A. Yes, sir.

" Q. Do you say that you received no commission whatsoever?—A. On
this transaction?.

" Q. On this transaction ?—A.. Not a cent.

" Q. Or promise of any ?—A. Not a cent.
" Q. Do you expect to receive any?—A. Not a cent.
" Q. Has any commission been paid by the Yickers Company, or their repre-

sentatives to anybody for you?—A. Not a cent.
" Q. Or in trust for you?—A. Not a cent.

" Q. Neither directly or indirectly?—A. Neither directly or indirectly.
" Sir Trevor Dawson : Do you expect any benefit from it ?

" The WiTXESS : None whatever.

Before analysing Colonel Allison's later cross-examination, may I refer here^

lest I forget it later, to the important fact that Colonel Allison knew the price that

he and his associates were paying for the ammunition in Canada.
Look at General Macdonald's telegram to Colonel Allison at the Manhattan-

Hotel, New York, under date of October 14, 1915 :

—

" Ammunition twenty dollars per thousand. Boxes extra, average one
dollar forty-seven cents each." (Page 279.)

When Colonel Allison was cross-examined at the special evening session on
May 25, he exhibited a fatal and inexcusable lack of memory. One important fact

that he did admit was that in his negotiations here he was an agent of Sir Trevor
Dawson, whom he designated as " a representative of the British Government.^
(Page 137.) In this particular inquiry, he said that he represented Sir Trevor
Dawson, and that Sir Trevor Dawson was a representative of the British Govern-
ment in New York (page 137) by whom he was asked to look after this matter.

Colonel Allison further stated that his authority for ordering the second 750,310

rounds was obtained from the same source. As to the quality of the cartridges he
was purchasing, or whether they were good, bad, or indifferent, he " made no inquiry

about it whatever."

As to crucial facts, such as knowledge of the price fixed with the British

Admiralty, he professed ignorance, or had no recollection whatever. It was impos-

sible to develop any quality of memory as to matters that he must have known of,

as to transactions which subsequent productions show him to have understood—in

the then absence of documents since obtained. The $4,000 paid to him from the
" Orr-Lewis Trust Account No. 2," was, of course, not from Canadian business, but

was " paid in cash," American bills, and note carefully, " was the full amount of

his commission on American business " from this account. (Page 155.) The sub-

,

sequent productions make this statement vitally important.

Before analyising the " Trust Account No. 2 " let us see how intimate Allison's

acquaintance with this account was. Look at the correspondence.
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The bank letter of November 30, 1916, (page 186) to Lewis shows payments
made " in accordance with request of J. W. Allison." " Bills of lading endorsed by
Allison"...." Under the plan evolved by Allison, and at present operative,
payments for the cartridges are, as you know, made under his instructions," etc.

Lewis' letter of December 1, 1915, (page 187) refers to " omi purchase price" for

the bayonets, and as to payment for the second million rounds of ammunition,
" Colonel Allison will fully instruct you in this connection."

Lewis' letter of December 23, 1915, (page 189) regarding another payment to be
made says :

" Colonel Allison will give you full particulars about this." So in the

bank's reply of December 29, 1915, ;
" This action is in accord with instructions

from Allison, etc.

With Sir Trevor Dawson in England seeing that the funds were remitted, " Orr
Lewis keeping track of the differential prices and profits, and Allison the responsible

and active member of the firm making the payments and handling the whole account

in New York, it is too great a strain on human credulity to suggest that Allison did

"not know all about every transaction in Account No. 2—America^> or Canadian—and
the profit, commission or rake-off—great or small.

While we cannot show how the profit was to be divided, a careful analysis shows
$14,586.97 of undivided and ear-marked profit in the same bank at New York, on the

three million rounds of ammunition, in which there is no suggestion that any one

had any interest except Dawson-Lewis-AUison, and which the correspondence shows

there was not the slightest intention of returning to the Admiralty, or to any one else

Fortunately the correspondence between the agent of the Bank of Montreal at

New York and Mr. Orr Lewis, and the production of a copy of the Trust Account
No. 2, when analysed, explain the whole matter.

Dawson-Lewis-AUison proposed to purchase, and did purchase from the Militia

Department nearly 3,000,000 rounds of Mark VI ammunition at $20 per thousand.

They used the Admiralty's money to pay for it, and they were supplied with the

money to pay the freight and charges and their profit of $5 per M. They did not

pay for the ammunition until they had it in hand.

The money was always in New York for these three coadjutors to pay for it,

before they actually paid, except for a matter of boxes in connection with one ship-

ment.

Only in one instance did the triumvirate pay in advance of the payment by the

Admiralty, and then they had the money for other shipments that had not gone

through, but the account produced for the Bank of Montreal shows that the

Admiralty always paid. Mr. Orr Lewis may talk about open accounts and lump

payments, but a careful analysis of the account will show the exact position of every

item in this transaction.

The Rt. Lion. Bonar Law's second cablegram may be used as supporting the

limping explanation of Mr. Lewis. All that the cable says is :
" The special account

opened with the B^nk of Montreal at New York is not yet closed, there being a

balance on deposit which will be accounted for to the Admiralty."

Of course it is not closed, but instead of the money coming from the Admiralty

to close it, the money must come back to the credit of the Admiralty.

There is one item of $49,951 of Admiralty money lying in the bank to the credit

of this account intact remitted to pay for the last 2,000,000 rounds at $20 per

thousand (which were not issued) and approximately enough to cover the profit

or difference of price of $6 a thousand.

A careful analysis of the account taken in conjunction with the Orr Lewis letters

will show that almost the whole of the money to the credit of this Trustee Account

No. 2 is ear-marked as relating to this transaction.

Let me reproduce the analysis that I-gave your lordship upon the last day of the

hearing of the evidence:

—
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The analysis I have made and carefully corrected is as follows :

—

Calculation showing the moneys received from the Admiralty and passed to the credit

of F. Orr Lewis* Account No. 2 in the Bank of Montreal, New York, and the

disposition made of these moneys as shown by the bank accounts and correspond-

ence between the bank and F. Orr Lewis, and also from vouchers produced by

the Militia Department.

The F. Orr Lewis letter of January 12, 1916, is the key-note -to the whole accoimt

and transactions, and it will be convenient to deal with them under the item headings

of A, B, C and D, as he has so carefully done, and apply the relevant facts and docu-

ments to these items.

Item A.—Calculation as to the first two shipments ordered by Allison. (These

were the last paid for by the Admiralty through A. T. Dawson to credit Lewis Trust

Account No. 2).

'September 8, 1915 236,000 rounds.

October 6, 1915 750,310 "

I

986,310 "

(The 10 odd rounds were omitted in all calculations.) ^

These are the shipments referred to in the Militia cash debit vouchers. (Return

pp. 22 and 23.)

Page 22, cost of 236,000 cartridges at $20

per M $4,720 00

Boxes $285 12

Charges .' 19 50

$5,024 62

Page 23, cost of 750,300 cartridges at $20
per M 15,006 00

Boxes 748 50

Charges 148 32 15,902 82

$19,726 00 $1,201 44 $20,927 44

But the letter to Allison from Col. Macdonald of November 23, 1915, asked for

only $20,926.94 (50 cents difference).

Next I consider Lewis' letters and the bank productions:

—

Letter January 12, 1916, from Lewis (Item A) shows that the Admiralty had not

then paid their price at $25 per M.

Letter January 24 Bank of Montreal advises Lewis of A. T. Dawson's
remittance by Merchants Bank, etc., of $24,658 00

Deduct amount paid Receiver General 20,927 44

Balance to Lewis' credit on this item 3,730 56

Letter January 28 from Lewis shows boxes not paid for by English

remittance of $24,658. Therefore add the amount for boxes and
charges as per cash debit vouchers above 1,201 44

Total $4,932 00

$5 per thousand profit on 986,300 rounds is ' 4,931 50

50
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Even this error is referred to in the letter of January 12 (p. 191), so careful was
the Lewis calculation.

N.B.—The further credit item in the New York account on March 9 per Mer-
chants Bank account would appear to be referable to the unpaid amotmt for boxes and
charges of $1,201.44.

Eemittance , $1,130 42

There were no March letters produced to show adjustments of exchange, etc., to

cover the $71 shortage. But no doubt they exist.

Item B.—^Is fully explained by Lewis' letter of January 12, 1916.

Actual amount transferred by Admiralty $29,448 00

$20,000 to the Militia Department and $5,000 rake-off, being the profit

of $5 per M on the face of the letter. Boxing charges, etc., is

put as for one million rounds ($25,000 + $1,176 charges) .... 26,176 00

Item C.—Similarily by same letter of January 12 as to another

put as for one million rounds ($25,000 + $1,176 charges) .'.
. . 26,176 00

But items B and C must be considered together, for which items the

total to credit of the account was 52,352 00

On January 18, 1916, there was transferred to Receiver General for

1,999,000 rounds 42,867 82

Leaving to Lewis' credit (items B and C) « 9,485 12

Add commissions and telegrams 169 85

Making 9,654 97

But note his letter of January 12. "PS." No. of boxes exceed items mentioned.

So this approximates the anticipated profit on the 2,000,000 rounds of $10,000.

Item D.—Remittance to Lewis to cover last 2,000,000 rounds order.

No delivery made $49,951 00

Represents the last 2,000,000 rounds at $20 per M and the $5 profit.

N.B.—The balance shown to the credit of the F. O. Lewis Trust

Account No. 2 in the Bank of Montreal, N.Y., is (including

other matters) 68,338 12

We have earmarked:

Profit item A $ 4,932 00

Profit items B and C 9,654 97

Item D Admiralty money intact 49,951 00

Total 64,537 97

Leaving not directly traced to the Ammunition Account of . . .

.

3,800 15

But the correspondence shows (pp. 191 and 192) a

profit on 500 bayonets, etc., of $3,250 - $3,000) $ 250 00

And (pp. 186 and 189) a profit on 500 Ross rifles,

$16,250 - $14,250, of 2,000 00
$2,250 00

Leaving not earmarked as Canadian business a balance of only. . $1,550 15

The rifle and bayonet supercharges indicate that nothing was too small for the

Dawson-Lewis-Allison toll-gate.
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It is passing strange that there should appear, by an entire accident, as a result of
this inquiry, the fact that $4 profit per rifle was charged and obtained on each Ros^
rifle, and fifty cents on each bayonet referred to. Why did the Admiralty need to pay

an added price for Ross rifles and bayonets purchased through the Dawson-Lewis-

Allison Commission Agency? Why use this channel at all?' Though no part of this

inquiry, it helps to explain the whole character of the Canadian transactions regarding;

ammunition. Colonel Allison was the recognized medium through which this Canadian

business had to go. The responsibility for this rests with the forceful Minister of

Militia, who created Allison and put him forward as his chosen Canadian medium for

war business. The inference is strong that this tardily and grudgingly granted refer-

ence to your Lordship as to Small Arms Ammunition has scarcely touched the fringe:

of the commission business.

Would Mr. Orr Lewis have had the hardihood to say that the balance was against

the Admiralty, if we had been able to confront him with this statement, compiled

from his own account and correspondence?

Is Mr. Allison to be paid out of the unearmarked $1,550 for American business?

He has sworn that he has received $4,000. The account shows it. (At first he had
forgotten the amount, page 149). The statement of account was a matter of such

indifference to him as to be " perfectly immaterial." But he says (page 155) Lewis

personally i)aid him (in cash) "the full amount of his commission upon Americart

business,"

Now the dates of payment and the Bank of Montreal statement become important.

The $4,000 payment from the "Orj Lewis Trustee Account No. 2," which closed

Allison's American commissions was paid December 21, 1915, in. cash. On December
23, 1915 Lewis writes to the manager of the bank in New York (page 189) :

" As soon

as the payments to cover all the transactions now in hand are completed, I will be
glad to have a statement of the No. 2 account, to enable me to send Colonel Allison a

cheque to cover his commissions." (Sgd. F. Orr Lewis.) The account was practi-

cally closed out (except as to Canadian business) when Lewis writes the damning letted

of January 12, referi'ing by chapter and verse and item to Canadian business only..

Item " A '
is only open for an Admiralty remittance, to enable the $5,000 rake-off,

on one million rounds to bo, divided.

Item " B " is closed, with the $5,000 rake-off on the second million safe in Orr

Lewis's No. 2 account, subject to $9.75 due the Admiralty.

Item " C " is closed. The profit or rake-off of $5,000 is at Trustee Lewis' credit

in the bank.

Item " D " the money is in the bank and still is there to pay for the undeli-

vered two million rounds and the approximately expected rake-off of another $10,000.

Then Mr. Lewis says :
" This leaves unsettled, as far as I am concerned," only the

items mentioned relating to Canadian ammunition which under A. B. C. and D havQ.

been pointed out already.

Then the letter concludes (page 192) :
" When the accounts for the boxes arrive^

and the amount is transferred by the purchasers, I will then be in a position to instruct

you as to the payment to Colonel Allison and the balance remaining to the credit of

my account."

What is the reply from New York?
On January 18, 1916, practically one month after Allison, on his own sworn

statement, had been paid the full amount of his commissions on American business,

the agent of the Bank of Montreal, Mr. Hebden, writes to Mr. Lewis (page 193) :
" We

understand that all payments requested by you to date have been made and all con-
tracts of which we know completed. We will, therefore, be pleased to give effect to

your instructions for us to pay a specific amount out of funds at your credit to Colonel
Allison in settlement of commissions as mentioned by you."
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My Lord, I take it that you must find upon this cogent testimony these registered

records which antedate any hearing before you—that despite Lewis's vacillating

answers and Allison's more wily denials, that there was a profit and commission on
these Small Arms sales in which Allison was to share—in which Lewis was to share,

and to which Sir Trevor Dawson was a party. We may not be concerned here with Sir

Trevor Dawson's share of the spoils, despite his assurance to the Minister that there

was no commission. But all three, Dawson, Allison, Lewis have denied that there

was any commission to be paid. We have the Minister's word that Sir Trevor Dawson
told him so. But the denial of Allison and Lewis under oath ca|nnot be taken, 1

submit, in face of the carefully prepared letters and of the accounts themselves.

The matter becomes one of vital interest to the people, because the same denials

have been made by Allison in other cases, where the truth could not be brought home
to him, as it has been in this inquiry.

But since this matter has, I submit, been so closely brought home to Allison, not
to speak for the moment of his coadjutors, there is another phase to consider. Why
should Canadian transactions with the Imperial authorities be handled in the United
States? Why should the accounts be kept in the United States? Is it because it is

usually more difficult to discover the facts there? Is it because the scope of an inquiry

in Canada is thereby rendered more limited? These questions may apply with greater

force to other matters not referred to your Lordship or to any other tribunal but they
are surely applicable here.

V.

The last matter that I desire to touch upon is the knowledge or deliberate ignor-

ance, on the part of the Minister of Militia of the facts disclosed which, I contend,
entirely discredit his chosen " adviser, counsellor and guide " in various matters, and
equally prove that the minister is not a safe, sane or responsible person to administer

the business of the Dominion as one of His Majesty's ministers of the Crown.
The mis-statements made by the Minister of Militia with reference to this matter

in his only proven application of January 5, 1916, for an Order in Council, in his

speech in the House of Commons on March 2, in his statement contained in the par-

liamentary return of May 1, and in his evidence given on May 13, were sufficiently

surprising when, from the parliamentary return, its perusal would have shown the

errors that he had made. I submit that his failure to correctly present the facts upon
each of these occasions was inexcusable as a minister of the Crown.

But in the meantime and before his cross-examination on June 20 instant, he
had ample opportunity to acquaint himself with the facts that he should have, and
could have, known before. Evidence had been given which, to say the very least of it,,

rendered an explanation from his friend Allison necessary. This was an inquiry that

concerned the Minister of Militia, The people of Canada were interested in it. Prob-

ably other members of the Government, of which he is a member, may have felt that

it was a matter of importance. But the evidence of Mr. Orr-Lewis, the evidence of

the various officials of the Militia Department, the evidence of Colonel Harston, the

production of the account and correspondence by the Bank of Montreal from New
iTork—these were matters of perfect indifference to the minister.

He could not remember the matters that were within his knowledge.

He could not and did not inform himself with reference to the matters that it

was his duty to understand.

He declined to say who the member of the Vickers firm was with whom he had

had his first communication, in his supreme ignorance of the fact that the connection

of Sir Trevor Dawson with the whole matter had been disclosed in evidence.

He swore- that he had never heard of his connection with the Lewis account in

New York.

He swore that he had never taken the trouble as Minister of Militia to inform

himself as to what was going on before your Lordship's commission—"had not read

one line of it."
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He swore that he had not looked into the letters between the bank in New York
and Lewis, " never read a line of it and don't intend to," not a line as to the account

that had been put in evidence before you, sir, showing the dealings of Lewis and his

friend Allison.

He swore that he did not want to be informed on the subject—did not consider

it part of his duty as minister to inform himself ''on any such piffle as that"—"it

was too insignificant for him."

He swore that he had never hoard that Sir Trevor Dawson was one of those to

deposit in London money at $25 per thousand rounds for this ammunition, which only

realized the Dominion Government $20 per thousand rounds—"knew nothing about

it—never heard of it—had not taken the trouble to inform himself and did not intend

to" (page 252).

He swore that for certain statements he made he had no authority except Allison's

word which he courteously suggested to Your Lordship he would accept where he would

not accept the oath of counsel.

He swore that they were " getting rid of a lot of rotten ammunition at a fair price."

He confirmed his previous evidence that he had heard that the Vickers firm,

" thinking they were charged the freight and other costs which they had estimated

themselves at about £1 sterling but finding that the Admiralty was paying these costs,

they had removed the addition at once.

He swore that he got this information from a member of the Vickers firm, " the

same gentleman as I have spoken of formerly." This man is definitely identified as

Sir Trevor Dawson.
He swore (page 258), "I heard of the $25 racket before I left Canada. I never

gave a snap of my fingers for it. We sold that ammunition for $20 a thousand, and
I did not care what they got for it. We sold it to the ' Vickers firm.'

"

He swore that as to this ammunition having reached the Admiralty

—

" it was none
of my business, and I do not care what the Admiralty paid for it."

In reply to a question as to the amount of ammunition for which he asked an
Order in Council, he had no recollection. But it being suggested that it was a matter
of public importance (referring to the Order in Council for which he applied and
which was never signed) his answer was (pages 264 and 265) :

" I don't give a snap
whether it is of public importance or not. I signed an Order in Council for this as a

matter of form, and I did not figure whether it was two millions or three millions or

five millions. I did not read the Order in Council

Mr. Dewart : " But there was an Order in Council.'^

Sir Sam Hughes: I have some much more important matters than little

piffling things like that to inquire into."

But he would not ^undertake to produce the alleged application from Vickers

Limited to which he referred in his application, or even a copy of it.

When asked whether he had gone into the matter or whether he should not investi-

gate the fact that there was a rake-off of $5 per thousand or not—he replied that he
did not intend going into the evidence.

These are but samples answers taken almost at random from the testimony to

illustrate my contention that the Minister of Militia would not inform himself upon
the evidence and was prepared to defy the Parliament and the people of Canada.

Whatever excuse may have existed for an earlier confidence in Allison, which I

by no means admit, the conclusive evidence against Allison brought out before Your
Lordship the whole conduct of the Dawson-Lewis-Allison triumvirate as disclosed in

this comparatively small but infinitely important matter of principle, made it the

bounden duty of the Minister of Militia to fully inform himself and to sever the con-

xiection with Allison or at least disavow the transactions, in which the trail of dis-

honest dealing had been brought direct to Allison's door.
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The Minister of Militia appears to have lost his head in his intense desire to justify

Allison and all his works—to shut his eyes to cogent testimony and to use coarse

language of everyone, be he counsel, Auditor General or even higher dignitary who
crosses his imperious path. What reliance can be placed upon the statement of a man
who, instead of saying that he applied for an Order in Council has such a deranged

mental equipment that he testifies (page 264) :
" I signed an Order in Council for this

as matter of form "

—

" I did not read the Order in Council." Comment is unnecessary

when Your Lordship reflects upon the fact that this is the Order in Council which
never did issue and never will issue.

I must press upon Your Lordship's consideration as one of the matters upon which
Your Lordship should make a finding, in addition to the main question of fact the

question of the competence and official fitness of this Minister of the Crown, who in

the face of such damning evidence still insists upon bolstering up his discredited

friend, Allison.

I have to thank Your Lordship for the courtesy and consideration you have shown
to counsel, particularly in allowing written argument, and for the adjournments that

you have granted, resulting in the production of most material and illuminating
evidence. I have also to thank my friend, Mr. Hutcheson, for the fair way in which
he conducted a difiicult inquiry, and my friend Mr. Jacobs for his able co-

operation at Quebec, in this inquiry which has, I submit, more than justified the sug-

gestions of the Auditor General and the insistence of the Liberal party that the light

must be let in.

H. HARTLEY DEWAET,
of Counsel for the Liberal party.

Toronto, June 27, 1916.

Memorandum by B. G. Smith, K. C.

:

Memorandum respectfully submitted to the Honourable Commissioner by Canadian
Vickers Limited:

—

It is respectfully submitted that no argument is necessary to establish that neither

Canadian Vickers Limited nor Vickers Limited of London, England were interested

in any manner whatsoever in the purchase of small arms ammunition from the

Dominion Government or in the re-sale thereof. Neither of these companies was
interested, or participated in any manner whatsoever in any of these transactio>ns.

It is, of course, easily understood that the Minister of Militia and other members
of the Canadian Government assumed that the sale had been made to Vickers inas-

much as a shipment was made to C. A. Searles, Vickers House, London, and the pur-

chase was made on behalf of the British Admiralty by one of the directors of Vickers

Limited.

The names of two of the directors of Canadian Vickers Limited have been men-
tioned in connection with the transaction. Sir Trevor Dawson was requested by the

British Admiralty to act for it in making certain purchases of munitions of war, and
he was instrumental in the purchase of .303 Mark 6 ammunition in question in this

investigation (p. 93, 1. 1.) Acting for the Admiralty, Sir Trevor caused a trust

account to be opened with the Bank of Montreal in New York in the name of F.

Orr Lewis. Not one word of evidence was made to the effect that Sir Trevor Dawson
had any personal interest, direct or indirect, in the transactions. There is, on the

Other hand, positive evidence that no one made any profit on the transactions. There

is clear evidence that in all that he did Sir Trevor Dawson acted on behalf of the

Admiralty as its agent, and there is tlie final and conclusive official statement of the

Admiralty that these particular purchases were carried out in accordance with the
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instructions of the Admiralty, that the transactions were not closed, and that the

trust account opened on behalf of the Admiralty would be accounted for in full to it

at the final adjustment.

It is respectfully submitted that the position of F. 0.rr Lewis is equally clear.

During the taking of the evidence some observations were made upon the apparent

discrepancy between Mr. Orr Lewis's evidence and his letter of January 12, 1916 (p.

191) to tte manager of the Bank of Montreal in New York, and also the first despatch,

«ent by the Colonial Secretary to His Royal Highness the Governor General on June
3 (p. 206) stating that the price was $25 per thousand f.o.b. and that the Admiralty

paid all charges for insurance and carriage. It is evident that the figure of $25 per

thousand had been assumed by the Admiralty for some purpose. It was unnecessary

for Mr. Dewart to make so many calculations as he has done to establish this. Mr
Dewart contends that this figure represents the finally agreed-upon price to the

Admiralty. This is not borne out by evidence, and is conclusively contradicted by the

-official Admiralty despatches. Mr. Orr Lewis had allowed his name to be used as

trustee of this special account in the Bank of Montreal in New York, and he had also

allowed his name to be used freely with regard to all transactions that were under
the direction and control of the Admiralty's representative. Having been one of the

victims of the Lusitania disaster, he has told us frankly that his memory with regard

to certain things is not perfect. At the foot of page 93 and the top of page 94 of his

evidence he states he had nothing whatever to do with the fi-xing of the price, and
that he had no knowledge by whom or how the price was fixed. He had never been
spoken to about it by Colonel Allison. If letters or telegrams were written he no
doubt saw them, but he did not remember (p. 96). In his evidence on page 97 he
does not swear that the deposits in the special account were made in each case " of

a round sum." He simply assumes they were made at a certain rate, or on some
principle. He states that in all transactions of this kind, when a purchase is made,

a round sum of money is deposited and the amount is afterwards credited or debited

as the case may be, and he adds :
" This transaction evidently was deposited on the

basis of about seventy-five thousand, or seventy thousand odd." Then he was asked;
" A round sum ?" and he said, " Yes," that is, that the money was evidently deposited

on some principle, then he adds, in the next question :
" It would be arrived at in this

way, I presume." When asked by Sir Charles Davidson :
" Can you state at what

xound sum per thousand the deposit was based on ?" he answered, " I do not know it

was based on any."

The letter of January 12, 1916, which bears his signature, may or may not have
been written by him, for he has told us that things were bought and paid for without

his knowing anything about it (p. 109). He repeatedly stated in his evidence that

the trust account had not been closed, and on page 95 he says the only transaction

that was completed was the payment to the Canadian Government. It is quite evi-

dent that the despatch of the Colonial Secretary of June 3, stating that the price was
$25, was based upon an incomplete reply to an inquiry made to the Admiralty. The
answer evidently ought to have been :

" Twenty-five dollars and charges subject to

adjustment." If this were not so the British Admiralty would never have followed

up the reply by the more detailed answer contained in the later despatch. This

despatch is clear and unequivocal, and is aboslutely conclusive in its terms. It was
as follows :

" With reference to my telegram of June 3, following further message
from the Admiralty :

' The ammvmition forming the subject of an official inquiry

under Sir Charles Davidson has been fully received by the Admiralty and has been

found entirely satisfactory. The manner in which the purchase and payment were

carried out for the ammunition, boxes, etc., is in accordance with instructions that

were issued to the Admiralty's representative. The special iaccount opened with the

Bank of Montreal at New York is not yet closed, there being a balance on deposit

which will be accounted for to the Admiralty.'

"
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It would be absolutely idle, if indeed it would not indicate a lack of proper
respect for the Honourable Commissioner, for any one to argue that the meaning of
this despatch is that the special account remains open with regard to other matters.
The subject matter of the inquiry was the -303 ammunition in question, and nothing
else, and the reply concerns this and nothing else. The Admiralty is thoroughly
^ware of the fact that the special account in trust for it has been opened, which in
itself excludes the idea of any one appropriating any of the trust funds. The Admir-
alty states in terms that the purchase and payment for the ammunition, boxes, etc.,

are in accordance with its own instructions, and its deposits with regard to this
particular ammunition will be accounted for to it. This excludes absolutely the idea
that the transactions were closed at a fixed price, as Mr. Dewart argues from Mr. Orr-
Lewis' letter.

Upon the whole, it is respectfully submitted that, as clearly stated in the Admir-
alty despatch, the two directors of Canadian Vickers Limited acted and are acting in
strict accordance with their instructions.

E. C. SMITH,
Attorney for Canadian Yichers, Limited.

Argument of George F. Henderson, K.C.

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into and investigate the facts and

circumstances of, or connected with, the sale, or disposal, by the Government of Small

Arms Ammunition since the fourth of August, 1914, referred to in returns made to

the House of Commons on the first and second days of May, 1916.

To the Honourable Sir Charles Davidson, Knight.

Commissioner.

The following memorandum is submitted by way of argument on behalf of Colonel

J. Wesley Allison, one of the parties connected with the sale of certain small arms
ammunition by the Government which is the subject of investigation:

—

Some time prior to the outbreak of the war, there was under the control of the

Department of Militia and Defence belonging to the Government of Canada a consider-

able quantity of small arms ammunition which had been passed upon by a board of

examiners, part of it being condemned and the other part " under suspicion." It had
been the intention that the condemned ammunition should be destroyed, but before any
portion of it had been destroyed, the war commenced, and under the circumstances

which then arose, all munitions of war had value.

At that time. Colonel J. Westley Allison was a broker, carrying on business as

such, with headquarters in New York. It had been intended by the Ministe rof Militia

that Colonel Allison should be one of the heads of a war purchasing commission on
behalf of the Imperial authorities (evidence, page 276), and in this connection as well

as in connection with his general business, he was in touch with the munitions situa-

tion tliroughout this part of the country. Shortly after the war broke out. Sir Trevor

Dawson, who is practically the head of Vickers Limited, came to this country entrusted

by the War Office and the Admiralty with the responsibility of procuring for them
certain munitions of war.

He learned of the existence of the defective ammunition in Canada. In using the

word " defective " it must be remembered that the defect was a question of size of

gauging, the ammunition being suited for the old style Ross rifle but not for the later

type, although it is a fact, as explained by Colonel Harston, that it was better suited

for use by the Ross rifle than by any other type of rifle, inasmuch as the Ross rifle

has a sliding attachment which obviates the effect of blow-back.
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Sir Trevor enlisted the services of Colonel Allison to purchase the ammunition
from Canada. For obvious reasons, he did not explain to Colonel Allison that he was
acting for the Admiralty, and Colonel Allison naturally assumed that he v^^as acting

for his own concern, Vickers Limited. In his letter of order, however, he speaks of it

as a sale to Sir Trevor Dawson, and the Quartermaster-General and Colonel Macdonald,

knowing Sir Trevor Dawson's position with Vickers Limited, very naturally assumed
that the ammunition was being sold to Vickers Limited, and all the departmental

records are based upon that assumption. In point of fact, however, the evidence of

Mr. Orr Lewis made it abundantly plain that Sir Trevor Dawson was acting on behalf

of the Admiralty and not on behalf of Vickers Limited, and that the sale was in sub-

stance a sale by the Militia Department of the Government directly to the Admiralty.

The purchase price was $20 per 1,000 rounds f.o.b. Ottawa, and, as a matter of book-

keeping, provision was made for payment up to $25 per 1,000 rounds, the difference of

$5 being to cover freight charges, boxing, and incidental expenses. In point of fact,

the freight charges, boxing and incidental expenses were paid at the other end, and in

the result, the balance of approximately $5 per 1,000 remains to be accounted for, the

actual cash still remaining in the Bank of Montreal to the credit of Mr. Orr Lewis, in

whose name an account had been opened for the purpose of putting through this and
other transactions. Payments were made on shipping bills verified by Colonel Allison,

who looked after the earlier part of the delivery as well as the original purchase.

The only question which concerns Colonel Allison is as to whether or not he him-
self made any profit out of the transaction. As to this, the evidence shows very clearly

that he did not make any such profit. He was closely examined as to this by Captain

Thompson, K.C., during the early stage of the investigation, and later by Mr. Hutche-
son, K.C., and Mr. Dewart, K.C. He states positively that this work was done
gratuitously, and that a sum paid him for commission by Mr. Orr Lewis had no con-

nection with this transaction. Mr. Orr Lewis says the same, and the evidence is uncon-
tradicted that the only connection that Colonel Allison had with the transaction was
to carry our the instructions of Sir Trevor Dawson, who in turn acted on behalf of

the Admiralty. The latest telegram from jVTr. Bonar Law shows that this was done
to the entire satisfaction of the Admiralty, and it is submitted that the report of +^

Honourable the Commissioner should so find.

Dated at Ottawa this twenty-ninth day of June, A.D. 1916.

GEO. r. HENDERSON,
Of Counsel for J W. Allison.

The Commission adjourned.

Q^

o
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